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Addenda and Corrigenda. 

Page5d, n. 2, col. 2, 1. 10, for cut read cut in pieces 

6, 1. 8, for alien read allied 

61, 1. 5, for force read faculty 

90, n. col. 1, 1. 19, for whole read whale 

111, n. 3, col. 2, ll. 2, 7, for cylinders read springs 

147, n. col. 1, 1.16, fo7 these last, however, are merely causes read the satisfaction 

of a want, moreover, is merely the cause 

152, n. 1, col. 1, 1. 3, omit wrong 

171, 1. 7, for quality read equality 

172, n. 2, col. 2,1. 3 from bottom, after things read that 

178, 1. 4, for moral insight read moral virtue 

182, n. col. 1, 1. 6, for p. 182 read p. 183 

184, n. col. 2,1. 10 from bottom, for picture read future 

195, n. 4, col. 1, 1. 4 from bottom, for 3 on preceding page read 2 supra 

196, n. 1, col. 1, 1. 3, for pupil read audience 

204, n. 2, col. 2, 1. 5 from bottom, for p. 203 supra, read Appendix, p. 507. 

231, n. 1, col. 1, 1. 9, for finds itself more at home vead exercises more influence 

242, 1. 10, for indispensable read indisputable 

243, n. 1, col. 1, 1. 6, for chiefly read nearly 

245, 1.1, for But even any one of such advantages as these confers read But even 

such advantages as these confer of themselves no title to rule in the State. 

259, n. 1, col. 1, 1. 8, for size read greatness 

267, n. col. 1, 1. 9, omit or 

274, 1. 8, for or form, differing read or from differing 

292, 1. 9, for But as he regards ...sense read Since, however, proof is the chief 

end in view 

322, n. col. 1, 1. 8 from bottom, for added read not added 

324, n. 5, col. 1, 1. 11, omit vol. i. 

325, ll. 1, 3, for section read chapter 

» 0. 2, col. 2,1. 5, before p. 291 read vol. ii. 

327, 1. 6, for scientific read theoretic 

» last line, omit and 

331, n. 2, col. 1, 1. 2 from bottom, for paveta read pavreta 

335, n. 1, col. 1, 1. 10, for in chap. i. read vol. i. pp. 5,n. 7; 20,n.2; 38, n. 

339, 1. 9, for motion read matter 

» 1.10, for relation read relationship 

375, n. 1, col. 1, 1. 9, for Melinus read Melissus 

382, 1. 6 from bottom, for geological read zoological 
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ARISTOTLE 
AND THE 

KARLIER PERIPATETICS 

CHAPTER: X 

[CHAP. IX. C. OF GERMAN TEXT] 

Tiving Creatures 

1. The Soul and Life 

Wuat distinguishes living creatures from all others is 

the Soul.! All life, in fact, consists in the power of self- 

movement,” that is, in a capacity inherent in a being of 

effecting changes in itself: the simplest form of which 

is confined, as in the case of plants, to nutrition, growth, 

and decay. But every movement implies two elements 

 PeAgn. i.'1, 407, a, 4: the 
investigation into the nature of 
the soul is of the highest value 
for science, wadAiora 5€ mpds Thy 
puow ect yap oioy apxn Tay 

(gov [7 pox"). 
ered. u. 1, 412, b, 16, cf..a, 

27, and see infra. 
3 Tbid. ii. 2, 413, a, 20: Aéyo- 

fev otv . . . SiwpicOar Td Eupuxov 
Tov avvxXov TS Cv. TWAEovaxa@s dE 
TOU Civ Aeyomevou, Kay Ev TL TOUT WY 

VOL. II. 

evuTapxn povoy, Civ avTd pamer, 
oiov vous, aic@nois, Kynots Kar 
oTdols 1 KaTa& Témor, ert Klynos 7 
kata Tpodyy Kol pOlois te Kal 
avijos. 3d Kal To pudweva TavTa 
Soxet (hv* patvera: yap év abrois 
éxovTa Sivauw Kal apxjy To.avTny, 
b0 js av&yolv te Kal pbicow Aap- 
Bavovot . . . ovdeuia yap avrots 
bmdpxer Svvayis BAAN Wux7s. As 
this lowest form of life presents 
itself wherever the higher is (sce 

B 



2 ARISTOTLE 

—something that moves, and something that is moved: 
form and matter; and if a thing moves itself, it must 

contain this duality within itself.' Hence every being 
that has life must be a compound being; and if we call 

the material part, which is subject to motion, the body, 

it will follow that the form, which is the cause of 

motion, has a being separate from and independent of 

the body.?, And as the form in general is identified with 

the efficient and the final cause, this being may also be 
said to be the final aim or end of the body.’ ‘The form 
thus considered as motive or efficient force is called by 

Aristotle ‘ Entelechy ’; * and hence he defines the Soul as 

infra) it may be treated as the 
universal mark of a living thing ; 
ibid. c. 1, 412, a, 13: tev de 
dvoikwy [sC. gwudrwy] Ta wey Exet 
(wiv 7a 5 odk Exer* Cwijv bE Aeyo- 
pev thy &’ abtov [abrov] tpophy 
re Kal avinow Kal pbicw. On the 
other hand, De An. i. 2, 403, b, 
25 (7d Eupuxov 8) tov abdxou 
Svoty pddAicta Siadepew Boxe, 
Kihoe TE Kal T@ aicbaveoOat), ex- 
presses merely the popular view, 
not the technical definition, of 
life. 

' See p. 4, n. 1, infra. 
2 De An. ii. 1, 412,-a, 15: 

bore wav oGua voikdy perexov 
(wijs ovo 'a ay etn, ovcia 3 ows as 
ouvdern emel 8 eoti capa Tosvde° 
[TRENDELENBURG: g@pa_ xal 
to.ovel; TORSTRIK: kai a. Todvde}, 
(why yip €xov, ovK by ein Td capa 
Wuxh. ob yap eat: Tay Kab wmo- 
Keyevov TO c@ua, uadrdAov 8 as 
broxeluevoy Kal FAN. avaykaioy apa 
Thy Wuxhv ovciay elvat as eldos 
cwuatos guouwod Suvduer (wiv 
éxovros. Part. An. i. 1, 641, a, 

14-32; Gen. An. ii. 4, 738, b, 26; 

Metaph. viii. 3, 1043, a, 35, Ari- 
stotle had already described the 
soul in the Eudemus as €l86s 11; 
see i. 383 sq., supra. 

3 De An. ii. 4,415, b, 7, where 
after the passage quoted,i. 356, n. 
1, sup., he goes on, l. 12: 671 wev ody 
as ovgia[sc. aitia éorly m Wuxnh) 
djAov: To yap aitiov tod elvat 
macw ) ovola, Td be Gv rots (aor 
To elval éorw, aitia 5€ Kal apxh 
ToiTwy 7 WuxH. Ert Tod Suvdmer 
bvtos Adyos 7 evTEAExELa. avepdy 
5’ as kal ob Evexey % Wuxh aitia* 
donep yap 6 vows €vekd Tov motel, 
Tov avtoy Tpdmoyv H pias, Kal TOUT’ 
éotw avth TEéAOS. TowvToy 8’ ev 
Tois (gos  WuxH Kal [2] Kata 
pucw’ mayTa yap Ta pugiuKG ow- 
pata THS Wuxns Opyava .. . ws 
evexa THS Wuxns ovta. He then 
goes on to show, what is a matter 
of course, that the soul is an 
efficient cause. Part. An. i. 1, 
641, a, 25: the ovgia is both effi- 

cient and final cause; Todroy 5€ 
TOU (gov HTo Tata 7 Yux? F mepos 
Tt QUTTS. 

4 Cf, i. 379, supra, 
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the Entelechy, or more accurately as the First Entelechy, 

of a natural body endowed with the capacity of life.! 

This again applies to none but organic bodies, the 

members of which are designed for some definite pur- 

pose and serve as instruments for the fulfilment of 

special functions.” 

1 De An. ii. 1, Aristotle pro- 
ceeds: 7 8 ovaia evteAéxera [the 
form is the efficient force]. 
TowvtTov &pa gwuatos evTEA€XELA. 
The expression ‘entelecheia’ has, 
however, a double sense: at one 
time it is the power of action 
that is understood by it; at 
another, the activity itself (the 
standing example of the former 
meaning is émiot Hun, of the latter, 
Oewpeiv; seeibid., and cf. Metaph. 
ix. 6, 1048, a, 34 ; Phys. viii. 4, 255, 
a, 33; De Sensu, 4, 441, b, 22; 
Gen. An. ii. 1, 735, a, 9; TREN- 
DELENBURG, De An. 314 sq.; 
Bonirz, Arist. Metaph. ii. 394). 
The soul can be called entele- 
cheia only in the former sense 
(that of the power), seeing that 
it is present even in sleep; this 
is what is meant by the addition 
mpétn, When in 1. 27 it is said: 
Wuxh e€oTW eVTEAEXELA 1) TPHTH 
oomatos pvaikod Buvduer (why Exov- 
tos, for the power always pre- 
cedes the activity. 

* Aristotle proceeds, 1. 28: 
to.ovto de [sc. duvduer (wry Exor |, 
0 dy } opyauKoy, adding that the 
parts of plants also are organs, 

though very simple ones (cf. 
Part. An. ii. 10, 655, b, 37). On 
the detinition of organic life cf. 
the passage quoted by TRENDE- 
LENBURG in loco; Part. An. i. 1, 
642, a, 9: as the axe to fulfil 
its purpose must be hard, ottws 
Kol émel TO oOua Upyavoy (EveKd 

The Soul accordingly is the First 

TwWOS Yap EKagTOY T&Y mopiwy, 
dmolws 5€ Kal Tb GAoV) avayKn apa 
Towovdl eivat kal ex Tolwvdl, Ei exeivo 
éotat. Ibid. i. 5, 645, b, 14: é:et 
dé Th wey Opyavoy way Eveka Tov, TO 
5 ob Evexa mpakis Tis, pavepoy Ste 
Kal Td gUvOAoy oma ouveoTnKE 
mpatews Tivos Eveka mAnpouvs. AS 
the saw exists for the sake of 
sawing, so Td g@ua Tws THS Wux7s 
evekev, Kal TH mopia TOY Epywy mpds 
& mepuxey Exaotovy. Ibid. ii. 1, 
646, b, 10 sqq.: of the constitu- 
ent. parts of living things some 
are homogeneous, others hetero- 
geneous (see i. 517, n. 6, supra); 
the former, however, exist for the 
sake of the latter; éxelywy [sc. 
TOV GvomolomEep@v| yap epya Kal 
mpagers eioiv . . , Sidmep €& daTav 
Kal vevlpavy &C. ouverthKact Ta 
opyavika T@Y popiwy. Ibid. ii. 10, 
655, b, 37: plants have only a 
few heterogeneous parts; mpds 
yap oAtyas mpaters OAiywy opydvey 
nxphos. The ‘organic’ parts of 
the body, therefore, are those 
which serve a definite purpose ; 
for this use of the word see, e.g. 
Gen. An. ii. 4, 739, b, 14: rots 
opyavikois mpus Thy avvovaolay 
bopios. Ingr. An. 4, 705, b, 22: 
000 MeV yap Opyavikois mepeat ypa- 
pera (Aéyw 8’ oioy moaly 4} wr épviiv 
} Tit GAAw To.wvTw) Thy cipnuerny 
petaBorAny [locomotion] sovetrac 

.. . 60a d€ wy ToLovTOLs mopiots, 
avT@ S€ TH owuatt Sadness 
Towvueva mpoepxetat. All the 

B 2 



4 ARISTOTLE 

Entelechy of a Natural Organic Body.' This definition 
does not, indeed, apply to the higher portion of the 

Soul, which in the human spirit is added to its other 

parts. With this, however, Natural Philosophy has 
nothing to do: it is rather the subject-matter of the 
‘First Philosophy.’ ? 

The soul, considered as the form and moving prin- 

ciple of the body, must itself be incorporeal ;* and here 

Aristotle contradicts the interpreters of his theory who 

represent it as being material in nature. It does not 

move itself, as Plato thought, for then it would be a 
motum as well as a movens, and every motum exists in 

space. Nor is it a harmony of its own body ;° for such 

a harmony would be either a union or a proportionate 

mixture of different materials, and the soul is neither 

one nor the other: the notion of harmony is better 

suited to physical conditions, such as health, than to 

the soul.® 

parts of a living body, however, 
serve some active purpose. 

\ De Aw. ii. 1, 412; be4tcret 
54 Tt Kowdyv em maons Wuxijs det 
Aéyew, ein by evTeAexera 7 TPaTH 
owmaros puoikod opyavikov, and a 
similar definition is given, l. 9 
sqq.: it is the Adyos [or the ovaia 
KaTa TOV Adyov} THLATOS puoiKod 
TOLWVdL EXOVTOS GpPXHV KWTTEwS Kal 

aTarews ev EQUTS. 
2 See on this subject Part. 

An: fi. 4,° G41, «3 (7B, 106 
cf. De An..i. 1, 403, a, 27, b, ¥ 
sqq., ii. 2, 413, b, 24. 

3 See p.2, n. 2. supra. De 
Juvent. 1, 467, By: 14: djAov bre 
ovx oidy 7’ elvat c@ua Thy ovoiayv 

aris [THs puxiis], GAA’ buws STL ¥. 
éy Tw TOU GwUaTos UmapxXeEL moply, 

Again, it is not a number that moves itself, 

pavepov. 
* De An. i. 3, 404, a, 21, 6.4, 

408, a, 30 sqq. The further 
reasons that are urged against 
this view we must here pass over. 
On the Platonic conception of a 
world-soul see i. 459, n. 5, supra. 

° On this assumption, cf. 
ZELLER, Ph. d. Gr. i. 413. 

& De An. i. 4 init. 408, a, 30, 
where this conclusion is sup- 
ported with further arguments, cf. 
PHILOP. De An. E, 2,m, (Ar. Fr. 
41): Kéxpnta de kal adrds 6 
ApiotoTeAns .. . ev TE Evdijuw 
T@ diardyw Sbo0 emixeipnoeot Tav- 
Tals, iG pev oTws* TH Gpuov’a, 
gpnolv, éorl tt évavtiov,  avap- 
pootia* TH d€ WuxH ovdev evayrioy* 
ovK apa WuxH apuovla eotly*, 
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for it does not move itself, and if it were a number it 

certainly could not do so.'! It is not some one sort of 

material, as Democritus thought, nor a mixture of all 

materials, as Empedocles held :? for if it were a mate- 

rial it could not spread through all parts of the body,’ 

since two bodies cannot coexist in the same space ; and 

if the soul must contain all materials, in order that it 

may be able to perceive them all, the same argument 

would oblige us to ascribe to it all combinations of 

materials in order that it may know all. We cannot 

identify it with the air we breathe, since all living crea- 

tures do not breathe.* Nor is it diffused through all sorts 

of matter,’ since simple bodies are not living creatures. 

The soul, then, is not in any sense corporeal, 

Sevtépa 5€* TH apuovia, pnol, Tov 
Topmaros evaytioy éotly 7 avapyootla 
TOU o@matos* avapuoortia Se Tov 
eupvxov TwHuaTos vdcos Kal acbévera 
kal aloxos. ay Td wey aovmpmerpla 
€oTl TOY OTOLXElwY 7 VoTOS, TY BE 
Tav dmoiomepav 7 acbevera, TH SE 
Tav opyavuay Td aicxos. [On this, | 
however, see i. 517, n. 6, supra. | 
ei Toiyuy 7) avapuootia vdcos kal 
agbevera kal aloxos, 7 apyovia dpa 
byeia Kal ioxds Kal KAAAOS. Wuxh 
5€ ovdey eat To’Twy, ovTE ‘yea 
pnt ove iaxvs odTE KAAAOS* WuxXIY 
yap elxey kai 6 Oepoitns alcxioTos 
av. ovk apa eotly 7 Wuxn apuovia. 
kal TavTa wey ev exeivois. THEMIST. 
De An. 44 sp.; SIMPL. De An. 
14, a, 0, and OLYMPIODORUS in 
Phed. p. 142, also mention this 
argument from the Hudemus. 

1 Ibid. 408, b, 32 sqq.; cf. 
‘ ZELL. Ph. d. Gr. i. 871, 2. 

* On the former of these 
mews see De An. 1.5 init. c 3, 
406, b, 15 sqq,c. 2, 403, b, 28, and 

Ph. d.@r.i. 807 sq.; on the latter, 
De An. i. 5, 409, b, 23 sqq. c. 2, 
404, b, 8, Ph.d. Gr.i. 725. Only 
one of Aristotle’s many objections 
to the theory of Empedocles is 
here given. 

3 As it is obvious that the 
nutritive and sensitive soul at 
least does, from the fact that 
when a plant or an animal is cut, 
life remains in all parts alike so 
long as its organic conditions are 
present; De An. i. 5,411, b..19, 
i, 25,4135b, 13.3 cf.,.1..4, 409,.a, 
9; Longit. V. 6, 467, a, 18; Juv. 
et Sen. 2, 468, b, 2 sqq. 483. 

* De Ani, b,410, b, 27. 
® Aristotle attributes this 

view first to Thales, but identifies 
it specially with Diogenes of 
Apollonia and Heraclitus; cf. 
De An. i. 5, 411,:a,:7 sqq,.;, also 
c. 2, 405, a, 19 sqq. and ZELL. 
Ph. d.Gr.i pp. 178, 2; 238; 240; 
587, 2; 642 sq. 
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and none of the attributes peculiar to corporeal sub- 
stances can be ascribed to it. On the other hand, it 

cannot exist without a body.! Aristotle is even anxious 

to indicate the particular matter in which it resides, 

and which it carries with it as it passes from one being 

to another in the process of procreation. This he 

describes at one time as Caloric (@eppov), at another as 
Pneuma, regarding it as alien to the ether, and of a 

higher nature than the four elements; but he is wholly 

unable to give any clear account of its qualities, or 

to harmonise this conception with the general teaching 

of the Physics. 

1 De An. ii. 1, 413, a, 4: ore 
pev ovv ovK €oTy 1 WuX) XwpioTy 
TOU TwpmaToS, 7) Mepn Ta aTIS, Ei 
pepioTn mwepuKey, ovK GdnAor . 
ov phy GAA’ evid ye ovOey KwAadvet, 
dia TH pNBevds civar cduaros evTe- 
Aexelas. Cf. Gen. An. ii. 3, 736, 
b, 22 sqq. 737, a, 7 sqq. and p. 
4, n. 3, supra, and p. 8, n. 1, infra. 

* The principal passage upon 
the subject is Gen. An. ii. 3, 736, 
b, 29: mwaons pev ody Wuxijs Sivauis 
ET €pov THmaTos EoiKe KEKOLW@YNKEVAL 
kal @ewrtépov TaY KadrouvmEevwr 
oroxeiwy* ws dé Siapepovar Timd- 
TnTt ai Wuxal Kal ariuia aAANA®Y?, 
ottw Kal 7 To.alTn Siapéper pvats. 
TavTwWY wey yap ev TH oTepparTi 
évuTapxel, Orep Moret yoviua elvat 
Ta Onepuata, TO KaAovMEVOY BEepuor. 
TovTo 8 ov rp ovde ToLavTy Svvauls 
€oTiv, GAAG TH euTrepitAauBayduevov 
évy TG omépuati Kal ev TE appwde 
mvevua Kal ) ev TS TvEevuaTi Pvois, 
dvaddoyov ovca TH Tov BoTpwY 
orotxeiw. It is not fire but heat, 
whether of the sun orof animals, 
that generates life. 7d Se tis 
yovis cGua, ev @ cuvamepxerat Td 
orépua Td THS YuxiKhs apxis, Td 

The only right view is that the soul is 

bevy xwpicrdy bv oeHuaTos, Scois 
eutrepiAauBaveTtat Td Oeiov (ToLvTOS 
8 early 6 kadrovmevos vovs), Td 5 
axapirov, TovTo TH omepua [with 
WIMMER read o@ua] tHs yovijs 
Siadveta: kal mvevuatotTa: piaw 
éxov vypay Kal mvevuaTt@dn, As 
the material in which the soul 
resides is here expressly distin- 
cuished from the elements, it is 
naturally thought of .as ether, 
which elsewhere (see i. 476, n. 2, 
and 477,n. 1, supra) is described in 
almost identical terms. Buton the 
other hand the ether is neither 
hot nor cold, nor as the element 
of the immutable spheres can it 
ever enter the region of the 
earthly changes of birth and 
death (see i. 473 sq. supra, and 
the admirable discussion in 
MEYER’Ss Arist. Thierk. 409 sqq.). 
Even if, relying upon De Calo, 
i. 2, 269,a,7 (on which, however, 
see i. 474, n. 1, supra), we suppose 
(with KAmMPE, ELrkenntnissth. d. 
Ar. 23) that it is forcibly injected 
into the organic germ, the ques- 
tion would still remain how we 
are to explain such a process 
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the form of its body, since the form cannot exist with- 

out the matter to which it 

and how the evolution which 
we must ascribe to the omépua 
ahs WuxiKns apxjs, whether we 
take SiaAvec@a as referring to 
the germ itself or only to the 
yovy), is consistent with the 
immutability of the sether (i. 476, 
supra). The material in question, 
moreover, is never described as 
ether. It is merely compared 
with it. Nor, indeed, does Ari- 
stotle ever speak of an ethereal 
matter, but only of vital heat 
and vital breath, as residing in 
the body. Similarly De Vita, 
4, 469, b, 6: mavta 5€ Ta pdpia 
kal may Td cGua tov (wy Exet 
Twa ciupuToY BEepudtnTa puaiKyy * 
whence the heat of the living, 
the coldness of the dead, body. 
avaykatoy 5) TavtTns Thy apxiy THs 
Oepudtntos ev TH Kapdia Tors 
evaiuois elvat, tois 8’ dvaiwois ev 
T®@ ayvddoyov’ epydcerar yap Kal 
TETTEL TH PUTIKG Vepug Thy Tpopijy 
mavTa, wddiota S€ Td KUpimTaTor. 
With the heat of the heart life 
too becomes extinct, dia 7d Tiv 
apxny evtevbey tris Oepudrntos 
HpTHjc0a mac, Kal THs PuxTs owep 
é€umem@upevuevns ev Tos moplors 
tovros [the heart is as it were 
the hearth on which the soul’s 
fire burns] . avayKn Tolyuy 
dua 76 Te Cy bmdpxew Kal THY TOU 
Bepuov tovTov ocwrnp av, Kal toby 
KaAovmevoy Bavaroy eivat Thy TOVTOU 
p0opavy. Part. An. ii. 3, 650, a, 
2: asit is only by heat that food 
can be digested, all plants and 
animals require an apxi Gepmov 
guoikyn. c. 7, 652, a, 7 sqq.: the 
soul is not fire but resides ina 
fiery body, heat being its chief 
instrument in the performance 
of its functions of nourishment 

belongs, and yet it is not 

and motion. iii. 5, 667, b, 26: 
Thy TOU OEepuod apxiy avaryKatoy ev 
7 avtT@ Témw [as the sensitive 
soul] elya. De Respir. c. 8, 474, 
a, 25, b, 10: 7d Gav Kal H Tijs 
Wuxis ebis peta Oepudrnrdés tivds 
€or... wupl yap épyderai mavTa. 
This heat resides in the heart. 
The other faculties of the soul 
cannot exist without the nutri- 
tive, nor the nutritive avev 700 pu- 
o1kovd wupds* ev TOUTH yap H pias 
eumemupevkey avtTny. c. 13, 477, 
a, 16: the higher animals have 
more heat; gua yap avayken kal 
WuxIs TETUXNKEVAL TilwTEpas, C. 
16, 478, a, 28: all animals require 
cooling 5a thy év TH kapdia Tis 
Wuxis eumipwow. c. 21 init.: 
TOU Oepuod, ev & 1 apxh 7 Operrikh 
(which, 480, b, 1, is also called 
nip). Ibid. c. 17, 479, a, 7 sqq.: 
the apxn THs Cwis gives out éray 
MH Karapixnta Th Oepudy Td 
Kotvwvouy avTns. When, there- 
fore, through old age the lungs 
(correspondingly the gills) grow 
dry and stiff, the fire (i.e. the 
vital heat) gradually dies away 
and is easily put out altogether. 
5d yap Td dAlyoy elvar Td Bepudy, 
aire Tov mwAelorov SiamemvevKéTos 
ey Te TAHOE THS Cwis,... Taxéws 
amooBevvuTa, De An. ii. 4 fin.: 

epyacerar 5¢ thy wep Td Oepudy : 
5d wav Eupuxov Exet Oepudtyta. 
Gen. An. ii. 1, 732, a, 18: the 
higher animals are larger ; Tovro 
F otk avev Oepudtntos Wuxikijs. 
c. 6, 743, a, 26: 7 8€ Oepudrns 
EVUTAPXEL EV TH OTWEPUATIKG TWeEpit- 
tomatt. 744, a, 29: man has the 
purest Oepudtns év TH Kapdia. 
Cti°Gen. An. ii. 4, 740, b; 29° 
the nutritive power of the soul 
forms and feeds plants and ani- 
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itself material.'_ This enables us to answer the question 
about the unity of soul and body. Their relation to 

one another is just the same as that which subsists 

mals, xpwuevn oiov dpydvois bepud- 
TnTt Kal WuxpétynTt. According to 
Gen. An. iii. 11 (see i. 460, n. 3, 
supra) the vital heat resides in 
the mvevua, the apx7) Tov mvevuatos 
(De Somno, 2, 456, a, 7) in the 
heart, from which all animal 
heat proceeds; in those animals 
which have no heart, & T@ 
avahoyov Td ciuduToy mredua 
avapvoduevoy Kal acuvi(dvoy dal- 
vera (ibid. 1. 11). This mvevua 
avugutoy, which is a natural and 
inherent property, not an external 
adjunct, of animals, is frequently 
mentioned, as in Gen. An. ii. 6, 
744, a, 3, v. 2, 781, a, 23 (ZELLER, 
Ph. d. Gr.i. 16, 659, b, 17), where 
we are told that it pervades the 
channels of hearing andsmell,and 
is the medium by which sounds 
and smells are conveyed to their 
respective senses ; Part. An. iii. 
6, 669, a, 1, where it is said that 
in the case of bloodless animals, 
which have less internal heat 
and do not require to breathe, 
the mvedua ciudutoyr is sufficient 
for purposes of cooling. As, how- 
ever, according to the above, it 
is also the seat of animal heat, 
the phrase must be understood in 
the sense explained in Respir. 9, 
474, b, 31 sqq., to mean that 
cooling, in the case of sach non- 
respirating animals as require 
more than that caused by the air 
or water that surrounds them, is 
produced by the expansion and 
contraction of the mvevua Eugutoy, 
which in turn, by setting in 
motion the abdominal membrane 
which produces, e.g , the chirp of 
the cricket, causes it to act asa 

fan (for this is the sense in 
which we must understand 475, 
a, 11, 669, b, 1). Beside these 
passages, the statement in Gen. 
An. ii. 3, stands rather isolated. 
Granting that the cya Oeidrepoy 
Tov ototxelwy there spoken of is 
distinguished from the zvedua in 
which it resides (7 év TG mvevpari 
gvous), it is yet hardly possible 
to attribute to it an w#ethereal 
nature. The truth seems rather 
to be that Aristotle here feels a 
want which his philosophy as a 
whole does not enable him to 
supply.— The writer of the 
spurious treatise 7. Tvevmaros 
discusses the nature of the 
mvevua Eugputov, though he by no 
means confines himself to this 
subject. He gives no indication, 
however, of the view he held of 
its material character.—Theques- 
tion of the relation of Aristotle’s 
assumptions with regard to the 
mvevua to his doetrine of the 
Nous is for later discussion (see 
Ch. XI. on the Reason, infra). 

' See p. 2, n. 2, supra, and 
Metaph. vii. 10, 1035, b, 14: émel 
de 7 Tav Cowy Wuxh (TOUTO yap 
ovaia Tov eupbxov) ) KaTa Toy 
Adyov ovcia Kal Td eldos Kal 7d Ti 
jv elvat T@ To@de cduati. c. 11, 
1037, a, 5: the body is the #An, 
the soul the ovela y mpérn. viii. 3, 
1043, a, 35. De An. ii. 2, 414, a, 
12: as the form is everywhere 
distinguished from the matter 
which receives it, so is the soul 
TovT0 @ (@uev Kal aiobavéducba Kal 
diavootmeba mpwtws, rte Adyos Tis 
iv ein Kal eldos, GAA’ odx BAN Kal 
To bworeluevoy’ tpix@s yap Ae 
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between form and matter.' To ask whether soul and 

body are one, is just as ridiculous as to ask whether 

the wax and the form impressed upon it are one. They 

are and they are not: they are separable in thought, 

inseparable in reality.? Life is not a combination of 

soul and body,? and the living being is not some- 

thing joined together of these two parts;* but the 

soul is the active force that operates in the body, or, if 

you will, the body is the natural organ of the soul. We 

cannot separate them any more than we can separate 

the eye and eyesight.° None but a living body deserves 

the name of body,® and a particular soul can only exist 

in its own particular body.’ Therefore the Pythagorean 

youerns THs ovalas, Kabdmep etromuer, 
ay Td pev eldos, TD SE HAN, Td SE € 
apo: tovtwy 5 7 wey bAn Siva- 
pus, Td Se elSos evreAcxera’ errel 5E 
To ef aupoiy Eupvxorv, ov Td Toma 
€oTly EVTEAEX ELA WUXTS, GAA’ ary 
TaéuaTds Tivos. Kal ia TOVTO KAaADS 
broAauBdvovar, ois Soxet wht’ tvev 
odmaros elvat phitTe cGud Th 7 
Wux). TGua pmev yap ovK ort, 
o@matos S€ Tt. De An. ii. 1, 412, 
b, 11 sqq. thus illustrates: if the 
axe were a creature, its nature as 

an axe would be its soul; if the 
eye were a separate being, its 
eyesight (dys) would be its soul, 
aitn yap ovcia dp0aruod 7 Kata 
Tov Adyov. 6 8 dpbaruds An 
dWews, hs amoAeimovons ovK ot 
opbaduds. The soul is to the body 
as sight is to the eye. 

1 See i. 351, n. 1, supra. 
2 De An. ii. 1, 412, b, 6: the 

soul is the entelecheia of an 
organic body. 81d kal od de? (nrety 
ei Evy H Wuxy Kal Td coma, domep 
ovée thy knpdy Kal 7d oxjMa, 0d’ 
dAws Thy Exdarov bAnv kal 7d 00 BAN. 

3 As perhaps the Platonists 
defined it, consistently with the 
account of death in Phedo, 64, Cc. 

4 Metaph. viii. 6, 1045, b, 11. 
Top. vi. 14 init.: Giv and the (gov 
are not a ovv@ecrs 7) cvvdecuos of 
soul and body. 

5 De An. ii. 1,413, a, 1: as 8 
n bus Kal n Svvauis TOU dpyavou 7 
wuxn [se. evredexera eorw]* Td 
5€ cua Td Suvdwer Ov GAA’ Howep 
6 dpOadruds 7H Kdpn Kal H OYus, KaKEr 
nN Wuxh Kal rd cGua Td Gor. 

6 Thid. 412, b, 11, 20, 25. 
Part, An. i. 1, 640, b, 33 sqq. 641, 
a, 18) Gen. Anwiv. 5, 74),,.a,10. 
Meteor. iv. 12, 389; b, 31,390, a, 
10.  Metaph. vii. 10, 1035, b, 24. 

7 De An. ii. 2, 414, a, 21 (fol- 
lowing on the passage quoted p. 8, 
n.1, supra): kal 51a TovVTO ev THuaTt 
imdpxet, Kal €v cduats TOLWUTH, Kal 
ovx womwep of mpdtepoy eis coma 
evnpuo(oy avthy, ovdev mpocd.opi- 
(ovres ey Tivt kal woiw, Kalmwep ovde 
pawouevov tov tuxdvTos Séxec8a 
T) TuXOY. OdTw BE yivera Kal Kata 
Adyov: Exdorov yap i) évTEAexeta 
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notion of one soul passing through bodies of the most 

various sorts is just as absurd as if one should imagine 

that one and the same art could use tools of the most 

various kinds indifferently—that a flute, for example, 

could be of the same use to a carpenter as an axe.! 

The true essence of everything is its form, and the 

essence of everything that comes into being is its 

purpose or end.” Living creatures are no exception to 

this law. Every living creature is a little world, a whole, 

the parts of which subserve as instruments the purpose 

of the whole.* But every instrument depends upon the 

nature of the work for which it is designed; so the 

body exists for the soul, and the qualities of every body 

are determined by those of its soul.‘ 

ev r@ Suvdmer bmapxovTi Kal TH oikeia 
tAn mepunev eyyiverOa. Cf. the 
passages quoted, i.221,n.1, supra, 
from Phys. ii.9, and elsewhere. 

' De An, i. 3, 407, b, 13: most 
writers (Aristotle is thinking 
principally of Plato) make the 
mistake of speaking of the union 
of soul and body, ov@év mpocduopt- 
cavtes, dia lv’ aitiay Kal mas 
EXovTos TOV TémaTos. Kaito Sdgerev 
dy rovr’ avarykaiov elvar* Sia yap 
Thy Kowwviay To mev Troe: TO BE 
maoxe: Kal To wey Keita TO BE 
Kivel, TOUTwY 5 ovbey HTapyer mpds 
AANA Tois TUXOVTLV. of 5E udvor 
eTLXEIpovTL A€ye Toioy TL] WuXN, 
mepl de Tov Setouevov sduatos ovberv 
évt mpogdiopiCovaw, Sowep evdexd- 
mevov Kata Tovs Tlvéayopiiods 
mvGous Thy TuXovTaY Wuxy eis Td 
tuxoy evdverba: caua* dSoKet yap 
exaotov idiov ée€xew eldos kal 
Mopony. mapamwAnoiuv 5€ A€youcw 
domep ef tis hain thy TEKTOVIK)Y 
eis avAovs evdverOar* det yap Tiv 

Nature, like a 

mev Téxvny xpjobat Tots dpyavoss, 
tiv d& Wuxhy TE couaTi (cf. p. 
8,n. 1, supra, ad fin.) 

2 See i. 375, ni 1, and i. 459, 
sqq. supra. Theexpression, Part. 
An. i. 1, 640, b, 28, 7 yap Kara 
Thy moppny vais Kupiwrépa THs 
bAuKs Pvoews, is used with refer- 
ence to the above question of the 
relation of soul and body. 

3 See p. 3, n. 2, supra, and 
Phys. viii. 2,252, b, 24: ef F ev G@@ 
tovto Suvaroy yevérOat, TL KwAvEL 
Td) avTd cuuBjvat Kal KaTa Td Tay ; 
ei yap ev wikp@ Kéopw vyiverat, Kal 
EV [LEYGAW. 

4 Part. An. i. 1, 640, b, 22 
sqq. concluding (641, a, 29): 
ote kal otrws Gy AeKréov ein TO 
mepl picews Oewpntik@ wept Wuxiv 
MGAAov 7) wept THs VANS, bow uGAAOV 
h tAn 30 exelyny piats eotly 7} 
avamaAdwv. c. 5, 645, b, 14: eel de 
Td wey Upyavoy Tay EveKd Tov, TOY 
5€ Tov oéuatos pmoplay EkaoTov 
evekad Tou, Td 8 ob Eveka mpatis Tis, 
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judicious manager, gives to each the instrument it can 

use.! Instead, therefore, of deducing the spiritual from 

the corporeal, as the elder physicists kad done, Ari- 

stotle takes the opposite path, describing the soul’s life 

as the end and the body’s life as the means. While 

Anaxagoras had said that man was the most rational 

being because he had hands, Aristotle denies any truth 

to this dictum unless it be reversed—man has hands 

because he is the most rational being; for tha instru- 

ment must be fitted to its work, not the work to its 

instrument. The nature of the instrument is not, 

indeed, a matter of indifference in respect to the result : 

anything cannot be made out of any substance or by 

any means;* but this does not negative the fact that 

the choice of the instrument depends upon the purpose 

in view.’ It is perfectly obvious that it does in the case 

gpavepoy btt Kal Td ovvOAOY caua 
auveoTnke mpdkews Tivos Eveka 
mwAnpous.... ®oTE Kal TO TGud THs 
THS WuxTs Evexev, Kal TA wdpia TOY 
épywv mpds & wépuKey EkaocToy. 
Metaph. vii. 10, 1035, b, 14 sqq. 
De An. ii. 4; see p. 2, 0.3, supra. 

PPart.an. iv. 10, 687, a, 10: 
q S€ vos del Siaveuer, Kabamep 
avOpwros ppdviuos, EkacToy Te 
Suvaméevy xpjoda. Jhid. c.8, 684, 
a, 28: % 5€ dots amodidwow ael 
Tuis xpjo8a Svvauévois ExacTov 7) 
udvws 7) uaAdoy. iii. 1, 661, b, 26 
sqq.: of those organs which serve 
for purposes of defence or are 
indispensable to the support of 
life, €xaora amodiiwow 7 vets 
Tots Suvamevois xpyjocCar povos 3) 
Ma@AAov, madAiota 5 TH pdA.ora, 
Hence the female is usually 
either wholly or in part unpro- 
vided with defensive organs. 

* Part. An.iv..10, 687, a, 7-23, 
especially the words just after 
the passage quoted above : wpoo- 
7Ker yap TH byte advdAnrh Sodva 
MGAAov avaAods 7) TH avaAovs EyovTi 
TpocOeivat avANTIKhY’ Te yap mel- 
(ovr Kal kupiwtépw mpooednke Tov- 
Aattov, GAN’ ov THE eAdTTOM Td 
TIMLOTEPOY Kal pwelCov....T@ obv 
mirelotas Suvauevm Sékacba TéEXvas 
70 é€ml mAEioTOV THY dpydvwr xph- 
TYLOV THY XEipa aTodedwkev f Pvais. 

pee pp. 9, n:'7, and 10; 1: 't, 
supra. 

* There is, therefore, no real 
inconsistency between the doc- 
trine previously laid down and 
the statements, Gen. An. ii. 6, 
744, a, 30, that man’s intelligence 
affords proof of the evkxpacia of 
the central organ of his life; 
Part. An. ii. 2, 648, a, 2 sqq. c. 4, 
651, a, 12, that greater intelli- 
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of organic beings. The adjustment of means to end 

which prevails in nature here displays itself in its fullest 

perfection.' ‘To them we-may with most propriety 
apply the axiom that Nature always produces the best 

that was possible under the given circumstances.” 

This working towards fixed ends begins to show itself 
in the nutrition and development of organisms. Nutri- 

tion is not a mere operation of warmth, as was supposed ; 

warmth may be important in the process, but it is 

always the soul that regulates it and directs it to 

a certain definite result.* Nor can we adopt the theory 

suggested by Empedocles for explaining the growth of 
plants by saying that the fiery element tends upwards 

and the earthy downwards in their composition ; if so, 

gence is aconsequence of thinner 
and cooler blood; ibid. iv. 10, 
686, b, 22, that the meaner in- 
telligence of animals, children, 
and dwarfs is to be explained on 
the ground of the earthliness and 
immobility of the organ which 
their souls must employ; De 
Pespir.13,477,a 16, that warmer 
animals have nobler souls, and 
De An. ii. 9, 421, a, 22, that man 
excels all other creatures in the 
fineness of his sense of touch 6:0 
kal povipdétarévy éatt Tay Gowr, 
and that among men those who 
are white, and therefore have a 
more delicate sensibility, are 
mentally more highly endowed 
(cf. also Metaph. i. 1, 980, b, 23). 
Mental activity may be pheno- 
menally dependent upon certain 
conditions which in turn exist 
only for its sake: that which in 
reality is the primary and con- 
ditioning principle may appear 
to follow in time as a later and 

conditioned result ; cf. Part. An. 
li. i. 646, a, 24. Further con- 
sideration, however, reveals the 
logical difficulties in which we 
are thus involved. The soul’s 
development is said on the one 
hand te be conditioned by the 
capabilites of its body, the 
character of the body on the 
other hand is conditioned by 
the requirements of the soul— 
which, then, is primary and con- 
ditioning ? If the soul, why has it 
not a body which permits a 
higher development of its 
powers? It the body, how can it 
be itself treated as though it 
were the mere tool of the soul? 

1 Meteor. iv. 12; see i. 468, 
n. 5, supra. 

* See the discussion, supra, i. 
p. 459sqq. ‘The statements there 
made refer forthe most part prin- 
cipally to the organic nature. 

3 De An.ii. 4,416, a, 9: donez 
5€ Tigw 7 ToD Tupds Pats aWAG@S 
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* what keeps the two together and prevents their sepa- 

ration?' ‘The same applies to the structure of the 

organism. It is impossible to explain even the origin 
of organic creatures® on the supposition that their 

separate parts are formed and brought together by a 

blind and purposeless necessity, only those combinations 

surviving which succeed in producing from an aimless 

stream of matter a being adapted to an end and capable 

of life.’ 
normal results. 

Tor chance produces only isolated and ab- 

When, on the other hand, we are 

dealing with the normal adaptations of Nature we are 

forced to regard them as purposely designed by her 

from the beginning.‘ 

aitia THS Tpopys Kal THS avéjoews 
elvat. +2270 dé cvvaiTiov pméey THs 
€aTly, ov way amTAGS Wie altiov, aAAG 
MaGAAOV 7 poxn. nN meV ep TOU 
mupods avénats eis diretpov, ews Oy 7 
To) KavoTov, Tav 5& pioer cuvicTa- 
méevoy ndvréw or) mépas Kal Adyos 
meyeOous Te kal a’éjoews* TadTa 
d€ Wux7s, GAA’ ov mupds, Kal Adyou 
MaadrrAov 7) bAns. Cf. p. 14, n, 2, inf; 
and upon afriov and ovvairioy, su- 
vra, i. p. 360, n. 1, and p. 463,n.1. 

1 Ibid, 415, b, 28 sqq. 
2 As Empedocles tries to 

do; see following note. We 
cannot suppose, however, that 
Empedocles (or any other of the 
pre-Aristotelian philosophers) ex- 
pressed the theories of which he 
is chosen by Aristotle as therepre- 
sentative, in so general a sense as 
is here attributed to him. 

Pe Phys. 11.8, 198, b, 16,. Ari- 
stotle starts the question: Ti 
KwAvEeL THY isl pn EveRa Tov 
morety und’ dTt BéATLov, GAN’ Gowep 
ver 6 Zebs &c. [see i. 471, supra] 
.. . WOTE TL KwAVEL OUTW Kai Ta 

But this is precisely what we 

, v ? a , e \ 
MEpn EXEL EV T1) HPUGEL, OLOV TOUS 

odovTas €& GydyKns avaTeEtAas ToVsS 
sev eumpoobious okeis, emitndelous 

cal \ \ , 

mpos Td Siaipety, Tos dE youdious 
mwAaTets Kal xpnoiwous mpds Td Aeal- 
vey Thy Tpopyy, éemel ov TovTov 
eveka ‘"yeveoOalt, GAAG ocupmTecery. 
c / \ \ ~ ~ duolws d€ Kal rep) TaY YAAwy mena, 
év boots Soxet brapxew TO Evekd 
Tov. mov mev ovv Grayta cuvéBn 
dowep Kav €i €vekd Tov éyiveto, 
TAVTA MEV ETHON Ad TOD avTOUaTOU 
guvotdvTa emitndelws* boa bE wh 

o > i ‘ > £ 
OUTWS, aMWAETO Kat amoAAuUTa, 

Kabomep "EumedoxAns A€yer Ta 
Bovyev) avdpdérpwpa. 

/ . 

*°Aduvaroy de [Aristotle an- 
swers, ibid. 198, b, 34] rovroy éxew 
TOV TpOTOV. TAUTA MeV yap Kal rayTa 
Ta pioel 7) adel ot tw yivera i) ads 
> ee, \ “~ pee | i. Ul 

emt Td 3WOAv, TaY BD amd TUXNS Kal 
Tov avToudrouv ovdey. . €l ovy 
i) és amd TUMTT Oar os doxet i) 
Evend Tov elvai, €i Wh oldy TE TadT’ 
eivau are amb TUUTT SWAT OS BAT’ 
ams TavTOMGTOV, EveKd TOU by et. 
In farther proof of design in 
nature, he adds: érst eév éeots 
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What makes 

a living body is not the separate material elements, but 

their special and peculiar combination, the form of the 

whole to which they pertain.’ We cannot explain its 

structure by the mere operation of elementary forces 

working in matter, but only by the operation of the 

soul, which employs these forces as instruments in giving 

form to matter.2 Nature makes only those organs that 

are fitted for the purpose of each organism, and creates 

them in order, according to their several uses.* First 

she forms the parts on which the life and growth of the 

being depend ;* then the remaining most important parts 

are doing in the case of a living being. 

TEAOS EOTL TL, TUUTOU EVEKa TpaT- 
TETAL TO MpdTEpoy Kal TH epetis. 
OUKOUY @S TpaTTETal, OUTW TEMUKE, 
kal ws mepuKey, O}Tw mpaTTeTat 
ExaoTov ay un TLeuTodi(n. mpaTTE- 
Tat 5° Evekd Tov’ Kal népukey apa 
tovrov evexa, Cf. i. 462, n. 2, 
supra. 

. Part. Aw. 16,645, 8,.350¢ 
just as when we speak of a house 
or furniture, we mean, not the 
material of which it is made, 
but the 6An woppy, so in the in- 
vestigation of nature we speak 
wept THS ovvbecews Kal THS GANS 
ovolas, GAAG wh mepl TovTwy & Lh 
ouuBaiver xwpiduevad mote THs 
ovalas avTav. 

* Gen. An, is 4,740, .b,.12.2 
H 5€ Sidkpiois yiyveTat Tay pwoplwy 
[in the formation of the fcetus | 
ovxX ws Twes UroAaLBavovot, bia TY 
Tepukevar pepetai TD GBuoioy mpds 
To duowv (and therefore as in 
elementary processes); for in 
that case homogeneous parts, 
flesh, bones, &c., would unite in 
separate masses; GAA’ Ori TO 
mepittama To TOU OyAcws Suvaues 

TowvTov eat oiov pice TO (gov, 
kal €veoti Suvdmer Ta mopia evepyeia 
3°’ ov@év. . . Kal Ort TO wWoinTiKdY 
kal To maOntikby, bTav Olywow, 

. evOus TO wey Tote? TH BE Mao KEL. 
domep 56 Ta UMD THS TEXVYNS 

ywopeva yivetoat 51a TaeY dpyavwr, 
éott & aAnbeorepoy eimey dia TIS 
Kwhoews avTav, altn 8 éeotly 7 
evepyera THS TEXTS, n 5e TeXvn 
Hopp TOY yryvouevwy ev KAA, OUTWS 
7 THS Opemrikijs _Wuxis dbvaus, 
domep kal év avrois Tots (gos Ka 
Tols puTois torepoy €K THS Tpopis 
move tiv abégow, xpwpevn oiov 
opyavos Oepudtnts Kal WuxpdTnte 
(€v yap TovTols | Kivnots exeivns Kal 
Ady@ Til Exactov yiverat) obtw Kal 
ef apxiis cuviarnot To pice: yLyVO- 
mevov. 

3 Thid. ii. 6, 744, a, 36: ered 
5° olbev moet mepiepyor ovbe watnv H 
pros, dnAov @s ovd' Hotepov ovde 
mporepov. €aTat yap TO ‘yeyovos 
arny i) weplepyov. 

‘In the lower animals the 
heart or the organ that corre- 
sponds toit; Gen. An. ii. 1, 735, 
a, 2d, 
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of the organism; and lastly the instruments which it 

employs for special purposes.! The nutritive soul is 

developed first, as forming the common basis of all life ; 

and next the several functions of the soul by which — 

each higher organism raises itself above that which 

precedes it in the scale of being. T[irst comes @ living 

being, and next some special sort of being.? In 

obedience to the same law the organism is dissolved in 

the reverse order. That which life can least dispense 

with dies last, the less vital organs first ; so that Nature 

works round in a circle to her starting point.’ All parts 

and functions of the living creature exhibit the same 

proofs of contrivance, and can only be explained as 

the product of design. Accordingly all Aristotle's 

researches into the corporeal nature of animals are 

governed by this view. ‘The essential and decisive 

causes are always final causes,‘ and whatever leads in 

the ordinary course of nature to a definite end must 

have existed for that end.’ He tries to prove that every 

organ is just what it must have been in order to fulfil 

its purpose in the best possible way according to the 

Gen. Aw. ii. 6, 742,. a, 16-), 
Gy ¢: 1, 734, a; 12, 26. 

Gene An, i3;-3,.736, a, 27—b, 
meet, for, bs 17,'c...1, 735, a, 4 
sqq.). As the inhabitant of a 
material body, the soul may be 
said to exist potentially in the 
seed. In the evolution of the 
living being the nutritive soul 
comes first, next the sensitive and 
rational: first comes a (gov, then 
a definite (@ov, e.g:a horse ora 
man, torepoy yap yivera: TO TéAUS, 
70 8 tiv eat: Td Exkaotov Ts 
yeverews TEAQS, 

* Ibid.c. 5, 741, b, 18> that 
the heart is the central organ is 
seen at death ; amoAcime: yap 10 
(iv evrevbev TeAcUTaloy, cvuBa'ver 
0 énl mavtwy 70 TeAcvTaloy yiW6- 
fevoy Tp@TOv GamoAeiney, TO dE 
Tp#aTov TeAEUTALUV, WanEp THS 
puoews SiavAodpomovons kal aveAit- 
TOMEVNS Emi THY apxhy Ober HAGer, 
gore yap N mev yéveois eK Tod uh 
dvTos €is TO OY, N BE POopa ex Tod 
UVTOS TAAL Eis TO ML} OY, 

* Ct. 1. 459, sqq. supra. 
5 Cf.p. 17, infra, 
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means at hand.' He points out how every animal is 

provided with organs adapted to its mode of life, or 

how the common organs of a tribe are modified to meet 

its special needs.2 Nor does he neglect the inter- 

dependence of the different members: distinguishing 

the principal organs which directly serve to fulfil the 

end of life, from those which are added for their pro- 
tection and maintenance ;* and remarking that Nature 

always affords the strongest protection to the noblest 

and the weakest parts,‘ that, where one organ is not 

equal to its task, she makes or modifies another for the 

purpose,? and that she places organs of opposite 

character near one another, in order that each may 

temper and supplement the action of the other.’ He 

sees in the artistic instincts of animals an obvious 

! Proofs of this, the most im- 
portant of which will call for 
future discussion, are given 
throughout the whole work De 
Fart. An., and in many passages 
of Aristotle’s other zoological and 
anthropological works. 

* Thus the elephant, being not 
only a land-animal, but leading 
also an amphibious life in mor- 
asses, is provided with a proboscis 
that it may breathe more easily 
under water; Part. An. ii. 16, 
658, b, 33 sqq. In like manner the 
form of birds’ beaks depends 
upon the nature of their food, 
as is shown (ibid. iii. 1, 662, b, 1, 
sqq. iv. 12, 693, a, 10 sqq.) in the 
case of birds of prey, the wood- 
pecker, the raven, grain- and 
insect-eaters, water- and moor- 
fowl. Dolphins, again, and sharks 
(ihid. iv. 15, 696, b, 24) have the 
mouth in the upper part of their 

bodies to enable other animals to 
escape from them more easily, and 
to prevent them from doing injury 
to themselves by their voracity. 

% The flesh, for example, is 
the principle organ of sense- 
perception; bones, on the other 
hand, nerves, veins, skin, hair, 
nails, &¢c., exist merely for its 
sake, as is shown Part. An. ii. 8. 

‘ ZELLER, Ph. d. Gr. ii. 14, 
658, b, 2 sqq., ili. 11. 673, b, 8, 
iv. 10, 690, b, 9. 

> Thid. iv. 9, 685, a, 30. . 
5 Ibid. ii. 7, 652, a, 31: ae 

yap 7) pvois unxavatar mpos Thy 
Exdotou brepBodny BorPeiay Thy Tov 
évavtiou mapedplay, iva aviod (yn THY 
Barépou tmepBoAny Odtepov. b, 16: 
érel 8 Gmrayvta Seira: ris évavtias 
porjs, iva ruyxavn TOU meTpiov Kal 
Tov uccou: thus the head counter- 
balances the heart. 
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example of unconscious contrivance in Nature.! Nor 

does he forget the influence of necessity, which here, as 

elsewhere, cooperates with Nature in the realisation of 

her designs.? Indeed, he expressly requires observers 

of nature to make use of both causes in their explana- 

tions.? Still he holds fast to the belief that physical 

causes are only means employed by Nature for her ends, 

and that their necessity is only conditional; ‘ nor does 

he cease to marvel at the wisdom with which Nature 

makes use of the materials suited to her purposes, and 

overcomes the opposition of such as are antagonistic. 

Like a good housewife, she employs the dregs and 

refuse of animal life for beneficial purposes, and suffers 

nothing to be wasted.° She turns everything to the 

best possible account ;® if she can make one organ 

Payee ius 8; 199, a, 20: 
wddiora 5€ davepoy eml ray Cdwy 
Tov wAAwy, & OTE TEXYN OTE 
(nthoavta = =ovTe §~=— BovAevodueva 
motel. bev Siamopoval tives WOT Epoy 
v@ Hh Tit BAM epydCorvTa of 7’ 
apaxvar kal of wUpunkes Kal Ta TOL- 
attra, Kata wiKpoy 8’ obtw mpoidyTi 
kal éy Tots puTots paiverartacuupe- 
povra yiwoueva mpds To TEAOS, oioy 
Ta pvAAa TIS TOU Kapmov EveKa 
oKéerns. dor ei pioe: TE Tolel Kal 
€vekd Tov 7) XEALOwY THY VeoTTIAV Kal 
bapaxyns TO dpaxvioy, Kal Ta puTa 
Ta pvAAa Eveka THY KapTaY Kal Tas 
pi€as ovk &yw GAAG Katw EveKa TIS 
Tpopys, pavepdy Sti early 7 aitia 7 
ToLavTH ev Tos Piaetyivomevols Kal 
ooo, Cf: i, 463, n..1. 

2 See i. 360, n. 1, supra. 
* 1hid?) ‘and: Part. A. i. ‘1, 

643, a, 14: d00 tpdmot THs airias 
kal det A€yorvTas TuyXaveEly udALoTE 
Mev aupoiw, &c. (Cf. PLATO, Tim. 

VOL. II, 

46, C; Div. i: 642, 6).° In dis- 
cussing individual parts of the 
body he frequently gives both 
sides in succession, e.g. Part. ii. 
14, 658, b, 2: man has thicker 
hair than any other animal, é€ 
ayayKns mev Sid Thy SypdrnTa Tov 
eykepddov Kal dia Tas papas, .. . 
everey d¢€ Bonfelas, Orws oxeTa (wot, 
&e. 

* The proofs have already 
been given, i. 360, n. 1, supra. 

° See i. 465, n. 2, supra. 
® Thus, forexample( Part. An. 

ili. 14, 675, b, 17 sqq.), the intes- 
tines are coiled tightly together, 
drws Tapievntat 7 pvois Kal ph 
aOpdos 7 7H €Lob0s Tov wepiTTHmaTos, 
especially in those animals which 
are destined for a frugal manner 
of life. The same thought had 
already been expressed in PLATO, 
Tim. 12, E. 
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serve, she does not give an animal several for the same 
function ;! if she needs materials for strengthening one 

member, she despoils another which appears less indis- 

pensable ;” if she can achieve several objects by one 

1 Thus Aristotle explains 
(Part. An. iii. 2) that different 
animals are provided with differ- 
ent means of defence, some with 
horns, others with claws, some 
with size, others with fleetness, 
others again with repulsive 
excrement: Gua 8 ixavas kal 
mwrelous Bondeias ov Sédwkey 7 
vos Tois avrois. Again, ibid. iv. 
12, 694, a, 12, he remarks that 
birds which have a spur are not 
endowed with bent talons also; 
airtov 8 Ott ovdev | Pvaws Toret 
mepiepyov. Again, Respir. 10, 
476, a, 6 sqq.: gills and lungs 
never exist together, éwel parny 
ovdev ép@uev Twowvoay Thy vow, 
dvow 3° bvrow Oarepoy ay hy warny 
(just before he says: €v 5° ép’ &v 
ipyavoy xpyomoy). And again, 
Part. iii. 14, 674, a, 19 sqq.: ani- 
mals which have more perfect 
masticating organs (i.e. aupe- 
Sovra) are supplied with a simpler 
digestive apparatus: those which 
are defective in the former 
respect, on the other band, have 
several stomachs; after enume- 
rating several species of animals 
which belong to the former class, 
he proceeds, 674, a, 28: those 

animals which, like the camel, 
require more than one stomach 
on account of their great size 
and the coarseness of their food, 
form an exception to the rule; 
the teeth and stomach of the 
camel resemble those of horned 
animals 8:4 7d avayKadrepoy elvat 
ath Thy KoiAlavy Exew To.adTHy 7 
Tous mpocbiovs oddyTas, it gan do 

without the latter as oddéy bvras 
mpovpyou. 

2 Gen. An. iii. 1, 749, b, 34: 
thin animals have a _ greater 
power of procreation; 7 yap eis 
72 K@Aa Tpoph TpéweTat Tots 
TolovTois eis mepitTwua omepua- 
TiKOV* 0 yap éKeBevy ahaiper 7 
vais, tpootiOnow evravda. Part. 
An. ii. 14, 658, a, 31: in long- 
tailed animals, the hairs of the 
tail are shorter, in short-tailed, 
longer, and the same is true of 
the other parts of the body; 
TavTaxov yap arodidwor [7H pvais | 
AaBovoa Etepwhev mpds &AAO udpiov, 
cf. ibid. c. 9, 655, a, 27: Gua de 
Thy avtTihvy tmrepoxnv eis moAAovs 
Témous aduvate: Siavewew H pvots. 
For further explanations vr. 
Meyer (to whom I gratefully 
acknowledge my obligations for 
much of this section), Arist. 
Thierk. 468: ‘Nature employs 
the earthy refuse either for 
horns or double rows of teeth’ 
(see Part. An. iii. 2, 663, b, 31, 
664, a, 8—or, as in the case of 
the camel, for a hard palate, 
ibid. c. 14, 674, b,2). ~Sike 
bear, which has a hairy body, 
must be content with a stunted 
tail (ibid. ii. 14, 658, a, 36). In 
the case of mammals, the earthy 
material has been employed for 
their tails, and accordingly, un- 
like man, they have no flesh upon 
their legs (ibid. iv. 10, 689, b, 
21). Sharks, again, require this 
earthy material to give their 
skins the proper thickness, and 
accordingly have mere gristle for 
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organ, she makes it do the work ;! although, when this 

arrangement will not serve, she is no niggard in her 

contrivances: of the different materials which she has 

at her disposal she employs the best upon the nobler 

and the worse upon the less important members.* Even 

in the cases where one cannot attribute any definite 

utility to certain structures, they are not without a 

design; for Aristotle thinks that their end may be 

their skeletons (ibid. ii. 9, 655, 
a, 23).’ Meyer quotes further 
examples from Part. An. ii. 13, 
Ghai. 0, 7, iv. 9, G85, a, 24. Cf. 
also Part. An. iii. 2, 663, a, 31. 

‘Thus the mouth, besides 
the common purpose of eating, 
serves various other ends in the 
various animals, and is thus 
variously formed ; 7 yap pias... 
TOIsS KOLVOIS MaYTWY MoploLS Eis TOAAG 

~ Jes cel c \ 

Tav idiwy KaTraxpjta... 7 Se 
a 

gvois mavtTa ouvnyayev eis Ev, 
mrowotaa Siapopay avTov Tov mopion 
mpos Tas THs épyacias diapopas. 
(Part. An. iii. 1, 662, a, 18, cf. 
Respir. c. 11 init.) Likewise 
the tongue (Respir.ibid.; Part. ii. 
17). Thehand (Part. iv. 10, 687, 
a, 19) is ovx &y dbpyavoy arAa 
TOAAG* €oTt yap womepel Opyavoy 
mpd dpydavewv (cf. De An. iii. 8, 
432, a, 1); it is (b, 2) kat dvvé kar 
xnrAh Kal képas Kat Sdpu Kal Eipos 
kal &AAo drro.ovody brrAov kal bpyavor, 
&e.; and similarly the breasts of 
women, Part. An. iv. 10, 688, a, 
19 sqq., the trunk of the ele- 
phant, ibid. ii. 16, 659, a, 20, and 
the tails of animals, ibid. iv. 10, 
690, a, 1 (among other passages). 

Pari. An. iv. 6,683, a, 22: 
dmov yap evdéxeTar xpjaba dvolv 
em) 30’ Epya kal wh eumodicew mpds 
eTepov, ovdey | vais elwOe Torety 

domep | XaAKeuTiKy mpos EvVTEAELAY 
éBeAtoKoAlxviov* (on this GOTT- 
LING, De Machera Delphica, Ind. 
lect. Jen. 1856, p. 8); AA’ drov 
by evdexeTat KaTaxpnTa TO avT@ 
éml mAclw Epya. Polit. i. 2, 1252, 
b, 1: ob0év yap 7 pdaots rote? ToL0v- 
Tov oiov xaAKkoTimot Thy AcAgikhy 
uaxatipay [GOTTLING,  ibid.; 
ONCKEN, Staatsl. d. Ar. ii, 25, 
who both fail, however, to give 
a complete account of the matter] 
Mevixp@s, GAN’ Ev mpds Ev* ovTw 
yap ky amoTeAoiTO KdAALOTA TOY 
opydvwv EkagTov, KH ToAAOLS Epryois 
GAN’ évl SovAcvov. MEYER, A7ist. 
Thierk. 470, rightly remarks that 
these statements are inconsistent 
with the principles of the parsi- 
mony of nature as previously 
laid down, and even although 
we grant that it is possible to 
find, with Aristotle, a basis of 
reconciliation in the phrase ézou 
evdéxeTat, we cannot deny that 
there is a certain arbitrariness in 
the way in which it is applied. 

3 Gen. An. ii. 6, 744, b, 11 sqq., 
where Nature’s management is 
compared in this respect with 
that of a household in which the 
free members receive the best 
food, the servantsa coarse quality, 
and the domestic animals the 
worst, 

cZ 
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fulfilled in the very symmetry and perfection of their 

form,! and that this explains why many animals have 

organs, or at least the indications of them, which they 

do not use.? It is only where he cannot discover the 

least trace of purpose that our philosopher can bring 

himself to explain a phenomenon by chance or blind 

necessity.* 

1 He treats it, for example, 
as a universal law that all the 
organs should be in pairs (d:v7), 
seeing that the body has a right 
and a left, a front and a back, 
an upper and a lower (Part. An. 
ili. 7 init. c. 5, 667, b, 31 sqq.). 
Even where to all appearance 
there is only a single organ, he 
exerts himself to prove that it is 
double (ibid. 669, b, 21: d:d7ep 
kal 65 éyKégados BovAcTat Siwepys 
elvat mwact kal tay aic@nrnpiwy 
éxacrov. Kara Toy ard dé Adyov 
) Kapdia tais KoiAlas. Likewise 
the lungs). Another typical law 
is that the nobler parts, where it 
is possible, should be in the upper 
part, in front and on the right as 
the better position (Part. An. iii. 
3, 665, a, 23, b, 20, c. 5, 667, b, 
34, cf. c. 7, 670, b, 30, c. 9, 672, 
a, 24, c. 10, 672, b, 19 sqq.); so, 
likewise, that the locomotive 
impulse (the apx%) should pro- 
ceed for the same reason from 
this quarter (Jngr. An. 5, 706, b, 
11); cf. Ch. X.on Animals. The 
same esthetic conception of 
Nature’s contrivances is expressed 
in the observation, Part. An. ii. 
14, 658, a, 15 sqq., that men are 
better protected in front than 
behind, the front being the nobler 
(riuwtépa) side, and therefore 
demanding stronger defences; 
and in 1. 30 of the same paasage, 

where the hairs of the tail of 
the horse and other animals are 
described as merely ornamental. 

? The hind, while it has no 
horns, has teeth like the stag, 
because it belongs to a horned 
class; and similarly in certain 
species of crabs the female has 
claws which belong properly 
only to the male, ét: év T@ yéver 
eiat TH ExovTst xnAds (Part. An. 
ili. 2, 664, a, 3, iv. 8, 684, a, 33). 
Again, spleen, which is a neces- 
sity only to viviparous animals, 
and is therefore more strongly 
developed in these, is yet found 
to exist in all (wdupixpov Samep 
onueiov xdpv) as a kind of 
counterpoise to the liver, which 
is on the right side of the body 
and therefore requires something 
to correspond to it on the left, 
or’ avaykaioy wév tws, uh Alay 5 
elvar mact Tots Cots ( Part. An. iii. 
7, 669, b, 26 sqq. c 4, 666, a, 27, 
cf. H. An. ii. 15, 506, a, 12). 
Similarly the monkey, belonging 
as it does to the four-footed 
races, is endowed with a tail 
icov onuctov xapw, H. An, ii. 8, 
502, b, 22, c. 1, 498, b, 13. CE. 
MEYER, p. 464 sq.; EUCKEN, 
Meth. d. arist. Forsch. 104 sqq., 
91. 

3 A purposeless creation of 
this kind (wepittwua) he finds in 
the gall (Part. An. iv. 2, 677, a, 
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This prevalence of design in nature shows itself, as 

we have seen before (i. 466 sqq.), in a gradual pro- 

gression, a continual process of development. The 

various functions of the soul and life are not shared by 

all living creatures in equal perfection, but different 

forms of animation, and different parts of the soul, may 

be distinguished, which determine the gradations of 

animate life. Plants are confined to nutrition and pro- 

pagation ; the nutritive soul alone is active in them.' 
Beasts add to this the sensitive soul, for sensation is the 

most universal mark of distinction between beasts and 

plants. The lowest form of sensation, common to all 

animals, is the sense of touch; here begins the feeling 

of pain and pleasure, and the appetites, among which 

11 sqq.; see i. 361, n. 1, supra). 
Upon necessity and chance, p. 
359 sqq. supra. 

! De An. ii.2 (see i. 511, n. 2, 
supra). Ibid. 413,b, 7: Operrindy 
5€ A€youev Td ToLwovTOY pdpLoy THs 
Puxis of kal Ta puTa meréxer. c.3 
init. c. 4,415, a, 23; 7 yap Oper- 
TiKH WuxyH Kal Tois &AAos brdpyxei, 
kal mpérn kal Kowortdrn dvivauis 
€ott Wuxis, Kal’ hy brdpxer Td Chv 
dracw. js éeortly tpya yevvijoat Kal 
Ttpopn xpyjo0a. Hist. An. viii. 1, 
feo, D, 2t; Gen. An..i. 23, 731, 
a, 24, procreation alone is men- 
tioned as the peculiar function 
of the vegetable sense; and De 
An. ii. 4, 416, b. 23;.it is said: 
emel 5€ amd Tov TéAOVS GmayTa 
mpocaryopevery Sikatov, TeEAoS He Td 
yevyjoat oiov avro, ein ay 1 mpwHTH 
Wuxn yevyntiky oiov avtdéd. On the 
other hand, Gen. An. ii. 4, 740, 
iy.ee eqq. (ef. .c. 1, -735, a, 16), 
shows that it is one and the 

same living energy which first 
forms and afterwards nourishes 
the body, but that the former is 
the more important function; 
ei ovv alrn eotly 7 Opemrixh Wuxn, 
attn earl kal n yevv@oa* Kal TOUT’ 
éotly 7% pvois 7 Exaorou, evuTapy- 
ovoa Kal ev gutois Kal ev (dors 
mwacty. 

Det Anionic 2 Alas by 3B: 7d 
Mev oby (hv Sia Thy apxhv travTny 
bmdpxet Tois (aot, Td SE Cov Sia 
Thy alcOnow mpetws’ Kal yap To 
Le) Kivovmeva und GAAaTTOYTA TéroY 
éxovra 8 aloOnow (oa A€youev 
kal ov (hy udvov. De Sensu, ¢. 1, 
436, b, 10; De Jurent. c. 1, 467, 
b, 18, 27; Part. An. ii. 10, 655, 
a, 09, 656; b, 3; iv..5, 681, ay )2i; 
Ingr. An. c. 4, 705, a, 26 sqq. b, 
SerGem. An. We 2330784; ai20: 
li. 1, 732, a, 11. Most of these 
passages expressly notice the dis- 
es between the (@y and the 
@oyv, 
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the appetite for food appears first.! One division of 

living creatures combines with sensation the power of 

locomotion, which also belongs to the bestial soul.? 

Lastly, besides nutritive and sensitive life, man pos- 

sesses Reason, the third and higbest faculty of the 

soul. ‘The soul exists in no other form than those 

which we have just described.‘ These themselves, 

however, are so related to each other that the higher 

cannot exist without the lower.? 

1 De An. ii. 2, 413, b, 4 sqq. 
21 sqq. c. 3, 414, b, +16, 415, a, 
3 sqq. ili. 12, 434, b, 11 sqq. c 
13, 435, b, 17 sqq.; De Sensu, 1, 
436, b, 10-18; Part. An. ii. 17, 
661, a,6; H. An. i. 3, 489, a, 17; 
De Somno, 1, 454, b, 29, ce. 2 init. 
In these passages Aristotle some- 
times mentions ag? alone, some- 
times ap) kal evo, as the 
property of all animals, but the 
apparent inconsistency is ex- 
plained by the fact that Aristotle 
regarded the sense taste as a 
form of touch; De Sensu, 2, 438, 
b, 30. © De-An. i. 9, 421, a; 19); 
ii. 10 init. iii. 12, 434, b, 18. 

2 De An. ii. 3, 414, b, 16. 
8 Ibid. ii. 3, 414, b, 18 (cf. iii. 

3, 427, b, 6; Gen. An. i. 23, 731, 
a, 30 sqq.): €répois d€ [Tay Cewr 
bmapxe:| Kal Td diavontikdy Te Kal 
vous, oiov avOpamas Kal ef Tt ToLOv- 
Tov erepdy eat 7h) Kal Tiwiarepor, 
On the latter part of this obser- 
vation see the discussion upon 
the different kinds of living 
beings infra. 

‘ De An, ii. 3, 414, b, 19: 
just as there is no figure which 
is not either triangular, quad- 
rangular, or with some other 
number of angles, so there is no 
soul which is not one or other 

Animal life exhibits 

of the Yuxyal mentioned. 
° Lhid. 414, b, 28: mwapamAn- 

ciws & Exe TO Tepl TOY oXNMAT OY 
kal Ta KaTa Wuxty: ael yap ey TE 
epetins b bmdpxet Suvduer TO por epov 
emi TE TOV oXnwaT ov kal él tov 
eu xan, olov €v TETpayovm meV 
Tpiywvov ev aicgOnrik@ 5€ Td Oper- 
TiKOY . . . Gvev mev yap TOU Oper- 
TIKOU TO aigOnTiKkoy ovK eaoTW* TOU 
5° aioOnrikod xwplCer a Td Opemrixdy 
€v Tots putois, maAw 8 avev perv 
TOU amTiKOv T@V BAAwWY aidOHoEwy 
ovdeuia omapye, apy 8° a&vev tay 
&AAwy bmapxet kal Tav 
aicOnrik@y S€ Ta wey Exer Td kaTa 
tTémov Kiwntikoy, Ta 8 ovK Exe. 
TeAevTaior b€ Kal €AaxioTa Aoyiomov 
Kal diavoiay ois wey yap bmdapxet 
Aoyicuds Tav Papray [to the (ga 
apbapra, i.e. the stars, a pure vods 
belongs], tovrois kal T& Adour, 
mata, ois 5° é€xeivwy ExaoTor, ov 
mwaot Aoyiomos, GAAG Tois mev ovdE 
gpavtacla, Ta 5€ TaiTn wdvn Gaow, 
wept 5€ Tov OewpnTikod vou Erepos 
Adyos (on this see infra). Thid. 
c. 2, 413, a, 31, with regard to 
the Opemtixdv: xwplCecba 5é ToT 
ev T@Y GAAwy buvardy, Ta 8 BAAG 
TovTov advvatoy év Tots @vnrois. 
Cf.i. 5 fin. De Somno, 1, 454, a, 
11. De Juvent.1, 467, b, 18 sqq. 
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a developing scale, in which each successive step in- 

cludes all that went before. Plato’s doctrine of the 

parts of the soul is thus applied to all animate exist- 

ence, without violence to the general conception of its 

originator, though with important modifications of de- 

tail,! and we are enabled to embrace all natural species 

1 Aristotle objects, indeed ( De 
An, iii. 9, 10, 432, a, 22 sqa. 433, 
a, 31 sqq.), to Plato’s threefold 
division, on the ground that if 
we make the functions and facul- 
ties of the soul our principle of 
division we have far more than 
three parts, for the difference 
between the Operrikdy, aic@nrikdy, 
paytactixdy, vontikdy, BovAeuvTikoy, 
épextikoy is wider than between 
the emi@uunrikdy and dumixdy, and 
asks le An. 1. 5, 411, b, 5, in 
view of it: ti ody mote cuvexet 
Thy Wexhy ei pepiot) mepurey ; it 
cannot be the body, for it is 
rather the soul which holds the 
body together; if, on the other 
hand, it be said that it is an in- 
corporeal force, then this is the 
proper soul. But the question 
immediately recurs, is this simple 
or manifold? If the former, 
why cannot the soul itself be so 
just as well? [f the latter, then 
for the parts of the ouvéxov 
another ovvéxov must be sought, 
and so on ad infinitum. We 
should thus finally be forced to 
suppose that each part of the 
soul resides in a particular part 
of the body, which is obviously 
not the case either with respect 
to the reason, which has no bodily 
organ corresponding to it at all, 
nor in respect of the lower prin- 
ciple of life, which, in the case 
of those animals and plants which 
survive being cut in pieces, lives 

on in each of the parts. Never- 
theless, Aristotle himself speaks 
of parts of the soul (see p. 21, n. 1, 
supra; De Vita, 1. 467, b, 16), 
and although he tries more fully 
to preserve the unity of its life 
amid the multiplicity of parts, he 
cannot be said to have been any 
more successful than Plato in 
this endeavour, nor does vows bear 
any closer relation in his theory 
to the lower elements of the soul 
than does the immortal part in 
Plato’s. His departure from 
Plato, accordingly, does not seem 
to be so important in principle. 
He differs from him partly “in 
his account of different forms of . 
animal life, but Plato, no less 
than he, assigns the lowest of the 
three parts into which he divides 
the soul to plants, the middle 
one to beasts, and holds that the 
higher part presupposes the lower 
but not vice versa; see Div. i. p. 
714. The chief difference be- 
tween the philosophers is in their 
respective starting points: while 
Plato begins his investigation 
into the nature and parts of the 
soul from the ethical side, Ari- 
stotle approaches it from the side 
of natural science. On the other 
hand, STRUMPELL (Gesch. d. 
theor. Phil. 324 sqq.),as BRANDIS 
has pointed out, ii. b, 1168 sq., 
goes too far in saying that Ari- 
stotle attributes to one and the 
same being not only different 
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from the lowest to the highest in one comprehensive 
view as concentrated and progressive manifestations of 

the same life. 7 
This progressive development of animal life corre- 

sponds to the actual fact, which Aristotle had no doubt 

observed, and which had led him in the first instance 

to his theory, that all organic nature exhibits a 

steady progress from more imperfect and defective 

productions to richer and fuller forms of life. ‘ Nature,’ 

he says, ‘makes so gradual a transition from the imani- 

mate to the animate kingdom, that the boundary lines 

which separate them and the position of the inter- 

mediate are rendered indistinct and doubtful. Next to 

the inanimate kingdom comes that of Plants ; and here 

we not only distinguish greater and less degrees of 

vitality subsisting among individuals, but the whole 
tribe seems animate when compared with inorganic 

substances, inanimate when compared with animals. 

Again, the transition from plants to animals is so 

gradual that many marine creatures leave us in doubt 

whether they are animals or vegetables, since they 

faculties or parts of the soul but the nutritive soul being contained 
different souls, to man four, to in the sensitive, and the sensitive 
beasts three (counting the sensi- 
tive and the motive principles as 
two). Aristotle speaks, indeed, of 
a Wuxn Opertixh, aic@nrtikh, AoyiKh, 
and of different Yuxai (see ¢.7. pre- 
ceding page; De Vita, 3, 469, 
a, 24), but he does not mean that 
several souls exist together in an 
individual as so many separate 
beings; he even defines the rela- 
tion of these so-called Wuyxai to 
one another in the distinctest 
manner as one of comprehension, 

in the rational, just as the tri- 
angle is contained in the quad- 
rangle (see preceding note), so 
that an animal, for instance, can 
no more be said to contain two 
souls than a quadrangle can be 
said to contain two kinds of 
tigures. If he fails, as a matter 
of fact, perfectly to preserve the 
unity of the soul throughout (see 
end of Ch. XII.), weare not on this 
account justified in denying that 
he attempted to do so, 
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adhere to the ground, and cannot live when separated 

from it. Indeed, the whole tribe of Ostreacee, when 

compared with locomotive animals, resemble vege- 

tables.’ ‘The same may be said about sensation, phy- 
sical structure, mode of life, propagation, the rearing of 

their young, &c.: in all of these respects we notice a 

gradual progression of development.' The continuity 

of this order brings into play the law of Analogy, the 

presence of which Aristotle takes some trouble to 

demonstrate in the sphere of organic structures and 

their vital functions. Analogy, as we have shown 

before,” is the bond which unites different genera; 

in organic nature, as elsewhere, it transcends generic 

differences, and where no real similarity of kind is 

possible, produces resemblance.’ 

1 Mist. An. viii. 1, 588, b, 4 
sqq.where detailed proof is given ; 
Part. An. iv. 5,681, a, 12, where, 
in speaking of zoophytes and the 
differences which are to be ob- 
served amongst them, he remarks: 
Nn yap pvats wetaBaiver cuvex@s amd 
TaV apuxwy eis TA (Ga bid THY Cav- 
Twv wey ovK byTwy Se Cow otTwS 
ote Soxety maumay uixpoy Siapépe 
Oarépov Odtepor TH avyveyyus aA- 
AnAos. 

~ fagi2, 0. 2, supra. With 
what follows cf. MryYER, Avist. 
Thierk. 334 sqq. 103 sq. 

= Part. An. i. 4, 644, a, 14. 
Why are not water and winged 
animals included under one 
name? éoTt yop evia maby Kows 
kal TovTois Kal Tots GAAos Ceols 
amacw. Gard’ duws dpbas Sidpiotat 
TovUToy Toy mpdrov. baa wey yap 
Siapeper Tav yevav Kal? brepoxny 
kal TO MaAAoy Kal TO HTTOV, TavTA. 
bmeCeuntat éevl yever, boa 3° Exer Td 

This analogy may be 

avadoyov xwpis. Two kinds of 
birds differ from one another by 
the size, for instance, of their 
wings ; birds and fish, on the other 
hand, T@ avdAoyov: 6 yap exelv@ 
mTepoyv, Oatrépw Aeris. Analogies 
of this kind are found in almost 
all animals: Ta yap moAAa (oa 
avddoyov tavTd mémovOey. Simi- 
larly in the following passage, 
644, b, 7 sqq. a contrast is drawn 
between ditferences which exist 
within the same genus, e.g. be- 
tween large and small, soft and. 
hard, smooth and rough animals, 
and those which permit us to 
trace only general analogies. To 
the same effect, c. 5, 645, b, 4: 
TOAAG Kolva ToAAois bmapxer TAY 
(gwv, TH wey aMA@S, oloy Tddes 
mrepa Aemides, Kal ma0n 5 Tov 
avtby tpdToy TovTos, TH 8 aya- 
Aoyov. Aéyw 8’ avadoyov, Sri Tots 
Mev dmapxeEt TAEUUwY, Tots BE WAEU- 
Mov mev od, 0 5€ Tois ExouTt WAEv- 
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observed in the most different quarters. In place of 
blood, bloodless animals have certain humours which 

correspond to it ;’ and this is also the case with flesh.2 

Molluses, being without fat, are provided with an 

analogous substance.’ Cartilage and gristle correspond 

to bones in snakes and fish, and in the lower animals 

their place is supplied by shells, &c., which serve the 
same purpose of supporting the body.‘ The hair of 

quadrupeds answers to the feathers of birds, the scales 
of fishes, and the mail of oviparous land animals *— 

the teeth of beasts to the bills of birds.6 Instead of a 

heart, bloodless animals have a similar central organ,’ 

and instead of a brain, something like one.* Gills take 

the place of lungs in fishes, and they inhale water 

instead of air.’ Roots perform the same office for 

vegetables as heads, or rather mouths, for animals, and 

517, a, 1, 1. 1,486, b, 19. 
5 Part. iv. 11, 691, a; 16,1. 4, 

644, a, 21. Hist. iii. 10 init. i. 
1, 486, b, 21. 

© Part.iv. 12, 692, b, 15. 
7 Part. ii. 1, 647, a, 30, iv. 5, 

ova, ekeivois Erepov ayTi TovToU* 
Kal Tois wev aia, Tos d€ TO ava- 
Aoyov Thy avThy Exov Sivauw HvTep 

trois évaiwos TO aiua. Thid. 20 
sqq.; Hist. An. i. 1, 486, b, 17 
sqq., 487, a, 9, c. 7, 491, al4sqq. ; 
ii. 1, 497, b, 9; viii. 1 (seeinfra). 

1 Hist. An. i. 4, 489, a, 21; 
Part. An. i. 5, 645, b, 8, ii. 3, 
650, a, 34, ili. 5, 668, a 4, 25, 
Gen. An. ti. 4, 740, a, 21. De 
Somno, c. 3, 456, a, 35, and other 
passages. 

2 Part. An. ii. 8 init. iii. 5, 
668, a, 25, 1. 1, 647, a, 19; Hist. 
An. i. 3, 4, 489, a, 18, 23 ; De An. 
ii. 11, 422, b; 21, 423, a, 14. 

3. Gen.—An. i. 19, 727, b, 3; 
Part. ii. 3, 650, a, 34. 

' Part. ii. 8, 653, b, 33- fin. c. 
9, 655, a, 17 sqq. c. 6, 652, a, 2; 
Hist. iii. 7, 516, b, 12 sqq. c. 8, 

678, b, 1, 681, b, 14, 28, a, 34; 
Gen. An. ii. 1, 735, a, 23 sqq. c. 
4, 738, b, 16, c. 5, 741, b, ld. De 
Respir. c. 17, 478, b, 31 sqq. De 
Motu An. c. 10, 703, a, 14. On 
the parts which Aristotle regarded 
as analogous to the heart see: 
MEYER, p. 429. 

8 Part. ii. 7, 652, b, 23, 653, a, 

11; De Somno, 3, 457, b, 29. 
9 Part. i. 5, 645, b, 6, tii. 6 

init. iv. 1, 676, a, 27; Hist. An. 
viii. 2, 589, b, 18, ii. 13, 504, b, 
28; De Resp. c. 10 sq. 475, b, 15, 
476, a, 1, 22. 
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take up food into their systems.! Some animals which 

have no tongues are provided with an analogous organ.” 

The arms of men, the fore feet of quadrupeds, the wings 

of birds, the claws of crabs, are all analogous,* while 

the elephant has a trunk instead of hands.* Oviparous 

animals are born from eggs; correspondingly, the 

embryo of mammals is surrounded with a skin like that 

of an egg, and in the chrysalis insects assume an oval 

form. Reversely, the earliest germs of higher animal 

life corresponds to the worms from which insects are 

bred.? The habits, occupations, tempers, and reason of 

animals can be compared with those of men; while the 

human soul in childhood can scarcely be distinguished 

from that of beasts.© Thus does one inner bond of 

union permeate all departments of organic nature—one 

life unfolds itself from the same fundamental forms in 

continually ascending degrees of perfection. And as 

organic nature is the sphere of contrivance and design, 

DevAn- ii. 4; 416, .a,4: os 
nN Kepary Tay Cdwy, otTws ai pita 
TOY puTaY, ei Xpy TA Upyava Eye 
TavTa Kal ETepa Tots Epyos. De 
Juvent. c. 1, 468, a, 9; Ingr. An. 
oe, 4, 708, a, 6. 

* Part. iv. 5, 678, b, 6-10. 
Slat. ive 12, 693, a, 26, b, 

meee 7a, 691, b,-17); ist.1. 1. 
486, b, 19, c. 4, 489, a, 28, ii. 1, 
497, b, 18. 

® Part. tv. 12, 692; b, 15. 
> Mst. vii. 7, 586, a, 19: Gen. 

An, iii. 9, See i. 467, n. 1, supra. 

® Mist. An. viii. 1, 588, a, 18: 
éveoti yap ev Tois TWAEloTOLS Kal TOV 
&AAwv (awv ixvn Tav Tepl Thy 
Wuxhv Tpdmwr, arep emt Ta avOpw- 
Twv Exe pavepwrepas Tas Siapopas. 

After illustrating this with 
examples he proceeds: 7a mev 

A ~ n~ CB ¥, 

yap TG maddoy kal HrTov Siapéper 
\ \ ~ 

mpos Toy avOpwrov... 7a dE TE 
> / / c \ > b! 

avadovyoy Siapeper* ws yap ev ay- 
Oparw TéexVN Kal copia kai cUvEOLS, 
otTws ev'os TOY Cawy OTITIS ETEPA 
TolavTn pvaoikh Svvamis. pavepw- 
tatov & éotl td TowvToy em THY 
Tov Taidwy nAiKiay BAepaow: ev 
ToUTOLS yap TaV meV VoTEpoy E~Ewy 
e€couevwy eoTw dew oioy txvy Kat 

by, , ; >i ¢ 
omepuata, Siapeper 8’ ovdey ws 
eimety 7 Wuxh THs TaY Onpiwy Pux7s 
KaTa Toy Xpdvoy TOUTOY, doT ovdEY 
&Aoyov, «i Ta wey TavTa Ta BE wapa- 
mwAKow Ta 5 Gvaroyov Urapxet ToIs 
&AAos Coors. 
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it is itself in turn the object which all the inorganic 

universe must serve. ‘The elements exist for the sake 

of homogeneous substance, and this for the sake of 

organic structures. Here, therefore, the order of 

existence is reversed: that which is last in origin is 
Nature, after displaying a 

continual decrease of perfection from the highest sphere 

of heaven to earth, there reaches her turning point, and 

the descending scale of being begins to reascend.? The 

elements by their mixture prepare the conditions neces- 
sary for the development of living creatures, and we 

see Life expanding itself from its first weak germs to 

first in essence and value.! 

its highest manifestation in humanity.’ 

1 Part. An. ii. 1, 646, a, 12: 
tpiav 8 otca@y Tay cuvbécewry [on 
which see i. 517, n. 6, sup. | mpornv 
pev &y tis Oeln Thy ex TGV KadouUE- 
vwv 0TO TivwY oToLXElwy .... Sev- 
Tépa 5€ ctoTacis ek TaY TPaTwY 7 
Tav duowuep@y pias ev Tots Cots 
éotiv, olov dcTov Kal capkds kal 
Tav BAAwy Tav ToLwiTwY. TpiTn dE 
kai TeAevTala Toy apibudy 7 TeV 
Gvouoiupepay, olovy mpoowmov kal 
xepds Kal Tay TowvTwy popiwy. 
érel 5 évaytiws éml tis yevéerews 
exe. kal THs ovolas* Ta yap toTeEpa 
TH yevere: mpdtEepa Thy piaw éoTi 
Kal mp@tov Tb TH ‘yeveret TEAEV- 
tatov, for the house does not exist 
for the sake of the stones and the 
bricks, but these for the sake of 
the house, and generally the 
material for the sake of the form 
and the final product: 7@ ev obv 
Xpovw mMpoTéepay Tiy VAnY avayKaiov 
civar kal THY yeveoiv, TS Adyw BE 
Thy ovgiay Kal Thy ExdoTou uopony. 

. BOTE THY pey TAY OTOLXElwY 
bAnv avayxKatoy elva: THY duoiomep@y 
evekev, toTepa yap ekelvar TAalTA TH 

yevéoce, ToUTwy 5& Ta avouolomep7 
[7.€. organic nature]. Tatra yap 
H5n To TEAOS Exe Kal TH Wéepas... 
ef Gudotépwy wey oty Ta (Ga ouv- 
é€aTnKe TGV wopiwy ToUTwY, GAAG TA 
Omolomeph] TY Gvo“olomepay EveKev 
eoTw * éexelvav yap Epya Kal mpa- 
Eeis eioly, oiov pOaAruod, Kc. 

* Cf. what is saidin Gen. An. 
il. 1, 731, b, 24: éwel yap éori ra 
bev aldia Kal Geta Tay byTwy Ta 3’ 
evdexoueva Kal elva: kal ph elvan, Td 
de Kaddy Kal Td Betoy attiov del KaTa 
Thy aitov picw tov BeAriovos év 
Tois evdexouevois, TO SE wh aldsoy 
evdexduevov eéeott Kal elvyar Kal 
petadrauBavew Kal Tod xelpovos kal 
Tov BeAtiovos, BeATiov 5€ Yuxh ev 
cépatos, TO 8 Euyvyov rod avuxou 
dia Thy Wuxhy, kal td elvat Tov LH 
clvat Kal to Civ rod wh Chr, 
dia TavTas Tas aitias yeveots Cawv 
eoriy. 

’ That Aristotle conceives of 
such a process of development 
from lower to higher forms, and 
of man as the highest step in 
the scale of evolution, by refer- 
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Aristotle finds the first indications of this Life in 

inorganic nature. 

ence to which we may test the 
degree of perfection attained by 
lower forms of being, is obvious 
from the passages referred to, 
pp. 21 sq., 25 sq., and i. 465 
sq., supra, as well as from those 
which immediately follow. Cf. 
further Part. An. ii. 10, 655, b, 
37 sqq., Gen. An. i. 23, 731, a, 
24. In the former of these 
passages Aristotle says: plants 
have few and simple organs, 
Ta 5 mpos THE (Hv alaOnow ExorTa 
moAumoppotépay Exer Thy idéav, Kat 
ToUTWwY ETEpa Tp ETEpwY MAAAoOY, 
kal moAvxovorépay, Bowy wr udvov 
Tov (hv GAAG Kal Tov Ev Cv | vats 
pereiAngev. TowvTo d’ €or Td TAY 
avOpomwy yevos* 7 ‘yap mdvov 
metéxe: Tov Belov TGV Huiv yvwpl- 
Mov (owy, 7) uddAioTa mavtTwy. In 
the latter: ris mév yap Tay puTtav 
ovalas ovbév eat AAO Epyoy ovdEe 
mpakis ovdeula AH | TOV OTe puaTtos 
yéveois . . . TOU SE (gov ov udvoy 
To yevvijoa Epyor (TovTO meV yap 
kowoy Tav (oyTwY TavTwY), AAA 
Kal yvdoeds Twos TaYTA METEXOVOL, 
Ta mev TAELOVOS, TA 5’ EAaTTOVOS, TA 
5€ maumav pikpas. alobyow yap 
éxovow, 7 8° ataOnois yva@ois Tis. 
TauTys d€ Td Timioy Kal &Tiwov woAd 
diapeper ckoTwovo. mpds ppdvnow 
kal mpds To Tov abixwy ‘yévos. 
mpos pev yap Td ppovety Haomep 
ovdev elvat doxet Td Kowwveiv apis 
kal yevoews pdvov, mpos Sé avaio- 

 Onciay BéATioTov. It isnot incon- 
sistent with this view that, 
starting from man, Aristotle 
(Part. An. iv. 10, 686, b, 20 sqq.) 
should attribute to the different 
animal tribes a continually di- 
minishing degree of perfection 
as compared with him, and ( Hist. 

Movement in general may be re- 

An. i. 6, 491, a, 19) should begin 
with man as being best known 
to us. Nor can we with FRANT- 
AUS (Arist. ib. die Theile d. 
Thiere,p.315, 77; contrast MEYER, 
Arist. Thierk. 481 sqq.) conclude 
from these passages that Aristotle 
regards nature under the form of 
a retrogressive rather than a pro- 
gressive development, and con- 
ceives of its history as that of 
an ideal animal assuming a 
succession of degenerate shapes 
as it descends from the human 
to the vegetable form. For, in 
the first place, he does not always 
begin with man, but only when 
he is treating of the external 
organs; when, on the other 
hand, he is dealing with the 
internal organisation, a field in 
which more is known of the 
lower animals than of men, he 
takes the opposite course (Hist. 
An.i. 16 init., cf. Part. ti. 10, 656, 
a, 8). But, in the second place, 
it does not at all follow that that 
which is more known to us must 
in itself be the first either in 
point of value or of time, or 
that because Aristotle, in treating 
of the forms of organic life, 
begins with the more perfect and 
proceeds to the more imperfect, 
therefore nature follows the 
same course in producing them. 
On the contrary, he states as 
definitely as possible that nature 
proceeds in the reverse order ; 
see, besides other passages, the 
preceding note. There is here 
no question of a metamorphosis 
such as that described, either 
retrogressive or progressive. 
Aristotle does not conceive of an 
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garded as a sort of life. In a certain sense we attribute 

animation to everything: we talk of the life of the air 

and the wind, and find analogies to the phenomena of 

the organic life of animals in the sea.'| Again, the 

world has its youth and age like plants and animals, 

except that they do not succeed each other as conditions 
of the whole, but are present simultaneously as alter- 

nating states of its parts. A well-watered region may 

dry up and grow old, while an arid tract may spring 

into fresh life by timely moisture. When streams 

increase. the land about their mouths is gradually 

changed to sea; when they dry up, the sea becomes 

land.? 

ideal individual either developing 
or degenerating into various 
forms. The organic forms do 
not themselves pass into one 
another; the transition is effected 
by nature as she rises to the 
fuller exercise of her creative 
power. Cf. p. 25, supra. 

1 See i. 459,n.5, 460,n.1, sup., 
and Gen. An. iv. 10, 778, a, 2: 
Bios yap Tis Kal xvetpards cert kal 
yéeveois kal POicis. Upon the sea 
v. Meteor. ii. 2, 355, b, 4 sqq. 

356, a, 33 sqq. 
2 Of. on this the full and 

remarkable exposition, Meteor. 1. 
14. The same regions, Aristotle 
there says, are not always wet 
or dry, but according as rivers 
arise or disappear, the land 
retreats before the sea or the sea 
before the land. This happens, 
however, Kata Twa takw Kal repi- 
odov. apxn de TovTwy kal atrioy ort 
kal THS yas Ta evTds, Gowep Ta 
gouata Ta Tav puTav Kal Cdr, 
akuhy exe: kal yipas. In regard 
to the latter, however, &ua may 

When these changes take place slowly, length 

cued Cey kal pbiver 6 avaryKaioy * TH 
5€ yi; TOUTO ~yiveTat KaTa mépos Bid 
Wvtw Kal Oepudrnra. As these 
increase or diminish, portions of 
the earth change their character, 
ore méexpt twos Evvdpa Sivara 
Siapeverv, elra Enpatverat Kal ynpd- 
oke mdaAw * Erepot 5é Téwor Biw@okov- 
Tat Kal €vvdpor yityvorTat KaTa Mépos. 
Where a region dries up, the rivers 
decrease and finally disappear, 
the sea retreats, and land is 
formed where the sea was before ; 
the opposite happens when the 
moisture of a district increases. 
As examples of the former pro- 
cess, Aristotle in the following 
passage (351, b, 28 sqq., 352, b, 
19 sqq.) names Egypt, which is 
unmistakably a xpécxwois tov 
NeiAou, an €pyov Tov morauov (Sapo 
Tov wotauov, HEROD, ii. 5), and 
the region surrounding the oracle 
of Ammon, which, like Egypt, 
lies below the level of the sea 
and must therefore once have 
been the sea bottom; Argolis 
and the neighbourhood of My- 
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of time and the gradual character of the transformation ° 

cause the memory of them to be usually forgotten ; ! 

when they happen suddenly they belong to that class 

of devastating inundations” to which Aristotle, following 

Plato,’ attributed those relapses into primitive barbarism 

which, coeternal though the human race is assumed to be 

cenz in Greece; the Bosphorus, 
the shore of which is continually 
changing. Some, he says (352, 
a, 17 sqq.; according to ii. 3, 
356, b, 9 sqq., he is thinking here 
of Democritus, but the same view 
is ascribed to Anaximander and 
Diogenes; cf. ZELLER, Ph. d. Gir. 
i. 205, 2, 799, 4), attribute these 
changes to a change in the world 
asa whole, ws yivouevou Tov obpavov, 
holding that the collective mass 
of the sea is diminished by 
gradual evaporation (contrast 
Meteor. ii. 3). But if in many 
places the sea changes into land 
and contrariwise land into sea, 
we cannot explain this upon the 
ground of a yévesis Tov Kécpov- 
yeAotoy yap 51a wikpas Kal arapialas 
meTaBoAas Kiely TH way, 6 Se THs 
yiis oyKos Kal Td wéevyeBos ovbev eat 
Shmov mpds Toy GAoy ovpaydy. GAA 
TayTwWY TOUTWY alTLoy broAnTTEéOY 
Ott yiyverat 51a xpdvwr ciuapuevwr, 
olov ev tais Kar’ eviavtoy dpais 
XEwv, o}Tw mepiddou Tivis meyaAns 
méyas Xeluwy kal brepBorAy buBpwr. 
atrtn 5’ ovk del KaTa Tovs avTovs 
témovs. Deucalion’s flood was 
chiefly confined to ancient Hellas 
or the country watered by the 
Achelous. Cf. 352, b, 16: é7rel 
5’ avaykn Tov bAov [the whole 
globe] ylyvecOar wév Tiva peta- 
Borhvy, wh pévroa vyéveow kal 
pbopay, etmep wéver [pever] 7d Trav, 
avayrn . . . Mh Tovs avTous ael 

Tomous bypovs T’ elvat BadatrTy Kal 
motamots Kal Enpovs. ‘The Tanais, 
consequently, and the Nile will 
one day cease to flow, and the 
Palus Mzotis will be dried up: 
Td yap Epyov avTayv Exe mépas 6 5E 
Xpovos ovK ExEL. 

' Thid. 351, b, 8 sqq., which 
also refers to Egypt. 

* The other possibility, of a 
sudden destroying heat, is even 
more completely neglected by 
Aristotle than by Plato. 

3 Plato introduces the story 
of the Atlantides in the Zimeus 
with the remark that devastating 
tempests, at one time of fire, as 
in the time of Phaéthon, at 
another of flood, overtake man- 
kind at intervals. When cities, 
with all their attendant civilisa- 
tion, become overwhelmed in the 
latter, the survivors, who are for 
the most part semi-barbarous 
mountaineers, must begin again 
from the beginning. Hence we 
have a youthful Hellenic culture 
side by side with an effete 
Egyptian civilisation. The same 
conception recurs in the account 
of the gradual rise of civilised 
statesout of primitive barbarism, 
in the Lams, iii. 676, B sqq.—the 
question whether the human race 
has existed from all eternity or 
only for an indefinitely long 
time (vi. 781, E) being left 
undecided. 
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with the world,' yet from time to time befall it in the 
history of its civilisation.? Life nevertheless in the strict 

sense exists only, as Aristotle emphatically declares, in 

beings which are moved by their own soul, 7.e. in Plants 
and Animals,® 

' Aristotle does not, indeed, 
expressly say that this is so in 
any extant passage of his writ- 
ings; it follows, however, from 
his whole view of the world that 
-he could not have assigned a 
beginning to the human race 
any more than to the world it- 
self. As man is the end of 
nature, she must have been im- 
perfect for an infinite period of 
time, if at any time the human 
race did not as yet exist. More- 
over, Aristotle actually says (cf. 
i. 475, n. 4, 508, n. 2, supra, 
that in the history of civilisation 
the same discoveries have been 
madean infinite number of times, 
and his pupil, Theophrastus, 
among other arguments against 
the eternity of the world con- 
troverts that which uses the 
comparative recentness of these 
discoveries to prove that mankind 
came into being within a definite 
period of time. See Ch. XII. part 
3. According to CENSORINUS, 
4,3, Aristotle taught the eternity 
of the human race in one of his 
own writings. The question which 
he discusses Gen. An. iii. 11, 
762, b, 28 sqq. how we are to 
conceive of the origin of man 
and the four-footed tribes (etmep 
eyévovTéd mote ynyeveis, domep 
gaci tives’. . . elmep Hv Tis apxH 
THS yeverews Tao ToIs (wots) is 

suggested hypothetically, and 
not from the point of view of 
his own theory. Cf. BERNAYs, 
Theophr. v. ad. Frommigh. 44 sq. 

* It has already been shown 
i. 475, n. 4, 508, n. 2, and 256, 
n. 2, supra, and will be still 
further proved Ch. XII. part 
2, that Aristotle regards reli- 
gious beliefs and _ proverbial 
truths as remnants of a civilisa- 
tion which has been destroyed 
by devastations of nature. These 
devastations, however (accord- 
ing to p. 30, n. 2), can only have 
affected particular parts of the 
earth, although often so wide 
that the scanty survivors of the 
former population were forced to 
begin again from the very begin- 
ning. When, therefore, CEN- 

SORINUS, 18, 11, says of the great 
annus mundi (on which see ZEL- 
LER, Ph. d. Gr. i. 684, n. 4, and 
250), ‘quem Aristoteles maximum 
potius quam magnum appellat,’ we 
may not conclude (as BERNAYS, 
ibid. 170, shows) that Aristotle 
conceived of periodic revolutions 
in the history of the universe or 
even of the earth as a whole. 
He may have employed the ex- 
pression in discussing the views of 
others perhaps in the books upon 
philosophy (on which see p. 56 
sq.). 

3 See p. 1, supra. 
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2. Plants. 

Plants stand lowest in the scale of living creatures! 

They first display a real soul, inhabiting an organic 

body, and no mere analogue of a soul. Yet this soul is 

of the lowest sort, and its functions are confined to 

nutrition and propagation.? Vegetables are not en- 

dowed with sensation and locomotion or the faculties of 

life from which they spring.? They have no vital point 

of unity (no pecorns), as is proved by the fact that 

they continue to live after being cut in pieces; and 

owing to this defect they are insensible to the form 

of that which operates upon them.‘ Hence we may 

compare them to animals that have coalesced; for 

though in reality they have but one soul, they combine 
several potential souls.° Again the sexes have not yet 

1 On Aristotle’s botanical 
treatise cf. p. 93. All that his 
extant works contain upon the 
subject of plants is to be found 
collected in WIMMER’s Phyto- 
logie Aristot. F'ragmenta (Bres- 
laa, 1838). 

* See p. 1, n. 3, supra. 
3 See p. 21, n. 2, supra. As 

plants never awake to sensation, 
their condition is like an eternal 
sleep, and they do not, accord- 
ingly, participate in the alterna- 
tions of sleep and waking (De 
Somno, 1, 454, a, 15; Gen. An. v. 
e277. b, 31 sqq.).-. For the 
same reason there is no distinc- 
tion between the front and the 
back in plants, for this depends 
upon the position of the different 
organs of sense. Finally, being 
without the power of locomotion 
while they participate in growth, 

WoL. HH. 

they have no right and left side, 
but merely an upper and a lower; 
Ingr. An. c. 4, 705, a. 29-b, 21 : 
Jurent. c. 1, 467, b, 32; De Celo, 
li. 2, 284, b, 27, 285, a, 16, cf. i. 
497,n.1, supra. On Plato’s view 
of plants, which in spite of parti- 
cular deviations from Aristotle’s 
is yet nearly related to it, see Ph. 
ad. Gr. pe. Fal, 714, 7. 

4 De An. i. 5, 411, “b, 19; - ii, 
2,413, b,16,c. 12,424, a 32 ; Long. 
Vita, c. 6, 467, a,18; Juv. et Sen. 
c. 2, 468, a, 28. See also foll. n. 

> Juv. et Sen. 2, 468, a, 29 
sqq., where, speaking of insects 
which can live in a divided form, 
he says: they are plants which 
live on in slips; they have only 
one soul évepyela, but several 
duvduer. oikaocr yap T& Towra 
Tov (wy modrdAots (dois cupme- 
purdow, Gen. An. i. 23, 731, a, 

D 
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attained to separate existence in them: confined to 

mere vitality and the propagation of their species, they 

remain in the condition of perpetual union of the sexes.! 

The nature of their body corresponds to this incom- 

pleteness in the life of their soul. Its material com- 

position consists principally of earth ;? its structure is 

simple, designed for few functions, and therefore pro- 

vided with few organs ;? deriving its nourishment from 

the earth, and being deprived of locomotion, it is rooted 

to the ground, and the upper part of it, which corre- 

sponds to the head of animals, is turned downwards— 

the better member to the worse place.* It is true that 

in its contrivance we do not altogether fail to trace the 

designing faculty of nature, but we do so only indis- 

tinctly.° But, though in comparison with other living 
creatures plants occupy so low a place, compared with 

21: arexvas foe Ta (Ga Horep 
gute eivot Suaiperd. De An. ii. 2, 
413, b,18: as ovens Tis ev TovTOLS 
Wuxfis evTedexeia wey pias ev 
éxdoTw outa, Suvduer 5€ wAcLOvwr. 
Cf. Part. An. iv. 5, 682, a,6; De 
Resp. c. 17,479, a, 1; Ingr. An. 
7.70712, 2: 

1 Gen. An. i. 23, 731, a, i. 24, 
b, 8, c. 20, 728, b, 32 sqq. c. 4, 
717, a, 21, ii. 4 fin. iv. 1, 763, 
b, 24, ii. 10, 759, b,: 30; Hast. 
An. viii. 1, 588, b, 24, iv. 11, 538, 
a, 18. 

2 De Resp. 13, 14, 477, a, 27, 

b, 23 sqq.; Gen. An. iii.11,761,a, 
29. That Aristotle held that there 
were other constituents in plants 
besides earth is obvious from the 
passage cited i. 482, n. 3, supra. 
According to Meteor. iv. 8, 384, 
b, 30, plants consist of earth and 
water, the water serving for their 

food (Gen. An. iii. 2, 753, b, 25 ; 
H, An. vii. 19, 601, b, 11), for 
the consumption of which heat 
is necessary (see p. 12, n. 3, and 
p. 14, n. 2 ad fin., supra). 

> De An. 2 1, SI 
Part. An. ii. 10, 655, Bb) Siz 
Phys. viii. 7, 261, a, 15. 

* Ingr. An. c. 4 init. c. 5, 
706, b, 3 sqq.; Long. Vite, 6, 467, 
b, 2; Juv. et Sen. c.1 fin.; Part. 
An. iv. 7, 683, b, 18, c. 10, 686, b, 
3lsqq. Seefurther p. 27,n.1,sup. 

5 Phys. ii. 8,199, a, 23: Kal év 
Tots putois palverat TA cuudEeporvTa 
yiwdueva mpos Td TEAOS, olovy Ta 
gvAAa THS TOU Kaprov Eveka 
okémms .... Th PuTa Ta PUAAG 
eveka Tay Kaom@y [sc. Exe] Kal Tas 
pi(as ovK &yw GAAG KaTw Eveka TIS 
tpog7s. b, 9: Kal év Tois puTois 
éveors TO Evekd Tov, HTTov bE 
517 pOpwrau, 
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the inanimate world the operation of the soul in plants, 

and especially the propagation of the species, must be 

placed very high.! As all terrestrial things imitate 

by their endless reproduction the eternity of Heaven, 

so living creatures are enabled by means of procreation 

to partake, within the limits of their own particular 

species, of the eternal and the divine.? This, then, 
is the highest aim of vegetable life.* A more elevated 
rank of vitality appears in Animals,‘ to which Aristotle 

1 Cf. preceding note and p. 
13 sqq. 
A. An. iu. 1,731, b, 31: 

émel yap advvatos 7 vais TOU 
To.ovtov yévous adios eivat, Kad’ ov 
évdéxeTat Tpdmov, KaTd& TovTdy 
éotw “idiov Td yiyvdmevoy, aploug 
pev ov advvarov,.... elder 
evdexeTat* 51d yevos del avOpamrwv 
Kal (@wy eotl Kal putoyv, TLlid. 
735, a,16: allanimals and plants 
have 7d Operrixdv* TovTo & €or 
To ‘yevyntikoy érépov oioy avTd* 
TovTO yap mavTds pvocer TeAEloU 
épyov kal (gov kal putov. De An. 
ii. 4, 415, a, 26: puoiudtatoy yap 
tav epywy tots (aow, boa TEeACLO 
Kal pi) WHypauata, 7) THY "yEeveoty 
avroudtny exel, TO Toljoo ETEpoy 
oloy avTd, (gov mev Cov, puTdy 5é 
guTdov, iva Tov adel Kal Tov Oelov 
petéxwow 4 StvavtTa &c. Polit. ta i. 2, 1252,a, 28. Cf. the passages, 
Gen. et Cory. ii.10 and 11 (i. 511, 
n. 3, sup.), from which con. 1. 3, 
1348, b, 23 is copied, and on the 
propositions of Plato which 
Aristotle here follows, Ph. d. G'7. i. 
512; 3. 

= De An. ii. 4. 
Supra. 

4 Among further details of 
Aristotle’s doctrine of plants may 
be mentioned: (1) his division 

See p. 21, n.1, 

of the plant into root, stem, 
branches, and leaves. The root 
is the nutritive organ, and the 
leaves are veined in order to dif- 
fuse the nutriment which is con- 
tained in the sap (Part. An. iv. 
4, 678-4; 9; in. 5,668, a; 22; 
Juv. et Sen. 3, 468, b, 24), Again 
(Part. An. ii. 10 init.), he divides 
the bodies of plants and animals 
into three chief parts: that by 
which they take up food into 
their system (the head), that by 
which they rid themselves of su- 
perfluous matter, and that which 
lies in the middle between these 
two. Inplants, the root isthe head 
(see p. 27, n.1,supra); as the nu- 
triment they draw from the earth 
is already digested, they require 
no store-chamber for useless sur- 
plus (on this see also Gen. An. ii. 
4, 740, a, 25, b, 8); nevertheless, 
the fruit and the seed which 
form at the opposite end from 
the root are secretions ( Part. An. 
it. 3, 10, 650, a, 20, 655, b, 32, 
i 46(eg 4, Ll; H.. An. we; 
531, b, 8, with which De Sensu, 
5, 445, a, 19, where the elements 
which plants fail to absorb and 
leave behind in the soil seem to 
be regarded as repittéuara of the 
food of plants, is not inconsis- 

D2 
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accordingly devoted so large a portion of his scientific 
activity.’ 

tent).—(2) Earth and water are 
the food of plants (Gen. et Corr. 
ii. 8, 335, a, 11; Part. An. ii. 3, 
650, a, 3, and p. 34, n. 2, supra. 
Ce  Asiva 19, Gl, b, 12; 
Gen. An. iii, 11, 762, b, 12); it 
is the sweet part of their food 
that nourishes plants and animals 
(De Sensu, 4, 442, a, 1-12); this 
they consume by aid of their vital 
heat (cf. p. 12, n.3,and p. 14, n. 2, 
supra, and Part. An. ii. 3, 650, 
a, 3 sqq.), which, in its turn, is 
supplied to them partly from 
their food, partly from the 
surrounding atmosphere, albeit 
plants do not require respiration ; 
if the atmosphere is too cold or 
too hot the vital heat is destroyed 
and the plant withers (De Sensu, 
c. 6; cf. Respir. 17, 478, b, 31). 
As to the influence exercised 
upon the character and colour of 
plants by the nature of the soil 
and water, see Polit. vii. 16, 1335, 
b, 18; Gen. An. ii. 4, 738, b, 32 
sqq. v. 6, 786, a, 2sqq.; H. An. v. 
11, 543, b, 23; De Sensu, 4, 441, a, 
11, 30; cf. Probl. 20, 12; De 
Color. c. 5. —(3) The seed and the 
fruit of plants are made of the 
surplus portion of their food 
(Part. An. ii. 10, 655, b, 35, ¢. 7, 
638, a, 24; Gen. An. ili. 1, 749, 
b, 27, 750, a, 20, i. 18, 722, a, 11, 
723, b, 16, 724, b, 19, c. 20, 728, 
a, 26, c. 23, 731, a, 2 sqq.; Meteor. 
iv. 3, 380, a, 11); they contain 
both the germ and the food of 
the new plant (De Av. ii. 1, 412, 
b, 26; Gen. An. ii. 4, 740, b, 6, i. 
23,731, a, 7); smaller plants are 
more fruitful, being able to ex- 
pend more material upon the 
formation of seeds: on the other 

hand, excessive fruitfulness stunts 
and destroys plants, because it 
absorbs too much of the nutritive 
substance (Gen. An. i. 8, 718, b, 
12, iii. 1, 749, b, 26, 750, a, 20 
sqq. iv. 4, 771, b, 13; i. 18, 726, 
b, 25; cf. H. An. v. 14, 546, a, 1 
—on barren trees, especially the 
wild fig-tree, see Gen. An. i. 18, 
726, a, 6, c. 1, Tib, BOSE, ais, 
755, b, 10; A. An. v. 32, 557, b, 
25). On the origin of the seed, 
see the remarks, Gen. An. i. 20, 
728, b, 32 sqq. c. 18, 722, a, 11, 
723,b,9. On the development of 
the germ from the seed and on pro- 
pagation by slips, Juv. et Sen. c. 
3, 468, b, 18-28 (cf. WIMMER, p. 
31; BRANDIS, p. 1240): Gen. An. 
ii. 4 739,'b, 34, c. 6, 741, b, 34, 
lii. 2, 752, a, 21, e. 19, 76h, Bb, 26s 
Respir. c. 17, 478, b, 33. On self- — 
generation in plants and animals, 
and on parasites, there are remarks 
in Gen. An. i. 1, 715, b, 25, iii. 11, 
762, b, 9,18; A. Am. v. 1, 539, 
a, 16.—(4) On the length of life 
and the decay of plants vide 
Meteor. i. 14, 351, a, 27; Longit. 
Vita, c. 4,5, 466, a, 9, 20 sqq. c. 
6; De Respir. 17, 478, b, 27; cf. 
Gen. An. iii. 1, 750, a, 20; on the 
fall of the leaf and evergreens, 
Gen. An. v. 3, 783, b, 10-22. 

1 On the sources from which 
he received assistance, vide the 
valuable account of BRANDIS, ii. b, 
1298-1305. Of his predecessors 
in this field the most important 
was undoubtedly Democritus, 
whom he frequently mentions 
with the greatest respect. He 
refers further to certain views 
of Diogenes of Apollonia, Anax- 
agoras, Empedocles, Parmenides, 

ee 
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3. Animals. 

The powers of nutrition and propagation are accom- 

panied in all animals by sensation, the feeling of plea- 

sure and pain, and the appetites: in most’ of them also 

by the power of locomotion. Hence the sentient and 

the motive soul is now added to the vegetable.!. Even 

that moral and intellectual life which reaches its full 

development in man may be dimly traced in the lower 

animals: they exhibit gentleness and fierceness, fear 

and courage, cunning and understanding; nor do we 

fail to perceive an analogue to the scientific faculty of 

men in the teachableness of certain animals; while 

conversely children display the same kind of rudi- 

Alemzon, Herodorus, Leophanes, 
Syennesis, Polybus, several state- 
ments of Ctesias and Herodotus 
(which, however, he treats with 
critical distrust),and now and 
then, rather by way of literary 
embellishment, to the poets. 
Notwithstanding all these, he 
must have mainly relied for his 
knowledge of animals upon his 
own observations, supplemented 
as those were by information 
received from shepherds, hunters, 
fishermen, breeders, and veterin- 
ary doctors. His theory, with the 
exception perhaps of a few isol- 
ated points, may be regardedas his 
own original work. ‘The setting 
into place and putting to use of 
the facts left him by his predeces- 
sors, BRANDIS remarks, 1303, ‘as 
well as the scientific form which 
he gave to zoology, are in all pro- 
bability Aristotle’s own work,’ 

LANGE, indeed, judges differently, 
Gesch. d. Material. i. 612‘ The 
belief that Aristotle was a great 
discoverer in natural science is 
still widely diffused. The know- 
ledge, however, that he had 
many predecessors in this field 
. . . has necessarily caused this 
opinion to be much critisised,’ &c. 
Yet when we ask where we hear 
of these predecessors, LANGE 
refers us (pp. 129, 11, 135, 50) 
merely to a quotation from MUL- 
LACH, Fr. Phil. i. 338, who, how- 
ever, expresses himself much 
more guardedly: ‘haud scio an 
Stagirites illam qua reliquos phi- 
losophos superat eruditionem ali- 
qua ex parte Democriti librorum 
lectioni debuerit.” On the aid 
which Alexander is said to have 
lent Aristotle in his zoological 
investigations see p. 29 sq. 

1 See p. 21, supra. 
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mentary moral and intellectual development which we 

detect in brutes.} 

The character and structure of their bodies answer 

! H, An. viii. 1, 588, a, 18: 
éveott yap &c. (see p. 27, n. 6, su- 
pra). Kal yap jueporns Kal aypid- 
TNS Kal mpadTns Kal xadrerdrys Kal 
avdpia kal deiAla kal PdBo1 kal Odppn 
kal @vuot Kal mavovpyia: Kal Tis 
mept thy Sidvoway cuvécews Everow 
€v wWoAAOts avTa@y duoldTnTes. (For 
the continuation of this passage 
see p. 27,n. 6.) Ibid. ix.1 init.: 
Ta 5 70n Tav (ewy éotl Tar we 
Gucvpotépwy Kal BpaxuBiwtépwy 
ATTov nuty €vdnda Kata Thy atcAn- 
aw, Tav 5€ waxpoBiwrépwy évdnrd- 
Tepa. galvovTa yap exovTa tia 
divauty TEpl EKagTOY TaY THS WUXAs 
TAOHUATw@Y PuTIKhy, wepi Te ppdvn- 
ow Kal evnberay Kal ayvdpiay kal 
deiAlav, mepi Te TpadTHTa Kal xade- 
mwoTnTa Kal Tas &AAas Tas Toia’Tas 
efers, Evia S€ Kolwwvel TiWds Gua 
kal waljoews Kal SidackaArlas, TH 
bevy ap’ GAAHAwY Ta 5E Kal mapa 
Tav avOpatwy, doamep axons meTe- 
XEL, UN wdvoy boa TaY Widwy GAN 
doa Kal Tay onuciwy Siaiddverat 
Tas Siapopas. (Cf. c. 3 init.: Ta 
3 70n Tav Gdwv. . . Siapéper nara 
Te detAlav kal mpadryta kal avdpiay 
kal nuepdtnta Kal vouy te kat 
avo.) After discussing the 
difference between the sexes 
with respect to disposition, Ari- 
stotle continues, 608, b, 4: rovTwy 
8 itxvn pe trav Ody eotly ey 
TaTW ws €imeiv, UaAAOY BE havepa- 
Tepa é€v Tois Exovot uaAAov 7HOos 
Kal uddtoTa ev avOparw* TovUTO yap 
éxel Thy pvow amoteterAcouEerny 
&c. Cf.i. 1, 488, b, 12 sqq.; Gen. 
An. i. 23 (see p. 28, n. 3, supra). 
Upon the docility and sagacity 
of many animals see also Metaph. 
i. 1, 980, a, 27 sqq.;. £th. iv. 7, 

1141, a, 26; Part. An. ii. 1, 4, 
648, a, 5, 650, b, 24. In the 
ninth book of his Natural History 
Aristotle treats not only of habits 
of animals in general but more 
especially of the traces of intelli- 
gence which they exhibit. Of 
all quadrupeds the sheep has the 
smallest amount of intelligence 
(c. 3, 610, b, 22); the stag, on 
the other hand, displays a large 
amount (c. 5). Bears, dogs, 
panthers, and many other ani- 
mals find out the proper remedies 
against wounds and sickness, and 
the proper means of assistance 
against the attacks of other ani- 
mals (c. 6). With what intelli- 
gence again do swallows build 
their nests, and the pigeon pro- 
vide for his mate and his young 
(c. 7); how cunningly partridges 
manage their love-affairs, and 
hatch and protect their broods 
(c. 8); how cleverly the crane 
directs his flight (ce. 10); what 
design is displayed in the habits 
of birds in general, in the choice 
of a habitation, in the building 
of their nests, in the search for 
food (see ibid. c. 11-36). In 
like manner Aristotle remarks 
upon the cunning of many marine 
animals (c. 37), the industry of 
spiders (c. 39), of bees, wasps, 
and the like (c. 40-43), the 
docility and cleverness of ele- 
phants (c. 46), the moral instinct 
of camels and horses (c. 47), the 
humane disposition of dolphins 
(c. 48), &c.; with all which it 
is only natural that much that 
is questionable should be mixed 
up. 
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to the higher rank which animals occupy in the scale of 

animated nature. Their more numerous and various 

functions require a greater number and complexity of 

organs. Aristotle discusses all these organs in his 

treatise on the Parts of Animals. First (i. 2-9) he 

describes the homogeneous materials of which they 

consist—blood, fat, marrow, brain, flesh, bones, sinews, 

veins, skin, &c. ‘The fundamental constituents of these 

materials are the elements of warmth, cold, dryness, 

and humidity.2 Flesh, or that which corresponds to it 

amongst the lower classes of animals,’ is the most essen- 

tial and indispensable portion of the animal economy : 

for Aristotle, unacquainted as he was with the nerves, 

believed that flesh was the medium of the most universal 

of the senses, that of touch, and therefore the most 

universal organ of animal life.t Bones, sinews, and 

external coverings serve to unite and protect the flesh.° 

The blood® furnishes the nourishment of the various solid 

1 More accurately in the 
last three books of this treatise : 
geet, 92, n. 1, and i, 89, n. 2, 

> \ 6 A , b) > U 4 
eotly apn, TavTns 8 atcOnthpioy TO 

TowuvToy mdpidv eotiv. On the 
importance of flesh for sensation 

supra, on these and the ’Avaropat. 
= Part, Any. i. 2 init. —c.. 3, 

650, a, 2, referring to the different 
respects in which one thing is 
said to be warmer than another, 
and the transition from one state 
into another. 

8 Cf. p. 26, n. 2, supra. 
* Part. ii. 8 init.: mp@tov 

[oxemtéov| mepl oapkds ey Tots 
€xovot odpkas, ev 5€ Tois &AAos TH 
avdAoyov' TovTo yap apxn Kal 
gaua Kal’ attd Tay Chwv éotly. 
d7jAov 5€ kara Tov Adyov: Tb yap 
(Gov dpiCducba TE Exe alcOnow, 
To@tov d€ Thy mpeoTny’ attn & 

see, further, c. 1, 647, a, 19, c. 3, 
650,. b, 5, c. 10, 656,. b;.34 ; 
An, in 3, 4; 489, a,.18, 23; but 
especially De An. ii. 11, 422, b, 
19, 34 sqq. 423, b, 1 sqq. 29, iii. 
2, 426, b, 15. The organ of 
sensation itself is the heart (see 
infra). 

5 Part. ii. 8, 653, b, 30 sqq. 
§ The blood, or that which cor- 

responds to it (see p. 26,n. 1,swp.), 
is most immediately food (te- 
Aevtaia or éaxaTn Tpod?)) to the 
animal body (De Somno, c. 3, 
456,, a, 34; Part. ii. 35650, a, 
32 sqq. c. 4, 651, a, 12; Gen. An. 
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constituents. The brain serves to cool the blood,! and 
is therefore composed of the cold elements of earth and 

water;? the marrow* and other parts‘ are made of 

surplus blood. Here, therefore, we may notice a 

graduated scale of means and ends. The homogeneous 

elements of the body exist for the sake of the organic,’ 
but while some of them fulfil their end directly as parts of 

the organism, a second class serves merely as nutriment 

to the former, and a third consists of the superfluous 

remnant of the second,® which nevertheless has a use of 

its own in the economy of Nature and is not lost.’ 

Each of these materials is of superior or inferior quality 

according to its purpose, so that even here different 

animals and different parts of the same animal do not 

stand upon the same level.* The soul resides primarily 

ii. 4, 740, a, 21, and passim); on 
its quality, therefore, much of 
the life both of soul and body 
depends; Part. An. ibid., and c. 
2, 648, a, 2 sqq. According to 
the latter passage, thick warm 
blood is more conducive to 
strength, thin cool blood to sense 
perception, and thought. The 
best mixture is one of warm but 
thin and pure blood. 

1 Ibid.c.7 (seep 16,n. 6, sup.). 
Only animals which have blood, 
therefore, have a brain (ibid. 
652, b, 23); human beings havea 
proportionately larger one than 
beasts, men than women (653, a, 
27), because their blood, being 
warmer, requires more to cool it. 
Bloodless animals, however, have 
something analogous to the brain ; 
see p. 26, n. &, supra. 

2 Ibid. 652, b, 22. 
3 Thid. c. 6 fin.: [6 pverds] 

Tis aiuat KS Tpopas THs eis GoTE 

kal &kavOay pepiCouevns eotl rd 
éurepthauBavouevoy mepittwua Te- 
pee. 

4 Such as the seed, which is 
afterwards discussed, and the 
milk (Gen. An. iv. 8). 

5 See 1. 617, n. 6,11. p. 3, n. 2, 
and p. 28, n. 1, supra. 

§ Part. ii. 2, 647, b, 20 sqq. 
7 See 1. 465, n. 2, supra. 
8 Part. ii. 2, 647, b, 29 (after 

explaining the three kinds of 
duowomepn): avtav b€ covTwy ai 
diapopal mpds ZAANAa Tod BeAtiovos 
Evexey €iow, oiov Tay Te BAAwY Kal 
aiuaros mpos aiua: Td wey yap 
Aerrérepoy TO Se maxvrepoy Kal Td 
bev Kabapwrepdv éott Td Be 
BorAEpaerepov, ert 5E TH wey Wuxpd- 
Tepov Td Se Oepudtepoy ev re Tois 
Mopiots TOU Evds Cou (Td yap ev ToIs 
divw pépect mpds Ta KaTw pdpia 
diadéper Tavrais Tais Siadopats) Kal 
Etépw mpos Erepoy. Similar differ- 
ences in flesh are referred to, 
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in the Pneuma, which is the cause of vital heat, and 

which in turn has its chief seat in the heart.' 
If we proceed to consider the organs formed of 

homogeneous materials, we must notice in the first 

place that animals possess a point of functional unity, 

and consequently an organ in which their vitality is 

centred :? in creatures that have blood this organ is the 

heart, in others something similar ;* it is only some of 

the very lowest classes that so closely resemble plants 

as to possess at least potentially several points of 

vitality and to continue living after they have been 

cut in pleces.* This central organ is formed at the 

very beginning of life in every animal, and cannot 

be destroyed without its dissolution.® 
Part. i. 3, 665, a, 1, c. 7, 670, b, 
2. De An. ii. 9, 421, a, 25: of 
Mev yap oKAnpdcapko apvels Thy 
Sidvoway, of B& waAakdoapkot evopuets. 

* Cf. p. 6, n. 2, supra. . 
2 See p. 33, n. 4, supra. 
3 See p. 26, n. 7, supra, and 

Gen, An. ii. 4, 738, b, 16: apxn yap 
THS HvTEws 7) Kapdla Kal Td avdAroyoy, 
To 5€ KdTw mpocOnKyn Kat TovTOV 
xdpw. De Vita et M.c. 2-4; Part. 
mr. 4, 665, b, 9 sqq. ¢. 5, 667, b, 
21. For a more detailed account 
of the parts which, according to 
Aristotle, represent the heart, 
and are always situated in the 
centre of the body, see Part. iv. 
5, 681, b, 12-682, b, 8; on their 
situation see further, Juv. et Sen. 
2, 468, a, 20. 

4 Aristotle remarks this, De 
An. ii. 2, 413, b, 16 sqq.; Juv. et 
Sen. 2, 468, a, 26 sqq.; Ingr. An. 
107, a, 27 soq.; Part. An. iii. 
5, 667, b, 23, iv. 5, 682, b, 1 sqq. 
(see p. 33, n. 5, supra), of many 
insects (which have not yet been 

Its function ® 

all identified ; cf. MEYER, A7%st. 
Thierk, 224). 

> Part. T11. 4, C66, a, 10,20, 
667, a, 32; De Vita, 3, 468, b, 
28 > Gen: An: Ni. 4, Tae, b, 3a, 
740, a, 24, where the view of 
Democritus is controverted which 
represented the outer portions 
as being formed first, ‘as though 
we were dealing with figures of 
wood or stone and not with 
living beings, whose evolution 
proceeds from within outwards.’ 

6 MEYER, Avist. Thierk. 425 
sqq. The blood is boiled out of 
the food by means of the heat of 
the heart (De Respir. 20, 480, 
2 sqq.); the circulation of the 
blood, as well as the distinction 
between veins and_ arteries 
(Part. ili. 4, 666, a, 6. De Respir. 
20, 480, a, 10, and the whole 
description of the system of the 
veins, Part. iii. 5; Hist. An. iii. 
3), was unknown to Aristotle, 
who, however, was acquainted 
with the beating of the heart and 
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consists partly in preparing the blood, and partly in 
producing sensation and motion. 

the pulse (cf. 1.262, n.1, sup.) and 
mentions the different quality of 
the blood (see infra, and cf. p. 40, 
n.8, supra). He also accurately 
describes many of the veins 
(Part. iii. 5, Hist. An. iii. 3, 513, 
a, 12 sqq. cf. PHILIPPSON, “YAn 
avOp. p. 28). The veins have 
their source, not, as Hippocrates 
and his school held, in the head, 
but in the heart (Part. ii. 9, 654, 
b, 11, iii. 4, 665, b, 15, 27, c. 5 
init.; Hist. An. iii. 3, 513, a, 21: 
Gen. An. ii. 4, TAO, a, 21; 
De Somno, 3, 456, b, 1). The 
separation between the purer and 
the thicker blood is effected, at 
least in the case of all the larger 
animals, in the heart, the former 
passing upwards, the latter down- 
wards (De Somno, c. 3, 458, a, 
13 sqq.; Part. ili. 4, 665, b, 27 
sqq-; Hist. An. iii. 19, 521, a, 9). 
The native heat of the heart 
enables the blood, and this again 
enables the body, to retain its 
heat (Part. iii. 5, 667, b, 26); the 
heart, Part. iii. 7, 670, a, 24, is 
therefore compared to the Acro- 
polis, as the place in which 
Nature maintains her sacred fire. 
The boiling of the blood produces 
(v. MEYER) steam in the heart, 
causing the latter to heave and 
thus expanding the chest; into 
the space, thus left vacant, air 
rushes and so cools the whole 
that it again contracts until the 
steam which is generated in the 
heartagain produces the pulsation 
which is transmitted through all 
the veins and is accompanied by 
respiration (Part. ii. 1, 647, a, 
24, iii. 2, 665, b; Hist. An.i. 16, 
495, b, 10; De Respir. 20, 479, 

‘Cf. Ch. X., part 3, infra. 

Next in importance 

b, 30, 480, a, 2, 14, c. 21, 480, a, 
24, b, 17). As the cause of 
respiration, the heart is also the 
cause of motion; De Somno, 2, 
456, a, 5,15, cf. Ingr. An. c. 6, 
707, a, 6 sqq. The sinews, more- 
over, have their source in the 
heart, which is itself very sinewy, 
although they are not wholly 
dependent upon it (Hist. An. 
ili. 5; Part. iii. 4, 666, b, 13). 
Aristotle, however, does not ex- 
plain how the limbs are set in 
motion by the heart (see MEYER, 
p. 440). The heart is the primary 
seat of sensation and of the 
sensitive life: Part. An. ii. 1, 
647, a, 24 sqq.c. 10, 656, a, 27 
sqq. b, 24, iii. 4, 666, a, 11, c. 5, 
667, b, 21 sqq., iv. 5 (see p. 41,n.3, 
supra); De Somno, 2, 456, a, 3; 
Juv. et Sen. 3,469, a, 10 sqq. b, 3. 

The 
blood vessels are the channels by 
means of which sensations reach 
the heart (Part. iii. 4, 666, a, 16), 
although the blood itself is with- 
out sensation (ibid. and Part. ii. 
3, 650, b, 3, c. 7,652, b, 5). The 
sense of touch transmits itself by 
means of the flesh (see p. 39, n. 4, 
supra), the others through pas- 
sages (wdépot) which extend from 
the organs of sense to the heart 
(Gen. An. v. 2, 781, a, 20), and 
by which we must suppose him 
to mean the veins, as MEYER, p. 
427 sq., and PHILIPPSON, passage 
referred to above (in treating of 
the mépo: which lead to the brain : 
Hist. An. i. 16, 495, a, 11, iv. 8, 
533, a, 12; Part. An. 11. 10, 656, 
b, 16) show; cf. Juv. et Sen. 3, 
469, a, 12; Part. ii. 10, 656, a, 
29; Gen. An. ii. 6, 744, a, 1; 
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to the heart is the brain,! the purpose of which, as we 

already know,” is to cool the blood and temper the 

warmth arising from the heart. Aristotle directly 

contradicts the notion that it is the seat of sensation.® 

The lungs are also used for cooling the blood, the 

windpipe ‘ supplying them with air.’ With a view to this 

purpose, their nature is varied according to the greater 

or less amount of internal heat an animal possesses. 

The lungs of mammals are the fullest of blood; those of 

birds and amphibious beasts, of air.6 Fishes, which are 

Hist. An. tii. 3, 514, a, 19,71. 11, 
492, a, 21. In the case of the 
senses of smell and hearing, 
between the objects perceived 
and the veins that lead to the 
heart, there is further interposed 
the mvevua ovudutov; Gen. An. ii. 
G, 744, a, 1; Part. ii. 16, 659, b, 
15. The nerves are unknown to 
Aristotle ; cf. PHILIPPSON, ibid. 
and MEYER, p. 432: if he was 
led to the theory of the above- 
mentioned smdépo.— by which 
SCHNEIDER (Arist. Hist. An. iii. 
47) and FRANTZIUS (Arist. ib. 
die Theile d. Thiere, p. 280, 54) 
understand him to mean nerves— 
by the actual observation of cer- 
tain of the nerves, this of itself 
would be a proof that he did not 
know them as nerves. See also 
Ch. X. part 3. 

"Pert, 111. 11, 673,. b, 10. 
2 See p. 40,n.1, supra. The 

spinal marrow is united to the 
brain for the purpose of being 
cooled by it. 

® Part. ii. 10, 656, a, 15 sqq. 
(where Aristotle has chiefly in 
view PLATO’S TJime@us, 75, BSq:) ; 
cf. MEYER, p. 431. 

“See Part. iii: 3. . Hist: An. 
iv.9, where the windpipe is fully 

treated with especial reference to 
its function as the vocal organ. 

5 For the discussion of this 
point in detail, v. Part. ili. 6,and 
the treatise a. ’Avamvojs, especi- 
ally c. 7, 474, a, 7 sqq. c. 9 sq. 
c. 13, c. 15 sq. The veins branch 
out from the heart to the lungs 
and serve to carry the air from 
the latter to the former; Hist. 
An. i. 17, 496, a, 27; MEYER, p. 
431 (see supra and Ph. d. Gr. 1. 
730, 4). Plato had already assumed 
that the heart was cooled by 
the lungs. 

& Respir, 1, 410; b, 12,:c. 10, 
475, b, 19 sqq. c. 12 init. ; Part. 
iii. 6, 669, a, 6, 24 sqq. It is 
interesting to observe how Ari- 
stotle’s imperfect acquaintance 
with the facts lead him to false 
conclusions. His observations 
had led him to see that there isa 
connection between respiration 
and animal heat; but as he had 
no conception either of the oxi- 
dation of the blood or of the 
nature of combustion generally, 
or of the circulation of the blood, 
he held that its heat was merely 
cooled and not nourished by re- 
spiration. In Respir. c. 6, 473, as 
he expressly controverts the view 
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less in need of cooling organs, are provided with gills 

in order to expel the water absorbed with their food 

after it has performed its cooling function.' Bloodless 
animals are without lungs, which, on account of their 

colder nature, they do not need.2 The nutritive matter 

from which the blood is formed in the heart,’ is 

prepared by the digestive organs,* which are separated 

from the nobler viscera in the case of all full-blooded 

animals by the midriff, in order that the seat of the 

sensitive soul may not be disturbed in its operations by 

the warm steam rising from the food.? 

that the air which is inhaled 
serves for food to the internal 
fire. 

1 Respir. 10,476, a, 1 sqq. 22, 
b, 5, e,16; Hf. An. ii, 13, 604, 
28, and other passages; see p. 
26, n. 9, supra. The earlier view 
that fish also breathe air, Ari- 
stotle expressly controverts, Re- 
spir. c. 2,3. A solution of the 
question was only possible (as 
MEYER remarks, p. 439) after 
the discovery of the conversion 
of gases. 

2 Part. iii. 6, 669, a, 1; Re- 
spir. c.9 (see p. 7 sq. supra), c.12, 
476, b, 30. Aristotle knows, in- 
deed, of the respiratory organs 
of some bloodless animals, but 
he assigned to them another 
function. 

3 In Gen. et Corr. ii. 8, 335, a, 
9 sqq., De Sensu, 5, 445, a, 17, 
Aristotle remarks generally of 
plants as well as animals that 
this material is a mixture of all 
the elements ; see i. 482, n.3, sawp. 
That which properly furnishes 
nutrition is the sweet part, for 
this, being lighter, is boiled 

The food is 

away by the heat, while that 
part which is bitter and heavy 
is left behind; all else serves 
merely to season its sweet- 
ness (De Sensu, 4, 442, a, 2 sqq., 
cf. Gen. An. iii. 1, 750, b, 26; 
Meteor. ii. 2, 355, b, 5; Part. iv. 
1, 676, a, 35). Fat is sweet 

(De Sensu, 4, 442, a, 17, 23; 
Long. V. 5, 467, a, 4); sweet 
blood is the more wholesome 
(Part. iv. 2, 677, a, 27), and fat 
is well-boiled, nutritious blood 
(Part. ii. 5, 651, a, 21). 

* The teeth perform merely a 
preliminary function (Part. ii. 3, 
650, a, 8). On the mouth, as the 
organ for taking up the food 
into the system, which, however, 
serves several other purposes as 
well, see Part. ii. 10 init. (ef. p.19, 
n. 1, supra), c. 16, 659, b, 27 sqq., 
iii. 1; De Sensu, 5, 445, a, 23. 

5 Part. iii. 10, 672, b, 8-24; 
cf. Ph. d. Gr.i. p. 729. That the 
vegetable soul (the vo1s) is 
situated below the midriff, is said 
also Gen. An. ii. 7, 747, a, 20. CE. 
p. 41, n. 3, supra. 
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subjected to a preliminary process of preparation in the 

stomach,! and reduced to a fluid state, which admits of 

its entering the body.? It passes by evaporation into 

the veins that surround the stomach, and thence into 

the heart, where it is converted into pure blood.3 

Leaving the heart, it is carried to the different parts of 

the body, according to their several necessities 4 The 

passage of the blood from the stomach into the veins is 

effected by the mesentery, the tendrils of which are as 

it were the roots or suckers by means of which animals 

absorb their food from the stomach, as plants do from 

the earth. The fatty covering of the epiploon causes 

an increase of digestive warmth in the abdomen,® while 

the same function is performed for the blood by the 

liver and spleen,’ which also serve as a kind of anchor 

by which the network of veins is secured.$ 

1 The nature of which in the 
different animals is described 
Part. iii. 14, 674, a, 21-675, a, 
30; H. An. ii. 17, 507, a, 24- 
noo hae, iv. 1, 524, -b, 3, c. 3, 
527, b. 22, &c. ; 

2 Cf. Part. ii. 2, 647, b, 26. 
8 Part. ii. 3, 650, a, 3-32, 

De Somno, 3, 456, b, 2 sqq. 
4 It is pointed out, Gen. An. 

moet, coo, a, 10, i. 6 (see p: 
19, n. 2, supra), Meteor. ii. 2, 355, 
b, 9, that each part is formed and 
nourished out of suitable mate- 
rials, the nobler parts of better 
materials, the lower out of infe- 
rior; but we are not told how 
this is effected. From passages 
such as Gen. An. iv. 1, 766, b, 8, 
megs.) ay) 1S, i. 19, 726, b, 9; 
cf. ii. 4, 740, b, 12 sqq., we gather 
merely that Aristotle supposes 
the blood as the ésxdrn Tpopy, to 

On the 

pass spontaneously into those 
parts for which it is destined. 

5 Part. iv. 4, 678, b, 6 saq. 
li. 8, 650, a, 14 sqq. According 
to these passages the stomach 
serves the same purpose for 
animals, as the earth does for 
plants ;it is the place where their 
food iskept and prepared for use. 

§ Part. iv. 3, 677, b, 14, where 
an attempt is made to explain 
the formation of the epiploon 
physically (e& avdykns). 

7 Part. iii. 7, 670, a, 20 sqq. 
* Part. ii. 7, 670, a, 8 sqq. 

(cf. c. 9, 671, b, 9) where the 
same remark is made of the kid- 
neys and the intestines generally 
(similarly Democritus compared 
the navel of the child in the 
mother to an anchor, see Part. i. 
807,6). It has already beenshown 
(p.20,n. 1, supra) that the spleen 
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other hand, the gall is only useless matter which has 
been rejected by the blood.! The full-blooded animals, 

which on account of their warm nature need more fluid 
nourishment, are provided in their bladder and kidneys 

with special organs for rejecting the surplus matter 

which thus gains admittance into the body.? Corre- 
sponding to the mouth, which receives food, and the 

gullet, which conducts it to the stomach,’ all animals 

possess a conduit in their bowels for expelling the use- 

less refuse of their nourishment.’ But in the case of 

some animals a portion of the digestive function is per- 

formed by the bowels.? ‘The narrowness and windings 

of these passages serve to moderate the appetite, and 
therefore the most voracious animals are those which 

have wide and straight canals like fishes ;® but the real 

need of nourishment depends upon the amount ot 

is not equally a necessity to all 
animals. Bloodless animals want 
this intestine as well as fat; 
Part. iv. 5, 678, a, 25 sqq. ii. 5, 
651, a, 25. For further descrip- 
tion of the form of these organs 
in different animals, see Part. iii. 
12, 673, b, 20, 28, c. 4, 666, a, 28, 
c. 7, 670, b, 10. De An. 11.15, 

506, a, 13. 
1 See p. 20, n. 3, supra. Since 

only sweet substances are nutri- 
tious, the bitterness of gall 
shows that it is a mepittwua, 
Part.iv. 2,677, a, 24. It is accord- 
ingly not found in all animals; 
ibid. 676, b, 25, iii. 12, 673, 
b, 24; H. An. ii. 15, 506, a, 20, 31. 

2 Part. iii. 8,9; H. An. ii. 16. 
Aristotle knew of exceptions to 
the above rule and found means 
of explaining them. His treat- 

ment of the fat of the kidneys, 
672, a, 1 sqq., from the point of 
view both of physical necessity 
and of natural design is especially 
full and interesting. 

3 On the alimentary canal, 
which, however, is not found in 
all animals, see Part. iii. 14. 

* Part. iii. 14, 674, a, 9 sqq. 
675, a, 30, 656, b, 5. 

5 Ibid. 675, b, 28. 
6 Thid. 675, b, 22: 60a pév obv 

elvar Sei Tav (awy Twppovectepa 
mpos Thy THs Tpopis woinow evpv- 
xwplas wey ovK Exe: meydAas kaTa 
Thy KatTw KoiAlay, eAuas 8 Exe 
mAelous Kal ov evOvevrepa eoTw. 7 
bev yap evpuxwpla moet wAHGous 
éribuuiay, 7 8 ev@vTns TaxvTiTa 
eriOuulas &c. Tbid. 675, a, 18; 
Gen. An. i. 4, 717, a, 23 sqq. ; 
PLATO, Zim. 72, B sq. 
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warmth or cold in the nature of the animal.'! Support 
and protection are supplied to the softer parts by the 

framework of bones, or what corresponds to it in the 

lower animals.2 All the bones of sanguineous animals 

start from the spine;* and here it is certain that 

Aristotle has the credit of being the first to indicate one 

of their common properties.*| The limbs are united to 

the spine by means of sinews and joints, which connect 

them all without impeding motion.’ With reference 

to motion and the organs of motion in their mechanical 

aspect, Aristotle has recorded several just observa- 

tions. In other cases he not unfrequently supports 

remarks of questionable value by artificial and inde- 

1 Part. iv. 5, 682, a, 22: 7d 
yap Oepudv Kal Seirar Tpopijs Kal 
TETTEL THY Tpop)y TaxEews, TL SE 
Wuxpoy &rpopor. 

2 Part. ii. 8, 653, b, 323 sqq. ; 
see p. 39,n. 5, supra; ibid. c. 
9, 654, b, 27 sqq. On the parts 
analogous to the bones, see p. 
26, n. 4, supra. 

Sars. ti. 9, 6b4, b, 11: apy? 
de Tay wey pAcBav 7 Kapdia, TOY 9 
doTav  KaAoumevn paxis Tors 
éxovow doT& Tao, ap’ hs cvvexiys 
n Tav tAAwY doT@V €oTL Prats. 

iia. An. 11.7, 516, b, 22; 
mévrTa 5€ Ta (Ga boa evaid eoTLY, 
exet pax 7) doT HSN 7) axavOwdn. 

5 For the full treatment of 
this subject see Part. ii. 9, 654, 
b, 16 sqq. On one or two remark- 
able omissions in Aristotle’s 
Osteology, e.g. of all mention of 
the pelvis and of the parallel 
between the legs of animals and 
human beings, see MEYER, p. 
441 sq. 

‘ff. g. in the treatise . 
mopelas (dwv the statements; that 

all that moves requires a fulcrum 
(c. 3); that two organic parts at 
least are necessary to produce 
motion, one to sustain the pres- 
sure and one to exercise it (ibid. 
705, a, 19); that there is always 
an even number of feet (c. 8,708, 
a, 21; Hist. An. i. 5, 489, b, 22); 
that all forward motion in 
organic beings is produced by 
bending and stretching (c. 9, c. 
10, 709, b, 26; this chapter fur- 
ther contains discussions on the 
flight of birds and insects, and 
the importance of the different 
organs of flight); that in order 
that he may stand upright man 
may not have more than two legs, 
and that the upper parts of his 
body must be lighter in propor- 
tion to the lower thanin the case 
of the lower animals (c. 11 init.). 
The same is true of many of the 
remarks in c. 12-19 on the bend- 
ing of the joints and the means 
of locomotion both in men and in 
different animals, 
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monstrable assumptions.! Nor can we pretend that he 

made the least advance towards a physiological explana- 

tion of the circumstances which affect and accompany 
locomotion. 

One of the most important distinctions between 
animals and vegetables is the difference in their manner 

of reproduction. While vegetables have no sex, the 

separation of the sexes begins with animals, their re- 

union being only transiently effected for purposes of 

reproduction. 

1 Thus, c. 4 sq. (cf.i. 497, n.1, 
sup.), he endeavours, not without 
much subtilty, to establish the 
position that motion always pro- 
ceeds from the right, although 
he obviously derives it, not from 
scientific observation, but- from 
the dogmatic presupposition 
(c. 5, 706, b, 11) that the top is 
superior to the bottom, the front 
to the back, the right tothe left, 
and that therefore the apxal 
must have their seat on the 
upper front and right side. 
Albeit he remarks himself that 
we may equally say that these 
are the superior situations be- 
cause the apxal have their seat in 
them. On the latter point ef. 
ibid. 705,a, 29 sqq.; De Calo, ii. 2, 
284, b, 26: apxds yap Tatras 
A€yw bbev &pyovTat mp@Tov ai Kwh- 
gets Tots €xovow, Ear FE ard pev 
Tov &yw 7 avtnows, amd Se Tay 
dekiav 7) KaTad Témov, ard bE TeV 
Zumpoober 7 Kata Thy atcOnow. He 
goes on to add, c. 6 sq., an 
equally artificial proof of the 
statement (which is made also 
c. 1, 704, a, 11, c. 10 énit.; Hist. 
An. i. 5, 490, a, 25 sqq.) that 
sanguineous animals cannot 
move on more than four legs 

Since animals are not intended for mere 

(Hist. An. he says plainly four). 
His account moreover, c. 12 sqq., 
of the walk of animals, as MEYER 
shows, 441 sq., is not free from 
error. 

2? Weare told, indeed, that all 
motion proceeds from the heart, 
but it is not explained how this 
is possible (see p. 41, n. 6, supra). 
The explanation proposed, 7. 
mvevpatos, Cc. 8 init., that the 
vital spirit streams through the 
sinews and is the moving force, is 
not Aristotelian. 

’ The work in which Aristotle 
has treated of this question, 7. 
(gwy yevécews, has received the 
warmest recognition even from 
scientific men of the present day. 
LEWES, who is not certainly in 
other respects inclined to place 
an exaggerated estimate upon 
Aristotle’s scientific investigation, 
agrees with AUBERT and WIM- 
MER (p. v. sq. of their edition) in 
expressing his admiration of this 
treatise, which handles some of 
the deepest problems of biology 
with a masterly grasp, astonish- 
ing at so early atime, and is even 
less antiquated at the present day 
than Harvey’s celebrated work 
(Arist. § 413). 
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life, but also for sensation, it follows that the exercise 

of their reproductive’ functions must be confined to 

certain occasions.? Only the ostreaceous tribes and 

zoophytes* are sexless; placed upon the boundary which 

separates the animal from the vegetable kingdom, they 

are deprived of the functions which belong to both: 

they resemble plants in not propagating themselves by 

copulation, and animals in not being generated from seeds 

or fruit. They are, in fact, reproduced by a process of 

spontaneous generation from slime.* And the like am- 

biguity of nature is displayed in their case with regard 

to locomotion.” 

Passing tothe comparison of the sexes, we may remark 

that the male and female are related to each other as 

form and matter.® The former is the active, the latter is 

the passive, part ; the one bestows the motive and plastic 

force, the other supplies the material to be moulded ;7 

‘The égpyov tov (avTos, the 
epyov Kowoyv Tay CévTwY TayTwY. 

2 Gen. An. i. 23, from which 
quotation has already been made, 
p. 29, supra. 

3 Besides a few others, to be 
mentioned hereafter, which must 
be regarded as exceptions. 

mien. An. 1. 23, 731, b, 8, 
Sete 7 tb, 2, 25, b, 16, ii. 1, 732, a 
13, iii. 11, 761, a, 13-32. Only 
such relatively simple organisms 
can be produced in this way, and 
accordingly if it be true, as some 
hold, that men and quadrupeds 
are sprung from the earth, they 
must have been evolved from 
worms or eggs which preceded 
them (Gren. “An. iii. 11, 762, b, 
28 sqq.). Aristotle, however, does 
not himself’ share this view, 
although it is to be found in 

VOL. II. 

Theophrastus. 
° Separation of the sexes is 

expressly confined to the ¢¢a 
mopevTika, and as testaceous 
animals are described in the 
passage just referred to as perat) 
byvta TaV (dw Kal Toy puTéy, and 
accordingly of neuter gender, it 
is said of them, Ingr. An. 19, 
714, b, 13: Ta 98 Sor parddeppa 
KWELTOL MEY, KiwveiTat 5€ Tape. prow: 
ov ydp eott KWNTLKA, GAN’ ws bey 
Movie Kat Tpoonepukora KLNTLKG, 
@s Se mopevTind pdyvma. It is 
previously said that they move as 
animals with feet would move if 
their legs were cut off. 

® See i. a supra. 
ee 1. 716, a, 4: Tis 

yeverews apxas ky TIS ovxX icora 
deln Td Orv kal Tb &ppev, 7d bev 
a&ppev ws THS KI ]S TEWS Kal THS 

aD) 
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the one gives the soul, the other the body.' Aristotle 

maintains this opinion so firmly that he denies any 

participation on the part of the male seed in the 
material composition of the embryo,’ declaring that it 

only communicates the necessary impulse to the sub- 

stance derived from the female,’ as is the case generally 

with form in its relation to matter, active to passive, 

propelling to propelled. In each of these cases the 

former does not enter into any material union with the 

latter principle, but only operates upon it.4 Just for 

this reason, according to Aristotle, is the male distinct 

yevérews Exov Thy apxny, To Be 
OAV ws UAns. c. 20, 729, a. 9: Td 
bev Gppevy mapéexeTat TO TE eidos Kal 
Thy apxny THS Kwéeocews, TO SE OHAV 
To coma Kal tTHy VAny. L. 29: 7d 

tippey éotly as Kiwody, Td bE OAV, F 
O7Av, as Tabytikdy. Again, c. 21, 
729, b, 12, 730, a, 25, ii. 4, 738, b, 
20-36, 740, b, 12-25, and passim ; 
cf. also foll. notes. 

1 Gen. An. ii. 3 (see supra, p. 6, 
n. 2): 7d Tijs yorns cdma, ev @ 
auvamépxeTat To omepua To TIS 
Wuxujs apxis. Tbid. 737, a, 29 
(see p. 52, n. 2, infra) c. 4, 738, 
b, 25: €or: 5€ Th wey cua ex Tov 
Ondeos, 7 SE Vuxy ek TOD appevos. 

23Gen. An. 1... 21, 22: the 
young is formed in the mother, 
in whom lies the material on 
which the plastic force of the 
father is exercised but into which 
the male seed does not enter as 
any part of the embryo, éo7ep 
ovd' awd TOU TEKTOVOS TpPOS THY TY 
EvAwy bAnv ovr’ awepxeTat ovGer, 
ovre udpiov ovbev eat ev TS Yyryvo- 
Mév@ THS TEKTOVIKTS, GAA’ 7H hoppy 
Kal To €ld0s am’ ékeivou eyyiverat 
dia THS KiWhoews ev TH An, Kal 7 
mev Wuxi, ev 7 Td eldos, Kal 7 

emioTnun Kwovot Tas xEipas... ai 
d€ xetpes Kal TA dpyava Thy Any. 

3 He compares the seed in 
this respect, Gen. An. i. 20, 729, 
a, 11, ii. 4, 739, b, 20, with the 
runnet which causes milk to 
curdle. JZbid. iv. 4, 772, a, 22, 
however, deprecates too exact an 

application of this comparison. 
‘ Gen. Atm 1. 21, Janae 

does the male seed contribute to 
the formation of the young as 
evuTapxov Kal mdpioy ov evOds Tov 
ywomévov THmatos, mryyimevov TH 
vAn TH wapa tov O%Aeos,H Td Mev 
THua ov0ev KoivwyEt TOD omépuaTos, 
n 8 év avt@ Sivauis Kal Kivnots ; 
Aristotle decides for the second 
of these views; for, on the one 
hand, ov datverat yuyvduevov ev ex 
TOU wWaOnTiKOv Kal TOU ToLoDYTOS ws 
€vuTapXovTos €v TH ywouevw Tov 
motouvTos, ovd' bAws 6h ex ToD 
Kivoupévov kal KivovyTos, and, on 
the other, it is supported by 
several other facts which show 
that generation is possible with- 
out material contact between the 
male seed and the female matter, 
as in the case of the subsequent 
fructification of wind-eggs, 
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from the female, wherever it is possible; for if the 

form is superior to the matter, the more distinct they are, 

the better the result must be.! Accordingly, he is careful 

to distinguish between the procreative substance of the 

male, which is the seed, and that of the female, which he 

identifies with the catamenial discharge. He holds that 

they are both, generically, of the same sort and the 

same origin, being a secretion of nutritive matter, a 

product of the blood.? This fluid, however, is secreted 

in larger quantities and of a cruder sort with the 

weaker sex, forming the menses of women or what 

corresponds to them among other animals; in men, 

however, it becomes seed.? 

mare an, i. 1, 7a2, a, 3: 
BeAtiovos 5€ kal OccoTépas Thy prow 
ovons Tis aitias THS KWwovons 
mpoTns, n 6 Adyos bndpxe Kal Td 
eldos, THs Ans, BéATiov Kal Td 
Kexwplo0a: Td KpeiTrToy Tov xElpovos. 
da ToT’ ev dools evdéxeTat Kal 
Kal’ Goov evdéxeTal KeXWpLoTaL TOU 
OnAeos Td Upper. 

2 The detailed investigation 
of the subject is to be found 
in Gen. An. i. 17-20. Aristotle 
begins (721, b, 11 sqq. cf. c. 20, 
729,a, 6,730, a, 11) by denying the 
opinion that the semen is a secre- 
tion drawn from all parts of the 
body (on whichcf. ZELL. Ph.d.G'r. 
1.805, 2,720,6, AUBERT- WIMMER, 
p. 7 of their ed.). He then (724, 
a, 14 sqq.) shows that o7épua 
must be one of two things, either 
an excrement from the organic 
parts of used-up matter (a 
ovvTnyua) ora surplus of nutri- 
tive matter (a mepittwua), and in 
the latter case either a useless or 
a useful surplus. It cannot bea 
obvyTnyua, Nor can it be a useless 

Thus the same substance 

mepitrwua; it must therefore be 
a part of the useful wepittwua of 
the body. But the most useful 
nutritive substance is the tpopy 
éoxatn or the blood; the omépua 
is therefore Tis atuatinys mepir- 
TwUA TPOdHS, THS Els TA mEpy Biad.- 
douevns TeAcvTalas (c. 19, 726, b, 
9). This is the reason why 
children resemble their parents :~ 
duotov yap Tb mpoteABdy mpds Ta 
Méepn TH broredbevtt’ ote Td 
omepua eotl To THS xXeEIpds } Td 
TOU tTpoawmov 7) BAov Tov Cwov 
adiopiatws xelp 7) mpdaowmov 7) GAov 
(gov: Kal oiov ékeliywy €ExaoToy 
évepyeia, To.ovToy To onépua du- 
vauer (ibid. c. 13). On the pro- 
perties and material composition 
of the semen, see Gen. An. ii. 2. 

8 Ibid. 726, b, 30 sqq. c. 20, 
729, a, 20. Aristotle, c.19, 727, a, 
15 sqq. explains the weaker veins, 
the paler colour, the smaller 
quantity of hair, and the smaller 
bodies of women on the ground 
of defective supply of blood. 

E 2 
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receives so different an application in the two cases, 

that where it takes the one form it cannot exhibit the 

other.! We see at once how well this theory of the 
two procreative substances fits into our philosopher's 

views about the generative process and the relation of the 
sexes. If the menses consist of the same material 

as the seed, except that it has not received in them 

the same development, we may compare them to im- 

perfect seed.? So they contain potentially what the seed 

possesses actually; they are the matter, while the seed 
communicates the impulse to development and form. 

Being a remnant of the essential nutriment, the menses 
and the seed continue even after their union in the 

embryo the motion which they previously maintained 

in the bodies of the procreative pair, and by the 

exercise of their native impulse to growth and nutrition 

produce something that resembles its parents.’ If the 

being to be brought forth 

1C. 19, 727, a, 25: éwel 5€ 
Tour’ éotly 0 yiyveTat Tots OnAEoW 
ws ) yovh Tots &ppeciw, S00 8 odK 
évdéxeTa oMEpUaTIKaS Gua yiver Oat 
amoKpices, pavepdy Ott Td OHAv ov 
cum~BIAAETAL OMEpua cis THY yéveolv. 
ci wey yap Omépua hy, TA KaTaunvie. 
oun bv Fv: viv be bia Td Tad’Ta 
yiyverbat exeivo ovx Ect. It is 
shown also, c. 20, cf. ii. 4, 739, a, 
20, that there is nothing else that 
can be taken for female semen. 

2 Gen. An. ii. 3, 737, a, 27: 
To yap O7Av dowep appev ear 
memnpwuévoy, Kal Ta KaTauyvia 
omépua, ov Kabagdby Se. Ev yap 
ove exer pdvov, THy TIS Wuxis 
apxhv, as may be seen in the case 
of wind-eggs, which are produced 
without the co-operation of the 

were merely vegetable, the 

male. Cf. c. 5, 741, a, 16: 
3 Thid. 737, a, 18: rod 5€ orép- 

atos OyTos mepitT@uatos Kal Kw- 
ouuéevou Kivnow Thy avThy Kad’ Hr- 
wep Td gua aiédverar mepiCouerns 
THS €cXaTNS Tpopys, Tay EAOD eis 
Thy baTépay ouviotnot Kal Kure TO 
TepitTw@ua TH TOU OHAEOS THY A’THY 
Kivnow hvrep avtd Tuyxaver Kivov- 
fLevoy Kakeivo. Kal yap eKxetvo Tep'T- 
Twua Kal wmdvTa Ta pdpia Exe Sv- 
vauel, evepyeia 8 ovOev. nal yap Te 
Toit’ Exe: udpia Suyduer, 7 Sia- 
pepe: Td BAU TOU appevos. damep 
yap kal ek memnpwuevev STE pev 
yiverat Temnpwueva bTE 5° ov, oftw 
Kal €x OfAcos STE pev OFAv éTE F 

ov, GAA’ Gppev. Td yap O7Av Ke. 
(see preced. n.). Cf. i. 19, 726, 
b, 13 (see n. 20n preceding page), 
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female, he holds, would suffice for its development, since 

the nutritive forces of the soul are already active in her 

portion of the procreative substance. For the birth of 

an animal, on the other hand, male seed is indispen- 

sable, since it alone contains the germ of sensitive life:! 

The matter of the male having thus begun to operate 

actively upon the passive substance of the female, an 

effect is produced corresponding to the nature of both. 

Their proper nature grows and develops from the two 

elements, not because the materials are spatially at- 

tracted to their like, but because each element when 

once set in motion moves in the direction for which it 

has a natural predisposition ?—because, in fact, the seed 

' Gen. An. ii. 5, 741, a, 9: 
if the material for the birth is 
contained in the female wepittwua 
and the female portion of thesame 
had the same soul as the male, 
why is it unproductive by itself ? 
aitiov 8 bri Siapéeper Td (Gov Tov 
guTov aicbyjoer ... ei ovy Td 
&ppev €or) Td THs ToLavTHS TonTLKoy 
Wuxis, dtov KexHpioratTo OnAV Kal 
TO appev, adivatoy TO O7yjAv é& 
avTov yevvay (gov. It is seen, 
however, in the case of wind- 
eggs that the female is to a 
certain extent capable of unaided 
production. These have a cer- 
tain ddvamis WvxiK7), although 
only of the lowest kind, viz. 
Operrik?), but as animals possess a 
sensitive soul as well, no animal 
can come from them. If there 
were animals of which no males 
are to be found, as perhaps is the 
case with the red sea mullet (al- 
though this is still far from cer- 
tain), in such cases the female 
would be self-begotten. On the 

separation of the sexes this is 
impossible ; otherwise the male 
would serve no purpose ; whereas 
in reality it is from the male 
that the sensitive soul comes at 
the beginning. 

2 Ibid. ii. 4, 740, b, 12: 7 5é 
Sidkpiows ylyverar Tv wopiwy [in 
the process of evolution] ovx és 
Ties bmoAauBavovor 51a Th Tepu- 
kevar pépecOar Tb Buoiov mpds rd 
duotov* [a view which he pro- 
ceeds to refute]... GAA’ bre 7d 
mwepittapa To TOU OfAEoS Suyduer 
TowuTdy éoTi oloyv duce: Td CGov, 
kal verti Suvdper TA dpia evepyeia 
3’ ovdev, bia ta’tyny thy aitiav 
yiverat Exaoroy avTa@y, kal oti Td 
momTikoy Kal TO mabynTikdy Stay 
Olywow, dy tpdmoy éotl Td pméev 
mointikoy To be WabyTiKoy, . . 
evOds Td pey more? TH BE TdoXEL. 
vAnv mev ody mapéxer TL HAV, TiY 
o’ apxnv tis Kiwioews Td apper. 
The operative force is here the 
nutritive soul, whose instruments 
are cold and heat. c. 5, 741, b, 

other hand, where there is a 7: the maie portion is the 
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contains the germ and potentiality of the soul.! The 

operative forces which nature uses in this process are 

heat and cold;? but the character of the generative 

matter and of the germinal life which it contains, deter- 

mines and regulates these forces.* Every germ brings 

forth a being similar to that from which it sprang, 

because the blood, the direct source of nutriment to the 

body, tends to form a body of a certain definite sort, 

and this tendency continues to operate in the seed. 

Hence it happens that the character of individuals as 

well as of races comes to be propagated in the act of 

primary source of the evolution, 
as it is this which contributes 
the sensitive soul. évumapydyvTwy 
5 ev tH vAn Suvduer Tay pmopiwy, 
Yrav apxh yevntat Kwwjcews, Somwep 
€y Tots avTOMATOLS Oaduact cvvElpeTat 
Td epetjs Kal 6 BovAovTa A€yev 
TWes TOY puoiKay, TD PépeOa: eis 
Td Guoiov, AEKTEOV OVX WS TOTOY 
KeTaBdAAovTa Ta mdpia Kiveioba, 
GAAG pwévovta Kal GaAAoLlovmeva 
padakétntt Kal oKAnpdérnt: Kal 
xpduac. kal Tats &AAas Tals Toy 
duolomepay Giapopais, yivdueva evep- 
yela & bwIpxey bvTa Suvduer mpdr- 
€pov, a view which had already 
been proved in detail in c. 1 
(from 733, b, 30, onwards). 

1 See on this, Gen. ii. 1, 733, 
b, 32, 735, a, 4 sqq. c. 3, 736, b, 
8 sqq. and p. 6, n. 2, supra. 

* In generation proper these 
spring from the vats tov yevyar- 
Tos; in spontaneous generation, 
from the kivnois kal Oepudtrns Tijs 
&pas ; ibid. ii. 6, 743, a, 32. 

3 Ibid.c.1, 734, b, 31: cKAnpa 
bey obv Kal uardaKa Kc. 7 Oepudrns 
kal wuxpérns momoeev by [ra 
bdpix], Thy 5E Adyov, @ Hin Td wev 

capt To 8 darovy, ovKéri, GAN’ F 
klynois 7 amd Tov yyevyhoayTos Tov 
evteAexela bvtos 6 eat Suvduer 7 
[read 7d] e& 08 yivera, as is 
further expounded. c. 4, 740, 
b, 25 (see last note of preceding 
page). c. 6, 743, a, 3: 7 5€ yéveois 
eoTiv €k TOV Suolomepa@y wd Wkews 
kal Gepudrnros. After explaining 
how different materials are 
formed in both ways, he continues, 
1, 21: airy de [heat] otre 6 Tu 
ETUXE Woe capkKa 7) doToUY, ov— 
dan Ervxev, GAAG TH TepuKds Kal F 
mepuke kal bre wépuKey, ovTE yap 
Td Suvduer dv bmd Tod wh Thy évep- 
yetay ExovTos KivNTiKov Era, odTE 
To Thy evépyeiav Exov Toho ex 
Tov tuxdvTos ... 7 Se Oepudrns 
evuTapxXel EV TE TMEPUATIKG TeEpiT- 
THuUATL ToTa’Tny Kal ToLtavTnY 
éxovoa Thy Kivno Kal Thy evépyesay, 
don ovmmetpos eis ExacToy Tov 
popiwy . . . 7m Sé Wikis oréepnots 
Oepudtntés eat. xpntra 8 
auporépos 7 pois Exovor mev 
Sivauw e& avayKns hore Td wer 
Todt Tb Se rodl mworety, ey péevtat 
Tots yivouevols EveKd Tivos CumBaiver 
To wey Wiyew abta@y Th be Bepuat- 
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generation.' If the male seed, which communicates the 

impulse of development, has sufficient vigour to mature 

the substance offered to it, the child follows its father’s 

sex: if it lacks the necessary warmth, a being of colder 

nature, a woman, is born. For the ultimate distinction 

between the two sexes is one of greater or less vital 

heat: the warmer nature can mature the blood to 

perfect seed, the colder must content itself with supply- 

ing the raw material of procreation in the catamenial 

discharge.” Woman is an unfinished man, left standing 

on a lower step in the scale of development.? The gen- 

vey &c.; for all this takes 
place (1. 16) 77 pev ef avayens TH 
3’ ovr e& GvayKns GAA’ Evend TLWVoOS. 

1 See p. 51, n. 2, sup. and p. 58, 
n. 3,inf. Gen. An. iv. 1, 766, b, 
7: 7d wey omepua brdKerta Tepit- 
TwUA TpopHs oy TL EcxaTOY. ~aXa- 
Tov de Aéyw Td Tpds ExaoToy [7.e. 
each part of the body; see p. 45, 
n. 4, supra] pepduevor. 51d ral ore 
To YEVYGMEVOY TS "yEvVTNTayTL. 

* After refuting various views 
as to the origin of the difference 
of the sexes, Aristotle proceeds, 
Gen. An. iv. 1, 765, b, 8: émel 7d 
tippev kal Td OHA SiwpioTat Suvdwer 
Twi Kal Gduvauia (Td pmev yap 
duvdmevoy mwértew Kal ocvvictavat 
Te Kal ekxpivewy omépua Exov THY 
apxiv Tov <idous &ppev . . . TO de 
Sexdmevoy méy Aduvatovy de cuvic- 
Tava. Kal exkpivery OAAv [similarly 
i. 20, 728, a, 18]) @rt ei maoa 
mépis épyacera: Oepugd, avaryen Kal 
TaV (awy TH Uppeva T@Y OndEwy 
Gepudrepa eivat, [The proof being 
that the former excrete the pre- 
pared seed, the latter in menstrua- 
tion the raw blood.] .. . aqua & 
N dvois Thy Te Sivauw arodidwow 
éxdoTm Kal Td wpyavoy* BéATLoY 

yap ovTws , . . Tpitov dé mpds Tov- 
Tos Anmréov Ot. eiwep 7 Popa eis 
Touvaytiov, Kal To wy KpaTovmevoy 
id Tov Snutovpyovvtos avaryKn 
meraBdAdAew eis Tovvartiov. Hence 
the true explanation: drav yap 
bh KpaTh 7m apxn pnde Sdbynra 
mépar 60 evderay Oepudtntos pnd’ 
ayayn eis Td iioy cidos Td avrod, 
GAAG TavTH HTTNOA, avdyKn eis 
Tovvaytiov petaBdAAew. . . ere) 
5 xen Staopay ev TH Suvauer, Exer 
kal +d dpyavoy diapepoy: dor’ eis 
TowvToy petaBdAdAder. The same 
account is repeated clearly and 
precisely, 766; b, 8. Cf. c.3, 767, 
b, 10. A number of facts are 
adduced, c.2, in support of this 
theory. 

3 See p. 52, n. 2, supra; Gen. 
An. ii. 3, 737, a, 27: 7d yap OnAv 
domwep uppey éotl memnpwpévor. 
iv. 6, 775, a, 14: aoevéctepa yap 
€oTt Kal wuxpdtepa Ta OnAEa THY 
gvow Kat dec bToAauBdve Somep 
avamnplay elvot Thy OndvTnTa 
gvoixyy. i. 20, 728, a, 17: Zone 
dé Kal Thy uopphy yuvn Kal ais, 
kal eoTw 7 ‘yuvy) Womep eppev 
&yovov. v. 3, 784, a, 4. Cf. 
Probl. x. 8, The statement, 
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erative organs themselves are adapted to their functions ; 
we must not regard them as the causes but as the signs 

of sexual difference." We should rather look for the 

eround of sex distinction in the vital principle itself and 

in the central organ and seat of life: for though it is not 

complete until the sexual parts appear, yet its germs 

are laid in the’formation of the heart at the very com- | 

mencement of foetal existence.? On this account sex 
plays a most various and important part in animal life, 

influencing to a greater or less extent the temper as well 

as the physical structure of animals,’ while castration is 

followed by vast changes in the nature of men and 

brutes. 

Longit. V. 6, 467, a, 32, vavw- 
SéoTepoy yap Tov OnAeos Td Upper, 
the upper portions of his body 
being relatively greater, does not 
quite harmonise with this, for it 
is just the excessive size of those 
portions that constitutes the 
dwarfishness of children (Part. 
An. iv. 10, 686, b, 10; De Mem. 
2, 453, a, 31, b, 6), with whom 
women are compared. 

' See last note but one. 
2 Thid. 766, a, 30: ef ody 7d 

bev &ppevy apxnh Tis Kal aitioy, €ore 
5’ Uppey H Sbvarai ti, ORAV SE F 
aduvatet, THS 5€ Suvduews Bpos Kal 
THs Gduvautas TO wemtikdy elva 7} 
My WemTiKOY THS VOTATHS TPOP7s, 0 
éy pmev trois évaluots aia Kadetrac 
év 5€ Tois &AAos TO &vdAoyor, Tov- 
Tov 5€ TO alrioy ey TH apXH Kal TE 
Mopiw TE EXovTL THY THs PuvoiKijs 
Oepudtntos apxnv, avayKatoy apa 
ey Tots evaimois ouvioTtacba Kapdiay, 
Kal 7) &ppev eoecOa 7) OAV 7d 
yivoumevov. ev 5& Tots &AAoLs yEve- 
ow bmdpxe: TO OAV Kal TO appev 
70 TH Kapdia avGdoyov. 7 mev ody 

apxn Tov OjArA€eos Kal Uppevos Kal 7 
aitia avrn Kal ev tovTw éortiv. 
OnAv 8° Hdn Kal &ppev early, bray 
€xn Kal Ta wdpia ois Siapepea rd 
OjAU TOU &ppevos, 

3 The chief passages on this 
head are H. An. iv. 11, where 
the peculiarities in the physical 
structure of each of the sexes in 
the various animal tribes, and 
ibid. ix. 1, where differences of 
character are discussed. 

4 A description of which is 
given, H. An. ix. 503. Gen. An. 
iv. 1, 766, a. 28, gives the reason : 
bt. évia Tav poplwy apxal eiow. 
apxis S€ KuwyPelons TodArAa avdyKn 
meOiotacbat Tay akodovbovyTwr. 
According to the passage just 
referred to, such an effect could 
not be expected to follow the 
excision of the testicles, but only 
of the heart: especially as Ari- 
stotle, Gen. An. v. 7, 787, b, 26, 
without knowing their special 
functions, treats the former as a 
mere appendage to the seminal 
ducts. For the account of the 
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Other phenomena besides the distinction of sex pro- 

ceed from weakness in the procreative power. The 
movement communicated by the male seed tends to 

form a being similar to the parent from whose body 

was derived the motive force. If, however, the seed is 

not vigorous enough to overcome the generative sub- 

stance of the female, a woman is born; or if it cannot 

succeed in imitating the paternal type, then the child 

resembles its mother and not its father; again, should 

the seed fail in both of these attempts, which usually 

happens, a female child is born with a resemblance to 

its mother.' If the movement is itself deficient in force, 

the child lacks the personal characteristics which the 
movement ought to reproduce, and only receives, in 

descending degrees, the generic properties which the 

parent had possessed over and above those of his own 

individuality. Instead of the parental type, that of the 

family is transmitted, so that the child resembles his 

erandparents, or still more distant ancestors. So it 

may happen that nothing but the type of the race is 

communicated, so that the child, for instance, has a 

human form without any family characteristics. Lastly, 

it is possible that the offspring should turn out merely 

a living creature without even the human attributes, as 

in the case of children born with bestial forms.’ If 

the proper relation between the male and female 

matter which he gives in accord- guishes, ibid. 768, a, 14, 31, ed 
ance with the latter hypothesis, Av@éow ai «vhceis, from the other 
see ibid. 788, a, 3 sqq. case, €ay ml) Kpation % Kiyno.s 

' Gen. An.iv.3, 767, b, 15 sqq., [Tov avdpés]. 
768, a, 2 sqq. 21 sqq. 5 Thid. iv. 3; cf. esp. 767, b, 

2 Aristotle expressly distin- 24, 768, b, 15, 769, b, 2 sqq. 
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is altogether wanting, then no conception at all fol- 

lows.! 

Among the phenomena of life which are common to 
all animals we may next mention Sensation, the most 

important point of difference between animals and 

vegetables.’ Sensation is a change produced in the 

percipient by the object perceived,*? a movement com- 

municated to the soul through the medium of the body.4 

1 Thid. c. 2, 767, a, 13 sqq. 
A number of other passages re- 
lating to the distinction of the 
sexes and to procreation, we must 
be content briefly to indicate. 
The sexual parts of different ani- 
mals are discussed Gen. An. i. 
2-16, ii. 6; Hist. An. 1. 1, 5, 
AUBERT-WIMMER, pp. 3 sq. of 
their edition of De Gen. An.; 
puberty, menstruation, and lac- 
tation, Gen. iv. 8, ii. 4, 738, a, 9 
sqq.; the causes of fruitfulness 
and unfruitfulness, Gen. ii. 7, 
746, a, 29-c. 8 fin.; modvtoxia, 
éAvyotokia and movotokia, certain 
kinds of abortion, the perfect 
and imperfect formation of child- 
ren, superfoetation and the like, 
Gen. iv. 4-7; the formation of 
the bodies of animals and the. 

order of the development of their 
parts, Hist. viii. 7 sq.; Gen. ii. 1, 
734, a, 16-33, 735, a, 12 sq. c. 4, 
739, b, 20-740, b, 25, c. 5, 741, 
b, 15 sqq. c. 6 (7438, b, 20 com- 
pares nature to an artist, who 
first sketches the outline of his 
picture and then lays on the 
colours); the nourishment of the 
embryo through the navel, Gen. 
ii. 7, Hist. viii. 8; the production 
and development of birds, Gen. 
iii. 1 sq. 6; of fishes, ili. 3-5, 7 ; 
of mollusca and testacea, ibid. 

ili. 8; of insects, especially bees 
(with regard to which Aristotle 
holds that the queens and female 
workers are born of queens, 
drones of working bees, and 
that there is no marriage among 
them), <zbid. iii. 9, 10, Hist. v. 
19 (cf LEWEs, Arist. § 188 sqq.); 
spontaneous generation, ibid. iii. 
11, i. 23 fin., Hist. v. 15 sq. c. 
19, 551, a sq. c. 11, 543, b, 17, vi. 
15, 569, a, 10 sqq.; the nature 
of the birth and the time of 
pregnancy, ibid. iv. 9.—The dif- 
ferences which separate the vari- 
ous grades of animal creation in 
respect of their origin and method 
of propagation will call for fur- 
ther discussion below, and the 
origin and gradual evolution of 
the soul will be the subject of 
the next chapter. 

2 See pp. 27 and 37, supra; 
and with the following account 
cf. BAUMKER, Des Arist. Lehre 
von den Sinnesverméigen (Leip- 
sic, 1877). 

3 De An. ii. 5 init. 
4 kiynois Tis 51a TOU oéparos 

THs Vuxijs. De Somno, 1, 454, a, 
9. How far we may speak of a 
‘movement of the soul’ at all is 
the subject of subsequent dis- 
cussion, 
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The nature of this process may be explained and esti- 
mated by the abstract laws of action and passivity.! It 

is the object of perception which sets the change in 

motion, the percipient which undergoes the change. The 

former is active, the latter passive. Hence the latter 

is related to the former in the same way as the actual 

to the possible or as form to matter. The perception for 

which a subject is fitted by its nature is developed into 

actuality by the object perceived; the form of the object 

is impressed upon the percipient.? This relation, how- 

ever, is further conditioned by the nature of the perci- 
pient. Like thought, perception can only legitimately 

be called a passive affection, if the phrase is taken to 

include the progress from mere capacity to actuality.’ 

1 See the passages quoted vol. 
i. 454sqq.,to which express allu- 
sion ismade De An. ii. 5, 417, a, 1. 

2 De An. ii. 5, 417, a, 9 to the 
end of the chapter, where the 
preceding discussion is summed 
up in the words: 7d 8 aic@nrikdy 
Suvduer eotly oioy Td aicOnrdv 
Hon evTeAexeia, Kabdmep elpnta 
TaoXEL Mey ovY OVX SuoLoy Od», 
merovOds 5’ @uolwra Kal oti oiov 
exewo, iii. 2, 425, b, 25: 7 8 
Tov aicOnTod evepyeta Kal Tis 
aigOnocews 7 avTh pév éoTt Kal pia, 
To 8 elvat ov TavToy avTaiy: A€éyw 
8 oiov Wéedos 6 Kar’ evépyeray kat 
akon n Kat’ évépyemay ... Stay 8 
évepyi Td Suvduevov akovew kal 
Woon Td duvduevoy Wopeiy, TOTE 7 
kar évépyeiay ako) Gua yiverot Kal 
6 kar evépyerav Popos. And asope- 
rations and motions take effect 
upon passive subjects, this parti- 
cular operation takes place upon 
the percipient. Cf. infra, p. 60, 
n. 3, p. 61, n. 4; and see Part. An. 
ii. 1, 647, a, 5 sqq. 

* De Ag: 2. beer Dy. Be 
ovk éott 8 amdovy ovdé Td rac xeEW, 
GAAG TH wEv POopa Tis bd Tov 
evavtiou, To dé owrnpla waAAov Tod 
Suvduer bvtos bmd Tov evTEAExXeElg 
évTos Kat duoiov oftws ws Sbvauis 
mpos evreAéxerav. Thus in the 
case of learning, we must either 
refrain altogether from saying 
that the learner is the subject of 
an operation or we must distin- 
guish between two kinds of 
Tao XELW—THY TE em TAS OTEPNTLKAS 
diabécers meTaBoAhy Kal Thy ém) Tas 
eters kal THY pvow (cf.i. p. 197). 
Similarly with perception: so 
soon as the percipient comes into 
the world, éxe. #5 domep emiothuny 
kal Td aicOdveoba. Kal Td Kat’ évép- 
yetayv 5é duolws AéyeTar TS Oewpeiy 
(as the latter is the actual appli- 
cation of a faculty which is al- 
ready possessed, so perception is 
the activity of a faculty which 
already exists in the percipient) ; 
diapéper 5€ [sc. 7d aicbavecOa Tov 
Bewpeiy], OTL TOU mey TA momnTLKd 
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Perception, therefore, may be equally described as an 

act, or more accurately as the joint act of percipient 

and perceived,! which act, however, has its seat in the 

former.” Further, the perceived object can be said to 

stand to the percipient in the relation of actuality to 
possibility only in so far as the one is capable of being 

perceived and the other of perceiving. It is not the 
matter of an object which acts upon the sense in ques- 

tion, but only those properties of an object which the 

particular sense is designed to perceive. Hence it 

follows that it is the sensible form of objects without the 
matter that is received in the act of sensation. The 

material object itself is not communicated to the percipi- 
ent, but only its operation.® 

Tis evepryelas téwOev, Td dpardy kal 
To akovotéy &e. iii. 7,431, a, 4: 
gaiverar 5€ TH pev aigOnTrdoy ex 
Suvduet bvTos Tov aicOnTiKov 
evepyela moody’ [The perceived 
object makes that which is 
capable of perception and which 
is only a Svvduer Oy into an 
evepyeia bv.) ov yap maoxeL ovd’ 
GAAowovTat, Sib GAAO eldos TovTO 
kwhoews [something different 
from kivnois|. % yap Kiynots Tov 
areAovs evepyem iv, 7 8 amdas 
evépyeia ETEpa 7 TOU TETEAETMEVOU 
(such also, however, is the aic- 
O@ntikdy according to ii. 5, 417, b, 
29 sqq.). 

1 De An. iii. 2, 426, a, 15: 
émel 5€ pla wev eoTw 7 Evepyeta 7 
Tov aigOnrov Kal 7 TOU aicdnTiKOD, 
7d 8 civat €repoy &c. Cf. foll. n. 
There is here no question of any 
reciprocal operation of the sensi- 
ble object and the sensitive 
organ (PRANTL, Arist. v. d. 
Farben, 144, whom KAMPE criti- 

This apprehension of the 

cises, Hrk.-Theorie d. Arist. 80,4), 
for the object is not subject to 
any operation, but there is a joint 
operation, the result of which is 
perception. That this act gives 
a true account of the objects 
perceived, has already been said, 
in vol. i. pp. 208 sqq. 

2 De An. ii. 2, 456, a, 5: ef 
39 é€oTw % Klynots Kal H woinots 
kal 7d mdos ev TH Torovupev, 
avayKn Kal Tov Wopoy kal Thy akohy 
Thy Kar’ evépyemay €v TH KaTa 
Sivamiw elvat... ) wey ody ToD 
Wogytikod evépyerd eote Wdhos 7) 
Wéonots, ) 5€ TOU akovoTiKOD ako} 
} &kovots. Similarly with all the 
other senses: 7 Tov aic@nrov 
évépyeia kal 7 TOU aidOnTiKOd ev TE 
aig OnriK@. 

3 De An. ii. 12 init.: 7 peéev 
alcO@nois éott TO Sexrindy Tay 
aig@nta@y €id@vy a&vev tis Ans, 
oiov 6 Knpds Tod SaxrvAlov dev TOD 
aidhpov Kal Tov xpucod SéxeTat Td 
onuctov, AauBaver bE Td ypvcovy } Td 
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form without the matter is only possible where there is 

in the soul a point of unity, a centre in which the sensible 

impressions can reflect themselves ; and on this account 

perception first appears in the animal kingdom.' More- 

over, since the faculty of perception is the force and 

form of the physical organ, it presupposes a certain 

harmony in its component parts; and if this harmony 

is disturbed by too vehement an impression on the 

sense, then the faculty of perception is lost.2 The seat 

of this faculty is invariably a homogeneous body? which 

must contain potentially both of the opposite qualities 

that may be communicated to it by the objects of 

sense; but just for this reason it must itself stand mid- 

way between them.‘ The operation of the object upon 

XaAKodY ONmetoy, GAA’ OVX 7 Xpudds SéxecOur THY aicOyTavY, GAAS 
) xaAKds, duolws Se kal j aloOyow marxeW peTa THs VAns. iii. 12, 
€xdoTov umd Tov ExovTos xpauat) 434, a, 29: those (@yTa are 
xupov } Wopov mdoxel, GAA’ ovx H Without alc@nois, boa wh SexriKd 
éxaorov ekeivwy A€yeTal, GAN 7 Tov ciddy &vev THS HAns. CF. also 
Towovol Kal Kata Tov Adyoy. (There supra, pp. 33 sqq. and notes, as 
is no trace, however, in this pas- 
sage of what VOLKMANN, Grundz. 
d. Arist. Psychol. [Abhandl. d. 
bohm. Gesellsch. x.126sq. Psychol. 
i. 218} finds in it, viz. that 
‘sense is not affected by sounds 
&c. in so far as each of these is 
whatitis, butin so faras the sense 
is what it is.) Cf. foll. n. and 
De An. iii. 2, 425, b, 23: ro yap 
aig@nrnpioyv SextiKkdy Tov aiaO@ynTov 
tivev THs UAns Exactov. Whence it 
follows that all perception is of a 
universal, a todvde; see i. 207, 
n. 1, supra. 

De An, ii. 12, 424, a 32: 
plants have no avo9nots, although 
they are not without souls; 
airiov yap TO py Exew mecdTnTa, 
MndE TowavTHY apxty olay Ta €l5n 

well as the remarks infra, upon 
the sensus communis. 

a Die ae ii eae a 26: 
the aicbavduevoy is a body (uéye- 
Gos); atc@yots, on the other hand, 

is not peyebos, GAAG Adyos Tis Kal 
Svvamis €xelvou [row aio Bavowevou). 
pavepoy 8 ex tavtwy Kal dia rl 
TWOTE Tov aio nr ay at bmepBoral 

pbelpovar TO, aio 8177; pro. - eay yep 
oe ioxupotépa Tov ais @nrnpiov n 
Kivnots, Avetat 6 Adyos, TovTo 8’ 
ia a aioOnots, & domep Kat 7 Tumpav’ a 

kal 6 Tévos Kpovomevav Tpddpa TaY 
xopdav. Cf. iii. 13, 435, b, 15. 

pear. An, ti, 1, 647, a, 2 sqq., 
where aic@nrnpia in ‘this sense are 
distinguished from the dépyamxe 
hépn (face, hands, &c.). 

* Aristotle remarks this spe- 
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the senses depends upon a medium which transmits it 
from the one to the other. Flesh is the medium of the 

sense of touch, air and water of the other senses;! and 

to this medium the materials of which the organs of sense 

consist correspond. The connection, however, of the 

five senses with the four elements” is only tentatively 

adopted by Aristotle.’ 

cially of touch, De An. ii. 11, 
423, b, 29 sqq. This sense, he 
says, perceives the opposite 
qualities of bodies; 7d 5€ aic@n- 
Thpiov avT@yv TO amtTiKdy ... TO 
Suvduer ToLwovTdy eoTt wdpioy, Since 
perception is a médcxew by which 
the Suvdue: ov is made by the 
operative principle into some- 
thing like that which itself is 
evepyela (cf. supra, p. 59, n. 2), dd 
Tov duoiws [sc. as TO aidOnrhproyr | 
Bepuod kal Yuxpod 7% oKAnpov Kal 
MaAdakov ovk aicbaydueba, GAAG T@V 
iwepBorGy, ws THS aidOjcews oiov 
becdTyTOs Tivos OvaNS THS Ev TOS 
aic@ntois evavTidcews. Kal bia 
TovTO Kplvet Ta aic@nTd. Td yap 
béoov Kpitikdy: just as the eye in 
order that it may be able to 
perceive black and white must 
be neither of these actually but 
both potentially, so it is with the 
sense of touch. 

| Thid, ti. 7,419, a, ‘7-38; 
According to this passage, the 
medium of the perceptions of 
sight is light, of hearing air, of 
smell moisture: wep) 5€ apjs Kal 
yevoews Exet wey Suoiws ov palverat 
dé. Their medium (see supra, 
p.39, n. 4) is flesh. For further 
details, see infra, and in i. 518, 
n. 3, supra 

2 Aristotle remarks himself 
(Part. An. ii. 1, 647, a, 12; De 
Sensu, c. 2, 437, a, 19 sqq.) that 
several of his predecessors at- 

The higher tribes of animals 

tempted to establish this con- 
nection, but be does not say to 
whom he refers. The citations 
on the views of Empedocles and 
Democritus (ZELLER, Ph. d. 
Gr. i. 723, 817, 3) and from 
Plato (ibid. ii. a, 727, 3) on 
this head are not sufficient to 
explain the statement (in the 
above passage De Sensu) that one 
of the four elements was assigned 
to each of the senses, but that 
this only raised the difficulty of 
the discrepancy in their respec- 
tive numbers. 

3 See the two passages, De An. 
ili. 1 and De Sensu, 2, 438, b, 
16 sqq. In the former of these 
Aristotle desires to show that 
there cannot be more than the 
five senses (the opposite had 
been asserted by Democritus: see 
ZELL. Ph.d.@r.i.817, 5), which he 
proves in this way : the properties 
of things are perceived either im- 
mediately or by means of a 
medium. The former is the case 
with the perception of touch 
(only in the sense, however, that 
the medium is in the percipient 
itself: see n. 1, supra, and cf. 
De An. ii. 11, 423, b, 12). In 
the latter case the sensitive 
organ for each class of percep- 
tions must consist of an elemen- 
tary material of the same kind 
as that through the medium of 
which the perceptions reach the, 
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possess all the five senses ; 

65 

the lower are without one 

or other. It is only the sense of touch, and its de- 

senses. Properly speaking, how- 
ever, we have only water and air 
to deal with, as fire operates as 
vital heat in all the senses, and 
earth peculiarly (‘dfws) either in 
none or in touch (of which 
taste, according to Aristotle, is a 
subordinate variety: see p. 22, n. 
1, supra). Kven flesh, however, 
the organ of the latter sense, 
does not consist merely of earth, 
but of a mixture of earth and 
water and air. Although it is, 
therefore, the most material of 
all the organs of sense, it yet 
stands in the middle between 
the different kinds of tangible 
things, and is sensitive to them 
alle (De An. ii. 11, 423, a, 11 
sqq. ili. 13, 435, a, 11-b, 2; 
ar. An. il. 1, 647, a, 19, c. 8, 
Gass 0, 29.) The pupil of the 
eye is of water; sounds are per- 
ceived by air in the passages of 
the ear; the sense of smell 
resides in both air and water. 
The perception of universal pro- 
perties of things, however, such 
as form, size, motion, &c., cannot 
be confined to the organs of any 
particular sense, being in its 
nature common to all (cf. infra, 
pp.66 sqq.).—In the second of the 
above passages it is said: éo7’ 
elmep TOUTwY TL GuUBaiver, Kabdmrep 
A€youev, pavepdy ws Set TovToy Tov 
Tpdmovy amodidova: Kal mpoodmrew 
EKaoTOY Tay aidOnTnp wy éEvl TaY 
oTolxelwy, TOU pey Yumatos Td 
dpatikoy bdatos broAnmTéov, a€pos 
d€ 70 TaV Wogdwy aicOnTtiKby, Tupds 
d€ THy dodpnot. 0 yap evepyela 7 
do¢pnois TovTY Suvduer TO Ooppay- 
TikKoy ... 1 8 doMy KamTvmHdys Tis 
€oTw avabuulacis, 7 8 avabuutacis 

) Kamv@dns ek mupds... 7d 8’ 
amtikoy yns. Td d€ yevoTiKdy €idds 
Tt aps eotty, It is impossible 
(as ALEX. in loco, p. 80 sq. 
pointed out) to suppose that 
Aristotle here intends to assign 
the organs of the various senses 
to the four elements respectively. 
He here repeats what he says in 
the De An. of the organ of smell 
when he remarks that it is merely 
duvduer What doppyots is evepyeia, 
Suvduer yap Oepun 7 TOV Wuxpod FAN 
eorly, and that, like the eye, it is 
closely connected with the brain, 
the coldest and dampest part of 
the body; but smell itself is 
assigned to fire, because it is 
produced by the heating of the 
cold olfactory organ by the éopi 
kanvwdns, Which is of a fiery 
nature. (So also c. 5, 444, a, 
8-22, where Aristotle explains 
on this ground the esthetic 
pleasure in smells peculiar to 
man; see last note on next page.) 
But according to Bekker’s text, 
the words gavepby ws de? &c. would 
give the meaning just referred 
to as inadmissible. It is all the 
more welcome to find that, as 
BAUMKER, p. 47 sq. reminds us, 
four of the seven MSS. in De 
Sensu, 438, b, 17, give ei before 
det, so that we may read: gavepdy 
ws ef del... TOY TTOLXElwWY, TOD 
mev dupatos &c. In this view, 
Aristotle offers the explanation 
that follows only hypothetically, 
and from a point of view differ- 
ent from his own. This view of 
the passage corresponds precisely 
with that of ALEX. ibid., who 
seems, therefore, also to have 
read ef before Se7; cf. p. 78: 
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pendent sense of taste, which is quite indispensable.! 
Of touch Aristotle says that it is as impossible for an 

animal to be without it as for any other creature but an 

animal to possess it. It is, in fact, the most universally 

important sign of life; and therefore any excessive 

impression made upon this sense would not, as in the 
case of the others, destroy a single organ alone, but the 

life itself of the animal.? These two senses are thus the 
commonest and lowest; they serve the baser needs of 

life :3 while sight and hearing, as the means of rational 

development, occupy the highest rank. Hearing, how- 

ever, deserves the preference, since we owe to this sense 

the possibility of oral instruction.* Of all living 

creatures man is furnished with the subtlest taste and 

subtlest feeling ; many animals exhibit the other senses 

in a greater state of acuteness,’? but in the case of man 

they play a special part in his spiritual culture.® 

ei oUTw, Pnaly, eml THS Bhews ExeEL 
Kx Oia ToUTO, Kaba eyAlxovTdO TIVES, 
éxactov aig@ntihpioy exaoTw TaY 
grotxelwy avatibera: &c.; p. 80: 
ov yap 3) apeckovta ait@ A€yer 
&c.; cf. also. Part. An. ii. 1, 
647, a, 12. 

1 On this point cf. the not 
wholly consistent statements, 
Hist. An. iv. 8; De An. ii. 3, 415, 
a, 3 sqq. ili. 12, 434, b, 11-29, c. 
13, 435, b, 17 sqq.; De Sensu, 
1, 436, b, 12 sqq.; De Somno, 2, 
455, a, 5; Metaph. i. 1, 980, b, 
23; MEYER, Arist. Thierk. 432 
sq, and p. 22, n. 1, supra. 

2 De An. iii. 12, 13, 434, b, 
22, 435, b, 4-19. 

3 Feeling is indispensable to 
every animal for the preservation 
of life, the other senses, on the 

other hand, are so od Tod e€ivat 
eveka, GAAG Tov eb. De An. iii. 
13, 435, b, 19; cf. c. 12, 434, b, 
22 sqq. 

4 De Sensu, 1, 436, b. 12 to 
end of chap.; Metaph. ibid. 

5 De An. ii. 9, 421, 4, 9-26; 
De Sensu, 4, 440, b, 30 sqq.; 
Part. An. ii. 16 sq., 660, a, 11, 
20; Gen. An. ii. 2, 781, b, 17. 

5S De An. ibid.: man’s higher 
intelligence is explained on the 
ground of his finer feeling; 
but it is certain that Aristotle 
regarded the human eye and 
ear as also of higher signiti- 
cance for the development 
of the spiritual life than those 
of the lower animals; th. iii. 
13, 1118, a, 16 sqq., he remarks 
of smell, hearing, and sight, 
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Coming to the particular senses, Aristotle observes 

that the seat of sight is in the pupil of the eye. 

Formed of water, this organ is affected by colours which 

are communicated to it through a transparent medium.! 

Sounds acting on our ears through the medium of air 
are transmitted to the sense by the air in the auditory 

passages.? Smells are conveyed to the olfactory organ 

by air and water: they are inhaled with the air by 

respiring animals; to non-respiring animals water is 

the medium of smell.? The primary qualities of matter 

which belong to all bodies and their particular modifica- 

De Sensu, 5, 443, b, 15-444, a, 9, 
ibid. 1. 28 sqq., of smell, that 
man alone takes delight in these 
sensations for their own sake and 
not merely for the sake of food 
(albeit smell is his lowest sense: 
De Sensu, 4, 440, b, 31; De An. 
nm, 9, 421, a, 9); of the senses 
generally Aristotle says, Gen. An. 
ibid.: thy wey ody wéppwley axpi- 
Bey tay aicdjoewy KioTAa ws 

cimety avOpwmos Exel Ws KaTAMEyeOos 
TaYV (dwy, Tiv Se mepl TAs Siapopas 
maAioTa mayTwy evaicbyTov, his 
organs of sense being the purest, 
and the least earthy and material, 
and his skin being the finest. 
MEYER, ibid. 435 sq., brings 
together his statements with 
regard to the sensitive organs of 
the various animals. 

1 See p. 64, supra; De Sensu, 
2, 438, a, 12 sqq. b, 5; Hist. An. 
ee. 291, b, 20; Part. An. ii. 8, 
meee, 25, c. 10, 686, a, 37 sq.; 
Gen. An. ii. 6, 744, a, 5, and 
elsewhere; cf. BAUMKER, 48 sq., 
andi 518, n. 3, supra. That the 
eyes also operate upon the 
objects (and that not merely by 

VOL, ll. 

reflecting the light) is proved, 
De Insomn. 2, 459, b, 23 sqq., by 
a fictitious experience. 

*. Part., Ans i. 10, Gob, -b, 
13 sqq.; De An. li. 8, 420, a, 
2 sqq.; cf. p. 478; BAUMKER, 
52. It is not quite clear how 
Aristotle conceives of the con- 
nection of this air with the 
central organ of sense; he merely 
remarks, Part. An. ibid., that 
the ears are united with the 
occiput (which, according to his 
opinion, 1. 262, n. 1, supra, is 
empty) by means of passages. 

S He Ane iis 9. 421 b,.8 
sqq. ili. 1 (see p. 6, supra); De 
Sensu, 5, 442, b, 27 sq. 444, a, 

8 sqq.; cf. p. 537, 3, 539, 6, 478, 
med.; BAUMKER, 53 sq. It has 
been already remarked, p. 62, n. 3, 
supra, that the sense of smell also 
is connected with the brain, but 
there is nothing said about any 
connection between it and the 
heart. Aristotle shows, De Sensu, 
5, 455, a, 4 sqq., that smell 
occupies a middle position be- 
tween the aic@fceis amtixal and 
5.’ AAO alaO77-Kal, 

F 
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tions are the proper objects of the sense of touch.! The 

organ of touch is the heart : the medinm through which 

impressions are transmitted to the heart is the flesh ; ? 

and the same may be said of taste, which is nothing 

but a species of touch,® the only difference being that 

the tongue is its sole conductor.* How the sensations 

communicated by particular senses can have their seat 

in the head,® while the seat of the sensitive life itself is 

in the heart,® and all sensation belongs to one and 

the same part of the soul,’ Aristotle fails to ex- 

1 De An. ii. 11, 423, b, 26: 
antral uty ovv eiow ai Siapopal Tov 
gouatos % Taua’ Aéyw BE Tas 
dipopas ai Ta oToLxEIa SiopiCovar, 
Oepudy Wuxpoy, Enpdy bypdy. Ke- 
sides these fundamental qualities 
the sense of touch perceives also 
hardness and softness and others, 
and Aristotle asks accordingly, 
422, b, 19, whether it is only one 
sense or several. He rejects the 
latter supposition, however, ]. 27 
sqq., with the remark that the 
other senses also perceive more 
than one évaytiorns: by. hearing, 
for example, besides height and 
depth we perceive loudness of 
sound, softness and roughness 
in the voice, &c. Therefore BREN- 
TANO’S assertion (Psychol. d. 
Av. 85) that it is erroneous 
according to Aristotle to regard 
feeling as only a single sensitive 

faculty, is not accurate. 
2 See p. 39, n. 4, p. 62 n. 3, sup.; 

De An. ii. 11, 422, b, 20, 35 sqq. 
423,b,1sqq 22; Part. An.ii.10, 
656, b, 35; De Vita, 3, 469, a, 
5-20; BAUMKER, 54 sqq. 

3 See p. 22, n. 1, supra, and on 

the sources of taste, i. 518 sq. 
4 De An. ii. 11, 423, a, 17 sqq. 

c. 10, 422, a, 34, 

5 BAUMKER, 78 ¢qq., shows as 
against SCHELL (Die Linheit des 
Seelenl nach Ar. 163 sqq.) trom 
De An. ii. 1, 412, b, 18, 413, a, 2, 
ii. 11, 423. b, 17 sqq. iii. 2, 426, 
b, 8; Purt. An. i. I, 647, a 2 
sqq. c. 8, 653, b, 24 sqq., and 
other passages, that Aristotle 
assumes this to be the case in 
respect to the above three senses. 
Cf. De Sensu,c. 2 (p. 62, n. 3, 
supra). 

§ Videp.41sq. The view that 
the brain is the seat of sensation 
(ALCM ON, see ZELL. Ph.d. Gr. i. 
456,1; PLATO, Tim. 67, B, 76, D), 
is expressly refuted by Aristotle: 
Part. An. ii, 10, 656, a, 15 sqq. 
b, 11, ¢. 7, 652, b, 2; De SJurent. 
3. 469, a, 20. He holds himself 
that the brain is devoid of feel- 
iny, resting his view upon sup- 
posed experiences, upon which 
see MEYER, Arist. Thierk. 431. 

7 De An. iil. 1, 425, a, 31, and 
more ful'vy De Sensu, 7, 449, a, 5 
sqq.. where inter alia: avayKn 
ipa ev Tt elvar THS WuxXIS, @ araytTa 
aigOaverat, . . &AAO BE yevos SV 
aAAov. Just as one and the same 
thing has different properties, so 
Geréov Kal em ris Wuxfs 7h ard 

kal €y eivat apidug rd aigintiKby 
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plain.'! If his view is that the pictorial image is gene- 

rated in the organs of sense, while its reference to the 

object takes place in the heart,’ the question still 
remains, how can sensation originate in organs in 
which the sensitive soul does not reside ? 

mavT@V, TU pevTOL elvoL ETEpoy Kal 
€repov TV mev yéver TaY Be €iSeL. 
ote kal aicOdvoit’ dy Gua TE atte 
Kal evil, Adyw 8 ov TG adT@. De 
Somno, 2, 455, a, 20: €or wev yan 
pia ato@nois Kal Tb KUpioy aicOn- 
Thpiov ey To 8 elvar aigOjoe: Tov 
yévous Exaorov ETepoy (its charac- 
ter is different in each kind of 
sensation). 

1 Neither from Part. An. iii. 
4, 666, a, 16, il. 10, 656, b, 3; 
cf. Hist. An. i. 4, 489, a, 23; De 
Somno, 2, 455, b, 6, nor from the 
passage in c. 3 of the m, évutviwy, 
which seems to give the greatest 
support to this view, are we 
justified in saying with certainty 
that Aristotle regards the blood 
as the conductor by which the 
sensitive movements are led to 
the heart. He certainly assumes 
that a portion of the blood flows 
at intervals back to the heart, 
carrying its own natural motions 
with it (did. 461, b, 11). From 
this, however, he merely concludes 
(as will be shown, p. 71, n.3, in/7'a) 
that the movements caused by 
previous perceptions and latent in 
the organs of sense, being no 
longer overpowered by move- 
ments in the blood, are liberated 
and carried in like manner to 
the heart ; it appears, therefore, 
that he regards them as different 
from those in the blood. 

2 This is the view put forward 
in the passage just referred to in 
the treatise upon Dreams, where 

461, a, 30 goes on to say: T@ 
mev yap exetbey [sc. ard Tov aicOn- 
Tnpliwy| apixveioOa: Thy Klynoww 
mpos Thy apxnv Kal eypnyopws SoKec 
épav Kal akovew Kal aicbavecOa, 
Kal Sia To THY bw eviote KivEetoOa 
dokety ov Kivoupevny Spay payer, Kat 
TS Thy apyny Sbo Kwhoes eicay- 
yérArAew Td Evy BVo Soxetv. The 
words refer, as the repetition of 
doxety shows, to the cases of self- 
deception discussed c. 2, 460, b, 

3 sqq. 11, 20, 22 sqq. c. 3, 461, b, 
30. These Aristotle explains on 
the ground that the judgment 
upon the object and the pictorial 
image are due to the exercise of 
different faculties (ibid. 460, b, 
16: afrioy 5€ Tod cupBaivey Taira 
TO MN KaTa THY av’Thy Sivouw 
Kpivey Td Te KUpiov [subj.] kal @ 
Ta pavTaouata yiverat). SAws yap 
[as c. 3, 461, b, proceeds] 7d aq’ 
ExdoTs alaOjoeds pnow H apxn, 
cay my ETEpa Kuplwrépa ayTipi. 
mbaiveTat mev ody mavtws, SoKet 
3 ob mdvrws Td aivduevov. [the 
sun, for example, appears to us 
to be a foot broad, nevertheless 
we refuse to believe it; c. 2, 460, 
b, 18], aAA’ €ay [but only when] 
TO €miKkpivoy KaTeXNTaL }) wh KIVATAL 
Thy oikelay K'vnow. It is this 
Kupiov Kal émixpivoy (461, b, 24 sq.) 
which refers the sense-perception 
toitsobject. It, for instance,when 
sensation presents us with the 
image of a particular man, iden- 
tifies it with the man in question. 
In sleep, on the other hand, when 

1 y- 
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The separate senses, however, are insufficient of 

themselves to explain the fact of sense-perception. The 

universal qualities of things—such as time, motion and 

rest, unity and multiplicity, size and form—are not, like 

sound and colour, the peculiar objects of special senses ; ! 

they are perceived by all the senses, and only indirectly 

by each. ‘The faculty, therefore, by which they are 

perceived must be distinct from all the particular 

senses: it must be a sensus communis or ‘ common sense.”” 

This sense, moreover, enables us to compare and dis- 

tinguish the perceptions of different senses.* 

consciousness is imprisoned, the 
image is taken for the object 
itself. The seat of this faculty 
cannot be other than a single 
KUpioy aic@nthpiov (De Somno, 2, 
455, a, 21), of which sleep and 
waking are particular states (see 
p. 75, infra). 

1 De An. ii. 7, Aristotle dis- 
tinguishes between xa@’ abra [not 
merely kata cup BeBnKds| aicOnTa 
between 7é:a and Kowa, remarking 
418,a, 11: Aéyw & iiov pev 0 wh 
evdéexeTai Er épa aicOjoe: aicbaverbat 

. Kowa de Kivnots, jpeula, ap.0- 
pos, oXHma, wevyeOos. Similarly, iii. 
1, 425, a, 13: GAAG phy ovdde Tay 
KolWw@y oldv T’ €lvat aic@nThpidy TL 
iSiov, @v Kal €ExdoTn alcOnoe 
aigbavoucba Kata cuuBeBnkds | TOR- 
STRIK’S proposal to read av k. o. 
is rightly rejected by BRENTANO, 
Psychol. d. Ar. 98), otov nvjoews, 
oTAgEws, TXHMATOS, meyeous, apid- 
uov, évds. De Mem. 450, a, 9. 
On time see p. 73, n. 4, infra. 

2 Weare informed of motion 
&c through the separate senses 
kata cupBeBnnds (De An. iii. 1; v. 
preceding note). These qualities 
areaccompaniments of particular 

When, 

sense-perceptions, and the multi- 
plicity of the senses even assists 
us in distinguishing them from 
the latter (dmws frtov AavOdvyn Ta 
&koAovbovvta Kal Kowa, ibid. 425, 
b, 5). Were we therefore con- 
fined for our perception of them 
to the particular senses, we should 
know them only as accessory (e.g. 
if we saw a white object, which 
moved, we should perceive only 
its colour and not its motion). 
Tav d€ Kowav dn Exouev alcOnow 
Kowhy ov Kata cuuBeBnkds* ovK ap 
got idia (ibid, 425, a, 24sqq.). De 
Mem. ibid. says that size and 
motion are known to us by the 
same faculty as time, kal 7d 
pavtacua [Ssc. avtas] THs Kowis 
aid@noews mafos eotivy, Cf. i. 435, 
n. 2, supra. 

> De An. ii. 3, 426, b,8- 
each sense perceives Tas Tod 
UmoKemevou aigOnTov dSiapopas, e.g. 
sight, those of colour. ézel 5€ Kat 
Td AeuKdy Kal Td yAuKY Kal Exacror 
TaV aidOnTav mpbs ExagToy Kpivo- 
Mev, Tit aiglavducba Sr diapeper ; 
avayKn 3) aic@qoe* aicOnta yap 
€oTiv .. . ovTe 5H KEXwpioméevais 
evdexeTat Kpiverw OTL ETEpoy Td 
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further, we declare the phenomena presented to us by 

the senses at one time to be objectively real, at another 

to be unreal, it cannot be our senses themselves that 

pronounce this judgment, for their presentations are in 

both cases alike ; nor if we are deceived in our judgment, 

are the senses to blame for the mistake, seeing that 

they always report correctly.' The common principle of 

all sense-perception is alone responsible for the reference 

of the perception to the object, and therefore for the 

mistakes that are made.? The same principle, finally, is 

the basis of self-consciousness which accompanies all 

sense-perception: since perception is different from the 

thing perceived, the senses which supply us with the 

picture of the object cannot also inform us of its ob- 

jective reality.* The organ of the ‘common sense’ is the 

yAuKY TOD AEevKOU, GAAG Sel Evi TIM 
audpw SjAa efvar. It must there- 
fore be one and the same faculty 
by which we distinguish different 
kinds of sensations from one 
another: and to this, in order 
that these may be compared with 
one anotber, these must be 
simultaneously present, meeting 
in it as two lines meet in a com- 
mon point. (The details of this 
theory, which suggests many diffi- 
culties, cannot be here discussed ; 
besides TRENDELENBURG 7 loco, 
see the discussion of it in KAMPE, 
Erkenntnissth. d. Ar. 107; BREN- 
TANO, Psychol. d. Ar. 90 sqq.; 
BAUMKER, 70 sqq.). Similarly 
c. 7, 431, a, 20: rime 8 emixpiver 
tl Siaéeper yAvKd Kad Oepudy ... 
éoTt yap €v ti: otTw Se Kal 7 
ariypy ka) dAws 6 Spos [the bound- 
ary|&c. Just as one sense knows 
the distinction between white 
and black, so one and the same 

faculty can know the distinction 
between whiteness and sweet- 
ness. De Somno, 2, 455, a, 17: 
kal Kpiver 8) Kal divarar Kpivew Sr1 
ETEpa TA yAUKéa THY AcUKoY, OTE 
yevoet ovTE Wer OUT? Gupoiv, GAA 
TWt Kow@ mopiw Tav aidg@nTnplwy 
amdvrwy. tort. mev yap ula atcOnois 
&c, (see p. 66, n. 7, supra). 

1 Cf. i. 209, n. 3, supra. 
* See p. 67, n. 2, supra, where 

this is shown to have _ been 
Aristotle’s view. 

* De An. tii. 2 init.: éxel & 
aicbavoueba Sti dp@uev Kal akovo- 
Mev, avaykn 7) TH dWer aicOdverOau 
br 6pG, i) Erépa [sc. aic@joe:|. The 
former, however, is inadmissible, 
if for no other reason, because 
in that case we must assign 
colour to the seeing subject [the 
é6pav mpa@tov), as to all visible 
things. De Somno, 2, 455, a, 15: 
éort 5€ tis kal Kownh Svvapmts 
aKoAovbovcg maous, 1 Kal drt bpa 
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heart,! in which, as we have already seen, the general 

principle of the sensitive life resides.’ 

To this single faculty of perception, or ‘common 

sense, Aristotle proceeds to attribute a number of 

important mental phenomena.’ It is the source of 

imagination and memory,’ which are therefore shared 

by many brutes as well as by man. Imagination is 

a movement produced by sensation, an after-effect of 

the sense-perception °—in other words a spent sensa- 

kal akover aicdavera [so BONITZ, 
Arist. Stud. iii. 72, reads accord- 
ing to the text of two MSS.; 
BEKK. has kal aio8.|: ob yap 5) TH 
ye bWer Opa 371 bp . . . GAAG TIM 
KoW@ mopig Tay aic@nTnplwy amdy- 
TWV. 

1 The heart is the €y kody 
aic@nthptoy, eis 6 Tas KaT evepyelay 
aic@joes avaykaioy amavtav (De 
Juvent. 1, 467, b, 28); 76 ye Kipioy 
Tov aicOnocewy ev Tatty Tots eval- 
Mois Tacw. ev TOUTw yap avayKaiov 
elvat TO TavTwy Tov aicOnTnplwy 
Kowwov aic@nrnpioy (2bid. c. 3, 469, 
a, 10). 

2 Cf. supra, p. 42 sq. and p. 
66, n. 6, and on the question how 
the sensations of the three senses 
which have their seat in the head 
are transmitted to the heart, p. 67, 
n.1. But the heart is also the seat 
of the sense of touch (see p. 67, n. 
1, supra) ; and to this the remark, 
De Somno, 2, 455, a, 22, seems to 
refer, where it is said that the 
Yiiov and the xowdv of alcOnois 
{for this we must suppose to be 
the meaning of rovro, 1. 22, placing 
with BontTz the words ov yap... 
xp@uaros, 1. 17-22, in a paren- 
thesis] Gua Te artiK@G wddrol? 
imdpxet, this being the only one 
of the senses whose organ is 

also the central organ of sensa- 
tion. 

3 For the following account 
see FREUDENTHAL, Ueber d. 
Begriff d. Wortes oavracta b. 
Arist, 1863. 

4 De An. iii. 3, 428, a, 8, 21. 
c. 10, 433, a, 11, c. LL init. ; Hist. 
An.i. 1, 488, b, 25; De Mem. 1, 
449, a, 28, 450, a, 15, c. 2, 453, a, 
6; Metaph. i. 1, 980, a, 27, b, 25; 
cf. p.71, n. 3, p. 73, n. 4, infra. 
Some animals, therefore, dream 
as wellas man, Divin. p. S. 2, 
463, b, 12. 

° After showing, De An. iii. 
3, that it is neither afo@nors, nor 
vous, nor émioThun, nor ddéa, nor 
a combination of 56a and atc@nots, 
Aristotle proceeds, 428, b, 10: 
GAA’ ered) Eat. KivynevTos Tovdl 
kiveiaOat ETEpovy bwd TovTov, H SE 
gavtacia klynols Tis Boxe? elva Kal 
ovk avev aidOijcews yiyverOat GAA’ 
aic@avomevots kal av alcOnots éortiv, 
éott 5€ ylvecOar Kivnow bard THs 
evepyelas THs aicOjoews, Kal ravTHY 
duolav avayKn elvar TH aicOhoes, ety 
ay arn 7 Klynots ove &vev aicOjoews 
evdexouevn ovre un aicbavouevors 
imdpxew, kal ToAAG kat’ avThy Kal 
movty Kal maoxew TO Exov, Kal elvat 
kal GAnO7 Kal Wevdj. L. 30: €f 
oby unbey mev GAA Exe: TA Eipnueva 
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tion.! The motion caused by the external impression 

upon the sensitive organ not only produces an immediate 

effect in the sensation which follows, but continues in 

the organ,” whence under certain circumstances it 

passes to the central organ, and in this way repro- 

duces the pictorial image,* even in the absence of the ob- 

}) pavracia [so the majority of 
the MSS, ; TORSTR. with E reads 
1) ] payr., but considers the words 
spurious ; BEKK. and TREND. are 
certainly wrong in reading 7) my) 
pavtaciay] tovro 8’ €or) [ TORSTR. 
conj. éxer] TO AexGev, 7 pavtac.a 
dv ein kivnois bd THs aicOnoews 
THS Kat’ evepyeiay yryvouevn. De 
Insomn. 1, 459, a, 17 (a passage 
which establishes the true read- 
ingin De An.429,a, 2 as yryvouevn, 
not -7s). 

Piehes. 1. 11, 1370, a, 28: 7 
5& gavtacia éeotly aic@nois Tis 
acbevhs. 

=De Mem. 1, 350, a, 27: the 
mé0os, where éfis is myiun, con- 
sists of a kind of (wypdpnua, 
which atv@nots produces in the 
soul (7.¢. the pux7 aic@nrix)) and 
in the part of the body where it 
resides; 7 yap yiwouevn Kivnois 
evonualverat oioy timoy Tiva Tov 
aic@juatos xabdmep of oppayiComevot 
Tots SaxTvAiows. On this account, 
under deep emotion or in the 
early years of childhood, memory 
is weak, the excitement being 
too strong, kobamrep Gy els tdwp 
peov eumimTovens THS KWhTEws Kar 
THS oppayidos; conversely in old 
age 01a To WhxeoOa | wear | Kai dia 
oKANpsTNTA TOU Sexouevou TO TADos 
ovK eyyivetat 6 TUmos. The same 
phenomenon is explained, c. 2, 
453, b, 4, as the result, not only 
in the case of children but of 
old men, of a kivnois caused in 

the former case by the rapid 
growth, in the latter by the 
rapid decay, of the body. The 
latter passage would of itself be 
sufficient to prove that in Ari- 
stotle’s view the persistence of 
the sense-impressions, which are 
compared to the impress of a 
stamp, is not that of actual 
material copies of the objects 
(even in his account of sense- 
perception itself, p. 58 sq. supra, 
Aristotle gives no countenance 
to such a view), nor even that of 
qualitative changes in the organs 
themselves, but is due to the 
continuance in the organs of the 
motions caused by the original 
sensation. This, however, be- 
comes still more obvious from 
the quotations that follow in the 
next note. On the whole sub- 
ject see FREUDENTHAL, p. 20 
sqq. 

3 This is the sense of the 
passage in 7. évuty. c. 3, already 
referred to. After showing in 
the beginning of c. 4%, 87 Kal 
ameAOdvTos Tov Ouvpabey aiabnTov 
euuevet Ta alcOjuata aicOnTa byTa, 
that the faculty which gives 
judgment upon the corresponding 
objects is different from that 
which supplies the sense with 
the images of them (cf. p. 67, n. 
2), and that in this way we get 
the delirious fancies of fever 
and other illusions of sense into 
which we are seduced by passion 
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ject.! To this power of reproducing images of sense Ari- 

stotle gives the name of Phantasy; and to the images 

themselves the cognate name of phantasms.? 

and emotion, Aristotle proceeds 
in c. 3: the motions caused 
partly by impressions made upon 
us from without, partly by those 
produced from within the body 
itself, are repressed during the 
day by the activity of sense and 
thought, and rendered imper- 
ceptible [apavifovra damep rapa 
moAv TUp €AatToy—as the light of 
the stars before thesun] ; vixrwp 
de 30 apylav Taév KaTa mdpiov 
aicOjcewy Kal advvaulay Tov evepyetv 
... em Thy apxhy Tis aicéjcews 
{the heart] katapépovta Kal vi- 
vovtat gavepal Kabiorauéevns Tis 

topax7s. The same thing takes 
place in sleep (461, a, 18 sqq.): Ta 
gaytdopuara kal ai brdAoro KIWHoELS 
ai cvuBalvovoa amd Tay aicOnuatwv 
[those lingering remnants of the 
motions produced by impressions 
upon the senses which are the 
cause of phantasms ; cf. p. 70, n. 5, 
supra] éré wev bed pelCovos ovons 
THs eipnuevns KWhoEews apaviCovTat 
maumav, Te SE TEeTapayuevat pat- 
vovTat. . . Ka@ioTrauévov S& Kal 
Siakpivouevov TOV aiwatos é€v Tots 
évaiuois, cwlouevn Ta aigOnudTwv 
h Knots ad’ ExdoTov Tay aicOn- 
Tnpiwy [the motion caused by the 
sense-impression which is trans- 
mitted from the organs of sense 
to the heart] éppwueéva te roel Ta 
évirrvia, kad [ SC. moet] patvecOal rt 
Kal doKeiy 51a wey Ta ard THs OWews 
Katapepdueva, dpav, Sia SE Ta amd 
THs akonjs GKovew. duororpdmws 5é 
Kal amo Tay &ArAwy aicOnrnplor. 
For the apxy accepts as true 
what the senses report, so long as 
it remains uncontradicted by a 
more authoritative report (cf. p. 

Phantasy, 

67,n. 2, supra); brav yap Kabevdn 
[as isexplained,461, b, 10], karidv- 
TOS TOV TAEioTOUV atuatos éeml Thy 
apxnv ouvykarépxovTa ai éevovca 
Kkwhoes. These exist, however, 

partly duvdue: partly evepyeia, the 
former appearing (émmoAd (ew) 
when the others by which they 
have hitherto been repressed dis- 
appear; kal Avduevae ev dAlyw TE 
AoiTe aiuati TS ev Tois aiaOnrnpiots 
kwovvTa [in the blood which is 
left behind in the organs of sense 
after the main body of it has 
flowed back to the heart, the 
sensitive motions contained in it, 
which have hitherto lain latent, 
become liberated owing to the 
exhaustion, by the diminution of 
the quantity of blood, of those 
motions which have hitherto 
restrained them], €xovcat duoid- 
TnTa &omep Ta ey Tos vedeoiv, & 
mapenka(ovow avOpéros kal KevTav- 
pois Taxéws metaBdddAovta. So 
long as we keep hold even of a 
remnant of consciousness in 
sleep we do not mistake those 
images for the things; if on the 
other hand we have lost all 
consciousness that we are asleep, 
we take the one for the other. 
Dreams (Ta gawvdueva cldwdra 
Kadevdort1, 462, a, 11) are there- 
fore only the remnants of the 
motions caused by sensation 
(461, b, 21), as which they are 
often clearly recognised at the 
moment of waking. 

1 Hence he says, De An. iii. 
8, 432, a, 9: Ta yap pavTdcuara 
domep aicOqnuata éoTs TAHY avev 
vAns. 

? For proof of this see BONITZ, 

—T ae | 
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moreover, he holds to be the source of the images which 

accompany thought.! ‘To these it is impossible to apply 

the above sensational explanation: ? they must be con- 

sidered as in some way independent products of intellec- 

tual activity. Aristotle, however, has given us no account 

of their origin or their relation to the images of sense. 

While the reportsof the single senses in their own depart- 

ments are unerringly true, the imagination and the gene- 

ralreports of the ‘common sense’ are exposed to illusion.* 

If an imagination relates to earlier perceptions and pre- 

sents a copy of them, then we call it memory (uv7pun) ; * 

Ind. Arist. 811, b, 11 sqq. 812, a, 
9, 25. 

1 See next chapter. 
2 Aristotle actually distin- 

guishes between two kinds of 
gavtacia. De An. iii. 10, 433, b, 
28: dpexrindy 5é[sc. 7d (gov early] 
ovkK avev haytacias. paytatia Se 
Twaoa 7) AvyioTiKhH 7) aicOnTiKn. 
TaUTNS pey ovv Kal Ta GAAa (Ga 
merexer. c. 11, 434, a, 5: 7 perv 
ovv aicOntikh pavtacia ... Kal 
€v Tots &AAOs Cots Uapxel, 7 SE 
BovAeutixy ev Tots Aoyiorikots. 
As aic@nrikh dayr. can only here 
mean the power of reproducing 
from the motions that linger in 
the organs of sense the images 
represented by them, the arr. 
BovAeutixy (or Aoyiorixh : Td yap 
BovAeverOat kal Aoyi(erOar TavTor, 
meeevi.s 2, 1139, a, 12) must 
mean the power of projecting 
images of things in the future, 
of means and ends whose com- 
parative value it is the function 
of BovAevois to estimate with a 
view to the exercise of choice. 
Such images, however, are not, 
like those of memory, given in 

the excitations of the organs of 
sense. 

* See i. 209, n. 3, andi. 67, 
n. 2, supra. 

* De Mem.i:allmemory refers 
to the past and therefore presup- 
poses the intuition of time, 449, b, 
28: dca xpdvov aicbdaveral, TadTa 
pova TAY COwy uvnmovedel, Kal TOUTH 
@aicbdvera. (See i. 436, n. 2, ii. 

70,n. 4,and 71, n. 3, supra.) The 
faculty upon which memory de- 
pends is phantasy, for it always 
refers primarily to sensory 
images, and in a derivative and 
secondary sense to thoughts in 
so far as thought itself is impos- 
sible without a pictorial image, 
as is shown (450, a, 15) by the 
fact that brutes have memory as 
well. as man. Of. 450, a, 13% 
ote tov vooumevov [voodvTos or 
voo? | Kata ouuBeBnkds dy etn, 
Ka’ abrdé d€ TOU mpaeTrw aigOnTiKoDd. 
450, a, 22: rivos wey otv Ta&Y Tis 
Wuxis €orly 7 puvhun, havepoy, Ort 
ovmep Kal % gavtacia*’ Kal ~ore 
pvnwovevTa Kad’ abta uev boa éorh 
pavtatta, Kata cuuBeBnkds 5é boa 
wn avev paytacias. The pdvtacua, 
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and the conscious reproduction of a memory is recollec- 

tion (avauvnots). Man alone is capable of recollection, 

since he alone can reflect;' but memory, as we have 

said, is shared by brutes. Recollection depends upon 

the natural coherence of the movements which produce 

the imaginative pictures; by virtue of this coherence 

one image is called up by another formerly connected 

with it.? 

however, only becomes a recol- 
lection (uvnudvevya) when we 
recognise in it the copy of an 
actual perception, when we con- 
nect with it the thought that it 
is the repetition of a previous 
perception—a point upon which 
we are not always certain. Ac- 
cordingly we sometimes fail to re- 
cogpise actual memories as such, 
and at other times mistake mere 
fancies for memories (450, b, 18 
sqq.). Tl méy ody éeor) uvjun [the 
chap. concludes] «al 7o uynpo- 
vevew, elpntat, ott payTdouaros, 
ws eikdvos ov Pavracua, efis (which 
should be taken, not, with 
FREUDENTHAL, ibid. 36 and 
elsewhere, in its narrowsense dis- 
cussed i. 285,n.3, supra, but inthe 
simple sense of having or keeping; 
cf. c. i. 449, b, 25) kal rivos wopiov 
TOV ev Huy, OTL TOD Tp~TOV aidOnTI- 
KOU Kal @ xpdvou aigbavdueda, 

| Hist. An. i. 1 fin.; De Mem. 
ii. 451, b, 2, 453, a, 6 sqq. As 
the reason of this, it is said in 
453, a,9: O71 TO avaumrvijoKedbal 
éotw oloy gvAAoyiouds Tis’ STL yap 
mpotepov 7 elev 7) HKovcev H Th 
TowvtTov enable, auAddroyiCerar 6 
avautuynokduevos, Kal €or oto 
Citnois Tis. TovTo 8 ois Kal TO 
BovAeutixdy trdpxe, pice: udvots 
guuBeBnev * kal yap TO BovAcver Oat 

These movements have their seat in the 

ovAAoyiouds Tis eotrw. H. An. ibid. 
also connects BovAeveo Oa: with ava- 
MiuvnoKec@a as peculiar to man. 

* Perhaps Aristotle gives 
this explanation, ibid. 451, a, 10 
sqq., with a tacit reference to 
the mnemonics mentioned by him 
in other passages (De An. iii. 3, 
427, b, 19; De Insomn. 1. 458, b, 
20; Top. viii. 14, 163, b, 28). 
Recollection, he says, takes 
place, éreid}) mépuxey 4 Kivnots 
nde yevéoOu wera tTHvde; if the 
connection is a necessary one, 
the first is invariably recalled by 
the second; if it is merely 
habitual, only as a rule. Some- 
times, however, a single occur- 
rence creates a fixed habit. 
’AvauimvnokeoOa: both in the case 
of intentional and unintentional 
recollection.consists in recalling 
former motiuns in their order 
until we arrive at the object of 
search. We start in this process 
amo tov voy [i.e. frum a present 
intuition] 7} @AAou twos, Kat ag’ 
duoiov 7 evayTiov 2) ToD cbvEyyrs. 
Aristotle has not further deve- 
loped these hints upon the so- 
called laws of the association of 
ideas, nor has he explained 
whether of the two principles of 
avauvnos, avayxn and é@os, the 
former embraces only those cases 
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heart. ! 

the feelings of pleasure and pain,” 

75 

Lastly, from sensation and imagination arise 

and the appetites, 

whereof we shall have to treat in detail when we come 

to Anthropology.’ 
Aristotle regarded Sleep and Waking as conditions 

of the common faculty of perception.* Sleep is the 

imprisonment of that faculty; waking is its free activity.” 

in which the physical movement 
that underlies the pictorial image 
spontaneously produces other 
such movements or includes also 
those in which the content of a 
given presentation conducts 
necessarily to the recollection of 
certain others. On the other 
hand, Aristotle gives us the 
general law which determines 
the succession of those associa- 
tions which depend upon habit, 
viz. that each presentation is 
recalled by that which imme- 
diately preceded it on its former 
occurrence: T@ yap er a&koAdov- 
Bovow ai Kwioets GAATAaSs, dE 
meta THVSE (451, b, 28, cf. 1. 22). 

1 Ibid. 453, a, 14 sqq., where 
it is stated, 6r1 c@uatindy ti TO 
maos, kal m avduvnois Chtnows ev 
TOLWUUT® dayTaguaTos ... 6 ava- 
MiLYNnoKOMEVOS TwWMaTIKdY TL KiVEl ev 

@ Td md0os; what this is is not, 
indeed, further explained. Since, 
however, the seat of memory in 
general is the heart, it must be 
this which is meant. 

aoe Ag, i. 2, 413, b, 23: 
Omou wey yap alcOnois, cat AUTH TE 
kal ndovy, Orov Se Tavra, €& avayKns 
Kal émiOuu'fa. iii. 3, 414, b, 4: 
@ 8 alcOnois bwdpxet, TOUTS 7HSovh 
Te Kal A’wn Kal Td dv Te Kal 
Autnpév. ee De Sonno, 
1, foe, 29.) ¢. 7, 431, a, 10: 
éott TO ABeoOu Kal Nanete edi TO 
evepyeivy TH aicOntiKH pmeodTyTL 

mpos To ayaboy Kal Kakdy, 7 Tol- 
aura. Phys. Wil, 3, 247,.a,. 24: 4 
yap Kar’ evepyeiay TO THs noovns 
a Sua putin ji ard THS €Amidos. 
el ey ovv Kar’ evepyetay, alcOnots 
TO altiov, ei 5€ Bucs pvheny 77 bv 
eATrida,, a TAT NS” 7) yap oia 
emdbowev bmeuynuéevols TO THS NdovTs 
} oia meirducba eAmiCovoty. We 
shall return to pleasure in deal- 
ing with the Ethics, but neither 
here nor there do we find an 
accurate psychological account 
of the feeling. 

3 Cf. meantime De An. ii. 2, 
413, b, 23, c. 3, 414, b, 1-16, iii. 
7, aa); 4, 8 sqg. in. 1b; Be 
Somno, i. 454, b, 29; Part. An. 
i. 17, G6, a; 6: 

4 Ibid. c. 2, 455, a, 5-b, 13: 
sleep and waking do not belong 
to the senses individually, but 
to the ktpiv tTav tAAwY TdyTwY 
aio@ntnpiov, the mparov @ aicba- 
VETQAL TWAVTWY, 

> De Somno, i. e.g. 454, a, 32: 
ei tolvuy Td eypnyopevat dpiorau 
TO AcAvoOa Thy aloOnow .. . TO 
oy e-ypnryopevau T@ Kabevdey evayTicy 

Toro 8 early aduvamic bv 
bmepBoAhvy Tov eypnyopévar... 
avaykn wav TO éeypyyopds evde- 
xeoCat Kabevdew > addvaroy yap ael 
évepyetv. It is impossible, how- 
ever, that it should sleep for ever, 
for to sleep without awaking 
would be to lose the power of 
sensation. 454, b, 25: tis 8 
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Hence these conditions are only exhibited by beings 

capable of sensation : but with them they are invariable, 

for the faculty of perception cannot remain active 

without experiencing exhaustion from time to time.! 

The object of sleep is to maintain life, to refresh and 

restore ; and this again subserves the higher purpose of 

waking activity.2 The natural causes of sleep lie in 

the nutritive process. The vital warmth drives the 

fumes away from the food upwards; collecting there, 

they make the head heavy and induce sleepiness; but 

cooling in the brain, they sink down again and cause a 
refrigeration of the heart, in consequence of which the 

activity of this chief organ of sensation is suspended. 
This condition Jasts until the food is digested and the 

purer blood, destined for the upper portions of the 

body, is secreted from the denser sort, which passes 

downwards.’ Dreams arise from the internal motions 
of the organs of sense, which continue after the trans- 
mission of external impressions has ceased. In the 

waking state these motions disappear beneath the action 

of sense and thought; but in sleep, on the contrary, 
and especially towards the end of sleep, when the dis- 
turbance of the blood has ceased, they stand forth more 
clearly.* Hence it may happen that an internal motion 

aig@ncews Tpdmov Tia THY meV 
akuwyociav Kal oiov Seocudy Harvov 
elval mauev, Thy 5& Avow Kal Thy 
aveow eyphyopow. 

1 See preceding note and De 
Somnoa, 1, 454, b, 14-455, a, 3, 
where it is said that all animals 
except ostracea are actually 
observed to sleep, and that, on 
the general grounds mentioned 

above, we must suppose that 
these sleep also. 

2 Ibid, ii. 455, b, 16-28, c. 3, 
end. 

3 De Somno, c. 2, where this 
point is very fully discussed. 

4 Asis shown and interestingly 
illustrated by careful observations 
from cognate fields, 7. évumviwy 
(see p. 71, n, 3, supra), cf. Divin. 
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in the body, which would not be perceived in waking 

hours, makes itself felt in dreams, or that dreams, 

reversely, impel people to subsequent action by the 

images which they present to the soul. It is also 

possible that sensible impressions reach us in sleep 

which would not have struck upon our senses in the 

more disturbed atmosphere of the daytime, or would 

have failed to arouse our attention. ‘Thus some pro- 

phetic dreams may be explained naturally; anything 

beyond this must be considered a casual coincidence, 

for we notice that many dreams do not come true at 

all.! 

Death, like sleep, must be explained by an altera- 

tion in the central organ. It happens when the vital 

warmth, which resides in the heart (or the correspond- 

p. S. 1, 463, a, 7 sqq. Dreams 
according to the account here 
given (c. 3, 462, a, 8, 29) are 
Kkwhoes pavtactikal [movements 
caused by fancy] é€v Tots aic6y- 
Tnplois, ... TO pavtacua Td amd Tis 
KWicEws TaY aidOnudTwy, Tay ev 
TG Kabevdew 7, 7) Kabevder, ToT’ 
€oTtly evumvioy, 

! This is essentially the doc- 
trine set forth in the treatise 7. 
THS Kal’ Urvev paytikjs. It cannot, 
on the other hand, be regarded 
as the expression of Aristotle’s 
scientific conviction when in one 
of his Dialogues (see 1. 390, n. 3, 
supra) he speaks of the soul in 
sleep and just before death, when 
about to withdraw from the body 
into its true being, as possessed of 
a power of insight into the future. 
Such a view, it is much more 
probable, does not at all express 
his own conviction, but merely an 

opinion which, he thinks, may 
have given rise to the belief in 
the existence of the Gods. If at 
the time of the composition of 
this dialogue he attributed any 
real value to this opinion,it would 
be only one of the many proofs 
of the influence which the views 
of Plato still exercised over him. 
His whole treatment of the sub- 
ject as given above shows how 
far he was at a later time from 
regarding sleep as a higher con- 
dition of the spiritual life. The 
views that Cic. Divin. i. 38, 81 
attributes to Aristotle on the 
power of prophetic foresight 
(‘aliquid in animis presagiens 
atque divinum ’) said to be pos- 
sessed by hypochondriacs were 
much more probably taken from 
one of the Dialogues, than from 
Divin. p. S.c. 2 init.or Eth, Hud. 
vii. 14, 1248, a, 39. 
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ing member), is extinguished.' The cause of this 
extinction, which affects all fire alike, is generally the 

want of nourishment. This may be brought about in 

two ways: either the operation of antagonistic mate- 

rials * may prevent the fire from maturing its aliment, 

which in the case of life is the vapour rising from the 

blood; or else an excess of warmth may induce too 
rapid consumption of it. The latter takes place in the 

natural decay of old age. During a length of time the 

respiratory organs have been growing gradually harder 

and drier, moving themselves in consequence more 

slowly, and becoming incapable of providing the neces- 

sary covering process for the inner heart. Accordingly 

the inner fire decreases more and more, until at last it 

is extinguished, like a little flame, by some insignificant 

movement.’ The causes of greater or less longevity are 
discussed by Aristotle in a special treatise.® 

Up to this point we have dealt exclusively with 

the common conditions and peculiarities of animal life. 

These common characteristics are displayed in the most 
different forms and degrees of completeness by the dif- 

ferent races of animals. The animal kingdom exhibits 

° De Respir. 17, 479, a, 7 sqq. 1 De Vita, c. 4; see pp. 7 
cf. De Vita, 5, 469, b, 21, 470, a, and 42, supra, andcf. Respir. 17, 

478, b, 31 sqq. 479, a, 7 sqq. 
2 As in the extinction of fire 

by water. 
3 De Vita,c. 5, 496, b, sq. 

The third possible case, when 
the supply of the requisite ali- 
ment fails, as in death by starva- 
tion, is here unnoticed by 
Aristotle. 

4 That this is the purpose 
served by respiration has already 
been proved at p. 43, 

5 (where the suffocation of fire by 
coals is cited as an illustration, 
and explained in the same way). 
Meteor. iv. 1,379, a, 3; Longit. V. 
5, 166, a, i9, 22, b, 14; Gen. An. 
v. 3, 783, Bb, @& 

6 Tlepl waxpuBidrnT0s Kat Bpaxv- 
Buotntos ; cf. Gen. An. iv. 10, 777, 
b, 3. Upon the results there 
arrived at, c. 5, 6, it is imprac- 
ticable here to enter more fully, 

Pie Pd 
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a gradtal and continuous progression from the poorest 

and most undeveloped forms of life to the highest, and 

it is Aristotle’s undisputed distinction to have first dis- 

covered this scale and to have followed it through all 

aspects of animal life.! Even the local habitations 

of the different animals, the elements to which they 

belong, enable us to distinguish their several degrees 

of honour and importance.’ 

1 As has already been gener- 
ally shown, p. 20 sqq. supra; cf. 
i. 466 sqq. 

2 Aristotle frequently touches 
upon this point. His statements 
upon it, however, are not always 
consistent with one another 
either in regard to the birth and 
habitations, or in regard to the 
elementary constitution of dif- 
ferent living creatures. Meteor. iv. 
a5 aee, a, 6 (De An. i. 5, 411, 
a, 9 relates to another subject) he 
says: ev yn kal év vdart (Ga udvov 
eat, ev acpt 5€ kal mup) ovK EoTuY, 
OTL TOV OwuUdTwY VAN Ta’Ta, (On 
the statement in the latter clause 
v. i, 483, n. 2, supra). On the other 
hand, according to Cic. WV. D. ii. 
fp, 22. BUT. Piat. V. 20,1 (fr. Ar. 
19), he had declared, probably in 
the dialogue 7. piAocod‘as, that as 
there are land-, water-, and air- 
animals ((@a xepoaia, €evvdpa, 
mTnva, or according to Cic. ‘cum 
aliorum animantium ortus in 
terra sit, aliorum in aqua, in aére 
aliorum ’), there must also be (#a 
ovpavia, and the stars must there- 
fore be animate. Again, Hist. An. 
v. 19, 552, b, 6-15, he speaks of 

worms which spring by spon- 
taneous generation from ice, flies 
which spring from fire, whereas, 
Gen. et Corr. ii. 3, 330, b, 29, he 
had expressly denied that any- 

Nor must the variations 

thing at all springs from either 
ice or fire. If we may put down 
to a popular mode of speech 
the mention of air-animals in 
the treatise 7m. tAocodias, by 
which are only meant winged ani- 
mals, yet the fire-animals men- 
tioned in his Natural History and 
alluded to by other writers (cf. 
FABRICIUS, on Sext. Pyrrh. i. 41. 
IDELER, on Meteorol. ii. 454 ; 
PHILO, Plant. Noé, 216, A, De 
Gigant. 285, A) cannot be recon- 
ciled with his other statements. 
But, secondly, with regard to the 
material constituents of living 
bodies, Aristotle holds (DeAn.i.5, 
411, a, 9. iii. 13 init., and the pas- 
sage refeired toini. 482, n.3, sup.) 
that while each containsa mixture 
of all the elements, there may be 
a preponderance of different ele- 
ments in different bodies. Here 
also, however, his statements are 
not always consistent. De Respir. 
13, 477, a, 27, he says: Ta wey yap 
€k Ys mAElovos yévover, oiov Td THY 
guta@y yevos [and acc. to Gen. An. 
il. 6, 743, b, 10, shell-fish and 
crustacea], Ta 5° ef #darTos oiov Tod 
Tav evidpwy’ tav S€ mrynvav kal 
me(ov Ta prev e& Gépos Ta 8 ex 
mupds. €kaoTa 8 €yv Tots olkeiots 
Tomas exer THY Tad a’Tav. On 
the other hand, Gen. An. iii. 11, 

761, b, 13: 7a wey yap muta Cein 
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in their vital heat be neglected, as that is a point of the 

greatest moment in determining the perfection of animate 

existence.! ‘Together with the vital heat must be men- 

tioned the character of the blood and of the humours 

corresponding to it in other animals, on which depends 

the broad distinction between sanguineous and blood- 

less creatures.? The temper and intelligence of animals 

are regulated in a great measure by the constitution of 

their blood, while of course its influence over their 

physical structure is not less important.* It is only 

sanguineous animals which have flesh, the bloodless are 

wis by ys, Bdaros 5€ Ta Evvdpa, Ta 
de me(a acpos* Td Se maddov kal 
HTTov Kal eyyiTepov Kal moppwTeEpov 
ToAANy ove: Kat OavuactHy S1a- 
gopav. Td de TéTaproy yevos ovK em 
ToUTwY Tay Témwy Bet (nTEiv* KaiToL 
BovAetai yé TL KaTa Thy Tov Tupds 

elvar Taki... AAG Set TO ToLOVTOY 
yévos Cntety emi Tis ceAnYNS* ally 
yap paliveTat Kolwwvovca Tis TETAp- 
TNs amoctacews. The whole class 
ot mea (land animals and birds) 
are here assigned to the air, just 
as De Sensu, c. 5, 444, a, 19, men 
and quadrupeds are classed with 
those 60a weréxet mGAAOY Tis TOU 
tepos picews: fire-animals on the 
other hand are said to inhabit the 
moon, of which there is a sugges- 
tion also De An. li. 3, 414, b, 18 

(see p. 20, n. 3, supra). But it 
remains to be asked how in the 
ethereal region, to which the moon 
also belongs, there can be beings 
constituted of all the elements. 
Cf. MEYER, Arist. Thierk. 413 sq 
393, and i. 472 sqq. supra. 

1 De Resp. 18, 477, a, 16: 7a 
TimiwTepa TaV Cawy mAclovos 1€TU- 
xnke OepdTnTOS* Gus yap avayKn 

kal WuxIs TETUXNKEVAL TILWTEpas. 
* On this distinction, of which 

Aristotle very frequently makes 
use, see, besides many other pas- 
sages, Hist. An. i. 4-6, 489, a, 30, 
490, a, 21, 26sqq. b, 9. ii. 15 init 
iv. linit. c. 3 init.; Part. An. ii. 
2, 648, a, 1. c. 4, 650, b, 30, and 
the passages referred to 26, n. 1, 
supra. From Part. iii. 4, 665, a, 31 
(Anudkpitos & Eoikey ov Kad@s d10- 
AaBety mepl avTav, elrep @HOn Sia 

MikpoTyTa Toy ava uwv Cowy anda 
elvat tavta = their intestines) 
BRANDIS,ii.b. 1301 concludes that 
Democritus had made the dis- 
tinction between sanguineous and 
bloodless animals ; the inference, 
however, is a doubtful one, as 
Democritus may have mentioned 
only particular species of animals, 
and the general designation of 
them as &vaiua may be Aristotle’s. 

3 Part. An. il. 2, 648, a, 2 (see 
p. 39, n. 6, supra); c. 4, 651, a, 

12: moAA@v 8 éeotw aitia 7 Tov 
oluatos puoi Kal Kata Td 700s Tois 
(wos Kal Kata THY aicbnow, 
evAdyws* AN yap €oT. TavTds TOD 
TwMUaTOS. 
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provided with something analogous to flesh;! the 

former have a heart, the latter another kind of central 

organ.? The vital heat and composition of the blood, 

again, determine the development of the organs of 

refrigeration and secretion—the brain, lungs, kidneys, 

bladder, and their peculiar functions.* In everything 

relating to the motion and posture of animals, Aristotle 

does not fail to recognise a special significance. Some 

tribes grow like plants adhering to the ground: the 

more perfect races, on the contrary, are capable of locomo- 

tion at will. Furthermore, he traces very considerable 

differences in the organs of motion and the modes of 

progression displayed by the latter.° It is only in the 

case of locomotive creatures that we find the opposition 

of right and left, to which Aristotle attributed much 

importance,® together with a more complex organisa- 

tion.’ Lastly, while in shell-fish and plants the head 

looks downwards, and while in animals without feet or 

with many feet it is turned to the middle of the world, 

it is turned upwards in bipeds, and particularly in man.* 

1 See p. 26, n. 2, supra. 
2 See p. 26,n./; p.41,n.3, sap. 
Spee p. 26, n. 8; p. 40, n. 1, 

and p. 43, n. 6, supra. 
4 Hist. An. viii. 1, 588, b, 10 

sqq.; Part. An. iv. 5, 681, a, 12- 

20; Ingr. An. 19; De An. ii. 3, 
415, a, 6, and p. 49, n. 5, supra. 

5 Even birds seem stunted 
(xexoAcBwrar) in this respect, but 
fish even more so (Part. An. iv. 
13 init.); in the motion of ser- 
pents and worms there is properly 
no distinction of right and left 
(Ingr. An. 4, 705, b, 22 sqq.); in 
the case of insects the multitude 
of their feet indicates deficient 

WoL. If. 

unity and centralisation of the 
vital force (ibid. c. 7), while—in 
common with some birds—they 
have little power of steering their 
flight (¢bid. 10, 710, a, 4). 

® See p.33,n.3, sup.,and Ingr. 
An. 4,705, b,13 toend. Aristotle 
there remarks (706, a, 18) that 
the distinction between right aud 
left reaches its highest develop- 
ment in man, da 7d Kata pviaw 
madiora éxew Tov Cow. pice: 5é 
Beatibv TE Td Sekiby Tod apiorepod 
Kal Kexwplopmevoy. 

7 Part. An. iv.7 init. 
8 Part. An. iv. 7, 683, b, 18; 

Ingr. An. c. 5; De Vita, 1, 468, 

G 
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The structure of the body and the relation of its members 

correspond to these differences of posture.!. In human 

beings the upper portion of the body is lighter than the 

lower, for the sake of their intellectual activity, and 

because of their greater warmth. 

size and weight of these parts 

the vital heat decreases, and the 

begin to preponderate, the number 

In quadrupeds the 

are greater. As 

earthly ingredients 
of the feet is mul- 

tiplied, until at last they disappear, and the whole body 
becomes one great foot. Beyond this point the head 

begins to turn downwards, sensation disappears, the 

animal becomes a vegetable.” The size of animals, again, 

a, 5. Man’s upright posture is 
explained, Respir. 13, 477, a, 20, 
as the result of the purity and 
abundance of his blood ; Part Av. 
ii. 7, 653, a, 30, iii. 6, 669, b, 4, it 
is accounted for by the cognate 
fact of his higher temperature, 
heat having the effect of raising 
the body, as is proved by the fact 
that warm-blooded quadrupeds 
(the (woréka) are the more up- 
right. Part. An. iv. 10, 686, a, 25, 
the argument is put teleclcegic- 
ally: man has arms instead of fore- 
feet, 6p0ov wev ydp éott wdvoy TAY 
Cav dia Td Thy Pio avTod Kal THY 
ovolay elvar Oelav: epyov be Tov 
Oerordrou Td voety Kal ppoveiv: TovTO 
8 ov padioy moAALD TOU avwHev em- 
Keysevou sdmatos’ Td yap Bapos 
SvoKkivntov Tot Thy Sidvuray Kal 

Thy Kowhy atc@now. The increased 
weight of the upper portions of 
the body requires that it should 
be placed horizontally on several 
legs, ov Suvauevns pepe 7d Bdpos 
Ths Wuxis. wavTa ydp éoti Ta Coa 
vayodn TaAAa Tapa Tov GYOpwror ° 

vovades yap eoTw ov Td wey ayw 

péya Td de pépor TO Bapos kal weCedor 
aucpdv &c. (cf. i. 467, n. 2, supra] 
... 81d Kal appovéotepa mayta Ta 
(oa TGV avOpaémwy éoTtiv.... attioy 
5°... tt H TIS Wuxhs apxh mOAAG 
5H dvokivyntés ear kal cwuaTwdns. 
ért 8 €AdtTovoes yevouevns Tis 
aipovons Oepudtntos Kal Tod yed- 
Sous mAclovos, Td TE Témarta eAdT= 
Tova TaY Cawy earl Kal moAvToda, 
téAos 8 amoda yiyvera Kal TeTa- 
péva Tpds Thy yhv. wiKpoy 8 oftw 
mpoBalvovtra kal Thy apxhy €xovacr 
KdtTw Kal TO KaTa Thy Kepadyv 
pdpioy TeAos Gakivntovy éott Kal 
avaiaOnrov, kal yiverat purdy. 

1 Ingr. An. c. 11: since man 
is a biped and designed for an 
upright walk, the upper parts of 
his body must be lighter, the 
lower heavier. Birds cannot have 
the upright posture; man on 
account of this posture cannot 
have wings (for the reason given 
for this, the student must consult 
Aristotle himself). Cf. prev. n. 
and Hist. An. ii. 4, 500, b, 26. 

* Part. An. iv. 10; see p, 81, 
n. 8, supra. 
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corresponds to their place in the scale of existence: the 

warmer animals, according to Aristotle’s notion, are ge- 

nerally speaking greater, and therefore the sanguineous 

animals are larger than the bloodless, although he 
does not fail to notice several exceptions to this rule. ! 

Another obvious basis of classification may be found in 

the mode of birth and propagation. Some animals are 

viviparous, and form their offspring in the womb, either 

with or without the intervention of an egg.? A second 

class lay eggs, perfect in the case of birds, oviparous 

quadrupeds, and snakes ; imperfect in the case of fishes, 

molluscs, and molluscous ostracea. <A third kind pro- 

pagate themselves by worms, produced sometimes with, 

sometimes without, copulation,® and attaining their ulti- 

mate form only after repeated transformation : almost 

all insects belong to this class. A fourth series spring 

by spontaneous generation from slime or from the excre- 
tions of animals: as, for instance, the majority of shell- 

fish and some fishes and insects. The common funda- 

mental type of all these different modes of propagation 

is development from worms through eggs to organic 

form ;° but this process runs a different course, produ- 

Eercsir. is, 477, a, 18; n. 1, supra), c. 5, 755, b, 20, 
Longit. V. 5,466, b, 18,28; Part. 
An. iv. 10, 686, b, 28; Hist. An. 
i® 5, 490, a, 21 sqq.; Gen. An. ii. 
1, 732, a, 16 sqq. 

2 The former is the case ( Gen. 
meat, 1, Ta2, a, 32, 1. 10, and 
elsewhere) with man, horses, 
cattle, dolphins, &c., the latter 
with cartilaginous fish and vipers. 

3 Instances of monogenesis 
Aristotle finds in bees and some 
fishes ; Gen. An. iii. 10 (see p. 58, 

ii, 5 (see p. 53, n. 1, supra); 
Hist, An. iv. 11, 638, a, 19, 

* Gen. An. ii. 1, from 732, a, 
25 onwards; Hist. An. i. 5, 489, 
a, 34-b, 18; Polit. i. 8, 1256, b, 
10 sqq. On viviparous animals 
see especially Gen. An. ii. 4 sqq. ; 
on the others and on spontaneous 
generation, the passage cited p. 
58,n.1l,and p. 49,n. 4, swp.,and also 
MEYER, Arist. Thierk. 453 sqq. 

° On the one hand, he holds 

G2 
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cing a more or less perfect result, according to the higher 
or the lower status of the animal. So, since the 

warmer and less earthy animals are the noblest, we may 

say that birth and development follow the warmth and 

material composition of the organisms.' The mode of 

their birth reflects the perfection or imperfection of 

their nature, and if we estimate the whole animal 

kingdom by this one standard, we obtain a scale which 

leads gradually from the most perfect down to the least 

perfect.” 

that the embryo even of oviparous 
and viviparous animals is vermicu- 
lar at first, and, on the other, the 
chrysalisation of insects which 
appear first as worms is a trans- 
formation into the form of an egg; 
so that even here the law of ana- 
logy does not desert us; Gen. An. 
lii. 9, 758, a, 32: oxeddv yap foie 
TAVTA CKWANKOTOKELY Tp@Tov* Th 
yap aredXé€oTaToy KUnua ToLovTdY 
éoTw. év maot 5€ kal Tots Cwo- 
Tokovct Kal Tols @oToKova1 TEAELOY 
gov To KUNUa TH MPATOY adidpiaroy 
dv AauBave: Thy avinow* Tory 
8 éorly % Tov oKeAnkos vats. 
meta S€ ToOvTO Ta Mey WoTOKEl Td 
KUnua TéActoy Ta 8 arerés, ekw SE 
yiyvetat TéAEloy, Kabdmep éml TaY 
ixOtiwy elontat moAAdKis, Ta 5 ev 
aitots (wotoKovyvTa Tpdmoy Tiva 
peta TO avoTnua To e& apxns 
@oeides yiverat* mepréxeTa yap Td 
iypoy twévt AewTS, Kabawep dy ef 
Tis apéAot TL TAY Gav SaTpakoy. 
(Cf. on this point Hist. An. viii. 
7.) The insect germ is a worm, 
whether it is born by ordinary or 
by spontaneous generation, and 
the same is true of caterpillars 
and of the supposed spiders’ eggs. 
mpoeAOdvra S€ mivTa TA TKWANKOON 
kal Tov peyéBous AaBsyTa TéAos 

Nor are the senses equally distributed among 

oiov @dy yiyvera: [in chrysalisa- 
tion] . . . tovrov 8 atfrioy bri 7 
pias wowepavel mpd Spas coroKket 
Sia Thy aréAciay Thy avTas, ws 
bvTOS TOV TK@ANKOS ETL ev avétoe 
gov woadakov. The same is the 
case with moths and similar 
animals. Cf. n. 2, infra. 

! Gen. An. ii. 1, 732, b, 28: 
(woToke: wey Ta TeAEMTEPA THY 
oiow Tay Cowy Kal petéxorTa 
Kabapwrépas apxis* ovdev yap (wo- 
Toker ev avTa, wh Sexduevoy Td 
avetua Kal avamveov. Teredtepa FE 
7a Oepudtepa tiv gpvow Kil 
bypétepa Kai pn yeddn’ THs de 
Bepudtntos THs uous Bpos 3b 
mAcUuwY bowv Evamos eoTW.. . 
domep 5¢ 7d Cov TéAcov, 6 5E oKa- 
Ané kal Td @by aTeErES, oUTwSs Td 
TéAELov €k TOU TEAELOTEpOV yiverBat 
mépukevy. Warmth and moisture 
are favourable, cold and dryness 
hostile to perfect development ; 
Aristotle tries to show, 733, a, 3 
sqq., how the various methods of 
production depend upon the 
various ways in which these are 
distributed and combined. 

2 Thid. 733, a, 32: Set be 
vojnoa ws ev Kal epetns Thy yeveow 
amrodidwow Pos, Ta pevy yap 
TerewTepa Kal Oepudrepa Tay (dav 
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the different tribes: it is only the more perfect which 

possess all the five senses, while the others partake of 

them in more or less completeness.' Again, there are 

only a few animals in which memory and imagination 

are developed from sensation; and accordingly they 

differ widely in intelligence and docility.” In the last 

place, Aristotle turns his attention to the habits and 

character of animals, aud is at pains to point out the 

characteristics which establish a closer or more distant 

resemblance between the life of men and _ brutes,’ 

noticing especially, for instance, how in the sexual 

life of animals and their treatment of their young we 

have all stages, from a merely vegetable indifference up 

to a species of moral conduct towards offspring.‘ 

Aristotle failed to combine these different points 

of view in such a way as to establish a complete and 

graduated classification of the whole animal kingdom : 

nor, indeed, did he succeed in avoiding constant errors 

and contradictions in his treatment of this subject, 

owing to the complicated and crossing principles of 

TéELoy ATOdiSwoi Td TeKVOY KATA TI Balver mAV0s ai’TG, Sowep etpnrat 
mowyv [ie. with perfectly deve- 
loped organs].... Kal yevva 3% 
TavTa (Ga ev adtois evOUs. TH SE 
Sevtepa ev avTois mey ov yevva 
TeAEia evVOds (CwoToKel 5 BoroKn- 
cavTa mpartov), Oupace SE (woToker. 
Ta 5€ (Gov pmey ov TéAELOY evra, 
gov 5& yevva kal TovTo TéAELOy TO 
gov. Ta 8 Ett TOUTwY WuxpoTépay 
€xovtTa Thy pio dy mey yevva ov 
Tédevoy Be wov, GAA’ EEw TEAELOUTAL, 
kabdmep TO ToY AETIOWTHY ixOtwv 
yévos kal Ta padakdoTpaka Kal TO 
MadaKkia, TO 5€ WéeustToy yévos Kal 
Wuxpdétatoy ovd’ @otoKket e€& adrou, 
GAAG Kal TOD [7d] TOLOUTOY ew oUM- 

Ta yap €vToMa okKwANKOTOKEL Td 
mpatov* mpocdOayv 8 wddns yiverat 
6 oK@AnNE (NH Yap xpuTaAAls KaAdov- 
evn Obvaui god exer). eit’ ek 
touTov ylverat (gov ey TH TpiTN 
MeTaBoAn AaBby Tb THs yeverews 
TEXOS. 

isi. “An, iv. 83. De: An. ii. 
2,415, a, 3; De Somno, 2, 455, a, 
5, and p. 64, supra. 

* See the passages referred to 
supra, p. 70, n. 4, and p. 38, n. 1. 

3 See p. 38, n. 1, supra. 
* Hist. An. viii. 1, 588, b, 28, 

ci, Oécon. 1.3, 1343, b, 13: 
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division which he followed.! He generally divides the 
brute creation into nine departments, between which 

some transitional forms intervene: these are viviparous 

quadrupeds, oviparous quadrupeds, birds, fishes, whales, 

molluscs, malacostraca, testacea, and insects.? Close to 

the oviparous quadrupeds are placed the snakes, although 

in several points they resemble fishes. A more general 

law of classification is his opposition between sanguin- 

eous and bloodless animals. ‘To the former belong the 
first five classes of those we have enumerated; to the 

latter, the remaining four.* But though this opposition 

has so broad an application,’ and though Aristotle uses 

it as an essential distinction,® he does not divide the 

whole animal kingdom into the two classes of san- 

guineous and bloodless, and then subdivide these into 

species as viviparous, &c.’ 

1 With the following account 
cf. MEYER, Arist. Thierk. 485 sqq. 

2 Hist. An.i. 6, ii. 15 init. iv. 
1 intt., Part. An. iv. 5 wit., 
among other passages. Cf. 
MEYER, ibid. 102 sqq. 151 sqq., 
ihid. 71 sqq., but especially 84 
sgq., upon Aristotle’s objections 
to dichotomy and to other artifi- 
cial classifications. 

3 See, on the one hand, Part. 
An. iv. 1 tnit., Hist. An. 11. 17, 
508, a, 8, among other passages, 
and, on the other, Hist. An. iii. 
7, 516, b, 20, ibid. c. 1, 509, b, 
15, v. 5, 540, b, 30; Gen. An. i. 
3, 716, b, 16; Part. iv. 13, 697, a, 
9. MEYER, ibid. 154 sq. 

4 See the passages cited, p. 
80, n. 2, supra. 

5 See p. 80, supra. 
6 Hist. An. ii. 15, 505, b, 25: 

TovTw yap Biapépet TA MEeyLTTA yen 

His other systems of classi- 

mpos Ta AoiTaA TAY BAAwY (Hwy, TE 
Ta wer Evama Ta 8 avama elvat. 
Part. iv. 3, 678, a, 33: Ort yap 
€oTi Ta wey Evaiwa Ta 5 &vaima ev 
TG Adyw evumdpker TH SpiCovtTs Thy 
ovciay avtay. Cf. BRANDIS, ii. b, 
1294 sq. 

7 Cf. MEYER, ibid. 138 sq. In 
Part. An. i. 2sq. Aristotle sets 
forth in detail the reasons why he 
regards it as inadmissible to base 
his classification upon sucha di- 
vision (see i. 241, n. 3, supra, and 
cf. i. 271, n. 2, sup.), expressly stat- 
ing, 642, b, 30: xaderbdy mev ody 
diadaBety Kal eis Tora’Tas Siabopas 
av éotw clin &a8’ ériody (Gov év 
TavTas Umdpxew Kal uh ev mAclort 
TauTév... WavTwy 5& xadewwTaTOV 
}) addvaroy eis TA &vaiwa (no other 
word could have been used con- 
sisteptly with the context which 
follows). This characteristic is 
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fication are employed with even less rigour, as when he 

speaks of land- and water-animals,' of viviparous, ovi- 

parous, and vermiparous,’” of locomotive and non-locomo- 

tive,? of two-footed, four-footed, many-footed, and foot- 

less,’ of walking, flying, swimming creatures,° of carni- 

vora and herbivora, and so on. Nor does Aristotle, 

in tracing the subordinate species into which the suwima 

genera are divided, make use of these distinctions for 

the purpose of classification. He rather tries to find the 

natural divisions by observation,’ and if he cannot 

succeed in marking off the species by these means, he 
does not hesitate to assume intermediate races belonging 

partly to the one sort and partly to the other.* 

unsuitable for the differentia of 
a summa species, if for no other 
reason than because it is a nega- 
tive one, and negative conceptions 
cannot be further subdivided 
according to any inlying principle 
of classitication (642, b, 21, 643, 
a, 1 sqq. b, 9-26). 

1 Hist. An. i. 487, a, 34, viii. 
2 init. ix. 48, 631, a, 21, ii. 2, 648, 
a, 25, among other passages; cf. 
Part. i. 2, 642, b, 10 sqq.; Zop. vi. 
6, 144, b, 32 sqq.; MEYER, 84 sq. 
140. See also p. 79, n. 2, supra. 

fist. An. i. 5, 489, a, 34, 
among other passages; see 
MEYER, 97 sq. 141 sa., and p. 
82 sq. supra, according to which 
as a fourth class we should have 
self-generAted animals. 

Eoingr. An. 4. .705, b, 13; 
Part. An. iv. 5, 681, b, 33 sqq. c. 
7 init. 

* Mist. An. i. 4, 489, b, 19; 
Part. An. iv. 10, 687, a, 2, 689, b, 
31 sqq.; Ingr. An. 1, 704, a, 12.c¢. 
5, 706, a, 26 sqq., b, 3 sqq. 

> Nevotixd and mrnve are re- 

Lastly, 

presented, Hist. An. i. 5, 489, b, 
23, 490, a, 5, as separate classes, 
the latter being subdivided into 
TTEpwTa, TiAwTa and Sepudmrepa; 
opposed to these we have as a 
third class all those which move 
upon the earth. 

€ Hist. Aw: i ly 488 a, 14, 

Vill, 3, 502, a, 29, b, 15, 28% 
Polit. i. 8, 1256, a, 24, among 
other passages ; v. MEYER, p. 100. 

* MEYER, ibid. p. 158-329, 
gives an exhaustive account of 
these. 

S Such transitional forms are: 
the monkey standing between 
man and viviparous quadrupeds ; 
the bat between flying and walk- 
ing animals, but properly with 
as much claim to be reckoned 
among viviparous quadrupeds as 
the seal, which is assigned a place 
between land- and water- ani- 
mals; the ostrich, which, al- 
though a bird, in many points 
resembles a quadruped ; the cro- 
codile, which is an oviparous 
quadruped approximating to a 
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though it cannot be denied that Aristotle's system 

represents a gradual progression toward completeness 

in the animal creation which attains its summit in 

man,! yet the respective dignities of whole classes are left 

undetermined, and the different points of view from which 

he judges them intersect each other so awkwardly that 

the same class often ranks higher in one respect and 

lower in another. Zoophytes, generally speaking, are 

less perfect than true animals ; shell-fish are less perfect 

than locomotive creatures, the footless than those which 

are provided with feet, the vermiparous than the ovi- 

parous, and these than the viviparous; all animals than 

-man.? But whether insects rank above molluscs and 

malacostraca, birds above amphibious animals, fishes 

above snakes, or vice versa, Aristotle does not enable us 

to decide. We may even doubt’ about the respective 

positions of shell-fish and insects. Again, though san- 

guineous animals are the nobler on account of their 

greater vital warmth and their more complex organisa- 

tion, still some insects, like bees and ants, are superior 

to many of them in intelligence and art.‘ If birds as 

oviparous animals rank below mammals, their posture 

approximates them to man ;° it seems strange, there- 

fore, that they should be more remote from mankind in 

fish ; serpents (see p. 86, n. 8, sw- 
pra); among bloodlessanimalsthe . 
nautilus and the hermit crab are ? 

See i. 487 sq. supra. 
As MEYER, p. 486, shows. 
Part. An. ii. 2, 648, a, 4 

molluscs which are related to 
crustacea. See the references 
given by MEYER, pp. 146-158. 
The zoological position of man is 
discussed infra, p. 90, n. 1. 

' See p. 25 sqq. supra; p. 28, 
n. 3, among other passages. 

sqq.; see p. 39, n. 6, supra, where 
a solution of the difficulty is sug- 
gested, which, however, is hardly 
an adequate one. 

5 Ingr. An. 5, 706, a, 25, b, 3; 
Hist. An. i. 5, 489, b, 20. 
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mode of birth and physical structure than the mammals.' 
When we take the spontaneous generation of sexless ani- 

mals as a sign of a low rank, intermediate between the 

vegetable and animal worlds, we are surprised to find the 

same mode of propagation not only in insects but even 

in fishes.2. On the other hand, since viviparous animals 

are the most perfect,? whales and dolphins, as well as 

skates and vipers, take precedence of birds and amphi- 

bious animals, though inferior to them in many respects." 

If we explain the transition from quadrupeds to mul- 

tipeds, and from these to footless creatures by a continual 

declension of warmth,’ the bloodless insects ought to be 

warmer than the sanguineous snakes, fishes, and dol- 

phins.6 It cannot be denied that the complex variety 

of the facts cannot always be harmonised with the presup- 

positions of the system, and that it is impossible to 

avoid disproportion and even contradictions in its appli- 

cation. ‘The majority of these defects appear to have 

escaped Aristotle’s notice; others he tries to avoid by 

artificial means:’ but he never allows himself to be 

shaken in his great conviction that crganic nature 

presents a graduated scale of progressive development 

towards perfection. 
' Since an upright posture is 

said to accompany greater vital 
heat ; see p. 81 sq. supra. 

2 See p. 82 sq. sup., cf. p. 48 sq. 
pueren, An. 11. 4,.737, b, 26. 

Cf. p. 83, n. 2, supra. 
+ In the case of cartilaginous 

fish and vipers this requires no 
proof; in the case of cetaceans 
their want of feet at least, and as 
compared with birds the position 
of their heads, are in Aristotle’s 
view important defects. 

5 See p. 81, supra. 
6 Cf. MEYER, p. 487 sq. where 

further examples are given. 
7 See also Gen. An. i. 10 sq. 

where the viviparousness of 
sharks is explained on the ground 
of their natural coldness, whereas 
the same property in mammals is 
made to depend upon their 
greater heat and perfection; cf. 
Part. An. iii. 6, 669, a, 24 sqq. ; 
Gen. An.-ii. 4, 737, b, 26, and 
other passages. 
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CHAPTER 23 

CONTINUATION 

Man 

THE end of this evolution is Man. His body unites 

him with the lower animals, and especially with the 
class of viviparous land-animals.! 

1 It might be doubted whether 
man is classed by Aristotle with 
viviparous quadrupeds or placed 
inaclass by himself. Thus, Hist. 
An. i. 6, 490, b, 15 sqq., those 
yévn which have no subordinate 
species under them are compared 
to the genus Gv@pwros ; on the 
other hand, ibid. ii. 8 init., man 
is opposed to the retpamoda, and 
the monkey is described as an 
intermediate form between them. 
This apparent contradiction is 
due to the fact that Aristotle has 
no name for the whole class: as 
a biped, map cannot be classed 
along with retpdroda (wotoKovvTa; 
on the other hand, (wotoxotvra 
would embrace the whole which 
he declares to be a separate yevos. 
In reality man is treated as a 
species of the same genus to 
which viviparous quadrupeds be- 
long. This is unmistakably the 
intention in Hist. An. i. 6, 490, b, 
31 sqq., where he is described 
along with the lion, the stag, &c., 
as an «idos Tov yevous Tov Tay 

But already even in 

TeToumddwv (gw kal (woTéKwy, and 
as one which has no subordinate 
species under it; Part. i. 5, 645, 
b, 24, where dpyis is adduced as 
an example of a yévos, &v@pwmos 
of an eldos; Hist. An. ii. 15, 505, 
b, 28, where the first class of 
sanguineous animals is described 
comprehensively as &yv@pwirds Te 
kal Ta (wordka Tay TeTpamddwr ; 
ibid. vi. 18 init.: meph wey ody Tav 
&AAwy (gov ... oxeddy eipnra 
wepl mavTwy .. . wept 5€ Tay weCav 
doa Cworoker Kal mepl ayvbpdrov 
Aextéov Ta cuuBalvovra. Gen. An. 
i. 8, 738, a, 37: otre yap Ta 
(wotoKovvta éuolws €xer maya (sc. 
Tas boTépas|, GAA’ &vOpwro pev 
kal Ta we(& wayTa KadTw.. . Ta de 
gedaxn (wotokotyta tyw. Thbid. 
ii. 4, 737, b, 26: ra CworoKovvTa 
kal TovTwy &vOpwros. A certain 
distinction between man ~- and 
other viviparous land-animals is 
doubtless referred to in these 
and other passages (e.g. Part. 
An. ii. 17, 660, a, 17), but Ari- 
stotle does not seem to have re- 
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the characteristics of his physical organism we have 

evidences of something higher, which raises him far 
above the lower animals. His body is of a warmer 

temperature than theirs. He has therefore more blood 

in proportion and a larger brain.! In him alone, as the 

greater heat and nobility of his nature demands, we 

have true symmetry of form and the upright posture 

which corresponds with it.2 In man the distinction 

between the right and the left is most fully developed.* 

As his blood is the purest,‘ his sensibility is most delicate, 

his powers of perception the most refined, and his 

understanding the keenest.’ [is mouth, his windpipe, 

his lips, and his tongue add to their other functions 

that of speech, which marks him out from all living 

things. Nature has not confined man, as she has the 

other animals, to one means of defence. His means of 

self-preservation are infinite, and can be adapted to 

suit his changing needs.’ 

garded it as sufficiently funda- 
mental to constitute man a 
separate yévos. 

erat An. ii. 7, 653, a, 27-37, 
ili. 6, 669, b,4,iv.10(see p. 81,n.8, 
supra); Respir. 13, 477, a, 20. 
Upon this depends also length of 
life (in which respect man is 
held to be excelled only by the 
elephant) in so far as this de- 
pends in turn upon the corre- 
spondence between the composi- 
tion of the body and the sur- 
rounding atmosphere, and espe- 
cially upon the heat of its upper 
portions; Gen. An. iv. 10, 777, 
b, 3 sqq.: Longit. Vit. c. 5, 6, 466, 
a, 30 sqq. b, 14, 467, a, 31. 

2 Besides the passages already 
referred to, cf. Zngr. An. 5, 706, 

His hand is the tool of all 

b, 33°, eel wide boalis Be 
Vita, 1, 468, a, 5, and i. 467, n.3, 
SUPT. 

* Ingr. An. 4, 706, a, 18; see 
p. 81, n. 6, supra. 

4 Respir. 13, 477, a, 20. 
> See p. 64, n. 6, and p. 11, n. 

4, supra. 
6 Part. ti. 16, 659, a, 30 ‘sqq. 

eo. Vi; 660, a,- 87 sqq. ii: 1,662, 
a, 20,205) Gen. vv 1; 786, b, 19); 
Mist. An. iv. 9, 536, a, 32. 

" Part: An. iv..10, 687, a, 23, 
in the celebrated passage upon 
the human hand, after the words 
quoted, p. 11,n.2, supra, Aristotle 
Says : GAN’ of AéyorTes ws TUVETTNKEV 
ov KaA@s 6 &vOpwmos GAAG xElpiora 
Tav (¢wy [because he is naked 
and defenceless; Aristotle has 
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tools, so ingeniously contrived for the most widely 
different purposes that it takes the place of every 
other.'. In a word, man is the first and most perfect 

of all living creatures.? And for this reason, just as 

each less perfect thing finds its end in that which is 

more perfect,? so all lower forms of animal life are 
destined for the use of man.* 

It is in the soul of man, however, that this perfection 

has its proper seat. Even his physical superiority has 

only been vouchsafed to him because his body has to 

serve as the instrument of a nobler soul.® While the 

other animals are confined to the lower operations of 

the nutritive and sensitive life, man rises above them 

all by virtue of his faculty of thought.® 

probably in view PLATO’s Pro- 
tayoras, 21, C| ovk opOas A€yovow. 
Ta wey yap &AAa piay Exer Bonderay, 
kal petaBddrdAcoOa ayvtl tavTns 
ETEpay ovK EoTIW, GAN ayaryKatoy 
domep brodcdeuevoy ael Kabevdew 
Kat TdvTa mpartew, Kal Thy mepl 
To) cpa GAedpay pndémoTe Kata- 
Oéc8a1, undé weraBddAdAccOa 9 5H 
eruyxavey BmAov exwv. TH SE 
avOpamrm tds te Bondeias moAAds 
éxew Kai tavras del feats peta- 
BddAew, ért 8 Grdov oiov bw 
BovAntat kal dmov &y BovAnrat 
EXEL. 

' See the further account in 
the passage just quoted, and p. 
19, n. 1; also De An. iii. 8, 432, 
a, 1, where the hand is called 
bpyavov opyaver. 

>) 9a; AR. 3z. 1,608, b, 6: 
the ethical characteristics of the 
sexes are more prominent €y Tots 
Exovgt wadAoy HOos kal uddAiora ev 
avOpénrw: tovto [sc. Td (Gor] yap 
Exel Thy vow amoreTEeAcouerny. 

Nutrition, 

Gen. An. ii. 4, 737, b, 26: €or be 
Ta TEAELA (Ga TMpATa, To.vTa Se Ta 
(woToKkovyta, Kat To’Twy &vOpwros 
TPT OV. 

$ Cf. p. 28. 
‘ Polit. i. 3, 1256) tee 

Nature bas provided that every 
creature should meet with its 
necessary food when it comes 
into the world; dare duolws SjAov 
éTt Kal yevouevois oinréov Ta TE 
guTa Tav Cawy Evexey civar Kal 
TaAAG (Ga Twv avOpérwv Xap, TA 
bev juepa Kal bia THY xphow Kal 
dia Thy Tpophy, Tov 8 aypiwy, ei 
Mh TavtTa, GAAG Ta ye TWAcioTA TIS 
Tpopjs Kal &AAns Bondelas Evexev, 
tva Kal éoOns Kal GAAa dpyava ylyn- 
Ta e£ avTay. ei ody 7 pvots wnbev 
unre aredés [ without reason] trove? 
MATE MaTHY, avaryKaioy Tay avOpe- 
Twy EVEKEY QUTA TAaYTA MWETOLNnKEVaL 
Thy pow. 

5 See p. 10 sq. supra. 
8 See p. 22 sq. supra. 
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propagation, the alternations of sleep and waking, 

birth, old age, death, sense-perception, even imagina- 

tion and memory, are common to man and beast alike ;! 

nor do these phenomena as they exhibit themselves in 

each differ essentially from one another.” And the 

same is true of the feelings of pleasure and displeasure 
and the desires that spring from them.’ That which 

belongs to man alone of all known creatures is Mind or 

Reason (Nods).4 By ‘ Nous’ Aristotle means the power 

of Thought in its widest acceptation,? but also more 

specifically the faculty of thought in so far as it deals 

with supersensible reality,® and especially the faculty of 

! Voluntary recollection alone 
is beyond their power; cf. p. 73 sq. 

2? On these points, therefore, 
we have simply to refer to the 
previous chapter. 

8 See p. 22, n. 1, supra. 
* Aristotle, like Plato, distin- 

guishes for this reason between 
the rational and the irrational 
part of the soul; Zh. i. 13,1102, 
a, 26 sqq.; Polit. vii. 15, 1334, b, 
17, and passim. 

= De An. iii. 4, 429, a, 23: 
Aeyw SE vody @ Siavoeirar kal 
broAauBaver n Wuxn. 

6 After explaining, De An. 
iii. 4, 429, b, 10 sq., the distinc- 
tion between the concrete thing 
with its ingredient of matter 
and the pure unadulterated form, 
Aristotle continues, 1. 12: 6 
gapkl eiva: Kal odpka 7) GAAw 7} 
AAws ExovTe Kpiver. . . TS pev 
otv aicOntik@ Td Oepudy Kal Td 
Wuxpdy Kpiver kal @Y Adyos TIS 7 
odpt: wAAw SE Fro: xwpioTS@, 7) ws 
N kekAaouevn exer mpds avThy bray 
exTabn, TO capri eivac [the pure 
conception of the capt] xpiver. 
The same is true of all abstract 

conceptions: €érépw apa }) Erépws 
éxovt: Kpiver, Kal bdws &pa ws 
XwpioTa TA TMpdyuata THs BANS, 
oUrw Kal Ta tepl Toy vody. The 
subject of kpiver is vots, as is 
shown by the preceding context. 
It may, indeed, seem strange that 
it is said of it that it knows (for 
we must give this more general 
signification to «pivew here, as in 
De An. iii. 3, 428, a, 2) heat and 
cold and the sensible qualities of 
things in general T@ aic@ntTiKg 
(where not only is it not neces- 
sary on account of the context 
to read aic@nté with BRENTANO, 
Psychol. d. Ar, 134, but it is not 
admissible). But while the simple 
perception of the data of sense 
belongs to atc@no1s, and not to vois, 
yet every judgment relating to 
themis shared in by thought (voids 
in the wider sense) (cf. i. 209, n.3, 
and 211,n.1,swp.), and to this ex- 
tent reason also may be described 
as that which by means of the 
perceptive faculty knows sensible 
things. Conceptions, on the other 
hand, as such, universal thoughts 
limited to no individual experi- 
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}grasping in an immediate act of consciousness that 

‘which cannot be the object of mediated knowledge.' 

This part of the soul cannot be entangled in the life 

of the body. It must be simple, changeless, impassible.? 

ence are known by reason yer se, 
although the material for them 
is supplied by sense-perception 
(as in the case of the conception 
of odpt). Instead of saying this 
simply, Aristotle expresses him- 
self in such a way as to leave it 
ambiguous whether these are 
recognised by a faculty different 
from that by which sensible ob- 
jects are recognised or by the 
same faculty acting in a different 
way. If we had here a dilemma 
between the two terms of which 
we had to decide, we could only 
say, as Aristotle does, that they 
are known &AA@ (voids being 
another faculty)than by 76 aic@n- 
tiuxdv. But the statement of three 
alternatives, if nothing else, 
shows that Aristotle regards each 
of the first two descriptions as 
admissible in a certain sense. 
The Nous knows insensible things 
by a faculty different from that 
by which it knows sensible ob- 
jects, and, indeed, different in 
essence and actual reality (xwp- 
orov) from the faculty of sense- 
perception, seeing that it knows 
them by itself alone; but in so 
far as it is also true that the 
reason knows sensible things, we 
may say that it knows insensible 
things by a different method ; it 
knows the former directly, the 
latter only indirectly by means 
of the judgment it passes upon 
the data of sense. This is the 
meaning of the words 7 as 7 
KexAacuevn &c., the further ex- 

planation of which is of minor 

importance in connection with 
the essential meaning of the 
passage, since this would be the 
same even although we take the 
illustration of the broken and 
extended line as merely explana- 
tory of GAAws Exe. 

1 To this faculty belong first 
and chiefly the highest principles 
of thought, the aueoa; cf.i.197, n. 
4,supra. Inthis way (according 
to i.197,n.3, sup., cf. the citation 
from Metaph. xii. 7, i. 203, n. 3, 
sup.) Nous knows itself by an im- 
mediate intuition, as thinker and 
thought here coincide. Whether 
the thought of God and other 
metaphysical conceptions are 
also the objects of immediate 
cognition, Aristotle, as already 
observed, i. 204, does not say. 

2 De An. iii. 4, 429, a, 18 (on 
what precedes seei. 199,n.2, sup ): 
avaykn apa, émwel mavta voel, amy) 
clvat, domep pnoly ’Avakaryopas [see 
ZELL. Ph.d.G@r.i. 886, 1 iva xpath, 
TovTo 3 éotly iva ywwp'(n* mapeu- 
gpawduevoy yap KwAver Td GAAd- 
Tplov Kal ayTi¢:parrel, Sore und avTov 
elvar pvow pundeulay GAN } Tavrny, 
dt. Suvarév. 6 &pa Kadovmevos TIS 
wuxns vovs .... ovdéy ear 
evepye'a Tav byTwy mpl voeiv. 
51d ovdE weutxOar eAoyov avtoy TE 
oéuatt. Tos Tis yap by ylyvoiro, 
Wuxpods 7) Gepuds [it would in this 
case partake of the properties of 
the body and as it would thus 
bring with it definite qualities to 
the cognition of vonra, it could not 
exhibit that ama@esa—see i. 199, 
n. 2, supra—and purity from 

a > « 
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arabes 

vil. 
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Just as it has for its object pure form abstracted from 

all matter, so is it itself free and unfettered by the 

body.! It has no bodily organ like the senses ; ” it is 

not born into existence like the other parts of the 

admixture which it requires for 
the exercise of its universal 
faculty of thought: an expla- 
nation which seems to harmo- 
nise better with the meaning 

’ of 8 &c. than that of BREN- 
TANO, ibid. 120 sqq.], 7 Kav 
dpyavdy TL ely, Howep TS aigOnTiKe * 
vov § ov0éy éoriv: b, 22. amophoese 
d ay Tis, ef 6 vots amAovy eat 
kal arabes [HAYDUCK, OUbservat. 
erit. in loc, al. Arist. p. 3, not 
without reason regards these 
words as strange, inasmuch as it 
hardly requires to be explained, 
as is done 1. 25 sqq., that 7d 
amabes is not subject to macxet ; 
he would therefore strike them 
out ; we might prefer instead of 

to read ‘duryes’— see 
429, a, 18 quoted above] ral 
pndert unbey Exet kowdy, . . . TaS 
voigel, € TO voev macxe Ti 
éotw. This independence of the 
reason explains the remark 
which is added, De An. ii. 1, 413, 
a, 4 sqq. to the definition of the 
soul as the entelechy of its body : 

it follows that the soul (or at any 
rate certain parts of it, if it has 
parts) is not separate (xwpiords) 
irom the body : od why aAN’ Ea ye 
ovdey KwAver (see p. 6, n. 1, supra). 
Cf.furthern. 3 below, p. 96, n. 2, in- 
fra, and the passages referred to 
‘below bearing upon vois rointikds ; 
miso De An. i. 3, 407, a, 33: 7 
vénois oiev Apeusoer til Kal 
emisTaoel maAAov }Kwhoet. Phys. 

3, 247, b, 1: ov8 ai ov 
VonTiKov mépous Ekels GAAOLMCELS. 
Thid. 247, a, 28: aAarad why ovd: 

TH Stavontin@ pcper THS Wuxis 7 
GAAolwois &C.; nor is Ans em- 
oTHMNS a “yeveots OY GAAOlwots, but 
rather an jpeufa Kal Katdoraots 
Tapax7js—the removal of obstruc- 
tions which hinder the reason in 
the exercise of its functions, re- 

sembling the awakening from 
sleep. 

1 Seep 93,n.6,swp. Xwpiocrds 
is often applied to Nous, the lower 
faculties of the soul being ax@pr- 
orot; cf. preced.and foll.n.p. 96, n. 
1, infra. De An. ii. 2. 413, b, 24: 
mept 5€ TOU vod Kal THS OewpHTiKTS 
duvduews obdEev rw pavepdy, GAN’ Eoike 
Wuxis yévos EeTepoy civat, Kal TovTO 
pdvou evdexeTat xwpl(eo Oa: [sc. Tov 
gouatos|, Kabdmep Td aldioy Tod 
pOaprov. 

2 See preced. and foll. n. and 
the further statement De An. 
ili. 4,429, a, 29: Ore 8 odx duola 
n amdbeva Tov aig@ntiKov Kal Tov 
vonTikov, pavepby em tay aiabnT- 
npiov kalTis aidOhoews. 7 wey yap 
aic@ynois ob Svvatat aicbdverba 
€k TOUTHOSpa aigOnTud . . . GAA’ 6 
vous Otay TivoT}on TpddpavonToy, ovxX 
ATTov voet TA UTOdE€aTEpa, GAAG Kal 
MaAAov: Td mev yap aigOnriKkdy ovK 
&vevowuatos, 65€xwpiotés. Inview 
of these definite declarations, the 
attempt (KaMPE, Lrkenntnissth. 
d. Ar, 12-49) to attribute to the 
Nous a material substratum con- 
sisting of ether must appear at 
the outset a profitless one. Not 
even the passage quoted p. 6, 
n. 2, from Gen. An. ii. 3 can be 
adduced in support of it, for 
even there the omépua of the 
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soul;! nor is it affected by the death of the body.? 
\ is real, therefore, only in 

Wuxikh apxn,so far as it refers to 
the Nous, is described as xwpiotby 
géuaros and even althouyh it is 
said that it enters the womb 
with the -yov7, it does not follow 
from this that it is united to this 
or any other material substratum: 
the Nous is said, indeed, to be in 
the body during life, but not to 
be mixed up with it or entangled 
in its life; the yor itself it enters 
from without; cf. p. 100, infra. 
Furthermore, even although the 
ether like the Nousiscalled divine 
and unchangeable, the essential 
distinction between them (the 
one is a body, the other is not) is 
not thereby abolished, for it has 
already been shown, i. 476, that 
we have nothing to do with any 
‘jmmaterial matter’; and when 
KAMPE, p. 32, 39, argues in sup- 
port of his view that the stars, 
which are made of ther, are in- 
telligent beings, he forgets that it 
is not the stars themselves thatare 
so, but the spirits by whom they 
and their spheres are moved. 
Although, lastly, the Nous is said, 
Eth. x. 7, 1177, b, 34, as com- 
pared with the multiplicity of the 
other faculties of the soul, to be 
‘of small compass(T@ OyKk@ uikpdy) 
but pre-eminent in power and 
value,’ we cannot fairly conclude 
from this metaphorical expres- 
sion that it is held by Aristotle 
to be united to a body. 

1 Gen. An. ii. 3, 736, a, 31, 
Aristotle asks : mor Epov evuTdpxet 
[7 Wx] 7@ omépuatt Kal Te 
Kujpate } ot, kal rdé0ev ; to which 
he replies (b, 8): why bey ovv 
OpemriKiy vuxhy To omepuara kal 
Ta KUhUaTA Ta XwpioTa SHAov Gri 

ARISTOTLE 

It 
the act of thinking; apart 

Suvduet ey = Exovra Ger éov, 
evepyela 8 obk ExovTa, mply 7 
Kabamrep Ta ywpi(oueva TGV KUN- 
Bato €Aket Thy Tpodhy Kal moet Td 
THs TowvTns Wuxns Epyov. With 
regard to the Wuxy aicOntixh 
and vonrix) he then shows that 
either all their parts must come 
into being for the first time at the 
moment of birth or must all have 
pre-existed, or else that some of 
them do the one, some the other, 
and continues: 67Tt uév Toivuy 
ovx oidy TE mdoas mpodmdpxew 
gavepdy é€oTw ek TaY ToOLOUTwY, 
dowy yap éoTw apxav 7 évépyea 
cwuaTikh, SnAov Gti Tta’tas &vev 
oéuatos advvatov timdapxew, oiov 
Badifew a&vev modav' ote kai 
Oipabey eioievat addvaTov. ore 
yap avTas Kal’ abtas eiorevar oidy 
Te axwpiorovs otcas, ott’ ev 
gouaTt eicevar’ TO yap omépua 
mwepittwua pwetaBadrdAovons Tis 
tpopjs éorly [and therefore not 
something coming from with- 
out]. Aciretat Se (3m ] Toy vovy 
bovov Oipabey emeioievar Kal Oetov 
eivat pdvoy - ovbey yap av’Tov TH 
EVEPYElA KOLYWVEL TWUATIKY evépyeia. 
737, a, 7: 7d 8€ Tis yovns XC. 
see p.6,n.2,sup. De An.i. 4; see 
foll.n. For further discussion of 
the question of the entrance of 
reason into the body, see p. 80, 
supra. 

2 De An. i. 4, 408, b, 18: 6 
d€ vovs Eouxev eyyiverOa ovcla Tis 
otoa Kai ov pbeipecOar. pdAiora 
yap epOciper’ Sv brd THs &y Ta 
ynpa auavpdcews, viv 5 tows dep 
éml tav aicénrnpiwy cvuBalver: ef 
yap AdBo. 6 rpec Burns dupa To.ovd), 
BaAéroa: by Gorep kal 6 véos. ore 
Td yipas ov TS Thy VuxXHy TL weTov- 
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from this it is the mere potentiality of thought.’ 

97 

And 

since actual thought in the sphere of nature precedes 

the mere potentiality to think, while in the sphere of 

the human 

actuality,” 

mind potentiality necessarily precedes 

Aristotle distinguishes two kinds of Reason 

in man—the Actual and the Potential, the Active and 

the Passive :? that which produces everything, and that 

which becomes everything.‘ The former alone is sepa- 

rate and. distinct from the body—impassible, eternal, 

immortal, absolutely pure and perfect Actuality. 

Oévat, GAN ev & [ =GAAL TE weToy- 
Oévat Te exetvo ev 6 H Wuxn ear], 
Kabdmep ev wéGais Kat vdoos. Kal 
zo voeiv Sh Kal Td Oewpety wapatverat 
&AAov Tivds ow [inside the body] 
pbeipomevov, avTd Se arabes ear 
[the subject of arafes is 70 voour, 
which corresponds to vovs above 
and is to be supplied from voety] 

. . 6 5€ vous tows Oeidtepdy Tt 
Kal amabes éotiv. iil. 5, 430, a, 22 
(see p. 98, n. 1, infra); Metaph. 
xii. 3, 1070, a, 24 sqq. (see Sec. 
on Immortality, infra). 

1 De An. iii. 4,429, a, 21 sqq. 
meneeag, a0; sec i. 199, n. 2, 
supra, where the meaning of this 
statement is further explained. 

2 See i, 199, n. 2, supra 
3 Aristotle certainly speaks of 

vods wadnrinds (see p. 98, n. 1, 
infra) ; on the other hand, he no- 
where uses the expression moiyti- 
Kos vous (cf. BONITZ, Ind. Ar. 491, 
b, 2; WALTER, Die Lehre v. d. 
prakt. Vern. 278 sqq.), perhaps 
because he wished to avoid the 
ambiguity which might arise cut 
of the opposition he elsewhere 
makes betwen moeiy and mparteiy 
on the one hand, and Oewpety 
on the other (see i. 182, n. 2, 

mors. Il. 

Pas- 

supra), if the vots momr. were 
taken to be the antithesis of 
vovs Oewpntixds (De An ii. 3, 415, 
a, 11, ii. 9, 482; b, 27,111, 10,433; 
a, 14), in the same sense as vots 
mpaktios (De An. iii. ibid.) must 
be. Butasthe vots ronr.is called 
aitiov kal romtikdy, as it is said 
mavTa Tovey, and as monrtixds is 
elsewhere constantly used as the 
antithesis of wa@nticds (Ind. Ar. 
555, b, 16 sqq.), we seem to be 
perfectly justified in speaking 
of the passive and the active 
reason, especially as this seems 
to be already a recognised mode 
of expression in ALEX. De An. 
140 (cf. Lonel: 282). 

* De An. li. 5 init.: éwel 8 
domep év aden TH puces €oTl Tt 

7d pey UAN ExdoTw YyéeveEL (TovTO d¢ 
® mavrTa Suydue exeiva), eT Epov dé 
7d aitioy Kal TOUT UK, T@ WOLEly 
TAYT A, oiov a TEXYN mpos Thy Poi 
mémovdev, avdyrn Kal éy Ti yuxii 
bardpxew TabTaS TAS Bagopis. Kal 
éoty 6 Key TOLOUTOS vos TH TavTA 
yiveoOat, 6 5 TS mdvtTa morety, ds 
éfis tis, olov rd pas * Tpdmoy yap 
twa Kal rd pas mot TH Suvduer 
byta xpdbuara evepyela xpduara. 

H 
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sive Reason, on the other hand, is born and dies with 

the body, and is a partaker in its states.! 

If we try, however, to reduce this account to a clear 

and consistent theory, we are met by many questions 

which Aristotle has left unanswered. 

1 Tbid. where Aristotle con- 
tinues: Kal otros 6 vovs [6 morn- 
TiKds| XwpicTos Kal amabys kal 
auiyns 7H ovoia ev évepye'a [or 
évepyeia]. Gel yap Tiuimrepoy Td 
mTowvy Tov macxovTos Kal 7 apxn 
THs BAns. To 8 ad’té éotw 7 Kat’ 
évepyetay emia Thun Te mpayuare: (cf. 
i. 398,n.3, supra]7 6€ cata Sbvauy 
xpdvw mpotepa ev TH Evi, brAws Be 
ovde [so TORSTR. reads instead of 
ov] xpdvm* GAA’ ovx 6TE pEY voEt 
é6te 5 ov voet. xwpicbels 8’ earl 
pdvoy Tove’ bmep é€orl [apart from 
the body it is only what it is 
without admixture of any foreign 
ingredient], kal rovdro pdvoy aéld- 
yatov Kal aidioy. ov pynuwovetoner 
5&, O71 TovTO mey amabés, 6 de 
madntiKos vous baptds Kal ayev 

, Tovtou ovGey voet. The words at 
the beginning of this passage 

_are interpreted by BRENTANO 
(Psychol. d. Ar. 175) and HERT- 

/LiIne (Wat. wu. Form, 173) as 
_meaning ‘this Nous also is 
separate.’ This is opposed, how- 
ever, both to the grammar and 
to the sense of the passage; in the 
first place, the connection is thus 
broken between this sentence and 
the preceding (we should require 
at least kal ofros 5€ 6 vows &c.), 
and, secondly, not only is there 
nothing in the previous discus- 
sion about another kind of Nous 
whichis also ywpiords and araéys, 
but Aristotle knows of none such, 
the vots ma8nrikds, of which he has 
just been speaking, being of course 
not &ra$}s, while the Nous that 

is spoken of, c. 4 (as will be shown 
p. 101, n. 2, infra), is itself the 
active Nous. The words: 7d 8 avtd 
... xpéve@ that follow are repeated 
at the beginning of c. 7; but as 
they there awkwardly interrupt 
the connection, TORSTRIK, p. 199, 
is doubtless right in holding that 
they along with the rest of c. 7, 
§ 1 (to rereAeouevoy, 431, a, 7) 
are out of place. On the other 
hand, TORSTRIK (p. 185) cannot 
be right in striking out the 
ovx in the words 4AdA’ vbx 
éTé wev voet Kc. According to his 
reading no intelligible meaning 
can be attached to the remark 
that the Nous at one time thinks, 
at another it ceases to think; 
whereas it becomes quite intelli- 
gibleif wesuppose Aristotle to say: 
‘In the world as a whole merely 
potential knowledge does not pre- 
cede actual knowledge even inthe 
order of time (not to speak of that 
of being); it is not the case (in the 
world as a whole) that the Nous 
[this must in any case be supplied 
as the subject] at onetime thinks, 
at another ceases to think.’ (To 
make this sense more obvious 
a comma might be placed instead 
of a colon before aAdA’ ovx &c.) 
Nor is this sense inconsistent with 
ah adel voeiv, c. 4, 430, a, 5, as 
these words refer to thought in 
the individual, in which the pas- 
sage before us also recognises the 
distinction between the potential 
and the actual, and therefore 7d 
uh del voeiy. * 
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In the first place, with regard to Active Reason, it 

might appear that this is not only the Divine in man,! but 

that it is identical with the Divine Spirit itself. For while 

it enters each man along with the germ of his physical 

and psychical nature as something individual, yet at the 

same time the terms in which it 1s described are such as 

apply only to the Universal Spirit. It is at least difficult 

to understand what is lett of individuality when we have 

abstracted from it not only all corporeal life, but also 

all active evolution,? all passive states, and with these 

all memory and self-consciousness.* So far Alexander 

of Aphrodisias had excellent cause to seek for the 

Active Reason in the Divine Spirit rather than in a 

part of the human soul.* But this cannot be Aristotle’s 

meaning. For the extramundane Divine Spirit cannot 

be identified with the indwelling principle of Reason 

which passes into the individual at birth and is a part 

of the human soul.? Yet how we are precisely to 

represent to ourselves this part of our soul, and what 

kind of reality we are to ascribe to it, it is difficult to 

say. Since it is said to enter the body from without,® 

1 See the passages cited, p. 96, 
n. 1 and 2, supra, and Eth. x. 7, 
1177, a, 15: etre Octoy Ov Kal avTd 
[6 vots|elre Tay év jmiv Berdratoy. 
b, 3U: ef 5) Oetov 6 vos mpbs Toy 
avOpwrov, 

2 This can only be where there 
is a transition from the potential 
to the actual; in the active rea- 
son, on the other hand, there is 
nothing merely potenti:zl, for all 
is pure actuality. 

3 That even these belong to 
the sphere of the passive reason 
isexpressly stated De An. iii.5(p. 

97,n.1),and proved in the sequel. 
© CiPar es il. a, TEZ: 4. 
> The distinction between the 

active and the passive reason is 
said (and to this THEMIST. Le 
An. 89, b, pp. 188 sq. Sp. and 
AMMON. in PHILOP. De An. Q, 3, 
0, also appeal) to reside €v Th Wuxi 
(see ibid. supra); of one pdpioy 
THS Wuxis it issaid, De An. iii. 4, 
429, a, 10, 15, that it is dmades ; 
the vous xwpiords is called. De An. 
li. 2, 413, b, 24, Wuxas yévos 
etepoy &c, 

§ See p. 96, n. 1, supra. 

H 2 
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it must have existed previously. And this is evidently 
Aristotle’s view.! Since, moreover, even after it has 

entered the body it stands aloof from it and takes 

no part in its activity,” the independence of its life is 

not compromised by this union, nor is it conditioned in 

any way by the life of the body. But on the other hand, 

whether we look at the matter from our own or from 

Aristotle’s point of view, the individuality which belongs 

to Reason as a part of the human soul appears in this 

way to be sacrificed. For according to Aristotle the 

individual Callias or the individual Socrates is consti- 

tuted only by the union of the universal form of man 

with this particular human body.* So, in like manner, 

only when Reason enters a human body and employs it 

as its instrument do we have an individual human 
But how when it is united with no body, or 

when in spite of such union it has no material organ 

and is wholly unaffected by the body, it could be the 

reason of this definite individual—how, in other words, 

it could constitute a rational Ego, baffles comprehen- 

reason. 

1 Inthe passage 736, b, 15 sqq. 
referred to at p. 96 sup., it is said 
with regard to the pox} aicOntikh 
and vontik) : avaykaiov 5€ Hrot uy 
ovoas mpétepov [sc. Tas Yuxas ] éyyl- 
vecOai Taras.) racas TpovmapxXovaas, 
}) Tas pev Tas 5& wn, Kal eyyiver Oa 
#) év th ban [therefore in the 
mienses| ¢) eloeABovcas ev TH TOU 
&ppevos omépuati, 7) evravda [in the 
mother] pév éxei@ey [from the 
omépua| edAGovaas, ev 5¢ TH Upper 7) 
Ovpabey eyywouevas andoas 7 unde- 
pay 7) Tas pev Tas de whe As the 
passage proceeds immediately to 
say (see p. 96, n. 1, 671 wey Toivuy 

odx oldy TE mdoas moimapyxelv, 
gavepdy éorw [since some are 
united to bodily organs], ore kal 
Ovpabey eict€vat addvarov—it is 
obvious that according to Ari- 
stotle mpotmapxew and 6ipabey 
eiotevat are inseparably con- 
nected, and that accordingly if 
the latter is true of the Nous and 
of it alone, the former must also 
be true. 

2 Cf. p.94, n.2, p. 96, n. 1, sup. 
(odbev avtov TH évepyela Kowwvel 
TwUATIKH evEpyEra). 

8 Cf. i, 369, n. 5, 6, supra. 
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Aristotle himself says,? indeed, that we do not 

recollect the former existence of active reason, because 

it is the passive reason which renders thought possible, 

and this is 

' How its connection with 
the body is in this case possible 
at all is equally unintelligible, 
seeing that according to p. 106, 
n. 5, infra, the body is connected 
with the soul itself as its tool. 

2 In the words quoted p.98, n. 
1, sup., from De An. iii. 5, 430, a, 
23 : ov pynuovedouey 5€ &c. It does 
not matter very much whether 
we understand these words in 
their simplest sense as meaning 
that in the present life we have 
no recollection of the former one, 
or that after death we have no 
recollection of the present life, or 
more generally that the eternal 
life of the active Nous is wholly 
without memory— for the reasons 
why‘ wedonot remember’ hold of 
the continuity of consciousness 
between the life which the reason 
lives in union with the passive 
Nous and that which it lives in 
freedom from it both backwards 
and forwards. In the first in- 
stance, however (as is shown by 
BIgEnL, Veb. d. Begr. des vois b. 
Arist. Linz, 1864, p. 12 sq., and 
TRENDELENBURG in loco, who, 
however, afterwards, n. on p. 404, 
2nd ed., changed his view), the 
words certainly mean that in the 
present life we remember no 
former one. This is the meaning 
suggested by the context and 
supported by the present tense of 
the verb. 

3 Ov pynmovedouey 5€ STL TOTO 
Mey amabes, 6 St wabnricds vods 
Pbaptds Kal avev TovTov ovbeEy voel. 
TRENDELENBURG translates the 

perishable ;* just as he predicates con- 

latter words, ‘and as the passive 
reason does not think anything 
apart from the active reason.’ 
But it is not easy to see what 
they add to the explanation. If 
memory belongs to the vovs ma7- 
Tikos of course, as Pbaprds (which 
as the antithesis of atd:ov refers to 
the beginning as wellas the end- 
ing of existence, cf. 1. 366, n. 1 
Jin. supra) the latter can have no 
recollection of the time in which 
it did not yet exist, or at the time 
in which it no longer exists; and 
the remark «al a@vev &c. is there- 
fore superfiuous. If,on the other 
hand, it is the vots amafhs to which 
memory belongs, the failure of 
memory is not explained at all, 
since it is said, not that it cannot 
do without the vovs rafynrikis, but 
that the vovs a8. cannot do with- 
out it inthe exercise of itsactivity. 
We must take rovrov, therefore, as 
meaning the vovs ma@ynr. and voet 
either in an absolute sense, ac- 
cording to a familiar usage in 
Aristotle = od0év voe? 6 voey (or 7 
~ux7), no thought is possible, or 
as having the active Nous for its 
subject. The latter is not incon- 
sistent with the previous ovy dre 
pep nace dee. (0. 98: mn. 1); for 
even there it is admitted that in 
the individual potential know- 
ledge precedes actual, and there- 
fore odx éré wey voet &C. does not 
apply to individual thought. It 
is of this, however, that we must 
understand Aristotle to speak in 
the words, &vev tovTov ovdev voet, 

which mean, therefore, nothing 
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tinuous thought (which he attributes to active reason) 

only of reason in general, and not of reason in any 

individual.! But where shall we look for that principle 

of reason which in unchangeable, eternal, unfettered 

by the body, and ceaselessly active, if it coincides 

neither with the Divine thought on the one hand, nor 

with the thought of any individual on the other? 

No less serious are the difficulties that surround the 

doctrine of the passive reason. We understand what 

led Aristotle to distinguish in the first instance a two- 

fold reason in man: he could not overlook the gradual 

evolutions of the spiritual life and the difference be- 

tween the faculty and the activity of Thought; while, 

on the other hand, he was forbidden by the principles 

of his philosophy to think of Pure Reason as in any 

sense material, or at least to predicate of it attributes 

and states which can belong to matter alone. We see, 
also, what in general he meant by the phrase Passive 

Reason: viz. the sum of those faculties of representa- 

tion which go beyond imagination and sensible percep- 

tion and yet fall short of that higher Thought, which 

has found peace in perfect unity with its object. The 

Passive Reason is that side of Thought which deals 

with the manifold of sense. It has its roots in the life 

of the body, and develops out of sensible experience.? 

more than the statement else- (Gesch. d. Entw. i. 518, cf. 
where made, that the soul cannot 
think without a odvracua (cf. p. 
108, n. 2, infra). 

1 In the words of the passage 
we have been discussing (p. 98, 
n.1): 4 5€ Kata dvvauw xpévp mpo- 
Tépa ev TS Ev KC. 

* In this sense BRANDIS 

Handb, ii. b, 1178) understands 
by ‘ passive spirit, spirit *in its 
connection with representation 
in so far as it borrows the 
material for mediating thought 
from it and sensible perception 
and requires mental pictures,’ or 
‘in so far as it operates as mediat- 
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But when we go on and try to form a more definite 

conception of this part or faculty of the soul, we find the 

theory full of the most obvious contradictions and 

defects. On the other hand, Passive Reason is iden- 

tified with Nous and the spiritual element in man. 

This Aristotle definitely distinguishes from all the 

faculties of sense-perception, so that it is impossible to 

identify it either, as Trendelenburg ! did, with the unity 

of these, or, as Brentano does,” with fancy as the seat 

of mental pictures.? All these man has in common 

with the beasts, whereas Nous is that which elevates 

him above them.* And yet, on the other hand, every- 

thing is denied of the Passive Reason as such, which 

elsewhere is regarded as peculiarly characteristic of 

Reason itself. Speaking of Nous quite generally, 

Aristotle says that it is neither born nor dies; it is 

hable to neither suffermg nor change ; it is separate 

from the body and has no bodily organ ; it acts altogether 

independently of the body: it enters it from without ; it 

ing thought.’ Similarly, BIEHL, 2 Psychol. d. Ar. 208 sq. 
Ueb. d. Begr. d. vovs b. ARIST. 
(Linz, 1864, Gymn. Progr.), pp. 
16sq. But the difficulties above 
noted are not thus met. 

! Arist. De An. 493 (405): 
‘Que a sensu inde ad imagina- 
tionem mentem antecesserunt, ad 
res percipiendas menti neces- 
saria; sed ad intellegendas non 
sufficiunt. Omnes illas, que praze- 
cedunt, facultates in unum quasi 
nodum collectas, quatenusad res 
cogitandas postulantur, voty raf7- 
7Tixkby dictas esse arbitramur.’ 
Similarly, HERTLING, Mat. wu. 
Form, 174, defines vous 7a0. as ‘the 
cognitive capacity of the sensi- 
tive part.’ 

3 Upon which see p. 108, n. 2, 
infra. 

‘ Of ps 58 8q:,. p61; with 
p- 93 supra. The name itself of 
vous madnT. is a preliminary ob- 
jection to this explanation. For 
the faculties of sensation and 
presentation Aristotle has the 
fixedterms, aic@no.s and paytacia. 
Why, then, should he make use of 
another incomprehensible and 
misleading one without giving 
any indication that it is synony- 
mous with these terms? Nor can 
appeal be made to #th. vi. 12, 
1143, b, 4, as avc@nois does not 
there mean sense-perception ; cf. 
i. 250, n. 1, supra. 
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neither comes into existence with it nor perishes with 

it.! Yet in the sequel we learn that all this holds in 

truth only of the Active Reason. It alone is bodiless, 

impassible, eternal, imperishable, &c.? By what right, 

then, Passive Reason can be regarded as Nous, or how 

two natures with characteristics so incompatible—the 

one mutable, the other immutable; the one passive, the 

other impassive; the one mere potentiality, the other 

ceaseless activity—how these two can constitute one 

being, one spiritual personality, passes comprehension. 

Nor do we require to look further than the impossibility 

of harmonising the Aristotelian doctrine of the twofold 

Reason with itself to find an explanation of the wide 

1 Cf. p. 93 sq. 
2 See p. 98. The attempt 

to obviate this difficulty by the 
supposition of a third form of 
vous, asthe ‘receptive understand- 
ing,’ differing alike from the 
active and the passive reason and 
alluded to De An. iii. 4 (BREN- 
TANO, Psychol. d. Ar. 143, 175, 
204 sq. 208; HeRTLING, Mat. uw. 
Form, 170 sq.) cannot be sup- 

ported. Aristotle indeed calls 
vous (De An. iii. 4, 429, a, 15) 
dextixdy Tov eidovs, but there is 

not a word to indicate that he 
regards this ‘receptive’ reason 
as a third faculty different from 
the active and passive. He is 
speaking in De An. iii. 4 of Nous 
quite generally, as he does al-oin 
identical terms and with the same 
generality in De An. 1.4. ii. 1,2; 
Gen. An. ii. 3 (p. 94, n. 2; p. 95, 
n. 1,p.96,n.2,sup.). It is equally 

difficult to obtain any clear con- 
ception of this ‘receptive under- 
standing’ or to find a place for 
it in Aristotle’s doctrine of the 

soul. Nor, indeed, would any- 
thing be gained by such an as- 
sumption. If itis said, in De An. 
iii. 5, that the active Nous alone 
is xwpiords, amabhs, auryhs, aba- 
vatos, aid.os, and if the same pre- 
dicates are assigned in c. 4 to 
a different faculty, i.e. the ‘re- 
ceptive’ reason (there is no ex- 
press mention, indeed, here of its 
eternity, but this is involved in 
XwpirTos), we have simply a con- 
tradiction in terms. If, on the 
other hand, those predicates are 
first assigned to Nous in general, 
and it is afterwards added that 
they belong only to the higher 
part of it, whereas the other 
statement made about it (that 
it is nothing évepyela before it 
thinks; see, p. 94, n. 2, supra) is 
true of its lower part, there is at 
least no obvious contradiction in 
the explanation. In this case the 
difficulty arises later, when we 
further ask how are we to con- 
ceive of these two parts in de- 
tail. 

or 

eid ee ee ee 
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divergence of the views of its critics as to its true 
1 1 meaning. 

Reason realises itself in Thought, which regarded in 

its essence is not the mediate process of forming con- 

ceptions by the gradual union of their several parts, but 

is a single immediate apprehension of intelligible reality, 

constituting one indivisible act.’ 

* Theophrastus had already 
found difficulties in Aristotle’s 
doctrine of the Nous (cf. 2nd ed. 
pp. 677 sq.) The example of Ari- 
stocles and Alexander of Aphro- 
disias shows (cf. ZELL. pt. iii. a. 
703 sq. 712) how the later Peripate- 
tics differed on the subject. Cf. 
further the citations and expla- 
nations of THEMIST. De An. 89, 
b, 9. sq. and PHILOP. De An. Q. 
2, and sqq. (less satisfactory is 
SIMPL. De An. 67,b, f.).. In the 
middle ages it was chiefly among 
the Arabian philosophers and the 
Italian followers of Averroés that 
the question was debated. The 
older and the more recent views 
upon the doctrine of the two- 
fold na’ ureof the Nous, especially 
(p. 8-29) those of Avicenna, Aver- 

roés and Thoinas, are fully dis- 
cussed by BRENTANO, ibid. 5 sqq. 

2 Asalready shown (i. 203,n.3, 
sup.), Aristotle describes the 
thinking of vovsas a contact of it 
with the object of thought. In this 
way it has unity and especially 
qualitative simplicity, which is 
not, like the unity of space and 
time, again itself divisible ; De An. 
lii. 6 init.: ) wév ody THv GdialpéT wy 
vonois ev TovTos, wep! & OVK EoTL 
To Wevdos ... 7d 8 adiaiperoy 
erel Six@s, 7) Suvduer 7} evepyeia, 
ovdey KwAver voety Td adiaipeTor, 
Otay von Td wAKos* adialperor yap 

It deals, not with 

evepye.a Kal ev xpdv@ ad.alpeTy * 
duolws yop 6 xpdvos Sdiaiperds Kal 
adialpeTos TO pwnwer, ovKovy €otww 
elmety ev TH Huloer TL evvoEl Exa- 
Tépy, ov yap €oT, by mH diatpEO7, 
GAA’ 7) Suvduer [i.e. in every spatial 
quantity, if it is presented, not 
successively, but simultaneously 
as a whole, an 4diaipetoy is 
thought, for though divisible it 
is not actually divided]... 7d 
d€ i) KaTaX Togoyv adiaiperoy GAAG 
T@ elSet vor? ev adiaipérw xpdv@ 
kal adiapéerT@ THs Wuxjs. After 
showing further that in the case 
of space and time the indivisible 
quantities like the point are known 
only by antithesis to the divisible, 
and that thisis so also with evil, 
Aristotle continues, 430, b, 24: 
ef € Tut ph eotw evaytiov Tav 
aitiwy [these words, which Tor- 
STRIK also, 193 sqq., endeavours 
to emend by a conjecture which 
is not quite clear, seem ob- 
viously to be most simply 
emended by assuming that roy 
aitiwy, for which Cod. 8S. gives 
T. evavtiwv, has arisen from 
évavtiov by a reader’s error and 
duplication; for the wp@rov, the 
divine reason, is said also to have 
no evavtiov by reason of its im- 
materiality, Wetaph. xii. 10, 1075, 
b, 21, 24], adrd €avtd ywodone 
Kal evepyela éorl Kal yxwpiordy. 
That this knowledge is immediate 
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any combination of conceptions, but with the pure 

conceptions themselves, which are the undemonstrable 

presuppositions of all knowledge. It is, therefore, 

absolutely true and infallible) and must be distin- 
guished from mediate apprehension? or knowledge.* Yet 

Aristotle fails to tell us what are the faculties upon 

which its exercise depends and what is its relation to 

these, although we can hardly but suppose that some 

operation of the Active upon the Passive Reason is here 

meant. Similarly Opinion’ may be regarded as the 

product of Reason and Perception,’ although here also 

is implied both here and in pas- 
sages such as Anal. Post. i. 3, 

} 72, b, 18, ii. 9 init. (ray Ti eott 
Ta wey Gucoa Kal apyxai eioww, & Kal 
eivat Kal Ti e€otiw brobécOa Set 7 
&Arov tpdmoy pavepa Tojo); C. 
10, 94, a, 9, where it is added 
that the reason is the faculty 
which has to do with first prin- 
ciples. Cf. i. 245 sqq., i. 197,n. 4, 
supra. 

1 See i. 197, n. 4, supra. 
* This mediate knowledge 

was distinguished from vows by 
Plato by the name didvo.a or ém- 
ornun (see ZELL. pt.i. 536, 2); 
similarly Arist. De An. i. 4, 408, 
b, 24 sqq. where it is called 
Sidvoua, and ibid. ii. 3, 415, a, 7 
sqq. where it is called Aoy:opods 
and didavoia. Usually, however, 
Aristotle employs didvoa and 
diavoetcGat in a wider sense, for 
thought generally (eg. Metaph. 
Whol 20C5, by 65. Polit. viiz 2, 
1324, a, 20, c. 3, 1325, b, 20; 
Eth. ii. 1 init.; Poét. 6, 1450, a, 
2, and elsewhere); 7d Aoyiorikdy 
indicates (De An. iii. 9, 432, b, 26) 
likewise the faculty of thought 
in general, although in most 

places (e.g. Eth. vi. 2, 1139, a, 12, 
sqq.; De An. iii. 10, 433, a, 12, b, 
29, c. 11, 434, a, 7} it is the delibe- 
rative faculty, or practical reason 
(see infra). On didvo.a, cf. ALEX. 
on Metaph. 1012,a, 2; THEMIST. 
De An. 71, b, 0; TRENDELEN- 
BURG, Arist. De An. 272; 
SCHWEGLER, Arist. Metaph. iii. 
183; Bontrz, Arist. Metaph. ii. 
214, and especially Waltz, Arist. 
Org. ii. 298 ; on Aoy:opds BONITZ, 
ibid. 39 sq. 

8 Kth. vi. 3, 1139, b, 31 (after 
explaining the distinguishing 
characteristics otf  émiorTHun): 
i) Mev apa emioripn eotly Ekis atro- 
decxtixy. See further ibid. above 
and cf. i. 163, BR 2)... 
further meaning of the word 
when in Anal. Post. i. 3, 72, b, 18, 
33, 88, a, 36, an émorthun avamd- 
dextos is spoken of, and de- 
fined as imdAnlis ris ameoov 
mpotacews (On which see i. 197, 

supra). 
4 On the difference between 

opinion and knowledge, see i. 
163, supra. 

> On the one hand, 65déa has 
to do, not, like knowledge, with 
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we are without any express statement. Moreover, it 

must be by the operation of Reason that man can recall 

at pleasure his former impressions and recognise them 

as his own.! ‘To the same source in Reason we must 

refer, lastly, practical wisdom or insight (dpovnecs) 

and art. ‘These Aristotle distinguishes from know- 

ledge in that they both refer to something that can be 

otherwise than it is; the former having for its object 
an action, the latter a creation.2, He remarks, however, 

at the same time that they both depend upon right 

knowledge, and he singles out wisdom especially as 

one of the intellectual virtues.? But that which reveals 

more clearly than anything else the dependence of 

reason upon the lower faculties in Aristotle's doctrine 

the necessary and immutable, 
but with 7d évdexydmevoy GArws 
éxev, it is trdAnWis THs auéoov 
mpotacews Kab uy avayKalas (Anal. 
Pst. 1.33, 89, a, 2; cf. Metaph. 
waneto t039, Db, 313 Hth. vi. 3, 
ied, b, 18); the contingent, 
however, can only be known em- 
pirically by perception. On the 
other hand, tréAn Wis, which in 
reality coincides 1n meaning with 
dééa (Lith. ibid.; Top. vi. 11, 149, 
a, 10; Categ. 7, 8, b. 10; Anal. 
Feu. 21,66, b, 18, 67, b, 12 
sqq. and elsewh+re; WAITZ, 
Agist. Org. i. 523), is as- 
signed to vovs, and Oddfa is 
distinguished (De An. iii. 3, 
428, a, 20) from gavracia by the 
remark: dd& mev ewetat TioTis 

_(ovK evdéxeTar yap SotaCovta ois 
Soke ui) TisTEVEL”), THY SE Onpioy 
ovdevt wmdpye Tiotis, favTacia Se 
ToAAois. Ett wdon pev Sdkn ako- 
AovOe? mioris, wicre: 5€ TO weet Can, 
metBor d€ Adyos: Tav 5& Onpiwy 

éviois pavtacia peyv bmapxei, Adyos 
5° ov. 

1 See p. 74, n. 1, supra. 
<" Bih.. Vis A LA40, “a. 1G: 

emel 5€ molnois Kal mpagis Erepor, 

avdykn THY TEXYNY ToLhaews GAD’ 
ov mpagtews civar, Thus réxvn is 
defined (Hth. vi. 4) €&ts pera’ 
Adyou GAnIoUs TonTiKh, Podvnats 
(ibid. and c. 5, 1140, a, 3, b, 4) 
ekis GANO}S weTa Adyou mpakTiKN, 
mepl Ta GvOpémm ayaba Kal KaKd. 
On the former see further i. 208, 
n. 1, supra; on the latter th. 
Vins fea ed. Wa a. 8. .¢.. B35 
Uitazob, 20; Vin 1152,.a,.8 5, Pott. 
lil,.4, L377, a, 14, b, 26; and on 
moinots and mpaéis i. 183,n.1, supra. 
We shallreturnto both in discuss- 
ing the Ethics. 

3 See preced. n. and het. i. 
9, 1366, b, 20: gpdvnois 8 éorly 
apeTy Siavolas, Kal? Hy ev Bovaci- 
ecOa: Sdvayvtat mept ayabay Kal 
KaK@y TOV cipnuévwy eis evdai- 
poviay. 
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is his view of the gradual evolution of Knowledge out 

of Perception and Experience.! He remarks, also, that 

all thoughts are necessarily accompanied by an mner 

representation or imaginative picture, whose service to 

Thought is similar to that of the drawn figure to the 

; mathematician. And for this he finds a reason in the 

inseparable union of insensible Forms with sensible 

Things.2 This complete interdependence of reason and 

sense, however, only makes all the more palpable the 

gaps which Aristotle’s doctrine of Nous leaves between 

the two. 

The same is true also of the practical activity of 

Reason in the sphere of the Will. Even in the lower 

irrational animals Desire springs from sensation, for 

wherever there is sensation there is pleasure and pain, 

aud with these comes Desire, which is indeed nothing 

else than the effort after what is pleasant.‘ Sensation 

announces to us in the first place only the existence of 

an object, and towards this we place ourselves by 

the feelings of pleasure and pain in definite attitudes 

of acceptance or refusal. We feel it to be good or bad, 

1 See i. 205, supra. 
2 De An. iii. 8; see also 

ibid. c. 7, 431, a, 14: TH 5e 
Stavontikh Wuxi Ta pavtacpara 
oiov aig@juata tmdpyer . . . Sid 
ovdémore vost &vev paytacuaros 7 
wuxh. b, 2: Ta wey ody €f5n Td 
vontixuv ev Tois payTdouact voet. 
De Mem. 1, 419, b, 30: éwel Se 

. voety oun tot aveuv bayTac- 
| patos’ cupBaiver yap Td abTd wados 
| €v TH voeiv Smep Kal ev TH Siaypa- 
pe’ exe Te yap ovdev Tpoc xX pauevor 

/ 7G 7) Tooby wpiouévoy eivar Td 
' Tovyaévou, buws ypdpouey apicuevorv 

KaTa T) wosdv’ Kal 6 voey aoavTasS, 
Kay ph mocbv von, Tiderat mpd 
Oumitev mocdy, voetd ovx h Tocdr. 
ay 8 7 pvots 7 Tey TOTaY, adpioToy 
5é, Tiderar wey mooby wpiouevor, 
voei 8 7) moody udvoy. 

3 SCHRADER, Arist. de Volun- 
tate Doctrina, Brandenb. 1847. 
(Gymn. Progr.); WALTER, Die 
Lehre v. d. prakt. Vernunft in d. 
griech. Phil. 1874. 

* De An. ii. 2, 413; Bb, 23, 3 
414, b, 4; De Somno, 1, 454, b, 
29; Part. An. ii. 17, 661, a, 6; 
cf, p. 22, n. 1, supra. 

ee 
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and there arises in us in consequence longing or abhor- 

rence—in a word, a Desire.! The ultimate ground of 

this desire lies in ‘the practical good,’ 7.e. in that of 

which the possession or non-possession depends upon 

our own action. The thought of this 

appetitive part of the soul in motion,? 

good sets the 

which in turn 

through the organs of the body moves the living 

creature.® 

eee? ii. 7, 431, a, 8:'rd 
nev ovv aicOdvecOa Guotoy TH pavat 
pdvov Kal voeiv: bray bé dv 7) 
AuT Np, lov KaTapaca 7) aropaca, 
Simkar 7) pevyer: (cf. Hth. vi. 2, 
1139, a, 21: éor: 8, Owep ev 
diavoia KaTdbamis Kal amdpacis, 

Torr ev dpéker Siwkis Kal pvyn. | 
Kol €or. TO HOcTCa Kal AvTEetoOaL 
To evepyety TH oicOnTiKH pweddTNTL 
mpos To ayabdy 7) Kady, 7 ToLadTa. 
Kal n puyi) S& Kal n vpekis TovTO 
[v. l. 7d adrd] %) Kar’ évepyeiay, 
Kal ovx eTepoy Td OpeKtixdy Kal 
PevKTikdy, OUT’? GAATAWY OTE TOU 
aig@nrikov* GAAG Td Elva BAAO. 
2 All desire, therefore, pre- 

supposes a presentation, although 
the latter must by no means be 
mistaken for desire. Dr An. iii. 
10, 433, a, 9: gdaiverar 5€ ye vo 
TavTa KivovyTa, i) Upekis 7) vos, ef 
Tis THY haytaciay TiWE N ws VdnolV 
TWa* TOAAG yap Tapa THY €m- 
OTT UNV AkoAOVGotGL Tals payTacias 
kal ey Tots GAAots (wows oF vohets 
ovdE Aoyiouds EoTLY, GAA hayTacia 
.. . Bore evadyws Tad’ra 5v0 ha ve- 
ToL Ta KiVOvYTA, Ypetis Kal didvoLa 
mMpakTikh ... Kal 7 davtas’a bE 
OTay KWH, Ov KIEL Gvev dp Eews. 
b, 27: 4 dpexrindy 7d (doy, tadTn 
avTod KwytiKkdy’ opextiKoy 8 
ovK avev paytacias’ pavtacia 5¢ 
maca 7) AoyioTiKH 7 aicOntiKy * 
[See p. 73, n. 2, supra.] travrns 

The inner process by which desire arises 

méev ovy Kal Ta GAAa (Ga mere vet. 
(Cf. c. 11, 434, a, 5.) Phantasy is 
thus (as SCHRADER, p. 8 sq. and 
BRENTANO, Psychol. d. Ar. 161, 
also remark) the link which con- 
nects our thoughts with the de- 
sires and impulses which spring 
from them. Of the process, how- 
ever, by which thought thus 
passes into desire Aristotle gives 
no further analysis. 

= De-An, iit.. 10; 438) ay 27 = 
acl iver wey Td Opextoy [as Was 
previously proved, 1. 14 sqq ] 
GAAX TOUT’ eotly 7) TH ayabby }) Td 
gavduevoy ayabdv. ov may 5é, 
GAAG TO TpaKToy ayabdy. mpakTdy 
5° éotl 7d evdexduevoy Kat &AAwS 
exe. OT wey ody N ToLaAvTH SUVA- 
pus Kivel TAS WuXHs N Kadoumern 
vpeéis, povepdy ... emel 8’ eo) 
Tp’a, €v wey Td Kivodv, SevTEooy 8’ 
@ Kiel, Tpitov TO KWwovmevoy* Td 
d€ Kivovy Sittoy, Td pev axlyynrorv, Td 
de xiwovv Kal Kiwvovpevoy [cf. i. 389, 
supra). Eat Se 7d wey axivyntoy Td 
mpaxtov ayabdy, To & Kiwody Kal 
Kivotpmevoy Td dpeKTiKiy (KivEerTaL 
yap Td opeyduervoy 1) dpéyeTau, Kat 7) 
ipeéis kivynais tis eoriw [as TREN- 
DELENBURG rightly reads] 7 
evépyeia) [v. 1. 4 éev.—TOorstR. 
conjectures 7 évepyeia, but this is 
unnecessary |, Td 5é kiwovmevoy Td 
(Gov: @ SE Kwel dpydvw h vpetis, 
H6n TovTO ceuatiKdy éectw. We 
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Aristotle represents as a syllogistic conclusion, inas- 

much as in each action a given case is brought under a 

general rule.! In order properly to understand how 

bodily movements spring from will and desire we must 

recollect that all changes of inner feeling involve a 

corresponding change in the state of the body.? This 

is more fully developed in the treatise on the Motion of 

Animals. The process by which will follows upon the 

presentation of the object, is, we are told, a kind ot 

inference. The major premiss is the conception of a 
general end; the minor premiss is an actual instance 

coming under the general conception ; while the con- 

clusion is the action which issues from the subsumption 

of the second under the first.? 

shall recur to this at a later 
point. A good commentary on 
the passage before us is fur- 
nished by De Motu An. 6, 700, 
b, 15 sqq., which is probably 
modelled upon it. 

l. Bth.. viz 5, 1147, a, 25269 
pev yap Kabddrou b0ga n & erepa 
mwepl tay Ka’ Exacta éotiv, av 
aic@nots 75n Kvpia: [Similarly De 
An, iii. 4, 434, a, 17.] Otay bE pla 
yevntar €& aiTay, avayKn Td cup- 
mepavOey Ev9a miv pavar Thy Vuxny, 
ev 5€ Tals Toinrikais wpaTTeww Evods. 
oiov, ei mayTods yAuKeos yever Iau 
dei, TouTl Be yAvan, @S EV TL TOV 
Kad’ ExaoTor, avdykn Tov Suvduevov 
kal wy) KwAvduevoy Gua TovTO kal 
mpatrew. Cc. 13, 1144, a, 31: oi 
yap auddAoyicuol Tay mpakToy 
apxiy Exovres eiow, émedn Todvde 
To TéAOS Kal Tb GptoTov. Cf. c. 12, 
1143, b, 3(seei. 197, n. 4, supra), 
where a ‘minor premiss’ is 
spoken of in reference to action. 

2 De An. i. 1, 403, a, 16: Eorxe 

Usually, however, the 

d€ kal Ta Ths WuxRs wa9n wayTa 
civat weTa TaHparos, Ouuds, mpadrns, 
~éBos, EAcos, Odpaos, Ett xapa Kal 
To pireiy Te Kal miceiv’ Gua yap 
TovTos mdoxel TL TO GHua. This 
is seen in the fact that according 
to the physical state forcible im- 
pressions at one time produce 
nv effect; at another, light im- 
pressions produce a deep effect. 
étt SE TOUTO uaAAOy davepdv: und- 
evds yap poBepov suuBalvoytos ev 
Tois Wadeot yivoyvTat Tots TOD mPoBov- 
mévov [1n consequ-nce of physical 
states}. et 8 odtws Exel, SHAov 
6Tt Ta ma8n Advyot EvvAoi eiow. 
ote of Spor TowdTo viov Td dp- 
7 Ceo@ar xiyngo's Tis Tov Toiovdl 
TkMaTOS h mépous 7) Suvauews brd 
Tovde evexa Tovde. Cf. Eth. ibid. 
1147, a, 15, and what is said, p. 
75, n. 2, on pleasure and pain as 
events in the aic@ntikh weodrns. 

Mot. An. 7, 701, a, 7: was 
5€ vody OTE wey mparrea, 6TE 5’ ov 
mpatTst, Kal Kivetra, dre 8’ ov 
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syllogism assumes a simpler form by the omission of 

the obvious minor premiss;! while, on the other hand, 

the usurpation of the place of the major premiss by the 

demands of desire, in cases when we act without con- 

sideration, constitutes rashness.? The power of the 

will, however, to move the organs of our body is here 

explained as an effect of the heat and cold, which are 

caused by the feelings of pleasure and pain; these in 

turn, by the expansion or contraction of particular parts, 

produce certain changes and movements in the body.’ 

KweiTaL; Souke TapamAyciws cup- 
Baivey kal mepl TOY akiWhnTwY 
Siavoouuevois Kal cvdAdoyCouevors. 
GAA? éket pey Oewpnua Td TEéAOS 

.. evtavéa & ex tay dvo0 mpo- 
Tasewy TO cuuTepacua ylvyeTa 7 
mpatis, olov OTav vonon OTL Tav7l 
Badioréov avOparw, avtds 8 avipw- 
mos, BadiCe: evOews. After illus- 
trating this by further examples, 
Aristotle proceeds, 1. 23: ai de 
mpoTacers ai moitiKat 51a dvo0 ciday 
ylvovtat, Sid Te TOV ayabod Kal 5a 
tov duvarov [the latter perhaps 
with reference to JLth. iii. 5, 
1112, b, 24 sqq. ]. 

1 Thid. 1. 25: @omwep 5€ tay 
épwrdvtTwy eviol, ovTw Thy Erépay 
mpdtacw Tiv ShAnyv ovd 7% Sidvora 
epiotaca okoTel ovdéy* oloy ei Td 
BabiCew ayabby avOparm, OT avTds 
avOpwros, ovk evdiarpiBer. 

2 L. 28: 51d nal boa pi) Aoyic- 
duevor MpaTTOMEV, TAXY MpaTToMeEY. 
dtay yap evepyion 7) TH aicOncer 
mpos Td ov Evexa) TH pavtacia 7) 
TS VG, OV OpeyeTar evOds moler- 
GvT> epwtThoews yap 7) voncews 7 
THs Opekews yiveTar evepyera. 
moTéov mor, m emiupia A€yer* TOdL 
d¢ motby 7 aic@nois civmey 7 7 
gavtacia 7) 6 vous. ed0bs ive 

fre, 0), b, 1: Just as 

automata, owing to the mechan- 
ical adjustment of the cylinders, 
are set in motion by a slight 
touch, so with living beings, in 
whom the bones take the place 
of wood and iron, the sinews 
that of the cylinders (cf. also the 
passage quoted p. 53, n. 2, from 
Gen. An. ii. 5). The impulse, 
however, in their case is given 
avéavouevwy Tay wopiwy bid Oepud- 
TNTA Kal mdAW TUoTEAAOMEVwY FL 
Wviw Kal GAAoLoULEYwY. GAAGLOdDEL 
3’ ai aic@joes Kal ai daytacia Kad 
ai évvoit. ai wey yap aic@hjoes 
evOUs Umdpxovolw GAAOLmOELS TIVES 
odoat, 7 5¢ daytacia Kal h vonots 
Thy TOV TpayuaTwy éxovet Svvapty * 
TpdTmov yap Tia Td Eidos TO voov- 
sevoy Td TOV Bepuod 7} Wuxpod }) Hdeds 
2) poBepod To.1ovToy Tuy Xaver oy oldy 
mep Kal T@Y TpayudTwY EKacToY, 
51d Kal pitrover Kal po8odyTa 
vol cavTes Mévoyvy. Tav’Ta 5é mdyra 
ma9n Kal adAotwoes eicly. dAAol- 
oupevwy 8 €v TH cadpati Ta mey 
Mei(a 7% 8 €AdrTw yivera, S71 
de piKp& peTaBorAH yevouevn ev 
apxi meydAas Kal moAAds Tove? 
Siapopas amodev, odK BOnAov; a 
slight movement of the helm 
produces a great effect upon the 
bow of a ship, so a small change 
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Under Will also Aristotle—who, like Plato, does not 

regard Hmotion as a peculiar form of activity—classes 

all that we should rather place under the latter head. 

Love, for example, he refers to @uyos, by which he 

understands, not only spirit, but also heart.! 

As Aristotle proceeds, however, Desire is found to 

bear a different character according as it springs from 

rational representation or not. Granted that it is 

always the desirable that causes desire in us, yet the 

desirable may be either a real or merely an apparent) 
good,? and so the desire itself may either spring from 

rational reflection or be irrational. 

in the heart causes flushing, pallor, 
trembling, &c. over the whole 
body. U. 8: apxh méev ovr, 
donwep elpntat, TIS KWwhcews TO ev 
Te mpakte Siwxtdy kal peverdv: 
€& avayKns 0 axodov0et TH vojoe Kal 
Th davtacia a’tay Cepudrns kal 
Wikis. Td wey yap AuMnpdy pevETdy, 
To 8 Hdd SiwKTor, . oT 5é TA 
Autnpa Kal i8€a mevTa oxeddv 
peta Wikeds Tivos Kal BepudtyTos. 
So with fear, fright, sexual 
pleasure, &c. pv Tua Be kal eAmides, 
olov eidaXors Xpepmevor TOis TOLOU- 

Tos, OTE pev ATTOv GTé SE wGAAoV 
inten Tav avtTay eigiy, And since 
the inward parts from which the 
motion of the limbs proceeds 
are so arranged that these changes 
take place very easily in them, 
the motions follow our thoughts 
instantaneously. Ta Mev yap opya- 
vika wepn [accusative | mapackevacer 
érityndciws Ta waOn, 7 5’ dpekis TH 
aadn. thy 8 bpeky 7 davtacia* 
altn d& yiverat?) Sia vonoews 7) 81’ 
aidOicews. Gua Se Kal tax bia Td 
moutiKkov Kal madntiKdy T@Y pos 
GAAYAG Elva THY prow. 

To the latter class 

1 Polit. vii. 7, 13827, b, 40: 6 
Buuds éoriy 6 ToL@y Td pidntikdy * 
airy yap eoTLy 1 THS WuxX7s Sdvapis 

7 pirodper. onuciov 5€° mpds yap 
Tovs auvnbers Kal pidovs 6 Bupds 
alperat uaAdoyr, i) mpos Tovs ayvarTas, 
oArywpeto ba voutoas. Cf. foll pages. 

* De An. iii. 10; see i. 109, n. 
3, Supra. 

3 De An. iii. 10, 433, a, 9 (see 
1.109,n.2, sup.) ; 1.22: viv 5€ 6 wey 
vous ov datverat kway &vev opétews * 
n yap BovdrAnos opekis: Stray Be 
Kata Toy Aoyionody KiW7jTOL, Kal KaTa 
BovAnow xiveira. 7 8 dpetis Kiet 
Tapa Toy Aoyioudy. 7 yap emOuula 
ipetis Tis eotiv. vovs mev ovv mas 
6p0ds* dpekis 5€ Kat havytacia Kal 
op) Kat ovk op6y. b, 5: erel & 
dpéteis ylvovrar evavtlar aAAHAas, 
TouTo 5€ cuuBaiver Stay 6 Adyos 
kal 7 emOuu'a evaytiot @ot, ylverat 
8’ ev tois xpdvov aiabnow Exovow 
(6 pey yap vots Sia To péAAov 
avdéAkew KeAever, 8° emibuuta did 
To H5n) ... der wey Ev by ety Td 
kwovy, Td dpektikdy, 7 dpexTiKdy, 
.. . aplug S€ mAclw Ta KivodyTa 
Rhet. i. 11, 13870, a, 18: ray 5€ 
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belong anger and the appetite for sensual gratification.! 
In so far as reason goes to constitute the conception of 

the end and reacts upon the desire itis called Practical 

or Deliberative Reason.? 

emiOuuid@y ai méev GAovol ciow ai de 
meta Adyov. Sensual desires are 
&Aoyor, meta Adyou 5é boa ex Tov 
meioOnvat emiuuovow. Polit. iii. 
4, 1277, a, 6: Wuxh é« Adyou kal 
opetews. ILbid. vii. 15, 1334, b, 
18: Tis Wuxs dpouev So wéepn, Td 
Te dAoyoy Kal Td Adyov Exov, ral 
Tas €feis TAS TOUTwY dvo Toy apLO- 
Mov, @y To mev ear bpekis TO SE 
vous. Cf. foll.-note. 

1 Following Plato, Aristotle 
often opposes these two forms of 
petis GAoyos to one another; 

dthet.i. 10 (see p. 114, n. 3, infra). 
De An. ii. 3, 414, b, 2: Spekis pwev 
yap emibuula kal Ouuds kal BovdAnots 
(em@uuia is then defined as dpegis 
Tov nd€os) ; iii. 9, 432, b, 5: Ev Te 
T AoyioTiKe yap % BovaAnais 
yivera, Kal ey TH GAdy@ 7H EmBuula 
kal 6 Ouuds. Hth. iii. 4,1111,b, 10: 
while mpoaipeois is neither émi6v- 
pia nor duds, since boththe latter 
belong also to irrational beings, 
but the former does not. Polit. vii. 
15 (see p. 114,n. 3, inf7'a), cf. Wot. 
An. 6, 700, b, 22, c. 7, TOL, a, 32 ; 
th. Hud. ii. 7, 1223, a, 26; MM. 
er, 1. 12, 1187, b, 36. In the 
Topics (ii. 7, 113, a, 35 sq., iv. 5, 
foe. a, 8, vs 1, 129, a, 10) the 
Platonic division of the Aoyo- 
TiKOy, Ouwoedes and éemiOvuntixdy is 
employed as one which is gener- 
ally recognised, and th. vii. 7, 
1149, a, 24 follows Plato in the 
remark (Ph. d.Gr.i. 714) that it is 
less disgraceful to be unable to 
rule Ovuds than the desires: éo:xe 
yap 6 Ouuds akovew méev TL TOD 
Adyou, mapakovery 5€; it yields to 

VOL. Il. 

Desire which is guided by 

the first impulse to tiwwpia given 
by the reason without awaiting 
its fuller commands: émuyia, on 
the other hand, makes for plea- 
sure the moment that Adyos or 
aic@nois declares anything to be 
pleasant. Nevertheless in the 
stricter psychological discussion, 
De An, iii. 9, 432, a, 18 sqq., 
Aristotle rejects the view that the 
AoyioTiKoy, Ovmikdy and emibuun- 
t.xov are the three parts of the soul 
which produce motions, partly 
becaase the distinction between 
them is less than, eg., that 
between the @pemrixdy and aioén- 
tTikoy, and partly because the 
dpextixoy Cannot thus be divided 
and the soul made to consist of 
three separate parts.—Aristotle 
gives no more accurate definition 
of @uuds; even P. Meyer’s minute 
discussion of the passages that 
bear upon it (‘O 6upbs ap. Arist. 
Platonemque, Bonn, 1876) arrives 
at conclusions as unsatisfactory 
as the shorter one by Walter, 
ibid. 199 sqq. on the customary 
meaning of the word. According 
to this, it indicates as a rule 
the passions which prompt to the 
avoidance or retaliation of in- 
juries. Nevertheless the tenderer 
emotions are also assigned to it; 
ef; p: D2yn. 1. 

* De An. aii. 10, 433, 4,14: 
vous de [Sc. KwytiKdy] 6 Evekd Tou 
Avy Couevos Kal 6 mpaktikds* dia- 
pepe: 5€ TOV GewpynTiKod TH TEAEL. 
Kal 1 Opetis Everd Tov Taga’ ov yap 
n Opekis, attn apxh TOU mpakTiKOd 
vou’ 708 écxatrov apxh THs mpd- 

I 
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reason Aristotle, with Plato,! calls Will in the nar- 

rower sense of the word,? appropriating the name Desire 

to its irrational exercise. The latter stands in a two- 

fold relation to reason. On the one hand, it is 

intended to submit to it, and by this obedience to 

obtain a share in it. On the other hand, being in its 

own nature irrational it resists the demands of reason, 

and often overpowers them.* 

of impulse stands man with his Free Will; 

Eews. bate evAdyws Tatra Sto gal- 
veTat Ta KivouvTa, Upekis Kal Siavora 
mpaxtikyn. See further, p. 109,n. 5, 
sup. Cf.c.9, 432,b,27. Eth. vi. 2, 
1139, a, 6: broKeicOw SV0 Ta Adyov 
éxovtTa, ey pev @ Oewpotdpev Ta 
TOLAUTAa TaY tYTwY, bowv ai apxal 
un evdéxovTat GAAws Exe, Ev BE 
@ Ta evdexducvas mpds yap Ta TE 

»yévet ETepa Kal Tay Tis Wuxis 
Mopiwy €Trepov TO vyever TO pos 
ExaTepoy mepukds... Aeyéabw Se 
TOUTwWY TO eV eTLGTHMOVIKdY TO BE 
AoyioTikov. To yap BovrAedecOa Kal 
AoylCerOar TavTby, ovdeis SE Bov- 
Aeverat mepl Tay wn evdexouevav 
tAAws €xew. L. 26: airy wey ody 
q Sidvowa Kal 7H GAZOe.a mpaKTiKi, 
THs 5& CewpntiKjs Siavoias Kal ui 
ApakTikys unde mointikys Td ev Kal 
Kak@s TaAnBes eat. Kal wWevdos- 
TOUTO yap eat TavTds SiavonTiKkov 
€ovyov, Tov d& mpakTiKod Kal diavon- 
TiKOD 1 GAPE Guordyws Exovea 
Th opeker 7H OpOR. L. 35: didvora 
5° avty ovbey Kiel, GAA’ F Evekd Tov 
kal mpaxtixn. Ibid. c. 12, 1143, b, 
1;seep.197,n.4, supra. Polit. vii. 
14, 1333, a, 24: dujpnral re 8x7 
[Td Adyov Exov], Kab’ bv mep eia- 
Oauev tpdmov Siaipeiv: 6 wey yap 
TpakTiKds eat Adyos 6 5E OewpnTikds. 
Cf. p. 106,n. 2,sup. For a closer 
view of the practical reason and 
the activity which proceeds from 

Between these two kinds 

for that we 

it see ch. xii. part 2, infra. 
1 Ph.d. Gr. i. p. 505. 
2 «Practical reason’ itself must 

not be mistaken for ‘will,’ which, 
to Aristotle, is essentially a desire; 
the former is merely thought in 
relation to action. 

S De An. iti. 10, 433, ay a2 
sqq. (see p. 112, n.3,swpra), and c. 
11, 434, a, 12 (see foll. n.), where 
BovaAnois is opposed to dpeéis, 
Rhet. i. 10, 1369, a, 2: for 3 7 
bev BovAnois ayabod petis (ovels 
yap BovAerat GAA’ 7 bray oindF 
elvar ayabdv) BAoyo: 8 opckeis opyn 
kal emiBuuia, Eth. v. 11, 1136, b, 
7: otre yap BovAeTa obdels & wh 
olerou eivat omovdaioy, 6 Te aKparijs 
ovx & olera: Seiy mpatrew mparret. 
See further, p. 113, n. 1. Cf. 
PLATO’s statements, Fi. d.G7r.i. p. 
505, and p.719, 3. At other times 
the word has a wider meaning, as 
Polit. vii. 15, 1334, b, 22 (@upos yap 
Kal BovAnots é71 be emiOuula Kal yevo- 
bévois evOds tndpxet ToOIs matdiois). 
In th. iii. 6, both meanings 
are concerned, where to the ques- 
tion whether BovAnois has refer- 
ence to the good or to the ap- 
parently good, the reply is given 
that per se, and in a virtuous 
man, it is to the former alone; in 
a bad man, to the latter. 

4 Eth. i. 13, 1102, b, 138: we 
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are the authors of our own actions, and that it lies in 

our own power to be good 

must distinguish in the soul a 
rational and an irrational part. 
The latter, however, is of two 
kinds. The one of its con- 
stituent parts, the nutritive soul, 
has nothing to do with action; 
€oue 5& Kal HAAN Tis Pvois THs 
Wux7s GAoyos «iva, petéxovoa 
pevtot mn Adyov. Both in the 
temperate and the intemperate 
man, reason operates on the one 
hand; atverar 8’ ev avtois ral 
&AAo TL Tapa Thy Adyov Tepuxds, 
& mdaxeral Te Kal aytitelver TH 
Adyw. atexvas yap Kabdrep Ta 
TapardeAuueva TOU CwuaTos mopLe 
eis TH Seti Mpoatpoumevwy Kivjoa 
TovvayTiov «is T& GploTEepa Tapa- 
peperat, Kal éml THs Wuxis* én 
TavaytTia yop ai dpual ray axparav 
... kal é€y TH Wx} vouorréov 
elval Ti mapa Tov Adyor, evayTLOvmE- 
voy TovTw Kal ayvTiBatvoy 
Adyou Sékal TovUTO paiveroat weTEXELY, 
domep elmouev* mweilapxet you TH 
Ady@ Tb TOU eyKpaTovs ... palverat 
dy Kal Td GAoyoy Sittdv. Td wey 
yap puTikdy ovdauas Koivwvet Adyou, 
To 8 emiOuuntixdy kal bAws dpexTiKdy 
meTexet Tws, H KaTHKOSY eoTLY aTOD 
kal meOapxiKov . . . OTL Oe WelDeTat 
mws ord Adyou Td aAoyov, unvves 
Kal vou§érnaots Kal Taoa emitiunots 
Te Kal mapdKAnois. ef 5€ xpy Kal 
ToUTO pavat Adyov exew, SitTdv 
éotat Kal To Adyov Exov, Td mev 
kup‘ws Kal ev atté, Td 5° &omep 
matpos adkovotixoy Tt, Polit. vii 
14, 1333, a, 16: Sujpnta Se Svo 
MEepn THS Wuxs, ay TO wey ExeL 
Adyoy Kad’ avTd, Td 8 ovK Exer pev 
Kad’ aitd, Adyw 8 braxovew Suvd- 
pevov, De An. iii. 11, 434, a, 12: 
vika 8 eviore [7 dpedis] kal Kwee 
Thy BovAnow: bre 5’ éxeivy TavTny, 

or bad,! is Aristotle’s firm 

domep opaipa [v. 1. -av] H dpetis thy 
Spek, bray akpacia yévntat. pies 
de del 7) dyw apxikaTépa Kal Kuwel, 
dote tpeis popas dn Kiveicba. 
The various attempts made to 
explain and amend the last 
passage by TRENDELENBURG and 
TORSTRIK, i72 loco, BRENTANO, 
Psychol. d. Ar. 111 sq., and the 
Greek commentators (discussed 
in Tren.), it isthe more justitiable 
here to omit as the thought ex- 
pressed isclearenough. Depart- 
ing from previous editions, Zeller 
would now suggest:...d7€ 5’ éxeivn 
TAUTHY, BoTEep ) &vVw THaipa THY 
KaTw, OTE 5’ 7 Upekis . . . yevntat 
[pice ... Ket], Gore, &c. Ari- 
stotle’s doctrine differs from that 
of Plato as presented Ph. d. Gr. 1. 
713 sq., only in this, that in place 
of the Platonic @uuss we have 
here the appetites as a whole. 

! Mohs Wa. (tA 013, Db, Bis. py 
juivy d€ Kal 7 GpeTh, dudiws SE kal 
mn Kakia, eéy ols yap ed’ uty 7d 
mpatrew, Kal TO wh mparrew, Kal 
év ois TO wh, Kal TO vat> dor’ Et Td 
mpaTTew Kadby ov ep’ Huly eoTt, 
kal Td wy mpaTTe ed’ Huiv ~orat 
aisxpoy dv, Kal ef Td wh mparrew 
Kaddoy ov ep uty, Kal Tb mparrey 
aigxpoy oy ed’ nuiv, ef 8 ed’ july 
TQ Kaka mpatTew Kal TH alcxpa, 
duolws 5€ Kal TO UH mMpaTTEL, TOUTO 
5 fv 7d Gyabots Kal Kakois elvat, 
ep’ juiv &pa Td emencéot kal pavrats 
elvat . . . 2) Tots ye vuv Elpnuévols 
aupioBynratéov, Kal thy a&vOpwmrov 
ov patéoyv apyyy eivat ovde yevynthy 
Tav mpdtewy, Homwep Kal Téxvwr ; 
ei 5€ tav’ra [if he is author of his 
own actions] gdatverar kal wh Exo- 
ev eis YAAaS apxas avaryaryety Tapa 
Tas ep juty, av Kal ai apxal ev 

12 
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conviction, which he supports by the recognised volun- 

tariness of virtue,! and by the moral responsibility 

which is presupposed in legislation and in the judgment 

universally passed in rewardsand punishments, praiseand 

blame, exhortation and warning.? In the case of settled 

moral states, it is true that he believes it to be partly 

otherwise. These in their beginnings, indeed, depend 
upon ourselves; but when we have once become good 

or bad it is just as little in our power not to be so, as 

when we are sick to be well.* In like manner he admits 

that when the will has once acquired a definite bent, the 

external action necessarily follows. But when it is 

said that all desire what seems good to them, and that 
they are not responsible for this seeming, Aristotle 

refuses to admit it, since even the disposition which 

determines our moral] judgments is our own creation.° 

Nor does he regard with more fayour the attempt to 

prove from the nature of the disjunctive judgment the 

and the question investigated jutv Kal adta ed’ jyuiv Kal Exovoia. 
c. 5, 1112, b, 31: owe 5, Kada- 
mep elpntat, &vOpwmros elvar apxh 
Tav mpatewv, and elsewhere. On 
Aristotle’s doctrine of the free- 
dom of the will, see SCHRADER, 
ibid. ; TRENDELENBURG, Jfiistor. 
Beitr. ii. 149 sqq. 

1 Aristotle frequently makes 
use of this argument, accusing 
the dictum of Socrates and Epi- 
charmus, ov@els Exéyv rovnpds ovd 
&kwy uwakap(on which see Ph. d.Gr. 
i 462, 5, iii. b, 119, 2, cf. 719, 3), 
of the inconsistency of declaring 
good to be voluntary, evil in- 
voluntary; Zth. iii. 7, 1113, b, 
14, 1114, b, 12 sqq. 

2 Eth. thid. 1113, b, 21, 1114, 
a, 31, where this is fully discussed 

how far and in what cases we 
are irresponsible for ignorance or 
mental and bodily defects, and 
how far, on the other hand, we 
are responsible for them as in 
themselves culpable. 

2 Kth. ti. 7, 8, 1116) moe 
sqq., b, 30, cf. v. 13, 1137, a, 4, 
17: particular just and unjust 
actions are voluntary and easy, 
but 7d @8) €xovras tratta moveiy 
ore pabdiov ovr’ én’ avtois. 

4 Metaph. ix. 5, see i. 385, n. 2, 
supra. 

5 Ibid. iii. 7, 1114, a, 31 sqq. 
The question how far it is possible 
consciously to commit a mistake 
is more fully discussed in the 
Ethics. See infra. 
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logical impossibility of a contingent result.' 

EVE 

On the 

contrary, he regards voluntariness as an essential condi- 

tion of all action that is the subject of moral judg- 

ment;? and if this does not exhaust the conception of 

volition (for Aristotle calls the actions of children and 

even of animals voluntary),*? at least without volun- 
tariness no volition is possible. If all that is voluntary 

is not also intentional, yet all that is intentional must 

' Seei. 230, n.4, supra. It has 
already been there shown that 

_ Aristotle does not hereby avoid 
all difficulties; but this only 
shows more clearly how impor- 
tant he regarded it to rescue the 
possibility of voluutary actions. 

* Eth. iii. 1 init.: ris aperijs 
37) wept waéOn Te Kal mpdters ovens, 
kal éml wey Tots Exovclois eralywy 
Kal Woywv yiwopevwv, em dé Tots 
&kovolois cuyyveuns, kc. Ine. 
1-3, cf. v. 10, 1135, a, 23 sqq. 7d 
Exovooy and ékovcioy are fully 
discussed. According to the 
account here given, that is in- 
voluntary which is done under 
compulsion or in ignorance. We 
must distinguish, however, in the 
former between physical compul- 
sion, which constitutes absolute 
involuntariness, and moral com- 
pulsion, which is only relative; in 
the latter, bet ween unconsciousac- 
tion (ayvootvra moreiv), which may 
also be voluntary (as when some- 
thing is done in haste or anger), 
and action from ignorance (87 
ayvoway mpdrrew). As, further, 
there are many things on which 
an action depends (nearly corre- 
sponding to the familiar quis, 
quid, ubi, &c., Aristotle mentions : 
Tis Kal ti kod mepl ri } ev rin 
mparret, eviore 5€ Kal Ti, ofoy 
opydyvy kal Evena Tivos), we must 

ask to which of these the ignor- 
ance refers: the action being 
involuntary in the highest degree 
when the mistake concerns the 
essential points of its aim and 
object. Finally, it makes a differ- 
ence, according to Aristotle, 
whether an action committed in 
ignorance is matter of regret or 
not; if the doer does not regret 
it he acquiesces in it, so that 
while it cannot be regarded as 
voluntary, it is not involuntary 
in the sense of being against his 
will (c. 2 init. and fin. ; cf. vii. 8, 
1150, a, 21, c. 9 inét.). On the 
other hand, that is (c. 3 init.) 
EKOVTLOV OF 7) apX) ev avTe ciddT1 TH 
Kal’ Exacta év ois  mpagis, or 
(1135, a, 23) 0 ay Tis Tay ép’ aita@ 
dvtay das kal ph ayvoev mpatTn 
MATE OY MATE @ pATE ov Evena. Cf. 
Fhet. i. 10, 1368, b, 9: éxdvres 5 
moovow boa €iddres kal wh avay- 
ka(duevot. On the other hand, 
deliberation is not a necessary 
condition of voluntariness: onthe 
contrary, Aristotle expressly 
denies that passion and emotion 
destroy the voluntariness of an 
action. 
ep its Ss, 4, MAD au 24 ps 

8. Will, however, in the stricter 
sense (see p. 114, n. 3, supra), 
cannot be attributed to either of 
them, 
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needs be voluntary.' It is in his view the intention upon 

which in the first instance the moral quality of an act 

depends.’ In like manner deliberation is only possible 

with reference to those things which lie within our own 

power.® Aristotle, however, has not attempted to indi- 

cate more exactly the inner processes by which free 

volition operates, nor to solve all the difficulties which 

surround the doctrine of the Freedom of the Will. The 

1 Eth. iii. 4, 1111, b, 6: 7 
mpoa'peais 57 Exovotoy wey paivera, 
ov tavtToy 5&, GAN em mAéoy Td 
Exovcloy’ Tov wey yap Exovaiov Kat 
maides Kal TaAAa (aa Kolwwvei, 
mpoatperews 8’ od, Kal Ta ekalpyns 
Exovoia mev A€youey, KaTa Tpoaloecw 
5’ ov. 1112, a, 14: Exovowoy pev 
5) palverat [i mpoalpecis|, To F 
ExovoLv ov av mpoapetév. (So 
also Rhet. ibid.: boca pev ovv 
éxdvtes [SC. mototow], ov mayTa, 
mpoatpovmevor, eiddTes  GmarTa.) 
Aristotle then further distin- 
guishes mpoalpeots from émibuu’a, 
@uuds, BovAnots (by which he here 
means wish, rather than will as it 
is directed towards what is im- 
possible and beyond our power) 
and dda (or, more accurately, 
a certain kind of dda, e.g. 
right opinion upon what is 
right, what is to be feared, &c., 
and generally upon practical 
questions); its characteristic 
mark is deliberation (c. 5, 1113, 
a, 2: BovAeutoy de Kal mpoaperdy 
TO avTd, TAHY adwpicuevoy H5n Td 
mpoatpetév' To yap ex THs BovAjs 
mpoxpi0ev mpoaipetéy eat); ac- 
cordingly, 7d mpoaperdy is defined 
as BovAeutoy dpextoy Tav ed’ uty, 
and mpoalpeois as BovAcutixy dpekis 
tav ép nuiv (ibid. 1. 9 sq.); & 
Tov BovAetoacba yap Kplvaytes 
dpeyoucba Kate THy BovAcvow. The 

same description is repeated Eth. 
vi. 2, 1189, a, 23, Gl. Wee 
b, 10 (arpoeAduevor wey [rpdrromuer | 
doa mpoBovAevodmevol, ampoaipera 
5€ baa ampoBovAcuTa). On the 
other hand, épegéis in the narrower 
sense of mere irrational desire is 
said De An. iii. 11, 434, a, 12, cf. 
l. 5 sq., to be without part in 7d 
BovaAeutikév. 

2 Té yap mpoapetoOa tayaba 7 
Ta Kaka Towel Ties eopmev (ibid. c. 
4, 1112, a, 1). 

3 BovAevdueba 5 mep) tay ed’ 
nut mpaxtay, ibid. c. 5, 1112,a, 30. 
Aristotle further shows (1112, b, 
11 sqq. vii. 9, 1151, a, 16) that 
deliberation deals, not with the 
end, but with the means. We set 
ourselves an end and then ask, 
just as in mathematical analysis, 
what are the conditions under 
which it may be attained; we 
next inquire what is required to 
create these conditions,and so on 
until we arrive by a process of 
analysis at the first condition of 
the desired result which lies in 
our power. With the knowledge 
of this condition, deliberation 
ceases; with the endeavour to 
realise it, action begins. Cf. 
TRENDELENBURG, Histor. Beitr. 
ii. 381 sq.; WALTER, Lehre v. d. 
prakt. Vern. 220 sq. 
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credit of first clearly perceiving these points belongs 

to the Stoics, while it has been left to modern philosophy 

fully to appreciate their force. 
Before going on, however, to examine from the point 

of view of the Aristotelian Ethics the forms of activity 

which proceed from free self-determination, there are 

some anthropological questions which still demand inves- 

tigation. ‘These have been already touched upon, but 

only now admit of a complete survey. 

As Aristotle recognises in the collective sphere of 

animate existence a progressive evolution to ever higher 

forms of life, so he regards the life of the human soul from 

the same point of view. Man unites in himself every 

form of life. To the nutritive life he adds the power 

of sensation and motion, and to these again the life 

of reason. Thought rises in him from sensation to 

memory and imagination, and thence to reflexion and 

the highest stage of the pure intuitions of the reason ; 

action, from sensual desires, to rational will. He is 

capable not merely of perception and experience, but 

also of art and science. He raises himself in moral 

action above animal desire just as in the latter he 

transcends the merely vegetable processes of nutrition 

and propagation. Aristotle accordingly sums up his 

whole doctrine of the Soul in a single sentence: the 

Soul is in a certain sense all Actuality, inasmuch as it 

unites in itself the sensual and the spiritual, and thus 

contains the Form of both !—a description which applies 

especially, of course, to the soul of man. But just as 

we found it to be a defect in Plato’s theory that he was 

1 See vol. i. p. 199; n, 2, supra: 
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unable to find any inner principle of unity in the three 

parts into which he had divided the soul, and that he 

undoubtedly failed to propound this problem with 

scientific accuracy,! so we have to regret in Aristotle a 

similar omission. The relation between the sensitive and 

nutritive life might itself have suggested the question — 

whether the latter is an evolution from the former, or 

whether they come into existence simultaneously, and 

subsist side by side separate from one another. And 

where, if the latter be the case, are we to look for the con- 

nection between them and the unity of animal life? This 

difficulty, however, is still more pressing in reference to 

Reason and its relation to the lower faculties of the 

soul. Whether we regard the beginning, progress, or 

end of their union, everywhere we find the same un- 

solved dualism ; nowhere do we meet with any satis- 

factory answer to the question? where we are to look 
for the unifying principle of personality—the one power 

which governs while it unites all the other parts of the 

soul. The birth of the soul, speaking generally, 

coincides, according to Aristotle, with that of the body 

whose entelechy it is. He not only rejects any 

assumption of pre-existence, but he expressly declares 

that the germ of the life of the soul is contained in the 

male semen and passes with it from the begetter into 

the begotten. But, on the other hand, he is unable to 

| Ph. d. Gr. i. pp. 717 sq. complete consistency of the Ari- 
* Which Aristotle, however, stotelian doctrine is wholly un- 

does not forget to put to Plato; successful. Detailed criticism 
see p. 23, n. 1, supra. of it may here be omitted with- 

3 EvenScHELLSattempt(Die out prejudice to the following 
Kinheit des Seelenlebens aus d. investigation. 
Principien d. arist. Phil. ent- * See p.10,n. 1, p.6,n. 2, p. 53, 
wichelt. Freib. 1873) to prove the n. 3, and p. 96,n.1, swvra. 
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apply this to the rational part of the soul, since that is 

something wholly different from the principle of life in 

the body. While, therefore, it is held that the germ of 

this also is propagated in the seed, it is yet asserted ! at 

the same time that it alone enters man from without,’ 

and is not involved in his physical life.* But how an 

immaterial principle which has absolutely nothing in 

common with the body and possesses no bodily organ 

can be said to reside in the semen and propagate itself 

through it, is wholly incomprehensible 4—not to mention 

the fact that not one word is anywhere said of the time 

or manner of its entrance into it. Nor can this 

difficulty be met by the assumption that the Spirit 

proceeds direct from God, whether we regard its origin 

as an event necessarily following the operation of 

natural laws, or as in each case the effect of a creative 

act of the Divine Will.® 

pyeee ip. 96, nN. 
pra. 

2 It enters the womb, indeed, 
in the seed, but comes to the latter 
Ovpabev, as is clearly explained in 
the passages quoted, p. 96, n, 1, 
Gen, An. ii. 3, 736, b, 15 sqq. 

3 Xwpiorbs (Gen. An. ii. 8, 
1a1,2,9; De An. iii. 5; see p. 96, n. 
1, and p. 98, n.1, swp.), which here, 
as perhaps also in Plato’s account 

of the Ideas, means not merely 
separable but actually separate, 
the equivalent phrase ovfey yap 
avToU TH Evepyela KoLVwYEL TWMATLK?) 
evepyeia being used for it, 739, a, 

28. 
4 We cannot conceive of an 

immaterial being occupying a 
position in space, nor is the rela- 
tion of the active force to the 

Ly: ely, Sit 

For the former view, which 

implement it employs, which is 
used to explain the union of soul 
and body (p. 3, n. 2, supra), 
applicable to the reason, which 
has no such implement. Cf. p. 
94, n. 2, and p. 100, ni; 2. 

5 BRANDIS, Gr.-Rom. Phil. ii. 
b. A178; 

6 The latter view, that of the 
so-called ‘creationists,’ was not 
only generally assumed by medi- 
zval Aristotelians as undoubtedly 
Aristotle’s, but is accepted bv 

BRENTANO, Psychol. d. Ar. 195 
sqq , whom HERTLING, Mat. und 
Form, 170 (more cautiously also 
L. SCHNEIDER, Unsterblichheits- 
lehre d. Arist. 54 sq.), is inclined 
to follow. According to BREN., 
‘the spiritual part is created out 
of nothing by the immediate act 
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coincides more or less with the doctrine of Emanation, 

there is not only no support whatsoever in Aristotle’s 

system, but it is wholly irreconcilable with his view of 

the unchangeable and transcendent nature of God.! 

The assumption, on the other hand, of the creation of 

the human spirit by the Deity conflicts with Aristotle’s 
express and emphatic statement”? that God does not 

interfere actively in the world by an exercise of will.’ 

Aristotle says, moreover, as distinctly as possible, that 

the spirit is exempt from birth no Jess than from death, 

thus attributing to it pre-existence,* though in a certain 

impersonal sense. It was impossible, accordingly, that 

the question how and by whom it was produced at the 

birth of the body should have even been raised by him. 

Even upon the only question that could arise—the 

question regarding the causes which determine the 

spirit’s union with a human body, and with this 

particular body in each particular case, and regarding 

the way in which this union takes place—Aristotle’s 

writings contain not a single word; whether it be that 

this question never suggested itself to him, or that he 

of God, and at the same time the to bean effluence from the ether, 
character of a human body is 
given to the material part’ (p. 
199); the reason is produced by 
God from nothing at the moment 
at which the foetus in its na- 
tural development reaches the last 
stage (which, according to n. 2, 
preceding page, must beat a point 
of time previous at any rate tothe 
procreative act); see also p. 203. 

1 Cf. alsoi. 413 sqq. Still less 
of course can we, with GROTE 
(Arist. ii. 220, 230), regard 
the absolutely immaterial spirit 

the Oetov c@ua. 
2 On which see i. 399 sq. 
3 As is rightly remarked also 

by Breau (Ueb. d. Begriff vots 
b. Arist. Linz, 1864; Gymn - 
Progr. p. 9). 

+ Cf. the passages quoted, p. 
96, n. 1, andp.101,n.2,sup. The 
obvious meaning of these pas- 
sages cannot justly be set aside 
upon the general grounds advo- 
cated by BRENTANO, p. 196 sq., 
which find no support either in 
the psychology of Aristotle or in 
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regarded it as insoluble and preferred to leave it alone. 

Nor is he more explicit with regard to the question of 

the origin of the ‘ Passive Reason, whose existence is 

said to begin and end with that of the body.” Although 

we should naturally assume that he regards it as the 

outcome of the union of the active spirit with the 

faculty of reproductive imagination, yet he gives us no 

hint to help us to form a definite conception of its 

origin.® 

If we further examine the union in man of different 

faculties, we find it difficult to understand how in one 

being two parts can be united, of which the one is 

exposed to passive states, the other incapable of pas- 

sivity; the former bound up with the body, the latter 

without a physical organ. Does Reason, we may ask, 

‘participate in the physical life and the mutation of the 

lower faculties, or do the latter participate in the im- 

‘mutability and impassiveness of Reason? We might 

} find support for both assumptions in Aristotle’s writ- 

| ings, yet each in turn can be shown to be inconsistent 

| with the presuppositions of his philosophy. On the 

anyrightlyinterpreted statement d. menschl. Seele nach Arist. 
to be found in his texts. Halle, 1873, p. 46 sq.) supposes 

1 The words, Gen An. ii. 8, 
736, b, 5, to which BRENTANO, 
195, calls attention, point rather 
to this: 615 kal wep) vov, réte Kal 
m@s peTadauBave: wal médey Ta 
METEXOVTA TAavTHS THS apxis, Exet 
7 amoplay mAciorny Kal Set mpo- 
OuuetoOar kata Svvaulv AaBev 
‘Kal KaOdaov evdéyerat. 

eat, p: OS, n.°2. 
3 SCHLOTIMANN (Das Ver- 

gangliche und Unvergangliche in 

the passive reason to be a radia- 
tion of the active on its entry 
into the body. This assumntion, 
however, finds no support in any 
statement of Aristotle or in his 
system as a whole. According 
to Aristotelian principles, the 
reason, like all immaterial and 
unmoved being, can promote 
the development of other things 
by solicitation, but cannot de- 
velop anything else from itself. 
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one hand, in his account of ‘ Passive Reason’! the 

qualities of the perishable parts of the soul are trans- 

ferred to Reason; while, on the other hand, just as 
immaterial Form in general or the motive power as 

such is said to be itself unmoved,? so Aristotle denies 

movement and change not only to Reason, but also to 

the Soul in general. The conception of the Passive 

Reason, in fact, concentrates in itself all the contradic- 

tions we are at present considering.* 

1 See p. 96 sqq. supra. 
2 See the passage already 

quoted, p 5, from De An. i. 
3, 4. Aristotle opens the dis- 
cussion at the beginning of c. 3 
with the explanation that not 
only is it not true to say that the 
soul can, from its nature, be an 
€avTd Kiwouv, GAA’ Evy TL TOV Gdu- 
vatrwy Td bmdpxew ath Kivnow. 
Of the arguments by which this 
is proved, the first (406, a, 12) 
is to Aristotle completely con- 
vincing: Tecodpwy 5€ Kwicewv 
ovaay, popas, GAAoLdoeEws, PO!oEws, 
avéjcews, 7 play TovTwy Kivotr’ ay 
} wAclous } macas. ef GE Kivetras 
ph Kara ouuBeBnkds, dice adv 
imdpxot Kivnsis avth. ei 5€ TovTO 
kal Témos* maga: yap al AcexPeioa 
kwijoes ev témw. ei & early F 
ovaia Tis Wuxis Td Kweiv EauThy, 
ov Kata cuuBeBnKds avTh TO Kivel- 

oOa: ixdpxe:. After proving in 
detail how impossible it is that 
the soul should move, and espe- 
cially that it should move in 
space, Aristotle returns, c. 4, 
408, a, 30, once more to the 
original question and declares 
that it is impossible that the 
soul should be self-moving; it 
can move and be moved only 
Kata cuuBeBnkds, oiov Kiweicba 

The motionless- 

pev ev & éotl, TovTo Se Kweiobat 
bd THS Vux7ns* BAAws B ovyx oidv 
Te Kiveio@at Kata Térov avTiv. It 
might, indeed, appear that it 
moves itself. gayey yap thy 
Wuxhy AvumeicOa xalpew Oappeiv 
goBeicbat, rt SE OpyiCerbal Te kal 
aigbavecbat Kat Siavocicbat* Taira 
dé mavtTa Kivicets elvat SoKxvvot. 
d6ev oinbein Tis Gy avThy Kwetcba* 
To 8° ovK Ect Gayarykaiov ; 
BéAtiwov yap tows wh Adyew Thy 
wuxhv éAectvy ® wavOdvey % d1a- 
vocicbat, GAAG Toy &vOpwrov Ti 
Wuxi. Totto de uh as ev exeivn 
THs Kwhocews otaons, GAA’ STE per 
méxpt exelyns, 6te 8 am’ exetvns, 
oiov 7 mev alcOnots amd Twvdl [it is 
a motion which proceeds from 
the senses to the soul], 7 & 
avauynois am éxelyns éml tas év 
Tots aig@nrnpios Kiwioes 2 movds. 
Phys. vii. 3, 246, b, 24, shows 
with reference to the higher 
faculties that neither virtue and 
vice on the one hand, nor thought 
on the other, can be said to be 
an GAAolwots of the soul, al- 
though they are produced by an 
GAAoiwois Cf. p. 94, n. 2. 

3 Cf. 1. 386, n. 1, and i. dew, 
n. 1, supra. 

4 See p. 103 sq. supra. 

Bugis y 
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ness of the lower faculties of the soul is contradicted 

among other things! by what has just been said about 

the characteristic difference between them and Reason. 

' For how can they be susceptible of impression when 

ee 

they are wholly excluded from movement and change, 

seeing that every impression involves a change ? ? 

Where, finally, are we to look in this union of hetero- 

geneous parts for that centre of equilibrium of the soul’s 

life, which we call Personality? It cannot reside, it 

would seem, in Reason, for this is the permanent uni- 

versal element in man which is unaffected by the 

changing conditions of individual life ; it is not born, 

and it does not die; it is free from all suffering and 

change ; it is subject to no failure or error; neither 

love nor hate nor memory nor even intellectual activity? 

belongs to it, but only to the man in whom it resides.‘ 

Neither can Personality lie in the lower faculties of the 

soul. For, on the one hand, Aristotle, as we have just 

seen, combats the view that these are subject to motion, 

and finds the proper subject of the changing states of 

feeling and even of intelligent thought, not in the soul 

itself, but in the union of both soul and body in man. 

On the other hand, he asserts that the essence of each 

1 As, for instance, the passage 
quoted, p. 109, n. 5, according to 
which, in desire, the appetitive 
part of the soul is both mover 
and moved, the (@ov is only 
moved; and the description of 
sensation, p. 58, n. 4. 

2 See i. 454, n. 2, 3. 
3 A:dvoi in the sense of dis- 

cursive thought as explained, p. 
£06, n. 2. 

* Besides the passages quoted, 

poo, to, Sand) “p. “12%, ns <2) 
supra, cl. De An. iii. 10, 433, 
a, 26: vots wey otv mas dp0ds, but 
especially De An. i. 4, 408, b, 24: 
kat TO voety 5 Kal Td Bewpety pa- 
patvera: &AAov Tivds Eow Oeipo- 
Mévov, avTd dé amabés éorwy (see p. 
96, n. 2, supra). 7d dé diavoetcba 
Kal pirety 7) mioety ovK oT exel- 
vou wa0n, GAAG Tovdl Tov ExovTos 
€xeivo, 7 ekeivo exer. 51d Kal TovTou 
POetpomevov ore wvynuoveder ore 
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individual is his reason,! by which he understands, not 

thought alone, but every kind of intellectual appre- 

hension.? And if he refuses to acknowledge the soul as 

the subject of emotion, he is not likely to find it in the 
body.? The most serious difficulty, however, arises in 

connection with his theory of the Will. Will cannot 

belong to Reason as such, for Reason taken in itself is 
not practical but theoretical. Even practical thought 

is sometimes regarded by Aristotle as a function of a 

different faculty from theoretic. Movement and action, 

in fact, come from desire, which in turn is excited by 

imagination.? Desire, again, can cause movement, but 

not rational movement,® for it belongs to animals as well 

iret’ ov yap exeivou Hv, GAAG TOD 
Kowov, 0 amwdAwaAer. 

1 Eth. x. 7, 1178, a, 2: ddkere 
5 ay kal civat Exaotos Todt [i.e. 
vous] eimep TO Kuptoy Kal Geuvoy. 
ix. 4, 1166, a, 16, 22: rov 6:a- 
vonTikov xdpiv omep ExaoTos elvat 
Soxer . dokere 8 Gy Td voody 
€xagtos eivat 7} wdAiTa. Cc. 8, 
1168, b, 28: the good man might 
be said to be pre-eminently ¢ia- 
autos, seeing that love of the 
most essential (kupiéraroy) part 
of himself predominates in all 
he does. &oamep Se kal wéAis Td 
Kupiotatoy pdA.or’ eivat Soxet Kal 
may &AAO oVaTHMA, Of TW Kal &vOpw- 
TOs kal eyKpaTys 5€ Kal 
akparns A€yeTat TE Kparetv Tov 
vovv 7) MN, @S TOUTOV ExdoTou byTOS* 
Kal mempayevat Soxovo.w avrol Kal 
Exovglws Ta META Adyou udALoTa. 

2 See p. 93, n. 5, supra. 
oases te, L173, -bp- 107 35 

pleasure is an GvamAfpwois, the 
body must be that which feels 
pleasure, but this is not the case. 

4 Eth. vi. 2; see p. 113, n. 2, 

supra. 
> See the passages from Zth. 

vi. 2, 1139, a, 35, already em- 
ployed, p. 113 sq.: Sduvoa & 
aut? ovbev Kivel, GAN’ H Evekd Tov 
kal mpaxtikn. De An. iii. 10, 433, 
a, 22: 6 wey vous ov dalverat kwav 
&vev opetews. c. 9, 432, b, 26: 
GAAG wny ovde To AoyioTikdy Kal 6 
KaAovmevos vous éotly 6 kway" 6 
bey yop ewpnTikds ovOey voet Tpak- 
Tov, ovde A€yer mepl HeveTod Kal 
SiwkTov ovdev, 7 SE Kivnois 7) pev- 
yovrés tt } Sidnovrdés ti eat. 
GAA’ ovd’ Gray Bewph TL ToLovTOY, 
Hon KeAcver Pevyew 7 Sidkew .. . 
étt kal é€mitdttovTos Tov vov kal 
Aeyovons Tis Siavoias mevyew Tt 7) 
Simkelv ov KIVEITAaL GAAG KaTa THY 
émiOuulay mparret, viov 6 aKparis. 
kal BAws dpGuev tt 6 Exav Thy 
iarpikhy ovK iGrat, @s éTépov Twos 
kuplov byTos TOU Woleiy KaTa THY 
emioTHunv, GAA’ ov THs emisTh- 

LNs. 
6 De An. iii. 9 fin., after the 

passage just quoted: a@AAa piv 
ovd’ 7 Opetis TadTyS Kupla THS KiWh- 
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as man, whereas the Will belongs to man alone.! Both 

Reason and Desire must therefore enter into Will as 

constituent parts.” But in which of these two the 

essence of the Will or the power of free self-determina- 

tion resides, it is hard to say. On the one hand, the 

power of controlling desire is attributed to Reason, which 

is defined as the motive force, or more accurately the 

source from which the resolutions of the will proceed: 

and immorality is treated as a perversity of Reason.‘ 

On the other hand, it is asserted that Reason initiates 

gews* of yap eyKparets dpeyouevar 
kal émiOupodyTes 08 mpaTToVaoL wy 
éxovat THY Upetiv, GAA’ akoAoVOovGL 
TH VQ. 

1 Of. p.114,n.3, and p. 117,n.3. 
2See p.J14, n 3. and th. 

eet Piao, a, 33: 510 ob7’ avev 
vou Kal Siavoias ov7’ avev 7OiK7s 
eotly E~ews 7 Tpoaipeais. b, 4: 510 
}) Gpextikds vovs 1 mpoa‘peois 7} 
petits Siavontixy Kal  TowadTy 
apxh dvOpwros. If, in opposition 
to the above view, it be said that 
the will belongs to dpegs, which 
is regarded by Aristotle as a 
separate part of the soul (SCHRA- 
DER, Arist. de Volunt. Dectr. 12), 
thiscannot beadmitted. Aristotle 
himself states clearly enough that 
reason is an element of will, but 
reason is essentially different 
from the animal soul to which 
dpeéts belongs. 

’ Aristotle frequently says 
that the command in the soul 
belongs by nature to the reason. 
It is xvpiov in it (#th. x. 7, 1x. 8; 
see p 126, n. 1, supra); it has no 
superior (De An. i. 5, 410, a, 12: 
THs de Wuxns eval Ti KpeiTToy Kat 
&pxov, advvatov* advvatwtepoy 3” 
étt Tov vov). Desire, on the other 

hand, must obey the reason 
(Polit. i. 5: 6 de vows [épxer] rijs 
dpéetews TodiTiKkny Kal Baciructy 
[apxnv]. De An. iii. 9, v. 598, 5 
above : émitdttovtos Tov vov. Hth. 
i. 13: the opextixdy partakes of 
Adyos,  KaTiKOdy ect avToOU Kal 
meapxixdy, similarly Polit. vii. 
14, v. p. 588; Adyos, however, 
resides only in the reason), 
and this obedience it is which 
constitutes the difference be- 
tween the éyxpar)js and the 
akpatns (De An. iii. 9, see p. 126, 
1c ee Lith. Dida foal he “eh 
5 (maverau yep EKAOT OS Cntéy TOS 
mpager, é OTay els abroy avayayn TH 
apxnv [sc. THs mpdéews when he is 
convinced that theaction depends 
only on himself] kal abrod [this is 
the partitive genitive | eis 7d jyov- 
MEvov* TOUTO yap Td mpoaipovmevor), 
we must understand by 70 7jyotpue- 
voy the reason, not (as WALTER, 

Lehre v. d. prakt. Vernunft, 222 
sqq. prefers to take it) ‘ the har- 
monious union of reason and en- 
deavour,’ ‘the man as a whcle, 
which could not be called the 
governing part of the man, 

* Hth. vii. 7, 1150, a, 1 Sq. c. 
9, 1151, a, 17 sq. 
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no movement and is perfect and infallible.’ But if 

Reason cannot err, it cannot be the seat of the Will, to 

which belong the doing of good and the doing of eyil. 

Where Aristotle actually supposes this to reside, it is im- 

possible to say. He is clearly drawn in opposite directions. 

by opposite considerations between which he is unable to 

take up any decided position. His high conception of 

the nature of the spiritual element in man forbids him 

to implicate Reason in the life of the body, or to 

attribute to it error and immorality ; on the other hand, 

it is to Reason alone that the reins of government in 

the soul can be committed. But the two elements are 

in reality inseparable, and in deducing only what is 

good in our actions from Reason, while limiting to the 

lower faculties of the soul all that is faulty, every act 

which has for its object what is divisible and corporeal, 

all change in act or state, he breaks up human nature 

into two parts between which no living bond of con- 
nection can be discovered. 

1 Cf. on the former head, p. 
126,n.5, on the second, De An. iil. 
10(p.125,n. 4), and p. 197,n. 4, sw- 
pra. Eth.i.13, 1102, b, 14: Tov yap 
éykpatovs Kal Tov akpatous Toy 
Adyov Kal Tis Wuxis Td Adyov Exov 
érawoduev* opas yap Kal énl ra 
BéAtista twapakadetc—so that in 
incontinence the mistake does 
not lie with the rational part of 
the soul; ibid. ix. 8, 1169, a, 17: 
mas yap vods aipeira: Tb BeATLOTOV 
éauvt@, 6 5° emeckys mevOzpxet TP 
ve, where virtue is said to con- 
sist in the subordination of the 
higher portions of the soul to 
the reason, which in its tum 
always chooses the right. 

Similar difficulties would 

* The difficulty remains even al- 
though we assume with BRANDIS 
(ili. a, 105 sq. ii. b, 1042 sq.) that 
freedom, according to Aristotle, 

consists ‘in the spirit’s faculty of 
self-evolution in accordance with 
its own fundamental nature.’ 
For we may ask to which part of 
the soul this evolution belongs? 
The active reason cannot cer- 
tainly evolve itself, for it is un- 
changeable; norcan the appetitive 
and sensitive exhibit free self- 
evolution, being always deter- 
mined by something else; only 
where there is reason do we find 
free activity. Lastly, the Passive 
Reason, which is the only other 
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have arisen in regard to self-consciousness had Aristotle 

gone deeper into this aspect of the question. But just 

his failure to do so or to raise the question in the form 

in which it now presents itself to us, as to what it is 

that constitutes the permanent self amid our changing 

| acts and states,! shows more clearly than anything else 

' how imperfectly he grasped the problem of the unity of 

the personal life. 

Now, if reason enters man from without, and if its 

union with the other faculties of his soul, and with the 

alternative, is open to the same 
charge of indefiniteness and 
contradiction; we cannot find 
any definite place for it between 
reason and sense. The above defi- 
nition of freedom is more like Leib- 
nitz’s than Aristotle’s. Here also, 
as in the case already discussed 
1.413, supra, sq., BRANDIS seems 
to find too close a _ resem- 
blance between Aristotelian and 
modern German doctrines. The 
argument upon which he chiefly 
relies for the above view is that, 
if self-determination has its seat 
in the governing part of our 
nature, and therefore in the 
spirit, and if further the spirit is 
the essence of a man, we may 
conclude that it must develop 
by free self-determination accord- 
ing to its original character as 
individual essence. But spirit or 
reason constitutes, according to 
Aristotle, only one side of the 
will; its reference to sense is as 
essential anelement. Will is not 
pure reason, but rational desire. 
And even were it not so, if will 
were exclusively an exercise of 
reason, we could only conclude 
that it is as incapable of evolu- 

VOL. II. 

tion as of error, for according to 
Aristotle’s expressed opinion 
change and evolution are con- 
fined to the sphere of sensation 
or even more strictly to the body. 
It is difficult, therefore, to say 
what Aristotle regarded as the 
seat of the freedom of the will. 

1 He remarks, indeed, that we 
are conscious of every form of 
our activity as such, and there- 
fore of our own existence. th. 
ix. 9, 1070, a, 29: 6 & épav ort 
6p& aic@dvera Kal 6 axotwy Sri 
akover Kat 6 BadiCwy bt. Badices, Kad 
ém) Tav GAAwy duolws ~ort TL Td 
aicPavduevoy Ort evepyovuer, Sore 
aigbavoiue?’ ay bri aicbavducda Kal 
vooywey OTL vooumev. TO 8 StL 
aigbavducba 7) voovmev, OTL €omer- 
Td yap eivat iv aicOdvec Oat 7) voety) ; 
This consciousness, however, he 
regardsas immediately given with 
the activity in question. In per- 
ception it has its seat in the 
sensus communis (see p. 69, n. 3). 
How the identity of self-con- 
sciousness in the different activi- 
ties which he refers to different 
parts and faculties of the soul is 
to be explained he does not 
inquire. 

K 
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body, continues throughout to be merely an external 

one, we cannot but expect that a union which begins 

in time will also end in time.’ Upon this point, Ari- 

stotle holds with Plato that there is a mortal and also 

an immortal part in the soul. These unite together 
at the beginning of the earthly life, and separate from 

one another again at its close. In the further develop- 

ment, moreover, of this thought he at first closely 

followed Plato. In his earlier writings he enunciated 
the Platonic doctrines of the pre-existence of the soul, 

its incarceration in the body, and its return at death to 

a higher existence.” He therefore assumed the con- 

tinued personality and self-conscious existence of the 
individual after death, although he failed, like Plato, 

fully to investigate the question how far this doctrine 

was consistent with the presuppositions of the Platonic 

philosophy.* With the independent development of 
his own system, however, he was necessarily led to 

question these assumptions. As he came to conceive 

of body and soul as essentially united, and to define 

the soul as the entelechy of the body, and as, further, he 

became convinced that every soul requires its own 

proper organ, and must remain wholly inoperative 

without it, he was necessarily led, not only to regard the 
pilgrimage of the soul in the other world as a myth, 

but also to question the doctrines of pre-existence and 

immortality as they were held by Plato.4| Inasmuch as 
1 Aristotle’s doctrine of im- 2 The references on this sub- 

mortality is discussed by ject have already been given. 
SCHRADER, Jahrb. f. Philologie, Cf. BeRNAys, Dial. d. Arist. 
vol. 81 and 82 (1860), H. 2, p. 21 sqq. 143 sqq. 
89-104; Leonh. SCHNEIDER, 3 On which cf. Ph. d. Gr. i. 
Unsterblichkeitslehre d. Aristot. 717 sq. 
(Passau, 1867), p. 100 sqq. 4 Cf. p. 10, supra. 
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the soul is dependent upon the body for its existence 

and activity, it must come into existence and perish 

with it. Only incorporeal spirit can precede and outlast 

the bodily life. But this, according to Aristotle, is to 

be found only in the reason and in that part of it 

which is without taint of the lower activities of the 

soul—namely, the Active Nous. Neither the sensitive 

nor the nutritive life can exist without the body. 

These come into existence in and with it, and can no 

more be conceived of apart from it than walking apart 

from feet.! Hyven Passive Reason is transitory, like 

everything else which is subject to impression and 

change. ‘The Active Reason alone is eternal and im- 

perishable; it alone is not only separable, but in its 

very nature absolutely separated from the body.? But 

what now is the active reason which thus alone outlives 

death? It is the universal as distinguished from the 

individual element in man. All personal forms of 

activity, on the other hand, are referred either to the 

lower faculties of the soul, or to the whole, which is 

made up of soul and body, and which at death ceases 

to be. If we think of reason as separate from the 

body, we must exclude from it love and hate, memory 

and intelligent thought;* likewise, of course, all 

Bpee p. 6, 0. 1,.and p. 96, n. 1, 
supra. 

gwee. p. 98; n: 1, supra, 
and Metaph. xii. 3, 1070, a, 24: 
ei 5€ Kal torepdv ti trouéver 
[whether anything remains after 
the dissolution of the constituent 
parts of a composite substance | 
okeTTéov' em’ eviwy yap ovdev KwAVEL, 
oioy ei HWuxX} ToLodToY, uy mao GAN’ 

6 vous’ Tacay yap adbvaroy tows. 
3 See on this point the 

passages cited on pp. 125, n. 4,and 
101, n. 3, De An.i. 4, 408, a, 24 
sqq. ili. 5, 430, a, 22. In the 
first of these passages diavoeio ban, 
pireitv, picety, uynmovevev are ex- 
pressly denied of reason, and 
the statement that these belong 
in any sense to a rational being 

K2 
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affections, together with the feelings of pleasure and 

pain, all of which belong to the sphere of the sensitive 

life; and since even will depends for existence upon 

the union of Reason with Desire, it also must perish 

with the lower parts of the soul.! Spirit or thought 

Aristotle doubtless conceived of as surviving death, and 

since it realises itself only in the activity of thought, 

this activity also must remain untouched by death, as 

it is held to be proof against old age.? But of the way 

in which we are to think of this continuance of thought 

after its separation from the body and the lower faculties 

of the soul Aristotle gives us no hint whatever. Even 

thought is impossible without the aid of pictorial 

imagination,? which cannot be said to exist in any 

intelligible sense after the death of the sentient soul. 

And when the body, which the soul as individual pre- 

supposes;4 when perception, imagination, memory, 

reflexion; when the feelings of pleasure and pain, the 

is qualified by the addition: 810 

kal tovtrov POeipouevov obte wyn- 

povever odTE pidei. ov yap éKeivou 
jv, GAAG TOU KoLVOD, b GwWdAWAEY. 
With regard to the second, it has 

already been remarked, p. 101, n. 

2, sup., that the words ov uuvnpmovevo- 

wey O€ refer in the first instance, 

indeed, to the failure to remember 

the existence out of time of the 

Nousanterior to its life in time,but 

that what is true of the present 

life in relation to an anterior one 

must be eqnally true of the 

future life in relation to the pre- 

sent. Since memory (according 

to p. 70 sq.) is an attribute of the 

sensitive soul and depends upon 

the bodily organs, and since 

without the passive reason, which 

perishes at death, no individual 
thought is possible (p. 101,n.3), it 
is obvious that neither can survive 
death. SCHLOTTMANN’S explana- 
tion (p. 50 of the work mentioned 
p. 123, n. 3, supra), according to 
which the words od uynuovevouey, 
&c. refer to the continuous activity 
of the vots momrtixds in the pre- 
sent life as an unconscious one, 
is consistent neither with the 
connection in which they stand 
nor with the meaning which is 
constantly attached to uynuovevew 
in Aristotelian phraseology. 

1 Cf. p. 109, n. 1, 2, and p. 326 
sq. 

2 See p. 96, n. 2. supra. 
3 See p. 108, n. 2, supra. 
* Cf, i. 369 sq., supra. 
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emotions, the desires and the will; when, finally, the 

whole being compounded of the union of soul and 

body has ceased as a whole to be, we are at a loss to 

see where that solitary remnant which he calls spirit 

can still reside, and how we can still speak of any 

personal life at all.! And, indeed, Aristotle himself in 

expressly rejecting the idea that the dead can be happy, 

and in comparing their state to the loss of all sense,? 

1 Even BRENTANO’S Psychol. 
d. Arist. 128 sq. fails to finda 
satisfactory answer to this ques- 
‘tion; while maintaining that the 
soul must remain an individual 
entity after its separation from 
the body, he yet admits that it is 
no longer a ‘ complete substance,’ 
repeating the statement, p. 196 
sq. But how a man can be the 
same person when he is no longer 
the ‘ perfect substance’ which he 
is in the present life, it is diffieult 
to see: not to mention that the 
contradiction of an ‘imperfect 
substance’ finds no place in Ari- 
stotle’s system. 

2 Hth, iii. 4, 1111, b, 22 (Bovan- 
ots 8 éo7) Tév Gduvdtwr, oioy a0a- 
vacias) is not here in point, as 
abavacia must be understood to 
mean here, not immortality after 
death, but immunity from death, 
deathlessness. Jbid. c. 11, 1115, 
a, 26: the discussion is merely of 
the common opinion. On the 
other hand, th. i. 11 is of im- 
portance for our question. Ari- 
stotle here asks whether the dead 
can be happy, and replies (1100, 
a, 13): } TovTS ye TavTEA@s Tomo 
&AAws te Kal Tois A€yovow Tui 
evepyeidy Tiva Thy evdamoviay ; Ei 
5€ uh Aéyouey Toy TeOvedTa evdat- 
Mova unde SédAwv Tovto BovAetar 
&c., obviously implying that the 

dead are incapable of any ac- 
tivity. He says, indeed, in the 
passage that follows: doKet yap 
eival Tt T@ TeOvewTi Ka KaKoy Kal 
ayaboy, elmep xal TG Cyt wh 
aic@avowévm Sé,and p. 1101, 
b, 1: fouwe yap €k TovTwy, ei Kal 
Siixvetrar mpos avtovs driovy, eit’ 
ayddov elre Tovvaytiov, apaupdy TL 
kal pikpov 7) amA@s 7) exelvois elvan, 
ei S€ uh, TOTOUTOY ye Kal ToOLOUTOY 
bore un Tovety evdatuovas Tovs my 
évtas [those who are not so] unde 
Tous bvTas apatpetcbat TO wakdpLoy. 
His meaning, however, cannot 
here be that the dead have a feel- 
ing of happiness or unhappiness 
which is increased by the pro- 
sperity or misfortune of posterity 
(which is the subject under dis- 
cussion). This is even expressly 
denied and would be wholly in- 
consistent with the rest of Ari- 
stotle’s teaching. He is here 
speaking of the esthetic estimate 
of human life, the question being 
how far the picture of happiness 
with which the life of a man pre- 
sents us is altered by the light or 
shade cast upon it by the 
fortunes of his descendants, just 
as (1100, a, 20) by the honour or 
disgrace which follow himself 
after death. How remote is 
an actual, personal immortality 
from Aristotle’s thought is 
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seems to deny the existence of any such remnant. 

Under these circumstances it is impossible to say that 

Aristotle taught a doctrine of personal immortality.! 
He taught merely the continued existence of thinking 

spirit, denying to it all the attributes of personality, 

and never explaining nor apparently even raising the 

question, how far this spirit can still be regarded as 

belonging to an individual, as incorporeal reason, in 

spite of its eternity and impassivity, certainly is.? In 

' this omission we have only another instance of that 
defect which, taking its rise in the Platonic school, 

_ permeates the whole of Aristotle's Anthropology. Just 

as his Metaphysics gives us no clear and consistent 

_ account of Individuality, so his Psychology fails with 

' regard to Personality. 

' mined whether the ground of individual existence lies 

As he there left it undeter- 

in Matter or in Form, so here we are left in the dark 

as to whether Personality resides in the higher or in the 
lower faculties of the soul, in the immortal or in the 

mortal part of our nature. We are left to conclude 

that each of these alternatives involves difficulties which 

Aristotle has done nothing to remove, and which, there- 

obvious also from Eth. ix. 8, 1169, 
a, 18. The good man, he there 
says, will do much for his friends 
and country, Kay 5€n breparobv7 
oKew . . . OAlyov yap xpdvov 
noOjva: opddpa wadrdAov Edoit’ by Fj 
moAvy 7jpéua, Kal Bi@oot Karas 
éviautov } MOAN Ern TvXdvTwS, Kal 
play mpagiw Kadhy Kal peydAnv 7 
mTOAAGS Kal wiKpdas. Tois 5° vrEparo- 
O@vjoKovot Tout’ tsws ouuBalver. 
aipodyTa: yap méya KaAdy EavTots. 
Besides the inherent worth of the 
noble deed Plato would certainly 

have referred in such a case to 
the recompense in the next life; 
in Aristotle there is no trace of 
any such conception. The same 
is true of /rh. iii. 12, 1117, b, 10: 
Sow by padAov Thy apetay Exn 
macay Kal evdamoveotepos 7, 
uaAAov éml T@ Oavar@ AvTnOjceTat * 
T@ TowiTy yap wddwta (Hv &kiov, 
kal ovTos peylotwy ayabev aro- 
oTeperTat €idas. 

1 SCHRADER, ibid. 101 sq. 
2 See p. 99, n. 5, supra. 
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fore, we cannot doubt he failed himself to observe. 

Reason as such or Pure Spirit cannot, it would appear, 

be the seat of Personality, since it is the eternal, 

universal, and immutable element in man. It is un- 

touched by birth and death, and by the changes of the 
temporal life. It abides immutably within the circle of 

-its own life, without receiving impressions from with- 

out or passing any part of its activity beyond itself. 

To the sphere of sense, on the other hand, are assigned 

all multiplicity and movement, all interchange between 

the world and man, all mutation and evolution—in a 

word, all that is definite and living in personal exist- 

ence. Yet the personality and free self-determina- 

tion of a rational being cannot be said to reside in the 

sensitive part of his nature. Wherein does it, then, 

reside ? ‘I’o this question Aristotle has no answer ; for 

just as Reason, on his view, enters the sensitive soul at 

birth from without and leaves it again at death, so 

during life also there is lacking any inner unity between 

the two. And what is said about the Passive Reason 

and the Will is wholly unfitted, on account of its vague- 

ness and uncertainty, to afford any scientific principle 

that can mediate between the heterogeneous parts of 

the human soul. 
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CHAPTER XII 

PRACTICAL PHILOSOPHY 

A.—LEthies 

HitHertTo we have had for our aim the investigation 
of the knowledge of reality as such. We have now to 
deal with an activity to which knowledge serves only 

as a means. This consists either in production or in 

action.! The scientific investigation of the latter 

Aristotle embraces under the general name of Polities,? 
distinguishing, however, between Politics proper, or 

the doctrine of the State, and Ethics,* which naturally 

1 See i. 181, n. 3, supra, and 
upon the method of thisscience, i. 
168, n.2,supra. That it has not to 
do, however,merely with practical 
interests is obvious among other | J 

* See 1. 187, supra. Practical 
philosophy is also called 7 mepi 
Tavepaémiva girocopia, Eth. x. 10, 
1181, b, 15. 

* The common view of the 
passages from Polit. iii. 8 init. : :Yyelation between them, which 
det SE wixp@ Sia waxpoTepwv ciweiv 
vis €xaoTn TOUTwWY T&Y ToAiTEl@y 
éotiv’ Kal yap Exet Twas amoplas, 
T@ de wepl Exdorny webodov miA0- 
cogovvtTt kal un pévoy aro- 
BrémwovtTs, mpds Td wpatrtery 
oikeldy ote TO Mh Wapopay unde Tt 
KaTaAcirew, GAAQ SnAovy Thy mepl 
€xactov GAnGey. While, there- 
fore, practical philosophy qua 
practical has to do with action, 
qua philosophy it has the scien- 
tific interest of pure knowledge. 

was adopted i. 187, viz. that 
Ethics treats of the moralactivity- 
of the individual, Politics of the 
State, cannot, even in view of 
what NickEs, De polit. Arist. 
Libr. p. 5 sq., and BRANDIS, p. 
1335, remark, be admitted to be 
wrong. Aristotle certainly dis- 
tinguishes (£th. x. 10) between 
the two parts of Politics on the 
ground that the second deals 
with the means by which the 
knowledge of virtue acquired in 
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Turning to the latter, we must ask first 

how the End of all human action is defined by Aristotle. 
We shall then proceed to his account of the nature of 
Moral Activity and of the particular Virtues; passing 

thence with him to the discussion of Friendship, which 

forms the link between Ethics and Politics.’ 

the first is applied to life, and 
he proves the necessity of this 
further investigation on the 
ground that discussions (or know- 
ledge, Adyut) are not able of 
themselves to make men virtuous. 
Accordingly, Hthies and Politics 
may be said to be related to one 
another as the pure and the 
applied part of one and the same 
science. But as those means are 
to be found, according to Ari- 
stotle, only in the life of the 
community, upon which the Athics 
(as an account of moral activities 
as such) does not further enter, 
the above description corresponds 
to the actual relation in which 
the works stand to one another. 
Even Aristotle, moreover, dis- 
tinguishes (Zh. vi. 8, 1141, b, 23) 
between two kinds of practical 
knowledge: that which refers to 
the individual, and that which 
refers to the community. éor: 
d¢, he says, kal 7 moAitixkh Kal 7 
ppdvnois ) avTy wey Edis, TO pévTor 
eivat ov TavToy avTais, and after 
distinguishing the different de- 
partments of politics (t7s 7epl 
TOALY, SC. emigTHuns) he continues : 
Soxet SE Kal ppdyynots udAdtor’ eivar 
n wept avrdoy Kal €va. While, how- 
ever, ¢@pévnois is knowledge in 
relation to moral conduct, ethics 
is simply the account of the prin- 
ciples which @pévnorts establishes. 
Eudemus (v. i. 186, n. 4, supra) 
accordingly calls it by this name. 

—Ilt is not true that the Magna 
Moralia subordinates politics to 
ethics (BRANDIS, idid.): thelatter 
is there described at the very 
outset as a mépos THs woAiTiKAs, 
it being added that the subject 
as a whole should be called, not 
ethics, but politics. When NICKEs, 
ibid., sees in the #thies only a 
treatise upon the swmmum 
bonum, this description (in so far 
as it indicates merely the ascer- 
tainment and enumeration of the 
constituent parts of the swnmmum 
bonum) is too narrow; the Ethies 
itself classifies its contents (x. 
10 init.) under the four titles of 
the summum bonum, the virtues, 
friendship, and pleasure—so that 
it is apparent, even on the sur- 
face, that it is not a mere descrip- 
tion of the swmmum bonum, but 
an account of moral action as a 
whole. If, on the other hand, we 
include in the discussion of the 
summum bonum the detailed 
investigation into all its condi- 
tions and constituent parts, the 
suggested description would be 
too wide, for its most important 
constituent, theoretic activity, is 
not fully discussed in the Hthics. 

' We have already discussed 
(p. 96 sq ) the threefold revision 
of the Hthies of Aristotle, and 
shall confine ourselves in the 
following account to the Micoma- 
chean Ethics, which alone is 
genuine, giving the parallel 
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1. The End of all human activity! is the Good, or, 

more accurately, that Good which is within the reach of 

human action, for Ethics has no concern with the 

abstract Idea of the Good.? The final aim of all action 

must be the highest Good: in other words, it must be 
something which is sought, not for the sake of anything 

else, but simply and solely for its own sake, and is 

sufficient of itself to invest life with the highest worth.’ 

passages from the other two only 
where they elucidate or deviate 
from it in any important respect. 

1 Cf. on this subject TEICH- 
MULLER (‘ Die Einheit der arist. 
Eudamonie,’ Bulletin de la Classe 
d. Sci. hist.-philol. et polit. de 
VAcadémie de St-Pétersbourg, 
t. xvi. N. 20 sqq. p. 305 sqq.), 
who rightly emphasises the dis- 
tinction between the constituent 
elements and the external con- 
ditions of happiness. 

2 Eth. i. 1 init. Maca téxvn 
kal maca mébobos, duotws de mpatis 
Te Kal mpoaipecis, ayalovd Tivos 
epietOat Soxet* 516 Kadads amredt- 
vavto Tayaboy, ov mayr’ édierat. 
This good is called here (1094, a, 
18), and c. 2, 1095, a, 16, mpaxrby 
and mpaxtiv ayabdy. Aristotle 
next comes to speak more fully, c. 
4, of the Platonic Idea of the 
Good (Ph. d. Gr. i. 591 sqq.), and 
after bringing forward several 
other arguments against it 
says, tbid. 1096, b, 30: this 
discussion, however, properly 
belongs to another science; «i 
yap kal €or €v Tikal [so RASSOW, 
Forsch. wtb. die nikom. Eth. 
53 sq., with three MSS., for 7d] 
Kown KaTnyopovpevoy ayabiy 7 
xwpioréy Te avTd Kad’ abrd, 5jAov 
@s ovk by eln mpaxtoy ovdé KTnToY 
avOpaorw: viv Se ro.drdv Ti (nTErTaL, 

Nor is it true that the idea of 
the good, at any rate as an ideal, 
furnishes the guiding principle 
in the pursuit of the xrnra kal 
mpakta tav ayatev. Inter alia, 
he says: &mopoy 5€ kal Ti aPeANO7- 
ceTat bhaytTns } TéxTwY mMpds THY 
avTovd Téxvny cidws a’Td Tayabdr, 
&e., as though moral philosophy 
were meant for the service of 
handicraft. This it certainly is 
not in Aristotle himself (as may 
herewith be expressly remarked 
in view of the remarks of TEICH- 
MULLER, loc. cit. 315 sq.), and 
yet it must be if he is justified 
in using against Plato an argu- 
ment that with equal justice 
might be turned against himself; 
for it must be confessed that the 
advantage to be derived by the 
weaver or the carpenter in the 
pursuit of his calling from Ari- 
stotle’s treatise upon happiness 
is not great. 

3 Eth. i. 1, 1094, a, 18: et 57 
Tt TéAOS eat TaY TMpaKTay Ob BV 
avTtd BovAducba, TaAAa SE Bia) 
TovTO, Kal wh mwavTa 5: €Erepoy 
aipoviueba (mpdeiot yap otTw vy’ eis 
&imeipov, dor’ eivat kevny Kal wat- 
aiay Thy bpekw) SjAov ws TovT’ by 
ein tayabdy [absolute good] kal 
70 &piorov. c.5: in every form 
of activity the good is that od 
xapy Ta Aoima mpadtrerar—the 
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This highest Good is admitted on all hands to be 
Happiness: ! but when we ask in what Happiness itself 

s ¢ ’ A A 
TeAoS. Bot’ ef TL THY TPAaKTaY 
amdvtwy éot) TéAos, TovT’ dy etn 

\ \ > \ > \ f TO MpakTov ayaboy, et Se mAciw, 
TavTa ... 70 8 apiotoy TEAELOY 

/ / \ TL paivetat TeAELOTEpov DE 
Aéyouey TO Kad’ abdTd SiwKTdy TOV 
8V Erepoy Kal Td undémore i’ &AAO 

; , riser 2 
“T@TEPOV GE. 

aiperoy Tay Kal Kad’ abra Kal dia 
TovO’ aiper@y, Kal awAws 5} TEACLOY 
70 Kal’ adtd aiperov del Kal wndé- 
morte 5 &AAo. And further on: 
TO yap TéAELov ayabdy aivTapKes 
elvat SoKer To 8 avrapkes 
TiOewev © movovmevov aipeToy Totet 
Tov Biov Kal undevos evdea (simi- 
larly PLATO, Phileb. 22, B); x. 6, 
1476, b, 3,-30.. Cf. 1. 12, where 
it is explained that happiness, 
as complete in itself, is not an 
erawerov, but a Timoyv, something 
KpEtTTOV TOY ETALVETOY. 

1 Aristotle presupposes this, 
eet. 2.1095, a,-17; Bhet.i. 5 
imit., as something universally 
acknowledged. He proves it more 
fully, #th. i. 5, 1097, a, 34 sqq.; 
ete G, 1176, b, 3, 30, from the 
points of view indicated in the 
preceding note. In Zth.i.5, how- 
ever, the words, 1097, b, 16 sqq., 
make a difficulty: é7: 6€, it is 
here said, avtwy aipetwrarny [sc. 
Thy evdamoriay oiducOa eivar| my 
cvuvapiOmoumeynv, avvapiOmovuevny 
5€ OjAov ws aipeTwréepay peTa TOU 
ehaxiorov tay ayabav: stmepoxi 
yap ayabav yiverar Td mpooribé- 
Mevov, ayabdy 5& TO meiCoy aipe- 

The most obvious 
meaning of these words, viz. 
that happiness is in the highest 
degree desirable without the 
addition of anything else, and is 
increased by every addition 
although of ever so small a good 

(BRANDIS, p. 1344; MUNSCHER, 
Quest. crit. in Eth. WN. Marb. 
1861, p. 9 sqq.), gives a wholly 
inadmissible sense to the passage ; 
how could what is complete still 
grow ? (as TEICHMULLER rightly 
asks, loc. cit. p. 312), or how can 
happiness, which contains all 
goods in itself, be increased by 
further additions? Moreover, it 
is expressly said, #th. x. 2, 1172, 
b, 32, that nothing can be ‘ the 
2ood’s perd Tivos Tov Kad’ adtd | 
ayalay aiperérepoy yivetot. TEICH- 
MULLER accordingly proposes to 
take the sentence as an apagoge : 
happiness is the most desirable 
thing, if we do not regard it as 
a sum, but if we do, then the 
addition of the smallest of goods 
must make it more desirable, 
and therefore we cannot regard 
it as asum of particular goods. 
The same explanation is given 
by THILO, Zettschr.. f. exacte 
Phil. ii. 3, 284 sq., and LAAS 
(see infra). The question, how- 
ever, in the passage is, not whether 
happiness is a sum of goods, but 
whether it is the most desirable 
of things or not; nor does oup- 
apiuovmevos mean ‘regarded as a 
sum ;’ guvapiOuety can only here 
have the meaning which it has 
in the kindred passage (explained 
by Top. ili. 2, 117, a, 16, and 
ALEXANDER in loco) LIhet.i. 7, 
1363, b; 19 ;, Polit. vi. 3, 1318, a, 
35; Soph. Hl. 5, 167, a, 25; Hth. 
ii. 3, 1105, b, 1; 7.e. it must mean 
either to ‘count along with’ or! 
to ‘count up;’ when used with 
a singular subject it can of course 
‘only mean the former, and ac- 
cordingly is explained, 1. 14 of 
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consists, differences at once arise.! 
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Some give the 

preference to pleasure, others to practical activity, a 

third class to the scientific life.? The first of these 

views seems to Aristotle hardly to deserve refutation. 

the same passage, by povotmevov 
and understood in this sense, 
M. Mor. i. 2, 1184, a, 15 sqq.; cf. 
Rassow, Beitr. 2. Erkl. d. nik. 
Ethik (Weimar, 1862, Gymn.- 
Progr.), p. 5 sqq., where the ex- 
planations of LAAS (Evdamovia 
Arist. Berl. 1858, 7 sqq.), MUn- 
SCHER, and others, are also dis- 
cussed. RAssow’s own explana- 
tion (p. 10: ‘that happiness is 
not to be reckoned among goods 
nor regarded as a good beside 
other goods’) is not easy to 
harmonise with the language of 
the passage. If the text is cor- 
rect, we must explain it rather 
to mean: ‘We regard happiness 
as the most desirable of all 
things, so far as it can be com- 
pared with them without itself 
being classed as one of the wavra 
[it is more desirable than any- 
thing else]; if we desire to class 
it as a good together with other 
goods, it would become more 
desirable still if its value were 
increased by the addition of 
ever. so small another good.’ 
But it is difficult to see the 
force of the latter remark, for 
the proof of the proposition 
that happiness is perfect good, is 
only weakened by this concession 
to a non-Aristotelian point of 
view. It is a questiun whether 
the words brepoxn yap . . . aipera- 
Tepov ael, or perhaps the whole 
passage from ovvapiGuovmevny de 
to aiperér. del may not be an 
insertion by a later hand. In 

the former case, we may supply 
mavtwy after aiperwrépay in the 
preceding words and explain 
them to mean: ‘ We hold that 
happiness is the most desirable 
of all things so far as it is not 
itself classed as one of them; or 
in so far as it is classed along 
with other things, combined with 
the smallest other good, that it is 
more desirable than all else be- 
sides.’ The most recent editor 
and commentator on the JNico- 
machean Ethics, RAMSAUER, pays 
no regard either to the inherent 
difficulty of the passage or to 
the attempts of his predecessors 
to solve it. 

1 See LHth. i. 2, 1095, a, 20 
sqq., c. 9 init.; Rhet. ibid. 1360, 
b, 14 sqq., where the things 
which are commonly regarded as 
happiness are enumerated and 
discussed in detail for the special 
necessities of the orator. 

2 Aristotle says previously, 
Eth. i. 2, 1095, a, 28, that he does 
not intend to investigate every 
view upon the nature of happi- 
ness, but only such as are the 
most commonly accepted and the 
most plausible. As such he 
names these three, c. 3 init.: 
To yap ayabby Kal Thy evdamoviav 
ovK addyws éolkacw ex tev Biwy 
iroAauBave of pev modAol kal 
poptixétato: thy 7dovinv, 5d Kar 
Biov ayaréo. Toy amodavoTikédr. 
Tpeis yap eiot maAioTa of mpov- 
xovres, 6 TE viv eipnuévos Kal 6 
moAttikds Kal Tplros 6 Oewpnrikds, 
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Without denying that pleasure is a good, he has a 

most thorough contempt for the life which is dedicated 

to pleasure alone. Pleasure, he remarks, cannot be the 

highest Good, for these among other reasons: that it is 

not self-sufficing ; that some pleasures are not desirable ; 

that many things have an independent value of their 

own wholly apart from the pleasure that they bring; 

that pleasure and enjoyment are only a recreation, and 

only exist for the sake of action; that even the worst 

men, whom we cannot call in any sense happy, are 

capable of sensual enjoyment, whereas that alone is 

truly good which the virtuous man recognises as such.! 

Just as little can honour or wealth be admitted to be 

the highest good. ‘The former does not so much affect 

those to whom it is paid as those who pay it; its value, 

moreover, consists essentially in the fact that it pro- 

duces consciousness of worth, which, therefore, is of 

more value than the honour itself.2 Wealth, again, is 

not desired on its own account, so that it wants the 

first characteristic of Good in the higher sense.* 

The happiness of man can, in fact, consist only in his 

activity,‘ or more accurately in that activity which is; 

- Peer 4. , 1096, b,. 19, x. 2, 
1172, b, 26, 1173, b, 28 to the end 

See ei, Bh. i. 3, 1095, b, 31,.c. 6; 
1098,a, 3; and the more definite 

of the chap.; c. 6, 1176, b, 12- 
1177, a, 9. 

2 HKth. i. 3, 1095, b, 22 sqq. 
= tid. 10965 a, 5, cl. Rhet. i. 

5, 1361, a, 23. 
4 Aristotle frequently  re- 

peats that happiness does not 
consist in the mere possession of 
certain advantages, in a mere 
efis (on which see i. 285, n. 3, sup.) 
or kTHo1s, byt in actual activity. 

statement, c. 9, 1098, b,. 31: 
Siapeper 5€ ows ov mikpdy ev KTicet 
 xpnhoe: 7d &pioroy broAauBavery 
kal éy efe 7} evepye'a. Thy wey yap 
efiv evdéxeTar undey ayabby ao- 
TEAELY UTdpXovTay, oloy TS Kabev- 

BUA > I Sovts } Kal GAAws tws eénpynkdti, | 
thy 8 évépyemay ovx oidy te° 
mpdater yap e& avaykns kal ed mpodter, 
As at the Olympic games it is not 
sufficient to be strong and fair, in 
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proper to him as man.! 

ARISTOTLE 

What kind of activity is this ? 

Not the general vital activity, which he shares even 

with plants; not the sensitive activity, which belongs 

to the lower animals as well as to man; but the activity! 

of reason.? 

is rightly performed, we call Virtue. 

Now the activity of reason, in so far as it | 
The proper hap- 

piness of man consists, therefore, in virtuous activity, | 

or, inasmuch as there are several such, in the noblest 

and most perfect of these.* 

or pure activity of thought. 

noblest faculty and directs itself to the highest object ; 

order to win the crown of 
victory, but one must engage in 
the contest for it—so in life we 
win the good and the fair by 
action alone. In reference to 
these passages, see x. 6, 1176, a, 
33: efrouev 8° Ste od Eotw Ekis [7 
evdamovial* Kal yap TG KabevdovTe 
Sia Blov wrdpxo: oy... Kal TE 
SvotvxovvT! TH péeyloTa. . . GAAG 
padrAov eis evepyerdy twa Geréor. 
ix. 9, 1169, b, 29: 7 evdamorvia 
évépyera tis €otw, 7 8 evepyeia 

[Biro Ort yiverat Kal ovx brdpxet 
domwep KTHUG TL. 

1 Eth. i. 6, 1097, b, 24: we 
shall discover wherein happiness 
consists, ef AnpGeln Td Epyov tov 
avOpérov. daomwep yap avant... 
kal mavtl texvitn, Kal BAws wy 
éatly épyov Ti Kal mpatis, ev Te 
Epyw Soxel Tayabdy eclvat Kal TO ed, 
olrw Sdtecev by Kal avOpdme, cimep 
\€ort Tt Epyov avTov. 

2 Thid. 1. 33 sqq. 
3 Eth. i. 6, 1098, a, 7: ef & 

éaotly Epyov avOpdrov Wuxijs évep- 
yea KaTa Adyov 7) My avev Adyou, 
7) & avtd dapev Epyov eivat TG 
ryéver TOUSE Kal TOvSE orovdaiov... 
mpooTWeuevns THS KAT apeThy v7rEp- 

But this is the theoretic 

For it belongs to the 
\ 

ox7s mpbs Td Epyov: KiPapiorod 
uev yap Td KiBapiCew, omovdaiov dé 
To eb* ei 8 ob tws, avOpmémov Se 
Tidewev Epyoy Cwiy Twa, TavTny 5€ 
Wuxis evepyerav Kal mpdters pera 
Adyouv, omovdaiov 5 avipos ed Tadra 
Kal KaA@s, Exactov 8 eb KaTa THY 
Oikeiay aperhy amoreAcirar* et © 
ottw Td avOpamwov ayabdy Wuxis 
evépyea yiverat Kat’ aperhy, ei 5€ 
mAelous ai dperal Kata Thy aplorny 
kal TeActoTaTny. xX. 6, 1176, b, 2: 
activities are valued either for 
the sake of something else or for 
their own sake; the latter is the 
case when nothing is expec 
from them beyond the activit 
itself. Happiness (v. supra) must 
be an activity of the latter kind. 
to.avta &° eiva: Soxotow ai Kat’ 
Gnerhv mpdkers. Ta yap KaAa Kal | 
grovdaia mpattew Tav SV abra | 
aipet@y[sc. eotiv]. kal Tay madiav | 
5é ai 7dr. Happiness, however, 
cannot consist in these (see p. 141, 
n. 1, sup.), but (1177, a, 9) €v rats 
Kat’ apeTiy évepyefas ; it is (i. 10, 
1099, b, 26) Wuxijs évepyera Kar’ 
apeThy Tod Tis, OY More accurately 
(i. 13, init.), Yuxis evepyed tis) 
Kat’ apeTihy TEAEiay, 
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it is exposed to the least interruption, and affords the © 
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highest pleasure; it is least dependent on foreign 
support and external expedients ; it is its own aim and 

object, and is valued purely for its own sake; in it 

man arrives at rest and peace, while in the military ~ 

and political, or in the practical life generally, he is 

ever restlessly pursuing ends which he outside the 
activity itself. Reason is the Divine in us. 

true essence of the man. 

can alone perfectly accord 

It is the 

The pure activity of reason 

with his true nature. It 

alone can afford him unconditional satisfaction, and 

raise him above the limitations of humanity into the 

life of God.! 

1 Hth. x. 7, init.: «i 8 eoriv 
nN evdaovia Kat’ apeThy evepyera, 
evAoyoy KaTa THY KpatioTyny: arn 
5° dy ein Tov apiorov. etre 3) vous 
tTovto cite &AAO TL, . . . elTe Oetov 
dv Kal avTd etre Tay ev Nuly Td Oe1d- 
TATOV,  TovUTOU évéepyeta KaTa THY 
oikelay aperhy ein &y 7 TEAELa EvdaL- 
povia, OT. 8 éotl Oewpyntikh elpy- 

‘rat. After proving this asabove, 
Aristotle continues, 1177, b, 16: 
ef 0) Tay péevy KaTa Tas apeTas 
mpdtewy ai moAitikal Kal moAeutKal 
KdAAer Kal peyéer mpoéxovory, 
ab’ta 8’ &arxodAo Kal TéAoUS TiVds 
eplevta: kal ov Sv 
cio, Se Tov vov evépyeta orovdh 
TE Suapepew Soxet Oewpytiky ovoa, 
‘kal map’ abThy ovdevds Epler bau 
_rédous, EXew TE Bovny oikElay, 

arn d€ cuvavéer THY evepyelay, sean 
(7 avrapkes 52) kal cxoAacTiKdy Kal 
&tputov ws avOparw, Kal boa &AAG 
TO paxapi Garovewer au, Kaur a Tav- 
THY Thy évépyeay palver at ovTa, n 
Terela 5H evdaiuovia atirn ay ein ay- 
Opdmov . . . 6 SE TowdTos by etn 
Bios xpelrreoy }) Kar’ &yOpwrov* ov 

CoN ¢ , 
QUTAaS ALPETAL 

Next to it comes moral activity, which 

© 

yap 7) avOpwmrds eorw obtrw Bidoerou, 
GAN’ 4 Oeidy Te ev aire bmdapxet* 
dow Se Siapeper TOUTO Tov ouy0érou, 
TocoUT® Kal 7 evépyela THs KaTa 
THY &AAnV apethy. i dh Oeiov &c. 
(see p., 164, X. 8 1173. Db: 
1: we require many. aids to 
action, T@ 5€ PewpovyTi ovdevds Toy 
ToLoUT@y mpds ye Thy évépyeray 
xpela, GAA’ ws eimety Kal eumddid 
€oTl mpds ye Thy Oewpiay ° io: 
dvOpwmds éort kal mAeloct ovGi, 
aipetrat T& Kat’ aperiyy par rery ° 

denoerar 8’ ovv Tay ToLo’TwY Tpds 

Th avOpwrevecOar. ) SE TerEla 
evdamovla St. Oewpntixh tis ear 
evepyera Kal evrevdey dy gayeln. 
The gods are pre-eminently con- 
sidered happy ; but what actions 
can we assign to them? Shall 
we suppose that they exhibit 
their justice by buying and 
selling, their valour by en- 

countering danger, their liber- 
ality by gifts of money, their 
self-command by the conquest of 
evil desires? Nor will they 
sleep like Endymion. 7r¢@ 6} 
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thus constitutes the second essential element of happi- 

ness. Inasmuch, however, as it is the Divine in man 

; which is called into exercise in thought, the latter may 

be regarded as a superhuman good; whereas moral 
virtue is in an especial sense the good of man.! 

While these are undoubtedly the essential and in- 

dispensable elements of Happiness, Aristotle does not 

exclude from that notion other gifts and advantages, 
some of which proceed from moral and rational activity, 

while others are independent of it.2 Thus, for instance, 

(ari, &c. (see i. 297, n. 1, supra) 
.. TOS wey yap Geois Gras 6 

Bios wakdpios, Tots & avOpe@rais, ed’ 
dcov éuoiwud TL TIS TOLAvTNS evep- 
yelas imdpyer* Tav 8 BrAAwy Gov 
ovdey evdamove?, ereidy ovdaun 
‘Kowwver Oewplas. ep Saov 8&7 
Siatelver 7) Oewp‘a, kal 7 evdamoria, 
Kal vis uadAov bmrapxer TO Oewpeiv, 
Kal evdamovety [ sc. uaAAov brapxer], 
ov Kata ouuBeBnkts, GAAG KaTa 
Thy Oewpiay* avth yap Kad’ abriy 
Tina. wor ein ty 7H evdamovia 
Bewpia tis. Metaph. xii. 7, 1072, 
b, 24: 7 Oewpia 7d Hdicrov Kat 
tpictov. Cf. i. 398, n. 5, supra. 
The contradiction between these. 

statements and Pol. vii 2, 1324, 
a, 25, c. 3, 1325, b, 14 sqq. is only 
apparent. In the latter passages 
theoretic activity is not compared 
as such with practical, but the 
life of solitary devotion to science 
with the social life of the state; 
and while the practical life is 
declared to be the more excellent, 
the expression is used in its wider 
sense, and the theoretic activity 
whichis self-sufficing and directed 
towards no external end is ex- 
pressly said to be the most 
perfect form of mpagis. Cf. also 

Pol. vii. 15, 1334, b, 14. 
1 Eth. x. 7 (see preceding n.); 

c. 8 init.: Sevrépws & [evdaiuwr] 
6 Kata thy &AAnv aperhy [Bios]: 
ai yap Kat’ aithy évepyerat avOpw- 
mikal cuveCevetar 5 Kal 7 
ppdvynois TH TOU HOous apeTH .. . 
ouvnptnucvat 8 avira [the ethical 
virtues] kal trois mdQeot mepi 7d 
ovv9erov ay eiev* ai 5€ Tov cvyOéTov 
dpetal dv@pwmrikal. al 6 Bios dy 6 
Kat’ avTas Kal 7 evdamovia, Tbid. 
1178, b, 5 (see preceding n.). 
As will be obvious from the pre- 
ceding account, the distinction 
here is merely in the mode of 
expression, nor can we say with 
RITTER (ili. 327) that, because 
Aristotle wavers in the mode of 
presenting his view, the theoretic 
understanding is intended to be 
left out of account in defining 
human happiness. 

* The statement that such 
things deserve to be called ad- 
vantages only in so far as they 
have a directly moral significance 
(TEICHMULLER, Joc. cit. 337 sq.) 
is not Aristotle’s; he calls them 
often enough goods, and that 
which is a good is presumably 
an advantage. 
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happiness necessarily presupposes a certain complete- 

ness of life. A child cannot be happy any more than 

it can be virtuous, for it is still incapable of any rational, 

moral action.! Mere temporary happiness, moreover, 

is insufficient: one swallow does not make summer.’ 

Therefore, if we cannot say with Solon that no man is 

happy till he is dead, yet we must admit that happiness 

can, at any rate, only be looked for in a life which has 

reached a certain degree of maturity. Happiness, in fact, 

is the virtuous activity of the soul in a completed life.* 

Again, man requires for perfect happiness certain 

external goods. Happiness, it is true, is something 
Poverty, sickness, and mis- 

fortune may even. serve the brave man as an occasion 

for noble conduct, and so far the really happy man can 

never be miserable. And yet, on the other hand, no 

one will call a man any longer happy if the fate of a 

Priam overtakes him;° and while the virtuons man 

can be content with few gifts of fortune,® yet in many 

respects they are indispensable to him : without wealth, 

power, influence, little can be accomplished; noble 

' Eth. i. 10, 1100, a, 1. Eth. vii. 14, 1153, b, 21. 
2 Thid. i. 6 fin. ° Hth.i. 11, 1101, a, 6 (see p. 
eoteee. 1. V1, 1191, a, 145 Fi 

ody KwAver Aéyey ceddaiuova Toy 
Kat’ GpeTnv Terclay evepyouyTa Kal 
Tots exTos ayalots ikaya@s Kexopn- 
ynuevoy, wn Tov TUXdYTA xXpdvoV 
GAAG TEACLoy Bloy; 7) mpodbeTéov 
Kal Biwoduevoy ovTw Kal TeAEUTH- 
goyta. Kata Adyor ; cf. p. 133, n. 2, 
x. 7, 1177, b, 24: 9 Tedrcia dh 
evdaimovia altn ay ein avOpwrou, 
AaBotoa ujKos Blov TéAciov* ovdév 
yap areres €oTi Toy TIS evVdaimorvias. 

4 Polit. vii. 1, 1823, b, 26; 

WoL, Il. 

150, n. 2, infra); cf. vii. 14, 1153, 
Db te Pom vu. is, lass a, 1S. 

8 Hth. x.9, 1179, a, 1: ob phy 
ointéov ye TohA@y Kal meydAwy 
SenoecOar Thy evdamovicovra, ei 
pn evdéxeTar dvev T&Y exTds maKd- 
ploy elvas* ov yap év TH SrepBoAg Td 
avrapkes Kol ) mpagis, Suvatdy 5é 
kal uh) &pxovTa yas Kal Oadrdrrys 
mpatrew TaKaAd. Private persons, 
it is remarked, are as arule the 
happiest. Cf. Polit. vii. 1, 1323, 
a, 38 sqq. 

L 
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birth, beauty, joy in one’s children, are elements in 

perfect happiness; friendship is even more necessary 

to the happy than to the unhappy; health is invaluable 

to all; in a word, for complete satisfaction in life, besides 

spiritual good, a certain supply of material and external 

advantages (yopnyla, evernpia, evnwepia) is indispen- 

sable,! and this it is a mistake to suppose is neces- 

sarily bestowed by the gods upon the virtuous man.? 

The gifts of fortune taken in themselves, therefore, are 

certainly a good, although to the individual they may 

often turn out an evil.? 

Even pleasure Aristotle reckoned an element in 

happiness, defending it against the reproaches cast upon 

it by Plato and Speusippus.* 

1 See Eth. i. 9, 1099, a, 31 sqq. 
e: 3, 1096: a, 3, €. 11,4101 ae, £35 
22, Vil, 44, Jibs, %, 47, va 
init. ix. 9, 11 (to which I shall 
subsequently return), x. 8, 1178, 
a, 23 sq. c.9 init.; Polit. vii. 1, 
13238, a, 24, c. 13, 1331, b, 41, also 
Rhet. i. 5, 1360, b, 18 sqq. 

2 Aristotle says, indeed, Zth. 
x. 9 ad fin., c. 10 init., that he 
who lives according to reason is 
dear to the gods, who take plea- 
sure in that which is akin to 
themselves ; if the gods care for 
men, such a one will be the most 
highly favoured by .them, and if 
anything is their gift it must be 
happiness. We have already seen 
that his system leaves no room 
for a special providence. The 
care of the gods, therefore, if we 
transfer the expression from po- 
pular to scientific language, must 
coincide with the natural opera- 

For he takes a quite 

sistently treats elsewhere as 
matter of chance; see Hth. x. 
10, 1099, b, 20 sqq. vii. 14, 1173, 
b, 17; Polit. vii. 1, 1323, b, 27, 
c.:13, 1332, acaee: 

8 Eth..¥. 2, 1129, b, 1 pages 
cf. c. 13 fin. 

4 ZELL. Ph. d. Gr. i. pp. 506, 
861,3. Whether Aristotle includes 
the Cynics is not clear; we might 
conclude so from £th. x. 1; cf. 
ibid, 1. 262, 2. For Aristotle’s 
doctrine of pleasure see the full 
discussion, Hth. x. 1-5, vii. 12- 
15. It is sufficient to quote 
x. 2, 1173, a, 15: Aéyouor be 7d 
bev ayaboy apicba, thy 8 ndovyy 
adpiotov eivat, Ott SexeTa Td 
madAov Kal Tro ATTov (PLATO, 
Phileb. 27, E sqq. 30, & sq. and 
other passages, see ZELL. Ph. d. 
Gr.i. 506); but the same is true 
of the virtues or of health. It is 
further asserted that pleasure is 

tion of the rational life. External} a motion and a becoming (cf. Ph. 
goods, on the other hand, he con- d, Gr. i. 506, 3): butif it were a 
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different view of its nature. Plato had relegated 

pleasure to the sphere of indeterminate, motionless 

Being or Becoming; to Aristotle, on the other hand, it 

is rather the natural perfection of every activity, and as 

such the immediate outcome of the perfected activity 

in as true a sense as health and beauty are the imme- 

diate outcome of bodily perfection. It is not a move- 

ment and a becoming, but the goal in which every 

movement of life finds rest and completeness.! 

motion it must continue for a 
certain lapse of time, and there- 
fore, like all motion, have a 
definite velocity ; if a becoming, 
it must have a definite product ; 
but neither of these is the case: 
pleasure is produced by a motion, 
but it is not itself amotion (ibid. 
T2090 sqq. c. 3,.1174, a, 19 sqq.). 
Furthermore, every pleasure in- 
volves a pain : it is a satisfaction, 
and every satisfaction pre- 
supposes a want but there are 
enjoyments which involve no 
pain, and do not consist in satis- 
faction of a want; these last, 
however, are merely causes of 
pleasure, not the pleasure itself 
(ibid. 1173, b, 7 sqq. vil. 15, 1154, 
b,: 15). Lastly, there are evil 
pleasures ; but it does not follow 
for this reason that all pleasure is 
evil (x. 2, 1173, b, 20 sqq. c. 5, 
1175, b, 24 sqq. vii. 13 f£.- 1153, a, 
17-35, b, 7-13). 

1 Hih. x. 3 winit.: pleasure 
is like intuitive perception, com- 
plete at every moment of time: 
dAov yap Tl é€oTt kal Kat’ ovdéva 
xpdvov AdBot Tis By Hdovny js éml 
mrelw xpdvov yivouevns TEAELw- 
OjoeTa Td cidos. c. 4, 1174, a, 
20: Kata Tacay yap alcOnoly eoti 
Hdovy, duolws 8 Sidvoiay kai 
Oewpiay . . . TeAetor SE THy evep- 

The 

yey 4 dovh. 1174, b, 381: 
TeAclor OE THy evépyeiay H Hdovi 
ovx ws 7 Ekis evumdpxovea [as this 
particular form of activity itself, 
as, for instance, virtue], aA’ as 
emxiyvyvduevov TL TéAOS oioy Tors 
akuatows m &pa. It lasts, there- 
fore, as long as the activity in 
question continues as it was, but 
changes and fades with the 
activity itself, which in man can 
never but be an intermittent 
one (cf. vii. 15, 1154, b, 20 sqq.), 
c. 5, 1075, a, 20: avev re yap 
evepyelas ov ylverat dovy, macdy 
TE evepyelay TEAELOL  HdOVH* BOev 
Soxovot kal TH cider Siapepew: ra 
yap erepa TO elder bp’ Erepwy 
oldueba, TeAcLovcgOam. This is fur- 
ther developed in the passage 
that follows, prominence being 
given to the fact that every ac- 
tivity obtains from the pleasure 
springing from it a heightened 
energy and power of endurance, 
whereas it is disturbed by that 
which proceeds from another; 
vil. 14, 1153, b, 14; see infra. 
The statement, Rhet.i. 11 init. 
is less accurate: toKeicdw 8 
hut eivat thy jndovhv Kwnoly twa 
THS Yuxis Kal KatdoTacw GOpday 
kal alc@nriy eis thy tmdpxovcay 
gvow, Av@ny Sé Tovvaytiovy, For 
on the one hand, strictly speak- 

L 2 
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nobler an activity the higher the pleasure that accom- 

panies it. Thought and moral action afford the purest 

pleasure,! and the blessedness of God is nothing but 

the pleasure which springs from the most perfect 

activity.2 The universal pursuit of pleasure, therefore, 

according to Aristotle is an absolute necessity, and is, 

indeed, nothing else than the instinct of life.* Pleasure 
cannot, it is true, be the highest good itself;* and a 

distinction is made between the different kinds of plea- 

sure, each of which has a value assigned to it in direct 

proportion to the value of the activity which produces 

it; only the pleasure of the virtuous man is declared 

to be true and truly human.’ Nevertheless, Aristotle 

is far from excluding pleasure in general from the con- 

ception of happiness, or assigning to it the subordinate 

place which Plato had marked out for it. 

We have now to consider in what relation these 
different. conditions of happiness stand to one another. 

That the most indispensable element of it—the one in 

which the essence of happiness must primarily be 

-sought—can only be the scientific and moral activity 
of the soul, is often enough asserted by Aristotle. In 

treating, for instance, of the relation between activity 

ing, Aristotle does not regard 
the soul as moved at all, and, on 
the other, pleasure, according to 
the passage just quoted, is not a 
motion, but the consequence of a 
motion. This definition is again 
referred to, MW. Mor. ii. 7, 1205, 
b, 6. 

1 Metaph. xii. 7, 1072, b, 16, 
24: Kil, x. 2, Abts, a, 4, c. 4, 
1174, b, 20, c. %, ATG. @, 22,.b, 
20, i. 9, 1099, a, 7-29, vii. 13, 

1153, a, 20. 
2 Metaph. ibid.; Eth. vii. 15, 

1154, b, 25; see p. 398, n. 5, sup. 
3 vii: 14, 1153, b, 25-02, a a, 

1172, b, 35 sqq. c. 4 sq. 1175, a, 
10-21, ix. 9, 1170, a ao 

4 See p. 140, supra. 
5 x. 2, 1173, b, 20 sqa. c 2 

init. c. 5, 1175, a, 21 sqq. b, 24, 
36 sqq. 1176, a, 17, c. 7, 1177, a, 
23, 1.9, 1099, a, 11, vii. 14, 1153, 
b, 29 sqq. and n. 1, supra. 
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and pleasure, he asserts the unconditioned superiority 

of the former as definitely as could be desired. A life 

devoted to enjoyment seems to him unworthy of man. 
The only activity which he admits to be properly human 

is the practical: the only one that is more than human 

is the theoretic.! Pleasure is not the end and motive 

of our actions, but only a necessary concomitant of 

activity according to nature. If the two could be 

separated, a good man would unconditionally prefer 

activity without pleasure to pleasure without activity ; ? 

but as a matter of fact it is of the very essence of virtue 

that we cannot separate pleasure from it, and that we 

find immediate satisfaction in virtuous activity without 

any addition of pleasure from without.* From this point 

of view the purity of Aristotle’s ethics and the distinct- 

ness of his utterances are beyond suspicion. His 

account of external goods might with more reason he 

accused of making man too dependent upon merely 

natural and accidental advantages. Yet even these he 

To.avTa 8’ ai Kar’ 
> AY J cA , apetny mates, dore Kal tovross| 
eloly dear Kal Kal’ adrds. ovdéy 

1 See p. 140 sqq. supra. Te pioe ndéa. 
2 Eth. x. 2 fin.: odbels 7 dy 

EAoito (hy maidiov Sidvotay Exwv 
dia Biov, HSduevos ed’ ols TA Wadia 
@s oidy Te wdAioTa, ovde yaipely 
TOaY TL TOY alcxioTwY, UNndéwOTE 
MéAAwy AuvTnOjvat. mepl ToAAG TE 
oTovdny troinoained’ dy Kal ef unde- 
piay eripepor jdovhy, oiov dpav, 
bynuoveve, eidéval, Tas apeTas 
éxew. ef 8 CF dvdyKns EmovTa 
TovtTois ‘doval, ovdey Siadeper’ 
EAoiucba yap ty TaiTa Kal ef wy 

. ylvor’ aw avtTaéy hdovh. c. 6, see 
p- 142, n. 3, supra. 

= Tlid. 1. 9, 1099, a, 7 > Ear 
de kal 6 Blos avtady Kad’ aitdy dvs 

. Tots d€ PiroKdAais eotly Hdéa 

5) mpocdeita THs fdoviis 6 Blos 
> “~ og Uj > 3 avT@Y GoTEep Tepidmwtov Tivds, GAA 

Exes Thy Hdovivy ev EavtS. mpds 
Tois Eipnevots yap ovd’ early ayabds ; : 2 
6 pn xalpwy tails Kadais mpdteow 

. ef 8 oftw, na? aitas dy elev 
ai Kar’ Gpetiy mpdéers fderu . 
apiorov apa Kal KdAALoTOY Kal! 
HotoTov  evdamovia, Kal ov 51i0- 
ploTat Tatra amavTa yap 
imdpxe: Taira Tais aplotas évep- 
yelais. Polit. vii. 13, 1332, a, 22: 
To.wvTés éoTi 6 omovdctos & Sid 
THY GpEeThy TA Ayald €oTL TH GTAGS 
ayabd., 
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only recognises in so much and in so faras they are the 

indispensable conditions of a perfect life and the instru- 

ments of moral activity ;! and in this he is undoubtedly 

right. On the other hand, he is far from wishing to 

represent man as the sport of fortune. Heis convinced 

that man’s happiness and misery depend upon his 

spiritual and moral condition; that here alone we can 

look for the foundation of lasting satisfaction; that the 

happiness of the virtuous man cannot easily be shaken 

by external fortune or changed into misery by the 

hardest lot.2 Aristotle declares as unhesitatingly as 

Plato? that the true goods are those of the soul: 

external and physical goods, on the other hand, are 

1 Hth. vii. 14, 1153, b, 16: 
ovdeu'a yap evepyera TEAELOS eu- 
modi(ouevn, 7 8 evdamovia TeV 
TeAciwy* 81d mpocdeitat 6 evdaimuwr 
Tav év gépatt ayabeav Kal Trav 
extos Kal THS TUXNS, bTwS UN euTro- 
di(ntra Tadta. of 5€ Thy Tpoxid- 
pevoy Kal roy Svotuxiais weyarats 
mepimintoyta evdaluova pdoKoyTes 
eivat, €ay 4 ayabds [the Cynics: 
cf. Ph. d. Gr. i. 258, 3, 267, 4; 
but perhaps also PLATO: see ibid. 
743 sq.], } exdvtes 7) Gxovtes ovdev 
Aéyovow. 1154, b, 11: How far 
have certain bodily enjoyments 
any value? % ottws ayafal at 
avarykaiot, Ot: Kal To wy Kakdy 
ayabdy eoT; 7 méxpt Tov ayabal ; 
ibid. i. 9 sq. 1099, a, 32. addvaror 
yap} ov pidiov Ta KaAG mpdrTew 
axopnyntoy tvTa. modAdAa yap 
mparrerat, Kabdmep 51’ opydvwy did 
gdiAwy Kal rdovrouv &c. b, 27: Tay 
5 Aowray aryalay [besides virtue] 
Ta wev bmdpxew avaykatoy, Ta de 
cuvepya Kal xphoma méepuKerv 
épyavik@s. Polit. vii. 1, 1323, b, 
40: Blos wey &pioros, Kal yxwpis 

éxdot@ kal Kown Tats méAeow, 6 
feta aperns Kexopnynuevns ém 
ToToUTOY HoTE METEXEW TOY Kat’ 
apetny mpdtewy. Cf. p. 1448q.; 
Eth, Eud. i. 2 fin. 

2 Eth. i. 11,1100, b, 7: 7d pe 
Tais TUXaIs emrakoAovbety ovdauas 
op0dv* ov yap ev tavtras 7d eb Fj 
KaK@s, GAA mpogdeira TovTwy 6/ 
avépdémivos Blos, Kadrep etrauer, | 
Kipiat 8° eialy ai Kat’ aperhy evép- 
yetar TIS evdamovias, ai 5° evaytiat 
Tov évavtiov . .. mept ovdey yap 
otrws timdpxet Tav ayvOpwrivev 
épywv BeBadrns ws mepl tas éevep- 
yelas Tas KaT’ GpETHY* MoviL@TEpat 
yap kal Tay émoTnuey av’Ta 6o- 
kovow eilvat. 1101, a, 5: &OAws 
bey ovdémore yevoir’ by 6 eddaiuwr, 
ov unv pakdpids ye, ay Tprauckais 
TUXaLS Tepimegn. ovdE WoLKidos ‘ye 
kal evueraBodos: his happiness 
will be disturbed only by many 
grievous misfortunes, from which 
he will again recover only with 
difficulty. 

8’ Laws, v. 743, E; Gorg. 508, 
D sqq.; cf. Ph. d. Gr. i. p. 505 sq. 
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valuable only as means to the former.' He even 

expressly says that since true self-love consists in the 

effort after higher goods, it does not hesitate for the 

sake of friends and country to sacrifice all outward 

advantage and even life itself. Yet in all such cases the 

highest reward—that of the morally beautiful action— 

is reaped by the doer of it, since a great and beautiful 

action is of more value and affords a higher happiness 

than a long life which has accomplished nothing great.” 

Similarly, he holds that it is better to suffer than to do 

wrong, for in the former case it is only our body 

1 Hth. i. 8, 1098, b, 12: veve- 
Mnpevwy 8) TaY ayabdy TpLXH, Kal 
Tay mev exTds Aeyouevwy, Tov SE 
mept wuxhv Kal odua, Ta Tepl 

i Wuxnv Kupitata A€youey Kal pd- 
‘Atota &yabd. Polit. vii. 1, 1323, 
a, 24: the happy man must pos- 
sess all three classes of goods; 
the only question is, in what 
degree and proportion. In re- 
spect of virtue, most people are 
very easily contented (ris aperjs 
exew ikavoy eivat voul(ovow dmoc- 
ovovv); with riches. power, and 
honour, on the other hand, there 
is no satisfying them. We must 
point out to them, 6tt Kxr@vra 
Kal puAdTTovol ov Tas apeTas Tots 
exTds, GAA’ exelva TavTais, Kal Td 
Civ evdamdvws . OTL “aAAov 
bmdapxer Tots Th HOos wev Kal Thy 
didvoiay KeKoounuevols eis vmepBo- 
Any, 2) Tots éxelva wey KeKTNMEVOLS 
trelw ToY xXpynoluwy, ev 5€ TovTOLS 
€AAcimovo.v. Material posses- 
Sions, like every instrument, 
have a natural limit imposed by 
the purpose for which they are 
used; increased beyond this limit 
they are useless or mischievous ; 

spiritual goods, on the other 
hand, are valuable in proportion 
to their greatness. If the soul 
is of more value than the body 
and external things, the goods of 
the soul must be of more value 
than bodily and external goods. 
ére Be THS WuxTs Evekey TavTa 
mépukey aipera kal det mayrTas 
aipeicOat Tovs ed ppovotyTas, GAN’ 
ovuK éxeivwy evecey THY puxHv. The 
blessedness of the gods shows 
that happiness depends for its 
amount upon the degree of virtue 
and insight, 0s evdaiuwy pev éore 
kal pakdpios, 52 ovdey Se Tov 
eEwrepik@y ayal@v GAAG 80 adtoy 
avTos Kal TH mods Tis elvar Thy 
gvow, and accordingly we dis- 
tinguish evdamovla from evruxia. 

Shih. i. 8, LlLGd, 4,6 sdas 
where, among other things (see 
especially the passage cited, p. 
132). it is said, 9: T& KdAALoTA 
mpdtTew Kowh tT ay mayT ein TO 
Séovra [2] Kal idiq Exdory Ta peyt- 
ora Tay ayabar, eimep fh apeTh ToOL- 
ovTév éotiv. 31: eixdtws 5y SoKet 
omovdatos elvat, avTi mayTwy aipov- 
pevos Td KaAdy. 
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or property that suffers, in the latter it is our character.! 

Aristotle thus keeps fast hold throughout of the principle 

with which he started in the investigation of the highest 

good—namely, that happiness consists primarily and 

essentially in acting according to reason, or in the 

exercise of a perfected virtue. Other goods can claim 

to be considered as good only sub modo: in so far as 

they are a natural product of this activity, like pleasure, 

or a means to its attainment, like outward and physical 

goods. Should, however, a case occur in which a choice 

must be made between the different goods, all others 

must give way before the moral and spiritual, since 

they alone are absolutely and unconditionally good.? 
If, then, virtue is the essential condition of happi- 

ness, the problem of Ethics is to investigate the nature 

of virtue and to exhibit its constituent parts;* the 

question being of course confined to spiritual perfec- 

tion. Now this, like spiritual activity itself, is of a 

1 Eth. v. 15, 1138, a, 28: itis eddamovia Wuxijs eveépyed tis Kat” 
an evil both to suffer injustice 
wreng and to do it, the former 
being an €éAcatrov, the latter a 
mA€ov Exew Tov wegov, but to do 
injustice is worse, as it alone is 
MEeTa Kakias. 

* We have already seen this 
(p. 149), and shall find further 
in his theory of virtue that Ari- 
stotle admits only those as genu- 
ine virtues which seek their end 
in the moral activity itself; Lt. 
iv. 2 init.: ai 5€ Kar’ apernhy 
mpates KaAdal Kal Tov KaAov Eveka 
. . . 65& Si5ovs . . . un TOU KaAOD 
€vexa GAAG Sid tiv’ BAANY altiay, 
ovK €AevOepios GAA’ BAAOs Tis pnO7- 
oeTaL, 

$ Eth. i. 13: mel_8 éorly 7 

Gpethv TeAciav, mepl apeTns €mt- 
oKem7 €ov* TAXA yap oUTws by BEATLOV 
kal mepl THs evdamovias Pewpy- 
Tamer. 

+ By the word dperh the 
Greek meant, as is well known, 
not only moral excellence but 
every accomplishment or perfec- 
tion that belonged to person or 
thing. In this sense it is used 
by Aristotle, eg. MWetaph. v. 16, 
1021, b, 20 sqq.; th. ii. 5 init. 
and passim. Here, however, 
where we are dealing with human 
happiness it can only be a ques-) 
tion of spiritual excellences ; 
Eth. ibid. 1102, a, 13: wept aperjjs 
dé émoKxertéoy avOpwrivns dijAov 
Ott. Kal yap Tayabby avOpamrwoy 
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twofold nature: intellectual (@cavontixy) and moral 

(10x). The former relates to the activity of reason 

as such, the latter to the control of the irrational 

elements of the soul by the rational. 

seat in thought, the other in will.) 

with the latter.? 

The one has its 

Ethics has to do 

2. Moral Virtue. 

To aid us in the investigation of the nature of 

Moral Virtue, Aristotle begins by indicating where 

we must look for virtue in general. It is not an 

emotion or a mere faculty, but a definite quality of 

mind (#£s).° 

e(nTovmey kal thy evdaimovlay avOpw- 
mivnv. apetyy 5& A€youcy avOpw- 
Tivyny Ov THY TOU THuaTOS, GAAG THY 
THS Wuxns* Kal Thy evdamorilay be 
Wuxis evépyeiav Aéyouev. 

1 After discussing (£th. i. 13) 
the difference between the ra- 
tional and the irrational element 
in the soul, and distinguishing 
two kinds of the rational, that 
to which rationality attaches in 
@ primitive, and that to which it 
attaches in a derivative, sense, 
thought and desire (see p. 114, 
n. 4, supra), Aristotle continues, 
1103, a,3: Sopicerar 5é kal 7 dperh 
Kata Thy Siapopay TavTny * Acyomev 
yap avTav tas mev Siavontixas Tas 
S€ HOiuKas, copiay pey Kal obverw 
kal ppdvncw diavontiKas, €AevdEpid- 
Tnta de Kal cwhpociyvny 7néikas. 
He returns to this distinction at 
the beginning of #th. ii. 1, and 
vi. 2. Ethical virtue is thus} 
regarded as the product of desire! 
ruled by reason, i.e. of will (see, 
p. 114, supra), a view of it 

Emotions as such are not the object of 

which is consistently maintained 
throughout. 

2 This is obvious, not only 
from the name of this science 
and from isolated statements 
which describe mpaés as its sub- 
ject, e.g. those referred to p. 181, 
n. 3, and th. ii. 2, 1104, a, 1, 
but from the plan of the Jico- 
machean Ethics as a whole, 
which must have been different 
had the object: been the propor- 
tionate treatment of dianoétic 
and ethical virtue. On this 
point and on the discussion of 
the dianoétic virtues in the sixth 
book, see infra. 

3 The relation of these three 
to one another is explained “th. 
ii 4 tnit.: éwel oby Ta ey TH WuXA 
ywoueva tpia éorl, wadn Buvduersy 
efeis, ToUTwy dy TL ein H apeTh "| 
Aéyw 5€ wdOn wey emiOuuiay, opyhy, 
pdBov, Opacos, POdvoy. xapay, piriay, 
bicos, TOBov, ¢jAov, €Acov, 6AwS ois 
ereTat ndovn 7) AUmn, Suvduers SE 
Kad’ &s wabntixol TobTwy Acyducba, 
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praise or blame. In themselves they cannot make us 

either good or bad. They are involuntary, whereas 

virtue presupposes an activity of the will. They 

indicate certain movements: virtue and yice, on the 

other hand, are permanent states. Nor can a mere 

faculty be the object of moral judgment. Faculty is 

These differ 

finally from a mere faculty as well as from science (and 

art) in this, that while the latter embrace both of two 

opposites, the former refer exclusively to one:? the 

man who has the power and knowledge of good has the 

power and knowledge of evil also, but he who wills the 

good cannot also at the same time will the evil. Itis 
equally necessary, on the other hand, to distinguish 

virtue from mere external action as such. He who 

would act morally must not only do the right, but he 

must do it in the right frame of mind.* It is this, and 

not the outward effect, that gives to the action its moral 

innate ; virtue and vice are acquired.' 

worth.4 

oiov Kal’ &s Svuvarol dpy:cOjvat 7) 
Aurnbijvar 7) eAejoat, Efers SE Kad’ 

&is mpbs Ta TAIN Exomey Ev 7) KaKaS. 
On eéts cf. p. 285, n. 3, supra. 

1 Ibid. 1105, b, 28sqq., ending 
with the words: 6 Ti wey ody oti 
TH yévet N apeth, eipnra. Cf. c. 
1, 1103, b, 21 sq. 

2 Eth. v. 1, 1129, a, 11: ovde 
\ > » > , yap Tov avrby Exe: Tpdmov em TE 

Tay emioTnuay Kal Suvduewy Kal éml 
TOY EEewv. Suvaus wey yap Kal 
emioThun Saket Tv evayTiwy 7 avTH 
elvat (see p. 224,n. 3, | supra), efis 0° 
n evayvtia Tov évayTiwy od, oioy amd 
THs vytelas ov mpdTreTa Ta evayTia, 
> \ \ c \ GAAG TH Uyeda wdvor. 

8 Eth. 4. 3, 1105, a, 28:. 7a 
5& KaTa Tas GpeTas yiwdueva ovK ay 

It is just this which makes virtue and moral 

aitd mws xn, dikalws 7 Twppdvws 
mpaTTeTal, GAAG Kal edy 6 mpaTTwY 
Tws €xwv mpattn. b, 5: Ta pev 
otv mpayuata Sika, Kal cdppova 
Aéyetat, Stay 7H ToiadTa ofa by 6 
dixaos } 6 cHppwv mpaterey* Sikasos 
de Kal soppwyv éotly ovx 6 TavTa 
TpaTTwy, GAAG Kal 6 odTw mpdTTwV 
@s of Sixatot Kal of odppoves mpar- 
tovow. vi. 13, 1144, a, 13 sqq. 
Aristotle accordingly distin- 
guishes between the just charac- 
ter and the just act, ibid. vi. 10, 
init. et al. (see below). 

4 Jbid. iv. 2, 1120, b, 7: ov 
yap ev TS TAGE TeV Sid0mevwr 7d 
eAevbEpioy. GAN’ év TH Tov d:d6vT0s 
éfer, attn S€ KaTa Thy ovolay 
didwou. 
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insight so hard: that we are dealing here, not with 

particular actions, but with the general character of the 

actor.! 

Aristotle defines this character more accurately as_ 

a character of the will. In so doing he defines the 

limits of the moral sphere in both directions, distin- 

euishing moral virtue, which has to do with action, from 

mere natural and therefore non-moral disposition on 

the one hand, and from mere knowledge which has no| 

reference to human action on the other. The founda- | 

tion and presupposition of morality les in certain’ 

natural qualities. In order to be able to act morally, 

one must first be a man with a certain psychological 

and physical constitution ? and with a natural capacity 

for virtue;* for every virtue presupposes certain 

natural qualities (pycvcal é€es), definite impulses and 
inclinations in which the moral qualities already to a 

certain extent reside. 

1 Ibid. v. 13 init.: of & ay- 
Opwimor ep’ EavTois otoytar civa Td 
adiucervy, 81d Kal Td Sikaiov eivat 
pgdiov. Td 8 ovK eoTw- ovyyer- 
éo0ar wev yap TH Tov yeltovos Kal 
matdéat Toy mAyoloy Kal Sovva TH 
XElpl Td apytpioy pddioy Kal én’ 
avTois, GAAG Td wd) ExovTas Tav’Ta 
mov ote pddioy oT’ en’ avTois. 
dpolws 5€ Kal Td yvovar TA Bikara 
kal Ta Bika ovder ofovtar copdy 
elvat, OT wep) wy of vduor A€youow 
ov xaAemby Evytévar, GAN ov TadT’ 
€oTl TH Sikaia GAA’ 7) KaTa TUUBe- 
Bnkbs, GAAX Tas mpatToueva ral 

mas veudueva Sika. To know 
this is not an easy matter. On 
the same ground Aristotle adds 
that the just man cannot act 
unjustly. Particular outward acts 

This natural disposition, how- 

he might indeed perform, aAAa 
To Seirdaivery Kal Tb adOdikeiy ov 
To TavTa molly éoTl, TAHY KaTa 
ouuBeBnkds, GAAG Td wd) ExovTa 
TavTa more, Cf. p. 116. 

2 Polit. vii. 13, 1332, a, 38. 
S te i> 1, 1103,.a, 23°: ofr’ 

apa vce. ovTe Tapa paw eyyi- 
vovTat at apeTal, dAAG mepuKdot mey 
nu Sé~acOa avTas, TeAcLovmévols 
de bia tov edovs. Polit. ibid. : 
ayabot ye Kal omovdaio yiyvoyTat 
dia Tpiav. Ta Tpla de TavTa éoTL 
puats €00s Adyos. 

4 Eth. vi. 13, 1144, b,4: mace 
yap doxel Exacta Tov O@Y bmdp- 
Xe pioe mws* Kal yap Sikato Kal 
gwhppoviko) kab aydpetor kal TaAAG 
Exouey evOds ex vyeverys. (MM, 
Mor, 1,36; 1197, b,-38, 11.3; PE99; 
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ever, is not yet moral. Itis found, not only in children, 

but even in the lower animals.' When, therefore, 

Aristotle speaks of physical virtues, he expressly dis- 

‘tinguishes these from virtue in the proper sense of 

the word,? which consists in the union of natural 

impulse with rational insight and its subordination to 

it.2 Natural disposition and the operation of natural 

impulses do not depend upon ourselves, whereas virtue 

is in our own power. The former are innate in us; the 

latter is gradually acquired by practice. Aristotle 

carries this principle of excluding all involuntary moods 

and inclinations from the moral sphere so far as to 

extend it to the earlier stages of the moral life itself. 

He not only excludes emctions such as fear, anger, 

pity, &c., from the sphere of praise and blame,® but he 

b, 38, c. 7, 1206, b,9.) Cf. Polit. 
vii. 7, on the unequal distribution 
of moral and intellectual capacity 
in the different nations. 

1 HY. An. i. 1, 488, b, 12, viii. 
1, ix. 1; see p. 38, n. 1, supra; 
Eth. ibid. ; see n. 3. 

2 7d Kuplws ayabdy — 7 Kupla 
apeTn, Lth. ibid. 

3 Thid. 1144, b, 8: Kal yap 
mato Kol Onplos ai duowal imdp- 
xovow Ekeis, GAA’ Gvev vou BrAaBepal 
gaivovtaovoat . . . dowep copyart 
ioxup@ a&vev vews Kivouuevm cup- 
Balver opaddrdAcobat ioxupes 1a Td 
uh exew tw, ottw Kal évravda: 
éav d€ AdBn votv, ev TE TpdTTELW 
Siadeper. 7 8’ Ekts duola otca TdT’ 
éorat kupiws aperi. 

4 Hth. ii. 1, 1103, a, 17: 7 8’ 
(Huh apeth e& EBovs mepryiverat, 
é0ev Kal totvoua eoxnKe pmikpdy 
mapekkAivov amd Tov eGous. €& oF 
Kal dHAov dri ovdeula TaY 7OiKaY 
apetay pice: juty eyylverar* ovbev 

yap Tay pice: dyvTwy 4AdAws ebi Cera 
. rt boa pev pioe Huiy mapa 

yiverat, Tas Suvduers TovTwy mpd 
Tepov Kouréueba, torepov Se tas 
évepyeias amodidouer. Sight, for 
example, we do not receive by 
perception: it is the antecedent 
condition of perception. tas 8 
Gpetas AauBdvouey evepyhoayTes 
mpétepov : we become virtuous by 
moral, vicious by immoral, action. 
x. 10, 1179, b, 20 (referring, 
doubtless, as also does i. 10 init., 
to PLATO’s Meno, 70, A, 99, EB): 
yivecOa 5 ayabovs otovra oi pev 
pice, oi & er, of 5 SidaxH. 7d 
bev ovv TIS dicews SHAY ws ovK 
€p’ tuiv smdpxet, dAAa Sid Twas 
elas aitlas Tois @s GAnOas ebTUxXE- 
ow tmdpxet. On voluntariness 
as characteristic of moral virtue, 
ibid. ii. 4, 1106, a, 2, iii. 1 init. ; 
c. 4 init. and p. 115 sq., supra. 

5 Eth. ii. 4, 1105, b, 28; see 
p. 154, n. 1, supra. 
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draws a distinction between continence (éyxpareva) and 
virtue, incontinence and vice in the stricter sense.'. In 

like manner he regards modesty rather as an emotion 

In all these states of mind Aristotle 

fails to find the universality of consciousness—action 

proceeding from a principle. He holds that nothing is} 

moral which is not done with rational insight, nothing 

immoral which is not done in defiance of it. 

than as a virtue.? 

While virtue is impossible without insight, insight 
and morality are not identical. As’ will’ in general 

consists of the union of reason and desire,* the moral \ 

quality of the will must be treated under the same 
category. Moral virtue is concerned with pleasure and 

pain, since it has to do with actions and emotions which 

cause these feelings: pleasure and pain are the primary 

source of desire, and the criterion of all our actions,’ 

’ Thid. vii. 1, 1145, a, 17, 35; 
ibid. c. 9, 1150, b, 35, 1151, a, 27. 
Moderation, according to these 
passages, is a omovdata egis, but 
not an dper?. 

* Find. iv. 16, ii. 7, 1108, a, 
30: it is praiseworthy, indeed, 
but not a virtue; it is a wecdrns 
ev Tos madect. 

$ On the will, see pp. 113 sq. 
and p. 126. 

4 On this cf. also pp. 107 sqq. 
Berio. i, 2, 1104, b, 8: rept 

ndovas yop kal AUmas é€oTly 7 NOK) 
GpeTh* Sia mey yap Thy Ndovny Ta 
pavAa mparrouey Sia St Thy Avny 
TQV KaA@Y amexducda ... ETL F 
el aperal eiou wep) mpakers Kal waOn, 
mavT de rdder kal radon mpacer emeTar 
ndovh Kal Admn, Kal Sid TovT’ dy 
ein 1] Gperh tept ndovas Kal AUTas. 
‘All moral failings spring from 
desire for pleasure and dislike of 

<, 

pain, and for this very reason are 
to be counteracted by punish- 
ments; iatpeta: ydp Tiwés eiow, al 
delatpetardia Tay evayTiwy mepvKact 
yiveoOar. . . bmdKertat &pa 7H Hdovy 
eivat 7 TowavTn mepl dovas Kat 
Avmas TY BEATIOTwWY TpaKTIK); 7 
dé Kakia TobvayTloy . . . Tpiay yap 
dvTwy Tay Els Tas aipéoes Kal TpLaY 
TaY Eis TAS Huds, KaAOD TUUpée-| 
povtos 7d5€os, kal TpLay TOY evayTiwy, 
aisxpov BAaBepod Aviwnpov, zep)} 
wayTa pev Talta 6 ayabos Katop0- 
wTiKds eotiy 6 OE KaKds GuapTyTIKdS, 
eaAtota 5 wep) Thy NSoviy: Kow? 
TE yap altn Tots (wos Kal waot 
Tos umd Thy aiperiy mapakoAovbe: * 
kal yap To Kadby Kal Td TuUdepov 
ov patvera ... KavoviCouey Se; 
Kal Tas wodkets, of wey maAAoy oi 3°] 
httov, ndovi Kal Avwn .. . Sate 

. Tept ndovas Kal AvTas Taca 
 mpayuarela Kal ti aperh Kal ry 
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to which we refer in a certain sense even the motives 

of utility and right.’ Aristotle, therefore, controverts 

the Socratic doctrine that virtue consists in knowledge.? 
His objection to this view is, broadly speaking, that it 

neglects the irrational element of the soul, the patho- 

logical side of virtue.* When he proceeds to a closer 

investigation of its fundamental principle, he shows that 

it rests on false presuppositions. Socrates had main- 

tained that it was impossible to do evil knowing that it 
was evil and hurtful;* Aristotle shows, on the contrary, 

that to say this is to overlook the distinction between 

purely theoretic and practical knowledge. For, in the 

first place, he remarks, we must distinguish between the 

possession of knowledge as mere skill, and knowledge 

as an activity. I may know that a certain action is 

good or bad, but this knowledge may in the particular 

case remain latent, and in this way I may do evil with- 

out being conscious at the moment that it is evil. But, — 

ToAiTiKn* 6 wey yap ev TovToLS 
Xpaémevos ayabbs ~atat, 6 SE KaKas 
kakds. II. 5, 1106, b, 16: Aéyw 
de thy Houny [aperqv]* airy yap 
eoT. wept waby kalapates. Tbid. 1. 
24, iii. 1 init. (see p. 117, n.2,swp.), 
vii. 12, 1152, b, 4, 1172, b, 21; x. 
7; see p.143,n.1, supra. Phys. 
vii. 3, 247, a, 23: Kal rb 6Aov Thy 
noiuKhy apethy ev Ndovais kal Avmais 
elvat ouuBeBnkev’ yap Kar’ 
evepyetay 7d THS Hdov7ns 7 dio 

pviunv ard THs €Amidos. Pol. 
viii. 5, 1340, a, 14. 

1 This statement (Zth. ii. 2: 
see preced. m.) might seem sur- 
prising, as Aristotle draws a very 
clear distinction between plea- 
sure and the good (v. p. 140 sq.). 

It must be taken, however, in 
the light of what is said above, 
p. 149, n. 3. The thought of 
the good operates upon the will 
through the medium of feeling, 
the good presenting itself 
as something desirable and 
affording pleasure and satisfac- 
tion. 

2 Eth. vi. 13, 1144, b, 17 sqq. 
vii. 5, 1146, b, 31 sqq. cf. c. 3 
init. x. 10, 1179, b, 23; Hud. i. 5, 
1216, b, vii. 13 fin.; M. Mor. i. 
1, 1182, a, 15, c. 35, 1198, a, 10. 

3 As may be concluded from 
the statements in £th. vi. 13, ¢, 
2, 1139, a, 31, and especially ©. 
M.i.1. Cf. p. 157, n. 5, supra. 

4 See Ph. d. Gr.i. p. 118 sq. 
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in the second place, concerning the content of this 

knowledge, we have to distinguish between the general 

principle and its practical application. For if every 

action consists in bringing a particular case under a 

general Jaw,' it is quite conceivable that the agent, 
while he knows and presents to himself the moral law 

in its universality, yet may neglect the application of it to 

the particular case and permit himself to be here deter- 

mined by sensual desire instead of by moral principle.” 

While, therefore, Socrates had asserted that no one is 

voluntarily wicked, Aristotle maintains, on the contrary, 

that man is master of his actions, and even makes this 

voluntariness of action the distinguishing mark of the 

practical as opposed to the theoretic life. In like 

manner practical activity is distinguished from artistic. 

In art the chief thing is knowledge or skill to produce 

certain works :in conduct, itis will. In the former the 

object is that the production should be of a certain 

character; in the latter the essential thing is that the 

jagent himself should be so. There the man who errs 

intentionally is the better man; here it is the man who 

errs unintentionally.‘ 

Moral activity, then, according to Aristotle,> con- 

sists in the union of the merely natural activity of 

impulse with the rational activity of insight, or, more 

MOE, p. 110; n. 1, supra. 183, n. 2, and p. 107, n. 2, supra. 
2 Eth. vii. 5, which deals * See pp. 115 sqq. supra. 

primarily with excess. Another + Bik, UW. d.(see.1. 6), Vi. 95, 
characteristic of action as dis- 1140, b, 22; Metaph. vi. 1, 10235, 
tinguished from knowledge— bb, 22. 
which, however, Aristotle does 5 Eth. vi. 5, 1140, b, 22 cf. v. 
not mention in this connection— i. 1129,a,83 Metaph. v. 29 fin. 
has already been mentioned, p. 
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accurately, in the subordination to reason of that part 

of the soul which while itself irrational is yet suscep- 

The 

ultimate source of moral action is the rational desire or 

will, and the most essential property of will is the 

freedom with which it decides between sensual and 

rational impulses.?_ Morality, however, is only perfect 
when freedom itself has become a second nature. 

Virtue is a permanent quality of the will, a habit 

acquired by free activity: morality has its roots in 

custom, 740s in 26os.2 If we ask, therefore, what is 

the origin of virtue, ¢ the answer is that it comes neither 

‘by nature nor by instruction, but by practice. For 

while natural disposition is the necessary condition, and 

ethical knowledge the natural fruit of virtue, yet for 
‘its essential character as a definite bent of the will 

virtue is wholly dependent on continued moral activity,* 

tible of rational determination—namely, desire.! 

1 Eth. i. 13 ad fin. 
2 See also what is said on this 

subject p. 115 sq. 
3 See p.153and p.156,n.4,sup. 
4 After showing that one be- 

comes moral only by doing moral 
actions, Hth. ii. 1 (see p. 156, n. 
4), Aristotle asks whether we do 
not in making this assertion 
involve ourselves in a circle, since 

in order to do moral actions 
we must apparently be already 
moral; and answers that it is 
not so: in a work of art it is 
sufficient that it should itself be 
of a certain character, 7a 6€ Kata 
Tas GpeTas yiwdueva ovK eay abTa 
mws xn dixalws 7) cwppdvws mpar- 
TeTal, GAAG Kal éay 6 MpaTTwY Tws 
éxwv TpaTTH, TWPATov pev eay cidws, | 
éreit’ €ay mpoaipovmevos, Kal mpo- 

a:povmevos 5.’ abTa, Td Se Tplrov Kar 
éav BeBalws Kal aGueTaxwitws 
éxwv mpattn .. . mpos bE Td Tas 
apetas [sc. Exew] Td wey cidévat 
puikpoy 7) ovdev icxder, Ta 5° GAAa 
ov puxpdby GAAG Td wav Sdbvarat, 
amep €k TOU WoAAGKIS TpaTTELY TO 
dikasa kal obppova wepryiverar. X. 
10, 1179, b, 23 (after the words 
quoted p. 156, n. 4): 6 5€ Adyos kal 
n Si8axh pwnmwot’ ovK ev Gracw 
isxin, GAAG S€n mpodierpydcbai 
Tots Bec THY TOU akpoaTodD WuxrV 
mpos TO KaA@s xalpew Kal moceir, 
domep ynv thy Opébovcay Td 
omépua* ov yap ay akovoee Adyou 
amotpémovTos vd’ ad cuveln 6 KaTa 
mabos Cav: Toy 8° ott ws Exovta Tas 
oldy Te petameicat; bSAws 7’ ov 
doxet Adyw brelikew Td waBos GAAG 
Big: Set 8h 7d H00s mpavrdpxew mws 

Pee) 
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by which that which was at first matter of free resolve 

becomes an unfailing certainty of character.' Hven the 

comprehension of ethical doctrine is conditioned, accord- 

ing to Aristotle, by practice in virtuous action: he who 

would listen to a moral discourse must be already well 

practised in virtue. The moral will must precede the 

knowledge of morals.” 

supposes a certain degree of spiritual maturity. Chil- 

Virtue, therefore, always pre- 

dren and slaves have no virtue in the strict sense of 

the word, for they have no will, or as yet only an 

imperfect one, and young men are unfit for moral 

philosophy, because they still lack stability.* 

Hitherto we have been concerned merely with the 

form of moral conduct: we as yet know nothing of its 

contents. Virtue we have found to be a moral quality 

of the will. We have now to ask what quality of the 

will is moral? To this Aristotle answers first quite 

generally: the quality, by means of which man not 

only becomes himself good, but rightly performs his 

proper activity.‘ 

O1KELOY THS APETHS, OTEpyov TH KaAoY 
kal dvoxepatvoy Td aicxpdv. Some- 
what more is conceded to in- 
struction Polit. vil. 13,1338,a, 38 
sqq. Here also pvats 0s Adyos 
are mentioned as the three sources 
of virtue ; of the last, however, it 
is remarked: moAAa yap mapa 
Tous eOicpods Kal Thy pia mpdar- 
Tovot dia Toy Adyoy, cay TeicO@ow 
&AAws e€xew Beaty. The di- 
vergence, however, is unim- 
portant.—Plato, of whose lan- 
guage we are forcibly reminded 
in the above passages, had taught 
that moral habit wust precede in- 
sight (see Ph.d. Gr.i. pp. 532 sq.); 

VOL. Il. 

Right activity he further defines as 

Aris‘otle differs from him merely 
in distinguishing the higher 
virtue of the philosopher from 
that of habit, while Plato limits 
moral virtue to this source. 

' Ibid. ii. 3 (see preced. n.): 
it is a property of virtue BeBalws kat 
duerakwhtws éxew. Of. De Mem. 
c. 2,452, a, 27: domep yep pvois 
non 70 €8os, and p. 116, n. 3, supra. 

? Hth. i. 1, 2, 1094, b, 27 sqq. 
1095, a, 4, vi. 13, 1144, b, 30. 

3 Ibid. i. 1 with the words: 
diabeper 8 odOey veos Thy HAtklay 
i) To 00s veapds: c. 10, 1100, a, 1, 
Polit. 1. 13, 1260, a, 12 sqq. 31. 

4 Ibid. ii. 5: pnréoy oty ari 

M 
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that which avoids the extremes of excess and defect, 

and thus preserves the proper mean:! and conversely, 

wrong activity is that which deviates on one side or the 
other from this boundary line.* In further determining 

the nature and position of the ‘ proper mean,’ we have to 

take into account, not merely the object of our action, 

‘but, what is much more important, our own personal 
nature.? The problem of morality is to strike the 

proper mean relating to ourselves: in feeling and action 

neither to overstep or fall short of the limit set by the 

character of the agent, the object and the circum- 

stances.! Aristotle admits, indeed, that this description 

mace apeTh, ov dy 7 peti, avTo TE 
ev €xov amoteAct Kal td Epyov 
avrov ev) amodldwow... €i dn TOUT’ 
éml mavtwy otTws exe, Kal N TOU 
avOpémov apeth ein ay Ekis ad’ Hs 
ayabos &vOpwmros vyivetat Kal ap’ js 
€ TO EauToOU Epyoy amodacet. 

1 Thid. 1106, b, 8: €i 6 maca 
emioT nun olTw Td Epyov ev emLTEAEl, 
mpos To mécov BA€movoa Kal eis 
ToUTO wyovga Ta Epya(... as TIS 

pev bmepBoATs Kat THs €AAElpews 
pbeipovons Td ev, THS SE wecdTHTOS 
cwlovons) ... 7 8 apeTn mans 
Téxyns aKpiBeoTepa Kal dpmelywy 
éotly, domep kal 7] pvo.s, TOU wécov 
by ein oTOXATTIKN. 

2 Aristotle remarks that either 
the virtue or the vice have not 
unfrequently no name to desig- 
nate them in common language; 
Eth. ii. 7, 1107, b, 1, 7, 30, 1108, 
a, 5, 16, iii. 10, 1115, b, 25, c. 14, 
9449.28.10, ty. 1, 1119, b,.34,.c. 
10 sq., 1125, b, 17, 26, c. 12, 1126, 
bi, 19)eu18, 1127,.a, 14, 

3 Thid. 1106, a, 26: ev may7h 
5) cuvexet Kal SiaipeT@ Eat AaBeiv 
To ev mretoy Td 8’ EAatTov Td 5’ 
icov, kal ravTa Kat’ avTd Td 

mpayua 7) mpds nuas: Td 8 toov 
bécov TL bmEpBoATs Kal eAAciWews. 
A€yw 5€ TOU wey MpdyyaTos uéecov 
To tcov améxov ad’ Exatépov ToY 
&Kpwv, Smep eotly ev kal ravtdy 
Tag, pds nuas Se O unTe wAEovaceEs 
Ente eAAEl@EL, TOVTOS ovxX Ev OVE 
tavTov maow. If, for example, 
two cutlets are too little food, 
while ten are too much, the 
bécov Kata TO mpayua would be 
six: this amount, however, might 
be too much for one, too little for 
another: ottw 8) mas émoTipov 
Thy orepBorry mev Kal Thy EAAEWW 
gpevyet, TO SE eco CnTe Kal TovP 
aipeirat, wéoov S€ ov Td TOD mpay- 
Matos GAAG Td pds Has. 

4 Ibid. 1106, b, 16 (after the 
words quoted inn. 1, supra): A€ywo 
5e Thy NOuhy [aperhy]: alrn yap 
€or. wep) wdOn Kal mpdkes, ev oe 
Tovtois €oTly bmrepBoAh Kal EAAEWS 
kal 7d pécov. oiov Kal poknOjva 
kal Oappjoa Kal embuujoa Kat 
opyioOjva Kal eAejoa Kal bAws 
noOjva. Kat AumnOjva éorte kal 
madrdov kal Frtov, Kal aupdtepa 
ovk €0* Td 9’ Ore Set Kal ep’ ols Kah 
mpos ovs Kal ob Evexa Kal ws dei, 
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is still a very general one, and that we have to look 

closer if we would discover the proper mean, and with 

it the right criterion of action (the dp@0s Noyos);! but 
he can only here refer us to practical insight, whose 

business it is to mark out what is right in particular 

cases; and he therefore defines virtue as ‘that quality 

of the will which preserves the mean suitably to our 

nature, conformably to a reasonable definition, such as 

the man of insight would give.’ ? 
From this point of view Aristotle goes on to deal 

with the particular virtues; without any attempt to 

‘| deduce them from any one definite principle. Hven the 

suggestions towards such a deduction which were to be 

found in his own theory as above stated, he left on one 

side. Seeing that he had investigated the idea of 
‘Happiness,’ and had found in ‘ Virtue’ the essential 

means thereto, he might have made an attempt to define 

the various kinds of activity which enable us to reach 

this end, and so have sought to arrive at the main kinds 
of ‘ Virtue.’ He does, however, nothing of the kind. 

Even where he gives us certain indications of the points | 

of view from which he deals with the order of the 

uwéeoov re Kal a&pioroy, Omep €or) Tis 
apeTHs. duoiws 5€ kal mepl Tas mod- 
Eeis eotly vmepBodr Kal EAAEuS 
kal Td wégov.... wecdTns TIS apa 
eotly 7 apeTh, CTOXATTIKN ye ovoE 
Tov méecov, Cf. foll. n. 

1 Hth. vi. 1: we ought to 
choose, as before remarked (ii. 5) 
the pécov, not the dmepBodrr or 
éAAewis—d SE wécov eotly ws 6 
Adyos 6 dpbbs Aé€yer. In every- 
thing éori tis oxomwbs mpds ov amo- 
BAérwv 6 Tov Adyov Exwy emteiver 

kal avinow, kat Tis eoTiv bpos TaY 

7 | “ b Dy ae ee { =, 

MecoThTwy, &s pweTatd mauev elvan 
THS wmEepBoAys Kal Tis EAAElPews, 

ovoas kata Tov Op0dv Adyorv. ~oTL 
de TO wey eimeiy oUTHOS GANOEY per, 
ovbev de gapes .. . 510 Set cal rep) 
Tas THS Wuxns ees pH pdvov 
GANGES elvar TodT’ cipnuevoy, GAA 
kal Siwpicmevoy tis tT’ eat 6 
6p0ds Adyos Kal TovTOU Tis Gpos. 

? Ibid. ii. 6 init.: €orw apa h 
apeTi) Ekis mpoaipeTiKkh ev mecdTyTL | | | 
otoa TH mpds jas, wpicméevn Adyy | | 
Kal ws dv 6 ppdvimos dpiceser. 

M 2 
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ethical virtues in his treatment of them, these points of 

view are themselves in no way based on any principle.! 

1 After defining virtue as 
uecérns, Aristotle continues, Hth. 
ii. 7 : from the general statement 
we must turn to particular -in- 
stances of the principle. zep) wev 
oty dBovs Kal Odppn avdpela 
peodtns. .. . mepl 7dovas SE Kal 
A’mas [those, i.¢., as is here 
hinted, and definitely stated in 
iii. 13,1117, b, 27 sqq. of apy and 
yetois] cwppoctyn . . wept be 
Sdow xpnuatay Kal Aww... 
eAcvOpidtns ; to these belongs also 
beyadompemeta * mepl S€ Tiny Kal 
atitay ... meyadopuxla, and the 
corresponding anonymous vir- 
tue the tmepBoayH of which is 
ambition. €or: 5€ nal wep) dpyiv 
‘ . pecdtns, which he calls 
mpaoTns. Furthermore, there are 
three peodtnTes which relate to 
Kowwvia Adywv Kal mpdtewy, one to 
TO GAnbés in these (aA7nGea), the 
two others to 7d 76, the one 
(p. 169, n. 6, infra), ev mardia, 
the other (p. 169, n. 4, infra), 
év mao. Tots kata Tov Biov. Of 
bravery and ocwopoctvn it is 
further remarked, iii. 13: d5oxover 
yap Tav GAdywy wepav abrat elvar 
ai aperal. This classification, 
however, is a loose one, nor is 
any clearly defined principle 
discoverable in it. HACKER’S 
attempt in his interesting essay 
(Das Lintheilungs- und Anord- 
nungsprincip der moralischen Tu- 
gendreihe in der nikomachischen 
Ethik, Berl. 1863) to show that 
Aristotle is guided by such a 
principle imports, apparently, 
more into his account than is 
admissible. According to this 
view, Aristotle intended to indi- 
cate in the first place those 

virtues which consist in the sub- 
ordination of the lower instincts 
that are concerned with the 
mere defence and maintenance 
of life: bravery the virtue of 
@uuds, temperance the virtue of 
émiBuuia. The second group of 
virtues (liberality, love of honour, 
gentleness, and justice, which is 
placed last for special reasons) 
have for the sphere of their 
exercise political life in time of 
peace, and the part which the 
individual takes in affairs of 
state, as well as the positions he 
occupies in it; the third the 
amenity of life, 7d ed Gjv. Butit 
is impossible to show that Ari- 
stotle founds his classification of 
the virtues upon this scheme. 
In the first place, the reason 
which he himself gives for con- 
necting bravery and _e 6 self- 
command with one another is 
that they stand for the virtues of 
the irrational parts of a man; 
this is only to say (unless, with 
RAMSAUER, we reject the words 
altogether) that it is suitable 
to discuss self-command along 
with bravery because it has 
been customary since the time 
of Plato to name these two 
together as the virtues of @upds 
and 7d émiduuntixdy respectively. 
Had he been governed by those 
principles of classification which 
Hicker ascribes to him, he must 
have classed mpaérns along with 
bravery. If the latter is the 
subordination of the instinct of 
self, the former is (iv. 11) the 
necdtns wept dpyds: but anger 
springs from the instinct of 
revenge, which, like bravery, has 

| 
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There is therefore nothing for us to do bat to set out, 

without reference to any exact logical connection, what 

Aristotle has himself said as to those virtues which he 

enumerates. 

The preliminary proposition, that there are more 

its seat in Ouuds (iv. 11, 1126, a, 
19 sqq.; Phet. ii. 2 init. 12, 1389, 
a, 26: Kal avSpedrepor [oi veo]: 
Ouuw@ders yap... ore yap dpy- 
Cémevos ovdels poBetta, cf. p. 583, 
2), and which, like it (2th. iii. 
11, 1116, b, 23 sqq.), we share 
with the brutes. Anger and 
bravery, therefore, are so closely 
related that it is often difficult 
to distinguish them from one 
another (#th. ii. 9, 1109, b, 16 
sqq., iv. 11, 1126, b, 1, cf. het. ii. 
5, 1383, b, 7), and in het. ii. 8, 
1385, b, 30, anger is even called 
a wdé0os avdpias. If, notwith- 
standing this relationship, the 
meodTns epl Tas dpyas is said to 
belong to a different group of 
virtues from bravery, on the 
ground that the latter springs 
only from the instinct ‘to pre- 
serve the vegetative life,’ while 
anger is concerned chiefly with 
injuries inflicted upon _ the 
honour of a citizen (HACKER, 
p- 15, 18), this is scarcely con- 
sistent with the statements of 
Aristotle. th. iv. 11, 1125, b, 
30, he says expressly of anger: 
7a Se eumowvyTa MOAAG Kal Biadé- 
poyvra, and, on the other hand, of 
bravery, that it does not consist 
in not fearing death under any 
circumstances, but in not fearing 
death év tots kaAAlorous especially 
in war (iii. 9, 1115, a, 28), which 
has a much more direct relation 
to political life than the loss of 
merely personal honour. So far 

indeed, is Aristotle from seeing 
in bravery only the peodrys of an 
animal instinct, in anger that is 
properly directed and controlled 
that of a higher instinct which 
is concerned with civil life, that 
he declares (th. iii. 11, 1116, b, 
23-1117, “a, oS): -aghen men 
despise danger from anger or 
desire for revenge (épy:(duevor, 
Tiyuwpovmevor) they can no more be 
called brave than an animal when. 
it rushes in rage [ia rdv bupdy, 
which here hardly differs from!’ 
épyn] upon the huntsman who 
has wounded it. Nor does the 
position assigned to the virtues 
which are concerned with the 
use of money admit of being 
explained on the ground that 
riches always secure a certain 
social station to its possessor 
(HACKER, p. 16), for there is no 
allusion in Aristotle to this point 
of view, although in the case of 
Meyadorpémera (not, however, of 
€Aevbepiotns) mention is made, 
among other things, of expendi- 
ture for public purposes. If, on 
the other hand, this had been the 
principle of classification,bravery 
in war would have found a place 
in this group. Finally, it cannot 
be said that the third group con- 
cerns 7d ed (jv any more closely 
than the other two ; for ed (fy in 
the Aristotelian sense, self. 
command, liberality and justice, 
are certainly more important 
than 70 dv év maudia. 
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virtues than one, is established by Aristotle, against 

the position of Socrates, who had reduced them all to 

‘Insight.’ Aristotle himself admits that all completed 
Virtue is in its essence and principle one and the same, 

and that with Insight all other virtues are given.! 
Yet at the same time he shows that the natural basis 

of virtue—the moral circumstances—must be different 

in different cases. The will of the slave, for example, is 

different from the will of the freeman: the will of the 

woman and the child is not the same as the will of the 

Therefore he holds that the moral activity 

of different individuals must be different. Not only 
will one individual possess a particular virtue which 

others do not possess, but it is also true that different 

demands must be made on each particular class of 

men.” Aristotle says very little (and that not in his 

Ethics, but in his Ciconomics) of the virtues of the 

adult-man. 

1 Eth. vi. 13, 1144, b, 31: ovx 
oid6y te ayabby elvat Kupiws &veU 
bpovicews, ovdé ppdviusy a&vev Tis 
noicjs apevjs. It appears, indeed, 
as though the virtues could be 

avtoy Tpdmov, GAA’ bcov ExdoTH 
¢c ~ « ‘ 4X mpos Td avTov Epyov. Sid Tov meV 

upxovTra teAcay exew Set Thy 
> > N PA : noikhy apernv, ... Tav 8 BAdrov 
exactov dcov émiBdAAEL avTOLS. 

separated from one another; ov 
yap 6 avrTds evpvéctatos mpds 
amacas, Gore Thy wey Hon Thy & 
ovmw ciAndas éotat. This is not 
really so: TovTo yap kata pev Tas 
puotkas apeTas evdexerat, kad’ as GE 
amA@S A€yeTo ayalos, ovK evde- 
XETaL* Gua yap TH hpovnoe pia 
oton Tacat braptovow. 

2 See preceding n. and Polit. 
vi. 13, 1260,a,10: waow évuTapyxer 
wey TH pdpia THs wWuxjs, GAdr’ 
evurrapxet StabepdyTws . . . duolws 
Toivuy avayKkaiov Exe Kal wep Tas 
noikas apetas* wbrodnmréoy dei 
uey meTEXEL TavTas, GAA’ ov TY 

date pavepdy bt. early HOiKH apeTh 
TOY cipnucvay TavTwY. Kal ovX 7 
avTh Twppoctyn yuvaikds Kal avdpds, 
&e. Although it is not here 
said that one virtue can exist 
without the others, and although 
on the other hand, this is ad- 
mitted Hth. vi. 13 to be the case 
only with the physical virtues, yet 
the imperfect virtue of slaves or 
women must be regarded as an 
incomplete and partial posses- 
sion, which excludes the com- 
prehensive virtue of insight, and | 
therefore extends to some and 
not to others, 
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In the Ethics he treats of Virtue in its 

perfected form, which it assumes in man, whom alone he 

elsewhere regards as the perfect type of humanity, and it 

is of this alone that he describes the constituent parts. 

Bravery! stands at the head of the list of the virtues. 

He is brave who does not fear a glorious death or the 

near danger of death, or more generally he who endures, 

dares or fears what he ought to, for the right object, in 

the right way and at the right time.” The extremes 

between which Bravery stands as the mean are: on the 

one side Insensibility and Foolhardiness, and on the other 

Cowardice.* Nearly related to Bravery, but not to be 
identified with it, are Civil Courage and the courage 
which springs from compulsion, or anger, or the wish 

to escape from a pain,* or which is founded upon fami- 

liarity with the apparently terrible or upon the hope of 

a favourable result.° Self-control® follows as the second 

virtue, which, however, Aristotle limits to the preserva- 

several classes. 

Ph. i. \9—12. 
2 ©. 9, 1115, a, 33: 6 wept roy 

KaAddyv Odvarov adeys Kal 60a Odvaror 
 emipéper brdyuia beta. c.10, 1115, 

dpeia most closely resembles true 
bravery (1116, a, 27), dr: &:’ 
apetyy yiverar: 8: ald& yap Kar 
dia KaAod dpetw (TAS yap) Kal 

~b, 17: 6 wey ody & Sel kal ob Evera guyhy dveidovs aicxypov dbyTos. 
brouévwv Ka PoBovmevos, kal ws def Nevertheless Aristotle  distin- 
kal dre, Guolws 5é kal Oappar, avdpeios: guishes between them, modArtiky 

Wage SF b] ) c » ¢ 6 
kar agiav yap, Kal ws av o AOYOS, avdpeia being heteronomous to 
macxer Kal mparret 6 avdpetos . . 
KaAdov dh evera 6 avdpetos drouever 
kal mpdtTer Ta KaTa THY avdpelar. 
Cf. Rhet. i. 9, 1366, b, 11. 

= C. 10, 1115, b, 24 sqq. 
4 As in suicide, which Ari- 

stotle therefore regards as a 
mark of cowardice; iii. 11, 
meta, a, 12, cf. ix..4, 1166, b, 11. 

5 C.88 (where, however, 1117, 
a, 20, the words 7 kal must be 
omitted). Of these, moArtikh av- 

Vou. I. 

the extent that the brave deed is 
not done for its own sake. 

6 Swhppoovyvn, c. 13-15, in 
contrast to dkodrAacia and to a 
species of insensibility for which 
there is no name, as it is not 
found among men (c. 14, 1119, a, 
Os er. vid,-l1 init.:, Aristotle 
would perhaps have ascribed this 
failing, of which he says, ef 5é 
Tw pnbevy eotw dv pnde Siapéper 
ETepov éETépov, méppw dv ein Tod 

*M 4 
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tion of the proper mean in the pleasures of touch and 

in the satisfaction of the merely animal and sexual 

impulses. Next comes Generosity,’ as the proper mean 

between Avarice and Extravagance,” the attitude in 

giving and taking external goods which is at once 

moral and worthy of a free man,’? and the kindred virtue 

of Munificence in expenditure.* 

a&vOpwmros eivat, to the Ascetics 
of a later time); cf. vii. 8, 1150, 
a, 19 sqq. and the passages re- 
ferred to below from book vii. 
upon éykparera and akpacta; Rhet. 
ibid 1. 13. In the words with 
which he opens this discussion, 
meta 85€ tavtnv [bravery] epi 
cwhpocvyns A€ywuev' SoKkovor 
yup TaV GAdywy mepOv avTat elvat 
ai aperai, Aristotle is referring to 
Plato’s doctrine; he himself has 
no reason to ascribe bravery, any 
more than moral virtue as a 
whole, to the irrational element 
in the soul. 

1 Or, more correctly, libera- 
lity, €AevBepidrys. 

” "AveAevdepia and aowria. The 
worse and more incurable of 
these faults is avarice, Hth. iv. 
3, 1121, a, 19 sqq. 

3 Hth. iv. 1-3. The noble 
spirit in which Aristotle handles 
this subject may be seen, among 
other passages, in c. 2 init.: ai be 
kar’ apethy mpateis Kodal Kal Tov 
Kadov evexa. Kal 6 é€Aevbépios ody 
Sécet Tov KaAov Evera Kal op9as 

. Kal TavTa Ndéews 7) GA’Tws* Td 
yap Kat apeTny 750 7) GAuTor, 
heiocta 5€ Avmnpdv 6 Be Sidovs ois 
uh det, A wh TOU KaAOv Eveka GAAG 
did. Tw’ BAAN aitlav, odK eAEVIEpLOS 
GAA’ BAAOs Tis pPnOHceTa. ovd’ 6 
AuTno@s* pwaAAov yap edolT by Ta 
xphuata Tis Karns mpatews, TovTO 

Magnanimity® (in his 

& ovK eAevbepiov. 
4 Meyadompereia, ibid. 4-6, 

which is defined, 1122, a, 23, by 
the words ev peyé@e: mpérovea 
dardyy: it stands midway be- 
tween pixpompérera, on the one 
hand, and Bavavoia and amreporaArl 
on the other. It differs from éAev- 
Gepidrns in having to do, not only 
with the right and proper, but 
with the sumptuous expenditure 
of money (iv. 4, 1122, b, 10 sqq., 
where, however, 1. 18, we shall 
have to read, with Cod. L? M?, 
Kal €or €Epyou pmeyadompéemea 
apeTy ev meyeber : ‘weyarompémeiais 
excellence of work in great 
matters,’ and explain 1. 12 as 
meaning either ‘the magnitude 
here is contributed by the peya- 
Aompers, being a sort of great- 
ness of liberality in respect to 
the same objects,’ or ‘it is the 
magnitude here which con- 
stitutes, so to speak, the great- 
ness in the munificence, &e.;’ 
unless we prefer the surmise of 
Rassow, Forsch. iib. d. nikom. 
Ethik. 82, who inserts ‘ AaBovens’ 
after uéyebos, which might easily 
have fallen out owing to the 
ovons which follows, so that the 
meaning is ‘liberality which is 
directed to the same object at- 
taining a sort of grandeur’ ). 
Rhet. i. 9, 1366, b, 18. 

5 Meyadopuyia as midway be- 
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description of which Aristotle has, perhaps, before his 

mind the example of his great pupil), honourable ambi- 

tion,! Gentleness,? the social virtues* of Amiability,‘ 

Simplicity,> Geniality® in company follow: and to these 

are added the graces of temperament,’ Modesty,® and 
righteous Indignation.”* 

tween meanness of spirit (u:kpo- 
Wuxia) and vanity (xavvdrys), iv. 
7-9; Rhet. ibid. Meyadrduxos is 
(1123, b, 2) 6 weydrAwy abroy aka) 
aéios ay: this virtue, therefore, 
always presupposes actual ex- 
cellence. 

1 This virtue is described, 
Eth. iv. 10, as the mean between 
pirotimia and apiAotimia, which is 
related to peyadropuxia as €Aev- 
Oepidtyns is to peyadorpérea, but 
for which there is no proper 
word. 

2 The peodtyns ep) opyds, iv. 
11. Aristotle calls this virtue 
mpadtns, the corresponding vices 
dpyiAdrns and aopynoia, remark- 
ing, however, that all these 
names are coined by him for the 
purpose. The mpdos is accordingly 
defined ns 6 é@’ ois Set kal ois Set 
dpytCouevos, ert BE Kal ws Set kal 
| ore Kal cov xpdévor. bid. on the 
akpdxodos and the xaderds. 

3 Which Aristotle himself, iv. 
14 fim., comprises under this 
title. 

4 Using the word to designate 
the nameless virtue which, Hth. 
iv. 12, is opposed on the one side 
to complaisance and flattery, on 
the other to unsociableness and 
moroseness, and described as the 
social tact which knows éwiAetiy 
@s Set. Aristotle there remarks 
that it closely resembles Aja, 
but differs from it in not resting 

/ upon inclination or dislike to- 

wards particular persons. Hud. 
iii. 7, 1233, b, 29, it is simply 
called Ala. 

° The likewise nameless mean 
between vain-boasting (4Aa(oveia) 
and self-depreciation (cipwveia, 
of which the extreme is seen in 
the Baveoravovpyos), iv. 13. 

8 EvtpameAla or emidegidrns (iv. 
14), the opposites being Bwuodo- 
xia and aypidrns. Here also it 
is a question of social tact (cf. 
1128, b, 31: 6 8) yaplies kar 
€Aevbepios oTws ete, oiov vdmuos 
&y éavTg), with especial reference, 
however, to the entertainment of 
society. 

7 Mecétntes é€vy Tots mdbect 
kal é€vy tots mepl ta mdOn (ii. 7, 
1108, a, 30), called peodrnres 
madytixat, Hud. iii. 7 init. Among 

these, Hud. iii. 7 classes also 
pirla, ceuvdtns, aanOea, and 
anAdtns, evTpaTedia, 

8 Aidés. See Hth. iv. 15, ii. 
7 (p. 167, n. 2, supra). The 
modest man, according to these 
passages, is the mean between 

the shameless and the bashful 
man (katarAnt). Modesty, how- 
ever, is not so much a virtue in } 
the proper sense as a praiseworthy 
affection suitable only for youth, 
as the adult should do nothing 
of which he requires to be 
ashamed. 

Onky in’ ni. 7, 1108 ar 35 
sqq., where it is described as 

/ 

BecoTns pOdvou kal emxaipexaklas : 
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Justice, however, claims the fullest treatment, and 

Aristotle has devoted to it the whole of the fifth book 

of his Ethics.! Considering the close connection be- 

tween the Ethics and the Politics, it was necessary that 

special attention should be paid to the virtue upon 

which the maintenance of the commonwealth most 

directly depends. Justice, however, is not here to be 

understood in the wider sense in which it is equivalent 

to social virtue as a whole,? but in its narrower mean- 

ing, as that virtue which has to do with the distribution 

of goods, the preservation, namely, of the proper mean* 

or proportion in assigning advantages or disadvantages.‘ 

it concerns joy and sorrow at the 
fortunes of others, and consists 
in Td AumetoOa emi Tots avatiws eb 
apatrovow. Similarly £het. ii. 9 
init. 

1 Cf. on this subject: H. 
FECHNER, Ueber den Gerechtigq- 
heitshegriff d. Arist. (Lipz. 1855), 
pp. 27-56 ;: HILDENBRAND, Gesch. 
u. System d. Rechts- und Staats- 
philosophie, i. 281-331, who also 
cites other literature; PRANTL 
in BLUNTSCHLIS Staatswvorter- 
buch, i. 351 sqq.; TRENDELEN- 
BURG, Hist. Beitr. iii. 399 sqq. 

2 TQ mointika kal vdAakTiKa 
THs evdamovias Kal TY popiwy 
avTas TH MWoAdrtixh Kowwvia—the 
apeth TeAEla, GAA’ OVX aTAGS GAAG 
mpos €repoyv, of which it is said 
that it is od mépos aperas GAN’ GAN 
apeth, ovd’ 7 évavTia aducia pépos 
Kkaklas GAN’ OAn kakia... 7 mer 

Tis GAns apeTIs ovoa xpio.s pds 
&AAov, H 5& THs Kakias (Eth. v. 3, 
1129, b, 17, 25 sqq. 1130, a, 8, ¢. 
5, 1130, b, 18). 

3 For‘the mean,’ as in thecase 

of every other virtue, is here the 

highest criterion; cf. Zth. v. 6 
init.: éwel 8 6 7’ Bios &ricos Kah 
To &bikovy &vicov, SHAov bri Kal 
mécov tl eat. Tov ayicov' TodTO 
8 éotl rd toov . . . ef ody Td &d- 
kov &yvicov, TO Sixaov toov. c. 9 
init. 

* As the distinguishing mark 
of adixia in this narrower sense, 
mwAeoverteiy is mentioned (c. 4) 
wept Tiny 7} xXphuata 7 cwrnpiar, 
h ef tive Exomey Evi dvduare trept- 
AaBety TavTa mavTa, Kal 0 Hdovhv 
Thy amd Tov Kepdous; it consists 
(c. 10, 1134, a, 33) in 7d mAéov 
atiTG véuew Tay amra@s ayabar. 
éAartov 5€ Tay amwAd@s kakay. Of 
justice, on the other hand, it is 
said, c. 9, 1134, a, 1: nab 7 pev 
Sixacoovvn éott Kad? hy 6 Sixaos 
A€yeTat TpakTikds KaTa Tpoalpeciy 
Tov Siralov, kal Siaveuntixds kal 
ait@ mpds GAAov Kal éErépw mpds 
ETEPOV, OVX OUTws HaoTe Tov ey 
aiperov mAéoy avT@ eAattov S& Ta 
mAnsiov, Tov BAaBepov 8 avamaduy, 
G@AAG TOU ioov Tov KaT’ avadoyiar, 
duotws 5€ Kal GAAw mpds BAAov. It 
is (fhet. i. 9, 1366, b, 9) apern 
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But this proportion will be different according as we 

are dealing with the distribution of civil advantages 
and the common property, which is the function of 

distributive justice, or with the removal and prevention 

of wrongs, which is the function of corrective justice.’ 

In both cases the distribution of goods according to the 

law of quality must be the aim.? But this law demands 

in the former case that each should receive, not an equal 

amount, but an amount proportionate to his deserts. 

The distribution, therefore, is here made in a geometrical 

proportion: as the merits of A are to those of B, so is 

the honour or advantage which A receives to that which 

B receives.? In the other case, which relates to the 

correction of inequalities produced by wrong, and to 

contracts, there is no question of the merits of the 

individual. Hveryone who has done wrong must suffer 

loss in proportion to the unjust profit which he has 

appropriated; there is subtracted from his gains an 

amount equivalent to the loss of the man who has 

suffered the wrong. In like manner, in buying and 

dU ny Ta abt@y ExagTo: ~xovow. 
Right and justice, therefore, find 
a place only among beings who, 
like man, may possess too much 
or too little—not among those 
who, like the gods, are confined 
to no limit in this respect, or 
who, like the incurably bad, are 
incompetent to possess anything 
aoa th. v. 13, 1137, a, 26. 

' We should speak rather of 
public and private right. | 

2 Atkawov in this sense =%oor, 
&.kov = &yicov: in the wider sense, 
on the other hand, the former= 
véumoyv, the latter = rapavouor (v. 
5; cf TRENDELENBURG, Hist. 

Beitr. ii. 357 sqq. ; BRANDIS, p. 
1421 sq.; RAssow, Forsch. ib. d. 
nikom. Hth. 17, 98). 

$ This is referred to Polit. iii. 
9, 1280, a, 16. Conversely of 
public burdens, each would have 
to take his share according to his 
capacity for discharging them. 
Aristotle, however, does not touch 
upon this point, although he 
must have had it in view, Zth. v. 
7, 1131, b, 20, where he speaks 
of the €Aarroy and pei(ov Kakdv. 

* By «épdos (advantage or 
gain) and (nula (disadvantage or 
loss) Aristotle means in this con- 
nection, as he remarks, Eth. v 
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selling, renting, letting, &c., it is a question merely of 

the value of the article. Here, therefore, the rule is 

that of arithmetical equality: from him who has too 
much an amount is taken which will render both sides 

equal.! In matters of exchange this equality consists 

in equality of value.’ The universal measure of value is 

7, 1132, a, 10, not merely what is 
commonly understood by them. 
As he comprehends under correc- 
tive justice not only penal but 
also civil law, as well as the law 
of contract, he has greatly to 
extend the customary significa- 
tion of the words in order to 
include these different concep- 
tions under a common form of ex- 
pression. Accordingly he classes 
every injustice which anyone 
commits as Képdos, every injustice 
which anyone suffers as (nula. 

1 Ibid. c. 5-1, especially c. 
5, 1130, b, 30: tHs 5€ kata mépos 
Sikacoobvyns Kal Tov KaT avTHY 
Sikatov ey wey eorw eldos Td ev 
Tais Bdiavouats TAS 2 xpnuaTwy 
7} Tv BAA boa pepioTa Tors 
KolywvovGL THS WoArtelas, ... ev 
S€ To év Tots cuvadAdypact S10p- 
@wrikdv. Ttovtov 5& uépn Sto* Tay 
yap cuvadAaypudtwv Ta wEY Exovowd 
é€ott Ta 3’ Groton, Exovoia wey TH 
Toidde oloy mpacis, wri), Saveromas, 
eyyun, xXpiois, wapakaTalhjKn, ulo- 
Owois* Exovora BE A€yerat, OTL 7 
apxl) Tay cuvadhAaypatev TOUTwY 
Exovo.os. Tay 8 aKkovolwy To mev 
AaMpaia, oiov KAowH, motxe!a, pap- 
pakela, mpoaywyeia, SuvAararia, 
SoAopovia, wWevSouaptupia, ra Se 
Bia:a, oioy oikia, Secpds, Cdvaros, 
apTay), Whpwois, KaKknyopla, mpo- 
mndakouss. c. 6, 1131, b, 27: 
To pev yap Siaveuntixby dikaoy 
Tay Koway Gel KaTa THY avadoylay 

eotl Thy ecipnuévny’ Kal yap amd 
XpnuaTwy KoWway gay yiyynta: 7 
Siavoun, ota: Kata Toy Adyoy Tov 
avtoy bymep Exovor mpds BAANAG TH 
cigevexOévta* Kal Td &dikovy Td 
ayTikeluevoy TH Sikaim TovT@ Tapa 
To avddoydvy eotw. Td 8 ev Tors 
cuvadAdymact Sikaoyv éorl wey toov 
Tl, Kal TO &dikov Gyicov, GAA’ ov 
KaTa Thy avadoylay éekeiyny GAAG 
Kata Thy apiOuntikhy. ov0ey yap 
Siapeper, et emieckyns pavAov an- 
eotépnoevy 7) pavAos emenkh.. . 
G&AAG mpds TOD BAdBovs Thy Siapopay 
pévoyv BAeret 6 véuos &C. PLATO 
(Gorg. 508, A) had opposed iaé- 
TNS yewmeTpixy to mAcovetia. 

* After discussing, in the 
above passage, both distributive 
and corrective justice, Aristotle 
comes (c. 8) to the view that 
justice consists in retribution, To 
aytimetov0os (on which see Ph. d. 
Gr. i. 360, 2). This he rejects asa 
valid definition of justice in 
general, since it is applicable 
neither to distributive nor even, 
strictly speaking, to punitive 
justice. Only kowwviat dAAakTikal 
rest upon 7) avtirerov0ds, which, 
however, is here, not kat’ icérnTa, 
but kar’ -Gvadoylay: Te avTimoteiv 
yop Gavddoyov ouupéever 4 méAis 
(1132, b, 31 sqq.): it is not 
the same, but different, though 
equivalent things are exchanged 
for one another, the norm 
for each exchange being con- 
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demand, which is the source of all exchange; and the 

symbol which represents demand is money! 

tained in the formula: as are 
the goods of the one to those of 
the other, so must that which 
the former obtains be to that 
which the latter obtains. Cf. 
ix. 1 mit. It is thus obvious 
that the previous assertion, that 
corrective justice proceeds ac- 
cording to arithmetical propor- 
tion, is inapplicable to this whole 
class of transactions. But it 
does not even apply to penal 
justice. Even here the proportion 
is geometrical: as A’s act is to B's, 
so is the treatment which A re- 
ceives to that which B receives. 
Only indemnification for injury 
is determined according to 
arithmetical proportion, and even 
here it is merely an analogy, as 
it is only an equivalent that is 
granted (it is an obvious defect 
in Aristotle’s theory that it makes 
no distinction between indemni- 
fication and punishment, and 
here treats punishment, which 
certainly has other aims as well, 
merely as a loss inflicted upon 
the transgressor for the purpose 
of rectifying his unjust gain). 
When, however, TRENDELEN- 
BURG (ibid. 405 sqq.) distin- 
guishes the justice in payment 
and repayment, upon the basis 
of which contracts are con- 
cluded, from corrective jus- 
tice, and assigns it to distribu- 
tive, so that the latter embraces 
the mutual justice of exchange 
as well as the distributive justice 
of the state, while corrective 
justice is confined to the action 
of the judge, either in inflicting 
penalties or in deciding cases of 
disputed ownership, he cannot 

Now 

find much support for this view. 
From the passages quoted in the 
preceding note, it is obvious that 
by distributive justice, Aristotle 
means that which has to do with 
the distribution of kowa, whether 
these are honour or other advan- 
tages; by corrective justice, on 
the other hand, so far as it relates 
to €xovoia cuvadAdymara, in the 
first instance, fair dealing in 
commercial life, and not the 
legal justice of litigation, as the 
expression €kovo1a ocuvadAdymara 
indicates, since it isa name given 
to them (c. 5) because they rest 
upon voluntary contract. Even 
in these there are redress and cor- 
rection: the loss which, e.g., the 
seller suffers on the deliverance 
of his goods is compensated by 
the payment for the same, so 
that neither party loses or gains 
(c. 7, 1332, a, 18), and only when 
no agreement can be arrived at 
is the judge called in to under- 
take the settlement. They be- 
long, therefore, not to daveun- 
TiKov, but to diop@wrikoy Sikaor. 
On some other defects in Ari- 
stotle’s theory of justice, among 
which the chief is his failure 
clearly to grasp the general con- 
ception of right, and to deduce 
a scientific scheme of natural 
rights, see HILDENBRAND, ibid. 
p. 293 sqq. 

1 Tbid. 1133, a, 19: mdvra 
ounBAnTa Set mws civa, oy eorly 
aAAayn* ep’ 0 Td vouow EAhAVOE 
kal yivetal mws wécov: mayta yap 
MeTper . . . det dpa Evi Tin TavTa 
MeTpeio0a1, domep €EAEXOn mpdtepor. 
tovTo 8 eorl TH mev aAndela 7 
xpela, ) mavta ouvexer. . . ofoy 8 
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justice consists in right dealing with reference to these 

relations: injustice in the opposite.. Justice requires that 
a man should not assign to himself greater profit or less 

loss, to the other party greater loss or less profit, than 

rightfully belongs to each: injustice consists in doing 

so. A just or an unjust man, again, may be defined 

as one whose will identifies itself with one or the other 

mode of action. ‘These two, injustice in the act and in 

the agent, do not absolutely coincide. A man may do 

injustice without acting unjustly,” and one may act 

unjustly without therefore being unjust ;* and accord- 

ingly Aristotle makes a distinction between hurt, 

wrong, and injustice.* 

imdAAayua THS xpelas TO vououa 
yéeyove Kata cuvOnKny, whence the 
name véuioua, from véuos. Cf.b, 
10 sqq. ix. 1,1164, a, 1. See the 
further treatment of money, Po- 
lit. i. 9, 1257, a, 31 sqq. 

1 See p. 170, n. 4, supra, and 
ibid. c. 9, 1134, a, 6. As justice 
thus consists in respect for the 
rights of others, it is called an 
aAAdTpiov ayabdy, c. 3, 1130, a, 3, 
c. 10, 1134, b, 2. 

2 Eth. v.10,1135, a, 15: dytev 
Se trav Sikaiwy Kal adikwy Tadv 
eipnucvwy, adiker ev kal Sixauo- 
mparyel, Stay Eka TIS avVTA MpaTTNH * 
étay 8 &kwyv, ovr’ adiket ove 
Sikaomparyet GAA’ 7 KaTa cuuBeBn- 
Kés . . . Gdiknua 5€ kal dixacompa- 
ynua pita Te Exovolw kal 
akovolw dor’ €ota: Ti &dikoy pev 
adlenua 8 otrw édy wh TO Exovctov 
™poon. 

7 C. 9 (see p. 170, n. 4, su- 

pra), the dixaos had been defined 
as mpaxtTiKos KaT& mpoalpeciy 
tov dixaiov: c. 10 init. the ques- 

tion is asked: éwel & €orw aoi- 
KovvTa pnw adixoy civat, 6 mote 
Gdikhnuara adikay dn BdiKds éotw 
éxdoTnv Gdikiay, oiov KAexTyns F 
Moxos 7) Anorhs; the reply is, 
that if one, e.g., commits adul- 
tery from passion, not dia mpoaip- 
€gews apxiv, we must say: adie? 
bev obv, &ikos 5 ovK ori, olov 
ovde KAemTns, Exdrele Se, ovdE 
moixds, euoixevoe 5é. Cf. follow- 
ing note, and p. 116, n. 3. 

4 Ibid. 1135, b, 11, all actions 
are divided into voluntary and 
involuntary, and the former again 
into intentional and unintentional 
(see p. 116 sqq. supra): tpiayv 3H 
ovo@v BAaBav Tav & Tails Koww- 

vias [in a passage which Ari- 
stotle has here, perhaps, in view, 
Laws, ix. 861, E, PLATO had dis- 
tinguished BAdBn from adixnua, cf. 
Ph. d. Gr.i. 719, 3 fin.) Te wev per’ 
ayvolas Guapthuatd éorw [or more 
accurately, l. 16, either druxjuara 
OY GpapThuata, Guaprave: wey yap 
dtay 7 apxh ev av’Te 7 Tis airlas, 
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In discussing the nature of justice we must further 

take account of the difference between complete and 

incomplete natural and legal right. Rights in the 
fullest sense exist only between those who are free and 

equal; hence the distinction between political and 

paternal, domestic or proprietary right.? Political 

right, again, is divided into natural and legal right ; the 

former of which is binding upon all men in ike manner, 

while the latter rests on arbitrary statute, or refers to 

particular cases and relations; * for however dissimilar 

druxe: 8 bray eEwdevy] . . . Otay 
5é eldds péev, uy mpoBovaAevoas Be, 
adixnua [wrong done in passion: 
eg. anger]... dray 8 ék mpoa- 
pegews, BdiKos Kal moxOnpds ... 
duoiws dé Kal Sixaos, btay mpo- 
eAduevos Sikaompayi* Sikaomparyet 
5, dy pdvovy exav mpattn. But 
even involuntariness can only 
excuse ca mh pdvoy ayvootyTes 
GAAG Kal 80 a&yvoway auaptavovet, 
not wrong committed in thought- 
lessness which is caused by cul- 
pable passion. 

ae 0, 1154, a, 25: 7d (7- 
Tovmevoy eoTl Kal TO aTAS SikaLoy 
Kal Td woAiTiKby Sikaoy. TovTo dé 
éotiy em) Koiwwvav Blov mpds Td eivat 
avTdpKeiay, eAcvOepwy kal towv 3) 
Kat’ Gyadoylay 7). Kar’ dpibudv. 
Where these conditions are ab- 
sent, we have not Td modAitikdy 
d/katov, dAAG Tl Sixacoy [a particu- 
lar kind of justice, as distin- 
guished from 7d amaAd@s Sikatoy |] 
Kat Kal? 6uoidTnTa. The former 
(b, 13) is always katd& vouoy kal 
évy ois é€medvKer elvat vduos* ovTot 
S joay éy ois brapxe: iodtyns Tov 
dpxew Kal &pxeoba. 

* Thid. 1134, b, 8: 7d Ge 
deomotikoy Sikaov kal Td maTpiKdy 

ov TavToy TovTOLS GAN OmoLtoy* Ov 
yap é€otw adikia mpds Ta adTov 
amas: To 5€ KTHua Kal Td TéKVO?, 
ews Gy » mWnAlkoy Kal wh xwpicO7h, 
domep wépos avTov . . . 81d aAAov 
pos yuvaikd e€orTt Sikaoy 7) mpos 
TEKVa Kal KTHuaTA* TOVTO yap éoTL 
TO oikovomiKdy Sikatov: Erepoy de 
Kal TOVTO TOU TOALTLKOD. 

3 Ibid. 1134, b, 18: rot 5 
moAitiKod dikalov To bev uoikdy 
€oTt TO Se vouikoy, puaikdy pev Td 
TAYTAXOV THY avTHY Exov Sivamy, 
Kal ov T@ Sokety 7) Mh, vomukdr SE 
0 ef dpxis mev ov0ev Siapéper ov Tws 
7) GAdws, Otay Se OavTat diapéper 

. tt doa éml tTav KabeKacTa 
vouoberovow. Cf. c. 12, 1136, b, 

33. Natural right is universal 
unwritten law [vduos kowds &ypa- 
pos]; positive right [véuos Y5.0s], 
on the other hand, is described 
as written law (het. i. 10, 1368, 
badsperec. 14, 1376, a, 16, 6, 15, 
1375, a, 27, 1376, b, 23; Hth. viii. 
15, 1162, b, 21): but even here 
there is a distinction between 
the written and the unwritten 
(or that part which belongs to 
custom and habit), het. i. 13, 
13a, b, 4; cl. Eth. x. 102 1180, 
a, 35. 
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and changeable human laws and institutions may be, 

we cannot deny that there 1s a natural right, nor is the 

existence of a natural standard disproved by the possi- 

bility of divergence from it.! Indeed, such natural 

right is the only means of supplementing the defects 

which, seeing that it is a mere general rule and cannot 

by its very nature take account of exceptions, attach 

even to the best law.?, When such an exception occurs 

it 1s necessary to sacrifice legal in order to save natural 

right. This rectification of positive by natural right 

constitutes Equity.* Several other questions, which 
Aristotle takes occasion to discuss in the course of his 

researches into the nature of justice, we may here pass 

1 Eth. v. 10, 1134, b, 24 sqq.; 
cf. Rhet. i. 13, 1373, b, 6 sqq., 
where Aristotle appeals for the 
pice Kowvdy Sixaoy to well-known 
verses in Sophocles and Empe- 
docles, and to the _ universal 
agreement of men. 

? Similarly PLATO, Ph. d. G7. 
i. 763, 1. 

3 Eth. v. 14, especially 1137, 
b. 11: 7d emieckés Sikasoy wey eorw, 
ov Td Kata vouoy Be, GAA” emaydp- 
A@wua voulwouv Sixalov. And after 
proving the above, 1. 24: 60 
dikatoy wey eats Kal BéATLov Tov 
twwds S:kalov [on which see p. 175, 
n. 1, supra], ov Tov amd@s 5e[ which 
here as Poltt.iii. 6, 1279, a, 18,and 
Eth. v. 10, 1134, a, 25=ovoidy 
Sikatov | dAAG Tov dia Td awAGs [for 
which mapa 7d amd. might be 
conjectured: the words, how- 
ever, may be explained by sup- 
plying after 8 1d adds, not 
dikasov, but édpicac@a, or a similar 
word] Gpaptjuaros. Kal Eorw 
aitn 7 pvais } TOU émeiKous, én- 
avdp§wua vouov n €AAElrer Bia Td 

Kka0dAov. The émenchs is there- 
fore (1. 35) 6 t&v to.odTwy mpo- 
aiperucds Kal mpaxtikds, Kal 6 wh 
axptBodixaos &c., and émteikeia is 
dixaocvvn Tis Kal ovx €érépa Tis 
ekis. 

* Whether it is possible volun- 
tarily to suffer injury and to do 
oneself an injury, and whether 
in an unequal distribution the 
distributor or the receiver com- 
mits the wrong. Aristotle deals 
with these questions, Hth. v. c. 
11,12 and 15. He is prevented 
from finding any satisfactory 
solution of them, partly by the 
limitation of injustice to Aeoy- 
ela, partly by the failure which 
is connected with it clearly to 
distinguish between alienable 
rights, of which it is true volenti 
non fit injuria, and inalienable, 
and similarly between civil and 
penal wrongs. Doubts have been 
entertained as to the genuine- 
ness of one part of these discus- 
sions. Chap. 15 is connected 
with the discussion of justice in 
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over, especially as he arrives at no definite conclusions 
with regard to them. 

The discussion of the principal virtues serves to 

confirm the truth of the general definition of virtue 

previously given. In all of them the question is one of 

the preservation of the proper mean between two 

extremes of error. But how are we to discover the 

proper mean? Neither in the previous general dis- 

cussion nor in his account of the individual virtues has 

Aristotle provided us with any reliable criterion of 

judgment upon this head. In the former, he refers us 

to insight as the guide to the discovery of the right ;! 

in the latter, it is the opposition between two vicious 

and one-sided extremes that reveals the proper mean. 

But when we ask what kind of conduct is vicious there 

a manner which is certainly not 
Aristotle’s. SPENGEL (Adh. d. 
Bair. Akad. philos.-philol. Kl. 
iii. 470} proposes therefore to 
transpose c. 10 and ec. 14, but 
this does not get over the difii- 
culty, as c. 13 would still disturb 
the connection between c. 12 and 
15. FIscHER (De Lith. Nicom. 
§c. p. 13 sqq.) and FRITZSCHE 
(Lthica Hudemi, 117, 120 sqq.) 
regard c. 15 as a fragment from 
the fourth book of the Ludemian 
Hthics. BRANDIS, p. 1438 sq., 
leaves the choice open between 
these and other possible explana- 
tions (e.g. that it is a preliminary 
note to a_ larger discussion). 
The difficulties seem to dis- 
appear if we place c. 15, with the 
exception of the last sentence, 
between c. 12 and 13. It is not 
true that the question which it 
discusses has already been 

VOE.. Tl. 

settled: in c. 11 it was asked 
whether what one suffers volun- 
tarily, here whether what one 
inflicts on oneself, is a wrong. 
This investigation is expressly 
said to be still in prospect at the 
beginning of c. 12, and while it 
is certainly not more, it is also 
not less satisfactory than the kin- 
dred investigations, c. 11 and 12. 
TRENDELENBURG declares him- 
self, ibid. 423, satisfied with this 
transposition, in support of which 
he appeals to M. Mor.i. 34, 1196, 
a, 28, compared with Z£th. J. v. 
15; 1138, b, 8: ‘On the other 
hand, RAMSAUER has not a word 
in allusion to the difficulty of the 
position of c. 15. In the text of 
c. 15 itself, however, the order is 
certainly defective; cf. RAm- 
SAUER, 77 loco, RASSow, Forsch. 
tiber die nikom. Eth. 42, 77, 96 

' See p. 163, n. 2, supra. 

N 
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isnone to enlighten us but ‘the man of insight,’ no ulti- 
mate criterion but the notion which he may have formed 

of the proper mean. All moral judgment, and with it 

all moral insight, is thus conditioned by ‘Insight.’ If, 

then, we would understand the true nature of moral 

virtue we must next face the question of the nature of 

Insight, and accordingly Aristotle devotes the sixth 

book of the Ethics to its discussion, illustrating it by 

comparison with kindred qualities, and explaining its 

practical import.'! To this end he first distinguishes, 

1 It is usual to assign a more 
independent position to the sec- 
tion upon the dianoétic virtues. 
The Zthicsis thought to bea gene- 
ral account of all the virtues which 
are partly moral and partly in- 
tellectual ; the former are treated 
of B. ii.-v., the latter B. vi. But 
while Eudemus (according to 
Eth. Hud. ti. 1, 1220, a, 4-15) 
may have treated his subject in 
this way, Aristotle’s intention 
seems to have been different. 
Ethics, according to Aristotle, 
is merely a part of Politics 
(see p. 135 sq.) from which 
Eudemus (i. 8, 1218, b, 13) is 

careful to distinguish it as a 
separate science. Its aim is not 
(see p. 181,n.3, supra) yve@ots, but 
mpatis (Hth. Hud.i. 1, 1214, a, 10, 
represents it as ‘not only know- 
ledge, but also action’), and 
accordingly it requires experi- 
ence and character to understand 
it (Zth. N. i. 1095, a, 2 sqq., see 
p. 161, n. 2, 3, supra). It would be 
inconsistent with this practical 
aim (an objection which, accord- 
ing to M. Mor. i. 35, 1197, b, 27, 
was already urged by the older 
Peripatetics, and which is there 

inadequately met), if the Ethies 
were to deal with intellectual 
activity for its own sake, and 
without relation to human action 
in the sense in which vi. 7, 1141, 
a, 28 declares that Politics has 
nothing to do with it. The 
treatment, moreover, in the sixth 
book, as it stands, if it professes 
to give a complete account of 
dianoétic virtue, is very unsatis- 
factory. The highest modes of 
intellectual activity are precisely 
those which are disposed of 
most briefly. This, on the other 
hand, becomes perfectly intelli- 
gible if we suppose the true aim 
to be the investigation of opdvn- 
os, the other dianoétic virtues 
being only mentioned here in 
order to mark off the province of 
opéyvnots from theirs and clearly 
to exhibit its peculiarities by the 
antithesis. Aristotle has to speak 
of dpdvnots, because, as he him- 
self says, c. 1 (p. 163, 2, supra), 
he has defined moral virtue as 
conduct according to 6p8ds Adyos, 
or as the dpévimos would define it, 
and because the discussion forms 
a necessary part of a complete 
account of moral virtue. Cf, on 
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as we have already seen, a two-fold activity of reason, 

the theoretic and the practical : that which deals with 

necessary truth, and that which deals with what is 

matter of choice.! Inquiring further how reason, know- 

ledge, wisdom, insight and art? are related to one 

another, he answers that knowledge deals with neces- 

sary truth, which is perceived by an indirect process of 

this head also vi. 13 (p. 166, n. 1, 
supra), x. 8, 1178, a, 16: our- 
éCeverat 5€ Kal y ppdvnois TH TOU 
HOous aperH, kal atrn TH ppovnce, 
elrep ai ev THs ppovicews apxal 
KaTa Tas NOikds cio apeTas, Td 5’ 
opbdy Tey HOiKaY KaTa THY ppdynoty. 

1 See p. 113, n. 1, supra. 
2 Eth. vi. 3 init.: ctw 5h ois 

aAndever Hh Wuxh TH KaTapavae } 
amopdvat mévte Toy apiOudy* TavTa 
8 éotl réxvn, emiothun, ppdvnots 
[which we have to translate by 
‘insight’ for lack of a better 
word], copia, vows, bmoAnvEer yap 
kal d6&n evdéxeTar SiapeddecOa. 
Whether Aristotle intends to 
treat all five or only some of 
those virtues is, on our view of 
the aim of this discussion, not 
very important, At thesame time 
we cannot agree with PRANTL 
(Ueber die dianoét. Tug. d. 
nikom. Eth. Miinch. 1852) in re- 
garding copia and pdynois as 
the only dianoétic virtues: the 
former, that of the Adyoyv éxov, so 
far as it has for its object Td uy év- 
dex duevoy HAAws Exe; the latter 
with the qualities which are sub- 
ordinate to it (evBovAia, cvvects, 
yvaun, Sewvdrns), in so far as it 
refers to TO évdexduevoy AAwS 
éxew; of vovs, on the other hand, 
he says that as immediate it 
cannot be regarded as a virtue, 
of émothun and tréxvn that they 
are not virtues, but that there is 

an apeTy emioThuns, codia, and an 
apeTy TEXYNS, likewise in the last 
instance oogia. Aristotle cer- 
tainly speaks of codia,c. 7, 1141, 
a, 12, as aperh) Téxvns, but only in 
the popular sense ; as codia has 
to do only with the necessary, it 
cannot in this sense be dpery 
téxvns, whose sphere is Td évde- 
xXSmevov BAAws Exev. But, apart 
from this inaccuracy, Pranti’s 
view is untenable, for in the first 
place Aristotle expressly says, 
c. 2 init., that the dianoétic 
virtues are the subject of the dis- 
cussion that follows, and nowhere 
hints that there is any difference 
in this respect among the five 
which he enumerates c. 3, and in 
the second place Aristotle’s deti- 
nition of virtue applies to all 
five. Jf every praiseworthy 
quality is a virtue Cth, i. 13 Jin: 
TOV de Efewr Tas ETQLVETAS &peTas 

A€youev) emirrhun and TEXYN are 
undoubtedly efers emavetal (as 
example of ekis, emLoT HUN is the 
one which is givenin Categ. c. 8,8, 
a, 29, 11, a, 24); if, on the other 
hand, we accept the definition of 
virtue elsewhere (Top. v. 3, 181, 
b, 1), 0 roy €xovra roi? crovdaior, 
this also is applicable to both, 
The same is true of vovs when 
conceived of, not as a special 
part of the soul, but as a special 
quality of that part, as it must be 
when classed along with émorhun, 

N 2 
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thought—in other words, by inference ;' that necessary 

truth is also the object of reason (vods) in that narrower 

sense in which it means the power of grasping in an act 

of immediate cognition those highest and most universal 

truths which are the presuppositions of all knowledge ; ” 

&c.; c. 12 init., moreover, it is ex- 
pressly described as a ééis, but if 
it is a és it must be a eéfis 
éra.werh: inother words, an aperf. 

‘Sha e5'S; cE op eee, 
supra. 

2 Thid. c. 6, and frequently, 
v. p. 244, sqq. From reason 
in this sense vovs mpaxtikos 
is distinguished. The difference, 
according to De An. iii. 10, Eth. 
vi. 2, 12 (p. 113, n. 2, cf. 118, n. 1, 
supra), is that the object of the 
practical reason is action, and 
therefore 1d évdex. GAAws Exew, 
whereas the theoretic reason is 
concerned with all écwv af apxal 
uh evdéxovra GAAws Exew. Jn his 
further treatment of the prac- 
tical reason Aristotle is hardly 
consistent. In the passages cited, 
p. 113, n. 2, its function is de- 
scribed as BovAeverSa or Aoyi- 
(ecOa, while it is itself called 7d 
AoyioTikéy ; itis of less import (ac- 
cording to p. 106, n. 2, supra) that 
for voids mpaxtikds stand also didvora 
MpakTik}, ™paxtikoy Kal S1avon- 
csixév. On the other hand we 
read, Eth. vi. 12, 1143, a, 35: ral 
6 vous Tav écxdtwy én’ aupdrepa’ 
Kal yap Tov TpéTwy Spwy Kal Tav 
éoxdtwy voos ear: Kal ot Adyos, Kal 
§ pevy Kara Tas amodeitas Tay 
axwhtev dpwv kal mpotwv, 6 5’ év 
rais mpaxtikais [Sc. €mioTHuas, not 
amodeléeot, as the species mpaxtixal 
amodei~ters cannot stand as the 
antithesis to the genus amodeifts; 
moreover, the former phrase in- 

volves a self-contradiction, a7d- 
devécs according to p. 243 sq. being 
a conclusion from necessary 
premises, whereas deliberation 
has to do with 7d évdex. ZAAws 
éxew) Tov €oxatov Kal evdexouerov 
kal vis érépas mpotdcews. apxal 
yap Tov ov Evexa aitar* ek yap 
Tav Kad’ Exacta Td KabdAov [the 
last clause, é€k yap, &c., has 
hitherto baffled the commen- 
tators, and ought perhaps to be 
struck out]. tovtwy ody exew Sef 
alcOnow, aitn & eat) vovs. Ac- 
cording to this passage also 
there is, besides the reason which 
knows the unchangeable prin- 
ciples of demonstrations, a 
second whose object is té 
éxxatov, Td éevdexduevov, H ETépa 
apétacis, and which, therefore, is 
described as an ats@nois of these 
(rovTwy can only refer to these 
apxal Tov ov €vexa). Ly érxaroy 
can only be meant the same as iii. 
5, 1112, b, 23 (cf. vi. 9, 1142, a, 
24 and p. 118, n. 3, supra) where 
it is said, Tb érxatov év TH ava- 
Avce: mp@rov eivar é€v TH yeveoe, 
the primary condition (mp@rov 
airtov, 1112, b, 19) for the attain- 
ment of a certain end, with the 
discovery of which deliberation 
ceases and action begins, as set 
forth, iii. 5, 1112, b, 11 sqq.; De 
An. iii. 10 (see p. 113, n. 2, supra). 
As it lies in our own power to 
make thiscondition actual ornot, 
it is described as évdexduevor. 
But it does not coincide in mean- 
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that wisdom consists in the union of reason and know- 

ing, as WALTER, Lehre v. d. 

prakt. Vern, 222, assumes, with 
the érépa mpdracts, ‘the second 
premise. The latter is the 
minor premise of the practical 
syllogism : in the example ad- 
duced, Eth. vi. 5 (see p. 110, n. 1, 
supra), ‘mavTds yAuKéos yeverOat 
det, Tour) 6 yAuki,’ &c., it is the 
clause ‘ this is sweet’; the oxa- 
tov, on the other hand, which 
leads immediately to action is 
the conclusion (in the given case: 
Trovtov yevedOar Set), which is 
called, De An. iii. 10 (see p. 113, 
n. 2, supra), Hth. vi. 8, 1141, b, 12, 
apxn THs mpakews, mpaKToy ayabdr ; 
as,then, 7d mpaxroy is described as 
Td écxaTor, Vi. 8, 1141, b, 27, c. 8, 
1142, a, 24 also, and only this can 
be meant by 7d évdex.in the 
passage before us, the minor 
premise (‘this is sweet,’ ‘ this is 
shameful’) does not refer to a 
mere possibility but to an un- 
alterable reality. It is certainly 

/ surprising to be told that both of 
\/ these are not known by a Adéyos, 

but by Nous, seeing that the 
minor premise of the practical 
syllogism is matter of perception, 
not of Nous,while the conclusion, 
7d €cxarov, being deduced from 
the premises, is matter, not of 
vous, but of Adyos, not of im- 
mediate but of mediate know- 
ledge. Nevertheless, although 
in many cases (as in the above, 
tout) yAvxv) the minor premise of 
the practical syllogism is a real 
perception, there are other cases 
in which it transcends mere per- 
ception: as, for instance, when 
the major premise is ‘we must 
do what is just,’ the minor ‘ this 
action is just.’ In such cases we 
can only speak of afeéyais in the 

improper sense described p, 250, 
n. 1, swpra (for another example, 
0. Mth: i. 9, 1109, b,; 20), and 
Aristotle himself remarks (ct. 
p. 188, n. 4, infra) that what he 
here calls afc@nots it would be 
better to call gpévnois. Buteven 
the €axatov, i.e. the mpakroy, 
must be object of ata@yois, as 
it is a particular, and all par- 
ticulars are so (cf. p. 183, infra). 
What is more remarkable is that 
the passage before us places the 
function of the practical reason, 
not in BovAevec@at (on which 
v. p. 182, n, 5, infra), but in the 

cognition of the érépa mpdraocts 
and the éoxarov. It is wholly 
inadmissible to say, with 
WALTER, ibid. 76 sqq., that it is 
speaking of the theoretic reason 
and not of the practical at all. 
It is impossible to understand 
the words 6 mev Kata Tas azo- 
deiters, &c., to mean that one and 
the same Nous knows both. If 
we examine c., 2 of this book (see 
p. 113, n. 2, supra) where, consis- 
tently with other passages, Ta 
evdex. GAAwS ExeLv are expressly 
assigned to the vos mpaxtixds as 
the sphere of its action, while 
the @ewpntixos is confined to the 
sphere of necessary truth, and if 
we consider how important a 
place the latter doctrine has in 
Aristotle’s philosophy (cf. p. 197, 
n. 4, supra; Anal. Post. i. 33 init.: 
of the evdex. &AAws Exe there is 
neither an émioryun nor a vows), 
we must regard it as more than 
improbable that what in all other 
passages is in the distinctest 
terms denied of this reason is 
here expressly affirmed of it. 
Such an explanation is unneces- 
sary: Aristotle says of pdvnats, 
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ledge in the cognition of the highest and worthiest 
objects.!. These three, therefore, constitute the purely 
theoretic side of reason. They are the processes by 

which we know the actual and its laws. What they deal 

with cannot be otherwise than as it is, and therefore 

cannot be matter of human effort. On the other 

hand, art and insight? deal with human action: in 

the one case as it concerns production, in the 

other as it is conduct.* Insight alone, therefore, of all 

the cognitive activities can be our guide in matters of 

conduct. It is not, however, the only element in the 

determination of conduct. The ultimate aims of action 

are determined, according to Aristotle,* not by delibera- 

tion, but by the character of the will:° or, as he would 

the virtue of the practical reason, 
both that practical deliberation, 
and that the immediate know- 
ledge of the €cxarov and mpakror, 
is the sphere of its operation 
(see p. 182, n. 3, infra). He 
attributes, therefore, to it the 
knowledge both of the actual, 
which is the starting-point of 
deliberation, and of the purpose 
which is its goal. 

1C. 7, 1141, a, 16 (after re- 
jecting the common and in- 
accurate use of the word cod/a): 
ore SHAov Sti H axpiBeotdtn by 
Tay emiotnuav ein 7 codia. det 
dpa Tov copov pn pdvoy Ta ex TaY 
apxa@v eidévai, GAAG Kal ep) Tas 
apxas aAnbevew. or’ ein by 7 
gopia vovs Kal émiThun, Somep 
Kepadhy €xovoa emiotThun Tay 
tyuwtatey, Cf. p. 290, n.2, supra. 

2 It would be preposterous, 
Aristotle continues, c. 7, 1141, 
a, 20, to regard gpéynois and 
moAitik) as the highest know- 
ledge; in that case we should 

have to regard man as the 
noblest of all beings. The 
former is concerned with what 
is best for man: on the other 
hand 7 codgia éorl nal émorhun 
kal vovs TaY TimwTataY TH poet. 
c. 8 init.: n 8€ ppdvnots wept Ta 
avOpémrwa kal mepl av att Bov- 
Acboacbat* Tov yap ppovivovudAiora 
Tour’ Epyov eivai mdauev, Td eb Bov- 
AevetPat, Bovrevetar 8 ovOels epi 
Tov Gaduvdtwy &AAws Exe, ovd’ 
bowy un TéAos TL éott Kal TOTO 
mpaxtoy ayabdy. See also p. 183, 
n. 2, supra. 

3 See p. 107, n. 2, supra. 
* As was rightly pointed out 

by WALTER, Lehre v. d. prakt. 
Vern. 44, 78, and HARTENSTEIN 
in opposition to TRENDELEN- 
BURG (Hist. Beitr. ii. 378), and 
the earlier view of the present 
treatise. 

5 Eth.’ tii. 6 11S eee 
BovAevéueba 5 ov wepl Tay TEeAGY 
G&AAG mepl Tay mpbs Ta TEAN. So 
the physician, the orator, the 
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explain it, while all aim at happiness,' it depends upon 

the moral character of each individual wherein he seeks 

it. Practical deliberation is the only sphere of the 

exercise of insight ;? and since this has to do, not with 

universal propositions, but with their application to 

given cases, knowledge of the particular is more in- 

dispensable to it than knowledge of the universal.’ It 

is this application to practical aims and to particular 

given cases that distinguishes insight both from science 

and from theoretic reason.*- On the other hand, it is 

legislator: @€wevor TéAos TL Tas 
kal dia tivwy éoraL oKoTOUGL. Vi. 
13, 1144, a, 8 : 7d Epyov amoreAcirat 
Kata Thy ppdvnow Kal THY HOKHY 
apeThy* jmev yap aperh Toy cKOTbY 
Tote OpOdyv, 7 Se ppdvnots TA Tpds 
tovTov. lL. 20: THY pmev ovv 
mpoalpeoi opOny molec 7) apeTH, TC 
5° boa exelyns Evena wépuKe mpdrT- 
TeGOat ovK tort THS apeTIs GAA’ 
etépas Suvduews. See further, 
p. 186, n. 5, infra. 

1 See p. 139, n. 1, supra. 
= ©. & init.; see p. 118, n. 3, 

supra. 
3 Hth. vi. 8, 1141, b, 14 (with 

reference to the words quoted n. 2 
preced. p.): ovd’ eotly 7 ppdynats 
Ta@Vv KabdAoVU dvoy, GAAG Sez Kal TA 
kKadexacra yywpiCew* mpaxtich yap, 
nH 8€ mpatis wep) Ta KabéKacTa., 
And accordingly (as is remarked 
also Metaph. i. 881, a, 12 sqq.) 
experience without knowledge 
(7.e. witbout apprehension of the 
universal) is as a rule of greater 
practical use than knowledge 
without experience. 7 5€ opdévyats 
Tpaktinn* Bote Set a&upw exew 7} 
tavtyy [the apprehension of the 
particular] uaAdAov. For the same 
reason young people lack ppdvnots 

(c. 9, 1142, a, 11), being without 
experience. 

* Eth. Vi.9, WA? a, 32 ors 
3 7 ppdvyncis ovK emiothmn, pave- 
pov Tov yap éoxdTov eotly, howep 
eipytot * [in the passage quoted, p. 
182, 0.2, sup., where it was shown 
to be concerned with the mpakrby 
ayaddy ; cf. c. 8, 1141, b, 27: rd 
yop Wipiona mpaktoy ws eorxaror | 
To yap mpakroy To.ovToy [sc. toxa- 
Tov]. avrixerta wey dh Ta ve: 5 
Mev yap vous Tay bpwy, ay ovK ~oTL 
Adyos, m 5& Tov eaoxdrov, ov ovK 
€oTw emoT Hun, GAA’ atgOnots, ovxX 
7 TOV idiwy, GAA’ ola aicbavdueba 
OTL Td ev ToIs paOnuatikots ErxXaToV 
Tplyavov' aThoeTae yap KaKel. 
GAN attn pmadArov alacOnois }) 
ppovnos, ekelvns 8 &AAO eldos. 
This passage has been discussed 
in recent times by TRENDELEN- 
BURG (Hist. Beitr. ii. 380 sq.), 
TEICHMULLER (Arist. Forsch. i. 
253-262), and more exhaustively 
by WALTER (Lehr. v. d. prakt. 
Vern. 361-433). The best view 
of Aristotle’s meaning and the 
grounds on which it rests 
may be _ shortly stated as 
follows: @péyvynois is here distin- 
guished from émiothun by marks 
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seen in both these respects to be a manifestation of 
practical reason, the essential characteristics of which it 

which are already familiar to us. 
When it is further opposed to 
Nous, which is described as con- 
cerned with indemonstrable prin- 
ciples, we can obviously under- 
stand by Nous in this sense only 
the theoretic, not that reason 
which Aristotle calls practical 
and distinguishes from the former 
as a different faculty of the soul 
on no other ground than that it 
(like dpévnots, according to the 
passage before us) has to do with 
the mpaxrdyv, the évdexduevoy, the 
écxatov (see p. 180, n. 2, supra). 
Finally, it cannot surprise us 
that the écxaroy, with which 
insight is concerned, is said to 
be the object not of émornun 
but of afo@no1s. For this €oxaror, 
which is found in the conclusion 
of the practical syllogism, is 
that in the fulfilment of which 
action consists, and is always 
therefore a definite and particular 
result; the €cyaroy is the source 
of the resolution to undertake 
this journey, to assist this ‘one 
who is in need, &e. (cf. p. 180, 
n.2). But the particular is not 
the object of scientific know- 
ledge but of perception; cf. 
p- 163 sq. While this is so, we 
have to deal in the conclusion 
of the practical syllogism (often 
also, as was shown, p. 180 sq., 
in its minor premise), not only 
with the apprehension of an 
actual fact, but at the same time 
with its subsumption under a 
universal concept (as in the con- 
clusion: ‘I wish a good teacher 
—Socrates is a good teacher— 
Socrates must be my teacher’); 
accordingly, not with a simple 

perception but with a perceptive 
judgment. The atc@nois, there- 
fore, which is concerned with the 
écxatoyv of practical deliberation 
is not alc@nois Tay idiwy, i.e. the 
apprehension of the _ sensible 
qualities of objects which are pre- 
sent to particular senses (as was 
shown, p. 69 sq. sup., thisis always 
accompanied by particular sensa- 
tions), but an afo@nois of another 
kind. What that kind is is not 
expressly said, but merely indi- 
cated by an example: it is like 
that which informs us 67: 7d éyv 
Tots pabnuatikois Erxatov Tplywvor, 
that in the analysis of a figure the 
lastterm which resists all analysis 
is a triangle. (For only so can 
the words be understood, as is 
almost universally recognised ; 
{AMSAUER’S explanation, which 
takes the general proposition to 
mean primam vel simplicissimam 
omnium figuram esse triangulum, 
is contradicted by the circum- 
stance noted by himself that 
such a proposition is not known 
by atc@nors.) In other words, 
this afo@nois involves a judgment 
upon the quality of its object. 
But such propositions as ‘this 
must be done’ differ even from 
the given instance, ‘this is a 
triangle,’ in that they refer to 
something in the picture and not 
merely to something present to 
the senses. They are therefore 
still further removed from per- 
ception in the proper sense than 
it is. Hence he adds: they are 
more of the nature of ppévnots ; it 
is moreakintoatc@nois. The pas- 
sage, therefore, gives good sense, 
and there isnoreason to reject the 
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so perlectly reproduces that we have no difficulty in re- 

cognising in it ‘ the virtue of practical reason "—in other 

words, practical reason educated to a virtue.’ Its 

object is on the one hand the individual and his good, 

on the other the commonwealth: in the former case it 

is Insight in the narrower sense, in the latter Politics, 

which again is further divided into Giconomics, and the 

sciences of Legislation and Government.” In the sure 

discovery of the proper means to the ends indicated by 

Insight consists Prudence ;? in right judgment on the 

matters with which practical Insight has to deal, Under- 

standing ; * in so far as a man judges equitably on these 

words from étt 7d ev Tots wad. to 
the end, in which case we should 
have to suppose that the actual 
conclusion of the chapter has 
been lost. 

' Aristotle does not, indeed, 
expressly say so, but he attri- 
butes to vovs mpaxtixds (see 
p. 180, n. 2) precisely those 
activities in which péynois ex- 
presses itseif, viz. BovAeverOau 
and occupation with the évde- 
xomevor, the mpaxroy ayabdy, the 
éoxatov, and remarks of both 
that they are concerned with 
matters of afc@nois, not of 
knowledge (p. 183, n. 4, supra). 
These statements are consistent 
only on the supposition that they 
refer to one and the same sub- 
ject, and that insight is merely 
the right state of the practical 
reason. PRANTL’S view (ibid. p. 
15), that it is the virtue of 7d 
doéaoTikdv, is refuted even by the 
passage which he quotes on its 
behalf, c. 10, 1142, b, 8 sqq., not 
to speak of c. 3, 1139, b, 15 sqq. 

Pence sq. 1141, b,. 23-1149, 

a, 10 ;-ef. p. 136. 
8 EvBovala, ibid. c. 10; cf. 

p. 118, n. 3, supra. According 
to this account of it, evBovAia 
must not be confounded with 
knowledge into which inquiry 
and deliberation do not enter as 
elements, nor with evoroxia and 
ayxivowa, which discover what is 
right without much deliberation, 
nor with dd, which also is not 
an inquiry; but it is a definite 
quality of the understanding 
(Siavoiw, see p. 106, n. 2), viz. 
op0drns BovAts 7 kata Td SPEAmOY, 
kal of Set kal &s kal dre. And we 
must further here distinguish 
between 7d amA@s ed BeBovaAcicba 
and 1d mpés tt TéAos ed BeBova- 
evo§a. Only the former deserves 
unconditionally to be called 
evBovaAia, which is therefore de- 
fined as dp0éTns 7 kaTa Td TUUPEpoY 
mpds TL TEAOS, 08 4 Ppdvnots AANOHS 
broAnwis eat. 

* Zoveois, ibid. c. il, ~Its 
relation to gpdvnois is described 
1148, a, 6: mwepl ra adTa wey TH 
ppovnge: carly, orn eort SE TavToy 
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matters towards others, we call him Right-minded.! 

Just, therefore, as all perfection of theoretic reason is 

included in Wisdom, so all the virtues of the practical 

reason are traced back to Insight.?, The natural basis 

of insight is the intellectual acuteness which enables us 

to find and apply the proper means to a given end.® 

If this is turned to good ends it becomes a virtue, in the 

opposite case a vice; so that the root from which spring 

the insight of the virtuous man and the cunning of the 

knave is one and the same.* The character of our ends, 

however, depends in the first instance upon our will, and 

the character of our will upon our virtue; and in that 

sense insight may be said to be conditioned by virtue.® 

guveois Kal ppévnois’ fh mev yap 
ppévnois emitaktik) eotiv* Th yap 
det mparrew 7) un, TO TEAOS avTHS 
eotiv’  5€ ovveois KpiTiKh pdvor. 
It consists é€v TG xpjoOa TH 5dE 
éml 7d Kpivew wep) Todrwy mepl ay 
h ppovncis €otw, &AAov A€vyorTos, 
Kal «plvew Kadws. 

' Tvdun, rad hy ebyvduovas Kal 
Exe dauey yrduny, is according 
to c. 11, 1143, a, 19 sqq. 4 Tov 

emieikuvs Kpiots o6p0), similarly 
gvyyveun = yvaoun KpiTiKh TOU 
émiekovs opOy. All right conduct 
towards others, however, has to 
do with equity (c. 12, 1143, a, 
31). 

* Aristotle accordingly con- 
cludes the discussion of the 
dianoétic virtues with the words: 
Ti ev ovv éeotly 1 dpdyvnots Kal 7 
copia .., elpnta, so that he 
himself appears to regard these 
as representative of the two chief 
classes of the dianoétic virtues. 
There is this difference, moreover, 
between them and most of the 
others (c. 12, 1143, b, 6 sq. c. 9, 

1142, a, 11 sqq.) that while voids, 
cvveois and yvaun are to acertain 
extent natural gifts, copia and 
ppdvnars are not. 

3 Ibid. c. 13, 1144, a, 23: éore 
54 Tis SUvauis HY Kadover SewdTnTAa. 
aitn 8 eotl toaitn ote Ta mpds 
Tov brotebévTa ckomby cuyTElvovTa 
divacCa TatTa mpartTew Kal Tvy- 
xdvew avTar. 

4‘ Thid. l, 26: ty wey obv 6 
oKomds 7 KaAds, emaweTn EoTLY, BY 
d€ gpavdAos, mavovpyia. WII. 11, 
1152,a, 11: 61a 7d Thy Sewdryra 
diaheper TiS Ppovjcews Toy Eipnu- 
évov Tpémov .. . Kal Kara wey Toy 
Adyov eyys elvat, Siapépew SE kara 
Thv tpoalpecu. See above. Plato 
had already remarked (Rep. vi. 
491 E) that the same natural gift 
which rightly guided produces 
great virtue, under wrong guid- 
ance is the source of great vice. 

5 Eth. vi. 13, 1144,a, 8, 20 (see 
p. 182, n. 5, sup.). Ibid. 1. 28 (after 
the words quoted n. 3, 4): €or & 
nh ppdvnois ovx 7 Sewdrns, GAA’ 
ovk avev THs Suvduews Ta’Tyns. 7 
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But, conversely, virtue may also be said to be condi- 

tioned by insight ;! for just as virtue directs the will 
to good objects, insight teaches it the proper means to 

employ in the pursuit of them.” Moral virtue, there- 

fore, and insight reciprocally condition one another: 

the former gives the will a bent in the direction of 

the good, while the latter tells us what actions are 

good. The circle in which we seem here to be in- 

volved is not really resolved by saying * that virtue and 

insight come into existence and grow up together by a 

gradual process of habituation ; that every single vir- 

tuous action presupposes insight, every instance of true 

practical insight virtue ;° but that if we are in search 

of the primal germ from which both of these are evolved, 

we must look for it in education, by which the insight 

of the older generation produces the virtue of the 

younger. ‘This solution might suffice if we were deal- 

ing merely with the moral development of individuals, 

3° eis [which here, as p. 153, 
n. 3, supra, indicates a permanent 
quality] T@ dupatt tovTw yiverat 
THs Wuxis [insight is compared 
to the eye also] ove advev aperis 
.. . Stacrpéper yap 7} woxOnpla Kal 
SiapevdeoOar mover wep) 14s TpaKTt- 
Kas apxas. ote pavepdy bt. adv- 
varov ppdvimov elvan wh dvTa ayabdr. 
Cf. c. 5, 1140, b, 17: Te de dieg- 
Oapuévy dv Hdovhy Kai Advryy evOds 
ov paiverat % apxy, ovd€e [SC. Paiverat 
avT@| deiv rovTov eEvekey Kai Sid 
Tov0 aipetcOa mavta Kal mparTew. 
VII. 9, 1151, a, 14 sqq. 

1 Fth. vi. 13, 1144, b, 1-32. 
Cf. preceding note and p. 156, 
n. 3, supra. 

2 See p.182,n.5, supra. Hth. 

vi. 13, 1145, a, 4: ovx Eora *v 
mpoalpeais op0y &vev ppovnaews ovd’ 
advev apeTis*  wev yap TO TéAos, 7 
de Ta mpds Td TEAOS Tole? MpaTTELY. 

31144, b, 30: d7Aov ody 
ex TOY Eipnucvwy OTL ovX oidy TE 
ayadby civat Kupiws avev ppovhcews 
ovdé gppdviwoy avev THs 7nOiKAS 
apetjs. X.8; see p. 178, n. 1 fin. 
supra. 

1 TRENDELENBURG, 
Beitr. ii. 385 sq. 

5 TRENDELENBURG refers on 
this point to M@. Mor. ii. 3, 1200, 
a, 8; ore yap avev Tis ppoviicews 
at &AAat apetal ylvovra:, ov6’ 7 
ppovnois Tercla avev Tav BAAwY 
GpeTa@v, GAAG cuvepyovai mws mer’ 
aAANAwY, 

Histor. 
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and with the question whether in time virtue here 

precedes insight or vice versa. But the chief difficulty 

lies in the fact that they condition one another abso- 

lutely. Virtue consists in preserving the proper mean, 

which can only be determined by ‘ the man of insight.” ! 

But, if this be so, insight cannot be limited to the mere 

discovery of means for the attainment of moral ends: 

the determination of the true ends themselves is impos- 

sible without it; while, on the other hand, prudence 

merits the name of insight only when it is.consecrated 

to the accomplishment of moral ends. 

As insight is the limit of moral virtue in one 

direction, those activities which spring, not from the 

will, but from natural impulse (without, however, on that 

account being wholly withdrawn from the control of the 

will) stand at the other extreme. To this class belong 
the passions. After the discussion, therefore, of insight, 

follows a section of the Hthics which treats of the right 

and wrong attitude towards the passions. Aristotle 

calls the former temperance, the latter intemperance— 

distinguishing them from the moral qualities of self- 

control (cwdpocvvn) and licentiousness,? by pointing 

out that while in the case of the latter the control or 

tyranny of the desires rests upon a bent of the will 

founded on principle, in the case of the former it rests 

merely upon the strength or weakness of the will. For 

if all morality centres in the relation of reason to desire, 
and is concerned with pleasure and pain ;% if further, 

there is in this respect always a wrong as opposed to 

' Cf. p. 163. 2 P. 167 n. 6, supra. 
3 See p. 156 sq. supra. 
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the right, a bad as opposed to the good —still this opposi- 

tion may be of three different degrees and kinds. If 

we suppose on the one hand a perfected virtue, free alike 

from all weakness and vice, and on the other a total 

absence of conscience, we have in the former case a 

divine and heroic perfection which hardly exists among 

men, in the latter a state of brutal insensibility which 

is equally rare.’ If the character of the will, with- 

out being so completely and immutably good or bad as 

in the cases just supposed, yet exhibits in fact either of 

these qualities, we have moral virtue or vice.? Finally, if 

we allow ourselves to be carried away by passion, without 

actually willing the evil, this is defined as intemperance 

or effeminacy ; if we resist the seductions of passion, it is 

temperance or constancy. ‘Temperance and intemper- 

ance have to do with the same object as self-control and 

licentiousness—namely, bodily pain and pleasure. The 

difference lies in this, that while in the case of the 

former wrong conduct springs only from passion, in 
the case of the latter it springs from the character of 

the will. If in the pursuit of bodily pleasure or in 

the avoidance of bedily pain, a man transgresses the 
proper limit from weakness and not from an eyil will, 

' Hih, vii. 8 init.: tev wep! ra Aristotle speaks further c. 6, 114, 
HOn pevktay tpla éotly eid, caxia 8, b, 19, 1149, a, 20, c. 7, 1149, b, 
akpacia Onpidtns. Ta 3 évaytia 27 sqq. Among bestial desires 
Tots pev dual dfAa* Td wey yap hereckons appodiora rors appear, by 
apethy To 8 eyxpdreiav Kadovuev* which, however, as the context 
mpos de Thy OnpioTnTa pddiot’ Gy shows, he means only passive 
Gpudttor Aye Thy trep Huas not active maidepacria, 
&peThy, ipwikny Twa kal Ociav .. . 2 See preceding note and the 
kal yap domep ovdé Onpiov eat! kakia remarks which follow upon the 
v8’ apeTh, oUTws ovdE Beov, GAA’ H relation of cwdpoaiyn and é&Kora- 
miv Tyudrepov aperis, ) D Erepdv olato eyxpdrem and axpacla, be- 
Tt yévos kaklas, &c. Of Onpidtyns sides p. 160 sq. 
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in the former case he is intemperate, in thelatter effemi- 

nate; if he preserves the proper limit, he is temperate 

or constant.! 

1 Thbid. c. 6: Ste wev ovv rept 
Hdovas KalAvTas eicly of T eyKpatets 
kal kapTepikol Kal of akparets Kal wa- 
Aakol, pavepdv. More accurately, 
these qualities, like cwhpootyn and 
axodacia, refer to bodily pain and 
pleasure; only in an improper 
sense can we speak of XPNMAT WY 
&kpateis Kal Képdous Kal Tits Kal 
@vuod. Tav Se wept Tas cwmaTiKas 
amroAaveeis, mept as A€yomey Tov 
cappova xad akdAactov, 6 un Te 
mpoaipeio Bau TeV jdovav Si@kwy Tas 
bmepBoras Kal T@Y Aumnpav pevywv 

. GAA Tapa. mpoaiper kal Thy 
Sidvoway, akpatns A€yeTal, ov KaTa 
mpdabeci, Kabdmrep dpyis,arr’ arras 
pévovy. Madakiarefers to the same 
objects. The a&«parhs, therefore, 
and the axdéAaotos, the eyxparhs 
and the ocddpwy, eiot pev mepl 
TavTa, GAN ovx woalTws eioly, 
GAA’? of ev mpoaipodtyTat of & ov 
mpoaipodyTat. 51d wadAov axdAacTov 
dy elromev, SoTis pn emiOuuar 7) 
hpéua Sidker tas stmepBodas kal 
gevyer petpias Avras, 7 TovTOY 
Sotis 51a Td emibuueity opddpa. 
C. 8 init.: in reference to the 
said objects, €or: wey ows Exew 
bore arrac bat Kal @v oi moAdol 
Kpelrtous, éort de Kparety Kal ay ol 
moAAol #rTovs* TovTwy 8 6 wey 
mepl fdovas axpaths 6 8 éyKparijs, 
6 8& mepl Avras parands 6 be 
kaprepikos ... 6 pev Tas dmep- 
Boras Si@kwv TeV Adewv q Kad? 
iwepBodas 7 5:4 mpoatpeow, 80 
aitas Kal undev bv Erepoy aroBaivor, 
akdAaoros...6 8 €Akelrov 6 
aytikeluevos, 6 5& pwecos THppwr, 
bulows 5€ Kat 6 pedywy Tas Twua- 
Tikas AvTas ph BC Array GAAG Bia 
mpoalpeaw. The wadaxds, on the 

The latter type of man still differs from 

other hand (who is defined 1150, 
b, Las €AAeliawy mpbs & of roAAo) Kal 
ayvtTitelvovot Kal ddvayTa), avoids 
pain undesignedly. dyvtixerra 
d€ TO wey axpatel dé eyKparhs, TS SE 
MaAdake 6 kaprepikds. c. 9, 1151, a, 
11: the akéAacros desires im- 
moderate bodily enjoyments on 
principle (dia 7d wemeto@a), this 
desire having its roots in his 
moral character as a whole (8:4 
Td ToLovToOS elves oios SidKev abrds)) 
..- €ott 5€ Tis 51a wdOos exoTa- 
TIKOS Tapa Toy opbdy Adyor, ov Gore 
ev un mparrew kata Tov dpOdv 
Adyov Kparet 70 mwa0os, dote 5° 
elvat TOLOUTOV oiov wemeio Gat didKew 

avéedny Sev Tas ToavTas Hdovas ov 
Kpatet’ ovrds eotw 6 akpatihs 
BeAtiwy Tov akoAdcTou, oVdE PavAos 
amwA@s* oam(eTar yap Td BéATiCTOY, 
7 apxn. &AAos & éevaytios, 6 eumer- 
etikds Kal ovK exoTatikds Bid ye Td 
wa8os (and so, previously, c. 4, 
1146, b, 22). C. 11, 1152,a, 15 : the 
intemperate man acts indeed 
Exay, Tovnpos 5° od* h yap mpoaipecis 
émieiens* @o0’ thurmdynpos. He 
resembles a state which has good 
laws but which does not observe 
them; the zoynpds one in which 
the laws are observed, but are 
bad. He differs, therefore, from 
the axéAaoros in that he feels re- 
morse for his actions (cf. Zth. 
iii. 2, p. 590 mid. above) and 
is therefore not so incurable as 
the latter. Accordingly, Aristotle 
compares excess with epilepsy, 
a&koAacla with dropsy and con- 
sumption (c. 8, 1150, a, 21, c. 9 
init.). Two kinds of intemper- 
ance are further distinguished, 
acbévera and -mpeméreia, that 
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the man who is virtuous in the proper sense (caddpwr), 
in that he is still struggling with evil desires, from 

which the other is free.'!. The general question of how 

and how far it is possible to act from intemperance, and 

to let our better knowledge be overpowered by desire, 

has been already discussed.? 

3. Lriendship 

Upon the account of all that relates to the virtue of 
the individual, there follows, as already mentioned, a 

treatise upon Friendship. So morally beautiful is the 

conception of this relationship which we find here 

unfolded, so deep the feeling of its indispensableness, 

so pure and disinterested the character assigned to it, 

so kindly the disposition that is indicated, so profuse 

the wealth of refined and happy thoughts, that 

Aristotle could have left us no more splendid memorial 

of his own heart and character. Aristotle justifies him- 

self for admitting a discussion upon Friendship into 

the thics partly by the remark that it also belongs to 

the account of virtue,? but chiefly on the ground of the 

which is deliberately pursued and excusable are exaggerations of 
that which, springing from vio- 
lence of temper, is thoughtlessly 
pursued; of these the latter is 
described as more curable (c. 8, 
1150, b, 19 sqq. c. 11, 1152, a, 18, 
27). The inconstancy of the in- 
temperate man finds its opposite 
extreme in the headstrong and 
self-willed man (icxvpoyvépuwr, 
idtoyveuwy, c. 10,1151, b,4). The 
excesses of anger are less to be 
blamed than those of intem- 
perance (c. 7, c. 8, 1150, a, 25 
eee er, Vv. 10, 1135, b, 20-29 
and p. 113, n. 1); still more 

noble impulses (c. 6, 1148, a, 22 
sqq.). Onanger, fear, compassion, 
envy, &c, see also het. ii. 2, 
Bh. 

'C. 11, 1151, b, 34: 6 Te yap 
eykpatys otos pndéy mapa Toy 
Adyov bia Tas cwuaTiKas Hdovas 
Tote Kal 6 coHdpwv, GAN 6 per 
Exwy 6 8 ovk exwy havdras ém- 
Buulas, mal 6 wey TolodTos olos ph 
HdecOa mapa toy Adyov, 6 8 otos 
Hdec0at GAAG wh UyeoOan. 

2 P. 155 (£th. vii. 5.) 
3 €or. yap apeTh Tis H per 

aper7s: viii. 1 init. 
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significance it has for human life. Everyone requires 

friends:! the happy man, that he may keep his happi- 

ness and enjoy it by sharing it with others;? the 

afflicted, for comfort and support; youth, for advice; 

manhood, for united action; old age, for assistance. 

Friendship is a law of nature: it unites parents and 

children by a natural bond, citizen with citizen, 

man with man.* What justice demands is supplied 
in the highest degree by friendship, for it produces a 

unanimity in which there no longer occurs any viola- 

tion of mutual rights. It is, therefore, not only 

outwardly but morally necessary.° The social impulses 
of man find in it their most immediate expression and 

satisfaction ; and just for this reason it constitutes in 

Aristotle’s view an essential part of Ethics. For as Ethies 

is conceived by him in general as Politics, and the moral 

life as life in society,® so no account of moral activity 

can be to him complete which does not represent it as 

1 For what follows see Zth. 4 Ihid. 1. 24 sqq.; hence, 
viii. 1, 1155, a, 4-16. 

2 Thid. tvev yap pidrwy ovdels 
Zror’ ay Civ, exw TA AoiTa ayasa 
TATA Ti yap dpedos Tis 
rowavTns eveTnplas apaipebeions 
evepyecias,  ylyvera: uddrota Kal 
éraiveTwTaTn mpos pidrous. 

3 Thid. c. 16-26, where inter 
alia: %o. 8 ay Tis Kal ev tats 
madvas [wanderings] os oiketoy 
inas avOpwros avOpamw kal pidoy. 
Of. ix. 9, 1169, b, 17: a@romoy 3 
tows kal To povaTny Tolety Toy 
pakdpiov' ovdels yap EAoit’ Gy Kal? 
aitoy Ta Tat’ Exew ayabd* woAt- 
Tikdy yap 6&vOpwros Kal ov hv 
mepuxéds. On this see further 
infra. 

pirwy mev bytwy ovdey Sel Sixaso- 
cuvns, dikator 3 bytes mpoodéovrat 
pirias, kat Tay Sixaiwy Td wdAtora 
girixoy elvat Soxet [the highest 
justice is the justice of friends]. 

5 L. 28; od pdvoy 8 avayKaidy 
€aTly GAAG Kal Kaddv. 

5 See on this line p. 186, n. 1. 
Eth. x. 7, 1171, @ See 
Sikatos Setrar mpds ovs Sikasompary- 
hoe Kal wed’ av, duolws SE Kal 6 
céppwv Kal 6 avdpetos nal tay 
wAAwy €xaotos, only theoretic 
virtue is self-sufficient ; c. 8, 1178, 
b, 5: 7 & &Opemds ort kal 
TAeloot cuCh aipetrat Ta Kat’ aperhy 
mpattew. Cf. p. 144, n. 1, supra. 

t 
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socially constructive. ‘The examination, therefore, of 

Friendship, while completing the study of Ethics, 

constitutes at the same time the link which unites it 
with the doctrine of the State.! 

By friendship Aristotle understands in general 

every relationship of mutual good will of which both 

parties are conscious.” This relationship, however, will 

assume a different character according to the nature of 

the basis upon which it rests. The objects of our 

attachment are in general three: the good, the plea- 

surable, and the useful;? and in our friends it will 

be sometimes one of these, sometimes another, which 

attracts us. We seek their friendship either on 

account of the advantages which we expect from them, 

or on account of the pleasure which they give us, or on 

account of the good that we find in them. A true 

friendship, however, can be based only upon the last 

of these three motives. He who loves his friend only 

for the sake of the profit or the pleasure which he 

obtains from him, does not truly love him, but only his 

own advantage and enjoyment; with these accord- 
ingly his friendship changes. True friendship exists 

1 Aristotle inserts, however, 
two sections upon pleasure and 
happiness between them, in the 
tenth book—thus connecting the 
end of the Hthics with the begin- 
ning, where the end of human 
effort had been defined as happi- 
ness. 

Payee 2) Vibb, b;: Sl »sqq. 
(where, however, 1. 33, uy) must 
be omitted after éav). Friend- 
ship is here defined as etvo.a év 
avtTimemovOdgt uw) AavOdvovca, as 
mutual good will becomes friend- 

VOL.. II. 

ship only when each knows that 
the other wishes him well. The 
definition of the @iAos, Rhet. i. 
5, 1361, b, 36, as one boris & 
oleTat ayaba civar exeivm, mpaktids 
éoty avtay 8 éxeivoy, isa super- 
ficial one for rhetorical purposes. 

3 Ibid. 1155. b, 18: done? yap 
ov may pireiobar GAAA Td iAnror, 
tovto 8 eivar ayaby i) Hdd } 
XPT mov. 

* Ibid. c. 3, 5. Friendships 
for the sake of profit are formed 
for the most part among older 

O 
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between those alone who have spiritual affinities with 

one another, and is founded upon virtue and esteem. 

In such a friendship each loves the other for what he 

is in himself. He seeks his personal advantage and 

pleasure in that which is good absolutely and in itself. 

Such a friendship cannot be formed quickly, for the 

friend must be tried by long intercourse before he can 
be trusted ;' nor can it be extended to many, for an 

inner relationship and a close acquaintance is only 

possible with a few at the same time.” It is, moreover, 
no mere matter of feeling and inclination, however indis- 

pensable these may be to it, but of character, of which 

it is as lasting an element as the virtue to which it is 

people ; those that are for the sake 
of pleasure, among the young. 
Only the latter require that the 
friends should live together, and 
they are least durable when the 
parties are unlike one another 
and pursue different ends: the 
one, for instance (as in unworthy 
love affairs), his own pleasure, the 
other his advantage. Cf. c. 10, 
1159, b, 15, ix. 1, 1164, a, 3 sqq. 

1 VITI. 4 init.: rercia & early 
h tTav ayabdy piria Kal Kat’ ape- 
Thv Suotwys ovTor ‘yop Tayaba 
éuotws BovAovTa: GAAHAGS 7 w&ya- 
Got: ayabol 8 eiot Kad’ abrovs. vi 
5¢ BovAduevar Tayala Tots pidos 
€xeivwy eveka, wdAiotra pido: 80’ 
abTovs yap oUTws €xovc! Kal ov KaTa 
cuuBeBnkds [they are friends for 
the sake of one another and not 
of merely accidental object]: 
Siau-ver otv  To’Twy piArla ews By 
ayabol dow, 8 apetz) pudvimoy. 
Thid. c. 6 init.: of wey dadaa 
éxovtat pido 8: Hdoviv 7d xph- 
giuov, TaiTn Smo: bytes, of F 
Gya0ol 8 adtobs did 7 yap 

aya9oi [for they are so in sofar as 
they are good]. otto: wer ody 
amdA@s pido, éexetvor 5E kara cupBe- 
Bnkds nal Te Gpoiwoba Toros. 
Cf. n. 2 on following page. 

? VIII. 7, 1158, a, 10 sqq., and 
still more fully ix. 10. 

3 VIII. 7, 1157, b, 28: owe 
5 7) 6pev «pianos «wader, Hh Se 
gir‘a eer (on eis, see p. 285, 
n. 3, and p. 153, n. 3, supra): 4 
yap plano ovx ATTov mpos Ta 
aWuxd eotw, avtipiArodor SE peta 
mpoaipetews, H SE mpoalpeais ad’ 
efews, kal Tayala BovAovtat Tots 
pidoumevors exelvwy Eveka, 0} Kata 
mddos GAG Kal’ EEy. But on the 
other hand, as is further re- 
marked, mutual pleasure in one 
another’s society is an element in 
friendship; of morose persons it 
is said, ibid. 1158, a, 7: of Towd- 
Tol evvol wey e€ioty GAAFAOIs* Bov- 
Aovta yap Tayaba Kal amavTdow 
eis tas xpelas* pidor 8 ov mavu 
cigt Sia TH wh TUYNUEpevery pnNde 
xalpew GrAAhAos, & 8H udder’ elvat 
Soxel PirrK4, 
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equivalent. Hvery other kind, attaching as it does to 

what is external and unessential, is merely an imperfect 

copy of this true friendship.' ‘This requires that 
friends should love only the good in one another, that 

they should receive only good from one another and 

return only good.” Virtuous men, on the other hand, 

neither demand nor perform any unworthy service to 
one another, nor even permit it to be done for them.* 

But just as true friendship rests on likeness and 

equality of character and spiritual gifts, all friendship 

may be said to rest upon equality.‘ 

1 See n. 1 on preceding page, 
and viii. 8, 1158, b, 4 sqq. c. 10, 
1159, b, 2 sqq. 

C. 4, 1156, b, 12: cory 
EKdT Epos amrdas ayabds Kal Te piry 
[each is not only per se good, 
but a good to his friend]. ot yap 
aryabo) Kal amd@s ayabol Kal adAH- 
Aots WHPEA mot. Suoiws SE Kal HdeErs - 
kal yop amA@s of ayaboi Hdets Kat 
GAAHAaS* ExdoTH yap Kad’ Hdovhy 
elow ai oikeiat mpdéers Kal ai ToLav- 
Tal, Tav ayaboy Se ai aval 7) 
dpowm. ¢c. 7, 1157, b, 33: pidrody- 
TES TOV pirov TO avrots ayaboy 
pirovow* é yap aryabos pidos yevd- 
pevos ayadoy yiverat @ piros : éxd- 
TEpos ou pidet TE TO AUTH aryaboy, 
Kal TO tooy avTamodlbwort ri Bovan- 
get Kal TH HOet* A€yeTar yap 
pirdtns  iodtns [or with Cod. 
K> omit 7, so that the same pro- 
verb is here cited as ix. 8, 1168, b, 
8: Aéyerar yap: pirddrns iodrns | ° 
padiota 8%) TH TeV ayabav TAO 
bmdpyet. 
VC. 10, 1159, b, 4. 

4 See n. 3 on preceding page, 
and viii. 10, 1159, a, 34: waAAov Se 
THs PiAlas ovons ev TS pidrety kal 
TaY pirohiAwy ematvoumevoy, PiAwy 

The equality is 

apeTH TO pirciy €ouxey [which we 
cannot explain with BRANDIS, p. 
1476, as ‘ the love of friends is like 
the love of their virtue, for the 
words preceding forbid this trans- 
lation; the meaning is: ‘inas- 
much as love is a praiseworthy 
thing, it isa kind of perfection 
in the friends, or is based upon 
perfection; as, therefore, the 
friendship that rests upon actual 
merits is lasting, that which rests 
upon true love must be so too]. 
Bor’ ev ois TOUTO yiverat Kar’ agiav, 

ovToL Hdviot lao. kal ) TovTwY 
girla. otrw 8 dy nad of &rioor 
ahior’ elev piror ‘odCowro “yep 
By He ‘odrns Kal dmordrns 
piddras, kal pdduora Mev h TOY Kat’ 
aperhny duowdrns .. . €€ evaytiwy 
d€ pdAtora pév Boxer yj Sia 7d 
XpHowmoy yiyveo dat piAla, oiov mevns 
Trovoly, Gmabijs eiddTt* 08 yap 
TUyXaveEL Tis evdens dv, tovrov 
Epremevos avr idwpeirar &Aw. This 
is sO even in the case of lovers. 
tows S€ ovd’ epierar rd evaytioy tod 
evaytiou Kad’ ait, GdAAX Kara 
ouuBeBnkds, % 5° dpekis Tod wécov 
acy TOUTO yap aryabdy, Cf. 
n. 2, supra. 

02 
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perfect when both parties, besides having like objects 

in view, are like one another in respect of worth. 

When, on the other hand, the object of each is dif- 

ferent,! or when one of the parties is superior to the 

other,? we have proportional instead of perfect equality 

or analogy: each lays claim to love and service from 

the other, proportionate to his worth to him.? Friend- 

ship is thus akin to justice, in which also the question 

is one of the establishment of equality in the rela- 

tions of human society;* but law and right take 

1 As in the case of the lover 
and his beloved, or the artist and 
his pupil, in which the one party 
seeks pleasure, the other advan- 
tage; or of the sophist and his 
disciple, in which the former 
teaches and the latter pays; ix. 1, 
1164, a, 2-32: cf. p. 193, n. 4, sup. 

2 Eg. the relation of parents 
and children, elders and youths, 
man and wife, ruler and ruled, 
viii. 8, 1158, a, 8, and elsewhere. 

3 VIIL. 8 init.: eiot & oby ai 
cipnuévar pirlat év iodtyTL* TH yap 
auTa ylyverat am’ duoty Kal BovAov- 
Tat GAANAoIs 7) Erepoy avd’ Erépov 
GyTikaTaAAdTTovTal, olov ‘ndovny 
avr wpercias. c. 15 init.: tpit- 
tav & ovody pidiav ... Kal Kal? 
éxdoTny Tov mev ev icdtTnT: pirwv 
bvtwy tav Se Kab? vrepoxiy (Kal 
yap duolus aryabol pido: yivovTa Kal 
dmecivwy xelpovt, duolws 5€ Kal nbets, 
kal dia TO xphomov iodCoytes Tats 
@perciats Kal Siapépoytes) Tovs 
foous mev Kat’ iodtnTa Set TH pireiy 
kal Tois Aowmois icd ew, Tors 8 
dvicovs T@ dvdAoyov Tais bmrepoxais 
dmrodiddva, c. 8,1158,b,17 (after 
citing examples of friendship in 
unlikerelations): €répa-yapéxdorou 
TovTwy apeth Kal Td Epyov, ErEpa 
dt Kal 0 & Pirovow: Erepa ody Kal 

ai piAjoes kal ai piri. Parents 
perform a different service for 
children from that which chil- 
dren perform for parents; so 
long as each party does the duty 
that belongs to it they are in a 
right and enduring relation to 
each other. dvddovyoy 38° év racas 
Tais Kad’ brepoxny ovoats pidias 
kal thy pidnow Set yiverOa, oiov 
Tov duelvw warAov gircioOa 7 
pirciv, kal Thy w@peAmuadtepoy, kal 
Tav &Awy ExacTov duo!ws* Srav 
yap Kar’ atiay n pianos yiyvntat, 
Tote ylyveral mws ioédrns 6 5H Tis 
pirlas eivat Sonet. Of. c. 13,1161, 
a, 21, c. 16, 1163, b, 11: 17d Kar’ 
défav yap emavicot Kal oder Thy 
piriav. ix. 1 init.: ev maoas 
5€ tais dvowoedéor pidlais [those 
in which the two parties pursue 
different ends] 7d dvdAoyor ical 
kal ower Thy giAlav, Kabdmep 
eipntat, olov Kal évy TH woAITIK TO 
okuToTéum avtl Tay strodnudtwy 
auoiBy yivera kat’ akiar, &c. 

4 VIII. 11 init.: €omede.. . 
mept tavTda Kal ey Tois avrois elvat 
h Te pirla kal Td Sikawv: év amacn 
yap kowwvia Soxet ts Sikasov ely kal 
oiria 5€.... Kal’ dcov 5€ Kowwvod- 
ow, em rocovTéy eat: pidia* Kal yap 
Td dikaov, Cf. p. 192, n. 4, supra, 
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account in the first instance of relations of inequality, 

in which individuals are treated in proportion to their 

worth, and only secondarily of relations of equality, 

whereas in friendship the reverse is the case: that 

which is primary and perfect is the friendship between 

equals, while that which exists between those who are 

not equals is only secondary.! 
Aristotle next discusses those connections which 

are analogous to friendship in the narrower sense. He 

remarks that every community, even such as exists for 

a special purpose, involves a kind of friendship, and he 

shows especially with regard to that form of community 

which embraces all others—namely, the political—what 

personal relations correspond to its principal forms, that 

is, to the various kinds of constitution.? From these, 

which are more of the nature of contracts, he then pro- 

ceeds to separate the relationships of kindred and pure 

1 VIIT. 9 init.: obdx Suo'ws 5€ 
Tu toov ev Te Tots Sikatois Kal ev 
TH pirla paiverar Exew* ot yap 
ev mev Tots Sikalots icov mpoTws Td 
kat’ déiav [1.e. diaveuntindy Sikaoy, 
which is based upon analogy; 
see p. 171 sqq.], 7d 5€ kata moody 
[i.e. dtopOwrikdy, which proceeds 
upon the principle of arithmetical 
equality] Sevrépws, ev 5é rH pirla 
To Mev KaTa Tocby mpeTws [since 
perfect friendship, of which all 
other forms are imperfect imita- 
tions, is that which is concluded 
between persons equally worthy 
for the sake of their worth ; see p. 
194, n. 1, and 195, n. 2, supra], 7d 
d€ Kat’ aktiay Sevtépws : in support of 
which Aristotle points to the fact 
that where the inequality is very 
great, as in the case of men and 
gods or (c. 13, 1161, a, 32 sqq.) 

master and slave, no friendship 
is possible; but in such cases 
there are not even rights (c. 18, 
thid.; cf. x. 8, 1178;b6, 10). The 
distinction, as a whole, is rather 
a trifling one, and it is obvious 
from the quotations on p. 196, n. 4, 
and p. 192, n. 4, supra, that it was 
not accepted even by Aristotle 
himself as exhaustive of the sub- 
ject. The reason is to be found in 
the obscurity caused by his failure 
clearly to separate between the 
legal and the moral side of 
justice. 

7 On the special relations of 
travelling companions, comrades 
in war, members of clans, guilds, 
&e., cf. viii. 11; on the State 
and the various forms of consti- 
tution, c. 12 sq., and p. 196, n. 
4, supra. 
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friendship.! On the same principle he distinguishes later 
on? two kinds of the friendship which rests on mutual 

advantage, which are related to one another as written 

to unwritten law: the legal, in which the mutual 
obligations are definitely fixed, and which therefore is 

merely a form of contract ; and the moral, in which the 

services to be rendered are left to the good will of the 

individual. Aristotle further examines the occasions 
which give rise to discord and separation hetween 
friends. He remarks that it is chiefly in friendship for 

the sake of advantage that mutual recriminations arise, 

for where friendship is cherished for the sake of virtue 

there is a rivalry in mutual service, which successfully 

excludes any sense of unfairness on either side; where 

it is founded merely upon pleasure it is likewise 

impossible for either party to complain of unfairness, if 

he fails to find what he seeks. On the other hand, the 

man who performs a friendly service in the hope of 

obtaining a like return, too often finds himself disap- 

pointed in his expectations. The same may be said of 

friendships between unequals. Here also unfair claims 

are frequently made, whereas justice demands that the 
more worthy should be recompensed for that which 

cannot be repaid to him in kind by a corresponding 
measure of honour.‘ Finally, misunderstandings easily 

1 VIII. 14 init.: & kowwvia 
wev obv Taca giAla eoTly, Kabarep 
elonta:* adopicee 8 &y tis Thy TE 
cuyyevinhy Kol Thy €éraipinny. ai 
S— modActical kal gvAetixal kal 
cuumAoixal, Kal boat To1wdvTaL, Kol- 
vwvikais é€olkagt wadAov* oioy yap 
Ka? duodroyiay Twa palvovta elvat, 
eis Tavtas 5 tagevey Gy Tis Kal Ti 
tevixfjyv. Relationships of kindred 

are discussed in c. 14, partly also 
c.12sq. Weshallreturn to these 
in the section upon the Family. 

2 VIII. 15, 1162, b, 21 sqq. 
’ See the interesting discus- 

sion in viii. 15. Cf. also what is 
said on the relation of teacher 
and scholar, ix. 1, 1164, a, 32 sqq. 

4 VIE. we 
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arise where each party has a different object in view in 
entering upon the alliance.! Aristotle further discusses 

the cases where a man’s duty towards his friend con- 

flicts with his duty towards others, and he lays down 

the wise principle that in each case we must consider 

the peculiar obligations which the circumstances in- 

volve.2. He asks whether a friendly alliance should be 

dissolved if one of the parties to it changes, and he 

answers that separation is unavoidable in cases where 

the change is one in the essential conditions of the 

connection. He surveys the relation between love of 

self and love of friends, recognising in the latter a 

reflection of the attitude which the virtuous man main- 

tains towards himself';* and he connects with this the 

question whether one should love oneself or one’s 

friend more, deciding it by pointing out that it is 

impossible that there should be any real opposition 

1 For the fuller discussion of 
this case see ix. 1; ci. p. 193, n.4, 
supra. 

2 IX. 2, especially 1165, a, 16, 
30: émel 8 Erepa yovevor Kal aded- 
pots Kal €ralpois Kat evepyérais, 
ExdoTos TH OiKeia Kal TO apuoT- 
TovTa amoveunteov ... Kal ouvy- 
yevéot 51) Kal pudérais kal woAlrais 
Kal Tots AouTots Gmraciy del meipaT ov 
TO vikeloy Gmoveuety, Kal cuyKpively 
Ta EKAOTOLS UMApXoVTA KaT oiKELd= 
TnTa Kal &peTHy 7) xpjow. When 
the relation is homogeneous this 
comparison is easier: when he- 
terogeneous, it is more difficult 
to make: but even in the latter 
case it cannot be neglected. 

* TX. 3: this is, of course, 
the case where the friendship is 
based upon pleasure or advan- 
tage; or, again, when one has 

been deceived in a friend, sup- 
posing oneself to have been loved 
disinterestedly (8:4 76 700s), while 
with the other it was only a 
matter of pleasure or profit. If 
a friend degenerates morally, 
the first duty is to aid him in 
recovering himself, but if he 
proves incurable, separation is 
the only resource, for one cannot 
and ought not to love a bad 
man. If, lastly, as is often the 
case in youthful companionships, 
the one outruns the other in 
moral and intellectual develop- 
ment, true fellowship becomes 
henceforth impossible; neverthe- 
less, the early connection should 
be honoured as much as it 
can be. 

21%. 4,.10id. 1166, by6-29, 
where the discord in the soul of 
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between the claims of those two, since true self-love con- 

sists in coveting for ourselves what is best—i.e. the 

morally beautiful and great; but we participate in this 

only the more fully in proportion to the sacrifice we make 

fora friend.! In the same spirit Aristotle expresses him- 

self (to pass over other points”) upon the view that the 

happy man can dispense with friends. He denies this 

on many grounds,? ‘The happy man, he says, needs 

friends whom he may benefit; the contemplation of 

their excellence affords a high sense of enjoyment akin 

to the consciousness of one’s own; it is easier to 

energise in company with others than alone; one gains 

moral invigoration for oneself from intercourse with 

good men. Above all, man is by nature formed for 

association with others, and the happy man can least 

afford to lead a solitary life;* for just as to each man 
his own life and activity is a good, and his consciousness 

of that life and activity a pleasure, so also the existence 

of a friend, in whom his own existence is doubled, and 

the consciousness of this existence, which he enjoys in 
intercourse with him, must be a joy anda good.? But 

the wicked is depicted with re- 
markable truth, and the moral 
is drawn consistently with the 
practical aim of the Ethics: ei 5y 
TO oUTws Exew Alay eotly HOALov, 
peuKtéov Thy pmox@nplay SiaTera- 
pévws &C. 

' IX. 8, see p. 133, n. 2, supra, 
ad fin., p. 151, n. 2, supra. 

2 The relation of etvoi (ix. 
5) and déudvo (c. 6) to pirta; 
the apparent fact that the bene- 
factor usually loves the benefited 
more than the latter the former, 
every one loving his own produc- 
tion, as the mother does her 

children (c. 8); the number of 
one’s friends, which ought to be 
neither too small nor too great, 
but ought to include so many 
doo eis TO ovGijv ikavol, seeing 
that a close relationship is pos- 
sible only between few, the 
closest (€pws as trepBoAy piAlas), 
only between two; although of 
political friends (members of the 
same party) one can have a great 
number. 

3 TX. 9, cf. viii. 1, 1155, a, 6. 
1 TX, 9, 1169, b, 17; see p. 192, 

n. 3, supra. 
5 Ibid. 1170, a, 13 sqq. where, 
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if we ask further whether we require friends more in 

prosperity or adversity, the answer is,! that it is more 

necessary to possess them in adversity, nobler in 

prosperity.? In the former case we are more in need of 

their help; manly natures, which know how to bear 

pain alone, have more need of friendly sympathy in the 

other case. A man ought to be eager to invite his 

friends to share his joys, loath to have recourse to them 
in sorrow; on the other hand, he ought to be more 

ready to hasten to them when they are in trouble than 

in joy. ‘True friendship, however, demands _both.* 
Friendship is an association and community of life, an 

extension of self-love to embrace others. Hach takes 

the same delight in the existence and activity of his 

friend as he does in his own, and imparts to his friend 
what he most values himself.4 

after first referring to aic@dvecOat 
and voeiy as constituents of 
human life, Aristotle proceeds, 
1.19: 7d 8€ Gv tev Kal’ abTd aya- 
Gav Kal ndéwy . . . didmep Foire 
Taow dv eiva. b, 1: 7d 8 aio- 
OdverOo Sti GH TaY déwy Kad’ 
abTs* pice yap ayabdy Cwh, Td 5 
ayabby tmapxov ev EavT@ aicbay- 
ev0u nv. [In being conscious of 
perception and thought we are 
conscious of life: 7d yap eivar jy 
aicbdverbat Kal voeiv,a,32.]... ws 
de mpds Eavrdy Exet 6 orovdaios, Ka 
mpos Tov pidoy* ETEpos yap avTos 6 
pidros éotiy. Kabarep ov Td avTov 
civat aiperdv eotiy ExaoTw, OTH Kal 
To Tov pidrov 7) TapamAnciws. Td 5’ 
civat jv aiperdy bia Td aicbaverOau 
avTov ayabod byTos. h Se TowavTH 
alcOnots ndeia Kad’ EavtThy, cvvaic- 
OdverOat &pa Set Kal rod Pidov Sri 
€oTw, TovTo de vyivoit’ by ev TE 

Friendship, therefore, 

auGjv kal Kowwvety Adywv Kal dia- 
volas* otTw yap ty ddétee TH oUCHY 
em TGV avOpamwy A€yerOat, Kal OVX 
@omep em tav Booknudtwy Td ev 
TE aVTS vewerOan. 

\ Ex, EL. 
2 A similar distinction be- 

tween avaykaioy and eyabby or 
KkaAdv has already come before 
us, p. 165, n. 1 (from Metaph. i. 
2),192,n.5,supra. Cf. Polit. vii. 
14, 13833, a, 36: Ta 8 avayKata Kal 
xphowwa TOY KAAGY EveKev. 

3 7 mopovala 53) Tav pidwr, Cc. 
11 concludes, ev Gmacw aipety 
paiverat, 

* See n. 5 above, and ix. 12 (at 
the end of the section upon friend- 
ship): dp’ obv, domep rots ep&ot Td 
épav ayamrntétatéy éeoTl,... ovTw 
kal Tots pidos aiperatatév eoti Td 
cugiv; Kowwvia yap 7 piAta. Kal 
@s mpos EauToy exel, oUTw Kal mpds 
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is the most conspicuous example of the natural sociable- 

ness and solidarity of mankind. It is the bond that 

unites men to one another, not in any merely outward 

manner, as by a community of legal rights, but by the 

deepest instincts of their nature. In friendship indi- 

vidual morality expands into a spiritual communion. 
But this communion is still limited and dependent on 

the accidental circumstances of personal relations. It 

is in the State that it first receives a wider scope and a 

more solid foundation in fixed laws and permanent 

institutions. 

tov pldov. mepl aitiy § 7 alcOnois 84° H 8 evepyem yiverar avTois 
OTL €or aipeTn* Kal wepi Tov pidov ev TE cuciv, Ke. 
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CHAPTER XIII 

PRACTICAL PHILOSOPHY—(CONTIN UED) 

B.—Politics} 

1. Necessity, Nature and Function of the State 

Or Aristotle’s theory of the State it may be said, as of 

some other portions of his philosophy, that there are 

several points in it on which itis difficult for us to obtain 

certainty or completeness of view, owing to the state 
in which his treatise on Politics has come down to us. 

So rare is the union, so unequal, where they exist, 

the distribution, of the powers and qualities which 

we here find combined in equal proportions, that the 

eight books of the Politics of Aristotle form, indeed, one 

of the most remarkable works that antiquity has be- 

queathed to us. With the most comprehensive know- 

ledge of the facts of history and the completest insight 

into the actual conditions of social life, Aristotle here 

combines the subtlest power of marshalling in the 

service of scientific thought the materials which are 

so supplied. But the completion of the work was 

} On the more recent litera- (Leipzig, 1860), i. 342 sqq.; 
ture which treats of Aristotle's UEBERWEG, Grundriss, i. 208 sq. 
theory of the State as a whole 
and in its several parts, see HIL- 
DENBRAND, Gesch. u. Syst. der 
ftechts- und Staatsphilosophie 

(5th ed. 1876) ; SUSEMIHL, Jahrb. 
J. Phttat. vol. xcix. 693, ciii. 179, 
and BURSIAN’S Jahresbericht, 
1874, p. 592 sq. 1877, p. 372 sqq. 
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probably prevented by the death of the author;! and 

when the sketches which he had left came to be put to- 

gether,” it was impossible to avoid lacune, and these must 

1 See Appendix. 
2 Here, as in the case of the 

Metaphysics (see n.76 sq. supra), 
the notes left by Aristotle seem 
to have been simply put together 
without revision or alteration. 
Tradition does not tell us who 
undertook this task; but as 
Theophrastus is named as the 
editor of the Metaphysics (p. 
79), it may have been he; 
which would explain the fact 
that the Politics seems to have 
been in circulation also under his 
name. It isalluded to by Diog. v. 
24, in the curious words: 7oAl- 
TIKIS akpoacews @S 7 OeogPpaa- 
tovda—%. As they stand, these 
words give no conceivable sense, 
as it could not have been in- 
tended to explain the nature 
of Aristotle’s Politics by compar- 
ing them with Theophrastus’s as 
the better known. The question, 
therefore, rises whether the 
words 710A, axpodcews d—7 are not 
alone original, 7 Qcoppacrov hav- 
ing been first placed in the 
margin by another hand, and 
then incorporated in the text as 
n @copp. with as taken from 
&kpodoews preceding it. KROHN 
(ibid. 51) supposes that the con- 
junction of the works of Theo- 
phrastus and Aristotle in the 
cellar at Scepsis may partly ex- 
plain why much that belongs to 
Theophrastus should have found 
its way into the Politics of Ari- 
stotle, and why it finally came to 
be thought that Theophrastus 
was its author; but the indica- 
tions given, p. 150, supra, of the 
use of the work up tothe time of 

Cicero, make it impossible to 
accept this view, even were we 
to grant that the note, as 7 
@cogpp., did not find a place in 
Hermippus’s enumeration until 
after Apellicon’s discovery of the 
books, and to treat Krohn’s eli- 
mination of the supposed Theo- 
phrastian passages from our text 
as less arbitrary than it is—The 
same arguments hold good also 
against HILDENBRAND’S (Gesch. 
d. Rechts- u. Staatsphil. i. 360) 
and ONCKEN’S (Staatsl. d. Arist. 
i. 65 sq.) supposition that the 
Politics at the death of the 
author existed only in the original 
MS., and that between the death 
of Theophrastus and Apellicon’s 
discovery it had disappeared. It 
may, indeed, appear strange that 
during this period we find such 
meagre traces of it, but this finds 
sufficient explanation in the 
feebleness of the interest taken 
at this time in political investiga- 
tions, and the poverty of the 
philosophical remains that have 
survived to us from it. Even in 
the later ages, this most important 
account of Aristotle’s political 
doctrines is seldom mentioned 
(see the passages cited by SUSE- 
MIHL, p. xlv, who follows 
SPENGEL, Veb. d. Pol. d. Arist. 
| Abh.d. Miinchn. Akad. v.44)\,and 
HEITZ, Verl. Schr. d. Ar, 242— 
hardly a dozen in fifteen centu- 
ries), and, apart from the extract 
in STOBAUS (see p. 203, supra), is 
not discussed with any fullness 
except by the Platonist EUBULUS 
(Part iii. a, 719, b, 408, 1, PORPH. 
V. Plot. 15, 20), a part of whose 
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always remain a serious hindrance to the student of the 

Politics, even although the leading thoughts and funda- 

mental features of the treatise are hardly affected by them. 
However valuable individual virtue and the know- 

ledge which instructs us in it may be, Aristotle yet 

finds, as was to be expected in a Greek, that both are 

inadequate so long as they are confined to individuals. 

Morality finds its first perfect realisation in the State. 
In itself, the moral activity of a community is greater, 

more perfect, nobler, and more divine than that of 

individuals.!. But even the continuous production and 

maintenance of virtue is dependent wholly upon the 

State. Mere instruction is insufficient in the vast 

majority of cases: he who is a slave to desire neither 

listens to admonition nor understands it. It is fear of 

punishment, not aversion to evil, that moves him. He 

knows nothing of joy in what is noble for its own sake. 

How is it possible, then, to correct inveterate ten- 

dencies by mere exhortation? Habit and education 

alone are of any avail, not only with children, but with 

adults as well, for these also are for the most part amen- 

able only to legal constraint. But a good education and 

stringent laws are possible only in the State.? Only in 

the State can man attain his proper good.* Life in the 

State is the natural vocation of man. His nature has 

*Emioxeyis Tav bm’ “ApiororéAous év 
devtépw tay TloAitik@y mpds Thy 
TlAdtwvos TloAirelay ayteipnucvwy 
has been made public by Mat, 
Collect. Vatic. ii. 671 sqq. 

1 Eth.i. 1, 1094, b, 7: ef yap 
kal ravtév é€otw [70 TéAos] Ev) Kab 
moAet, wetCdy ye Kal TeAEwTEpoy Td 
THs TOAEws paiveTa: kal AaBeiy Kal 

oa (ev: ayamrntby wey yap Kal év) 
bdvm, KaAALov 5 Kal OerdreEpoy Ever 
kal méAeow. 

2 Tbid.x. 10. 
3 Polit. i. 1 init. Every so- 

ciety aims at some good, maAiora 
5€ kal Tov Kupiwtdrov mayTwy [sc. 
oToxXaeTat] 7 Tac@y KupiwTaTn Kal 
Tdoas TepleXxovoa Tas &AAasS* avn 
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destined him for society,' as is clear from the fact that 

he alone of all creatures possesses the power of speech.” 

In the State moral activity finds at once its condition 

and completion. The State is the moral whole, and is 

therefore prior in itself to the individual and the 

family :* only in the order of its origin in time and of 

human need does it come after them.* Only a being 

who is more or who is less than human can live apart 

from the community of the State. To man it is in- 

dispensable. For as with moral culture he is the noblest 

of all creatures, so without law and right he is the 

worst—and the adjustment of rights is the function 
of the community at large.’ The morality, therefore, 

h Kadouuéevn mods Kal 7 
Kowwvia  wodiTiKh. Eth. i. 1, 
1094, b, 6: 7d tadryns [Tis moAL- 
TiKhs| TéAOS TWeplexor Gy TA THY 
tAAwy, &ote ToT’ ay etn TavOpe- 
mwvov ayaldv. How far this is 
consistent with the higher place 
assigned to @ewpfa has been al- 
ready discussed, p. 143 sq. supra. 

1 Polit. i. 2, 1253, a, 2: ort 
Trav mice 7 ToALs é€o7l, Kal rt Gy- 
Opwros pice ToditiKby (Gov, With 
a reference to this passage, lii. 6, 
1278, b, 19: ptvoe pwéev éotw ay- 
Opwros (gov modutiKdy, 51d Kal undev 
Seduevor TIS Tap’ GAATAwY Bonbelas 
ovx EAaTTov GpéyovTat Tov ouCHr. 
Eth.ix.9 ; see p. 192, n. 3, supra; 
cf. preceding note. 

2 Polit. i. 2, 1253, a, 7 sqq. 
’ Pol. 3. 2,. 1253, a,_ 19: 

apérepov 5) TH puvcer TdALs 7) oiKia 
kal Exaotos ju@y eoTw. Td yap 
GAov mpdTepoy avarykaiov civ TOU 
pépous.... €L ‘yap wi) avTapKns 
Exaoctos xwpicbels, Suolws ois 
dAAos wcpeow Eker mpds Td Aor, 

i’ éotiv 1252, b, 30: 8 waca moris mice 
éotly, elrep kal ai mp@rat kowwviar’ 
Tédos yap alta exelvwv, 7 5€ Hdois 
TEAOS eoTiv. 

* Only in this sense is it said, 
Eth. viii. 14, 1162, a, 17: &vOpwros 
yap TH pice cuvdvacTiKby paAAoy 
}} woditikdy, bo@ mpdtepoy Kal avary- 
KaidTeEpov oikia méAews. That is 
avaykatov which serves to satisfy 
a physical need, and is there- 
fore definitely distinct from 1d 
kaddv; see p. 201, n.2, supra. 
But this does not prejudice the 
subordination of every other 
social bond to the political. On 
the other hand, the State and 
the household seem rather to be 
regarded by Eudemus as parallel 
institutions (see Lud. vii. 10, 
1242, a, 22: 6 yap &vOpwmros ov 
bévoy ToAuTiKby GAAG Kal oikovouiKdoy 
(gov), economics being also 
separated by him from politics; 
see p. 186, n. 4, supra. 

5 Polit. i. 2, 1253, a, 27: 6 de 
By) Suvduevos Kowwverv, } under 
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of individuals has its indispensable complement in the 

State: Ethics is fulfilled in Politics. 

It follows from what has just been said, that the 

function of the State cannot, according to Aristotle, be 

limited to that which even then, it would seem, was 

held by some, as it has been held by a much larger 

number in modern times, to be its only one—namely, 

the protection of person and property. The State 

certainly owes its origin, as Aristotle admits, primarily 

toa human need. Families unite in communities for 

purposes of intercourse ; communities again into States. 

But the conception of the State is not thereby ex- 

hausted. Its function does not stop with care for the 

physical wellbeing of its members, since this care is 

extended to slaves and domestic animals as well as to 

citizens ; nor even with the common protection against 

external enemies and security of intercourse. Such a 

community is an alliance and not a commonwealth, nor 

is it less so because the allies form a geographical unit. 

While it is indispensable to the existence of a political 

community that all these objects should be secured, 

yet a State, in the proper sense of the word, first arises 

from the effort of the citizens to realise a perfect and 

Seduevos 5 avrdapkesay, obbev wépos 
médews, dare 7) Onpiov 7) Peds (as he 
has said already at line 3 of the 
same page:—6 aGmrodis 81a pow 
kal ov Sia TUxNY Hrot PpavAds 
éoTiy 3) KpeiTT wy 7) dvOpwros). picet 
mev ovv 7 Spun ev wacw em) Thy ToL- 
avTny Kowwviay’ 6 5& mpeTos TvdTh- 
gas peylotwy ayabav alrios. omep 
yap Kal TreAewOev BeATLOTOV TaV 
(av avOpwrds eat, oTw Kal 

Xwpra Bev vouov Kat dlkns XEtpioroy 
TAVT WV. XoAeTwrary yap adicia 
Exouga omAa: 6 8 avOpwmos onda 
EXoV pverau ppovijoes kal aperti, ois 
éml TavayTia éort XpnTIat Kaduor a, 
31d avociwtatoy Kal awypidratov 
avev aperis ... 7 S€ Sikawcdivy 
TorTiKOV' % yap Sikn woALTiKAs 
kowwvias Takis €otiv: 7 OE Sikn Too 
dixatov Kplats. 
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self-sufficing social life.! 

ARISTOTLE 

The aim of the State is, in 

a word, the happiness of the citizens.’ Happiness, 

however, consists in the unimpeded exercise of virtue.3 

The happiness of a whole people cannot differ from that 
of individuals. Accordingly, the highest function of the 
State and of statecraft is to form and educate citizens, 

1 Polit. i. 2, 1252, b, 12: 7 
mev ovv eis Tacay Nucpay cvvectn- 
Kuia Kowwvia KaTa oiow olkds 
éoTiw. . . . 7 8° €x mAciOywY OiKi@V 
KOlWwvla TPaTN XpcEews Evekev wy 
epnu€pov Kaun. pdAuta 5€ Kata 
ovow ~oumev 7 Kaun atroikia oikias 
elvat. From the extension of the 
family springs the village com- 
munity, which in the earliest 
times is ruled by the head of the 
family n & ek mAedvav 
Kwuay Kolvwvia TéAELos TALS, | OH 
maons €xovea Tépas TIS a’TapKelas 
@s €mos eimeivy, ywoueyvn pev ovv 
Tod Gv Everev, ovoa Se Tod eb Civ. 
51d waca modus pice eotly, eimrep 
kal ai mp@rat Kowwviat* TéAos yap 

aitn éxelywy, 7 SE vais Tédos 
éotiv. iii. 9, 1280, a, 25: Civil 
society exists not merely for the 
protection of property, nor yet 
Tov Gv udvoy Eevekey, GAAG MadAov 
Tov eb Civ (kal yap &y SovAwy Kal 
Tav BAAwY Cgwv jy modus: viv & 
ovK éoTt Sia TH uN meTexew evdai- 
povias unde Tov (iv Kara mpoalpecty), 
unre cumpaxlas Evexey, brws tmd 
undevds adiK@vTa, unre bia Tas 
GAAayas Kal Thy xpjow Thy mpds 
GAAfAovs. Being merely con- 
federates, such partners are 
neither under any common au- 
thority ofre Tov molovs tivas civas 
de? mpovTiCovaw arepot Tous Erépous, 
ovd’ Orws undels Gduos Ecta Tov 
imd tas avuvéqjKas pnd GAAnyv 
poxOnplav Eker undeulay, GAAG wdvoy 
Omws undev adikhoovow adrAnAous. 

mept 5’ aperijs Kal Kaklas moAiTiKijs 
diackoTrovcw boot ppovtiCovew e€v- 
voulas. % Kal pavepdy Ori Set weph 
Gper7s éemmeAes elvat TH y’ ws 
GANOGs dvouaCouevyn WoAEL, un Ad-you 
xdpw. Every other combination 
is an alliance, not a State ; every 
law which does not aim at 
making the citizens just and 
good is a cuv@qKn, not a vduos. 
Nor does it alter matters if the 
parties in question inhabit the 
same place. gavepdy toivuy, br1 
h) woAts ovK €oT. Kowwvia térov Kal 
TOU wh adiKety THhas avTovs Kal TIS 
petaddcews xdpi* GAA TadTa wey 
avaykaiov wmdpxew, elmep EoTat 
mois, ov phy ovd strapydvTwy 
ToUTwy amdvTwy Hdn mwdAts, GAA’ 7 
Tov ed (iv Kowwwvia kal rais oixias, 
kal Tois yeveot, (wis TeAclas xapw 
kal avrdpkous. 

2 Polit. iii. 9, 1280, Bb, oe: 
TéAos wey ody méAews Td ed Chv 
... woAt 5€ 7 yevav Kal Kkwouay 
Ko.vwrla (wis TeAclas Kal abTdpKous. 
touto 8 éatly, as dauey, Td Giv 
evdaiudvws Kal KaA@s. TOY KaA@y 
ipa mpdtewy xdpw Oeréoy elvar Thy 
ToAITiK}Y KoWwwviay, GAA’ ov TOU 

ouv(jv. vii. 8, 1328, a, 35: 7 
de méAis Kowwvia tis eort Tov 
Guotwy, everevy 5& (wis THs évbe- 
xouevns aplorns. émwel 8 eorly 
evdamovia To apictov, arn be 
Gpetis evepyera Kal xpiols Tis 
TéAewos &C. 

3 See p. 137 sqq. supra. 
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to cherish in them all moral and spiritual fitness, and 

to furnish the impulse to an inherently noble and satis- 

fying activity.' The qualities which make a good 

citizen and a brave man are thus seen to be the same: 

the completed virtue of a citizen is not w virtue, but 

virtue in its application to civic life.? Virtue, however, 

1 See p. 208, n.1, supra; Hth. 
wt. a, 7,1, 1, 1103, eh, 3; 
Polit. vii. 2 init., c. 15 init. 

2 Polit. iii. 4: Is the virtue 
of the avip ayabbs identical with 
that of the woAitns omovdaios or 
not? Absolutely identical they 
certainly are not (as has already 
been remarked, “th. v. 5, 1130, 
b, 28), for not only does each 
different form of State make 
peculiar demands upon its mem- 
bers (civil virtue, therefore, will 
have a different character under 
different forms of constitution), 
but the State itself consists of 
heterogeneous elements, and not 
merely of men of mature virtue. 
In so far, on the other hand, as 
the State may be regarded as a 
free community, as being the 
government of freemen and 
equals (woAiTiKh apxn, apxy TeV 
Omotwy Kal eAevdepwr, 1277, b, 7 
sqq.), they coincide, for no one is 
qualified to be a member of such 
a State who does not know both 
how to command and how to 
obey—in other words, who is not 
an avinp ayabds. Hence, c. 18, 
1288, a, 37, with reference to c. 
4: év 8& Tots mpdtos €deixOn 
Adyos OTL THY avTHY avaryKatov 
avdpos aperhy civat kal moAiTov Tis 
moAews THS &ploTns. Vii. 1, 1323, 
b, 33: dvdpia S€ mérAews Kal 
Sixaoctvy Kal ppdvnois Thy avTHy 
Zxer Sdvauw Kal mopphy, oy mera- 
TXOV EkxTTOS TAY dVOpaTwY A€yeTOL 

VOL, Il. 

Sikatos Kal ppdviwos Kal cHppwr. 
c. 9, 1328, b, 387: €y TH KdAALOTA 
ToAiTevomevyn WOAEL Kal TH KEKTN- 

mevyn Sixatous &vSpas amA@s, GAA 
My Tpos Thy UTdbecw (in reference 
to a given State; the mpds riy 
brdbecw Sikaos is he who, while 
he sides with existing laws and 
institutions, defends even what 
is severe and unjust in them). 
c. 13, 1332, a, 36: Kat yap ei 
mavTas evdéxeTat omrovdatous eivat, 
an Kal Exaotoy Sé Tav ToAITeV 
[even although it be possible for 
the community as a whole to 
be excellent while each of the 
individuals is not, the imperfec- 
tions of the members being com- 
pensated for by the perfection 
of the whole; we shall have to 
allude to this further on in refer- 
ring to Polit. iii. 11, 13, 15], 
o}tws aiperwrepov [yet the latter, 
viz. that all the individuals 
should be virtuous, is the more 
desirable]; dkoAovde? yap Ta Kal’ 
Exaotov Kol To mavras. c, 14, 
1332, a, 11: As the virtue of the 
apxwv and the best man is one 
and the same, but in the best 
State all are fitted to govern, the 
legislation must aim at making 
all the citizens in it good men, 
c. 15 init.: émet 6€ . . . Tov abroy 
pov avarykatov eivar TS TE dpioTw 
avdpt kal tH apiotn moAiTeia. Ac- 
cording to these explanations, the 
words (iii. 4, 1277, a, 4) ef py 
TaVvTas avayKaioy ayabous eivar Tos 

E 
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is twofold—theoretic and practical. ‘To ask which of 

these is superior is equivalent here to asking whether 

peace or war is to be the ultimate aim of civil life; 

since the proper occupation for times of peace is, 

according Aristotle, Science, whereas in war the main 

object is the acquisition of the greatest possible power 

of action.! But we have already seen that Aristotle 

places the theoretic life much higher than the practical, 

and accordingly we are not surprised to find him 

sharply criticising those constitutions which, like the 

Spartan and the Cretan, are adapted rather for war 
than for peace. Such States, he says, have only con- 

quests in view, as if every kind of dominion over others, 

upon whomsoever it may be forced and by whatsoever 

means achieved, were permissible; and on this account 

they nourish in individuals the spirit of violence and 

ambition, and estrange them from the arts of peace, and 

so when their dominion is secured and the martial activity 

should give place to the peaceful, such States forthwith 

fall into decay. Aristotle himself regards the peaceful 

occupations as the true object of social life; war he 

permits only as a means to peace, only, therefore, in so far 

évy Th onmovdaia méAct moAitas, the discussion that follows. 
occurring, moreover, as they clo 
in a dialectical discussion (an 
&ropia), are not to be understood 
as though Aristctle himself in- 
tended to deny that necessity. 
He means them merely as a pre- 
liminary affirmation of the con- 
dition under which alone civil 
and individual virtue absolutely 

coincide. Whether and under 

what circumstances this condi- 

tion is present, is the subject of 

' This parallel, however, is 
only partially relevant. Aristotle 
tells us himself (Polht. vii. 15, 
1334, a, 22 sqq.) that even moral 
virtues, such as justice and self- 
command, are especially indis- 
pensable in time of peace. 
Moreover, while scientific ac- 
tivity certainly needs peace most, 
yet it can only at best be prac- 
tised by a small minority of the 
citizens. 
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as it is necessary for self-defence or for the subjugation of 
those whom Naiure has destined to serve. He de- 
mands, accordingly, that besides bravery and constancy, 

which are necessary in order that the State may assert 

its independence, the virtues of peace—namely, justice, 

temperance, and scientific culture (¢skocodia)—should 
also be cultivated.! It cannot be denied that the aim of 

the State is thus placed sufficiently high. It is not, 

indeed, to Aristotle the absolutely highest, as 1t was to 

the Greeks of an earlier age. ‘To him as to his teacher 

the highest is that scientific activity which in itself can 

dispense with the society of others. This alone it is in 

which man attains the highest perfection permitted him 

by his nature, in which he transcends the limits of 

humanity and lives the life of God. Only as man does 

he require practical virtue and the community in which 

‘it manifests itself? As man, however, these are wholly 

indispensable to him. But the highest form of com- 

munity, embracing and completing every other, is the 

State. Its aim comprehends every other moral aim, 

while its institutions not only give security and stability 

to the moral life by means of law and education, but 

extend it over a whole people. We thus arrive at a 

definition of the highest function of the State as that 

of making the citizens happy by means of virtue. This 

is essentially the same view of civil life that we have 

already met with in Plato. In only a single feature 

do the two philosophers differ from one another, but it 

mor. vi. 2, 3, c. 14, 15; 1266, b,.25. 
ime 1, 2177, b, 4. Cf. also p. 2 Cf. the citations from Hth. 
143, n. 1, and on war for the x, 8, and other passages, p. 143, 
acquisition of slaves, Polit. 1.8, n.1. 

Pio 
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is a fundamental one. In Plato the State, like every- 
thing else upon earth, is essentially related to the other 

world, whence all truth and reality spring. This is the 

ultimate source of his political idealism. Just as the 

Ideas belong to that supersensible world, so the philo- 

sophical rulers to whom he entrusts the realisation of 

these Ideas in the State have their home there also, and 

only unwillingly descend to take part in earthly affairs. 

The State, therefore, serves not only for moral educa- 

tion, but also as a preparation for that higher life of 

the disembodied spirit into which a beautiful glimpse 

is opened to us at the end of the Republic. Of this 
view of the State and of human life in general, we find 

no trace in Aristotle. We have simply and solely here 

to do with the present life and with that happiness 

which is the immediate outcome of moral and spiritual 

perfection. It is not the aim of the State to represent 
an ideal world beyond or to prepare for another life, 

but to satisfy the wants of the present. And just as 
he does not require philosophy to be the ruling principle 
in politics, as we shall see immediately, so, on the other 

hand, he sees no opposition between these two, such 

as might make the political activity of the philosopher 

appear as a painful sacrifice. He holds that human 

nature has two equally essential sides which find their 

satisfaction in the practical activity of the statesman 

and the theoretic activity of the philosopher respectively. 

None but God can live in contemplation alone. Man 

as man cannot renounce practical life in a community. 

It is no mere compulsion, but a moral need, which makes 

the State and the life which it offers a necessity for 
him. 
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It is the aim of the Politics to investigate the means 

by which the State fulfils its functions, the various 

more or less perfect conceptions of the nature of these 

functions, and the institutions that correspond to them. 

But before applying himself to this investigation, Ari- 

stotle in the first book of his political treatise discusses 

the Family and the Household; for he holds that in 

order perfectly to understand the nature of the State, 

it is necessary to analyse it into its simplest con- 

stituents.’ 

2. The Household as a Constituent Element of the State 

The State is the most perfect form of human society, 

and as such is prior to every other in order of thought. 

But just as elsewhere in Aristotle that which is first in 

essence is last in origin, the primordial principle the 

last result, so the first natural form of society —namely, 

the Family—precedes the political as the condition of 

its origin in time.” 

The family is constituted by means of the three 

relations of husband and wife, parents and children, 

master and servant.” 

' Polit. i. 1,.1252, a, 17 (after 
touching upon the distinction 
between political and household 
economy): d7A0v 8 éotat Td Aeyo- 
Mevoy emLTKOTOUGL KaTa THY UPNyy- 
mevnv weBvdov [by which he means 
not so much his method, as the 
plan which he intends to follow 
in the investigation, and which 
he had indicated at the end of 
the Ethics]. &amep yap év Tots 
&AAois TO ocuvOeToy pméxplt TeV 
aouvbeTwy avaykn Stawpely (Ta’Ta 
yap €AdxioTa pdpia TOU TavTds), 

VoL. I, 

otTw Kal mwoAw é& ay avyKerTaL 
okorourTes OWoueba Kal wep) TOUTwY 
MadAov, TL TE Siapepovow aAAHAwY 
kal ef TL TexviKdy evdéxerat AaBetv 

mepl exaotoy Tay pnbevtwy. Cf.c. 
3 init. 

PEP Ob. Vee. 
SV iiide- C22, C. 3, Cr 12 anit. 

Aristotle describes, inc.2, the rela- 
tions of man and wife, slave and 
freeman, as the two fundamental 
ones. He begins with the dis- 
cussion of the latter, c. 3 sqq., 
and connects with it that of the 

Sie 
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The relation of husband and wife Aristotle treats as 

an essentially moral one. A natural instinct forms, indeed, 

its basis, but the union must assume the higher forms 

of friendship, good will, and mutual service.’ The reason 

of this is that the moral capacities of each are partly 

similar and partly different, and that therefore a free rela- 

tion between them is not only possible, but is demanded 

by the need of both to find their complement. They 

stand, in one sense, upon equal terms. The wife as 

well as the husband has a will of her own and a virtue 

proper to herself. She, too, must be treated as a free 

person. Where the women are slaves, this is a proof to 

Aristotle that the men also are siaves by nature, since 

a free man can unite himself only with a free woman.? 

On the other hand, it is also true that the moral 

capacities of the woman differ in kind and in degree 
from those of the man: her will is weak (ax«vpos), her 

virtue less perfect and self-sufficient, her vocation, as a 

whole, is not independent production but quiet retire- 

ment and domesticity. The true relation, accordingly, 

different kinds of property— natural to us,i.e. to discuss the 
reserving the two remaining family before slavery and pro- 
relations, ec. 13, 1260, b, 8, for perty. 
subsequent treatment, on the 1 Polit. i. 2 init.; Hth. viii. 
ground that the education of 14, 1162,a, 16sqq.; cf.@c.i.3 sq. 
women and children and all * Polit. i. 2, 1252, a, 1 sqq. c. 
household arrangements must 13, 1260, a, 12 sqq.; £th. ibid. 
depend upon the character and 3 Polit. i. 5, 1254, b, 13, c. 13, 
aim of the State. Thediscussion 1260, a, 12, 20 sqq. iii. 4, 1277, 
of these, however, is not resumed b, 20 syq.; @c.i. 3, ad fin.; cf. 
in the Politics as we have it, Hist. An. ix. 1, where differences 
what is said in lib. vii. and viii. of character and disposition are 
on education being without special discussed in so far as they pro- 
reference to family life. Forthe ceed from diference of sex. See 
purpose of exposition, it is best esp. 608, a, 35: 7a OfAca wadake- 
to take the order which is more tepa kal kakouvpyétepa kal HTTov 
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of woman to man can only exist where the man, as the 

superior, bears rule, while the woman is treated as a tree 

partner in the household, and as such is not only 

protected from every kind of injustice, but also has her 

own proper sphere, with which the man does not 

interfere. It is an association of free members with 

unequal rights—in other words, it is, as Aristotle 

frequently describes it, an aristocracy." 

Less free is the relation between Parent and Child, 

in discussing which, however, Aristotle confines himself 

characteristically enough almost solely to the relation 

between father and son.? In spite of the advanced 

views just quoted, mother and daughter have no 

further attention paid to them. As Aristotle had 

compared the married relation to an aristocracy, he 

compares that of father and son to a monarchy. The 

child has, strictly speaking, no rights as against his 

GmrAvd Kal mpomeréeotepa Kal mepl THY 
TOV TEKYOY TPOPHY PpoOvTLOTLKOT Epa, 
Ta 8 Eppeva evaytiws OuuwdéoTepa, 
kal aypidtepa Kal amaovorepa Kal 
ATTov eémiBovAa ... yuvy avdpds 
éAenuovéotepoy Kal apidaxpu wardror, 
ere 5& POovepwrepoy Kal meuiuorpd- 
Tepov, kai pidoAoldopoy waddAoy Kal 
TANKTIKOTEpOY, EaTL OE Kal dvaOuWoV 
uarddov 7d OAV Tov &ppevos Kal 
SvceAm, Kal ayaidéoTepoy kal 
Wevdéorepov, evamarnrdtepoy Se Kal 
ULVNMOVIKwTEpOY, ETL SE GypuTVdTEpor 
Kal dxvnpdtepoy Kal bAws akiwyTd- 
tepov Tv OAV TOU appevos, Kal 
tpopjs eddtTovds éativ. BonOn- 
TiKoTEpov S&, Gowep eAEXON, Kal 
Gydperotepoy TO &ppev Tov OHAEds 
éotw. We may contrast the 
careful observation upon which 
this comparison is based with 

the levity with which Plato (Rep. 
v, 452 H sqq.; ¢f. Ph. d.Gr. i. p. 
775) denies that there is any in- 
herent difference between the 
sexes beyond that of their natural 
functions. 

HbR AV, Vili.) 12,1160, by. 32 
saq. 6:13, 116, ay 22); CE.v..10, 
1134, b, 15; Hud. vii. 9, 1241, b, 
29; Polit. i. 13, 1260, a, 9; Ge. 
i. 4, where details and practical 
directions are given upon this 
head. Cf. further, p. 222 sq. infra. 

2 Such passages as Hth. viii. 
14, 1161, b, 26, ix. 7, 1168, a, 24, 
can hardly be regarded as rele- 
vant. 

8 Hith. NV. ‘viii. 12, 1160, b, 26, 
c. 13 init. (Hud. vii. 9, 1241, b, 
28.) 
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father, being still only a part of his parent,’ but the 

father has a duty to his child—the duty, namely, of 

providing for its highest interests.2. The reason of this 

is that the child has a will and a virtue of its own, 
although both are imperfect. They are both perfect in 

his father, and we may therefore describe the right 

relation between father and son as one in which the 

former imparts his more perfect virtue to the latter, 

while the son by his obedience appropriates the virtue 

of his father.* 

The position, lastly, of the Slave is one of complete 

dependence. To the institution of slavery Aristotle 

has devoted special attention, partly with the view ot 

investigating its necessity and justice, and partly of 

laying down the proper method of treating slaves. 

That slavery is, in the first place, a necessity, follows, 

according to Aristotle, from the very nature of the 

household, whose requirements demand not only lifeless 
but also living and rational utensils. But utensils are 

the property of him who uses them. Hence to com- 

plete the accommodations of the household, human 

: Tbid. vy. 10, 1134, b, 85 ef. 
vili. 16, 1163, b, 18. 

2 Polit. iii. 6, 1278, b, 37. 
S Polit. i. 13, 1260, a, 12, 31; 

cf. iii. 5, 1278, a, 4. A complete 
discussion of the family would 
include that of the fraternal 
bond, but upon this Aristotle 
does not enter in the Politics; 
only in the Hthics does he touch 
upon the relation existing be- 
tween brothers, in treating of 
friendship. He remarks that 
brotherly love rests partly upon 
common parentage, which of itself 

constitutes a bond of union, and 
partly upon community of life 
and education; and that friendship 
between brothers resembles that 
between those of the same age, 
&c. He compares their relation- 
ship to a timocracy in so far as 
the parties in it are naturally 
upon an equality, and difference 
in age is the only ground of 
superiority ; and ends by tracing 
the bond of connection between 
more distant relatives in a similar 
analysis; viii. 12-14, 1161, a, 3, 25, 
b, 30 sqq. 1162, a, 9 sqq. 
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beings are required who shall be the property of their 

master !—in other words, slaves.2. That, in the second 

place, slavery is just, that it rests not upen legal enact- 

ments merely, as some even then affirmed,* but also upon 

the laws of nature, Aristotle tries to prove from the 

difference in the natural condition of men. Those who 
are by nature fitted only for physical employments justly 

come under the power of those who are capable of 

intellectual activity, since these are their superiors, just 

as the gods are the superiors of men or men of the 
beasts, and since generally the intellect must rule the 

body.‘ Aristotle even goes the length of affirming that 
nature has willed a physical distinction between them, 

and that it is only a lusus natwree when the soul of a 

freeman finds its way into the body of a slave.o And 

since this in general is actually the relation of Bar- 

barians to Greeks, the former are held to be the 

natural slaves of the latter.° Aristotle therefore regards 

would refuse them  uncondi- 
tional submission. The remark 

Y Polit.1.4; Gic.1. 5 init. 
2 A slave being (Polit. i. 4 

fin.) ds vy KTjpa 7 &vOpwros dv 
(kTja 5€ Upyavoy mpaxtikdy [see 
ibid. 1254, a, 1 sqq.] Kal xwpic- 
Tov), a pvaoer SovdAos is 6 wy abTod 
pioet GAN’ BAAov, avOpwmos de. 

Palit. i. 3, 1253, b, 18 saq. 
@. 1G, 12565;.a, 7; cf. Ph. d. Gr. 
i. 1007, 2, 4th edit.; ONCKEN, 
Staatsl. d. Arist. li. 32 sq. 

4 Thid. c. 5, 1254, b, 16, 34, 
vii. 3, 1325, a, 28. Plato had 
already expressed this idea; cf. 
Ph. d. Gr. i. 755, 2. 

5 Polit. i. 5, 1254, b, 27, where 
he adds: if one portion of the 
human race were physically as 
superior to the rest as the gods 
are represented to be, no one 

is characteristic of a Greek. As 
in his view the spiritual character 
naturally and necessarily ex- 
presses itself in a harmonious 
external form, he finds in the 
acknowledged beauty of his own 
race a direct proof of its absolute 
superiority to barbarian peoples. 
How much more from this point 
of view would the slavery of 
black and coloured races have 
seemed to him to be justified. 

© Polit. 4.2, 1252, b, 5, ¢: 6, 
1255, a, 28; ef. vii. 7. Aristotle 
certainly admits exceptions to 
this assertion; Nature, he re- 
marks, i. 6, 1255, b, 1, intends, 
indeed, that just as man springs 
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not only slavery itself as justifiable, but also war tor 

the acquisition of slaves,’ provided only the slavery be 

strictly limited to those who are by nature destined to 

it. It is unjust only when it is inflicted on those 
whom nature has destined to rule. The practice, 

accordingly, of treating prisoners of war indiscriminately 

as slaves, is condemned by Aristotle on the ground that 

captivity may overtake even the best and those who 

have been unjustly attacked.? The nature of the rela- 

tion of master and slave must of course be ruled by 

these principles. A wife has a weak will and a boy 

an imperfect one, but a slave has none at all. His 

will resides in his master; obedience and usefulness in 

service are the only virtues which he is capable of 

exercising.* That the slave, being a man, must also 

possess a virtue proper to him as man is, indeed, 
admitted by Aristotle, but he immediately adds that 

the slave can only possess a minimum of this virtue. 

Similarly he recommends a mild and humane treatment 

of slaves. He makes it the duty of the master to 

from man, and beast from beast, 
so the good should spring from 
the good, but she does not always 
succeed in this. He continues: 
Ort pey ovv Exe Twa Adyov 7 
aupisByrnots [the doubt about 
the lawfulness of slavery] kal 
ov eioly of wey pdoet SovAQXL of 8 
éAebOepor S7jAov. This can only 
mean that all slaves or freemen 
are not so by nature, for he 
immediately adds: kal dri é€v Tic 
Sidpiotat Td ToLovTOY, Gy TUUpEpeL 
Te pev To Sovdevew TH SE Td 
deomd (ew Kal Sikaoy. There must 
thus nevertheless be tribes born 

to be slaves, as is presupposed 
c. 2, ibid., and must be assumed 
if war for the capture of slaves 
is to be justified. THUROT, 
Etudes s. Arist. 10, proposes in- 
stead of ‘ovK eicly of per, * ovk 
eioly ei uy, which, however, would 
yield the awkward meaning that 
all slaves are so by nature. 

1 Polit. i. 8, 1256, b. 23 sqq. 
2 Thid. c. 6, 1255, a, 21 sqq. 
3 Polit.i. 18, 1259, a, 21 sqq. 

1260, a, 12-24, 33; Poet. 165, 
1454, a, 20, 

* Polit. ibid, 
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educate them in the virtue that is possible to them;! 

he commends the practice of promisiug them freedom 

as the reward of good conduct.” And yet he holds that 

the power of the master as a whole is despotic, and that 

love on his part towards a slave is as impossible as love 

of the gods towards man.* That Aristotle holds this 

to be true of the slave gua slave and not qua man,‘ we 

can only regard as an inconsistency which does him 

honour. Greek morals and Greek ways of thought 

were too powerful within him to permit him to draw 

the more logical inference’ that man gua man cannot 

be a slave. 

To the investigation of slavery, Aristotle appends 

more general discussions upon property and modes of 

female. 147, c. 13, 1260, b, 3: 
gavepoy toivuy Ott THs ToLla’TNs 
apeTns alriov eivat Set T@ SovVA® TY 
deomdtny . . 81d Aeyovow ov KarAws 
of Adyou Tovs SovAovs amooTEpovyTeEs 
kal gdoKovtes emitdter xpjoba 
povov* vovdetntéov yap pmaddAov 
Tovs dSovAovs 4) Tovs maidas. On 
the treatment of slaves see 
further in Gc. i. 5. 

2 Polit. vii. 10 fin., upon which 
HILDENBRAND. Rechts-u. Staats- 
phil. i. 400, pertinently remarks 
that this is inconsistent with 
Aristotle’s principles: for he 
whom nature condemns_ to 
slavery ought not to be set free ; 
he whom nature has not so con- 
demned ought not to be held in 
slavery. 

® Hith. vill. 12, 1160, b, 29, c. 
PaperGOrn, 30 sqq:; cf. vill. 9 
(see i. 3.8, n. 1, supra). 

.* Kth. viti. 13 jin. 
5 As RITTER (iii. 361) showed 

it to be, and as it continues to be, 

in spite of FECHNER’s objection 
(Gerechtigheitsbegr. d. Arist. p. 
119) that according to Aristotle 
there are differences even within 
the sphere of human reason. 
Aristotle certainly assumes such 
differences and even asserts, as 
we have just seen, that they go 
so deep as to render a portion of 
mankind incapable of freedom. 
But the real question is whether 
this assertion still holds true if we 
are at the same time compelled 
to admit that even one who 
belongs to this portion of man- 
kind is duvamevos Kowwvjoat vowov 
Kal ovvOqKns, Kal piAdtas 8), Kad’ 
dcov &vOpwmros, and that there isa 
Sikaov mavtl avOpémw mpds TavTa. 
To a thing. a possession, no 
rights can belong. To a man 
who has no will and either no 
virtue at all or only that of a 
slave friendship, on Aristotle’s 
principles, is impossible. 
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acquisition’ somewhat loosely, with the remark that 

slaves being a part of a man’s property, the subject of 

property here finds a natural place. He distinguishes 

two kinds of production: ‘ natural,’ and ‘ artificial.’* The 

former embraces all those modes of activity by which 

the necessities of life are obtained—the rearing of 

cattle, hunting, agriculture, &c.* From the barter of 

the products of these arises, in the first place, exchange, 

which is likewise regarded as a natural mode of pro- 

duction, since it immediately serves the satisfaction of 

natural wants.® 

1 Polit. i. 8-11, cf. Ge. i. 6. 
* See Polit.i.8. Siaves had 

been previously described (c. 4 
init.) as a part of xrTjo1s, and 
KTNTIKH as a part of oikovoula: 
nevertheless one cannot accept 
TEICHMULLER’Sstatement (p. 338 
of the treatise cited 137, n. 2, sup.) 
ihat this section is here quite in 
place. Forin c.3 only the three 
relations of master and slave, 
husband and wife, father and 
children were adduced as the 
proper subjects of economics, 
and in 1253, b, 12, the theory of 
property is only touched upon in 
a few words: @or: 65€ Tt pmépos 
[? now also rejected by SUSE- 
MIHL] 6 Soke? tots wey elvar 
oikovouia, Tots 5€ wéyiorov mépos 
avuTHs, Viz. xpnuatiorixh, which is 
thus here regarded as merely 
supplementary to the study of 
economics. TEICHMULLER sug- 
gests that the remark in the 
text upon the way in which 
the theory of production is con- 
nected with the discussion of 
slavery, only betrays a confu- 
sion with regard to the meaning 
of external goods in Aristotle: 

But the introduction, for the sake of 

but his ingenuity has here dis- 
covered aconnection which is not 
to be found in Aristotle, and has 
no existence but in the commen- 
tator’s own mind. 

3 ¢. 8 fin.: 8tt wev Tolvuy eo 
TIS KTNTIKH KaTa vow Tots 
oikovouols Kal Tots woATiKoTs, Kal 81’ 
hy aitiav, 5jAov. c.9 init.: €or 
dé yévos AAO KTHTIK|S, Hy udAwTa 
KaAovct kal Sikatov avTd Kade 
xenuatiotiKny .... €oT. 8 7H pev 
gice: 7 8° ov hice: av’Tav, GAAG 
5° eurepias tiwds Kal tTéxvns vyiv- 
ETAL “MaAAOv. 

4 After enumerating the vari- 
ous kinds of natural production, 
and among them, strangely 
enough (1256, a, 36, b, 5), Anoreia, 
which isneither natural toa moral 
being nor a productive activity 
at all, he says of them (1256, b, 
26): €y wey ody eidos KTnTIKIs 
KaTa vow THS OiKOVOMLKHS mEpos 
eotly .... av [a ‘constructio ad 
sensum, referring to the different 
activities comprehended under 
this class] éorl @jcavpiouds xpnu- 
dtwy mpos (why avarykalwy Kal xpno- 
iuwy eis Kowwviay moAews 7 oixias. 

5c. 9, 1257, a, 28, after the 
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commerce, of money as the universal standard of value! 

was followed by the development of artificial produc- 

tion, which has in view, not the requirements of life, but 

the possession of money.? Only the former of these 

kinds of production is an indispensable part of domestic 

economy. It has to do with real wealth, which may 

be defined as the stock of household necessaries, and for 

this reason it is strictly limited by household needs.‘ 

Money-getting, on the other hand, is wholly unlimited, 

herein showing itself to be naturally bad and opposed 

to the true art of life, inasmuch as it serves, not to 

purify and exalt it, but only to provide the means of 

material existence and enjoyment.’ Production as a 

whole is, accordingly, held by Aristotle in small esteem, 

and the more so, the more exclusively it is occupied 

with mere money-making business, since of all unnatural 

modes of production he believes money-lending to be 

the most unnatural of all.6 He confines himself, ac- 

cordingly, in what remains of this discussion, to a divi- 

account of barter: 7 wev oby Ta- 
\ Bl > lal > \ 

yap opyavoy ameipoy ovdeutas eorl 
QvUTN METABANTIKH OVTE Tapa put 

/ >» 

TEXVNS OVTE TWANBEL OTE meyEbEL, 6 
ove xpnuatioTiKis eoTly elbos ovdeEv" 
eis GvamAnpwol yap THS Kata pvalv 
avTapkelas jv. 

1 See p. 173, supra. 
2 ¢. 9, 1257, a, 30 sqq. 
3c. 9 fin.: mepl wey ody THs TE 

My avayKalas xXpnuatioTiKnS .. . 
elpntat* Kal mepl THs davayxalas, 
Ott Erépa mev avTHS olkovoutKh de 
KaTa pow h wepl THY TpopHy. 

4 ¢. 8, 1256, b, 30 (following 
the passage cited p. 220,n.4, sup.): 
Kal €oukey Oy’ GAnOivds TAOUTOS EK 
ToUTwY elval. 1 yap THS ToLavTHS 
KTHTEWS aVTapKELA Tpds ayabhy 
Cwhv odie dreds eoTw. . . . ovdev 

de mAovTOS Opydvav TAHOds 2oTw 
OiKOVOMLK@Y Kal TOAITLKOY. 

5c. 9, 1257, b. 28-1258, a, 
14. 

Sen 10; 1258, -a,.40 2 ris bt 
meTaBAnTIKHs Peyouevns dikaiws (ov 
yap kata piow GAN am &dAAhAwy 
€oTtly), evAoy@TaTa wmioeira 7 
OBoAooTaTIKh S14 TO am’ abTov TOU 
vouiouaros eivat Thy KTHOW Kal 
oun ep Omep eropic@n [not from 
the proper use of gold]. mera- 
BoAjs yap éyevero yxdpiv, 6 Be 
TOKOS avTL mole? TA€OY , . . ate 
kal pdAiora mapa pow ovTos TaY 
XPNMATLoMeY eoTiy, 
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sion of it into its various kinds,’ and to a few remarks 

upon the art of obtaining a monopoly of a commodity.? 

He places, however, a different estimate upon the 

scientific treatment of these matters and upon the con- 

duct of them in actual practice. Sharing as he does 

to the fullest extent the Greek contempt for manual 

labour,‘ he naturally assigns to the latter a lower place 
in proportion as it makes less claim upon the moral 

and intellectual qualities, consists more exclusively of 

physical occupations, and stamps the body more deeply 

with the marks of toil.° 

Plato had demanded in his Republic that the family 

and household should be absorbed in the State. A 

community of wives, children, and goods had appeared 

to him to be the arrangement which was most desirable 
and alone suited to the perfect State. Aristotle rejects 
this view.® Plato desired that all things should be held 

' He enumerates in c. 11 
three kinds of xpnmatiotiky: 
(1) agriculture, cattle-rearing, 
&C.—OiKELoTaTN XPNMATLOTLKT ; 

(2) peraBAntixn, with its three 

branches, eumopia,  ToKIoMOS, 
pucOapvia, the last of which 
includes all mechanical indus- 
tries; (3) occupying an _ inter- 
mediate position — dAoTouia, 
metadAoupyia, Kc. 

2 He desires that a collection 
of these and similar artifices 
should be made (1259, a, 3), 
such as is actually attempted 
afterwards in the second book of 
the Economics. He adduces him- 
self only two examples. Asa 
rule, he refers to earlier writers 
upon husbandry, &c. (1258, b, 
59). He will not himself linger 

over such subjects, as it is 
xpHomwoy wey mpos Tas epyacias, 
poptikoy be Td evdiaTpiBev. 

3c. 11 init: mavra 8€ 7a 
TolavTa Thy wev Oewpiay eAevPepov 
éxel, THY 8° eumeiplay avayKalay. 

* Further proofs of this will 
meet us in the section upon the 
constitution of the State. 

> Tbhid. 1258, b,35: iat 5& rex- 
ViK@TATaL Mey TOV epyaci@y brov 
eAdxiorov THs TUXNS. Bavavodtarat 
3 év ais Ta chara AwBavta wa- 
Avota, SovAikétata: 5& Gmov Tov 
géuaTos TAEloTaL xXphoes, ayev- 
réeotatat d€ brov €AdxioToyv mpocdet 
apetns. With the definition of 
To Beévavooy cf. c 5, 1254, b, 24 
sqq. PuaTo, ep. vi. 495 D 
(Ph. d. Gr. i. 754, 8). 

6 He expresses his views on 
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in common in order that the State might be the most 

perfect unity possible. But a State is not merely a 
unity; it is a whole composed of many and various 

parts. If perfect unity without multiplicity were the 

highest, then must the State shrink into the Household, 

and the Household into the Individual.! But even if we 

granted that unity is the best thing for a State, yet the 

arrangements which Plato proposes would not, he thinks, 

be the proper means for its attainment. Not to speak of 

the difficulties which such proposals would involve in 

their application,? Plato had said* that the unity of the 

State will be the most complete when all call the same 

thing mine and thine. But this assertion, as Aristotle 

acutely remarks, is ambiguous.. If all could treat the 

same things as their own private property, unity might 

perhaps be thus promoted. That however, is not pos- 

sible, If, on the other hand, children and goods are 

to be the common property of all, the desired result will 

not follow.* On the contrary, with the exclusiveness of 

these relationships, all their worth and all that gives 

them real significance would be destroyed: one who had 

the thousandth part of.a claim upon each of a thousand 

sons, and was not even quite sure of that, would not 

this subject, not in the first book, 
which treats of the family, but 
in the second, which treats of 
earlier ideal States. This dis- 
cussion is, however, mentioned 
here out of its order for conveni- 
ence of exposition. 

» Polit. ii. 2, 1261, a, 9 sqq. 
(cf. c. 5, 1263, b, 29 sqq.) where, 
inter alia, he says : kairo. pavepoy 
ETT WS Tpolovca Kal yi:wouevn pla 
MGAAoy ovde wdAIs EcTar* TAHOos 

yap Ti Thy dvow éorly  WOALS ... 
ov wdvoy 8° ex mrAcibywy dvOpdmwv 
éotly 7 méALs, GAAG Kal €& efder Si0- 
pepdvTuy * ov yap yiverat wéAus ef 
éuotwv. This is the basis, more- 
over, of the self-sufficiency of the 
State ; ¢bid. b, 10 sqq. 

* For a fuller discussion of 
which, see c. 3 sq. 1262, a, 14_40, 
b, 24 sqq. 

3 Rep. v. 462 ©. 
2 €..3, 1261, b, 16-32: 
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feel as a father towards any one.' The same is true of 

property. Here, also, so far from leading to unity, 

community of possession would be an inexhaustible 
source of strife.2 What is required is the just distribu- 
tion of property and the voluntary surrender of it to a 

common use. Community of goods, on the other 

hand, along with the desire of private possession, 

destroys also the joy of benevolence and generosity ; 
and just as community of women annihilates the virtue 

of temperance in the relations of the sexes, so community 

of goods renders impossible that virtue * which consists in 

the right attitude towards property.’ In this opposition 

to the Platonic socialism we shall not only recognise 

Aristotle’s practical sense, his clear insight into the laws 

and conditions of actual life, his aversion to all ethical 

onesidedness and his deep knowledge of human nature 

and of social life, but we shall not fail to observe that 

here, as in Plato, the political views are closely connected 

with the principles of the metaphysical system. Plato 

had demanded the abolition of all private possession 
and the suppression of all individual interests, because 

it is only in the Idea or Universal that he acknowledges 

any title to true reality. Aristotle refuses to follow 

him here. To him the Individual is the primary reality, 

1 Thid. 1261, b, 32 sqq. c. 4, 
1262, a, 40 sqq. 

2 ¢. 5, 1262, b, 37-1263, a, 27. 
3 Thid. 1263, a, 21-40, where 

fin.: pavepov totvuy rt BeATiov 
civat wey id as Tas KTHoELS TH BE 
xphoe: moeiv kowds. This is re- 
peated vii. 10, 1329, b, 41. 

! 7.¢., €devbepidrys, as to which, 
see supra. 

> Thid. 1263, a. 40-b,14. The 

reproach with regard to ow¢po- 
cvvn is certainly unjust, for ac- 
cording to Plato, each has to 
refrain from all women who are 
not assigned to him by the 
government. The Platonic com- 
munity of women is certainly not 
meant to be licence of desire (see 
the further discussion of this in 
ZELLER’S Vortr. u. Abh. i. 76). 

5 See Ph, d. Gr. i. p. 780. 
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and has the first claim to recognition.” In his meta- 

physics individual things are regarded, not as the mere 

shadows of the idea, but as independent realities ; 

universal conceptions not as independent substances, 

but as the expression for the common peculiarity of a 

number of individuals. Similarly in his moral philo- 

sophy he transfers the ultimate end of human action and 

social institutions from the State to the individual, and 

looks for its attainment in his free self-development. 

The highest aim of the State consists in the happiness 

of its citizens. The good of the whole rests upon the 

good of the individuals who compose it.' In like 

manner must the action by which it is to be attained 

proceed from the individual of his own free will. It is 

only from within through culture and education, and 

not by compulsory institutions, that- the unity of the 

State can be secured.? In 

1 Plato had met the objection 
(Rep. iv. 420 B sqq.) that he had 
failed to make his ‘ guardians’ 
happy, with the remark that the 
question is of the happiness, not 
of a part, but of the whole; 
Aristotle replies (Polit. ii. 5, 
1264, b, 17): addvarov Se evdaimo- 
yeiv bANY, wh TOV TAcLTTwY 7} UH [We 
should omit this uw, or read ei un 
instead of 4 mh] mavtTwy pepay 7 
twav exdvTwy Thy evdamoriay. 
(Similarly, vii. 9, 1329, a, 23. ed- 

daluova, 5€ wdAw ovK Eis pépos TL 
Barévavras Sel Aéyew abTHs, GAN 
eis mavras Tovs moAitas.| ov yap 
TOV aUTaY Td cvdamovElyY wYTEp TH 
&ptiov TovTo yap evdexeTat TH 
bAw imdpxew Tay 5 pepay unde- 

Tépw, TO Se evVdowovety advvaToy. 
Tn these remarks we have only 

VOL, Il. 

politics as in metaphysics 

the other side of the truth; nor is 
it any solution of the difficulty 
here raised to represent the life 
of the guardians, as Plato himself 
does in a subsequent passage 
(Rep. v. 465 E), as the happiest. 
Plato iu principle denies what 
Aristotle asserts, viz. that the 
happiness of the individuals as 
such must be the test and crite- 
terion of all political institutions; 
and for that very reason he in the 
same passage demands that the 
individuals should seek their 
highest happiness in unselfish de- 
votion. 

2 Polit. ii. 6, 1263,°b,.36: the 
true nature cf the State must not 
be sacrificed to an exaggerated 
conception of unity (see p. 223, n. 
1, swp.); GAAG Set rAHOs dv... Sid 

“a 
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the central point with Plato is the Universal, with 

Aristotle the Individual. The former demands that 

the whole should realise its ends without regard to the 

interests of individuals: the latter that it be reared 

upon the satisfaction of all individual interests that 

have a true title to be regarded. 

These remarks form a natural introduction to the 

discussion of the various forms of political constitution. 

To this, after criticising earlier political sketches and 
theories,! Aristotle applies himself in the third book of 

the Politics. The link which we should look for between 

the family and the State, viz. the conception of ‘ Society,’ 

was not yet an object of inquiry. A science of Sociology 

belongs to modern, indeed to quite recent times. Even 

the idea of ‘the community,’ to which there then existed 

nearer analogies, is not a special subject of discussion. 
To Aristotle as a Greek the State is coincident with the 

City ; the community, therefore, so far as it is different 

from the State, can only be the Village; this, however, 

is a merely transitional form which is lost in the City 

or Nation so soon as a comprehensive social union takes 

Thy wadelay kownv Kal ulay mroveiv 
[se Thy wéAw]* Kal rv ye MEAAOVTA 
matdelay eicayev, Kal voulCovta dia 
TavTns écecOa Thy WAL oToVdalay, 
&romoyv Tots TowovTos [community 
of women and goods] oftec@a 
diopbodv, GAAG wh Tots Ebect Kal TH 
irocodia kal Tots vouots. 

1 One cannot here enter into 
the details of this criticism as 
they are to be found in the second 
book of the Politics. After a 
lively polemic (c. 1-5) against 
the community of women, chil- 
dren, and goods, and other pro- 

posals of the Republic, Aristotle 
proceeds to discuss (c. 6) PLATO’s 
Laws [on these and other asser- 
tions with regard to Plato’s 
political philosophy see ZELLER, 
Platon. Stud. 288 sqq. 203-207] ; 
the proposals of Phaleas and 
Hippodamus (c. 7 sq.); the Spar- 
tan (c. 9), the Cretan (c. 10), 
and the Carthaginian (c. 11) 
constitutions; and, finally (c. 12: 
see, however, Ph. d. Gr. i. 676), 
the laws of Solon, Zaleucus, 
Charondas, and other ancient 
legislators. 
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the place of mere local association limited to the needs 

of trade.' 

But the particular institutions by means of which 

this social union has to realise its end, and the forms 

which it must take, will depend essentially upon the 

character of the individuals whom it includes. It 1s 

with these, therefore, that Aristotle next deals. 

3. The State and the Citizens 

The State is the composite whole, and the con- 

stituent parts of it—the subjects whose relations to one 
another are determined by the character of the con- 

stitution—are the citizens.2, What, then, constitutes a 

citizen or citizenship? One can live in a city without 

being a citizen of it. Foreigners may even be admitted 

to its courts of law. On the other hand, it is not neces- 

sary that the citizen should be born of citizen parents, for 

in that case neither the first founders of a State nor those 

who at any time have the franchise conferred on them 

would be citizens. A citizen in the proper sense of the 

word is one who is entitled to take part in the govern- 

ment of the State and in the administration of justice. A 

State is an aggregate of such persons, which must be suffi- 

cient of itself to satisfy all the demands of their common 

life.* It is true that as the essence of a thing consists 

1 See p. 208, n. 1, supra. 3 Polit. iii. 1 sq. 1275, a, 7 sqq. 
2 Polit. iii. 1, 1274, b, 36 sqq.: b, 21 sqq. 

the moditefa is Tov Thy mwoAW ~ no, c. 1, T2Ts,/ae 22: 
oikovyTwy Taéis Tis; the mwdAis, on mToAirns 8 awA@s oddéy TaY GAAwY 
the other hand, is a composite opierat maddAov 7) TH pmeréxeny 
whole consisting of many parts— kpicews kal apxjs (similarly, c. 13, 
TOALT@Y TL TATOOS. 1283, b, 42). After some further 

*o2 
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in general not in its matter but in its form, the essence 

of the State must be sought for in its form or con- 

stitution. A State remains the same so long as its 

constitution remains unaltered, even although the indi- 

viduals who are the People should change; on the 

other hand, the State changes when its constitution is 

changed, even although the citizens remain the same.! 

Yet it is equally true that the constitution has to adapt 

itself to the character and condition of the men for 

whom it is designed. The members of the State are 

not equal to one another in every respect, but neither 

are they unequal in every respect. Now all constitu- 
tional Jaw is concerned with the distribution of political 

rights and benefits. An equal distribution is just only 

on condition that the persons amongst whom they are 
distributed are themselves equal to one another. 

explanations, in the course of 
which it is pointed out that under 
apxy we must include the busi- 
ness of the popular assembly, Ari- 
stotle concludes, ibid. b, 18: & yap 
efougla Kowwwveiy apx7s Bovdeurikis 
} Kpitikgns, mwoAitny Hin A€youev 
elvat tavtns THs méAews, woAW BE 
To TGV TOLOUTwY TATOOS ikavdy mpds 
auTdpKeay (wis. With the last 
clause, cf. p. 208, nn. 1 and 2 

' c. 3, 1276, a, 34: How long 

may the wéAis be said to be one 
andthe same? So long, it might 
be answered, as it is inhabited by 
the same race. But this is 
wrong: efmep yap éoT Kowwvia 
TIS 7] Woadis, Este SE Kowwvla 
TOA LTWY, TOALT elas yeyvouerns 

ETEpAS ha elder Kal Siapepovons Tis 
moAutelas avarykaiov elva ddgevev a ay 
kal thy mwédAw elvat uh Thy av’Thy 

. MGAioTa AexTéov Thy avThy 

If, on 

wéAw eis Thy woAtTelay BAérovTas 
dvoua S€ Kadreivy ETEepovy } TavToOV 
efeott Kal Tay avTa@y KaToiKo\vTwY 
avThy Kal mdumay érépwy avOpdérwyr. 
By .modirela, however, we must 
here understand, not merely the 
constitution in the narrower 
sense, but the whole social 
organisation. 

* Cf. on the one hand p. 223, 
n. 1, and on the other Pol, iv. 11, 
1295, b, 25: BovAera 5é ye 7 
moAus e& towv eivat kal duolwy bre 
udAiora, for only between such 
is giAla and kowwvia moditiKh 
possible. Cf. vii. 8, 1328, a, 35. 
The citizens, as we shall find, 
will be equal in freedom, in 
common political rights and to a 
certain degree also in common 
social virtue; they will be unlike 
in property, avocation, descent, 
and individual capacity. 
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tie other hand, the persons are unequal, justice requires 

an unequal distribution. In order, therefore, rightly to 

judge of the character of State institutions, we must 

know wherein consists this equality and inequality with 

which the State has to deal.' 

Of essential importance in this regard are, first of 

all, the occupations and manner of life of the citizens.’ 

Parallel to the distinction which we noted in the House- 

hold between freemen and slaves, we have among citizens 

themselves those who are exempt from menial labour, 

and those who have to devote themselves to it. One 

who performs menial offices for an individual is a slave: 

one who does so for the community is a day-labourer 

(Ons) or artisan (Bavavoos)* The importance of this 

distinction appears from the statement’ that the rights 

of citizenship belong to. persons of this class only in 

imperfect States, but not in the best. The object of the 

latter is the happiness of the entire people; and so, as 

happiness is only attainable through virtue, no one who 

is incapable of true virtue can be a citizen in a State 

of which virtue is at once the basis and the. end. 

1 Polit. iii. 9 init.: Both eivat pac. mTolwv 8 iadrns earth 
oligarchy and democracy rest 
upon right : but neither upon per- 
fect right. ofoy doxet toov 7d Sixatoy 
clvat, Kal oti, GAA’ ov TaTLY GAAG 
Tois igo, Kol Td a&vicov Soret 
Sixasoy eivar’ Kal ydp eotiv, GAN 
ov Tagw GAAG Tots avioos. Cc. 12, 
1282, b, 16: €o7re. 8€ moditixdy 
ayabby To Sikaoyv, TovTo 8 éatl Td 
kowh cuudépov, Soket de waotv toov 
Tt Td Sikatoy eivat, as is explained 
in the ethical discussions (see p. 
171, supra). tl yap Kal riot 7d 
Sikawv, Kal Sety trois too tcov 

Kal Toiwy avicdTns, Set uy AavOdve * 
exer yap TovT’ aamopiay kal cido- 
copiay mwoAitikjv. Cc. 13, 1283, a, 
26 sqq. 

4Folit. iii, Db; Vil..9: 
3 iii, 5, 1278, a, 11. 
4 iD, 1278, a, 15 sqq. vite 9, 

1328, b, 27 sqq. 1229, a, 19 sqq. 
On this conception, which will 
often meet us again, especially in 
treating of the best State, see 
further viii. 2, 1337, b, 8 sqq. c. 
4° 14358; b, 33, c;_ 5, 1339, b; 9, ¢: 
6, 1340, b, 40, 1341, a, 5, b, 14. 
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Birth and property are two further important points 

for consideration. While freemen as such are all 
equal, the nobly born claim to have inherited higher 
ability and rank from their ancestors; the rich, on the 

other hand, demand a greater share in the government, 

on the ground that the greater part of the national 

property is in their hands, and that propertied men in 

all matters of business are more reliable than un- 

propertied. Aristotle does not, indeed, admit these 

claims unconditionally, but he does not regard them as 

wholly unjustified, for although political privileges 

cannot be claimed on the ground of each and every 

superiority, but only of such as are of political im- 

portance, yet it cannot be denied that the advantages 

in question are ‘ political.’ ' Thus while in speaking of 

property distinctions he rejects the oligarchical demand 

for a plutocracy with the pertinent observation that it 

would be justifiable only on the supposition that the 

State is nothing but a mercantile company,” yet he can- 

not conceal from himself that distinctions of wealth are 

of the highest significance for the State. Riches and 
poverty both involve many kinds of moral evil: the 

rich commit outrage through arrogance, the poor 

through dishonesty ; the former know neither how to 

obey nor how to rule over freemen, the latter neither 

how to rule nor how to obey as freemen; and where a 

State has fallen asunder into rich and poor, it has lost 

the inner bond of its communal life, in the equality, 

unanimity, and social sympathy of the citizens. The 

well-to-do middle class, being the mean, is the best: it 

! iii, 12 sq. 1282, b, 21-1283, a, 37. 2 ili. 9, 1280, a, 22 sqq. 
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is best secured against excesses of its own and attacks 

of an enemy; it is the least anxious to put itself 

forward in political life; when the centre of gravity 

lies in it we have the most orderly and enduring form 

of government.! Whosoever would give stability to 

his political institutions must secure the support of 

this class, seeing that it holds the balance between the 

two contending parties of the rich and the poor.? More 

important still, however, is the political capacity of the 

citizens. The essential aim of the State is the happi- 

ness and moral perfection of the citizens ; he who is able 

to contribute most to this will have the best claim to 

influence in the State. But that which more than any 

other quality fits a man to do so is virtue, especially 

justice and military ability, since, while the latter is in- 

dispensable for the preservation of the State, the former 

is that which hes at the foundation of all society and 

involves all other virtues? There are thus different 

principles upon which political rights may be appor- 

tioned. According as one or other of these is adopted, 

1 iv. 11, 1295, b, 1—1296, a, 
21, where it is further shown 
that great cities are more exempt 
from disquiet than small ones, 
because they have a more nume- 
rous middle class; that demo- 
cracies are more stable than 
oligarchies, because the middle 
class finds itself more at home 
in them—only, however, on con- 
dition that it does so—and 
that the best lawgivers, e.g. 
Solon, Lycurgus, Charondas, have 
belonged to the middle class. 

2*Iv. 12, 1296, a, 34 sqq. 
Saino, 128i; a; 2sqq: c¢, 12'sq. 

1283, a, 19-26, 37. 

* The character and geo- 
graphical position of the country, 
and similar external circum- 
stances might also be here 
adduced. To the political import- 
ance of these, as may be seen from 
Pelt vu. G, cs 11; 1330; b; 17, vi. 
7, 1321, a, 8 sqq., Aristotle was 
keenly alive. He admits that a 
maritime situation favours the 
rise of a numerous nautical 
popuiation and thereby pro- 
motes democratic institutions. 
He remarks that an acropolis is 
favourable to monarchy and 
oligarchy, a flat country to de- 
mocracy, a number of fastnesses 
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or as several of them are combined in a definite manner, 

will be the character of the resulting constitution. For 

while the differences in the general character of States 

depend upon the view taken of their end and of the 

means by which it is pursued,' the differences in the par- 

ticular form of their constitution depend upon the share 

assigned to the different classes of the citizens in the 

public benefits and in the activities by which these are 

acquired.” 

to aristocracy ; that where horse- 
breeding succeeds, and cavalry 
is therefore the chief military 
weapon, oligarchies are easily 
formed, &c. At the same time 
he suggests means (ibid.) to 
counteract such results, and as 
these circumstances do not in 
any case affect the form of con- 
stitution immediately, but only 
through the character of the 
people as that is determined by 
them, he leaves them out of 
account in the present investi- 
gation. 

' vil. 8, 1328, a, 35: 7 Ge 
TOALS Kolvwvia Tis eats THY Suolwr, 
everey 5€ (wis Tis éevdexouevns 
apiotns. éemel 8 early eidamovia Td 
&piotov, altn 5€ apetas evépyera 
kal xpijois Tis TEeAELOS, TUUBEBNKE 
dt obtws Gore Tovs pev évdéxe- 
c0at meTexev avTAs, Tovs SE uiKpov 
h pndev, SHAov ws ToT’ altiov 
Tov ylyvecOa: médAews €f5n Kal 
Evapopas Kal modAitelas mAelous: 
&AAov yap tpdmov kal 80 GAAwy 
€xacTol TovTO OynpevoyTes Tovs TE 
Biovs €r€povs mowvyTa Kal Tas 
moAtTeias. 

* After enumerating the 
forms of activity which are in- 
dispensable to the existence of 
society, and the corresponding 

The decisive question here, however, is: 

classes of citizens (farmers, 
artisans, soldiers, proprietors, 
priests, judges and adminis- 
trators) Aristotle proceeds ibid. 
c. 9 init.: Siwpicuévwv 5€ TovTHv 
Aorrby oxeYacbat wéTEpoy Tact Kol- 
VaUNTEoV TavTwy ToUTwY. . . KAO 
EKATTOY Epyov Tay Eipnucvwy &AAous 
brobetéov, } Ta mev Oia Ta SE KOWa 
tovTwy e& avayKns early. (Cf. ii. 
1, 1260, b, 37.) Tatra yap Kal 
mot Tas ToAiTelas éTépas* éy mev 
yap ais Snuexparias meTéxovet 
TAT ES TAYT WY, ev de Tals dALyapxXiats 
tovvaytiov. Similarly, and with 
express reference to this passage, 
iv. 3, 1289, a, 27 sqq.: Tov pev 
ovv eivat mAelovs moAirelas aiTiov 
étt tdons €oTl wépyn TAclw moAEwS 
Tov apioudv. A State consists of 
an aggregation of households, 
of people of large, small and 
average means, of warlike and 
unwarlike, of farmers, merchants 
and artisans; further, there are 
differences of birth and capacity 
(apern). Of these classes some- 
times fewer, sometimes more, 
sometimes all, share in the 
government (oAiteia). Pavepov 
tolvuy St mwAelous avarykatov elvat 
moAitelas etder Siapepovoas aAA- 
hawy: Kal yap tat’ cider Siapeper 
Ta MEPN TO@Y a’TaY. moArTela meV 
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Who possesses the supreme power—who is sovereign ? ! 

The different possible ways of adjusting the relations of 

the various classes to one another are therefore enu- 

merated by Aristotle with a view to preparing the 

way for an investigation into the comparative value of 

particular forms of constitution, the conditions of their 

rise and continuance, and the institutions which corre- 

spond to them. 

4. Forms of Constitution 

We are accustomed to understand by the term ‘ Con- 

stitution’ only the general form of government of a 

particular State—the sum of the arrangements which 

regulate the distribution within it of political functions.’ 

yap 1 T@Y apxav Takis eoTl, TA’THY 
5é Siavewovrar mavres 7) KaTa THY 
Sivamlv TOY mETEXOVTWY 7) KATA TW 
avT@y igdTyTAa KOLWWhY ... avay- 
Kaiov Opa WoAtTelas eivat TooavTas 
doaumep Takers KaTa Tas bmEepoxds 
eiat Kal Kata Tas Siapopas TeV 
Hopiwy. With the same view of 
explaining the different forms of 
constitution, the different classes 
in a community are then again 
enumerated (c. 4, 1290, b, 21 sqq.) 
as follows: farmers, artisans, 
traders, day-labourers, soldiers, 
rich (e#ropor) who serve the state 
with their money, magistrates, 
judges, and members of the 
supreme administration. (In 
this enumeration, the words 
eBdouov and bySooy, 1291, a, 33 sq., 
cause a difficulty, to avoid which 
NicKEs, De Arist. Polit. libr. 
110, proposes to read €xroy and 
eBdouov, while SUSEMIHL, in loco, 
with CONRING, supposes a lacuna 
before eBdouoyv, in which he sup- 

poses the sixth class was men- 
tioned.) ; 

1 iii. 6 init.: We must ask 
how many and what constitutions 
thereare ? €or. 5€ moAitela méAEws 
Takis Tav Te BAAwy cpxay Kal 
MadloTa TIS KUpias TaYTwWY, KUpLOY 
Mev yap TayTaxov To TOAITEULA TIS 
moAews, ToAiTevna 8 eotly n ToAL- 
Peldow (Cr. 6/7, 1279; a, 26.) In 
democracies the people is sove- 
reign (kvpios) ; in oligarchies only 
a minority of the people: hence 
the difference in these forms of 
constitution. 

* This is at least the scientific 
conception of the constitution ; 
the written documents which 
define the constitution certainly 
neither contain all that according 
to this conception is included 
under it, nor do they confine 
themselves to it, but generally 
they contain all those laws which, 
as fundamental to the State, seem 

to require special sanction. 
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Aristotle meant far more by it. He comprehends under 

the corresponding word ‘ Polity,’ not only all this, but also 

the substantial character of the community in question, as 

that expresses itself in the accepted theory of the State 

and in the spirit of its government.’ He has thus the 

advantage of exhibiting more clearly than is commonly 

done by modern writers the connection of the political 

institutions of a people with its life as a whole, and is 

less exposed to the danger of treating these as some- 

thing independent and equally applicable to all com- 

munities. Here as elsewhere in the Politics the leading 

characteristic of his method is the care he takes 

scientifically to trace everything back to its real source, 

and to find the principle of its explanation in its own 

peculiar nature. On the other hand, it cannot be 

denied that the treatment of political constitutions 

suffers in simplicity when it does not confine itself to de- 
ducing them as the forms of an organised civil life from 

the spirit and mutual relations of the citizens, but mixes 

itself up with the discussion of the legal details of that 

life itself. Aristotle is not free from this confusion,” 

' As is obvious, inter alia, ‘modrrelay, ka’ ovs Sei Tovs EpxovTas 
from p. 222, n. 1, with which cf. 
p. 232, n. 2, and p. 233, n. 1, supra. 

* Besides the passage just re- 
ferred to above, see esp. Polit. 
iv. 1, 1289, a, 13: mpds yap tas 
moAiteias Tovs vowous Set TidecOa 
Kal Tidevtat mwavTes, GAA’ ov Tas 
moAitelas mpos Tovs vduous. oAL- 
Tela wev yap eat Takis Tais WéAEoLW 
n wept ras apxas, Tiva Tpdmov 
vevéunvTa, Kal Ti TO KUpioY Tis 
mwodtelas Kal Ti TO TéAOS ExdoTnS 
THs Kowwvias eotiv’ vduo Se 
Kexwpiouevo. Tav Sndrobytwy tiv 

&pxew Kal puddrrew tos mapa- 
Baivoytas avrovs. So also vii. 13 
init., and throughout the whole 
discussion of the different forms 
of constitution, the question as 
to the nature of the modA:rela is 
taken to involve that of the 
ultimate aim of the State, and 
the investigation into the apiorn 
moAitela (see infra) is more con- 
cerned with the laws upon educa- 
tion and the like than with 
questions properly constitutional 
in our sense. 
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although in general he has clearly distinguished be- 

tween questions of law and constitution.’ 

In investigating political constitutions Aristotle 

complains? that previous writers had contented them- 

selves with representing an ideal State, or else with 

eulogising the Spartan or some other historical consti- 

tution. Aristotle himself aims at a more exhaustive 

treatment of his subject. Political science cannot, he 

says, any more than any other, limit itself to the 

description of an ideal. It must also show what 

form of State is the best attainable under certain given 

circumstances ; it must further take account of actually 

existing constitutions and of the conditions of their rise 

and maintenance ; and it must be able, finally, to declare 

what institutions are best adapted for the majority of 

States.3 

1 See preced. n. and Polit. ii. 
G1260,a,.1 32th. x. 10,1181, b, 
12: as his predecessors have not 
(sufficiently) investigated the 
question of legislation, he will 
himself treat generally of this 
as well as of the State (aodtela). 
L. 21: moia moditeia aplorn, Kal 
Tas ExdoTH TAX Oeion, Kal Tidt Vdmots 
Kal €Beot xpwwern. 

* Polit. iv. 1, 1288, b, 33 sqq.. 
This complaint, however, is not 
altogether just in respect of Plato, 
who not only in the Zaws had 
placed a second State beside his 
ideal republic, but in the Rep. 
itself had fully discussed the 
imperfect forms of constitution. 
It is true, however, that none of 
these investigations satisfies Ari- 
stotle’s requirements. 

3 Polit. iv.1. Aristotle here 

The description of the political ideal must 

sets before Politics a fourfold 
problem: (1) woAtrelav Thy apiorny 
Oewpjoa tis eott Kal mola Tis dy 
ovoa waAior’ eln Kar’ edx yy, undevos 
eumodiCovtos Tav exTds ; (2) besides 
the amA@s Kpatotrn to discuss 
also Thy €k TGV UroKEmevwY aploTHY ; 
similarly (3), Thy e& trobécews, and 
(4) Thy wddicra macals Tals méAEoW 
apudtTovoay (on which see c. 11 

init.). Of these four questions 
the third has not infrequently been 
very strangely misunderstood, e.g. 
by BARTHELEMY ST-HILAIRE, 
but also by GOTTLING in loco. 
Aristotle himself, however, states 
(1288, b, 28) his meaning quite 
unambiguously. ér d€ tplrny, 
he says, Thy e& trobécews’ Set yap 
kal tiv dobcicay divacbar Oewpey, 
e& apxis Te Tas Gy yévolTo, Kal 
yevouevn Tiva tpdtmov ay oa oto 
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therefore be supplemented by a comprehensive survey 

of actual facts. Aristotle does not renounce such an 

ideal, but desires at the same time to investigate all 

other possible forms of State, the conditions under which 

they naturally rise, the laws which they adopt, and 

He 
examines States with the keen sense of the scientific 

investigator, who pays equal.regard to the small and 

the great, to the normal and the abnormal, as well as 

with the practical eye of the statesman, who desires to 

do justice to the actual circumstances and adapt his 

the institutions by which they are maintained. 

ideal to the given conditions.! 

mwAEicTOv xpdvoy* AEeyw 8 oiov et 
Tivt WoAEL ouuBeBnKe pHTE Thy 
apioTny mwoAdrrever@at  modcTelay 
axopnyntéy tre elva: Kal ToY avay- 
kaiwy [the necessary requisites 
for the best |, unre thy evdexoucvny 
€k TeV wvmapxdvTwy, GAAG Tiva 
gavrorépay. (Cf. iv. LI, 1296, b, 

9: Aé€yw 5e Td mpds bwdbcow, STL 
mwoAAdKis ovons GAAnS ToALTElas 
aipetwrepas eéviois ovdey KwAvoet 
guupepe €Erépay pmaddov elvat 
modtteiav ; also v. 11, 1314, a, 38.) 
The wodrtela e& bmoIécews is, ac- 

cording to this statement, identi- 
cal with 7 6800efca -modArteia, 
trdbeoi.s indicating the given 
case, the particular circumstances 

that are actually present, and 
having, therefore, essentially the 
same meaning as on p. 247, n. 2, 
and Ph.d.Gr.i. 1015 med.,where it 
is distinguished from @éo1s. With 
the above passage PLAT. Laws, 
v. 739, A sqq., has been compared. 
The resemblance, however, is a 
remote one; for (1) Plato speaks 
not of four but only of three 
States to be depicted; (2) he 

He possesses, moreover, 

enters into no details with refer- 
ence to the third of these (the 
first is that of the Hep., the 
second that of the Laws), but he 
can hardly have been thinking 
of actually existing States; (3) 
even the second State, that of 
the Laws, does not. correspond 
with Aristotle’s moditela ex Trav 
vrokemevwy apiorn, for Plato does 
not show in this work what is 
the best that can be evolved from 
existing circumstances, but, just 
as in the Rep., sketches the 
outline of an ideal State, which 
only differs from that in the 
Rep. in bearing a closer resem- 
blance to reality. Still less can 
the State in the Laws be identified 
with Aristotle’s roArrela €& bmode- 
gews apiorn, nor would Grote 
have done so ( Plato, iii. 357 sq.) 
had he not wrongly explained 
bmddecis to Mean an *‘ assumed 
principle.’ 

1 See his complaint against 
his predecessors, ibid. 1288, b, 
35: ws ol mA€ioTOL TGV Garopatvo- 
uévwy mepl modcteias, Kal €i TaAAG 
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the philosophic spirit, which traces political institutions 

back to their inner sources, looks past individual facts 

to universal conceptions, and while engaged in the 
investigation of existing realities keeps an eye steadily 

fixed on the ideal. It is just this combination of dis- 

similar and rarely united qualities that makes Ari- 

stotle’s political philosophy so unique and unrivalled in 

its kind. 
Two points of view have emerged in the preceding 

discussion, from which we may distinguish and esti- 

mate the different forms of political constitution— 

viz. the recognised aim of government, and the distri- 

bution of political power. In the former respect the 

contrast is between those States in which the common 

good and those in which the advantage of the rulers is 

pursued as the highest end.! In treating, on the other 

hand, of the distribution of political power, Aristotle 

retains at first the customary arithmetical division of 

States according as they are governed by one, by some, 

or by all of the citizens. Combining these two principles, 

he enumerates six forms of constitution, three of which 

are good and three bad, setting down all those as un- 

just and despotic in which the aim is not the common 

good, but the advantage of the rulers.2 Where the 

A€yovot KaA@s, TOY YE xpNTiMwY 
diopapTavovoy. 

1 iii. 6. 1278. a, 30 sqq.: Asin 
the household the government of 
the slaves aims at securing in the 
first instance the advantage of 
the master, and only secondarily 
that of the slaves as a means to 
the former, and as the government 
of the family, on the other hand, 

aims primarily at the good of the 
governed, but in a secondary way 
also at that of the head of the 
house in so far as he is himself 
a member of the family—so in 
the State we must distinguish 
the two above-mentioned kinds 
of government. 

> iil. 6 fin.: pavepoy trolvuy as 
doa Mev TOALTELaL TO KOLVT| TUMPEpoY 
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administration has for its object the common good, if 

one is the sovereign, we have a monarchy ; if a minority, 

an aristocracy ; if the whole body of the citizens, a 

polity ; where it has for its object the advantage of 
the sovereign, monarchy degenerates into tyranny, 

aristocracy into oligarchy, polity into democracy.! This 

ckoTovaw, avTa mev opbai Tuyxa- 
vouow ovcat KaTaTO amTA@s Bikar, 
doa 5€ TO odérepoy pdvoy Tay 
apxovTwy, Tuaprnuéevar mwaca Kal 
mapekBace:s TOY Gp0ay ToALTELOY * 
deomotikal yap, % S€ wéAs Kowwvia 
Tay édAevOépwy eotiv. Hence iii 
17 init.: €ort yap Tt Puce: Seorroc- 
Tov Kal Ao BaciAevToy Kok ZAAO 
moAitikoy Kal Sixatov Kal cuudépor * 
tupavyikoy 8 ovK Ect. Kata pvaw, 
ovde Tav GAAwy ToAiTEl@y boat 
mapekBaces eiciv' TavTa ‘yap 
yiyvera: Tapa pvow. 

l Pott. iii. 7, ty: +2, 1289; a, 
26, b, 9; #th. viii. 12. Aristotle’s 
account is here essentially that of 
Plato in the Politicus (cf. Ph. d. 
Gr.i. p. 784), of which he himself, 
Polit. iv. 2, 1289, b, 5, reminds 
us, while at the same time he 
differs from it ina single respect. 
There is, indeed, between the 
Ethics and the Politics this 
divergency, that while in the 
latter the third of the three true 
forms of constitution is called 
simply ‘ polity,’ it is said in the 
Ethics: tpitrn 8 7 aro Tiwnuareor, 
jv = Tiwokpatikhy A€yew  oikeiov 
paiverat, roAitelay 5° aviv ciddacw 
oi wAeioto. Kaderv. This dis- 
crepancy, however, is not so 
important that we may infer 
from it a change in Aristotle’s 
political views, or that to permit 
time for its occurrence we may 
place the #thics on this ground 

considerably earlier than the 
Politics. For as a matter of 
fact the latter also describes its 
polity as a timocracy (see Ph. 
d. Gr.i. p. 745 sq.), so that the 
difference resolves itself finally 
into this: that in the #thics, 
brevitatis causa, Aristotle calls it 
timocracy, whereas in the Politics 
he appropriates to it the common 
term odAitrela, as he has room 
here to describe more accurately 
what he means by it. Isoor. 
Panath. 131, has been taken to 
refer to the passage just cited 
from the Ethics (ONCKEN, Staatsl. 
d. Arist. ii. 160), and the conclu- 
sion drawn that the Hthics cannot 
have been composed later than 
ann. 342-339 B.C. (HENKEL, Stud. 
ziir Gesch. d. griech. Lehre vom 
Staat, 46; Oncken takes another 
view). Butitseems more probable 
that the passage refers to Plato, 
who in the Politieus (302 D sq.) 
adduces legal democracy, and 
in the Republic (viii. 545 B, C) 
timocracy, as peculiar forms of 
constitution; for Isocrates does 
not say that the writer upon 
whom his attack is made identi- 
fies these two (as Aristotle does). 
If, however, we are to find here 
a reference to the followers of 
Plato as well, and especially to 
Aristotle, it would probably be 
better to suppose that the rhe- 
torician has in view one of his dia- 
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principle of arrangement, however, is not consistently 

preserved throughout; for while it might appear from 

the above statement that aristocracy and polity differ 

from monarchy only in the number of the rulers, we 

learn in another passage that this itself depends upon 

the character of the people. So the government by 

one is natural where in a people one family has a pre- 

eminent faculty for government; aristocracy, where a 

community of free citizens is content to submit to the 

government of the fittest; polity, where the population 

is a military one which, having distributed the offices 

of State among the propertied classes according to the 

standard of merit, knows both how to command and 

how to obey.! Referring further to the distinction 

between democracy and oligarchy, Aristotle criticises 

those who look for it in the fact that in the former the 
whole body, in the latter a minority, of the citizens 

hold the sovereignty. This numerical distinction, he 

holds, is merely accidental and derivative: the essential 

opposition of these two forms of constitution consists in 

the fact that in the one the rich, in the other the poor, 

bear rule.? In like manner that polity which stands 

between them is distinguished by the preponderance of 

the middle class.* Elsewhere he finds the characteristic 

logues (such as that mentioned in 
Pelt. 311 -G3, see 1, p. 119, n. 1, 
supra). That the Hthics cannct 
have been composed so early as 
Henkel believes, has already been 
shown, i. p. 154 sq. 

1 iii. 17, 1288, a, 1: BaciAcurdy 
bev ovv Td ToLodTdy éoTt TATOOS 
& mépuce hépery yévos bmepéxoy Kat’ 
GpeThy mpds Tyeuovias moArtiKhy, 
apioroKkpatiKoy 5 TARG0s 6 wéepuKe 

pépey TAHO0s &pxecbar Suvduevoy 
Thy Tay eAevOepwy apx hy b1d TAY Kar’ 
GpeTiy hyemovik@y mpos moAcrikhy 
apxiv, woditikoy 5& TAHOos ev G 
mepukey eyyiverOat TANVoS ToAcut- 
Koy, Suvduevoy a&pxerbar kal Zoxewy 
kata vouoy tov Kat’ dkliav Ssia- 
vé“ovTa Tots evTdpois Tas apxas. 

4 Folie iii,, 8, cf. c. 7 fim, iy, 
11, 12, 1296, a, 1, b, 24 sqq. 

* iv, £2, 1296; b, 38. 
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peculiarity of democracy in freedom and equality, in 

the fact that all free men have an equal share in the 

government; and then combining this principle with 

the two others, he says that in democracy the majority 

of the poor and the free, in oligarchy conversely the 

minority of the rich and the noble, are the rulers ;! for 
since in a State where all are equal the majority of votes 
decides, and the poor always form a majority, these 

have necessarily the power in their own hands.? Fol- 

lowing up the same line of thought, he indicates virtue, 
wealth, and freedom as severally characteristic of dif- 

ferent forms of constitution: virtue of aristocracy, 

wealth of oligarchy, freedom of democracy. In a third 

1 iv. 4, where it is first said 
(1290, b, 1): Sjuos wév eorw bray 
of eAevOepor KUpior Bow, dAvyapxla 
8’ éray of mAovc.w, but afterwards 
at the end (1. 17): aA €or 
Snuokpatia pwev Stay of éAevOepar 
kal &ropo. TAElous bvTES KUpLoL TIS 
apxis a@ow, ddvyapxia 8 drav ot 
mAovowt Kal evyevéorepot OAlyot 
évtes. TIbid. 1291, b, 34: eirep 
yop éAevbepia wdAior’ éotly ev 
Snuokpatia Kabdmep brodauBavovat 
Ties Kat iodTns. 

2 vi. 2 init ; trd0eois mev ‘ody 
tis Snuokparixyjs moArtelas €Aev- 
Gepia [or as it is expressed 1317, 
b, 16: éAevepia 7 Kata 7d ioor] 

éAevbepias 5€ Ev mev Td ev 
pepe. apxecOar Kal apxewv, kal 
yap Td Sikaoy 7d Snuotixby 7d 
toov éxew éotl Kat’ apibuby Garda 
uh Kar’ akiav, rovTov 8 bvTos Tov 
Sixalov Td TAROos avaryKatoy elvat 
Kupiov, kal 6 Tt By 5dEN TOIs TAEloUE, 
Tour’ elvat kal TéAos Kal TovT’ elyat 
TO Blkawv: gaci yap Seivy oor 
éxew ExacToy Tav TWOAIT@Y* Hote 

évy ais Snuoxpatiass oupBatver 
KupiwTépous elva: Tovs amépous TOY 
evmépwy* mAelous yap eiot, KUpior 
de Td Tots mAeloot Sdtay. The 
equality of all citizens is thus 
seen to be the fundamental point 
from which government by 
majority follows as an infe’ence 
(ovpBaiver) and from that again 
government by the poor. 

3 iv. 8, 1294, a, 10: apicro- 
Kpatias peyv yap S8pos apern, 
dAvyapxias 5€ wAovros, Shou 8’ 
éAevdepia. L. 19: tpla earl ra 
aupisBnrovvta THs igdétnTos TIS 
moAitetas, CAevOep'a mAOUTOS apEeTH 
(rd yap Tétaproy, % Kadovow 
evyéveitay, akoAovde? Tuts Suclv* 7 
yap evyévera eoTiv apxaios mAOUTOS 
kal apern). Cf. iii. 12, 1283, a, 
16 sqq. (see p. 229, supra); v. 9, 
1310, a, 28; Rhet. i. 8, 1366, a, 
4: ott 5¢ Snuokparias ev TEAOS 
éAevdepia, dAvyapxias 5€ mAovTos, 
apiotokpatias 5€ Ta mpds matdeiay 
kal ra véumma, Ttupavyldos de 
pvaAaky. 
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passage! he enumerates four constitutions : democracy, 
oligarchy, aristocracy, and government by one. In a 

democracy, he says, the offices of government are dis- 

tributed according to lot, in an oligarchy according to 

property, in an aristocracy according to education.” 

The government of one is a monarchy if it is founded 

upon law and order; otherwise it is a tyranny. These 

statements are not altogether consistent with one 

another; but a still greater difficulty arises from the 

circumstance that in the further development of his argu- 

ment Aristotle diverges widely from the order of arrange- 

ment which is naturally suggested by the previous survey 

of the different forms of constitution. Thus we should 

have expected from Book III. 14 onwards a discussion 

first of the three good kinds of State, and then of the 

three bad. Instead of this, Aristotle follows up the 

introductory dissertations which occupy chaps. 9-13 

of the third book with a discussion of monarchy (III. 

14-17); he next proposes to investigate (III. 18) 

the best form cf State, which, however, he only partially 

does in the books (VII. and VIII.) which ought to follow 

here; he next turns, in the fourth book (chap. 2), 

to the remaining forms of constitution, with the 

remark that of the six previous!y enumerated forms 

monarchy and aristocracy have been disposed of, as 

these coincide with the best State, and that it therefore 

remains to discuss polity, oligarchy, democracy, and 

Sener. 1, 8, 1566, b, 29. political capacity and attach- 
> Tlasdeta bard Tov vouou Kemevyn, ment to the existing constitution 

by which we are to understand which spring from it: of yap 
not so much intellectual culture ¢upeuevnedres év ois vouiwas ev rij 
as an education in accordance dapiotoxpatiag tpxovow, ibid. |. 35. 
with law and morality and the 

VOL. II. h 
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tyranny ; he accordingly now proceeds to investigate, 

in the first place (chap. 4, 1291, b, 14—chap. 6, end), 
the different forms of democracy and oligarchy; then 

(chap. 8 sq.) polity as the proper blending of these 

two constitutions, along with several kindred forms 

(chap. 7); and, lastly, tyranny (chap. 10). This 

divergence from the previous account is much too 

fundamental to permit of its being accounted for by the 

incomplete character of the Politics alone, and too 

indispensable to permit of its being explained away.! 

We are forced to admit that just as Aristotle in his 

account of the distinguishing characteristics of demo- 

cracy and oligarchy unites several different points of 
view which he fails completely to harmonise with one 

another, so also in his treatment of polity he is not free 

from a certain vacillation. On the one hand, he 

reckons it among the good States, on the ground that 

it is based upon the virtue of the citizens and aims at 

the common good. On the other hand, he is unable to 

' #.qg. in the manner pro- may point out: (1) that the 
posed by FECHNER (ab. d. Ge- 
rechtigheitsbegriff d. Arist. p. 
71 sq.n., cf. p. 92, 1), who assumes 
that by the polity of Hth. viii. 
12 and Polit. iv. we must under- 
stand something different from 
the ‘true polity’ which appears 
in Polit. vii. as the ideal State. 
Setting aside the unlikelihood of 
Aristotle’s describing two dif- 
ferent forms of constitution by 
the same name without qualify- 
ing addition, and of his totally 
omitting in his subsequent dis- 
cussion all further mention of the 
‘true polity ’ described in iii., we 

perfect State described in vii. 
and viii. is never referred to 
(not even iii. 7, 1279, a, 39, vii. 
14, 1332, a, 34) as polity (wodrtela 
simply), bat as aristrocacy or 
aplatn moArtela (e.g. iv. 7, 1293, b, 
1, c. 2, 1289, a, 31), and that 
polity stands only third among 
true constitutions: (2) that in 
passages such as Polit. iv. 2 init. 
c. 8 init. we are expressly for- 
bidden to make any distinction 
between the polity of iv. and of 
the Lthics, and the polity pre- 
viously mentioned among the true 
forms of constitution, 
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place it on a level with true monarchy and aristocracy.! 
For it is still government by the many, and a majority 

can never atttain to so high a degree of virtue and 

insight as is possible to one or to few. The one field in 

which a polity can win distinction is the military, and 

accordingly the sovereign in it will naturally be the 

collective body of those capable of bearing arms.? The 

virtue, therefore, upon which the State is here founded 

is an imperfect one. The natural antagonisms between 

the citizens are not removed, as in an aristocracy, by a 

comprehensive and uniform education of all and an 

equal freedom from meaner employments. The pro- 

blem, therefore, must be to devise for it such institu- 

tions that antagonistic forces will be held in equilibrium, 

the excesses alike of democracy and of oligarchy avoided, 

and the foundation laid for that predominance of the 

middle classes which constitutes in Aristotle’s opinion, 

as we shall see, the chief advantage of polity. While 
it is possible in this way to explain the place which this 

form of constitution occupies in Aristotle’s account, the 

ambiguity of its position remains a permanent defect in 

his theory of the State. The fundamental mistake, 

1 Cf. Hth. viii. 12, 1160, a, jepiBao@a mpds macay aperiy 
35: Tovtwy de [of the true forms 
of State] BeAtiorn pev 7H Bactrcia, 
xEpiorn 8 7 TwoKpatia (which here 
=modrteia; cf. p. 238, n. 1, sup.) 
b, 16: democracy is chiefly related 
to timocracy, the majority of the 
citizens ruling in both witb equal 
right, and springs from it almost 
imperceptibly. 

2 iii. 7, 1279, a, 39: Eva pev 
yap Siabepew Kat’ apetyy 7} OAvyous 
evdexeTat, wAclous 0 dn xXadreroy 

GAAG mdALoTa Thy ToAcUIKHY* abry 
yop év mwAHOE yiyvera. di07ep 
Kata TAVTHY THY ToALTEiaY KUp.w- 
TAaTOY TO MpoToAcuovy Kai mere- 
Xovo avTns of KeKTNMévoL TH 
omAa. In accordance with this 
passage and c. 17 (see 239, n. 1, 
supra) we should read in 1. 37 
(differently from SPENGEL, Ab). 
d. Miinchn. Akad. phitlos.-philol. 
Kl, v. 23), instead of 7d rAHO0s, 
To ToAEUtKoY TATOOS. 

R 2 
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however, which is the cause of this ambiguity, consists 

in the crude division of political constitutions into good 

and bad, with which he starts. In polity and that 

improper form of aristocracy which is akin to it, there 

obtrudes itself between these two alternatives a third 

kind, which has no clear place assigned to it, unless 

we give up this division and supplement the qualitative 

opposition between good and bad by a quantitative 
difference in degrees of perfection.! 

Inquiring next into the respective titles of these 
different forms of constitution, we must first recal what 

was said above —viz. that in each and all of them the 

question is of a distribution of rights and privileges 

which can only be determined according to the prin- 

ciples of distributive justice. These demand that 

equals receive an equal portion; unequals, on the 

contrary, in proportion to their inequality an unequal 

portion.? It is not, however, each and every superiority 

that entitles to political privileges, but only those which, 

like birth, freedom, wealth, virtue, stand in intimate 

relation to the qualities which are essential to a citizen, 

and are the indispensable elements in a full and satisfy- 

' Aristotle himself takes 
occasion (iv. 8 init.) to justify the 
place he assigns to _ polity. 

simply into good and bad, seeing 
that what differentiates polity 
from the best State is a mere 

’Erdtapev 8 ovrws, he says, ovK 
odaav ovte tTavtny [polity] map- 
éxBaow ovte ras pti pndeioas 
apiotoxpatias, dts TO pev GAnbeEs 
raco. Simuaptikac. THs opbordrns 
moditelas, Kc. But this only 
serves to corroborate the above 
remarks. For if polity is neither 
the best nor a vicious form of 
constitution, it is obvious that 
constitutions cannot be divided 

want, so that one and the same 
constitution presents itself in 
comparison with the best as a 
defective one (8:muaprixac:), in 
comparison with all others as a 
true one. Evenin respect of the 
other forms Aristotle admits 
that they may be relatively 
good; cf. eg. vy. 9, Taga. = 
18-35. 

* See p. 228 sq. supra. 
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ing social life.' But even any one of such advantages 

as these confers no title to rule in the State. ‘Those who 

demand to stand on a footing of equality with others 

in everything because they are equal in something, or 

who assert pre-eminence in all respects on the ground of 

pre-eminence in some, put forward an unfounded claim.’ 

The problem therefore is, to determine the relative 

worth of those qualities upon which a title to political 

privileges can be based, and thus to estimate the value 

of the claims of the various classes to the sovereignty, as 

these express themselves in the various forms of con- 

stitution.2 The highest of these qualities, and that 
which in the perfect State is alone of importance, 

Aristotle declares, as we have already seen,* to be 

virtue ; although he does not deny to the others their 

importance. But besides the character of individuals, 

we must also take into account their numerical propor- 

tion. It does not follow because an individual or the 

members of a minority are superior to all the rest 

individually in virtue, insight and property, that they 

must therefore be superior to the whole body taken 

together. A majority of individuals, each of whom 

taken by himself is inferior to the minority, may as a 

whole possess an advantage over them, as each member 
finds his complement in the other, and all thus attain a 

higher perfection. The individual contribution to the 

1 iii. 12, 1282, b, 21-1283, a, thus, but the above statement of 
23; cf. p. 229 sq. supra. it corresponds to what he says 

ut 9, 1280, a, 22, co. 13, ine 1a, 1283; a, 29-b, 9: upon the 
1283, a, 26, v. 1, 1301, a, 25 dudioBiirnots and the kpiois tivas 
sqq. b, 35. d&pxeuw det. 

3 Aristotle does not himself * P. 230 sq. supra, 
formulate the problem precisely 
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State in this case is less, but the sum of the contribu- 

tions is greater than in the case of the others.! If 

this does not hold of every body of people without 

distinction, yet there may be peoples of whom it is 

true.” In such cases, while it would certainly be wrong 

to entrust to individual members of the majority offices 

of State which require special personal qualifications, 

yet it must be the people as a whole who in the public 

assemblies and law courts pass decisions, elect magi- 

strates, and supervise their administration,’ all the more 

as it would be in the highest degree dangerous for the 

State to convert the majority of the citizens into 

enemies by completely excluding them from a share in 

the government. In answer to the objection that this 

is to set the incapable in judgment over the capable, to 
place the more important 

! Aristotle frequently returns 
to this acute remark, which is of 
so much importance in estimat- 
ing democratic institutions ; see 
iii. 11 init.: Ore 5€ Set kbprov eivar 
pGAAov Td WAGs 7) TOUS apiorous 
sev OAlyous be, Sdgerey Gv AvetOa 
Kat Tw’ €xely amopiav, Taxa Se Kay 
GAnjdeay., Tovs yap moAAovs, ay 
éxaoTés eat ov omovdaios aynp, 
duws evdéxeTar cuvedOdyTas elvat 
BeAtious éexelvwy, ovx ws ExacToV 
GAN’ ws ovpravTas, oiov TA TUUho- 
pnta Setmva tay ex mids Samdvns 
xopnynbéevrwy [similarly c. 15, 
1286, a, 25]: moAA@y yap byTwy 
exacTov pdpiv €exew aperns kal 
ppovicews, kal yivecOat ovveAOdvTas 
domep eva avOpwrov Td mA}O0s 
moAvToda Kal ToAVXELpa Kal TOAAGS 
éxovT’ aig@jces, otTw Kal mepl 
Ta On Kal tiv Sidvowy. c. 13, 
1283, a, 40: GAAd phy kad of 

function (viz. the highest 

mAclous mpds tovs éAdrtous [sc. 
audisBnthoeav by wept ris apxijs |* 
kal yap Kpelttous kal mAovowTEpoL 
kal BeAtious eicty, as AapBavo- 
Mévwv TV TAEibywY mpods Tovs 
éAdtTous. 1283, b, 33: oddev yap 
K@Avet TOTE TO TWAHOOS elvar BEATLOV 

Tav OAlywy Kal TAoVOLwTEpoY, OVX 
ws Kad’ ExagTov GAA’ ws aOpdous. 

2 iii. 11, 1282, b, 15. 
3 By the public scrutiny 

(cd@vyn), c. 11, 1281, b, 33, 1282, 
a, 26. 

4c. 11,, 1281, bye 
especially 1. 34: mdavres pev yap 
éxovat cuvedddrtes ikavhy atcOnow, 
kal pryvimevor Tots BeAtloo. Tas 
méAELS wpEAovaLY, Kabdmep ] Bh 
Kabapa Tpoph meTa THS KaBapas Thy 
Tacay Wot Xpyoiwwréepay Tihs 
oAlyns* xwpls 5 Exagros areAhs 
mepl Td Kpivew early, 
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authority in the State) in the hands of those who are 

excluded from the less important (viz. the individual 

offices), Aristotle adds to the above exposition’ the 

further pertinent observation that there are many things 

of which the user can judge as well as or better than 
the specialist who makes them:? in other words, that 

the people, although it may not understand much about 

the details of State and government, may yet know well 

enough whether or not a government is advancing its 

interests. The smaller capacity, therefore, of the indi- 

viduals may be counterbalanced and even outweighed by 
their greater numbers; and vice versa, their greater 

capacity by their smaller number. The more capable 

have no claim to the possession of power if there are too 

few of them to govern or to form of themselves a State.? 
The first condition of the survival of any constitution is 

that its supporters should be superior to its enemies. 

But this is a question, not of quality alone, but of 

numbers. It is only by taking both of these elements 

into account that we can properly estimate the balance 

of political power. The stronger party is the one which 

is superior to the other, either in both these respects 

or so decisively in one of them that. the deficiency in 

* Crf.- further c. 11, 1282, a, 
14: €crat yap Exaotos mev xelpwv 
Kpitns Tv ecldéTwy, Gmaytes 5é 
ouverddytes 7) BeATious }} ov xXeElpous. 
L. 34: od yap 6 Bikaorhs od 6 
EKKANTLaoTHS Upxwv éaotly, GAAG TO 
dixacTnpioyv Kal 7 BovAy Kal 6 S7juos* 
tav Se pnOévTwy Exactos mdpidy 
€oTl TOUTWY . ote Sikaiws 
Kipiov mer(dvwy Td TAOS’ ex yap 
ToAA@v 6 Sijuos Kal 7 BovAh Kal Td 
dikaorhpiov, Kal To Tivnua Se 

TAcloy TO TavTwY ToUTwY i) TOV 
Kal’ eva nal Kat’ dAlyous peydAas 
apxas apxdvTwy, 

Sei ha “1282, a, 17: 
3 iii, 13, 1283, b, 9: ef 8) roy 

apiOuoy elev GAlyot maumay of Thy 
apethny Exovtes, Tiva Set SieAeiv Tov 
Tpotmov ; 7) Td OAlyot mpds Td Epyov 
det ckomrety, ei Suvarol Sioikety Thy 
wéAW 7) TocovTOL TO TWANV0s doT’ 
elvar wéAW e€& abdTaov. 
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the other is more than counterbalanced.! The influence 

of individuals or classes will be in proportion to the 

amount which they severally contribute to the stability 

of the State and the attainment of its end. The end, 

however, must always be the good of the whole, and 

not the advantage of any particular class.2, And since 

this object 1s more certainly attained under the rule of 

law than under that of men, who are continually subject 

to all kinds of weakness and passion, Aristotle differs 

from Plato? in concluding that it is better that good 

laws hold sway, and that magistrates be left to the 

freedom of their own will only in cases which laws fail 

to cover, owing to their necessary universality and the 

impossibility of taking account of every individual case 

that may occur. If it be objected that the law may 

1 iv. 12, 1296, b, 15: def yap 
Kpeittov elvat Tb BovAduevoy mépos 
Ths méAews Tov wh BovAouevou 
bévey Thy Todrrelavy. [So v. 9, 

labourers, &c., preponderate]... 
Omov S€ Td Tay edvmdépwy kal 
yvwpluwy wadrdAov treprelver TH 
moe 7) AElweTat TS ToTe, EvTavOa 

1309, b, 16.] éort 5€ waca worLs 
ék TE TOV ToWv Kal Tov TozoU. 
Aéyw 5é wordy wey eAevdepiay mwAod- 
Tov madeiay evyéveravy, moody de 
Thy Tod wAnOous bmepoxnyv. evde- 
xerar 5€ Td wey Tory imwdpxew 
Evépw méeper THS WoAEws, . . . GAAM 
de wéper TO wogdy, oiov mAElous Toy 
apiuov elvat Tay yevvalwy Tos 
ayevvets } Tv TAouTiwy Tov’s amd- 
pous, mH mévTot ToToOUTOY vmEpEexeL 
TS Too@ baov AciwecOa TH Tog. 
51d TadTa mpbs AANAA ovyKpiTEor. 
Srov piv ovv tmrepéxer TO TAY 
amdépwv mwARVos Thy cipnucvny ava- 
Aoyiav, évravOa mépucer elvar Squo- 
Kpatiav, Kal éxaoroy eldos dnuo- 
kpatias [organised or lawless, 
&c.] Kara thy bwepoxhy Tod Shuov 
éxadorov [according as farmers or 

dé GAvyapx av, Kal Tis dAvyapxias 
Tov avtoy tpémov Exacrov eldos 
Kata Thy bmEepoxhy Tov dAvyapxtKod 
mwAtOous . . . Srov 5 Td TOY MegwY 
bmepreives ARGS 7) cvvanpoTéepwy 
Tav axpwy 7 Kat Oarépov pédvor, 
evra évdéxeTat moAdrrelay elvat 
movimoy. 

2 iii. 13, 1283, b, 36: Ought 
the legislator to look to the ad- 
vantage of the better or of the 
creater number? 7d 8’ dpOdv 
Anmtéov tows: td 8 tows dpbdy 
mpos To THS TéAEws SANS TUUPEpoY 
kal mpbos Td Kowdy TO TGV TOALTOY. 
Hence all forms of constitution 
which do not aim at the general 
welfare are resolutely regarded 
as bad. 

8’ Cf. Ph. d. Gr. i. p. T62 sq. 
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itself be partial, Aristotle admits that it is true; the law 

will be good or bad, just or unjust, according as the 

constitution is so, since laws everywhere correspond to 

the existing constitution. But the conclusion which 

he draws is, not that persons instead of laws should 

adjudicate, but that constitutions should be good.' The 

final result of all these considerations is, therefore, the 

demand for an order founded upon law, and aiming at 

the common good of all, in which influence and _ privi- 

lege should be assigned to individuals and _ classes 

according to their importance for the life of the 

whole. 

We have next to consider the case in which an 
individual or a minority possesses personal qualities so 

outstanding as wholly to outweigh all the others put 

together in ability and political importance. Would it 

not be unjust to place such persons on an equal footing 

1 iii. 10: In whom shall the 
sovereignty reside? In_ the 
masses, the rich, the best, in 
some distinguished citizen, or in 
a tyrant? After recounting all 
these different views, and dis- 
missing the third and fourth 
with the remark that in that 
case the majority of the citizens 
would be excluded from all po- 
litical rights, Aristctle continues, 
1281. a, 34: GAN ows gain tis 
ay Td KUpioy bAws &vOpwmrov civa 
GAAG wh vduwov PavAov, ~xovTd ve 
Ta oupBatvovtra man mepl Tih 
woxnv. He suggests, indeed, an 
objection: ay otv 7H véuos pév 
dAvyapxixds 5é 2 Snuokpatikds, Ti 
diolce: wep! Tay Nmopnucvay ; cum 
Bioeta yap duolws [i.c. as in the 
case of the personal rule of the 

rich or of the people] Ta AexGevra 
mpétepov. Nevertheless he arrives 
finally at the conclusion (1282, 
b, 1): 7 5€ mpdrn AexOetoa amupia 
moet davepdby ovdey o¥Tws ETEpoY 
ws Ott Sef Tovs vduous elvat Kupious 
Keyucevous Op0as, Tov apxovTa dé, ay 
Te eis dy TE mAEiovs ai, Teph 
ToUTwY eEivat Kupiovs mepl bowv 
etaduvatovowy of vdmot A€yely akoi- 
Bas bid 7d wh padiov elyor KabdrAov 
dnA@oat mepl mavtwy. But the 
character of the laws depends 
upon the constitution (aoArreia 
in the wider sense explained p. 
232 sq.): @AAG why ef TovTO, SjAov 
OTL TOUS wey KaTa Tas Opbds To- 
Aureias avaykatoy elva: Sdikaious, 
Tovs 5€ KaTa Tas TapeKBeBnkvias ov 

dixaiovs. Onthe supremacy of law 
see p. 252, infra. 
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with the others, whom in every respect they so far excel ? 

Would it not be as ridiculous as to ask the lion to enter 

on an alliance of equal rights with the hare? Ifa 

State will suffer no political inequality, nothing is left 
for it but to exclude from its pale members who thus 

excel the common mass. In that sense, the institution of 

the Ostracism is not without a certain justification : it 

may, under certain circumstances, be indispensable to the 
safety of the democracy. In itself, however, it is wholly 

unjust, and, as a matter of fact, was abused for party 

ends. The true solution is to regard men of decisive 

superiority, not as mere members, but as the destined 

rulers of the State, not as under the law, but as them- 

selves the law. They dwell among men like gods—you 

can as little rule over them or divide the power with 

them as you can divide the sovereignty of Jove. Only 

one attitude is possible towards them—namely, voluntary 

subjection. They are the natural, born kings;! they 

' ili. 13, 1284, a, 3: ef 6€ ris vduos. And then follows the dis- 
é€otiv eis TocovTov Siapépwy Kat’ 
Gperis bwepBoAr”v, 7) mWAelovs mev 
Evos pn pevTot SuvaTol wAhpwua 
maparxéoba: méAEwS, GOTE MI) TUM- 
BaAnthy eivar thy Tay BAAwy aperhy 
mavTwy unde Thy Stvauw avTav 
Thy woAtTiKhy mpds Thy ekelvwy, El 
maelous, ef 5° €is, Thy exelvou mdvor, 
ovKeT. OeTeov TovTOUS “Epos TEAEWS* 
adiKkhoovTar yap agiovuevor Tav 
towy, &vicot TOTOUTOY KaT’ apeTHV 
bytes Kal Thy ToAiTiKhy Sivauw* 
dhomep yap Oedy ev avOpaérois cikds 
elvat Tov To.ovTov: bev SHAov Sri 

Kal Thy vouwoleciay avarykatoy elvat 
mep Tous toous Kal Te yéever kal 77} 
Suvdwer. Kata 5€ Tov ToLOvTwY 
ovK €oTt vomos* avtol yap eiot 

cussion in the text above, after 
which Aristotle continues, 1284. 
b, 25: GAA’ emt rijs apiorns mo- 
Aurelas Exet WoAAHY aropiay, ob 
kata T@v GAAwy ayabay Thy 
dmepoxiy, oloy iaxtos Kat mAovToU 
Kal ToAuiAlas, GAA’ &y TLS yEevnTat 
diapéepwv Kat’ apetny, TL Xp Tore ; 
ov yap 51) patey dy Setvy exBadrddAew 
kal weOtotravar Toy ToOLODTOY. GAAG 
bay ovd &pxew ye Tov To.ovTov - 
TapatAhoioyv yap Kay ef Tov Ards 
apxeww akiotey, weplCovres Tas apxas. 
Aelmetat Tolvuy, Sep Coike TEdv- 
Kévat, welOecOat TH TOLOUTH TayTAS 
aouevws, ote Bacirdéas elvat Tovs 
TotovTous aidious ev Tais méA€eow. 
Similarly c. 17, 1288, a, 15 sqq. 
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alone have a true and unconditional title to monarchy.' 

Such a monarchy Aristotle calls the best of all consti- 

tutions,” believing as he does that under it the well- 

being of the people is best secured; for he alone is 

king in this high sense who is endowed with every 

excellence and free from every mortal defect; nor will 

such a one seek his own advantage at the cost of his 

subjects, but, like a god, will lavish upon them benefits 

out of his own abundance.* In general, however, Ari- 

stotle is no eulogist of monarchy. ‘The different kinds 

of it which he enumerates,* he regards as mere varieties 

of two fundamental forms—namely, military command 

1 Cf. iii. 17, 1281, b, 41 sqq. 
Seen vill. $2, 1160, -a, 35.: 

tovtwy Se [of the true forms of 
constitution] BeAtiorn pmey 7 
Baoircia xeplorn 8 H TiwoKpatia. 

8 Thid. b,2: 6 wey yap tupavvos 
7) €avT® ouupepov okoret, 6 5 
Bacivets Td ToY apxouévwv. od 
yap é€ott Baotdeds 6 wi) adtdpKns 
Kal mao Tois ayabois bmepéxwy. 6 
5 TolovTOs ovdevds mporSeiTaL*: TH 
@peAma ovv alte mey ovK oy 
gKoToin, Tots 5 apxouévois: 6 yap 
uy ToLovTOsS KAnpwrds ay Tis ely 

Bacireds. Cf. p. 250, n. 1, supra. 
+ Inthe section wep) Bacirclas, 

which Aristotle inserts iii. 14-17, 
and which, as it is closely con- 
nected with the preceding dis- 
cussion, we must here notice. 
Besides trne monarchy he there 
enumerates five kinds of mon- 
archical rule: (1) that of the 
heroic age; (2) that which is 
common among barbarians; (3) 
the rule of the so-called Asym- 
netz or elective princes; (4) 
the Spartan; (5) unlimited mon- 
archy (mauBaoirela, c. 16 1287 

a, 8). The first of these kinds, he 
remarks (c. 14, 1285, b, 3 sqq., 
20 sqq., a, 7, 14), was rather a 
union of certain offices, judicial, 
priestly, military ; similarly, the 
Spartan was an hereditary com- 
mand. The monarchy of the 
barbarians, on the other hand, 
is an hereditary mastership 
(apxy Seomorix7—but the govern- 
ment of slaves is despotic, that 
of freemen political; Polit. iii. 
4 1211s a, do, B, 1,6. 6, 1208, b; 
32, 1279, a, 8), to which, how- 
ever, the subjects voluntarily 
submit, and whichis limited by 
traditional usage (iii. 14, 1285, 
a, 16, b, 23). Elective monarchy 
is a dictatorship either for life 
or for a definite time or object. 
(On the aiper) tupavvis v. ibid. a, 
29 sqq. b, 25.) Only in an irre- 
sponsible monarchy is an indi- 
vidual actually master of a whole 
people; it is a kind of magnified 
domestic rule : é07ep yap 7 oikovo- 
sikh Bactrela Tis oikias eaoTly, oUTwWS 
n BactArcia moAews Kal €Ovous Evds 7) 
mAeidvev oikovoula (ibid,b, 29 sqq.). 
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for life and irresponsible sovereignty. The former, 

however, is applicable te the most diverse forms of 

constitution, and cannot, therefore, be the fundamental 

characteristic of any one of them. By a monarchical 

constitution, therefore, in the present inquiry, we can 

only mean irresponsible monarchy.' But against this 

form of government there are, according to Aristotle, 

many objections. That it may, under certain circum- 

stances, be natural and justifiable he does not, indeed, 

deny. A people which is incapable of governing itself 

must needs have a governor. In such a case govern- 

ment by one is just and salutary.? If, on the other 
hand, the case be one of a people consisting of freemen 

who stand to one another in a relation of essential 

equality, personal rule contradicts the natural law, which 

assigns equal rights to equals; in such States the only 

just arrangement is that power should alternate ; but 

where this is the case 1t is law, and not the will of a 

monarch, that rules.’ If, further, it be said that govern- 

ment by the best man is better than government by 

the best laws, because the latter issue only universal 

decrees without regard to the peculiarities of particular 

cases, we must remember, in the first place, that even 

the individual must be guided by universal principles 

1 iii, 15, 1286, b, 33-1287, a, 
7, C. 16 init. 

* iii. 17 init., after stating the 
objections to monarchy Aristotle 
continues : GAA’ tows Tar’ em) wéev 
Tivwy exet TY TPdTOY ToOUTOY, Em 

5é tTwwy ovx oUTws. EoTL yap TL 
pice: Seamoarby Kal &AAO BaciAev- 
Tov Kal &AAo moAuTiKdby Kal Sikaov 
kal guupepoy. c. 14, 1285, a, 19: 
monarchical power is as un- 

limited among some barbarian 
peoples as tyrannical. Neverthe- 
less it is legitimate (kara vépov 
kal mutpikn); 51a yap Td SovAud- 
Tepo. eivat TA HON Puce of wev Bap- 
Bapo Tay ‘EAAZvwv, of 5€ mepl Thy 
*Aclay Tav mepl thy Evpwmrny, i1o- 
mévouvat Thy Seamorikiy apxhy ovdev 
duoxepaivoytes. Cf. p. 239, n.1, sup. 

3 iii. 16, 1287, a, 8 sqq. cf. c. 
17, 1288, a, 12, c. 15, 1286, a, 36, 
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of government, and that it is better that these should 

be administered in their purity than that they should 

be obscured by distorting influences. Law is free from 

such influences, whereas every human soul is exposed 

to the disturbing influence of passion; law is reason 

without desire. Where law reigns, God reigns incarnate ; 

where the individual, the beast reigns as well.' If 

this advantage seems to be again outweighed by the 

inability of law to take account of particular cases as 

the individual governor can, this is not decisive. It 

follows, indeed, from it that the constitution must 

admit of an improvement upon the laws ?—that the 

cases which the law does not take account of must be 

submitted to authoritative judges and magistrates, and 

that provision should be made by means of a special 

education for a constant supply of men, to whom these 

1 iii. 15, 1286, a, 7-20, c. 16, 
1287, a, 28: 6 wey ody Toy vdyuov 
KeAevwy apxew SoKkel KeAEveLy 
&pxew Toy Gedy Kal Tov vovy udvous, 

6 8 ayvOpwroyv KeAciwy TpoaTiénot 
kal @npiov. H Te yap embuuia 
tTo.ovrov | perhaps better : to1ovrov 

ment, like all other arts and 
sciences, reaches perfection gra- 
dually. From the earliest inhabi- 
tants of a country, whether they 
be autochthonous ora remnant of 
a more ancient population, little 
insight is to be expected: it 

ov| Kat 6 Oupos &pxovTas SiacTpepe 
kal tovs apiorouvs avdpas, S10mMep 
dvev opétews vous 6 vomos éoriv. 
Cf. p. 248 sq. vi. 4, 1318, b, 39: 
n yap ekovoia Tod mparrew 6 Te by 
e0€An Tis ov SUvVaTaL puAaTTeELy TH 
ev ExdoT@ Tav avOpaTwy pavAor. 
Hth. v. 10, 1134, a, 35: 51d ovr 
eauev &pyewv &vOpwmrov, aAAG Ty 
Adyov [al. vduov], Ott Eavt@ TodTo 
moet Kal yiveTar TUpavvos. 

2 Aristotle touches on this 
point, ii. 8, 1268, b, 31 sqq. He 
there says that neither the 
written nor the unwritten laws 
can be unchangeable. Govern- 

would be absurd, therefore, to be 
bound by their precedents; written 
laws, moreover, cannot embrace 
every individual case. Neverthe- 
less great prudence is required in 
changing the laws; the authority 
of the law rests entirely on use 
and wont, and this ought not to 
be infringed unnecessarily ; men 
ought to put up with small 
anomalies rather than injure the 
authority of the law and the 
government and accustom the 
citizens to regard legislative 
changes lightly. 
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functions may be entrusted; but it does not by any 

means follow that the highest authority in the State 

should reside in an individual. On the contrary, the 

more undeniable it is that many are superior to one, 

that the latter is more liable to be fooled by passion 

and corrupted by desire than a multitude, and that 

even the monarch cannot dispense with a multitude of 

servants and assistants, the wiser it is to commit this 

authority into the hands of the whole people and cause 

it to be exercised by them, rather than by an individual! 
—assuming always that the people consist of free and 

capable men.” |'urthermore, we cannot overlook the 

fact that use and custom are more powerful than written 

laws, and that government by these at any rate has the 

advantage over government by a man, even although 
we deny this of written law.* A monarch, finally (and 

this argument weighs heavily with Aristotle), will almost 

inevitably desire to make his sovereignty hereditary in 
his family ; and what guarantee have we in such a case 

1 C. 15, 1286, a, 20-b, 1, c. upon a special case, in which 
16, 1287, a, 20- b, 35; cf. p. 246, n. 
2, supra. Rhet.i. 1, 1354, a, 31: it 
is best that as much as possible 
cases should be decided by law 
and withdrawn from judicialcon- 
sideration ; for (1) true insight is 
more likely to be found in tle 
individual or the select few who 
make a law than in the many 
who have to apply it ; (2) lawsare 
the product of mature delibera- 
tion, judicial decisions of the 
moment ; (3) the most important 
consideration of all: the legis- 
lator establishes universal prin- 
ciples for the future, law courts 
and popular assemblies decide 

inclination, aversion and private 
advantage not unfrequently play 
a part. To these, therefore, we 
must leave, when possible, only 
such questions as refer to matters 
of fact—past or future. 

* Thid. 1286, a, 35: €orw de 7d 
TAGs of erevOEpor, undev mapa 
toy vouov mpartoyTes, GAA’ 7 mepl 
ay éxAcimew avayKatov avtév. We 
are dealing with aya@ol kal &vdpes 
kal woAtrat. To the further objec- 
tion that in large masses factions 
commonly arise, the reply is 
made: ét: omovdaio. thy Wxhy, 
dorep kaxcivos 6 eis. 

2 c. 16, 1267, by B. 
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that it will not pass into the most unworthy hands, to 

the ruin of the whole people?! On all these grounds 

Aristotle declares it to be better that the State be ruled 

by a capable body of citizens than by an individual: in 

other words, he gives ‘ aristocracy ’ the preference over 

‘monarchy.’? Only in two cases does he regard the 

latter, as we have seen, as justified: when a people stands 

so low as to be incapable of self-government, or when 

an individual stands so pre-eminently oat over all others 

that they are forced to revere him as their natural 

ruler. Of the former, he could not fail to find many 

instances in actual experience ; he himself, for instance, 

explains the Asiatic despotisms on this principle. Of 

the latter, neither his own time nor the whole history 

of his nation afforded him any example corresponding 

even remotely to the description, except that of his own 

pupil Alexander.* ‘The thought naturally suggests it- 

self that he had him in his mind when he describes the 
prince whose personal superiority makes him a born 

ruler. Conversely, we can imagine that he used his 

ideal of the true king (if he had sketched it at so early 

a period as his residence in Macedonia*) as a means of 

directing to beneficial ends a power which would endure 

he. 15, 1286, b, 22. 
2 ¢, 15, 1286, b, 3: «f 3) thy 

pev Tav TAEdywy apxiy ayabor 
& avdp@v mwavtTwv apiotoKpariay 

/ \ \ Pee te, / 

Getéov, Thy Se Tov Evds BaciAciay, 

haps have been mentioned along- 
side of him; he was, however, 
not a monarch, but a popular 
leader, and in Polit. ii. 12, 1274, 
a, 5 sqq. is treated merely as a 

aipetwrepov dy ein wdAcow apioTo- 
Kpatia Baotdelas. Accordingly 
early monarchies have changed 
into republics as the number of 
capable people in the cities has 
increased. 

3 Pericles alone might per- 

demagogue. 
* See ONCKEN, 

Arist. ii. 268 sq. 
° He dedicated a treatise to 

Alexander mepi BagiAclas ; see p. 
60, n. 1. 

Staatsl. d. 
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no opposition and no limitation, and of saying to a 
prince whose egotism would admit no title by the side 

of his own that absolute monarchy can only be merited 

by an equally absolute moral greatness. These specula- 
tions, however, are delusive. Aristotle himself remarks 

that no one any longer exists so far superior to all 

others as the true king must needs be.’ Moreover, 

throughout the Politics he accepts the presuppositions 

of Greek national and political life, and it is not 

likely that in his theory of monarchy he should have 

had the Macedonian Empire, whose origin, like that ot 

other peoples, he elsewhere traces to definite historical 

sources,” present to his thought.? It is better to explain 

1 vy. 10, 1313,a, 3: od ylyvor- 
Tat 8° tt BactAeian viv, GAA’ Gvep 

yiyvevTa, wovapxia Kal Tupayyides 
MGAAov, 51% Td THY BacirElay Exov- 
giov pev apxnv elvat, werCdvev be 
Kuplay, ToAAovs 8° elvat rovs du- 
olous, Kal wndéva Siapépovra 
TocovtTov dare amapricery 
mpos To méyedos Kal Td aki- 
wua THS apxns. hore 5a pev 
ToiTo €kdyTes ovX tmomevovow* 
ty Se 8.’ amdrns aptn tis H Blas, 
dn SoKet TovTo eiva: Tupavvis. 
This does not, indeed, primarily 
refer to the appearance in a state 
previously monarchical of a 
prince whose personality corre- 
sponds to that of the ideal king, 
but to the introduction of mon- 
archy in states which hitherto 
have had another form of consti- 
tution ; the words undéva...dapxiis 
seem, however, to show that 
Aristotle in depicting the true 
king was not thinking of contem- 
porary examples. Had he desired 
historical illustrations he would 
have preferred to look for them in 

mythical times—perhaps in a 
Theseus—seeing that in iii. 15, 
1286, a, 8 he supposes that mon- 
archy is the oldest form of con- 
stitution, perhaps because the 
few capable people in antiquity 
stood more prominently out 
above the common man than in 
later times. 

2 Polit. v. 10, 1310, b, 39, 
where the Macedonian kings are 
mentioned along with the Spartan 
and Molossian as owing their 
position to their services as 
founders of states. 

3 Even although the passage 
vil. 7 (see infra) were taken to 
mean that the Greek nation now 
that it has become politically 
united (strictly speaking it had 
not received piay moArreiay even 
from Philip and Alexander) is 
able to rule the world, and not 
merely that ‘it would be able to 
rule the world if it were politi- 
cally united, it could not be 
quoted in proof of the view that 
Aristotle (as ONCKEN, Staatsl. d. 
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his views on this subject upon purely scientific principles. . 

Among the different possible cases in which virtue may 

be the basis of political life, he had to take account of 

that in which the virtue resides primarily in the prince, 

and in which his spirit, passing into the community, 

confers upon it that prowess which he himself possesses. 

It would certainly not be difficult to prove from Ari- 

stotle’s own statements about the weakness of human 

nature and the defects of absolute monarchy that such 

a case can never actually occur, that even the greatest 

and ablest man differs from a god, and that no personal 

greatness in a ruler can compensate for the legally 

organised co-operation of a free people, or can constitute 

a claim to unlimited command over free men. JDeter- 

mined, however, though Aristotle usually is in his hos- 

tility to all false idealism, and careful though he is in 

the Politics to keep clearly in view the conditions of 

reality, he has here been unable wholly to rid himself 

of idealistic bias. He admits that the advent of a man 

who has a natural claim to sole supremacy is a rare 

exception; but he does not regard it as an impossibility, 

and accordingly considers it his duty not to overlook 

this case in the development of his theory.! 

After thus discussing the principles of his division 

of states into their various kinds, Aristotle next 

proceeds to investigate the separate forms themselves, 

beginning with the best, and passing from it to the 

Arist. i. 21, supposes) saw in its HENKEL, Studien, &c., p. 97. 
unity under the Macedonian 1 SUSEMIHL, Jahresber. iber 
sway the fulfilment of his class. Alterthumsm., 1875, p. 277, 
people’s destiny. Cf. SUSEMIHL, takes the same view. 
Jahrb. f. Philol. ciii. 134 sq. 

VOL. II. S 
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less perfect examples. The examination of the‘ Best 

State,’ however, as already observed, is incomplete. 

We must therefore be content to notice the section of 

it which we have before us. 

5. The Best State ' 

For a perfect society certain natural conditions are 

in the first place necessary ; for just as each art requires 

a suitable material to work upon, so also does political 

science. A community cannot, any more than an indi- 

vidual, dispense with external equipment as the con- 

dition of complete happiness.? 

1 It has been frequently 
denied that Aristotle intended to 
depict an Ideal State (see HIL- 
DENBRAND, tbid. p. 427 sqq. 
HENKEL, ibid. 74); his own 
declarations, however, as is 
gradually coming to be generally 
admitted, leave no doubt on this 
head. Cf. eg. iii. 18 fin. vii. 1 
init. c. 2, 1324, a, 18, 23, c. 4 
init. c. 9, 1328, b, 33, c. 13 init. 
c. 15 init. iv. 2, 1289, a, 30. The 
subject of the discussion in Polit. 
vii. and viii. is described by all 
these passages without exception 
as the apiorn modrteia, the méAus 
MéAAovoa Kat’ evxhy ouvertavat, 
and Aristotle expressly says that 
in depicting such a State many 
assumptions must be made, but 
these ought not to transcend the 
limits of possibility. This, how- 
ever, is precisely what Plato also 
had asserted of the presupposi- 
tions of his ideal state (Rep. v. 
473, c. vi. 499 C, D,502 0; see Ph. 
d.Gr.i. p.776), and so small is the 
difference in this respect between 

A State, in the first 

them that, while Plato declares 
Lh wavTdmacw nuas evxas cipnkévat, 
GAAG xaArera pev Suvara Se wy 
(Rep. vii, 540 D), Aristotle says, 
conversely (vii. 4, 1325, b, 38, 
and almost in the same words 
ii. 6, 1265, a,17): 5e? woAAa wpoiro- 
Tebeioba: Kabdrep evxXomevous, elvat 
mévto. pndevy tovtTwy advvaror. 
Aristotle certainly declares the 
most peculiar of Plato’s propo- 
sals to be unsuitable and im- 
practicable ; he is moreover not 
so entranced with his Ideal State 
as to deny, as Plato does, to any 
other the name of State and to 
permit to the philosopher alone 
a share in its administration ; he 
demands of political science that 
it should study also the less 
perfect conditions of actuality 
and ascertain what is best in the 
circumstances; but at the same 
time he doubted as little as Plato 
that Politics ought also to sketch 
the ideal of a perfect State.. 

2 Polit. vii, 4 init. 
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place, must be neither too small nor too great: since if 

it is too small it will lack independence ; if too great, 

unity. The true measure of its proportions is that the 

number of the citizens should, on the one hand, suffice 

for all wants, and, on the other, be sufficiently within a 

compass to keep the individual members intimately 

acquainted with one another and with the government. ! 

Aristotle further desires a fruitful country of sufficient 

extent, which itself supplies all the necessities of life 

without leading to luxury, and which is easily defended 

and suitable for purposes of commerce. In this last 

respect he defends, as against Plato,? a maritime situa- 

tion, prescribing at the same time means of avoiding 

the inconveniences which it may bring with it. More 

important still, however, is the natural character of the 

people. A healthy community can only exist where 

the people combine the complementary qualities of 

spirit and intellect. Aristotle agrees with Plato in 

holding that this is so among the Greeks alone. The 

Northern barbarians, on the other hand, with their un- 

1 Thid. 1326, b, 5 sqq. where moAvdvApwros. Cf. Eth. ix. 10, 
at the end Aristotle says: d7Aov 
Towuy ws ovtds eat. méAEws Spos 
apirros, 7 pmeylotn Tov mANOovs 
jmepBorAh mpds avTdpKesavy (wijs 
evovvorros. At the same time he 
maintains that the general cri- 
terion of the size of a state is, 
not the 7A7Go0s, but the Svvauis of 
its population, that the greatest 
is that which is best capable of 
answering the peculiar ends of 
the state, and that accordingly 
we have to take into account the 
number, not of the population, 
but of the citizens proper: ov 
yap TavToy peydAn te mAs Kal 

1170, b, 31: otre yap é« Séxa 
avOpamrwyv yéevoit’ by méAts ov’ éx 
déxa wupiddwv Ett mors eotlv—we 
shall not consider the latter too 
low an estimate if we have in 
view tae Greek states in which 
all full citizens share directly in 
the government (cf. Polit. ibid. 
1326, b, 6). 

2 Laws, iv. init. ; this passage 
is, undoubtedly present to Ari- 
stotle’s mind, although he makes 
no mention either of it or of its 
author. 

* Polit, vii. 5. 
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tamed spirit, may attain to freedom, but not to political 

existence; while the Asiatics, with all their art and 

talent, are cowards, and destined by nature to be 

slaves.' The Greeks alone are capable of political 

activity, for they alone are endowed with that sense 
of moral proportion which fortifies them on all sides 

from extremes of excess or defect. The conditions of 

all civil and moral life Aristotle, in a true Greek spirit, 

finds to exist only in his own people. Here, also, where 

it is more justifiable in view of the intellectual state of 

the world at that time, we have the same national pride 

which has already presented itself in a more repulsive 

aspect in the discussion upon Slavery. 

So far we have spoken only of such things as depend 

upon chance. The most important of all, however, and 

that which constitutes the essential element in the 
happiness of the state, is the virtue of the citizens, 

which is no longer a matter of chance, but of free will 

and insight.2, Here, therefore, we must call upon 

political science to be our guide. In the first place 

we shall have to determine by its aid how best to take 

advantage of the external circumstances. Under this 

head comes all that Aristotle says of the division of the 

land, and of the site and structure of the city. With 

of which passages Aristotle him- 
self refers. 

! Polit. vii.7, where hesays of 
the Greeks (1327, b, 29): 7d 5é 
tav ‘EAAfhvwr yévos domep wecever 
KaTa& ToVS TdTOUS, OUTws auoiv 
meTéexet, Kal yao €vOuuoy Kal dia- 
vontikdy éotw, didmep €AevOepdy Te 
SiatreAci kal udAioTa moATev ‘uEvoy 
kal dSuvduevoy Spyeu mdvTwy pias 
Tuvyxavoy moAitelas (on which see 
p. 256, n. 1); cf. PLATO, Rep. iv. 
435 B, ii. 374 E sqq. to the latter 

2 Polit. vii. 13, 1333, a, 29: 
510 Kar’ evxhy evyducba thy Tis 
moAews avoTacw, av n TUXN Kupla* 
kup'av yap avrhy brdpxew Tibener * 
To 8€ omovdalay elvar thy woAWw 
ovKeTi TUXNS Epyov, GAA’ emioTHuns 
kal mpoaipécews. Cf.c. 1, 1323, b, 
13, and the whole chapter. 
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reference to the first of these he proposes! that a portion 

of the whole territory Le set apart as state property, 

from the produce of which the cost of religious services 

and public banquets may be defrayed, and that of what 

remains each citizen should receive two portions, one in 

the neighbourhood of the city, another towards the 

boundary of its territory.?, He requires for the city not 

only a healthy site and suitable plan of structure, but 

also fortifications, deprecating upon valid grounds* the 

contempt with which Plato’ and the Spartans regarded 

the latter. Of much greater importance, however, are 

the means that must be adopted to secure the personal 

capacity of the citizens. These will not in the most 

perfect sort of state consist merely in educating men 

with a view to a particular form of constitution and to 
their own particular aims, nor again in making them 

efficient as a community, although imperfect as indivi- 

duals; on the contrary, since the virtue of citizens here 

coincides with the virtue of man universally, care must 

be taken to make each and every citizen a capable man, 

and to fit all for taking part in the government of the 

state.° But for this end three things are necessary. 

The ultimate aim of human existence is the education 

of the reason. As the higher is always preceded by 

the lower, the end by the means, in the order of time,’ 

so the education of the reason must be preceded by 

1 Ibid. c. 10, 1329, b, 36 sqq. * Laos. vi, 118. D-sG, 
2 There is a similar plan in 5 See vol. ii. p. 209, n. 2, sup. 

PLATO, Laws, 745 C sqq.; Aristotle, § Cf. p. 142 sq. and Polit. vii. 
however, in Polit. ii. 6, 1265, b, 15, 1334, b. 14: 6 5€ Aédyos juiv 
24, considers Plato’sarrangement, kal 6 vovs tis picews TéAos. doe 
merely on account of a trifling mpds rovtous thy yéverw Kal Thy 
difference, highly objectionable. tay é@ay dei mapackevacew wederny. 

= Poet. vi, 11, 12, 7 Cf. vol. ii. p. 28, n. 3, supra. 
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that of the irrational element of the soul—namely, 
desire—and the training of desire by that of the body. 

We must therefore have first a physical, secondly a 

moral, and lastly a philosophic training ; and just as the 

nurture of the body must subserve the soul, so must the 

education of the appetitive part subserve the reason.! 

Aristotle, like Plato, demands that state interference 

with the life of the individual should begin much earlier 

than is customary in our days, and that it should regu- 

late even the procreation of children. He does not, in- 

deed, as has been already shown,? go so far as to make 

this act the mere fulfilment of official orders, as Plato 

had done in the Republic. Nevertheless he also would 

have laws to regulate the age at which marriage should 

take place and children be begotten,’ careful regard 

being paid to the consequences involved not only to the 

children in relation to their parents, but to the parents 

in relation to one another. The law must even determine 

at what season of the year and during what winds pro- 

creation may take place. It must prescribe the proper 

course of treatment for pregnant women, procure the ex- 

posure of deformed children, and regulate the number of 

births. For those children who are superfluous, or whose 

parents are either too young or too old, Aristotle, sharing 

1 Polit. vii. 15, 1334, b, 20: and desire, v. vol. ii. pp. 112 sq:5 
domep 5€ T0 cGua mpdtepoy TH yeve- 1558q. supra. [supra. 
cet THS Wux7s, ovTW Kal Td BAovyov 
TOU Adyov ExovTos... 51d mpaTov 
méy TOU odparos Thy éemméAciav 
GvarykKatov mpotépay elvat 7) Thy THs 
Wuxis, €mreita Thy THs dpékews, 
Svexa mévTo. Tov vou Thy THs 
opetews, Thy 5€ TOU ocwmaTos Tis 
Wuxns. Cf. viii.3 fin. On reason 

2 In the section on the Family, 
3 Marriage ought to take place 

with men about the age of 
thirty-seven, with women about 
eighteen ; procreation ought not 
to be continued beyond the fifty- 
fourth or fifty-fifth year of a 
man’s age. 
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as he does the indifference of ancients in general as 

to such immoral practices, roundly recommends ‘abor- 

tion, justifying it on the ground that what has as 

yet no life, has no rights.’ From the control of pro- 

creation Aristotle passes to education, which he regards 

as beginning with the first moment of life, and extend- 

ing to the last. From the earliest years of its life care 

must be taken to secure for the child, not only suitable 

exercise and physical training, but also games and 

stories as a preparation for its moral education. Chil- 

dren must be left as little as possible to the society of 

slaves, and kept altogether out of the way of improper 

conversation and pictures, which, indeed, ought not to 

be tolerated at all. Their public education begins at 

_the age of seven, and lasts till twenty-one.t Aristotle 

founds his argument in favour of state-regulated educa- 

tion upon its importance for the communal life, for it is 

the moral quality of the citizens which supports the 

fabric and determines the character of the common- 

wealth ; and if a man would practise virtue in the state, 

As in the best 

state all must be equally capable, as the whole state 
has one common object in view, and as no man belongs 

to himself, but all belong to the state, this education 

1 All this is treated of in 4 Thid. 1336, b, 35 sqq. 
Pott. vii. 16. 5 Polit. viii. 1 init., where 

he must begin early to acquire it. 

2 With what follows cf. LEF- 
MANN, De Arist. Hom. Educatione 
Princ. Berl. 1864; BIEHL, Die 
Erziehwngslehre d. Arist. Gymn.- 
Progr. Innsbruck, 1877. For 
other literature on the subject, 
see UEBERWEG, Hist. of Phil. 
vol. i. p. 172 Eng. Tr. 

rv. bz. 

enter alia: Tb yap HOos THS ToAt- 
telas ExdoTns Td oikelov Kal puAdr- 
Tew ¢lw0e Thy ToAtTelay Kal Kad- 
lornow e& apxjs, oiov Td wey Synuo- 
Kpatikoy Snuokpatiay, Td 8 bAry- 
apxikoy OAvyapxiav’ det 5 Td 
BéAtiotovy 700s BeAdTiovos atrioy 
mwohirelas.. Cf, v. 9, 1310, a, 19, 
and vol. ii. p. 209, n. 2, supra. 
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must be wholly in common and must be regulated 

in every detail with a view to the wants of the whole.! 

Its one object, therefore, must be to train up men who 
shall know how to practise the virtue of freemen. 

The same principle will determine the subjects of in- 

struction and the method of their treatment. Thus 

of the arts which serve the wants of life, the future 

citizens shall learn only those which are worthy of a 

free man, and which vulgarise neither mind nor body,? 

such as reading, writing, and drawing, the last of which, | 

besides its practical utility, possesses the higher merit 

of training the eye for the study of physical beauty.’ 

But even among those arts which belong to a liberal 

education in the stricter sense, there is an essential 

difference between those which we learn for the sake of. 

their practical application and those which we learn for 

1 Thid. 1337, a, 21 sqq.; cf. 
p. 209. n. 2. Aristotle recognises, 
inceed (E£th. x. 10, 1180, b, 7), 
that private education may beable 
more readily to adapt itself to the 
needs of the pupil, but replies that 
public education does not neces- 
sarily neglect these, provided that 
it is entrusted to the proper hands. 

2 viii. 2, 1337, b, 4: Ort pév 
otv Ta GvayKaia Set SiddoKnecOau 
TaY xpnoiuwy, ovK &dnAov’ Sri BE 
ov mavta, dinpnucvwv Tay TE éeAEv- 
Bépwy Epywv Kal Tov avedevOepwr, 
gdavepoy bTi Tay To.ovTwY Set wer- 
éxew boa TOY XeNTiMwY ToInoeL TOY 
metéxovtTa wh Bavavoov. Bdavavoov 
5° Epyov elvat Se? TovTo vouicew Kal 
réxyvnv tavTny Kal pdbnow, boa 
mpos Tas xphoeis Kal Tas mpdtess 
Tas THS apeTns BXpnaTov amepyd- 
Covra: Td gaya Tav erEevOépwy 7 
Thy Wxhv } thy Bidvoiwy. Ari- 
stotle agrees with Plato (cf. Ph. d. 

Gr. i. p. 754) in regarding this 
as the effect of trades (mic@apu- 
kal épyacta) generally ; they leave 
thought unexercised and generate 
low views. These, however, are 
to be found even with the higher 
activities (music, gymnastics, 
&c.) if these are pursued in a one- 
sided way as a vocation. There 
are many things, finally, that a 
man may do for himself or a 
friend, or for some good purpose, 
hut not in the _ service of 
strangers. 

8 vili. 3, 1337, b, 23, 1538, a, 
13 sqq. Jbid.1. 37: among the 
useful arts are many which must 
be learned, not merely for the 
sake of their utility, but also as 
aids to further culture. Such are 
ypaumatikh and ypagixh. The chief 
value of the latt:r is ort move? 
Bewpntikdy Tov mepl Ta o@paTa 
KadAAous. 
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their own sake. The former have their end outside of 

themselves in something attained by their means, while 

tne latter find it within themselves, in the high and 

satisfying activities which their own exercise affords. 
That the latter are the higher, that they are the only 

truly liberal arts, hardly requires proof in Aristotle’s 

view.! As, moreover, of the two chief branches of 

education among the Greeks—music and gymnastics— 

the latter is practised more as an aid to soldierly 

efficiency, while the former directly ministers to mental 

culture, it is not wonderful that he should disapprove 
of that one-sided preference for physical training which 

was the basis of the Spartan system of education. He 

remarks that where physical exercise and endurance are 

made so exclusively an object, a ferocity is produced 

which differs widely from true bravery ; nor do these 

means suffice for the attainment even of the object 

sought— viz. superiority in war: for since Sparta had 

? Besides what is said swp. ii. 
p. 141 sqq., on the superiority of 
theory to practice, and, p. 209 sq., 
on peaceful and warlike avoca- 
tions, cf. on this head vii. 14,1333, 
a, 35 : [avaynn | wéAeuov wey eiphyns 
xdpw, arxoAlay Be cxXoATs, Ta 5’ 
avaykaia Kal xphojma Tay Kaddy 
evexevy, Similarly c. 15, 1334, a, 
14, viii. 3, 1337, b, 28 (on music): 
viv pev yap ws ndovns xapw ol 
mAcioTOL mEeTEXOVEW avTHS* of & e 
apxis ératay év matd<ig, 51a 7d THY 
gvow avthy Cnteiv . . . wh povov 
aoxorciy 6p0Gs AAAG kal cxoAdCew 
divacOa KaA@S ... ei yap &udw 
mev Set, madrdov Se alperdy rd 
TxXOAdCEW THS aoXOAIas, Kal dws 
(nrnréoy Ti mo.ovyTas Set oxoAdCeww. 
Mere amusement (mw5:a) is not 

in itself an end but only a means 
of recreation, and accordingly 
more necessary -in a@cxoAia than 
in cxo0Ay. The latter consists in 
the attainment of the end, and 
therefore results immediately in 
pleasure and happiness; the for- 
mer is effort after an end which 
is not yet attained. Gore pavepdy 
OT Set kal mpds thy ev TH Biaywyh 
TXoOAnY wavOdvery &rta Kal mal- 
deverOai, Kal ratTa wey TH TWal- 
Sevyuata Kal TavTas Tas pmadhoess 
éavto@y elvat xdpiv, Tas 5& mpds THY 
aoxorlay ws avayKatas Ka yap 
&aAAwyv. ... Ort wey tolvuy earl 
maidela Tis hv ox ws xonoluny 
maisevTéov Tovs vieis avd’ ws 
avaykalay, GAN ws éAevOépiov Kal 
Kadi, pavepdy eat. 
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ceased to have a monopoly of gymnastic training, she 

had Jost her superiority over other states. Aristotle 

desires, therefore, to see gymnastics duly subordinated 

to the true end of all education, and to prevent the 

more exhausting exercises from being practised before 

the body has acquired sufficient strength and the mind 
has received a counterbalancing bias from other studies.! 

Turning to music, by which Aristotle means in the 

first instance music in the narrower sense of the word, 

in which it does not include poetry,” we have to distin- 

guish between several uses to which it may be put.® 
It serves for purposes of pleasure and of moral educa- 

tion ; it soothes the spirit, and furnishes an enjoyable 

occupation. 

1 vili. 4, especially 1338, b, 
17: ovre yap év Tots 4AAos (wots 
ot7’ éml trav eOvwy dpauev Thy 
avopiay akoAovlovcay Tots aypiw- 
TaTOIS, GAAG MaAAOY TOS NuEpw- 
Tépos Kal AcovT@deow HOeow ... 
adore TO Kaddv GAA’ ov TH Onpi@des 
Set mpwraywvioteiv* ob yap AvKos 
ovde Tav BAAwy Onpiwy Tt aywri- 
caito by ovGéva Kadrby kKivdvvor, 
GAAG wGAAov avnp ayabds. oi Se 
Alay eis TavTa ayvévTes TOUS Taidas, 
kal Tay dvaykalwy amaidaywyhtous 
momoavtes, Bavavoous Katepya(or- 
Tal KaTd ye TO GAnOEs, pds Ev TE 
sdvoy Epyov TH WoAtTiK xpnoimovs 
mownjoavTes, Kal mpos TovUTO xXEtpor, 
és onow 6 Adyos, éTEpwr. 

2 PLATO, on the other hand, 
in the section of the Hep. upon 
musical education, deals chiefly 
with poetry-its form and content. 
See Ph. d. Gr.i. pp. 773, 779 sq. 

2 Polit. viii. 5, 1339, b, 11, ¢ 

In the education of youth, however, its 

ethical effect is the main thing. The young are too 

7, 1341, b, 36. 
4 By the «d@apois which is 

effected, not only by sacred music 
(meAn efopyid(ovra), but by all 
music ; Polit. viii. 1342, a, 4 sqq. 
For the fuller discussion of 
KGGapots, see ch. xv. infra. 

5 Ataywyh. By this word Ari- 
stotle means generally an activity 
which has its end in itself, and 
is therefore necessarily accom- 
panied by pleasure, like every 
activity which is complete in it- 
self (seep. 146sq.sup.). Hethere- 
fore makes a distinction between 
those arts which serve human 
need and those which serve 
diaywyn (Metaph. i. 1 sq. 981, b, 
17, 982, b, 22), comprehending 
under the latter all kinds of 
enjoyment, both nobler and 
humbler. In this wider sense, 
mere amusements can be classed 
as Siaywyh (as in Hth. iv. 14 init. 
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immature to practise it as an independent occupation.! 

It is well adapted, indeed, for amusement and recrea- 

tion, since it affords innocent pleasure; but pleasure 

may not be made an end in learning, and to limit 

music to this would be to assign too low a place to it.? 

All the more important, on the other hand, is its in- 

fluence upon character. Music more than any other 

art represents moral states and qualities: anger, gen- 

tleness, bravery, modesty, and every variety of virtue, 

vice and passion find here their expression. ‘This repre- 

sentation awakens kindred feelings in the souls of the 
hearers. We accustom ourselves to be pleased or 

pained by certain things, and the feelings which we 

have accustomed ourselves to entertain towards the 

imitation we are likely to entertain also towards the 

reality in life. But virtue consists just in this: in 

feeling pleasuré in what is good, pain in what is bad. 

Music, therefore, is one of the most important means of 

education, all the more so because its effect upon the 

x. G, 1176, b, 12 sqq.; Polit. viii. 
5, 1339, b, 22). In the narrower 
sense, however, Aristotle uses 
this expression for the higher 
activities of the kind indicated 
(Staywyh €Aevbépios, Polit. viii. 5, 
1339, b, 5). Accordingly he calls, 
ie tx, 11, 11T1,:b, 12, the 
society of friends, or Metaph. xii. 
7 (p. 398, n. 5, supra), Hth. x. 7, 
1177, a, 25, the active thought of 
the divine and the human spirit 
diaywyh. In Polit. vii. 15, 1334, a, 
16, in the discussion touched 
upon on p. 209 sq., he mentions 
TXOAH and diaywyh together, and 
in the passage before us, c. 5, 

Toae, a, 25, 29, b, 13, c. 7, 1341, 

b, 40, he distinguishes: the appli- 
cation of music to purposes of 
moadia and dayvdmavois from that 
mpos Siaywyhv Kal mpos ppdrvncy, 
saying (1339, b, 17) of the latter 
that 7d KaAdy and 7dov7) are united 
init. Cf. BonITz, Asist. Metaph. 
ii 45" Ind, Avr. 178; a, 33% 
SCHWEGLER, Avist. Metaph. iii. 
1? sa: 

! yut. 5,.1339, a, 29: they 
have no claim to diaywyn: odferi 
yap aTeAE? mpoonke TEAOS. 

2 Thid. 1339, a, 26-41, b, 14— 
31, 42 sqq. 

3 akpommevor TOY mmunoewy yly- 
vovTal TayTes Tummadeis. 
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young is in no small degree strengthened by the plea- 

sure that accompanies it.! These considerations de- 

termine the rules which Aristotle lays down for musical 

instruction. It cannot, indeed, be separated from actual 

practice, without which no true understanding of music 

can be arrived at; but since the aim of musical educa- 

tion is not the practice of the art itself, but only the 

cultivation of the musical taste, the former must be 

confined to the period of apprenticeship, seeing that it 

does not become a man to be a musician. Even in the 

case of children the line must not be crossed which separ- 

ates the connoisseur from the professional artist.2_ To 

the latter, music is a trade which ministers to the taste 

of the uneducated masses ; so it is the occupation of an 

artisan, enfeebling to the body and degrading to the 

mind. ‘T’othe freeman, on the other hand, it is a means 

of culture and education. The choice of the instru- 

ments and melodies to be used for purposes of instruc- 

tion will be made with this end in view. Besides, how- 

ever, the quiet and simple music which alone he would 

permit his citizens to practise, Aristotle authorises for 

public occasions a more exciting and artificial style, 

which may be either earnest and purifying for those 

who have received a liberal education, or of a less chaste 

description for the recreation of the lower classes and 

slaves.‘ 

' Lbid. 1339, a, 21 sqa. 1340, 8€ tay aydvwv eis Thy waidetay. Cc. 
a, 7-b, 19. 6, 1341, a, 10. 

? Aristotle deprecates in gen- 3 vill. 6, 1340, b-20, 1341, 
eral education 7a mpds rods a, 17, 1341, b, 8-18, c. 5, 1339, b, 
ayavas ToUs Texviko’s guYTE vovTa, 8. 
Ta Oavudo.a Kal mepiTTa TOY Epywr, ' Thid. c. 6, 1341, a-b, 8, c. 7. 
& viv eAvAvOery eis Tos aya@vas, ex 
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With these remarks the Politics ends, leaving even 

the discussion of music unfinished.' It is inconceivable, 

however, that Aristotle intended to conclude here his 

treatise upon education. With so keen a sense of the 

importance of music as an element in education, and 

with Plato’s example before him, it is impossible that 

he should have overlooked that of poetry ; and, indeed, 

he betrays his intention of discussing it in his proposal 

to treat ‘subsequently ’ of comedy.? It is also most 

improbable that a man like Aristotle, who regarded the 

scientific activity as the highest of all, and as the most 

essential element in happiness, and who considered 

political science of such vital importance as an element 

in social life,? should have passed over in silence the whole 

subject of scientific training.* Nor could he have desired 
to entrust it to private effort, for he says that the whole of 

education must be public. Aristotle himself repeatedly 
indicates that after ethical, he intends to discuss intel- 

lectual culture.” He promises, moreover, to return to 

1 For after viii. 7 init. we therefore be the goal and one of 
should have had a discussion of 
rhythm; cf. HILDENBRAND, tdid. 
p. 453 (as opposed to NICKEs, 
De Arist. Polit. Libr. p. 93). 

2 vii. 17, 1336, b, 20: robs 5é 
vewTépous ov7’ iduBwy ovte Kwuy- 
dias dearas vouober nt ov 
torepov 8 emorhnoaytas det Siopioa 
MaAAov, 

3 See Hth. x. 10, 1180, a, 32, 
b, 20 sqq. 

4 It is the question of the 
education of the citizens that 
leads to the statement, Polit. vii. 
14, 1333, b, 16 sqq., that theoretic 
activity is the highest and the 
aim of all the others. It must 

the most essential elements of 
education in the best state. 

5. Polit. Vite 1, 1334; b,, 8: 
Acurdy 5E Oewpjoat wéorepoy Trat- 
devTéot TH Adyw TMpdTEpoy 7) Tots 
€eow. Tavta yap Sei mpbs 4AANAG 
Tuupwveiy cuugwviay Thy aplorny. 
The answer is, that moral educa- 
tion must precede (see p. 261, 
supra); by which it is implied 
that a section on scientific edu- 
cation will follow. Several de- 
partments are spoken of, viii. 3, 
1338, a, 30 sqq., as belonging to 
a liberal education, and it is pre- 
scribed, viii. 4, 1339, a, 4, that. 
after entering upon manhood 
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the life of the family and to female education (to which 

he attaches the greatest importance, and the neglect 

of which he severely censures), and to discuss these at 

greater length in connection with the various forms of 

constitution ;' in the text, however, as we have it, this 

promise is not fulfilled.? He further speaks of punish- 

ment as a means of education,* and we should accord- 

young people should receive 
preliminary instruction for the 
space of three years in the other 
departments (“a@juara) before 
the more exhausting exercise in 
gymnastics begins, as the two are 
incompatible—physical exhaus- 
tion being inimical to thought 
(Siavoia)—so that a place should 
here be assigned to the discussion 
of scientific instruction. 

1 Polit. i. 13, 1260, b, 8: epi 
5€ avdpbs kal yuvaikds Kal TéeKvwy 

kal matpos, Tis Te mepl ExaoTov 
aitay apetis, kal Tis mpos ohas 
avtovs dutAlas, Ti TO KaA@s Kal uy 
KaA@s éotl, kal was Set TO per cd 
didkew To SE Kak@s pevyetv, ev Tots 
mepl Tas moAiTelas avaykaioy émed- 
Oeiy: émel yap oikia wey maca mépos 
méAews, TavTa 5’ oiklas, Thy 5€ Tov 
Mépous mpos Thy Tov bAov det 
BAérew apeThy, avaykatov mpos Thy 
moAitelay BAémovtas madevew Kal 
Tovs Taidas Kal Tas yuvaikas, elrep 
Tt Siapéeper mpds Td Thy wéAw elva 
amovoaiay Kal tovs maidas elvya 
aomovdalous Kal Tas yuvaikas oTov- 
Salas. dvayKaiov 5 Siapepew: ai 
bev yap ‘yuvaikes Huicv wépos TOY 
eAcuOépwy, ex 5€ Tav maidwy oi 
Kowwvot ylivoyvTat THs moArreias. 
Cf. ii, 9, 1269, b, 17: & beats 
moAiTelais pavAws Exe Td wepl Tas 
yuvaikas, Td fuicv TIS méAEws 
elvat det voulCew avonobérntoyr. 
BRANDIS, ii. b, 1673, A, 769. 

* For we cannot regard the 
occasional allusions which we 
find in ii. 6, 7, 9 as such a fulfil- 
ment. : 

% The measure of punishment 
has already been found (see endof 
last chap.) in the principle of 
corrective justice, according to 
which each must suffer loss in. 
proportion to the advantage 
which he has unjustly usurped. 
The aim of punishment, on the 
other hand, according to Ari- 
stotle, who here agrees with Plato 
(Ph. d. Gr. i. p. 744) is chiefly to 
improve the culprit and deter 
him from further wrong-doing, 
but partly also,in so far as he is 
himself incurable, to protect 
society against him. Cf. Rhet. 
i. 10, 1269, b, 12: Siapepa dé 
Tiwpia Kal KéAaois* H mey yap 
KéAaois TOU Mada XOVTOS EveKd eoTLD, 
n 5€ Tiywpia Tov molovyTos, Iva 
amomAnpw7. Eth. ii. 2; see p. 157, 
n. 5, sup. Ibid. x. 10,1179, b, 28: 
he who lives by passion cannot be 
improved by mere exhortation ; 
bAws 7’ ov SoKet Adyw irweikew 7d 
mdGos GAAG Big. Ibid. 1180,a, 4 (cf. 
p. 271, n. 4, infra): the better kind 
of men, say some [i.e. Plato—but 
Aristotle himself is clearly of the 
same opinion], must be admon- 
ished, ame:Oovo1 5€ kal apverrepors 
otot KoAdoets Te Kal Timwplas éem- 
TBévat, Tovs 8° avidrous bAws e€- 
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ingly have expected a full discussion of its aims and 

application, with at least a sketch of the outlines of a 

system of penal justice ; but in the Politics, as we have it, 

this subject is not touched upon. Similarly, questions of 

public economy, ! of the treatment of slaves,? and of drink- 

ing habits,? though proposed for discussion, are left 

untouched; and generally it may be said the whole 

question of the regulation of the life of adult citizens is 

passed over in silence, although it is impossible to doubt 

that Aristotle regarded this as one of the chief problems 

of political science, and that, hike Plato, he intended 
that education should be continued as a principle of moral 

guidance throughout the whole of life The same is 

true, as already remarked, of the whole question of 

legislation : ifthe Politics gives us little light on this 

Cf. HILDENBRAND, ibid. 299 sqq. 
1 qepl kThoEws Kal THS Twepl Thy 

ovaiay evmopias mas det Kal Tiva 
tpdmov e&xe mps Thy xphow 
auTnv. vii. 5, 1326, b, 32 sqq. 

* vil. 10 jin. 
$ vii. 17, 13836, b, 24, where: 

opi¢ew: troy wey yap emekn Kal 
mpos TO KaAdby (avTA TH AOYw TeELO- 
apxnoew, Tov 5€ gavdAov 7Hdorijs 
dpeyduevov AUTn KoAdCecIa Horep 
tbrodiyiov. TLbid. iii. 7, 1113, b, 
23: KoAdCovar yap Kal TiuwpovyTaL 
Tovs Spavras moxOnpu...Tovs d€ 
Ta KaAd mMpaTTovTas Tiua@ow, ws 
Tovs mey mpoTtpeovres, Tous Sé 
KwAvoovtes, The aim, therefore, 
of punishment, unless we have to 
do with an incurable offender, is 
improvement: in the first in- 
stance, however, only that im- 
provement of conduct which 
springs from the fear of punish- 
ment, not that more fundamental 
one of the inclinations which is 
effected in nobler natures by in- 
struction and admonition: im- 
provement, therefore, only in the 
sense in which it corresponds to 
the determent of the offender. 

the reference to the subsequent 
discussions does not apply to 
comedy alone. 

4 Besides Polit. vii. 12, 1331, 
a, 35 sqq. c. 17, 1336, b, 8 sqq. cf. 
especially H¢h. x. 10, 1180, a, 1: 
ovx ixavdy 8 ows véous dbvtas 
Tpopys Kal émpedcias TuxELV OpO7s, 
GAN’ éreidy Kal avdpwhévras Se? 
emiTyndevery avTa Kal e0iCecOa, Kal 
mept tavta Seoiucd’ dy vouwy Kal 
dAws wept mavta Toy Bioy* oi yap 
mwoAAol avdykn paddrAov 7) Adyw 
meBapxovot. Kat (Cnuias ) TE 
KGAQ. 
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head, we must throw the blame, not upon Aristotle but 

upon the incomplete condition of the work. 

In the completed work we should also have had a 

more detailed account of the constitution of the Best 

State. In the text before us we find only two of its 

characteristics described—namely. the conditions of its 

citizenship, and the division in it of political power. In 

reference to the former of these, Aristotle, like Plato, 

with a truly Greek contempt for physical labour, would 

make not only handicraft but also agriculture a dis- 

qualification for citizenship in the most perfect state. 

For the citizen of such a state can only be one who 

possesses all the attributes of a capable man; but in 
order to acquire these, and to devote himself to the 

service of the state, he requires a leisure and freedom 
from the lower avocations which is impossible to the 

husbandman, the artisan, and the labourer. Such 

occupations, therefore, must in the Best State be left to 
slaves and metceci. The citizens must direct all their 

energy to the defence and administration of the state ; 
they alone, moreover, are to be the possessors of landed 

estates, since the national property belongs only to the 

citizens.! On the other hand, all citizens must take 

part in the direction of the commonwealth. This, accord- 

ing to Aristotle, 1s demanded equally by justice and 

necessity ; since those who stand on a footing of essen- 

tial equality must have equal rights, and those who 

possess the power will not permit themselves to be 

excluded from the government.? But since the actual 

' vii. 9, 1328, b, 24 sqq. similar dispositions have been 
1329, a, 17-26,35, c. 10, 1329, b, touched upon. Cf. p. 299, n. 4, sup. 
36, after the Egyptian and other 2 vil. 9; 1329, a, 9, oe 38; 
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administration cannot consist of the whole mass of the 

citizens, since there must be a difference between ruler 

and ruled, and since different qualities are demanded. in 

the administrator and in the soldier—in the latter 

physical strength, in the former mature insight— 

Aristotle considers it desirable to assign different spheres 

to different ages: military service to the young, the 

duties of government, including the priestly offices, to 

the elders; and while thus offering to all a share in the 

administration, to entrust actual power only to those 

Such is Aristotle’s 

In its fundamental concep- 

tion as the rule of virtue and culture, it .is closely 

related to Plato's, from which, however, it widely differs 

in detail; although even here the difference is one 

who are more advanced in life.! 

account, of Aristocracy.? 

rather of social than of strictly political organisation. 

1332, a, 34: uty 5€ wavtes ot 
WOAITaL jLeTEXOVTL THS WoArTE as. 
¢. 14, 1332, b, 12-32. 

t vil. 9, 1329, a, 2-17, 27-34, 
@. 14, 1552, b, 32-1333, b, 11. 

2iv. 7, 1293, b, 1: aporo- 
Kpatiay wey oby Kad@s Exer Kadeiy 
mept hs SindAOouev ev Tois mpwTois 
Adyos’ Thy yap ek TaV aploTwy 
GawA@s Kat’ GpeTHy ToAtTe!av, Kal 
Mh mpos brd0eciv Tia ayadar 
avdpav [cf. viii. 9, 1328, b, 37], 
mdvnv Sdikatoy mpocayopevery api- 
oroxpatiav. Cf.c. 2, 1289, a, 31. 
Quite consistent with this is the 
definition of aristocracy, iii. 1, 
1279, a, 34 (see p. 237, supra), as 
the rule Taéy 4Alywv mev mAEiOvwr 
5’ évds in the interest of the 
common good, for, in the first 

VOL. II. 

place, Aristotle is there speaking 
only of common usage (kaAety 8 
eid0auev), giving it at the same 
time as the sole ground of its 
right to the title that it is the 
rule of the best for the common 
good; and, secondly, in the per- 
fect State it is always actually 
a minority who rule. There is 
therefore no ground for distin- 
gushing between the aristocracy 
mentioned in iii. 7 from that 
which is spoken of under the 
same name in iv. 7 and vii. (see 
FECHNER, Gerechtiykeitsbegr. d. 
Arist. p. 92, n.). Still less can 
iii. 17 (p. 239, n. 1, swp7a) be cited 
in support of this distinction, 
inasmuch as it exactly suits the 
ideal State. 
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6. Imperfect Forms of Constitution 

Besides the best constitution, there are others which, 

deviating from it in different ways and different degrees,! 
also call for discussion. All these, indeed, in so far as 

they differ from the ideal state, must be reckoned 

defective ;? but this does not prevent them from having 

a certain conditional justification in given circumstances 

or form, differing from one another in the degree of 

their relative worth and stability. Aristotle enumerates, 

as we have already seen,’ three chief forms of imperfect 

constitution: Democracy, Oligarchy, Tyranny; to which 

as he proceeds he afterwards adds as a fourth, Polity, 

together with several mixed forms which are akin to it. 

Democracy is based upon civil equality and freedom. 
In order that the citizens may be equal, they must all 

have an equal right to share in the government; the 

community, therefore, must be autocratic, and a majority 

must decide. In order that the citizens may be free, on 

the other hand, everyone must have liberty to live as he 

pleases; no one, therefore, has the right to command 

another, or, so far as this is unavoidable, command, like 

obedience, must belong to all.* All institutions, there- 

fore, are democratic which are based upon the principles 

that election to the offices of state should be made 

1 See p. 235 sq. supra. 
2 Cf. the passages which are 

cited p. 238, n. 1, supra, especially 
Polit. iv. 2, 1289, b, 6: Plato says, 
if the oligarchy &c. be good, the 
democratic form of constitution 
is the worst, whereas if they are 
bad, it is the best. mets 5¢ bAws 
ravTas einuaptnuevas elvai paper, 

Kal BeAtiw wey ddvyapxlay GAAnY 
&AAns ov KaAaS Exe: A€yew, HTToV 
5€ gavAny. The imperfect forms 
of constitution are usually called 
mapekBaceis. 

3 P. 237 sqq. 
4 vi. 2, 1317, a, 40-b, 16, 

inter alia; see p. 239 sq. 
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either by universal suffrage, by lot, or by rotation ; that 

no property qualification, or only an inconsiderable one, 

be attached to them ; that their duration or their powers 

be limited; that all share in the administration of 

justice, especially in the more important cases; that 

the competence of the popular assembly be extended, 

that of the executive restricted, as much as possible; 

that all magistrates, judges, senators, and priests be 

paid. The senate is a democratic institution. When its 

functions are merged in those of the popular assembly, 

the government is more democratic still. Low origin, 

poverty, want of education, are considered to be demo- 

cratic qualities.' But as these characteristics may be 

found in different degrees in different states, as more- 

over a particular state may exhibit all or only some of 

them, different forms of democracy arise.? As these 

variations will themselves chiefly depend, according to 

Aristotle, upon the occupation and manner of life of 

the people, it is of the highest political importance 

whether the population consists of peasants, artisans, 

or traders, or of one of the various classes of seamen, 

or of poor day-labourers, or of people without the 

full rights of citizenship, or whether and in what 

manner these elements are combined in it. A popula- 

tion engaged in agriculture or in cattle-breeding is in 

Y Jd, 1317, b, 16-1518, a, 
3,1v. 15, 1300, a, 31. 

2a. 1, 1317,.a, 22, 29 sqq. 
S iv. 4, 1291, b, 15 sqq.c. 6 

init. c. 12 (see p. 248, n. 1, supra), 
vi. 7 init. c. 1,1317, a, 22 sqq. In 
the latter passage both grounds 
of the difference in democratic 

VOL. II. 

constitutions—the character of 
the population,and the extent to 
which the institutions are demo- 
cratic—are mentioned side by 
side. From other passages, how- 
ever, it is evident that Aristotle 
regards the second of these as 
dependent upon the first. 

¥rQ 
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general content if it can devote itself to its work in 

peace. It is satisfied, therefore, with a moderate share 

in the administration : as, for example, the choice of the 

magistrates, their responsibility to itself, and the par- 

ticipation of all in the administration of justice. For 

the rest, it will like to leave its business in the hands 

of sensible men. This is the most orderly form of 

democracy. A community of artisans, traders, and 

labourers is a much more troublesome body to deal 

with. ‘heir employments act more prejudicially upon 

the character, and being closely packed together in the 

city they are always ready to meet for deliberation in 

public assemblies. If all without exception possess the 

full rights of citizenship ; if those who are not freeborn 

citizens are admitted to the franchise; if the old tribal 

and communal bonds are dissolved and the different 

elements in the population massed indiscriminately 

together; if the force of custom is relaxed and the 

control over women, children, and slaves is weakened, 

there necessarily arises that unregulated form of demo- 

cracy which, as licence has always more attraction for 

them than order, is so dear to the masses.! In this 

way there arise different forms of democracy, of which 

Aristotle enumerates four.2 The first is that in which 

actual equality reigns, and in which, while no exclusive 

' Polit. vi. 4 (where, how- its peculiarity, however, accord- 
ever, 1318, b, 13, uy must be ing to this passage, Tb Tas apyas 
struck out); cf. iv. 12, 1296, b, amd tiunudrey elvat, according to 
24 sqq. iv. 6 init is rather a character- 

2 iv. 4, 1291, b, 30 sqq. c. 6, istic of the first form. With 

cf. c. 12, tibid., vi. 4, 1318, b, 6, SUSEMIHL and others, it will 
1319, a, 38. A fifth form seems, therefore be better to omit &AAo 
tv. 4, 1291, b, 39, to be inserted 6é in the passage referred to. Cf. 
between the firstand the second; HENKEL, ibid. p. 82. 
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influence is conceded either to rich or poor, a certain 

property qualification—although a small one—is at- 

tached to the public offices. ‘he second form is that in 

which no condition is attached to eligibility for office be- 

yond citizenship and irreproachable character. <A third 

is that in which, while the public offices belong by right 

to every citizen, the government is still conducted on 

constitutional principles. The fourth or unlimited 

democracy is, finally, that in which the decrees of the 

people are placed above the laws; in which the people, 

led by demagogues, as a tyrant by his courtiers, becomes 

a despot, and in which all constitutional order dis- 

appears in the absolute power of the many-headed 

sovereign.' 

Oligarchy consists, as we already know, in the rule 

of the propertied classes. But here, also, we find a 

progress from more moderate forms to absolute, un- 

limited oligarchy. The mildest is that in which, while 

a property qualification sufficient to exclude the mass 

of poorer citizens from the exercise of political rights is 

demanded, the franchise is yet freely conceded to all 

who possess the requisite amount. ‘The second form is 

that in which the government is originally in the pos- 

session only of the richest, who fill up their own ranks by 

co-optation, either from the whole body of the citizens 
or from a certain class. The third is that in which 

political power descends from father toson. The fourth, 

finally, as a parallel to tyranny and unlimited demo- 

1 With the account of this Rep. viii. 557 A sqq. 562 B sqq. 
form of democracy, ibid. 1292, a, vi. 493, with the spirit of which 
4 sqq. v. 11, 1313, b, 32 sqq. vi. it has obviously much incommon. 
2, 1317, b,.13. sqq., cf. PLATO'S 
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cracy, is that in which hereditary power is limited by 

no laws.! Aristotle, however, here remarks, in terms 

that would apply equally to all forms of government, 

that the spirit of the administration is not unfrequently 

at variance with the legal form of the constitution, and 

that this is especially the case when a change in the 

constitution is imminent.? In this way there arise 
mixed forms of constitution; these, however, are just 

as often the result of the conscious effort to avoid the 

one-sidedness of democracy and oligarchy, as is the case 

with ‘ aristocracy commonly so called and with polity. 

Although the name aristocracy belongs, strictly 

speaking, only to the best form of constitution, Ari- 

stotle yet permits it to be applied to those forms also 

which, while they do not, like the former, make the 

virtue of the whole body of the citizens their chief aim, 

yet in electing to public office look, not to wealth only, 

but also to capacity. This kind of aristocracy, there- 

fore, is a mixed form of government in which olig- 

archical, democratic, and genuinely aristocratic elements 

are all combined.* ‘To this form ‘polity’ is closely allied.4 

1 Polit. iv. 5. rig 
2 Ibid. 1292, b, 11. 
3 So iv. 7, where Aristotle goes 

apxn yap [THs weraBoAjs] 7d 
Mn meutxOar KaA@s ey mey TH 
moAiteia Syuokpatiay Kal oAtry- 

on to enumerate three kinds of 
aristocracy in this sense: é7ov 7 
moAutela BAere: els TE TAOUTOY Kal 
apetiyv Kal djuov, olov é€v Kapxnddvu 

.. mal év ais eis Ta BVO wdvor olov 
n Aakedaimoviwy eis apethy Te Kal 
Sjuov, Kal €or. pikis Tav dvo 
TouTwy, Snuokpatias Te Kal aperis 

. Kat Tpitoy boat THs Kadoupe- 
vys moAiteltas pémovot mpos Thy 
oAvyapxlay padrdAov. vV. 7, 1307, a, 

apxlay, ev 5€ TH apiotoKpatia Tatra 
Te Kal Thy apeThy, udAwora Se Ta 
Svo* Acyw BE Ta Bio Shuov kat 
dAvyapxiay*’ TavTa yap ai moArretal 
Te TeipavTat uvyvivat Kal ai meAAal 
TGV KaAOULevwy aploTOKpaTI@V ... 
Tas yap amokAwovcas paddAov mpds 
Thy dAvyapxiav apiotoKpatias Ka- 
Aovow, Tas de pbs Td TAHGVOS ToAL- 

/ Telas. 
* See .preceding note, and iv. 
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Aristotle here describes it as a mixture of oligarchy and 

democracy.’ It rests on a proper proportion between 

rich and poor;? it is the result of the union in one 

form or another of oligarchic and democratic institu- 

tions ;* and accordingly it may be classed equally, 

in so far as this union is of the right sort, as a demo- 

cracy and as an oligarchy.‘ Its leading feature is, in a 

word, the reconciliation of the antagonism between rich 

and poor and their respective governments. Where the 

problem is solved, and the proper mean is discovered 

between one-sided forms of government, there must 

result a universal contentment with existing institutions, 

and as a consequence fixity and permanence in the con- 

11, 1295, a, 31: kal yap &s Kadod- 
ow apioToKpatias, mepl ay voy 
elmouev, TH pev eLwTépw mimrovor 
Tas WAcloTals TOY méAEwy, TA SE 
YELTVI@OL TH KaAovmEevn ToArTEig* 
51d mepl duo ws uias AEKTEov, 

1 iv. 8, 1293, b, 33: Ear: yap 
N] WoAtTeia ws aTA@S eElteiy mikis 
dAryapxlas kal Snuwokpatias, eiwbacr 
dé KaAety Tas Mey GmoKALVovcas ws 
mpos Thy Snuokpatiay modiTelas, Tas 
de mpds THY dAvyapxiay madAov 
‘apiotokparias. Cf. preceding note. 

2 Ibid. 1294, a, 19: eel de 
Tpia eotl Ta AupicBynTovYTAa THs 
iodTnTOS THS MoAtTElas, eAevOEpia 
mAoUTOS apeTh, ... pavepoy Sti Thy 
ey tow dvoiv pit, Tay ev’mrdépwy 
kal Tav amdpwy, WoAiTElay AEKTEoY, 
Thy 5&€ TaY TpI@Y apioTOKpaTiay 
bddiotTa Tay GAAwy Tapa Thy 
GAnOwhy Kal mporny. See p. 278, 
n. 3, supra. 

3 iv. 9: in order to obtain a 
‘polity’ we must fix our attention 
on the institutions which are 
peculiar to democracy and olig- 
-archy, cita ék tovTwy ap’ Exarépas 

éomep stuBodoy [on this expres- 
sion, cf. inter alia, Gen. An. 1. 
1$;. 722, b, 1k: PEA To, Symp. 
191 D]. AapBavovras ovvberéov. 
This may be effected in three 
ways: (1) by simply uniting dif- 
ferent institutions in each: eg. 
the oligarchical custom of punish- 
ing the rich if they refuse to take 
part in court business, with the 
democratic custom of paying 
poor men a day’s wage for appear- 
ing in court; (2) by a compro- 
mise: ¢.g. by making neither a 
high nor a low but a moderate 
property qualification a condition 
ofadmission tothe popular assem- 
bly ; (8) by borrowing one of two 
kindred institutions from olig- 
archy, another from democracy : 
é.g.from the former, appointment 
to office by election instead of by 
lot; from the latter, the abolition 
of all property qualifications. 

4 Tbid. 1295, b, 14 sqq., where 
this is shown more fully from the 
example of the Spartan constitu- 
tion, 
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stitution as a whole.' Hence polity is the form of 

government which promises to be the most enduring, 

and is the best adapted for most states. For if we 

leave out of consideration the most perfect constitution, 

and the virtue and culture which render it possible, and 

ask which is the most desirable,” only one answer is 

possible: that in which the disadvantages of one-sided 

forms of government are avoided by combining them,’ 

and in which neither the poor nor the rich part of the 
population, but the prosperous middle class, has the 

decisive voice.* But this is exactly what we find in 

polity. 1t exhibits the antagonistic forces of rich and 

poor in equilibrium, and must itself, therefore, rest on 

the class which stands between them. It is the inter- 

mediate form of constitution,® that which is more 

favourable than any other to common well-being and 

universal justice,° and presupposes the preponderance 

' Thid. 1.34: 86 8 ev rH mor- 
Tela TH MEULYLEVN KAAS GupdTepa 
Sorety eivat kal undérepoy, kal odCe- 
cba 60 avtis Kal un EfwOev, kal 51’ 
avTHs un TO WAeious eEwOev eivar 
tovs BovAouevous [not by the fact 
that the majority of those who 
wish avother form of constitution 
are excluded from participation 
in State management] (ef yap av 
kal Tovnpa TwoAiteia TOVO brdpxov) 
GAAaZ TE und’ By BovAeoOa moAt- 
Telav ETépay unbiy Tay Tis TéAEwS 
Mopiwy bdws, 

2 Of. iv. 11 imit.: tis 8 apiorn 
twodite’a Kal tis &pioros Bios rais 
mwAclorais méAcot Kal Tois TAEioTOLS 
TV avOpaTwy pnTE mpos apeThy 
avykplvovat Thy brép Tovs ididTas, 
MATE mpds madelay ) picews Seirat 
kal xopny'as TuXNpas, unTE mpds 

TOALTELaY THY KAT EvXHY ywouerny, 
GAAG Blov te Toy Tots mAEloTo.s 
kowwvjoat Suvaroy Kal moAuiTelay js 
Tas Aclotas méAeis evdéxeTat 
netacxev. To this question (with 
which cf, p. 235) the answer is 
then given as in the text. 

3 iv. 11, 1297, a, 6: 80@ 8 dy 
&mewvov 7] woAditela pmixOn, ToTovTw 
hoviuwrépa, Cf. v..1, 1302, a, 2sqq. 

* v. 11; seep. 248, n.1, supra. 
5 wéon moditela, iv. 11, 1296, 

a, 37. 

S iv. 11, 1296, a 22: why is 
the best constitution, that which 
is intermediate between olig- 
archy and democracy, so rare ? 
Because in most cities the middle 
class (Td mecov) is too weak; 
because in the wars between 
parties the victors established no 
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The 

more any one of the other forms of constitution approxi- 

mates to this the better it will be, the more widely it 

differs from it—if we leave out of account the circum- 

of the middle class over each of the other two.! 

stances which may give it a relative value in a particular 

case—the worse.” 

the proper mean, it may be said that polity corresponds 

more closely than any other form of government to the 

life of virtue in the state;* and accordingly we shall 

be quite consistent in classing it among good constitu- 

tions, and in representing it as based upon the diffusion 

among all classes of a definite measure of civic virtue.’ 

If, further, this virtue be sought for pre-emineritly in 

military capacity, and polity be defined as the govern- 

And as virtue consists in preserving 

moAiTela Koi) Kal ton; because in 
like manner in the contest for the 
hegemony of Greece one party 
favoured democracy, the other 
oligarchy, and because men are 
accustomed unde BovAcoOat Td toor 
GAN 7) &pxew (ynTElv 7) KpaToupévous 
brouevery. Speaking of the influ- 
ence Tay év nyeumovia yevouevwy 
THs ‘EAAdSos, Aristotle here re- 
marks, 1. 39: for these reasons 
the uéon modireia is either never 
found or dAvydkis kal map’ dAtyots * 
cis yap avyp cuvereioOn pdvos Tav 
mpotepov ep nyewovia yevouevwv 
TavTny amodovva Thy Taw. The 
eis avinp was formerly taken to be 
Lycurgus ; others have suggested 
Theseus (SCHNEIDER, ii. 486 of 
his edition; SPENGEL, Av7ist. 
Stud. iii. 50), Solon (HENKEL, 
ibid. 89, SUSEMIHL, in Bursian’s 
Jahresbericht for 1875, p.376 sq.) 
and others. It cannot be said of 
any of these, however, that the 
hegemony of Hellas was in his 

hands. ONCKEN, on the other 
hand, Staatsl. d. Arist. ii. 269, 
refers the passage to Philip of 
Macedon ; but while he certainly 
left each state its own constitu- 
tion in the treaty of 338, itis not 
known that he anywhere intro- 
duced (amrodovvar) or restored the 
Keon wodirela. Can the reference 
be to Epaminondas and the com- 
munities of Megalopolis and Mes- 
sene which were founded by him? 

' iv.12; see p. 248,n. 1, supra. 
2 Ibid. 1296, b, 2 sq. 
* CL Polit. iv. 11, 1295, a, 35: 

el yap KaA@s €y Tots HOiKots elpnrat 
To Toy evdaluova Bloy eiva: TOV Kat’ 
apeThy aveutddioTov, mecdTyTa Se 
Thy apeThy, Tov mécoy avaryKaiov 
Blov civac BéAtiotov, THs ExdorToLs 
evdexXomevns TUXEW METITHTOS. TOUS 
5€ avTo’s TovTOUs bpous avaryKatoy 
eivat Kal mdAews apeTis Kal Kaklas 
Kal moAiTelas* 7 yap woA.tela Bios 
Tis €oTt TWOAEwS. 

* See p. 243; n. 1; supra. 
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ment of the men able to bear arms,’ it may be pointed 

out in support of that view, first, that the only form of 

constitution which will be tolerated by a military popu- 

lation is one founded upon universal freedom and 

equality ;? and, secondly, that the heavy-armed foot- 

soldiers who constituted the main strength of the 

Greek armies belonged chiefly to the well-to-do portion 

of the people.2 Nevertheless, the ambiguity of the 

position of polity in Aristotle’s account of -it, to which 

attention has already been called in this chapter, cannot 

be said to be either justified or explained away by these 
remarks. 

The worst of all forms of constitution is Tyranny, 

for in it the best—namely, true monarchy—has been 

transformed into its opposite.t In the course of the 

brief discussion which he devotes to it, Aristotle distin- 

guishes three kinds of tyranny, applying the same name, 

not only to absolute despotism, but also to the elective 

monarchy of some barbarous peoples, and to the dicta- 

torship of the old Greek Aisymnetae. True tyranny, 

however, is only to be found in a state where an indi- 

vidual wields absolute power in his own interest and 

against the will of the people.? 

! iil. 7,17; see p. 243, n. 2, sup. 
2 On this head, cf. iii. 11, 

1281, b, 28 sq. 
8 vi. 7, 1321, a, 12: 7d yap 

OmAitikdy Tay evTépwy eoTl uaGrAOV 
i} Tav amépwy. The reason of this 
is to be sought for partly in the 
fact that the equipment of the 
hoplites was expensive, but 
chiefly in the preliminary train- 
ing in gymnastics required by 
the service. Cf. also Polit. iv. 
13, 1297, a, 29 sqq. 

4 iv. 2, 1289, a, 38 sqq. (cf. 
also vii. 1313, a, 34-1314, a, 29). 
On the same principle, according 
to this passage, oligarchy is the 
second worst, as aristocracy is 
the second best, constitution, 
while democracy is the most 
tolerable of the false forms, being 
a perversion of polity. For a 
fuller statement of the sameview, 
see Hth. viii. 12. 

5’ Polit. wi 30; ct, ee 
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Aristotle next proceeds to examine what division of 

political power is best adapted to each of the different 

kinds of constitution,! distinguishing here three sources 

of authority: the deliberative assemblies, the magi- 

strates, and the law courts.?, The functions, however, 

of these three were not so defined as to permit of their 

being completely identified with the legislature, the 

executive, aud the judicature of modern political theory.* 

He does not omit to draw attention here to the tricks 

and sophistries by which the predominant party, in one 

or other form of government, seeks to circumvent its 

opponent and to advance its own interests, making it 

clear, however, that he himself sets small store by such 

petty and hollow devices.* He further discusses the 

qualities that fit a man for the discharge of the more 

important offices of state. He demands for this end 

not merely experience, business capacity, and attach- 

ment to the existing constitution, but before everything 

1285, a, 16—b, 3, and p. 240 sq. 
supra. 

ae 0 Gs CE. vi. 2, 1317, 
b, 17-1318, a, 10. 

2ay. 14, 1297, b,. 37: €or oh 
Tpla wdpia tev ToAiTElay TacToy, 
mepl ay det Oewpety thy omovdatoy 
vouoberny ExaoTn Td Guudpépoy * 
@y exdvTwy KaAds ayayKn THY 
ToAlTElay Exe KaAMS, Kal Tas 
ToAitelas GAATAwY Siapepew ev TE 
Siapepew ExacTov TovTwy: eort. SE 
TOY Tpl@Y TOUTwY Evy pev Ti Td 
BovAevomevoy mepl Tay . Kowdr, 
Sevtepoy Se To wepl Tas apxds... 
tpitov 5€ ti Td Sixacov. . 

® Thid. -1298,..a, 3, Aristotle 
continues: kvpiov 8 earl rd Bou- 
Aevipevoy mept moAcuou Kal eipnyns 

kal ouumaxlas Kal Siadvoews, Kal 
mepl vouwy, kal mwepl Oavdtou Kal 
guyns Kal Snueioews, Kal Tay 
evduvev, so that conformably to 
Greek usage the deliberative as- 
sembly, in addition to its legisla- 
tive functions, has important 
judicial and executive duties to 
perform. 

4 "Oca mpopdcews xdpiv év rais 
moAitelas copiCovra mpds tov b7- 
fov, the oAryapxiKka cohicuata THs 
vouwobecias, and on the other hand 
& é€v tats Snuokpatias mpos tadr’ 
avticoplovrat, iv. 13. 

° v. 2, 1307, b, 40, he advises: 
bi TioTEve Tos Gopicuatos xdp_W 
mpos TO WAHOS ovykemmevors: ef- 
eAeyxXeTat yap brd Tay Epywr: 
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else that kind of culture and character which is in 

harmony with the spirit of the constitution.! He passes 

in review the various offices of state,? leaving off at the 

point where we should naturally have expected that 

portion of the missing discussion of the laws which 

relate to public offices. He treats with especial care, 

however, the causes which produce change and dissolu- 

tion in particular forms of constitution’ and the means 

to counteract them.‘ Here, also, he is true to his 

method of specifying as fully as possible, as the result 

of wide observation and reflection, all the various causes 

which are at work and the nature of their effects; 

and accordingly he challenges the conclusions of Plato's 

Republic on the subject of the revolutions in states and 

their causes, with justice indeed, in so far as his theory 

of politics is in stricter accordance with facts, but at 

the same time not without a certain misunderstanding 

of their true character.? This whole section is excep- 
tionally rich in examples of acute observation, sound 

judgment, and profound knowledge of the world; it 

is impossible, however, to do more here than mention a 

few of the chief points of interest. Two of these stand 

out in special prominence. In the first place, he warns 

us against under-estimating small deviations from the 

status quo, or insignificant occasions of party strife. 

Important though the objects for which parties contend 

usually are, the actual outbreak of hostilities may be 

1 y. 9, where the third com- vi. 8. 
monly neglected point of the apery vo ET, 1 
Kal dicaoctvn ev ExdoTn ToAriTela v. 8, 9, 15, we eee , 
n mpos THv woAtteiay is discussed 5 v. 12, 1315, a, 40 sqq-; cf. 
with especial fullness. Cf.p.286, ZELLER, Platon. Stud. 206 sq. 
n. 3, infra. 

oe & 
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occasioned by the pettiest of causes,' and small as the 

change in a government may be at first, yet this may 

be itself the cause of a greater, and so there may 

gradually come about from small beginnings a complete 

revolution in the whole.? Secondly, we have the prin- 

ciple which constitutes one of the leading thoughts in 

Aristotle’s Politics, and is not the least of the many 

provfs of political insight exhibited in the work— 

namely, that every form of government brings ruin on 

itself by its own excess, and that moderation in the use 

of authority, justice to all, good administration and 

moral capacity are the best means of retaining power. 

Democracies are ruined by demagogy and by injustice 

towards the prosperous classes; oligarchies, by oppres- 

sion of the people and by the limitation of political 

rights to too small a minority ; monarchies by arrogance 

and outrage in the rulers.2 He who desires the main- 

tenance of any particular form of government must 

endeavour above everything to keep it within the limits 

of moderation, aud prevent it from courting its own 

destruction by any one-sided insistence on the principle 

of its constitution;* he must endeavour to reconcile con- 

Uv. 4 init.: yiyvovrar wey ovv 
ai oTdcets ov wep) piKpay GAA’ 
€K wmiKpov, otTaciaGovor Se Tepl 
Meydrwyv. pddiota Se Kal ai pixpal 
ioxvovoly, Stay év Tots Kupio.s 
Yev@vTat. .. eV apxXH yap ylyverat 
To auapTnua, n 5’ apxh Aé€yerat 
hmtov eivat rayvtds &c.; in support 
of which there follows a rich 
collection of examples, 

Bate. 130752, 40. sqn... 33, 
1303, a, 20. 

S11.) D,.C...0-10%6., 401d, 1303, b, 
Zp loo6, 2, 12. ¢. 10,1311 a, 22 

sqq. These are not the only 
causes of their ruin, according to 
Aristotle, but they are among 
the most frequent and important. 

4 v. 9, 1309, b, 18: wapa mavra 
d€ TavTa Set wh AavOdver, 0 viv 
AavOdver Tas mapexBeBnxuias o- 
Auteias, TO wécov’ TOAAG yap Tay 
Soxovytay SymoTikay Aver Tas Onmo- 
Kpatias Kal T@y dALyapxiKey Tas 
oavyapxias, as is well shown in 
what follows. Cf. vi. 5, 1320, a, 
2 saq. 
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flicting factions ; he must counterbalance the prepon- 

derance of one by assigning corresponding influence 

to the other, and so preserve the former from excess.! 

Above all, he must be careful to prevent the public 

offices from being worked for selfish ends, or one portion 

of the people from being plundered and oppressed by 

the other. Here the right course is precisely the 

opposite of that which is commonly pursued: it is pre- 

cisely the natural opponents of a constitution that require 

most consideration, lest by unjust treatment they be 

transformed into active enemies of the commonwealth.’ 

In another respect what is required by the nature of 

the case is the opposite of that which commonly occurs. 

Nothing is of greater importance for the preservation of 

any form of state than the previous education of those 

in whose hands the power is placed. But capacity for 

rule depends solely upon modesty and hardihood; the 

power of the oligarch is incompatible with effeminacy, 

the freedom of the people with licentiousness.4 And 

this is true of all forms of constitution without excep- 

madevoba mpds tiv ToALTElay ov 
TovTO, TO Totety ois xalpovow oi 
dAvyapxovvTes 7 of Snuokpariay 
BovAduevoi, AAA’ ois SuvpcovTa ot 
bev dAvyapxet oi de Snuoxpareto Gat. 
vov & évy wey tais ddvyapxlas of 

1 vy. 8, 1308, b, 24. 
2 y..8, 1308, b, 31-1309, a, 32, 

c. 9, 1310, a, 2 sqq.-vi 5, 1320, a, 
4 sqq. 29 sqq. c. 7, 1321, a, 3l 
sqq. 

3 vy, 9, 1310, a, 12: péytoroy 
dé mdvtTwy Tay eipnuévwy mpos TO 
Siau€very Tas moAditelas, ov voy 
dAtywpovat MdvTes, TH TadeverOat 

‘ \ / 4 \ 

mpos Tas mToAitelas. opedos yap 

ovdey Tay wheAmwTatwy vouwy 
Kal gcuvdedotacuévwy bmrd mavTwy 
Tov TOALTEVOMEVwWY, El wn ETovTaL 
ciOituevor kal memaidevmévor ev TH 

‘ J moritela, Cf. pp. 261, 284, n. 1, 
supra. 

* Ibid. |, 19: €or 5€ Td weE- 

Tav apxdvtwy viol tpupacw, of 5 
Tay amdpav yiyvovTat yeyuuvac- 
mévor kal mwemovnkdtes, Bore Kal 
BovAovrat paddAov Kal Sdvavra 
vewrepiCev. Similarly in demo- 
cracies: (fj évy Tals TowavTats dnmuo- 
kpatiais ExagTos ws BovAeTa .. . 
Ttovto 8 éatl padAoy’ ov yap det 
otecOat SovAelay civar Td Chv mpds 
Thy woAtTelayv, GAAG owTnpiav. 
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tion. Even the absolute power of the monarch depends 

for its continuance upon its limitation ;' and the un- 

righteous rule of the tyrant can only make men forget 

the odium of its origin by approaching in the form of 

its administration to monarchy. ‘The best means for 

the maintenance of tyranny is care for the common well- 

being, for the embellishment of the city, and for the 

public services of religion, a modest household and good 
economy, ready recognition of merit, a courteous and 

dignified bearing, commanding personality, sobriety 

and strength of character, regard for the rights and 

interests of all.2 So in like manner with regard to 

oligarchy, the more despotic it is, the more need is there 

for good order in the government: for just as it is the 

sickly body or the cranky vessel that demands the most 

careful management, so it is the bad state that most 

requires good administration in order to counterbalance 

its defects.? And so we arrive always at the same con- 

clusion—-namely, that justice and morality are the only 

security for durability in states. However deep the 

philosopher goes in the scientific analysis of the forms 

of constitution which more or less lack this foundation, 

it is only to arrive in the end at the same result, and to 

show that in them also the government must be con- 

ducted upon the principles which more obviously under- 

lie the true forms: that which in these last is the 

Vy. 11 init.: cdCovra 5€ [ai Tikol nal trois HOecw oor waddov 
povapxia] TH Tas wey Baotrcias Kal bmd Tay apxouévwy POovotyTa. 
ayew em) To wetpidtepov. Som yap ArTTov. 
€AatTévev @ot KUpiot, TAELw xpdvov rect, JST4, a, 20-13 hee pb, 
dvarykaiov weve Taow Thy apxnv: 10. 
avtol Te yap ATTov yivoyvTat Secmo- 3 vi. 6, 1320, b, 30 sqq. 
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primary object of government—namely, the well-being of 

all—is in the former an indispensable means for retaining 
the sovereignty. 

The fates prevented Aristotle from developing his 
political views with the fullness and completeness he 

intended in his plan, and philosophy is, doubtless, 

greatly the loser. But even in the incomplete form in 

which we have it, the Politics is the richest treasure that 

has come down to us from antiquity, and, if we take into 

account the difference of the times, it is the greatest con- 

tribution to the field of political science that we possess. 
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CHAPTER XIV 

RHETORIC 

ARISTOTLE regards Rhetoric, as we have already seen, as 

auxiliary to Politics.’ His treatment of this, as of other 

branches of science, was thoroughly revolutionary, and 

his labours may be said to form an epoch in its history. 

While his predecessors had contented themselves with 

what was little more than a collection of isolated 

oratorical aids and artifices,? he sought to lay bare the 

permanent principles which underlie a matter in which 

success is commonly regarded as a mere question of 

chance, or at best of practice and readiness, and thus 

to lay the foundations for a technical treatment of 

rhetoric. He seeks to supply what Plato* had de- 

manded but had not actually attempted—namely, a 

scientific account of the principles of the oratorical art. 

He does not limit the sphere of this art, as did the 

etews.  émel 8’ dudhotépws evdé- 1 Cf. p. 185, n. 1, swprva, and 
on Aristotle’s rhetorical works, 
vol. i. p. 72 sq. 

2 Besides what PLATO, Phed- 
rus, 266 C sqq., and Aristotle 
himself, Rhet. i. 1, 1354, a, 11 
sqq., remarks, see also Ph. d. Gr. 
i. p. 1013 sqq. 

3 Rhet. 1. 1, 1354, a, 6: Trav 
sev ovv WOAAG@Y Of meV cikKh TAdTA 

~ Bp@ow, of SE Sia ouv7Peray ard 

VOL. Il. 

xeTa, SjAov Ott eln By adTa Kal 
ddomoety’ 5.’ 0 yap emitvyxXavovoly 
of Te Sia cuvnderav Kal of amd 
TavTOMATOV, THY aiTiavy OEewpetv 
evdéxeTat, To 8€ ToLwovToy Hdn 
mavtes hv duodrvoyhouey TéxvNsS 
Epyov elvar. 

* Phedr. 269 Dsqq. ; cf. ZELL. 
Ph. d. Gr, p. 803 sq. 
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ordinary view, to forensic and perhaps political oratory. 

He remarks, as his predecessor had done, that since the 

eift of speech is universal and may be applied to the 
most diverse purposes, and since its exercise, whether 

in public or in private, in giving advice, in exhortation, 

and in every kind of exposition, is essentially the same, 

rhetoric, like dialectic, is not confined to any special 

field ;! as dialectic exhibits-the forms of thought, so 

must rhetoric exhibit the forms of persuasive speech in 

all their universality, and apart from their application 

to any particular subject-matter. On the other hand, 

as Plato had already observed,’ the function of the art 

of oratory is different from that of philosophy : the latter 
aims at instruction, the former at persuasion; the goal 

of the one is truth, of the other probability. Aristotle, 
however, differs from his teacher in the value he attaches 

to this art and to theoretical discussions devoted to its 

exposition.? He agrees, indeed, with Plato in reproach- 
ing ordinary rhetoric with limiting itself to aims which 

are merely external, and considering it merely as a 

means for exciting the emotions and winning over the 

jury, and with neglecting the higher branch of oratory 

1 Rhet.i. 1 imit., and 1355, b, - 
7, c. 2 init., ibid. 1356, a, 30 sqq. 
1/18 enit. c.. 1, 1377, b, 21; c& 
PLATO, Phedr. 261 A sqq. 

2 Rhet. i. 4, 1359, b, 12: 80 
3 ay tis } Thy Siadrextinhy i Tavrpy 
[rhetoric] wu) KaOdmrep &y duvduers 
[dexterities ] GAA’ émioripmas 7ret- 
parat KaTacKevace, AnoeTat Thy 
ovcw aitav apavioas TG weTaBat- 
vew emokevd(wy eis émiorhuas 
DmWOKEelMevwY TIVaY TpayuaTwy, GAAG 
fd) wdvoy Adyor. 

8 Cf. Ph. d. Gr. i. p. 803 sq. 
* Rhet. i. 1, 1355, a, 25, c. 2 

init. See also infra. 
> He does not, indeed, men- 

tion Plato in Rhet. i. 1, 1355, a, 
20 sqq., but that he had him, and 
especially his Gorgias (Ph. d. Gr. 
i. p. 510), in his mind is rightly 
observed by SPENGEL (Ueb. die 
Rhetorik des Arist.: Abh. d. 
philos.-philol. Kl. d. Bayer. 
Akad. vi. 458 sq.). 
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—in which these means occupy a secondary place—for 

the lower, political for forensic eloquence. But on the 

other hand he recognises that the one essential function 

of the speaker, under all circumstances, is to convince 

his audience,' and accordingly he admits no rhetoric as 

genuine which is not based upon dialectic or the art of 

logical demonstration.” He even expressly declares 

that all rhetorical artifices must be rigorously excluded 

from the law courts, and orators forced to confine 

themselves exclusively to logical demonstration.*? He 

recognises, however,’ that all are not open to scientific 

instruction, but that for the majority of men we must 

start from the level of the common consciousness, which 

moves in a region of probability, and not of abstract 

truth. Nor does he see any great danger in so doing, 

for men, he holds, have a natural sense of truth, and 

as a general rule are right.” He reminds us that in 

the art of oratory we possess a means of securing the 

victory of right, as well as of defending ourselves; and 
that in order that we may not fall a prey to the arts of 

opponents, it is indispensable that we should ourselves 

understand their nature. As, therefore, in the Logi 

1 Rhet.i. 1, 1354, a, 11 sqq. GAndes kal 7d Suotoy rH BANDE? THS 
b, 16 sqq. avThs €oTt Suvduews ideiv, Gua 

2 Thid. 1355, a, 3 sqq. b,15,c. 8€ sal of &vPpwror mpds Td GANDEes 2, 1356, a, 20 sqq. mepikari ikaveas Kal ta trey 
3 i.1, 1354, a, 24: od yap def ruyxdvovcr Tis &AnOelas: 31d mpds 

Toy dikacriy Siactpepe eis opyhnvy ta evdoka croxacriucas Fxew Too 
mpodyovtas 7 pOdvoy 7} EAcov: duolws xovTos Kal mpds Thy aah- 
Suotov yap why ef tis, @ méeAdAEL Oclavéotw. Cf. p. 256, n.2, supra. 
xpncba. Kavdvi, TovTOY ToLnoeLe 6 Ibid. and 1355, b, 2: the 
otpeBAdv. Cf. iii. 1, 1404,a, 4. misuse of the art of oratory is 

* Ibid. 1355, a, 20-b, 7; cf. certainly very dangerous, ye 

ili, 1, 1404, a, 1 sqq. this is true of all accomplish- 
5.1355, a, 14: rhetoric is ments except virtue—the more 

based upon dialectic ; té te yap so in proportion to their value. 

ea) 
= 
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he had supplemented the investigation of scientific proof 

by that of probable proof, in the Politics the account of 

the best with that of defective constitutions, so in the 

Rhetoric, he does not omit to treat of those aids to the 

orator which supplement actual proof, and to discuss the 

art of demonstration, not only in its strict sense, but also 

in the sense of probable proof, which starts with what is 
universally acknowledged and obvious to the mass of 

mankind.! 

! Aristotle therefore treats 
rhetoric, not only as the counter- 
part of dialectic (avticrpogos tH 
diarextixn, Lhet. i. 1 init. — 
which, however, primarily re- 
fers merely to the fact that 
they both deal, not with the con- 
tents, but with the universal 
forms of thought and speech), 
but as a branch (see p. 185, n. 1, 
supra) and even as a part of it 
pdpidy tt THS EiadreKTiKis Kal 
duolwua (Rhet. i. 2, 1356, a, 30— 
that SPENGEL, Rhet. Gr. i. 9, 
reads for éuoiwya “éuola,” is for 
the question before us unimpor- 
tant, but the alteration is not 
probable) ; a science compounded 
of analytic and ethics. In a 
word, it consists for the most 
part in an application of dia- 
lectic to certain practical pro- 
blems (described p. 295, infra). 
While, therefore, we cannot di- 
rectly apply to rhetoric all that 
is true of dialectic in general, 
and still less all that is true of 
it as applied to the service of 
philosophy, and while the dis- 
tinctions which THUROT (Ltudes 
sur Aristote, 154 sqq. 242 sq.; 
Questions sur la Rhétorique @ 
Aristote, 12 sq.) seeks to point 

But as he regards the former as the most 

out between the two sciences 
are, so far, for the most part well 
grounded, it does not follow from 
this that the above account of 
their relation to one another is 
incorrect, and that we have a 
right, with Thurot, to set aside 
the definite statement in het. i. 
2, by altering the text. For the 
orator’s most important function, 
according to Aristotle, is demon- 
stration, which, as only probable, 
falls within the sphere of dia- 
lectic (het. i. 1, 1355, a, 3 sqq.); 
rhetoric is demonstration éé 
evddtwy in reference to the sub- 
jects which are proper to public 
speaking, as dialectic is a like 
kind of demonstration with refer- 
ence toall possible subjects. Nor 
can we accept THUROT’S proposal 
(Etudes, 248 sqq.) to read, Rhet. 
i. 1, 1355, a, 9, c. 2, 1356, a, 26, 
Anal. Post. i. 11, 77, a, 29; 
“@yvadutixh” instead of diaArextixh. 
As the doctrine of ovAAoyiopds 
e& évddtwy, dialectic necessarily 
deals with inferences in general, 
and as it is precisely inferences 
of this kind which are the sub- 
ject-matter of rhetoric, itis better 
to connect it with dialectic than 
with analytic, using Sadexrixh, 
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important sense, he devotes the fullest discussion to it. 

Of the three books of the Rhetoric, the first two, being 

the first section of his plan, treat of the means of 

proof (aicteis); while the second and third parts, on 

style (Ags) and arrangement (rd£&vs), are compressed 

into the last book, whose genuineness, moreover, 1s not 

beyond dispute." 
Proofs, according to Aristotle, are divided into those 

which fall within the province of art and those which 

do not. Rhetoric as a science has to do only with the 

former.2. These are of three kinds, according as they 

depend upon the subject, the speaker, or the hearer. 

A speaker will produce conviction if he succeeds in 

showing that his assertions are true and that he is him- 

self worthy of credit, and if he knows how to create a 

favourable impression upon his hearers. Under the first 

of these heads, that of the subject-matter, we shall have 

to discuss demonstration; under the second, or the 

character of the speaker, the means which the orator 

takes to recommend himself to his audience; under the 

third, or the disposition of the hearers, the appeals that 

he makes to their emotions. The first and most 

important part of rhetoric, therefore, falls into these 

three sections.* 

ypapal Kal Boa TolavTa, EvTexva however, in a somewhat wide 
d€ doa Sia THS meOd5ov Kal OV huady On the relation of dia- sense. 

lectic to rhetoric, see also WAITZ, KatacKkevac@jva: Suvarov. Hore 
Arist. Org. ii. 435 sq. det TOUTwY Tois MEY xpNoacOa Ta 

1 Cf. vol. i. p. 74, supra; Ph. 8€ edpety. 
ad. Gr. i. p. 389. 

Mi Riet. 1. 2, 13882 b) 88: ray 
d€ miotewy ai mev arexvol eiow ai 
0? Evrexvot. 
an bv huady wemdpioTar GAAG TpovT- 
Apxev, otoy udprupes Baoavor ovy- 

&rexva 5€ Aéyw boa 

= ie 2k ODO, ay Lsqq. 1m. 1, 
TSeiy b.2) sqq. ii. 1, 1408) 6,94 
ef) 1,8, 9: 1366, a,8, 25. 

4 epi Tas amodeltets, m, TX HON, 
wT. TH THON. 
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These, again, are found to deal with subjects of 
different intrinsic importance,! and it is therefore not 

unnatural that Aristotle should treat the first of them, 

the theory of demonstration, at the greatest length. 

Just as scientific proof proceeds by syllogism and induc- 

tion, so rhetorical proceeds by enthymeme and instance.’ 

The exposition of the various points of view from which 

a subject may be treated,* the topics of oratory, occupies 

a considerable portion of Aristotle’s treatise; nor does 

he here limit himself to universal principles which are 

equally applicable to every kind of speech, but discusses 

those peculiarities in each which depend upon the par- 

ticular aim it has in view and the character of its 

subject-matter ;* he thus seeks to exhibit the principles 

of oratory, not only in respect to its general form, but 

also in respect to its particular matter. With this 

aim he distinguishes three different kinds or classes of 

' See p. 291, n. 2, supra. 
2 Rhet. i. 2, 1356, a, 35-1357, 

b, 37, where the nature of these 
means of proof is fully explained, 
cf. li. 22 init.; Anal. Pri. ii. 27, 
70, a, 10. An enthymeme, accord- 
ing to this passage, is a ovAAoyio- 
bos €& eixkéTwy 7) onuciwy. Rhet. 
1356, b, 4 gives another defini- 
tion: KaA@ 8 evOdunua pey pn- 
Topikoy auAAvyiomoy, Tapaderyua 
d€ emaywyiy pyntropikyy; it comes, 
however, to the same thing, as 
the orator, gua orator, is limited 
to probable evidence. 

“in fehe. 1, 2, 1358, a, 2, 11; 
26 init., and ii. 1 init., Aristotle 
speaks only of the principles of 
the enthymeme; but as the ex- 
ample only calls to mind in an 
individual case what the enthy- 

meme states in a universal propo- 
sition, his account refers, as a 
matter of fact, to demonstration 
in general, as he, indeed, also 
includes in it (eg. ii. 20, c. 23, 
1397, b, 12 sqq. 1398, a, 32 sqq.) 
example and induction. 

4 Rhet. i. 2, 1358, a, 2 sqq.: 
the enthymeme consists partly of 
universal propositions which 
belong to no special art or science 
and are applicable, e.g., to physics 
as well as ethics, partly of such as 
are of limited application within 
the sphere of a particular science, 
ej. physics or ethics ; the former 
Aristotle calls té2o., the latter 
Yé.a or ef5yn, remarking that the 
distinction between them, funda- 
mental as it is, had almost 
entirely escaped his predecessors. 
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speeches: deliberative, forensic, and declamatory.' The 

first of these has to do with advice and warning; the 

second, with indictment and defence; the third, with 

praise and blame. ‘The first deals with the future; the 

second, with the past; the third, pre-eminently with the 

present. In the first, the question is of advantage and 

disadvantage; in the second, of right and wrong; in 
the third, of nobility and baseness.?_ Aristotle enu- 

merates the topics with which each of these has to deal.’ 

He indicates ‘* the chief subjects upon which advice may 

be required in politics, and the questions which arise in 

connection with each, and upon which information must 

be sought. He discusses minutely the goal for which all 

human actions make—namely, happiness; its con- 

stituents and conditions;° the good and the things 

which we call good ;° the marks by which we distinguish 

goods of a higher or a lower character ;’ and, finally, 

he gives a brief review of the distinguishing charac- 

teristics of the different forms of government, inasmuch 

as these must in each case determine both the orator’s 

actual proposals and the attitude he assumes towards 

his hearers. Similarly, with a view to the orator’s 

practical guidance in the declamatory art, he enlarges 

upon the noble or honourable in conduct; upon virtue, 

1 Aristotle was also un- 
doubtedly the first to point out 
this important division, for we 
cannot regard the Rhetorica ad 

marks in Rhet. i. 4 init. 
4 Thid. 1359, b, 18 sqq., where 

five are enumerated: revenue, 
war and peace, defence, exports, 

Alexandrum (c. 2 init.), as has 
been already remarked, vol. i. p. 
74, supra, as pre-Aristotelian. 

ene. \. a. 
3-See the more general re- 

and imports, legislation. 
4. ©: 
i 
7 Tbid. c. 7. 
8 1.8, cf. vol. ii. p. 240, n.3, sup. 
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its chief forms, its outward signs and effects; and upon 

the method which the orator must adopt in treating of 

these subjects.! For behoof of the forensic orator, he 

discusses, in the first place, the causes and motives of 

unjust actions, and since pleasure as well as good (which 

has already been discussed) may be a motive, Aristotle 
goes on to treat of the nature and kinds of pleasure and 

the pleasurable.2— He inquires what it is in the circum- 

stances both of the perpetrator and of the sufferer of the 

wrong that tempts to its committal.? He investigates 

the nature, the kinds, and the degrees of crime;* and 

adds, finally, in this section rules for the employment of 

those proofs which lie outside the province of art, and 

which find a place only in a judicial trial.° The views 
he propounds on all these subjects agree, of course, 

entirely with what we already know of his ethical and 

political convictions, except that here, in accordance 

with the aim of the work, they are presented in a more 

popular, and therefore sometimes in a less accurate 

and scientific, form. Only after thus discussing the 

individual peculiarities of the different kinds of oratory 

does Aristotle proceed to investigate those forms of 

proef which are equally applicable to all,® discussing 

under this head the universal forms of demonstration— 

namely, enthymeme and instance, together with a few 

supra), with SPENGEL, before the 
first seventeen chapters of the 
second book. But even if, with 

i, 9, 
i. 10 sq. 

3 mas ExovTes Kal T.vas adu- 

1 

2 

kovow, Fhet. i, 12. 
4 1.13 sq., cf. c. 10 init. 
5 7. 15, cf. p. 293, n. 2, supra. 
6 ji, 18 (from 1391, b, 23 on- 

wards), c. 26, if, that is to say, we 
place this section (see vol. i. p. 74, 

BRANDIS (iii. 194sq.) and THUROT 
(Etudes sur Arist. 228 sqq.), we 
take the traditional order as the 
original one, we must admit that 
the contents of the section are 
more in place here. 
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rhetorical commonplaces.! Of the two other means of 

proof, besides demonstration proper—namely, the per- 

sonal recommendations of the speaker and the impres- 

sion upon the audience—the former is only cursorily 
touched upon, as the rules relating to it are deducible 

from other parts of the argument.” On the other hand, 

Aristotle goes into minute detail on the subject of the 

emotions and their treatment: on anger and the means 

of arousing and soothing it;* on love and hatred, desire 
and aversion, and the means of exciting each of them ; * 

likewise on fear, shame, good will, sympathy,’ indigna- 

tion,® envy, and jealousy.’ To this he finally adds an 

account of the influence which the age and outward 

circumstances (rvyar) of a man exercise upon his 
character and disposition.® 

These observations conclude the first and most 

important section of the Lhetoric ; the third book treats 

more shortly of style and. arrangement. In regard to the 

1 According to the announce- 
ment made c. 18 jin., c. 19 treats 
especially of possibility and im- 
possibility, actual truth and false- 
hood, relative importance and un- 
importance (aep) Suvarod xa) ddv- 
vatov, Kal mdéTEepoy yéyovey 7) ov 
yéeyovey kal Exrat HovK Eorat, rT. 5€ 
wept peyébous Kal pixpdtnTos TY 
mpdypatwv, 1393, a, 19); c. 20 of 
illustration, c. 21 of gnomology ; 
c. 21-26 of enthymemes, for which 
Aristotle gives, not only general 
rules (c. 22), but a complete topi- 
cal account of the formsemployed 
in proof and disproof (c. 23); of 
fallacies (c. 24); of instances 
for combating enthymemes (c. 
25). 

2 ii. 1378, a, 6: to recom- 

mend him to his audience the 
orator must get credit for three 
things: insight, uprightness and 
benevolence: @0evy mey Tolvuy 
ppdvimot Kal omovdaio: paveiey dy, 
€k TaY Tepl TAS apeTas SinpNuevor 
(i.9; see p. 296, n.1, sup.) Anwréov 

. wept 8 evvoias Kal pirtas ey 
Tois wept TA WAIN AEKTEOY VOY, 

ag Pi 2 
ial a 2 
°c. 5-8. 
§ The displeasure at the un- 

merited fortune of unworthy 
persons (véueors), the account of 
which in Zhet. ii. 9 harmonises 
with that in th. ii. 7 (see p. 
169). 

Pir a0, 11’, 
ein, L217. 
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former, a distinction is in the first place drawn between 

delivery and language. While desiderating a technical 

system of instruction in rhetorical delivery, the author 

regrets the influence which so external a matter exer- 

cises on the general effect of a speech.! He next calls 

attention to the distinction between the language of 
the orator and of the poet, demanding of the former, 

as its two most essential requirements, clearness and 

dignity,” and advising as the means best fitted to secure 

them that the speaker should confine himself to appro- 

priate expressions and effective metaphors,? upon the 

qualities and conditions of which he proceeds to enlarge.‘ 
He treats further of propriety of language,’ fullness and 

suitability of expression,® rhythm and structure of the 

s-ntences,’ grace and lucidity of presentation. He 

examines, finally, the tone that should be adopted in 
written or oral discourse, and in the different kinds of 

oration.” It is impossible, however, to give here in 

detail the many striking observations which the writer 

makes upon these subjects. They clearly show that 

1 iii. 1, 1403, b, 21-1404, a, 23. 
Aristotle does not go fully into 
the discussion of what is good or 
bad delivery ; he merely remarks 
that it depends upon the voice— 
especially upon its power, melody 
(apuovia) and rhythm. 

2 7d mpérov, the proper mean 
between 7d tarewdy and 7d imep 
To atiwua, between a bald and an 
overloaded style. 

3 iii. 1 sq. 1404, a, 24-b, 37. 
‘ Thid. to c. 4 fin. 
5 7d EAAnViCew, iii. 5, in which, 

besides correct gender, number 

and syntax, are included definite- 
ness and unambiguousness of 
expression, as well as Td evay- 
dyvworoyv and evppacroy. 

5 dyKos THs A€kews, Cc. 6, Td 
mpemoy T. AcE. Cc, 7, Which consists 
chiefly in the true relation be- 
tween matter and style. 

7 The former c. 8, the latter 
e.' 3. 

8 The aoreiov and evdoKiuovy, 
the mpd duudtwy moeiv, &c., c. 10 
sq. 

’ .¢, 13. 
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even if the book did not come direct from Aristotle in 

its present form, it is yet founded upon his teaching. 

In the last section of the Rhetoric, which treats of 

arrangement, prominence is in the first place given to 

two indispensable parts of every speech: the presentation 

of the subject-matter,’ and the demonstration. To these 

are added in the majority of speeches an introduction 

and a conclusion, so that there are four chief parts in 

all.2 The method of treatment which each of these 

parts demands, and the rules both for their arrangement 

and execution which the character of the circumstances 

require, are discussed with great knowledge and pene- 

tration. And just as Aristotle’s theory of oratory as a 

whole does not neglect the external aids to success, so 

here also devices are touched upon which are permitted 

to the orator only in consideration of the weakness of 

his hearers or of his case.2 The fhetoric stands in 

this respect also as the exact counterpart of the T'opies. 

But here, as there, it is impossible to follow these 

discussions into greater detail. 

1 mpd0ecis, expositio. Narra- sq. the proofs, c. 19 the conclu- 
tion is merely a particular kind 
of it which is employed only in 
forensic speeches; c. 13, 1414, a, 
34 sqq. 

2c. 13. In accordance with 
this division Aristotle discusses 
first (c. 14 sq.) the introduction, 
secondly (c. 16) the exposition of 
the subject (which, however, he 
here again calls dinynats), c. 17 

sion. 
7 Gr. eg .7e. 14- 1405: by 4s: 

det SE wh AavOdve Ori mavTa ew 
TOU Adyou TA ToLAdTA* mpds pavrov 
yap axpoathy kal Ta ew Tov mpay- 
Matos &kovoyTa, émel &y wn TOLOvTOS 
} ov0éy Set mpoomiov, aA’ 7 Boor 
To Tpayua eimety Kepadowdas, tva 
exh borep caua Kepadrry. 
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CHAPTER XV 

THE PHILOSOPHY OF ART! 

BesipEs knowledge and action, Aristotle distinguishes, 

as a third branch, artistic production, and to theoretic 

and practical he adds poetic science.? The latter, how- 

ever, he fails to treat with the same comprehensive 

grasp as the two former. Of such of his works as have 

come down to us only one is devoted to art, and that 

not to art as a whole, but to the art of poetry; and 

even this we possess only in an imperfect form. But 

even of those which are lost none treated of art, or even 

of fine art, in a comprehensive manner.? Apart from a 

1K. MULLER, Gesch. der 
Theorie der Kunst bei den Alten, 
ii. 1-181 BRANDIS, ii. b, 1683 
sqq. iii. 156-178; TEICHMULLER, 
Arist. Forsch. vol. i. ii. 1867, 
1869; REINKENS, Arist. iiber 
Kunst bes. tib. Tragidie, 1870; 
DORING, Kunstlehre d. Arist. 
1876. For further literature on 
the subject see below and cf. 
UEBERWEG, Grundr. i. 204 sq.: 
cf. SUSEMIHL, Jahrb. f. Phiiol. 
Ixxxv. 395 sqq. xcv. 150 sqq. 221 
sqq. 827 sqq. cv. 317 sqq., in the 
preface and notes to his edition 
of the Poetics (2 ed. 1874), and 
in Bursian’s Jahresbericht for 
1873, p. 594 sqq. 1875, p. 381 sqq. 
1876, p. 283 sqq. 

? See vol. i. pp. 106 sq., 182. 
% There is, according to Ari- 

stotle, a great difference be- 
tween these ; to téxvn belong all 
the products of intelligence, 
beautiful and useful alike; see 
inter alia p. 107,n. 2, sup.; Metaph. 
i. 1, 981, b, 17, 21. While ge 
marking, Metaph. ibid., that some 
of the réxvat serve mpbs Tavaykaia, 
others mpds diaywyhv, while ai ph 
mpos hdoviy unde mpds Tavarykaia 
Tav emioTHua@y are different from 
both, he fails, nevertheless, to 
give any fuller account of the 
marks which distinguish the fine 
from the merely useful arts—in 
Phys. ii. 8, 199, a, 15 he is dis- 
cussing, not (as TEICHMULLER, 
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book upon Music, whose genuineness is highly doubtful! 

we hear only of historical and dogmatic treatises upon 

poets and the art of poetry, among which some were 

probably likewise spurious. We cannot, therefore, look 

to Aristotle for a complete theory of art; nor are his 

views even upon the art of poetry fully known to us 

from the sources which we possess. 

Aristotle’s philosophy of art is founded, like Plato’s,? 

not on the conception of beauty in the abstract, but on 

that of art. The conception of beauty remains vague 

and undefined to the last. In dealing with moral beauty 

Aristotle compares the beautiful with the good inas- 

much as the latter is desirable on its own account,* 

remarking at the same time elsewhere that, looked 

at from other points of view, it is as compared with 

Ar. Forsch. ii. 89 sqq. believes) 
two kinds of arts, but a twofold 
relation of art generally to 
nature. Cf. p. 303, n. 3, infra, and 
DORING, p. 80 sq. 

1 On this treatise see vol. 1. p. 
103, n. 1, supra. The fragment in 
PuuT. De Mus. 23, p. 1139, which 
Rose (Pragm. 43, p. 1482) and 
Hitz (fr. 75, p. 53) refer to 
the Hudemus, but for which a 
suitable place could hardly be 
found in this dialogue, seems to 
me to come from it. We cannot, 
however, regard this little piece, 
with its Pythagoreanism and 
copious style, as Aristotle’s work. 

* Of which account is given 
Ph. d. Gr.i.p. 795. BELGER, De 
Arist. in Arte Poética componenda 
Platonis discipulo, gives a full 
and careful account of the points 
in which Aristotle’s theory of 
art agrees with Plato’s, and those 

in which it differs from it. 
+ Reker. t..*9.2 ‘abba. ae 

KaAdv pev ovy éotly 6 dy BV adro 
aiperoy ov émaveTov 7, 7) 0 dv 
ayabby oy dv F, Ott ayaddy. ii. 
13, 1389, b, 37: 7d Kaddy as dis- 
tinguished from 7d cuudépoy or 
that which is good for the indivi- 
dual is the amrAds aya0dv. Of the 
numberless passages in which 
7d KaAdy is used of moral beauty, 
i.e. of goodness, several have 
already come before us, @.g. p. 
Pee nies, Pp. '5t, no) 2, and 
p. 192, n. 6, supra. We can- 
not find, however, in Aristotle 
(as P. REE, Tod kadod notio 
in Arist. Hth. Halle, 1875, 
attempts to do) any more accu- 
rate definition of this concep- 
tion; neither in the ethical nor 
in the esthetic field does he 
seem to have felt the need of 
such definition. 
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goodness a wider conception, for while the term good 
is applied only to certain actions, beauty is predicated 

also of what is unmoved and unchangeable! As the 

essential marks of beauty he indicates, at one time 

order, symmetry and limitation,? at another right size ® 
and order.’ And yet how vague the conception of 

beauty is still left, and especially how remote is held to 

be its relation to sensible appearance, is obvious above 

all from the assertion ® that it is chiefly in the mathe- 

1 Metaph. xiii. 3, 1078, a, 31: 
érel 5¢ Td aGyabby Kal Td KaAddy 
Erepov, TO wev yap ael ev mpdter, Td 
dé kal ey Tots akwtos. Accord- 
ingly Mathematics (whose object, 
according to p. 183, is the un- 
moved) has to deal in a special 
sense with the beautiful. Ari- 
stotle applies, indeed, good as 
well as beautiful to the deity, 
who is absolutely unmoved (cf. 
p. 397, n. 3, and p. 404, supra), as 
he attributes to Him mpaéts in the 
wider sense (vol. i. p. 400, n. 1, ad 
fin. ). Butthis does not justify usin 
converting the passage before us 
(as TEICHMULLER does, Arist. 
Forsch. ii. 209, 255 sqq.) into the 
opposite of its plain sense. It 
offers merely a further proof of 
the uncertainty of Aristotle’s 
language with reference to 7d 
ayaloy and 7d KaAdv. In Metaph. 
xiii. 3 he is thinking only of good 
in the ethical sense. 

2 Metaph. ibid. 1. 36: Tov be 
KaAodD pwéeyiota €ldn Taktis Kal 
cuupetpia kal TO wpicuevov. The 
e75y here are not different kinds 
of beauty, but the forms or 
qualities of things in which 
beauty reveals itself. How 
these points of view are main- 
tained in Aristotle’s rules of art 

is shown by MULLER, p. 9 sqq., 
who compares also Probl. xix. 
38, xvii. 1. 

3 Practically identical with 
To a@picuévoy, as DORING rightly 
observes, p. 97. 

* Poet. 7, 1450, b, 36 (er 
Pol. vii. 4, 1326, a, 29 sqq. b, 22; 
see p. 259, n. 1, supra, also Eth. iv. 
3, 1123, b, 6): TO yap KaArdy ev 
meyebea: Kol tater earl, G0 obte 
ToupiKpoy ay TL yévorTo Kaddy C@ov 
(ovyxeEitat yap h Oewpia eyyis Tod 
avaisOjtov xpdvouv yiwouevn) ovte 
Topueyedes* ov yap dua 7H Sewpia 
ylverat, GAN’ otxeTat Tois Bewpovar 
7d €vy kal Tb GAov ex THs Oewplas, 
olov ef uupiwy oradiwy etn Gor. 
As a visible object must be easily 
taken in by the eye by virtue of 
its size, so a mythus must be 
easy to retain. The parenthesis 
(ovyxeita: yap, &c.) means: if 
an object is too small, its parts 
become merged in each other, 
and no clear picture of it is pos- 
sible. It is probable that xpdévou 
after dvaic@jrov has crept into 
the text from Phys. iv. 13, 222, 
b, 15 (see BONITZ, Avist. Stud. 
i. 96; SUSEMIHL, tz loco). 

> Metaph. ihid. 1078, b, 1. 
In reply to TEICHMULLER’S 
objections to the above remark 
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matical sciences that the above characteristics find 

their application. If beauty is a quality not less of 

a scientific investigation or a good action than of a 
work of art, it is too vague a concept to serve as the 

foundation of a philosophy of art. Aristotle accord- 

ingly at the beginning of the Poetics sets it wholly 

aside,! and starts from the consideration of the nature 

of Art.? 

(Arist. Forsch. ii. 275 sq.), SUSE- 
MIHL (Jahrb. f. Philol. cv. p. 
321) has pointed out the con- 
fusion between the _ concrete 
phenomena of sense (¢é g. colours, 
sounds, &c.) and the abstract, 

mathematical forms of sensible 
existence. 

1 The words here used, mas 
Set ovuvlotacbat Tovs pmvOous, et 
méAAEL KaAa@s eke 1 Tolnots 
(TEICHMULLER, ii. 278), are of 
course no argument against this 
view. It is hardly necessary to 
point out that such expressions 
as KaAws Exe, Kad@s Aye, Kc. 
(e.g. in Meteor. i. 14, 352, a, 7, 
fea ers. iv. 14, 1297, b, 38; 
Metaph. xiii. 6 init. ; Eth. vii. 13, 
and innumerable other passages), 
have nothing to do with the 
specifically aesthetic meaning of 
Td Kaddv. 

? TEICHMULLER, indeed, in 
a detailed discussion of beauty 
and the ‘four aesthetic ideas’ 
(order, symmetry, limitation and 
size), ibid. p. 208-278, has at- 
tempted to show that Aristotle’s 
theory of art is based upon the 
conception of beauty. This 
attempt, however, is rightly dis- 
credited by DORING, p. 5 sqq. 
93, sqq. If the abstract con- 
ception of beauty had been his 

The essence of art Aristotle, like Plato, finds, 

generally speaking, to be imitation.® It has its origin 

starting point in his theory of 
art, Aristotle would have de- 
voted himself before everything 
else to its closer investigation, 
and would have used the result 
of this investigation as the 
criterion of the claims of art. 
This, however, he does not do: 
and while, of course, he de- 
mands of a work of art that it 
should be beautiful, while he 
speaks of a KaA@s Exwy piOos, a 
MvO0s KaAAiwy, a KaAAloTN Tpay- 
wdia, &c. (Poet.c. 9 fin. c. 11, 
1452, a, 32, c. 13, 1462, b, 31, 
1453, a, 12, 22, and passim), yet 
he never deduces any rule of art 
from the universal conception of 
beauty, but rather from the spe- 
cial aim of a particular art. 

3 Poet. i. 1447, a, 12 (on the 
different forms of poetry and 
music): maga: TvyxXdvovow odoa 
uunoers To cUvoAov. Cc. 2 init. 
c. 8init. and often. In the words, 
Phys. ii. 8,199, a, 15, Baws Te Fh 
TEXYN TH pey EmiTeAR? & H dats 
aduvaret amepydcacba, Ta Sé 
Miwetrat, artis used as fineart. It 
is mere imitation, but it may, 
indeed, be also regarded as a 
perfecting of nature, as in the 
training of the voice or deport- 
ment, 
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in the imitative instinct and the joy felt in its exercise 
which distinguishes man above all other creatures ; 

hence also the peculiar pleasure which art affords.! In 
this pleasure, springing as it does from the recognition 

of the object represented in the picture and from the 

enjoyment thus obtained, Aristotle further recognises 
an intimation of the universal desire for knowledge.? 

But as knowledge is of very different value accord- 
ing to the nature of the object known,* this will of 

necessity be true of artistic imitation also. The object 
of imitation in art is, generally speaking, nature or the 

actual world of experience. But nature includes man 

and his actions ; indeed, it is with man alone that the 

most impressive arts—viz. poetry and music—have to 
do ;° and the object which it is the essential aim of the 

imitative artist to represent consists not merely of the 

outward appearance of things, but to a much greater 

1 Poet. 4 init., where it is 
added: this is obvious from the 
fact that good pictures delight 
us even when the objects repre- 
sented produce themselves quite 
the opposite impression: as in 
the case of loathsome animals 
or corpses. Cf. foll. n. 

2 Poet. 4, 1448, b, 12, Ari- 
stotle continues: alfriuyv de kal 
TOUTOU [joy in works of art], dr: 
To pavOdvew ov pdvov Tos dtAog6- 
gos 75107 0r, GAAG Kal Tots GAAots 
bpolws: GAN’ em Bpaxy Koltywvovow 
avTod. Sia yap TovTo xalpovor Tas 
eixdvas bpavTes, OTt ocuuBatver 
BewpovyTas pavOdvew Kal ovddoyi- 
(eodat Ti ExaoTov, oiov 8rt ovros 
éxeivos, emet av wy TOXD Tpoewp- 

akas, ov Sia plunua momo Thy 

fdovyv GAAG Sid thy amepyaciay 

i THY Xpody 7 Sia ToadTHY TWA 
&AAnv airiay. Rhet.i. 11, 1371,b, 
4: éwel 5¢ 7d wavOdvew tre dv Kal 
Td Oavuacew, Kal Ta Todd aydyKn 
Hdea civat oioy Té TE weutunuevor, 
domep ypadikh Kal avdpiayrorola 
Kal moinTikh, Kal wav 0 by eb 
MEMLULNWEVOY FH, Kav HH dD abTd Td 
Meuinuevoy’ ov yap em rotT@ 
xaipet, GAAG audAdAoyiouds éeaTiv 
éTt TOUTO exetvo, SoTe pavOdvew Tt 
oupBaiver, 

3 Cf. p. 303, n. 3, supra. 
* Phys. ii. 8: see p. 303, n. 3. 
> Cf. foll. n. and page. Even 

of the art of dancing it is said, 
c. 1. 1447, a, 27: Kal yap obra 
bia TOY oXnuaTiCouevwy pubudv 
piwovvtat Kal 70m Kal maOn Kal 
mpatets, 
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degree of their inner intelligible essence. He may 

confine himself to what is universal and actual, or he 

may rise above it, or he may sink below it.! He may 

represent things as they are, or as they are commonly 

supposed to be, or as they ought to be.? It is in re- 

presentations of this last kind that the chief function 
of art consists. Art according to Aristotle must re- 

present not the individual as such, but the universal, 

the necessary and the natural. It must not be content 

to reflect naked reality but must idealise it. The 

painter, for instance, must both be true to his subject 

and improve upon it;* the poet must tell us, not what 

has been, but what must be according to the nature of 

the case, and on this account Aristotle prefers poetry to 

history, as higher and more nearly allied to philo- 

sophy, seeing that it reveals to us not only individual 

facts but universal laws. And this holds not only of 

amodiidvTes Thy idiay wopdy, 
6molovus ToLrovvTes, KAAALOUS 
ypapovo.v. The idealism of 
the Greek statues of the gods 
did not, of course, escape the 

1 Poet. 2 init.: émwel 5€ jw- 
MovvTaL Of pmimovmevor TMpaTTOYTAS, 
> y \ / > 4 avdyKn d€ TovTOUS 7) omovdaiovs 7) 
gpavaAous civat . . . Tot BeATiovas 
Xx ’ c ~ / yh «ad? jas 7) xelpovas 7) Kal 
to.ovtovs, which Aristotle pro- 
ceeds to illustrate from painting, 
poetry, and music. 

2 Ibid. 25, 1460, b, 7: émel 
yap €oTL miunTHs 6 months, Somwep 
ay «i Caypapos h Tis &AAOS eikovo- 
TOLWs, @ avaryKn Hueco Oat Tpiay o OVT WY 
TOV apibudy € €v Tt Gel * 2 yap ota a) 
Zoriy, }) oia pact Kal Soxe?, #} ofa, elvan 
de?. We may regard these words 
as genuine, although they stand 
in a rather suspicious section. 

3 Poet. 15, 1454, b, 8: émel de 
pimnots éotw 7 Tpaye@dla BeATtidvwr, 
juas Set pywetoOar tovs ayabovs 
cikovoypapous’ Kat yap €Ketvor 

eyOL., EI. 

philosopher’s notice; cf. vol. ii 
p. 217, n. 5, supra. 

* Poet. 9 init.: od 7b TH yI- 
voueva AEyew, TOUTO mointou Epyov 
€otiy, GAN’ ofa by yévorto, Kal Ta 
PED Kata Tb eikds #) TO avary- 
Katoy. 6 yep ioroptkds kal 6 TOUT ns 
ov TH Euper pa Aéyew i) Guetpa 

Biapépovow - ein yap dy Ta “Hpodd- 
Tov éis meTpa TeBijvau, kal ovdey 
ATT OV av etn ioropia TLS Mera 
MéTpov 7) avev HETpwr, GAG TOUT@ 
Siaeper, T@ Tov Key TH yevoueva 
Aéyew, Tov dt ofa ww yévoito. ud 
kal piAocopetepoy Kal cmovdaid- 
Tepov Twoinots toroplas é€otiv: A wey 

x 
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serious poetry but also of comic. 

ARISTOTLE 

The former in 

bringing before us forms which transcend ordinary 

limits must give us an ennobled picture of human 

nature, for it must represent typical characters in whom 

the true nature of certain moral qualities is sensibly 

exhibited to us ;! but the latter also, although dealing 

necessarily with the weaknesses of human nature,? 
ust nevertheless make it its chief end not to attack 

individuals but to present types of character.® 

yep. Toiyots pa&dAov Ta KaddAov, 7 
8’ igropia Ta Kad’ Exaoroy Aeyet. 
Zarit SE KaSdAov MEV, TS Tolw Ta 
wot arta ouuBalver Ae yew 77 mpar- 
Tew KaTa TO eiKos } TO GyayKatov 

. Ta de Kad’ Exaotov, Ti ’AAKI- 
Biddns expatey 7) ti Exrafev. Lbid. 
1451, b, 29: Kbyv &pa ocupBH yevd- 
peva ToLeiv [rev mont hy | ovbey 
Attrov mownTis éeoTw* Tov yep 
YEvoMevov Evia, ovdev KwAVEL TOLAUTA 
civac oa ty eikos yevésOar kal 
duvaTa yeveoOa, Cf. c. 15, 1454, 
a, se: xen d€ Kal ev Tots deow 
domep Kal €y TH TaV T pay Lar wv 
gvaTaoel, GEL (nTELy 7 Td avaryKatov 
} rd eixds, Sate Toy TowdTov TA 
To.wTa Aeyew 7) mparrew 7 avay- 
Katov }) eikds, Kal TOUTO wETa TOUTO 
yiverOat } avayKaiov? cixds. C. 1, 
1447, b, 13 sqq.: it is not the 
metre but the content that makes 
the poet. Empedocles (whose 
Homeric power Aristotle praises 
in Diog. viii. 56) has nothing but 
the metre in common with Homer. 

1 Poct. 15 (see p. 305, n. 3, 
supr a), Aristotle continues: ottw 
Kal Toy WowmThv MiLouevov kal 
opyiAous Kat padvmous Kal TaAAG Ta 
rowbTa €xovTas eml Tav 7Oay, 
émienelas Toi wapaderyua 7 
oxAnpérntos det &c. Cf. following 

note and c. 13, 1453, a, 16. 

While, 

2C.2 Jin: 7 Mev yep [comedy ] 
xelpous n oe BeXrious Cae 
BovAera tav viv. C. 5 init.: 
de Kwuwdia eotly, Somep ae 
blunois davAoTépwy pey, ov mévToi 
Kata wacov Kakiay, GAAd Tov 
aicxpov éoti Td yeAotor udpiov. Td 
yap yedoiby €or audpTrnud tt Kal 
aloxos ava@duvoy kal ov Pbaptikdr. 

® Cf. Poet. 9, 1451, b, 11 sqq. 
c. 5, 1449, b, 5; Hth. iv. 14, 1128, 
a, 22. Aristotle here gives the 
New Comedy the preference over 
the Old because it refrains from 
abuse (aicxpodoyia). He gives 
Homer, moreover, the credit 
(Poet. 4, 1448, b, 34) of being 
creator, in the character of Mar- 
gites, of comedy, ov Wéyor GAAG 
To yeAoiov Spauatororoas. The 
Poetics are doubtless the source 
(cf. vol. i. p. 102, n. 2) of the re- 
mark in CRAMER’s Anecd. Paris. 
Append. I. (Avist. Poet. p. 78; 
VAHL. p. 208 ; F’r. 3 SuS.): Siapeper 
7] Kwu@dia THs Aosdopias, eel 7 Mev 
Aoidopia amapakadUmTws Ta mpoc- 
dvta Kaka biekerow, SE Setrau 
THS KaAovuerns eupdoews [indica- 
tion]. ‘To this subject belongs 
the remark in /thet. iii. 18, 1419, 
b, 7, where it is said that cipwreia 
is more worthy of the freeman 
than Bwuoroxia. This also had 
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therefore, Plato and Aristotle agree in regarding art 

as a species of imitation, they draw very different con- 

clusions from this accountof it. Plato thinks of it only 

as the imitation of sensible phenomena and accordingly 

expresses the utmost contempt for the falsity and 

worthlessness of art;! Aristotle, on the other hand, 

looks presentation as the sensible 

vehicle to us of universal truths and thus places 

it above the empirical knowledge of individual things. 
We are now in a position to explain what Aristotle 

says about the aim and the effect of Art. In 

two passages? to which we have already had occa- 

upon artistic 

sion to refer, he distinguishes four different uses of 

been particularly treated of by 
Aristotle in the Poetics (het. i. 
11, 1872, a, 1: Sidpioror SE rept 
yedolwy xwpls €v Tots Tepl ToLnTLK}S : 
cf. VAHLEN, ibid. p. 76; F’r. 2), 
from which must come f7. 9 of 
the Anecd. Paris. ibid.: %8n 
Kwu@dias Td TE BwmodAdxa kal Ta 
cipwvika Kal Ta T@Y GAaCbYwY. 

pee Ph, d. Gr. i. p. 799—a 
view which is not consistent with 
the fact that art is at the same 
time regarded as one of the most 
important means of education 
whose function is the presentation 
of moral ideas (tbid. p. 532 sq. 
772 sq. 800 sq; cf. Symp. 209 
D). 

2 Pol, “wit. 6,7, see, p. 266, 
supra. In the former of these 
passages no mention is made of 
purification ; it is merely asked 
(1839, a, 15): rivos Set xdpw 
METEXEW GUTS, WOTEpoy TaLdias 
eveka kal avamavoews ... %) wadAov 
ointéoy mpos apethy Te Telvew Thy 
Hovoikny, @s Suvawevny . . . Td 

Hos moby TL totety, COiCovogay Sv- 
vacOat xalpew op9as. 7) mpos Sia- 
yoryny TL ouuBadrdetat kal ppovynow ° 
kal yap TovTo Tpitov BeTéoy TaY 
eipnuevwv. On the other hand it 
is very definitely referred to in 
the second (1341, b, 36): dopey 
5’ ov pias eveey wpedcias TH 
Movotkn xpiada: Sei addAd Kal 
mTAclOvwv xapiy (Kal yap maldeias 
evexey kal Kabdpoews . . . Tpitoy 
de mpds Siaywyhv, mpbls tveciv Te 
kal mpes Thy THS TvyTOVias avamrav- 
ov). But, on this account, to 
change the text of the latter 
passage with SPENGEL (Ueber 
die Kd@apois Tay Tabnudatrwy, Abh. 
der philos.-philol. Kl. der Bayr. 
Akad: ix. 1,16 sq.), and to read: 
kal yap maidelas everey kal Kabdp- 
Tews, .. . Wpds diaywyhyv, Tpitoy 
dé mpds &veoiy Te KC. OL K. Y. Tad. 
ev. K. Kabdpo., mpos aveciv te— 
avamavow, tpitoy de mpdos Siaywyhy, 
is a violent expedient against 
which BERNAYS (Lhein. Mus. 
xiv. 1859, p. 370 sqq.) rightly 

x 2 
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music!: it serves (1) as a relaxation and amusement ; 

(ii) as a means of moral culture; (iil) as an enjoyable exer- 

cise ; and (iv) as a purifying influence. Whether each 
form of art has this fourfold function or not, he does not 

expressly say ; nor could he in any case have regarded 

them as all alike in this respect. Ofthe plastic arts he re- 

marks that their ethical effect, although considerable, is 
inferior to that of music,? while he probably hardly 

thought of attributing a purifying influence to them. 

Where they confine themselves to the exact imitation 

of particular objects, they serve in his view no higher 

purpose than the satisfaction of a rather shallow 

protests. The first of these pro- 
posals is hardly permissible, even 
from the point of view of style. 
while neither of them finds any 
support in the alleged contra- 
diction between c. 5 and c. 7, as 
it is not unfrequently the case in 
Aristotle that a preliminary divi- 
sion is supplemented in the sequel 
(cf. e.g. what is said, vol.i. p. 400, 
sqq., on the different classifica- 
tions of constitution) ; both, more- 
over, are inconsistent with the 
distinction between edifying and 
purifying music, as that is defi- 
nitely set forth in c. 7, and calls 
for immediate notice. 

1 Not merely three, as BER- 
NAYS ibid. represents by taking 
avdmravois and diaywyn together. 
Aristotle differentiates the two 
very clearly: young people, he 
says, are incapable of diaywyn, 
whereas they are very much 
inclined to maida and Gveos (see 
vol. ii. p. 267, n. 1, supra); the 
former is an end in itself [TeAos], 
the latter a mere means (c. 5, 
1339, a, 29, b, 25-42 ; cf. Hth. x. 6, 

1176, b, 27 sqq. p. 140, supra) ; 
the former presupposes a higher 
culture (see p. 309, n. 3, infra), 
not so the latter: and accordingly 
they are completely separated 
from one another, 1339, a, 25, b, 
13, 15 sqq., ibid. 4; cf. a, 33. 
Cf. p. 266, n. 5, supra. 

* Pol. viii. 5, 1340, a, 28: 
ocuuBeBnke 5€ Tay aicOnray ev pmev 
Tots &AAos pwndev bwapyrew duolwua 
Tois Heo, oiov év Tots amtors Kal 
Tois yevoTois, GAN’ év Tots dparois 
npeua’ oxhuata yap éort TomdTa 
(i.e. moral attitudes and ges- 
tures), GAA’ em) puxpdby Kal maytes 
[read od mavres, as MULLER ibid, 
10 sq. 348 sqq. conjectures] tis 
ToLavTHS aigOncTews KoLywvovoLW. Ett 
5€ ovK €ott TatTa éuotmpara 
TaV NOG, GAAG oONMETA MGAAOY TA 
yliyvoueva oxhpara Kal xoduata 
tov 70av. Nevertheless, young 
men ought not, dcov diapeper rat 
mwept thy TovTwy Oewplay, to be 
allowed to study the pictures of 
a Pauson but those of a Poly- 
gnotus Kap ef ris GAAS TAY ypapéewy 
} rdv ayoAuctomoiay eortiv nOikds. 
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curiosity.' Nor does he seem to expect from Comedy 

(on which see below) either morally edifying or purify- 

On the other hand, the purification of the 

emotions is the chief end, as we shall see, of serious 

poetry, although that art is not, of course, thereby ex- 
cluded from exercising upon the hearer other effects as 

well which are either connected with or flow from the first. 

Granted that a part of this effect—viz. the amusement 

—is due to the pleasure derived from sensible appear- 

ance, yet the higher and more valuable portion is due 

to that ideal content which, according to Aristotle, it is 

the function of Art to present. As a means to nobler 

intellectual enjoyment (dvaywyn) the higher poetry 
must appeal to our reason, since according to Aristotelian 

principles the measure of our rational activity is also the 

measure of our happiness;” and, as a matter of fact, 

Aristotle regards this purifying effect of art as standing 

in the closest relation to intellectual culture.? In like 

manner poetry can only serve for moral edification by 

exhibiting to us the nature and aim of moral action in 

examples that excite our admiration or abhorrence, as 

Aristotle holds it ought undoubtedly to do.* Finally, 

as to the purifying effect of Art, we must admit 

ing results. 

1 Cf. vol. ii. p. 304, n. 2, sup. 
2 See the quotations from 

Eth. x.8, sup. vol. ii. p.143,n.1. 
3 In the words quoted from 

Pol. viii. 5, p. 307, n. 2, supra: mpds 
Siaywyhv te cuuBardetat kal ppd- 
ynow. SPENGEL, ibid. p. 16, and 
independently of him THUROT, 
Etudes sur Arist. 101, propose to 
read, instead of pdvnow, eippo- 
sovny (or Td evppaivew), remarking 

that ¢pdvnois would not belong 
to d:aywyy but to the previously 
mentioned aperh. This, however, 
is incorrect. By apet) Aristotle 
means moral virtue, the training 
of character; by Siaywyh kar 
ppévnois, the training of the in- 
tellect and the taste. Cf. what 
was said about diywyh supra, 
vol. ii. p. 266, n. 5. 

* See p. 304 sq. 
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that to this day, after all the endless discussions to which 

Aristotle’s definition of Tragedy has given rise,! no 

agreement has been arrived at upon the question 

wherein, according to his view, it consists and what are 

the conditions of its production. This is, however, the 

less extraordinary, since in the extant portion of the 

Poetics the fuller discussion of ‘ purification * contained in 

the original work is missing,? though the want may be 
partly supplied from other passages. These show, in the 

first place, that the purification of the emotions which 

is effected by art takes place not in the work of art itself, 

but in those who see or hear it. We further learn that 

the immediate object is not, as was formerly supposed,‘ 

' For a review of these see 
SUSEMIHL, Arist. m. wont. p. 36 
sqq. and elsewhere (see p. 300, 
n. 1); REINKENS, p. 78-135, and 
DORING, p. 263 sqq. 339 sq.; the 
last discusses some _ seventy 
essays and treatises bearing on 
the subject, most of them written 
within the previous fifteen years. 

2 See supra, vol. i. p. 102, n. 2. 
8 GOETHE (Nachlese zu Arist. 

Poétik, 1826; Briefwechsel mit 
Zelter, iv. 288, v. 330, 354) ex- 
plained the words 6’ éAéov kal 
péBov Tepaivouvca Thy Tay ToLOvTwY 
madnuatwy Kdbapow in the defi- 
nition of tragedy, Poet. 6, 1449, 
b, 24 sqq. as referring to the 
tranquillising effect upon the 
actors themselves. This expla- 
nation, however, is now univer- 
sally acknowledged to be inad- 
missible (¢.g. by MULLER, ibid. 
380 sqq.; BERNAYS, ibid. 137; 
SPENGEL, ibid. 6). Apart from 
the linguistic difficulty, Pol. viii. 
7, 1342, places beyond a doubt 

that the kxd@apois is effected in 
the audience, and the same may 
be proved, as MULLER well shows, 
from the Poetics; for it could be 
said that tragedy, through fear 
and pity, effects a purification of 
these emotions in the actors only 
on condition that they came upon 
the stage in a condition of fear 
or pity, which (as LESSING, 
Hamb. Dramat. 78 St. has re- 
marked) is by no means usually, 
and in the circumstances cannot 
possibly often be, the case. Ari- 
stotle, however, has expressed 
himself on this point as clearly 
as possible, c. 14 init. Aet -yap 
[he says in treating of the produc- 
tion of the @oBepdy and éAcewdy] 
kai avev Tov Spay oftw cvverrdvat 
Tov pvboy ote Toy GkovovTa Ta 
mpayuata yiwdueva Kal ppirrew Kal 
€Aceiy ek TAY cumBawdyTwv. 

* Thus LESSING, with all pre- 
vious writers, Hamb. Dram. 74-78 
St. (Werke, vii. 352 sqq. Lachm.): 
‘this purification depends on 
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moral improvement, but primarily the production of 

an effect upon the emotions. Aristotle himself defi- 

nitely distinguishes between purification and moral 

culture as separate aims:' he would use for the latter as 

opposed to the former a style of music which is wholly 

different and requires different treatment.” He describes 

purification, moreover, as a species of healing and as a 

nothing else than the trans- 
formation of the passions into 
promptitudes to virtue’ (p. 352). 
He has been followed by many 
others, eg. SPENGEL in the 
treatise referred to, p. 307, n. 2, 
supra. 

* Foi, viii, 7, 1341, b, 36, see 
supra c. 6, 1341, a, 21. rt 8 ovK 
éoTw 6 avaAds 7OiKdy GAAG waAAOY 
épyiacTtikby, Sore mpos Tovs ToL0v- 
Tuvs avT@ Kaipo’s xpnoréoy ev ois 
N Oewpia Kdfapoiw padrdoy dvvarat 
} wdbnow. 

2 See preceding n. and c. 7, 
1341, b, 32: since we must dis- 
tinguish a moral, a practical and 
an exciting and inspiring kind of 
music, and since further music 
has to serve the different ends 
stated at p. 307, n. 2,—there- 
fore qavepdby Sri xpnoréov mev 
Tacos Tats apuoviats, ov Toy 
auToy 5€ Tpdmoy mdcais xpnoTeor, 
GAA mpds mey Thy Taidelay Tals 
NOikwrarais mpos 5€ akpdaciv ETEpwy 
XElpoupyovvTwy Kal Tails mpakTiKais 
‘Kal Tais evOovolactikats. 0 yop Tepl 
évias ouuBaiver ma0os Wuxas icxu- 
p@s, TOUTO ev Tacals brapyxel, TH SE 
ATT ov Siapeper kal TS wadAAoy| there 
does not seem to be any reason 
to doubt these words with REIN- 
KENS, p. 156], otov €Acos kal pdBos, 
é7t 8’ évOovoitacuds. Kal yap vd 
TOVTNS THS KIVHTEWS KATAKHXbWol 
Ties cio: ex 5¢ TOY lepay weA@Y 
ép@uev TovtTous, btay xphawvTa 

Tots ekopyidCouar Thy PuxXy mEerEot, 
Kabiorauevous domep iarpelas Tv- 
xévras Kal Kabdpoews. TavTd 5H 
TOUTO avaykaioy macxew Kal Tos 
€Aehuovas kal Tovs PoByTikovs kal 
Tovs 8Aws mabyntixovs [the MSS. 
reading for which Spengel un- 
necessarily suggests 8Aws Tos 
mad. |, Tovs 8’ &AAous Kal’ boov éem- 
BddAet TY TololTwY ExdoTw, Kal 
Twaot yiyvecOal tia Kdbapow Kal 
KovpiCerdat weO” Hdov7As. duo'ws SE 
kal TH méeAn TA KabapTiKa TapexeL 
xapay aBrAaBH Tos dvOpmros. 
(This isa further effect of purify- 
ing music, different from the «a- 
Oapois itself: it purifies the 7a7- 
tikol and affords enjoyment to 
all; the lacuna therefore which 
THUROT, Htudes, 102 sq. surmises 
before duoiws 5€ cannot be ad- 
mitted.) From this passage, 
(however we may interpret its 
general meaning) this at any rate - 
seems obvious, that according to 
Aristotle there is a kind of music 
which produces a_ catharsis, 
although it possesses no ethical 
character, and may not, there- 
fore, be used in the education of 
the youth, nor practised by the 
citizens, although it may be 
listened to by them—namely, 
exciting music; but if this is so, 
the catharsis, while not without 
an indirect moral influence, 
yet cannot in itself, as re- 
garded from the point of view 
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mental alleviation accompanied by pleasure,! and accord- 

ingly looks for it not in any improvement of the will or 

in the production of virtuous inclinations,? but in the 

equalisation of disturbances produced by violent emo- 

tions and the restoration of equanimity.’ It is here of less 

importance, in point of actual fact, whether itis the reli- 
gious or the medical meaning of ‘ purification ’ that is pro- 

minent in Aristotle’s mind ;* since in either case alike we 

are dealing with a figurative expression, in the sense that 

the term does not admit of being transferred literally 

from the one sphere to the other,’ and we can only decide 

of its immediate effect, consist 
in the production of a definite 
character of will. That this is 
true also of the purification 
effected by tragedy admits of less 
doubt owing to the fact that pre- 
cisely those emotions with which 
it has to deal (see infra) are 
here expressly connected with 
excitement, 7.e. pity and fear. 

1 Seepreceding n. Similarly 
in Poet. c. 14, 1453, b, 10 the aim of 
tragic representation, which ac- 
cording to c. 6 consists in cathar- 
sis, is placed in a pleasure: ov yap 
macay Set (nrei ndovhy ard Tpaye- 
dias, GAAG Thy oikelay, éwel bE Thy 
amd éAéov Kal PdBov bid wiwnoews 
det nboviy mwapackevacew Toy To.n- 
Thy, KC. 

fa'g' xalpew op0as Kal Avmel- 
o0a, Pol. viii. 5, 1340, a, 15, 22; 
see p. 266, supra. 

% This is the sense in which 
many writers in antiquity took 
purification, eg. ARISTOXENUS 
(Ph. d. Gr. i. p. 714), Ps. JAMBL. 
Myster. Aegypt. p. 22, PROKL. in 
Plat. Remp. (Plat. Opp. Basil. 
1534) p. 360, 362, PLUT. Sept. 
Sap. Conv. c. 13, p. 156 ©. 

Quest. conviv. III. 8, 2, 11, p. 
657 A; cf. BERNAYS, Grundziige 
der Verlorenen Abhandlung d. 
Arist. tiber Wirkung der Tra- 
godie (Abh. der Hist.-philos. 
Gesellschaft in Breslau 1. 1858), 
p- 155 sqq. 199.; id. Ueber die 
traq. Katharsis bei Arist. rahe 
Mus. xiv. 374 sq.) 

4 After Béckh had indichted: 
in 1830 ( Ges. kl. Schriften, i. 180), 
this reference in xd@apois to 
medical purgation it was taken 
up first by A. WEIL (Ueb. d. 
Wirkung der Trag. nach Arist. 
Verhandl. der 10. Vers. deutscher 
Philologen, Bale, 1848, p. 136 
sqq.), more fully and indepen- 
dently of his predecessors by 
Bernays in the treatises men- 
tioned in preceding note which 
go deeply into this question. 
These were followed by THUROT, 
Etudes, 104, and many others; 
cf. DORING, ibid. 278 sqq. who 
likewise resolutely defends this 
view, ibid. p. 248 sqq. 

> On the other hand it cannot 
be supposed that Aristotle uses 
the word kd@apois, which he had 
coined to express a definite effect 
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how far he means to extend the analogy contained in it 

by a reference to other passages and to the whole scope 

of his doctrine. It seems probable that he took ca@ap- 

ows, as we might use ‘ purgation,’ in the first instance to 

mean the expulsion from the body of burdensome or inju- 

rious matter,! but that inasmuch as he was here dealing 

with the application of this conception to states of the 

emotions, he came to connect with it, as he went on, the 

idea of deliverance from pollution and spiritual disease as 

well ?—just as in general one readily combines notions 

connected with the same expression in a confused com- 

pound without clearly discriminating them from one 

of artistic representation, in the 
Politics of music in a different 
sense from that in which in the 
Poetics he employs it of tragedy, 
nor does Pol. viii. 7, 1341, b, 38 
give the remotest justification to 
the presumption that the tragic 
catharsis is specifically different 
from the musical. 'The one may be 
produced by different means from 
the other, but the effect indicated 
by xaGapo1s must itself in both 
cases be essentially the same, 
unless we are to attribute to 
Aristotle a confusion of terms 
which is wholly misleading. 
STAHR, Avist. und die Wirk. d. 
Trag. p. 13 sq. 21 sq., does not 
sufficiently distinguish between 
these two. 

1 Aristotle’s own expressions, 
Pols.. vill.. 1, Lat2, a, 10, 14: 
dotep iatpelas tuxdvtas Kal Kabdp- 
gews... Waot yiyveoOai Twa Kdd- 
apow Kal KoudiCerbat web’ ndorijs, 
the remark in Ps. JAMBL. De 
Myst. i. 11 that the emotions 
(Svvdmers TGV TAOnUATwY) d&mrowAnp- 
otyTa: Kal evTevdey amoKkabaipdue- 
vat, . , am@omavoyTat, andin PROCL. 

in Remp.. 362 that Aristotle 
objects to Plato that he was 
wrong in forbidding tragedy and 
comedy, etzep 814 TovTwy Suvariy 
EUMETPWS AToTIUTAdVaL TX TAN Kal 
amomwAnTavTas evepya mpds Thy Tat- 
delay Exew, Th mwemovnkds avTav 
Jeparevoayras all point to this. 

? According to Polit. viii. 6, 
1341, a, 21, orgiastic music is in 
place éy ois 7 Oewpia [the repre- 
sentation | caBapow wadrdAoy Stvarat 
} mdenow, and c. 7, 1342, a, 9 
iatpelaand xafapors are attributed 
to efopy:d(ovta thy Wuxhy mérn. 
A definite kind of religious music 
is therefore compared in its effect 
with medical purgation. Aris- 
totle seems also to have employed 
the word a&pociwors, which refers 
to the cancelling of transgressions 
by offerings and other religious 
acts, to express the same etfect. 
PROCL. ibid. p. 360 represents him 
as asking Plato why he rejected 
tragedy and comedy, kal tavra 
guyTeAovoas mpds apotiwow Tadv 
mwa8ey, and replying himself, p. 362, 
that it is not true that they serve 
as an adociwors. 
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another. This very notion of purgation, moreover, was 

one in which the ancients were unable to keep the ideas of 

healing and expiation distinct from one another.! All the 

more, however, are we bound to investigate the question 

as to the internal processes which according to Aristotle 

are the means and condition of the purification effected 

by art. So much we learn from his own utterances, that 

the purification consists in deliverance from some 

dominating excitement of passion or overwhelming 

mental depression ;* and accordingly we must under- 

stand by the expression in the first instance not? any 
purification within the soul of permanent affections, but 
the removal from it of unhealthy ones.* 

' Whoever is possessed of 
enthusiasm or any other violent 
and enslaving emotion which 
presses on him as a burden is 
KaTak@ximos, as Aristotle ex- 
presses it, Pol. viii. 7, 1342, a, 8. 
KaTaKwxX) OF KaToKwxnh, however, 
is originally conceived of as 6eia 
katokwx7, from which deliverance 
is to be obtained by reconcilia- 
tion with God, the malady is a 
divine visitation, the cure is the 
result of propitiation (cf. PLATO, 
Phedr. 244 Dsq.). 

* In the words quoted, p. 311, 
n. 2, supra, from Polit. viii. 7, en- 
thusiasm is spoken of as a form of 
excitement by which many per- 
sons are possessed (karakw#x101), 
and of which, by means of orgi- 
astic music, they are ‘as it were 
cured and purified,’ and the word 
kovglCec@at is used to express the 
same effect. 

3 As Zeller formerly thought. 
4 The words kd@apots tay ma- 

Onudtwy might themselves mean 

When we ask 

either a purification of the emo- 
tions or deliverance from them, 
for we may say either xa@aipew 
Twa Tides, to purify one of some- 
thing, or Ka@afpew vl, to purge 
away a defiling element. Medical 
language adopted this use of the 
word «d@apois from the time of 
Hippocrates (see REINKENS, p. 
151 sq. who follows Foesius). It 
was transferred to the moral 
sphere, eg. by Plato, in the 
Phedo 69 B, when he says that 
virtue is cdBapals Tis T@Y TOLOUTwY 
maytwy a deliverance from plea- 
sure, fear, &c. Aristotle himself 
uses xdfapois in the sense of a 
‘purifying secretion, eg. Gen. 
An. iv. 5, 774, a, 1, where he 
speaks of a xaSapcis Kataunvior, 
ibid. ii. 4, 738, a, 28 of a xdBapors 
TaY mepittwudtwy (for which, 
1, 27, améxpiots is used). These 
examples, combined with the 
passage referred to, n. 2 above, 
make it probable that xd@apois 
Tav ma’nudTwy means a deliver- 
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How does Art effect this removal? we are told by some 

that it produces this result by engaging and satisfying 

in harmless excitements man’s innate need of at times 

experiencing more violent emotions.’ The peculiar 

character of the effect produced by art is not, however, 

to be thus easily explained. How is it that the cure is 

effected in this case by homceopathic and not as in other 

cases by allopathic treatment ?? 

ance from ma@juata. This view 
seems indeed inconsistent with 
the terms of the well-known defini- 
tion of Tragedy (see p. 320, n. 4, 
infra) in which it is said that it 
effects by pity and fear tiv tay 
ToLwuvTwy Tabnudtwy Kdbapow; for 
it seems as though the emotions 
of pity and fear could not possibly 
be. banished by exciting them. 
In answer to this, however, it has 
already been pointed out by 
others (as by REINKENS, p. 161) 
that the artificially excited emo- 
tions of tragic pity and fear serve 
to release us from the emotions 
(already, according to p. 311, n.2, 
supra, existing in each in weaker 
or stronger form) of a pity and fear 
which are called forth by common 
facts, aud that this is the reason 
why Aristotle writes T@y To1ovTwy 
madnudatwy instead of ro’twy, the 
two kinds of pity and fear 
referred to being related to one 
another, but not identical. (On 
the other hand, the fact that he 
writes ma@nudtwy instead of 7a- 
@a@y is unimportant, both words, 
as BOnNITZ, Arist. Stud. 5, H, has 
shown in opposition to BERNAYS, 
being used by Aristotle as per- 
fectly synonymous.) 

1 Thus WEIL, ibid. 139; but 
even Bernays falls short here 
when he says that the catharsis 

And why has the 

effected by art is a discharge of 
solicited emotions: as purgative 
means produce health in the 
body by the expulsion of un- 
wholesome matter, so purifying 
music produces a soothing etfect 
by providing an outlet for the 
ecstatic element in us, &c. Cf. 
171, 176, 164 and other passages 
in his treatise of 1858. Similarly 
his successors, e.g. DORING, who 
declares, p. 259, that xa@apois is 
‘an excretion of diseased matter 
by an increased production of it, 
or rather an acceleration of 
Nature’s own heal ng process, 
which is already tending towards 
both these results ;’ and UEBER- 
WEG, Zeitschr. f. Phil. L. 33 sqa. 
who says it is ‘a temporary de- 
liverance from certain feelings 
(which, according to Ueberweg, 
spring from a normal want) by 
the excitement and indulgence 
of them;’ but he overlooks the 
fact that md@nua does not mean 
every possible or even normal 
feeling (still less ‘normal 
wants,’ p. 33, and Grundr. i. 213; 
see Eng. Tr. Hist. of Phil. vol. i. 
p. 179), but only morbid or 
oppressive moods, and that it is 
only from such that we require to 
be ‘ purged.’ 

2" Pike i. 2, 1104, b,-17 ef 
punishments: iatpeta: ydp twés 
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artistic excitement and not any other excitement of the 

emotions the effect of producing peace and purification by 

the expulsion of the morbid matter, whereas the frequent 

recurrence of certain emotions in real life has rather 

the effect of producing an inclination to repeat them ?! 

Aristotle did not overlook this circumstance; but if he 

observed it we may be quite sure that he also attempted 
to explain it. And this, as a matter of fact, he has 
done. The ‘catharsis’ is indeed effected in his view by 
exciting the emotions and is a homceopathic cure of 

them ;? but this effect is not to be expected from all 

excitements indifferently, but only from such as are 

artistic—and by artistic Aristotle here means, as we 

clearly gather from his account of tragedy, not that 
which produces the most violent emotion in us, but 

that which produces emotion in the right way. Had 

the artificial catharsis depended in Aristotle’s view 

merely upon the excitation of certain emotions and not 

also essentially upon the manner and means of exciting 

them, he must have sought for the criterion of a work 

of art, not in’ its contents and their proper treatment, 

but singly and solely in its effect upon the spectators. 

This he is far from doing.? 

elo, ai 5& iarpeta 61a TOY evayTiwy 
repvKace ylverOat. 

1 Cf, Eth. ii. 1, 1103, b, 17 sqq. 
* Tragedy by pity and fear 

effects the purification of these 
emotions (Poet. 6): sacred music 
by producing in usastate of mental 
excitement effects the cure and 
purgation of excitement (Polit. 
viii. 7, 1342, a, 4 sqq., cf.c. 5, 1340, 
a,8sqq. See p. 311, n. 2, supra). 

* To mention only one thing, 

We are forced, therefore, 

Aristotle cannot reiterate too often 
that both the action and the 
characters in a tragedy must 
evolve according to the laws of 
necessity and probability (Poet. 
7, 1450, b, 32. Zid. and e798, 
see p. 305, n. 4, supra, c. 10, 1452, 
a, 18, c. 15, 1454, a, 33 sqq.}, and 
he blames the poets for abandon- 
ing the development which is 
demanded by the nature of the 
facts out of regard for the taste 
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to look for the reason why, according to Aristotle, the 

excitement of the emotions produced by Art has a 

soothing effect, whereas their excitement in real life is 

followed by no such result, in the peculiar nature of 

artistic representation itself—in other words, in that 

which constitutes the generic difference between art 

and reality. The latter presents us only with the par- 

ticular, the former with the universal in the particular ; 

in the latter chance largely rules, the former must 

reveal to us in its creations the fixity of law.! Aristotle 

certainly nowhere expressly says that this is the reason 

why art exercises a purifying influence; butif we would 

supplement the mutilated fragments of his theory of art 

which have come down to us in the spirit of the rest of 

his system we can hardly resist this conclusion. Art, 

we should then have to say, purifies and soothes the 

emotions in that it delivers us from such as are morbid or 

oppressive by exciting such as are subordinate to its 

law, directing them, not towards what is merely per- 

sonal, but towards what is universal in man, controlling 

their course upon a fixed principle and setting a definite 

limit to their force.? Thus, for example, tragedy in the 

fate of its heroes gives us a glimpse into the universal 

lot of man and at the same time into an eternal law of 

justice;* music calms mental excitement and holds it 

of the public (c. 9, 1451, b, 33 
sqq.; cf. c. 13, 1453, a, 30 sqq.). 

' See p. 304 sq. supra. 
2 We have at least a hint of 

this thought in the statement 
from Proclus, cited p. 313, n. 1, 
to the effect that tragedy and 
comedy serve as a cure of morbid 
states of feeling by rendering it 

possible €uuétpws amommtAdvat Te 
7a0n. 

3 According to Poet. c. 18, 
those who pass in it from fortune 
to misfortune must be neither the 
wholly innocent nor the wholly 
bad: they should be characters 
distinguished neither by merit 
nor wickedness, but standing 
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spellbound by its rhythm and harmony.’ Although 

we do not know how Aristotle further developed this 

thought, still we are forced to assume that he expressed 
it somehow.’ 

If we now turn from these general views upon Art 

to the special arts, Aristotle himself provides us with 

different principles according to which they might have 

been classified. All art is imitation, but the means, 

the objects,and the manner of this imitation are different. 

The means of imitation are sometimes colour and form, 

rather above than below the 
common standard of morality 
(4 otov eipntat, } BeATiovos maAdov 
h xelpovos), wn Sia woxPnpiay GAAG 
5: auaptiay weydAnv. The tragedy 
must therefore be so constructed 
that we can put ourselves in the 
place of the hero, that we can say 
what happens to him might 
happen to each of us, while at 
the same time we feel that the 
fate which overtakes him is not 
wholly undeserved, but is brought 
on him by his own action, so 
revealing the laws of the moral 
order of the world. Kock, Ueb. 
ad, Arist. Begr.d. Catharsis, 1851, 
p. 11, strangely misunderstands 
the sense of this passage in hold- 
ing that the purification of pity 
depends upon the thought that 
we do not need to pity the 
sufferer so immoderately, as he 
does not suffer wholly un- 
deservedly; the purification of 
fear, on the conviction that we 
can avoid the misfortunes which 
overtake the hero if we avoid the 
mistake which has brought them 
in its train. If the effect of 
tragedy had consisted for Ari- 
stotle in this trite moral applica- 

tion he would have recommended 
above all those pieces which he 
so decidedly rejects (ibid. 1453, 
a, 1, 30)—those, namely, in which 
great transgressions are punished 
and virtue is rewarded, for in 
these the spectator has the tran- 
quillising sense that he can avoid 
the penalty of transgression and 
reap the reward of virtue in a 
much higher degree. Aristotle 
is aware of the satisfaction which 
these moral reflections give, but 
says (ibid.) that they belong to 
the sphere, not of tragedy, but 
of comedy. 

1 STaHR (Arist. und die 
Wirk. d. Trag. 19 sqq.) curiously 
enough expresses himself as satis- 
fied with Bernays’ explanation on 
this head, and in this way in- 
volves himself in the difficulty of 
having to explain the catharsis, 
which Aristotle describes in like 
terms inconnection with different 
arts, quite differently in one case 
and in the other. Cf. p. 3512, n. 5. 

2 In this view Zeller is at one 
with BRANDIS, ii. b, 1710 saqq. iii. 
163 sqq. and SUSEMIHL (Arist. 
m@. wont. 43 sqq.). 
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sometimes the voice, sometimes words, harmony, and 

rhythm ; these means, moreover, are sometimes em- 

ployed singly, at other times several of them are com- 

bined.!. The chief objects of imitation are living and 
acting persons ;” and these differ from one another in 

moral worth. The manner (here, however, Aristotle 

is speaking of poetry only) differs according as the 

imitator himself speaks or brings forward other 

speakers ; and in the former case according as he speaks 

im propria persona, or merely reports the words of 

others. Aristotle, however, has not attempted to use 

these differences as the basis of any systematic division 

of the Arts as a whole. Upon the particular arts, 

moreover, with the exception of the art of poetry, very 

little has come down to us in his works: we have only a 

few occasional observations upon painting,’ and a fuller 

discussion of music,° the chief contents of which have 

i Poet. i. 1447, 2,16 sqq. 
2 umovvTat of mmovpevor TpaT- 

Tovtas,c.2,1448,a,1. This state- 
ment suffers only slight modi- 
fication from the passages quoted 
p. 304, n. Land 2,swp.,on the repre- 
sentation of particular natural 
objects. Aristotle would not 
therefore have recognised land- 
scape painting, which in his time 
did not yet constitute an inde- 
pendent branch of art, as art 
at all. 

+ C. 2, see p. 305, n. 3, supra. 
* Poet. c. 3 wimit. Aristotle 

here distinguishes, as Susemihl 
rightly observes, (a) pmetoOa 
amayyéAAovTa, (D) mimetic Oat mdvTas 
TOUS MIMOUMEVOUS WS TMpaTTOVTAS Kal 
evepyouvtas. Drama is constituted 
by the latter ; in (@) it is possible 

to imitate (1) 4 erepdy rm [| twa] 
yryvomevoy (by assuming the part 
of another), (2) 7) as Tby avrdy Kal 
wh petaBadAovta. Under this 

second category, along with per- 
sonal narration would fall also 
lyric poetry, although Aristotle 
nowhere expressly refers to it in 
the Poetics as we have received 
them. While very closely con- 
nected with Plato’s division of 
the forms of artistic presenta- 
tion, Aristotle’s does not wholly 
coincide with it. 

5 Poet. 2, 15, see 305, n. land 
3, supra. Pol. viii. 5, v. vol. ii. 
p. 308, n. 2, supra; also Pol. viii. 
3, v. vol. il. p. 264, n. 38, supra. 

MiGs Vill. 3, 1337, by St. ec. 
5-7. 
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already been given.' Finally, the extant portion of Ari- 

stotle’s writings which deals with poetry limits itself 
almost entirely to tragedy. The art of poetry, we are told, 

sprang from the imitative instinct ;? from the imitation 

of noble men and actions came epic poetry ; from the 

imitation of ignoble, satire ; subsequently as the form 

best adapted for the nobler poetry, tragedy was deve- 

loped ; as the best. for satire, comedy. Tragedy is the 

imitation of an important completed action, of a certain 

length, expressed in graceful style, which varies in the 

several parts of the piece, to be acted, not merely narrated, 

and effecting by means of pity and fear the purification 

of these emotions. The first effect, therefore, of tragic 
poetry is to excite our sympathy by means of the fate 

of the actors: their sufferngs claim our pity; the 
dangers with which they are threatened excite in us 

fear for the final issue—that tragic suspense which in 

the further development finds relief® at one time in 

1 Sup. vol. ii. p. 266 sqq. cf. p. 4 C. 6, 1449, b, 24: €orw ody 
311,n.1&2. While Aristotle here 
attributes to music especially (as 
is there shown) the power of re- 
presenting moral qualities, yet 
he does not explain in the Politics 
the grounds of this advantage 
which it possesses over the other 
arts. In Probl. xix. 27, cf. c. 29 it 
is asked: 81a Ti Td GkovoTov udvov 
jOos exer Tay aicOnrav; and the 
answer is given: because we per- 
ceive movements through the 
hearing alone, and the 700s ex- 
presses itself in actions, and 
therefore in movements. But this 
passage can hardly be Aristotle’s. 

2 See p. 303, supra. 
* 0.4, 8. 

Tpaywodla ulunows mpdtews orovdaias 
kal TeAcias, ueyebos exovons, Hdv- 
cueve Adyw, xwpls ExdoTov Tov 
eidav é€v Tots moplois [i.e. as is im- 
mediately afterwards explained, 
so that the different kinds of 
ndvouevos Adyos—Aekis and pméAos 
—are employed in the dialogue 
and chorus of the tragedy respec- 
tively ; cf. c. 1 jfin.] dpévrev kal 
ov 80 amayyeAlias, 5 eAéov kal 
péBov mwepalvovea Thy Tay ToLOvTwY 
[on which see supra, p. 314, n. 4, 
ad fin.| radnudtev Kdbapow,, 

° Since the time of LESSING 
(Hamb. Dramat. 75 St.) whom 
Zeller followed in the previous 
edition, the ‘fear’ in Aristotle’s 
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an unfortunate, at another in a fortunate, turn of 

events.' But since the tragic poet sets before us in his 

heroes and in their fate universal types of human nature 

‘and life; our sympathies do not confine themselves to 

these particular characters, but extend to the common 

elements of human nature; and while thus on the one 

hand self-regarding humours akin to pity and fear are 

created in us by our participation in the experiences of 

the actors, on the other our own pain gives way before 

the feeling of others’ pain, our personal woes are silenced 

at the spectacle of universal destiny, we are delivered 

from the oppressions that weigh on us, and our 

- emotions find peace in the recognition of those eternal 

laws which the course of the piece reveals to us.? 

definition has been commonly 
understood of fear for ourselves 
excited by the thought that those 
whom we see suffering are like 
ourselves, and the fate which 
overtakes them might overtake 
us. This view rests partly on 
the observation that fear for the 
heroes of tragedy is already in- 
volved in pity, and that there is, 
therefore, no reason to make par- 
ticular mention of it; partly on 
Rhet. ii. 5 init. ii. 8 init., where 
dos is defined as Avrn ék payTa- 
cias uéAAovTos Kakov POapTixod 7} 
Aumnpov, EAcos aS AvTNn Tis Em 
paivouevp Kak@e pbaptin@ Kot 
AuTNPS Tov avatiov ruyxavew. But 
it is not asserted that the fear 
refers only to such evils as 
threaten ourselves—any such as- 
sertion, indeed, would be wholly 
false; and, on the other hand, 
it holds also, as the distinction 
between fear for others and pity 
for them, that the former is ex- 
cited by evils which are still 

VOL. Il. 

This 

future to them, the latter by 
those which have already be- 
fallen them. On the contrary, 
it is rightly objected to Lessing’s 
explanation (SUSEMIHL, Poet. 57 
sqq., and the authorities quoted 
by him), that according to Ari- 
stotle’s own indubitable state- 
ment the primary object of tragic 
fear is not ourselves but others ; 
for he says, Poet. 13, 1453, a, 4, 
of €Acos and dos: 6 wey yap 
wept Toy avakioy eotiy SvoTvXoUVTA, 
6 d5€ wept thy Buotov, ZAcos ev Teph 
Tov avatior, pdBos S& mep) dx 
duoov. To this explanation there 
is the further practical objection 
that fear for ourselves produced 
by the spectacle of a tragedy 
would hardly be the proper 
means of delivering us from this 
same selfish fear. 

1 The latter, however, as is 
remarked c. 13, 1453, a, 12 sqqe 
35 sqq., less to the character of 
tragedy than to that of comedy. 

9 

* See supra, vol. ii. p. 316 sq. 

¥ 
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impression depends in the first place upon the nature 

of the events represented. These, therefore, are the 

important thing in every tragic representation. ‘Myth,’ 

as Aristotle says, is the soul of tragedy,’ and accord- 

ingly he sets himself to investigate, in the first place, 

the qualities which are necessary in a tragedy that it may 

effect its end : viz. natural development,” proper length,’ 

To distinguish from this purify- 
ing effect of tragedy the moral 
effect as a second and different 
result (as UEBERWEG, Zeitschr. 
ft. Philos. xxxvi. 284 sqq. does) 
seems to be incorrect. Although 
Aristotle, in treating of music, 
places maidela, Siaywyh, KaPapors 
side by side as co-ordinate aims 
(see p. 307, n. 2, supra) it does 
not follow that tragedy also 
has to pursue all these aims 
in like manner. On the contrary, 
as there is both a moral and a 
cathartic kind of music (#.e. one 
which directly affects the will, 
and one which primarily affects 
only the emotions and, through 
them, moral character), there may 
also be a kind of poetry whose 
primary aim is catharsis. We 
mustassume that tragedy, accord- 
ing to Aristotle, is actually such 
a cathartic species of poetry, inas- 
much as in his definition of it 
he must have given its aim in an 
essentially complete form if he 
gave it atall. It is quite com- 
patible with this to attribute to 
tragedy a moral effect, but it is 
added as a second, which is co- 
ordinate with the cathartic, but 
follows from it as result, and 
consists in the peaceful state of 
feeling which is produced by the 
purification of the emotions and 
the habit of self-control which it 
creates in us. 

1 Poct. c. 6, where, inter alia, 
1450, a, 15 (after the enumeration 
of the six elements in tragedy, 
Mv00s, On, Aé€kis, Sidvoiw, ois, 
MeAoTotia): péyioroy 8€ TovTwY 
éotly 7 TaY TMpayudTwy ctaTacis * 
n yap tpaywdia wiunois éotw ovK 
avOpamwy ardAd mpdkews Kal Biov . 
kal evdamovias Kal Kakodamorvias 

. ovKoUY Orws TA HON myhowvTa 
TpaTTovalv, GAAL Ta HON cupTepi- 
AauBdvovcr bia Tas mpdters. Bore 
Ta MpayuaTta Kal 6 wv00s TéAOS TIS 
tpaywod:as. L. 38: apxh mev oor 
kal olov Wuxn 6 mibos THS Tpayy- 
dias, SedTepoy 5€ Ta HOn. Of. c. 9, 
1451, b, 27: Tov wointhy padrdAov 
Tov uvdwy civar Set mwoinTHny 2 Tov 
éetpwy. On the other hand, the 
effect produced by the mere 
spectacle (dys) is declared to be 
that which has the least artistic 
value; ibid. 1450, b, 16. 

2 C. 7, see supra, vol. il. p. 316, 
n. 3. 

3 This question is decided, 
ibid. 1450, b, 34 sqq., in like 
fashion to that in the Politics 
(see p. 259, n. 1, supra) as to the 
size of the State. The longer and 
richer preseutation is in itself 
the more beautiful, provided that 
the plot does not suffer in clear- 
ness (td evotvorroy) owing to its 
length; the true criterion here 
is: év bom peyéOer kata Td eikds 7) 
To GvayKaioy epetns yryvomevwv 
guuBaive: eis evTuxiay ex SvoTtUXias 
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unity of treatment,’ and the representation of events 

that are typical and of universal interest.2 He dis- 

tinguishes simple events from complicated ones, and those 

in which the change in the position of the characters is 

brought about by some recognition or by some reversal of 

fortune in the course of the piece.* Again he shows how 

‘myths must be treated in order to excite the emotions 

of pity and fear instead of those of moral indignation 

or satisfaction* or of mere wonder, and in order to 

produce this effect by means of these emotions them- 

selves and not merely by means of the outward repre- 

sentation.° 

proper character-painting ° 

finally to speak of the style 

to tragedy. We cannot, 

h e& evtuxias eis SuaTUXiay meTa- 
BarAew. 

1 Of the so-called three Ari- 
stotelian unities of the French 
school, only the ‘unity of action’ 
is to be found, as is well known, 
in Aristotle himself; see Poet. c. 
S etc. ud, 1451, b, 33:sqq. c. 18, 
1456, b, 10 sqq. The ‘unity of 
place’ he nowhere mentions, and 
on that of time he only remarks 
(c. 5, 1449, b, 12) that tragedy 
endeavours to compress the action 
into one day, or, at any rate, to 
keep as nearly as possible within 
this limit, but he gives no rule. 

2 C.9; see sup. ii. 305, n. 4. 
3 ¢. 10, 11, 16, where ava- 

yvopiois and mepimérea are dis- 
cussed. On the genuineness and 
position of c. 16, cf. SUSEMIHL, 
at p. 12 sq. of his ed. 

4 In thissense, viz. of the satis- 
faction of that moral feeling with 

He further discusses what is required for 

and composition,’ passing 

of expression best adapted 

however, here linger over 

the violation of which Nemesis 
(see sup. vol. li. p.169,n.9) has to 
clo, we may interpret 76 piAdyOpw- 
mov which, according to Aristotle 
(c. 13, 1453, a, 3, c. 18, 1456, a, 
21), attaches to the deserved mis- 
fortune of the transgressor. It 
is commonly taken (as it was by 
Lessing) to refer to the human 
interest with which we accom- 
pany even the transgressor in 
such a case; but Aristotle ap- 
pears, especially c. 18, to find 
TO piddvOpwroy precisely in the 
punishment of wrong as such: 
one who wishes well to humanity 
can wish no good to its enemies. 

Us Ls. 14. 
oC a aq: 
* C. 15, on the text and ar- 

rangement of which see SUSE- 
MIHL, p. 10, 13 sq. 

8 Aegis c. 19-22, with which 
cf. MULLER, tbid. 131 sqq. 

¥2 
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these technical details. With regard to the section 

dealing with narrative poetry,’ with which the Poetics, 

as we have it, closes, we need only remark that Ari- 

stotle here also lays the main emphasis upon the unity 

of the action, finding in it the mark which separates 

epic poetry from history, which is the narrative of con- 

temporaneous events without reference to their inner 

connection.? It is chiefly, moreover, on the ground of 

its greater unity that in comparing tragedy with epic 
poetry he assigns to the former the higher place as a 
form of artistic composition.’ Of the remaining kinds 

of poetry the extant portions of Aristotle’s work do not 

treat. Comedy alone is briefly touched upon in an 

earlier passage’; and cursory as are his allusions? to 

it, we can yet see from them that Aristotle was not 

inclined to concur in Plato’s harsh estimate of its 

value.® 

1 C. 23-26. does he admit it as a means of 
oie 8 Ry ® moral education (see Ph. d. Gr. i. 
3 C. 26. 800, 802). Aristotle admits that it 
4 See supra, vol. ii. p. 304 sq. has to do with human infirmity, 
Supplementary to these (as but he adds that it deals only 

was shown by BERNAYS) are 
some statements to be found in 
the editions of VAHLEN and 
SUSEMIHL, as was already re- 
marked, vol. i. p.102. Besides the 
quotations, sup. vol. i. p.306, n. 3, 

p. 313, nu. 1, the division of comedy 
into yéAws ek Tis Aé~ews and yéAws 
éx Tav mpayuatwy is of especial 
interest in this connection. Cf. 
BeRNAYS, hein. Mus. N. F. 
villi. 577 sqq. 

6 Plato had conceived in a 
general way of comedy only as the 
representation of deformity, and 
the pleasure produced by it as 
malignancy. Only in the Lams 

with harmless infirmities, and in 
demanding of it at the same 
time that it should devote itself 
not to the ridicule of particular 
persons but to depicting types 
of character, he opened the way 
to the recognition of it as a 
means of purifying and elevating 
natural sentiments. Whether 
Aristotle actually adopted this 
view, and whether he assigned 
to comedy a higher position than 
the music which, in Polit. viii. 
7, 1342, a, 18 sqq., he withholds 
from the common people, cannot 
be positively decided. 
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CHAPTER XVI 

RELIGIOUS ASPECT OF ARISTOTLE’S PHILOSOPHY 

In the preceding section we had to deal with a 

fragmentary account of a theory which Aristotle him- 

self developed more fully. In the section now before 

us we have to deal with a subject which he has made no 

attempt to treat scientifically, but has only touched upon 

occasionally in detached passages. Aristotle has not 

any more than Plato a philosophy of Religion in the 

scientific sense;! his system even lacks those features 

which give to the Platonic philosophy, in spite of the 

severe criticisms which it passes on the existing religion, 

a peculiar religious character of its own. He does not 

require to fall back upon the popular faith, as Plato 

had done in his theory of myths, although at the same 

time, on the principle that universal opinion and un- 

reflecting tradition are never without a certain truth,’ 

he willingly makes use of the suggestions and links of 

connection which it supplies.* His scientific researches 

1 His view of the Divine gion especially in its relation to 
Being, indeed, is set forth in the philosophy, is nowhere fully 
Metaphysics; but the question investigated. 
with which the philosophy of 2 See supra, vol. i. p. 256, n. 2, 
religion starts, as to the distin- and p. 291, n. 5. 
guishing characteristics of reli- 3 For proofs of this, see infra. 
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do not exhibit that constant direct reference to the 

personal life and circumstances of men which in an 

especial degree gives to the Platonic philosophy its 
religious tone; even in morals the motives which he 

assigns for action are strictly ethical and not religious. 

His whole view of the world rests upon the principle 

of explaining things as completely as may be by a 

reference to their natural causes; that the universe of 

natural effects must be referred to a Divine cause he 

never in the least doubts; but as this affords no 

scientific explanation of them he never connects indi- 

vidual facts and events, as Plato so often does, with 

divine agency. The conception of Providence, common 

to Socrates and Plato, as of a divine activity exercised 

in individual cases, finds no place in Aristotle. We 

miss, therefore, in his system that warm glow of religious 

feeling which in Plato has ever so strongly appealed 
to susceptible minds, and in comparison with which 

the Aristotelian philosophy seems to be cold and 

lifeless. 

It would be wrong to deny or under-estimate the 

difference which exists in this respect between the 

two philosophers. They certainly treat their subject 

in a different spirit. The inner bond which in 

Plato unites philosophy with religion is not indeed 

completely severed in Aristotle, but it is so widely 

expanded as to give to science the freest scope in 

its own field. No attempt is ever made to answer 

scientific questions by means of religious presupposi-~ 

1 Cf, Ph. d.-Gr.i. p. 793 sq. * See vol. i. p. 421 sq. 
3 Ci. supra, vol. i. p. 399 sq. 
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tions. On the other hand, all positive treatment of 

religion itself, as a science in the same sense as art or 
morality, is as far from Aristotle’s thoughts as from 

Plato’s. Different. as is the attitude which each 

actually takes up with regard to religion, yet in 

their scientific views of it they approach very near to 

one another, the main difference in this respect being 

that Aristotle is more strictly logical in drawing con- 

clusions whose premises are no strangers to Plato's 

thought. Aristotle, as we have already seen, is con- 

vineed like Plato of the unity of the Divine Being 

(in so far as we understand by this Deity in the proper 

sense of the word, or the highest efficient cause), of his 

exaltation above the world, of his immaterial and purely 

spiritual nature, and of his faultless perfection; and 

he strives to demonstrate with greater fullness and more 

scientific accuracy than his predecessor not only the 

existence but also the attributes of Deity. But 

while Plato had on the one hand identified God with 

the Idea of the Good, which can only be conceived of 

as impersonal, on the other he depicted his creative and 

governing activity in conformity with popular repre- 

sentations of it, and not without sundry mythical 

embellishments. This ambiguity is removed by his 

pupil, who defines the Divine Nature clearly and 

sharply on both sides: on the one hand God, as a 

personal supernatural Being, is guarded from all con- 
fusion with any merely universal conception or im- 

personal power; while on the other, as he is limited in his 

activity to pure thought and absolutely self-contained, 

and he operates upon the world only to set in motion the 
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outermost of the cosmic spheres.! Individual events 

do not therefore upon this view admit of being referred 
directly to divine causation. Zeus does not rain in 

order that the corn may grow or be destroyed, but 
because, according to universal laws of nature, the 

rising vapours cool and descend as water ;? prophetic 

dreams are not sent by the gods to reveal to us the 

future, but, in so far as the question is here of causality 

at all and not merely of chance coincidence, they are 

to be referred as natural effects to physical causes * 

Nor is the case in any degree altered by the fact that, 

between God above and earth beneath numerous other. 

eternal beings find a place;* since the operation of. 

those heavenly beings is likewise limited to causing the, 
motion of their own sphere, any interference on their, 

part with individual events of the kind that popular; 

belief attributes to its gods and demons is out of the, 

question, ‘The essential truth of the belief in Provi-. 

dence, however, Aristotle does not certainly on this 

account resign. He also recognises in the order of the 

universe the operation of Divine Power and of rational 

design ;° he believes especially that the gods care for 

men, that they interest themselves in those who live 

according to reason, and that happiness is their gift®; 

iy evAoyov xalpew Te av’To’s TE 1 See supra, vol. i. p. 388 sqq. ; 
cf. Ph.d. Gr.i. p. 785 sqq. 591 sqq. 

2 See supra, vol. i. p. 361, n. 1. 
3 See supra, vol. li. p. 75 sq. 

Dir. 1, 462, b, 20. 
4 See supra, vol. i. p. 494 sq. 
5 See vol. i. p. 420 sq. 
6 Eth. x. 9, 1179, a, 24: ei yap 

Tis emiméAcia Tay avOpwrivwy imo 
Gedy yivetat, Scmep Soxet, Kai ely 

ap'oTw Kal Te cuyyevertatw (TovTO 
5° ay ely 6 vows) kal Tovs ayanravras 
uadAwoTa ToUTO Kal Tiu@yTas GvTeEv- 
Tovey ws TOY hiAwy avTots €mieAov- 
mévous Kal 6p@as tre Kal KadAds 
mparrovras. i. 10, 1099, b, 11: «& 
bev otv Kal &AAo Tt €oTl Oeady 
Sapnua avOpHmos, eVAoyov Kal Thy 
evdauoviay @edcdoTtov elvyar Kal 

\ 
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he also opposes the notion that God is envious, and 

might therefore, if he liked, withhold from man his 

best gift of knowledge.! But this Divine Providence 

coincides completely for Aristotle with the operation of 

natural causes ;? all the more because in setting aside 

the Platonic eschatology he left no room for that direct 

agency of the Deity which Plato had so largely ad- 

mitted into his pictures of the future life and its retribu- 

tions. God stands according to Aristotle outside the 

world, engaged in solitary self-contemplation ; he is for 

man the object of admiration and reverence;? the 

knowledge of him is the mind’s highest aim ;* in him 

lies the goal towards which, along with all finite things, 

man strives, and whose perfection excites his love.® 

But as man can expect no reciprocal love from God,$ 

mdAwcra Tov avOpwrivay bow BéA- 
tiotov, Vill. 14, 1162, a,4: éore 
5’ h wey mpos yovets piAia Téxvois, 
Kal avOpwmmois mpos Beovs, ws mpds 
ayaboy Kal bmepéxov: ev yap Tre- 
TOMKATL TA MEYLoTE. 

1 Metaph. i. 2, 982, b, 32 (see 
sup. vol. ii. 163, 3): €¢ 84 Aéyouot 
Tt oi Tointal Kal TepuKe Povey TO 
Gciov, ém) TovTOU cuuBaivew uddiora 
elds .... GAA’ OTE Td Oeioy Pbove- 
pov evdéxerat elvat, &c. Cf. Ph. d. 
Grea. 602; 1, TST,. 1. 

2 Hth. i. 10: Aristotle con- 
tinues: galveror 5€ Kav ef mh 
OedreumtTdés eat GAAG BV apeThy 
Kal Tiva wdbnow 7) aoKknow mapayi- 
vetat Tov OelcoTdtwy eivar: Td yap 
-THS apeThs aOAoy Kal TEAOS &pioToy 
eivat galverat Kat Oetdv te ral 
pakdpiv. If we compare with 
this the passage quoted from 
Eth. x. 10 on p. 156, n. 4, supra. 
we shall see that the happiness 

which is Oeédcdoros consists 
merely in the moral and spiritual 
capacities of man—in the natural 
possession of reason in which he 
has still to secure himself by 
actual study and practice. 

8 Metaph. xii.7 (see supra, vol. 
i.p.184,n.1). SENECA, Q. J. vil.: 
egregie Aristoteles ait, nunquam 
nos verecundiores esse debere quam 
cum de Dis agitur. 

4 The Divine Being is the 
highest object of thought (see 
supra, vol.i. p. 398n. 2), and theo- 
logy therefore (vol. i. p. 184, 
n, 1), the highest branch of philo- 
sophy. 

5 Cf. vol. i. p. 404, sqq. 
® See supra, vol. i. p. 398, n. 1, 

which places the passage quoted, 
p. 328, n: 6, supra, from Zth. viii. 
14 in the proper light; there is a 
love (piAia) of men towards the 
gods, but not vice versa. 
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neither can he experience any influence from him 

which would be different from that of natural causes, 

and his reason is the only means whereby he enters into 

direct communion with him.! 

Holding these views, Aristotle could not concede to 

the popular religion the same significance which Plato 

did. That it must certainly have its own truth, fol- 

lowed for him from his view of the historical evolution 

of mankind and the value of common opinion. Uni- 

versal conviction is for him of itself a mark of truth,? 

all the more so when we are dealing with convictions 

which have been transmitted by mankind from time 

immemorial. Since the world, according to Aristotle, 

is eternal, the earth must be so also; and if the earth 

is so, man must be so as well.* But all parts of the 

globe undergo continual change,* and one of the con- 

sequences of this is that man’s development does not 

proceed in an unbroken line but is ever and anon 

interrupted by relapses into a state of primitive bar- 

barism and ignorance,’ from which a fresh start must 

be made in the cyclic process of creation. In this way 

all knowledge and all art have been lost and re- 

discovered times without number, and similar notions 

have recurred to mankind, not once or twice but with 

incalculable frequency. Nevertheless, a certain recol- 

1 Cf. on this point, supra, vol. @noar, duolous eivat kal Tos tTuXdV- 
i. p. 329,n. 2, and p. 403 sqq. tas Kal Tovs avohTrouvs, domep Kal 

2 See supra, vol.i.p.29l,n.5. A€yerar nata tTav ynyevar, Sor’ 
3 Cf. supra, vol.ii.p.32,n.1. a&romov 7d pévew ev toils To’Twr 
4 See supra, vol. ii. p.29 sq. Oddyuaow. 
& CE Foe, Au. 8,- 1269, a, 4: 6 Cf. Phys. iv. 14, 223, b, 24: 

> \ 4 v \ Ul > ‘ > 4 cixds TE TOUS mMpwTous, elTe ynye- acl yap KixAoy clvat Ta avOpamwa 
veis hoay eit’ ex pOopas Tivos éow- mpdyuara, 
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lection of particular truths has been retained amid the 

changes in man’s condition, and it is these remnants of 

departed knowledge that, according to Aristotle, form 

the kernel cf mythical tradition.! LHven the popular 

faith, therefore, has its roots in the search for truth, 

whether we trace it back to that intuition of the divine 

which even Aristotle is unwilling to contradict,’ and 

to those experiences which he regarded as the source 

of the popular theology, or whether we trace it to a 

tradition which, as a remnant of an older science or 

religion, must yet in the end have its roots in human 

reason. More particularly there are two truths which 

Aristotle, like Plato, finds to be contained in the 

popular belief of his country: first, that God exists; 

and secondly, that the stellar universe is in its nature 

With the further details of Greek mythology, divine.* 

Pmanavit. xi, 8; see p. 
508, n. 2, supra. De Caloi.3; 
Mieteore 3. 3, 339, b, 19: it. is 
not we alone who have this view 
of the mpatov aroixetovy as the 
substance of the celestial world, 
gaiverat 8’ apyaia tis bmodAn is 
ai’tn kal tov mpdtepoy avOparwy 

. ov yap 5 phoomey Grak ovde 
dls 006’ GAtyduis Tas av’Tas Bdéas 
avakuKAeiy yivouevas ev ToIs avOpe- 
mois, GAA’ ameipdxis. Polit. vii. 
10, 1829, b, 25: cyeddy pev ody 
kal T& BAAG Sel vomicew cbpjobam 
mohkAdKis ey TG TOAAD Xpdve, 
baGAAov 98 ameipdnis, as like needs 
and states must always have led 
to the same discoveries. 

2 De Cale, ii. fin.:  Ari- 
stotle’s view of the eternity of 
the world is not only truer in 
itself, GAAd Kal TH pavela TH wep) 
Tov Gedy jedvws dy Exomey oUTwS 

dmoAoyoumevws amopaiverOar ovup- 
dovous Adyous. Cf. the appeal to 
marpiot Adyo., ibid. 284, a, 2. Me- 

taph. xii. 8, see supra, vol. 1. 
p. 508, n. 2. 

3 See supra, vol.i. p. 390, n. 3. 
4 The first hardly requires 

proof; see, however, the quota- 
tions, vol. i. p. 390, n. 3, 4, from 
SEXTUS and CICERO, and p. 395, 
n. 6,from the treatise De Celo,i. 
9; in the latter passage a trace of 
true knowledge is discovered in 
the name aiwy, just as elsewherein 
that of the ‘aether’ (ka) yap TovrTo 
rovvoua Oelws EpOeyKTa: Tapa TOV 
apxaiwy). In support of his doc- 
trine of the divinity of the 
heavens and of thestars, Aristotle 
appeals to the existing religion 
in the passage just referred 
to. 
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on the other hand, with all the doctrines aud stories 

which transfer the properties and weaknesses of human 

nature to the gods—in a word, with the whole range of 

anthropomorphic theology—Aristotle is as completely 

out of sympathy as Plato was; the only difference is 

that he no longer considers it necessary, as Plato had 

done, expressly to confute such representations, but 

treats them simply as preposterous fables.’ If we ask 

how those false elements have found their way into the 

popular faith, Aristotle refers us to the inherent ten- 

dency in mankind to anthropomorphic representations 

of the gods,” which offended even Xenophanes,? or to 

the fact that statesmen had accommodated themselves as 

a matter of policy to this tendency, and used it for their 

ownends. Even ancient tradition, he says,* recognises 

that the heavens and the heavenly bodies are gods, and 
that the whole world is encircled by divinity. ‘ All 

else, however, is mythical embellishment, devised to 

attract the multitude, to aid legislation, and to forward 

the common interest.’ While therefore Plato had 

permitted the legislator to employ myths (the origin of 

rovs @Oeovs 5é 81a TovTO mayTEs 1 Metaph. xii. 8; see p. 508, n. 
2, supra. Ibid. iii. 2,997, b, 8 ; see 
vol. i. p. 315, n. 2, c. 4, 1000, a, 18: 
GAAG wep) wey TOY wvOiKas copiCou- 
évwv ovkK &éiov “ETA OTOVDTS TKOTELY. 
Poet. 25, 1460, b, 35: a poetic 
representation is justified by its 
correspondence either with the 
ideal or with the actual; ei 6¢ 
underépws, Ott o}Tw pacly, oioy Ta 
mept Oe@y. tows yap otre BeATiov 
oUTw Aéyew, oT’ GAnOR, GAN 
éruxev omep Hevopavys* aAd’ ov 
pact Tade. 

2 Polit. i. 2, 1252, b, 24: kat 

gaol BacireverOau, Sti Kal avrol of 

bev @rt Kal voy of 5€ Td apxator 
éBaciAevovto* éamep dé kal Ta €ldn 
EavTois adouowtow of ayOpwrot, 
oUTw Kal Tovs Bious Trav be@yv. This 
deduction of the belief in a 
sovereign of the gods is all the 
more remarkable, because Ari- 
stotle might equally well have 
himself found in that tradition 
a proof of the unity of God. 

$ Of. Ph. d. Gr. i. 490. 
* In the passage quoted from 

Metaph. xii. 8, invol.i, p.508,n. 2. 
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which he did not explain) as pedagogic lies in the 

interest of the State,! Aristotle goes a step farther, 

and thus comes a step nearer the view of sophistic 

free-thinking as to the origin of religion,” in maintain- 

ing that these myths, or at least a great part of them, 

had been from the beginning invented for no other 

purpose. This, indeed, is what we should expect from 

the strictness with which he himself excludes all that 

is mythical from his scientific investigations, his refusal 

to introduce religious-considerations into his naturalistic 

view of the world,’ and the exclusiveness with which he 

relies in his Hthics upon moral motives to the neglect 

of the religious. Religion itself, indeed, he always 

treats as an absolute moral necessity. The man who 

doubts whether the gods have a claim on our reverence 

or not is a fit subject, he says,‘ not for instruction but 

for punishment, just as would be the man who might 

ask whether his parents have a claim upon his love. 

As in his system the world cannot be thought of apart 

from God, so neither can man apart from religion. 

But to rest this religion upon such palpable fables as 

the myths of the popular belief can be justified only on 

the ground of the aforesaid political expediency.® Ari- 

stotle himself sometimes makes use of these myths, as 

of other popular opinions, in order to point to some 

1 See Ph. d. Gr. i. 792. 
2 Ibid. i. 1010 sq. 
3 The expression is used in no 

depreciatory sense, but as indi- 
cating the view that everything 
in the world is the effect of 
natural causes. 

me Tog 2, 11; A0bhay 55 CE. Heh. 
Vili. 16, 1168, b, 15, ix. 1, 1164, b, 

4, and supra, vol. ii. p. 329, n. 3. 
° It is possible, indeed, that 

if he had completed the discus- 
sion of education in the best 
state, he would have accepted 
Plato’s doctrine, that myths were 
indispensable in education, as 
easily reconcileable with the 
argument. 
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universal truth embodied in them,' just as he likes to 

trace back scientific assumptions to their most in- 

significant beginnings, and to pay respect to popular 

sayings and proverbs.” But apart from the few uni- 

versal principles of religion embodied in mythology, 

he ascribes to it no deeper significance; and just as 

little, on the other hand, does he seem to aim at its 

purification. He presupposes for his State the existing 
religion,? just as personally he did not renounce its 

1 Thus Metaph. i. 3, 983, b, 
27, c. 4 init. xiv. 4, 1091, b, 3. 
Phys. iv. 1, 208, b, 29, hints of 
certain scientific views of the 
world are discovered in the cos- 
mogonic myths of Hesiod and 
other poets ; Metcor.i. 9, 347, a, 
5 the Oceanus is interpreted of 
the air-current that encircles the 
earth; the myth of Atlas proves 
that its inventors, with later 
philosophers, attributed weight 
to the heavens (De Cela, ii. 1, 
284, a, 18, in the treatise De 
Motu Anim. 3, 699, a, 27, Atlas 
is interpreted to mean the world’s 
axis ; the same treatise, c. 4, 699, 
b, 35, finds in Homer’s lines upon 
the golden chain a reference to 
the immobility of the primum 
movens); Aphrodite is said to 
have obtained this name because 
of the frothy character of the 
semen (Gen. An. ii. 2 fin.); Ares 
was united with this goddess by 
the first inventors of this myth 
because warlike natures, as a 
rule, exhibit amorous propensities 
(Pol. ii, 9, 1269, b, 27); in the 
fable which tells how the Argo- 
nauts had to leave Heracles 
behind there lies a true political 
observation (Polit. iii. 13, 1284, 
a, 22); the story that Athene 

threw away the flute expresses 
the truth that this instrument is 
unnecessary for mental culture 
(Polit. viii. 6, 1341, b, 2); the 
worship of the Graces points to 
the necessity of reciprocity 
(Eth. v. 8, 1133, a, 2); the 
number three derives its signifi- 
cance in the popular religion from 
the fact that it is the first number 
which has beginning, middle, and 
end (De Celo, i. 1, 268, a, 14). 

2 Thus, H. An. vi. 35, 580, a, 
15, ix. 32, 619, a, 18 he quotes 
several myths about animals; in 
the fragment from the Eudemus 
(PLUT. Cons. ad Apoll. c. 27 fr. 
40) he makes use of the story of 
Midas and Silenus; on his pre- 
dilection for proverbs, cf. supra, 
vol. i. p. 256, n. 2. 

3 As is obvious from Polit. 
vii. 8, 1328, b, 11, c. 9, 1329, a; 
29, c. 12, 1331, a, 24, c. 16, 1336, 
b, 14. But that he went so far 
in his zeal for religion as to as- 
sign the fourth part of the land 
collectively to the priesthood for 
the support of religion cannot be 
concluded (as has been suggested 
in Ferienschr. N. F. 1. 303) from 
Polit. vii. 10, 1330, a, 8. Ari- 
stotle says indeed here that the 
land should be divided into pub- 
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rites, and expressed his dependence on friends and 

relatives through the forms which it had consecrated ;' 

but of the Platonic demand for the reform of religion 

by philosophy we have not a trace in him, and in his 

Politics he admits into the existing cultus things which he 

disapproves of in themselves.? Aristotle’s philosophy 

stands thus as a whole in the loosest relation to positive 

religion. It takes advantage of its ideas as links of literary 

connection, but makes no further use of them. Just as 

little, however, does it desire to see religion purified or 

reformed ; on the contrary, it seems to accept its 1m- 

perfections as something which could not possibly be 

otherwise. Hach stands to the other in an attitude of 

essential indifference; philosophy goes its own way, 
without much troubling itself about religion, or fearing 
from it any interruption in the prosecution of its own 

work. 

}) Adyous aoximovas. émiwedes ev 
obv EoTw Tois a&pxovor unPev MATE 
&yakuwa unre ypabhy civar TovTwy 

lic and private, and the latter 
again into two parts for the sup- 
port of religion and the syssitia 
respectively, but he does not say 
that these parts should be of the 
same size. 

1 Cf. in this reference the 
quotations on the subject of his 
votive offerings and gifts to 
the dead, in chap. i. ad fin. 

* Polit. vii. 17, 1336, b, 3: 
dAws mev ovv alcxpodroylay ek Tis 
woAews, Homwep wAAO TL, Set Toy 
vowoberny eopiCew . . . emel SE Td 
A€yery TL TOV ToLloiTwy etopiCouer, 
gpavepdy 81 Kal Td Oewpeiv 7) ypapas 

mpdkewy miunow, ei my mapa Tiot 
Geots TotovTos ois Kal TOY TWOAaTMoY 
amodliwow & viuos: mpds d€ TovTos 
apinow 6 vduos Tovs ExovTas HAL- 
Klay mwAéovy mpohkovoay Kal dmep 
avT@y Kal Téxywy Kal ‘yuvaiKkey 
Tiwadgetv tous Beovs. The latter 
admission clearly shows how 
Aristotle endeavoured to make 
things which he disapproved of 
and only unwillingly permitted, 
at least as harmless as possible. 
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CHAPTER XVII 

RETROSPECT 

THE peculiar traits of the Aristotelian philosophy are 

due to the fusion in it of the two elements to which 

attention was called at the outset,’ namely the dialectic 

or speculative, and the empirical or realistic. On the 

one hand the system finds the true essence of things to 

consist in immaterial form, true knowledge of them in 

the apprehension of their concept; on the other hand, 

it insists that the form should not be conceived of as a 

transcendental ‘idea’ existing apart from things, and that 

it is the individual, and not the universal notion or genus, 

that is the ultimate reality. It therefore represents 
experience as the only source of concepts, which are 

obtained, not by turning away from the actual to an 

ideal world, but by apprehending in their essence the 

data of experience themselves ; thus, while pursuing the 

dialectic development of the concept, it unites with it 

a comprehensive observation of the facts. Both traits 

have their roots equally in the intellectual capacity of 

its author, whose greatness just consists in this rare 

union in equal measure of qualities which in most men 

are found to be mutually exclusive of one another: the 

+ Vol;1. p. 170 Baa: 
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faculty, namely, of philosophic thought and the power 

of accurate observation applied with living interest to 

the world of fact. Hitherto these elements have been 

combined in very different proportions in philosophy. 

In the school of Socrates and Plato the art of developing 

the concept had far outstript the power of appreciating 

the fact. They had directed attention to what is 

inward in man to the neglect of the outward world, 

and had regarded thought itself as the immediate source 

of our truth. Thought, that is to say, conceptions, stood 

for what was absolutely certain, the criterion by which 

the truth of experience was to be tested. The strongest 

expression of, as well as the most remarkable deduction 

from, this theory is to be found in the Platonic doctrine 

of Ideas. Aristotle indeed shares the general presup- 

positions of this idealistic philosophy ; he also is con- 

vinced that the essence of things is only known by 

thought, and consists only in that which is the object 
of our thought, or, in other words, in the form and not 

in the matter. He justly takes exception, however, to the 

transcendental character of the Platonic Ideas. He can- 

not conceive of the form and the essence as existing 

separately from the things whose form and essence 

they are. Reflecting further that our own conceptions 

are not independent of experience in their origin, he is 

the more convinced of the error of the Platonic separa- 

tion between the Ideas and the phenomena. In place, 

then, of the doctrine of Ideas he presents us with an essen- 

tially new view. It is not the genus but the individual 

which, according to Aristotle, constitutes the substantial 

reality; the form does not exist as a universal apart from 

WOL.. It. Z 
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the thing, but in it as the special form of this or that 

particular. While the general principle upon which the 

Platonic Idealism is founded is thus retained, the special 

development of it into the doctrine of Ideas is rejected. 

The ‘ Idea,’ which Plato had conceived of as transcenden- 

tal and supersensible, has a new place assigned to it as the 
formative and efficient principle in the phenomenal 

world. As the inner essence of things, itis sought for in 

the facts themselves, as these present themselves to us 

in experience. ‘The Aristotelian doctrine may thus be 

described as alike the completion and the confutation of 

the Platonic. It confutes it in the form which Plato 

had given to it: yet at the same time it develops his 

fundamental thought still more fully and logically than 

Plato himself had done, in that it attributes to form not 

only, with him, complete and primary reality, but also a 

creative force to produce all else that is real. Aristotle, 

therefore, traces the potency of thought much deeper 

than Plato had been able to do throughout the whole 
field of phenomena. _ 

From this fundamental principle all the leading 

doctrines of the Aristotelian philosophy logically follow. 

Since the universal cannot exist apart from the indi- 

vidual it cannot form an independent reality by itself, 

the individual alone has substantial reality. And since 

the form is conceived of, not as absolute essence, 

abstracted from phenomena, but as the efficient cause 

which works in them, it cannot stand as it does in Plato 

in a relation of mere opposition to that which is the 

substratum of phenomena—namely, matter. If form is 

the absolutely real, matter cannot be the absolutely un- 
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real and non-existent ; for, in order that form may be able 

to realise itself in the matter, there must exist between 

the two a kinship or positive relation as well as the 

apparent antagonism. So matter is merely unrealised 

form, it is the potentiality of which form 1s the actuality.! 

From this mutual relationship arises motion, and with it 

all natural life, all growth and decay, all change and 

transmutation. But since the two principles of form and 

motion stand originally towards one another in a relation 

of mere antagonism and opposition, this relation itself, 

or in other words motion, presupposes for form an 

absolute existence; if it is the cause of all motion, it 

must itself be unmoved, and precede all that is moved— 

if not in order of time, at least in the logical order of 

reality. From the sum of the forms which are em- 

bodied in matter we must therefore distinguish the 

primum movens, or God, as pure form or pure reason 

whose only object is itself. Since all motions pro- 

ceed from form, they must all be striving towards 

a certain definite form as their goal. There is nothing 

in nature which has not its own indwelling end; 

and since all motion leads us back to a primary 

source of movement, the sum total of things is subor- 

dinate to some highest end, and constitutes an organic 

’whole—in other words, an ordered world. But since 

form operates in matter which only gradually develops 

into that which it is destined to become, the formal 

design can only realise itself under manifold restraints, 

and in conflict with the resistance of matter, at one time 

with greater at another with less perfection. Thus the 

* CE. p. 340 sqq., vol, i. 
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world is composed of many parts, which vary infinitely in 

worth and beauty ; these again fall apart into the two 

great sections of heaven and earth, of which the former 

exhibits a gradual diminution, the latter, contrariwise, 

a gradual increase in perfection. But while all parts of 

the world down to the most imperfect and insignificant 

are essential elements in the whole, still the definite and 

peculiar character of each has a claim upon our regard, 

and accordingly it is not less in harmony with the 

demands of the system than with the personal inclina- 

tions of its author to investigate great things and small 

alike with scientific thoroughness, and to treat nothing 

with contempt as if it were insignificant and worthless for 

science.! This does not, of course, exclude such degrees 

of importance among things themselves as Aristotle has 

sought to point out in the sphere, for example, of animate 

nature. So among mundane beings the first place is 

assigned to man, since in him alone spirit reveals itself 

as spirit. The chief end of man, therefore, consists in 

the cultivation and exercise of his spiritual capacities: 

in other words, scientific knowledge and moral will are 

the essential conditions of happiness. But as no 

work is possible without appropriate material, it is 

impossible for man to dispense with external aids for 

the realisation of his end; and as all things develop 
into that which they are capable of becoming only 

by a gradual process, so in the spiritual life of man 

there is exhibited a gradual process of development. 

Thus from sense perception spring imagination and 

1 See on this head, vol. i. p. 167, n. 3, p. 169, n. 3, and also 
PLATO’s statements noted, Ph. d. Gr, i. p. 665, 
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memory, from these arises thought; natural capacity 

precedes moral action, practice and habit precede moral 

knowledge; reason appears first as passive and as 

entangled in the lower faculties of the soul before it 

realises itself as active in the purity of its being. The 

highest perfection of our spiritual life consists, however, 

in scientific contemplation, for here alone reason is in 

immediate contact with the pure forms of things, while 

at the same time it is beyond question that reason 
cannot confine itself to the immediate knowledge of 

first principles, but methodically pressing forward from 

phenomena to conceptions, and tracing causes to their 

effects, must finally embrace the whole sphere of reality. 

This short survey has already shown us in the Ari- 

stotelian system a well-planned doctrinal structure, the 

outlines of which are drawn with a firm hand in 

accordance with one fundamental thought. The care 

and consistency with which the design is executed down 

to the minutest detail is manifest from the whole pre- 

ceding account. It is nevertheless true that, as we 

have already had frequent occasion to remark, all the 

joints of the fabric are not equally secure; and the 

ultimate source of this defect must be sought for in 

the fact that the foundations of the whole have not been 

laid sufficiently deep. Putting aside all those points 

in which the want of experimental knowledge has led 

Aristotle to draw false conclusions and put forward un- 

tenable explanations, and limiting ourselves merely to 

the question of the self-consistency of his doctrine, 

without entering upon that of its absolute truth, 

we cannot deny that Aristotle has failed to unite the 
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chief points of view in his system in a manner free from 

self-contradiction. Just as in his scientific procedure 

dialectic and observation, the speculative and the em- 

pirical elements, are not equally balanced, but the 

a priort method common to Socrates and Plato con- 

tinually re-asserts itself over the more strictly empirical,’ 

so also in his metaphysical speculations we detect 

a similar phenomenon. ‘There is nothing in the 

Platonic system which is so distasteful to him as 

that dualism between Idea and phenomenon which 

expressed itself sharply in the doctrine of the abso- 

lute existence of the Ideas, and of the non-reality of 

matter. His opposition to this dualism is the key-note 

of his whole reconstruction of the Platonic metaphysics 

and of the fundamental ideas peculiar to his own system. 

And yet, earnest and thorough as are his efforts to over- 

come it, he has not, after all, succeeded in doing so 

He denies Plato’s doctrine that universal class notions — 

possess substantial reality; but he asserts with him 
that all our conceptions are of the universal, and depend 
for their truth-upon the reality of their object. - He 
combats the transcendental character of the Platonic 

Ideas and the dualism between Idea and phenomenon. 

But he himself leaves form and matter in a like funda- 

mental opposition to one another, in that he fails to trace 

them back to a common source; and the further develop- 

ment of these two principles involves him in the 

contradiction’ of maintaining that the essence and sub- 

stance of things is in the form, which at the same time 

See sup. vol. i. p. 175 sq_p. 258, sqq. ? Cf. vol. i. p. 334 sqq. 
$ On which cf. vol. i. p. 572 sqq. 
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is a universal, and yet that the source of individuality 

and therefore also of substantiality must be the matter. 

He takes exception to Plato’s doctrine on the ground 

that his Ideas contain no principle of motion ; neverthe- 
less his own account of the relation between form and 

matter leaves all actual motion equally unexplained. He 

places God as a personal being outside the world; but 

lest he should derogate in anything from his perfection, 

he thinks it necessary to deny to him the essential 

conditions of personality. So, to escape involving him 

in the transmutations of finite things, he limits God’s 

operation (herein contradicting the more living idea of 

God which he elsewhere entertains) to the production 

of motion in the outer cosmic sphere, and so pictures 

that activity to himself, as to assign spatial existence 

to the Deity. 
Connected with this is the obscurity which surrounds 

his conception of Nature. In the spirit of antiquity he 

describes Nature as a single being who operates with 

a purpose, as a rational all-efficient power: and yet his 

system supplies no subject of which these attributes 

may be predicated.'! Far as Aristotle has advanced 

beyond the superficial teleology of Socrates and Plato, 

he has none the less failed actually to solve the opposi- 

tion between physical and final causes ;? and while we 

must admit that the problem with which he is here face 

to face is one that still taxes our resources, and that we 

cannot therefore reproach him with having failed to 

solve it, itis yet curious to note how easily the two prin- 

1 Cf. with the above remarks 2 As will be obvious from p. 
vol. i. p. 420 sq. 358 sqq. p. 464 sqq. and p. 17, sup. 
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ciples which he had posited at the outset of his philo- 

sophy of nature might in the sequel become mutually 

contradictory and exclusive of one another. A further 

difficulty arises in connection with the Aristotelian 

account of animate nature, and especially of man, 

inasmuch as it is hard to discover any inner principle 

of union between the various elements of the soul, and 

harder still to explain the phenomena of its life, if, like 

every other moving force, the soul is held to be itself 
unmoved. ‘The difficulty, however, becomes greatest 

when we ask how we are to comprehend in the unity 

of personal life the reason of man and the lower 

faculties of his soul, and to determine the share of the 

former in his spiritual acts and states; how we are to 

conceive of what is passive and incorporeal as at the 

same time part of a soul which by its very definition is 

the ‘ entelechy’ of the body, and to assign to personality 

its place between the two constituent parts of human 

nature of which the one transcends it while the other 
sinks below it.’ 

Turning finally to his Moral Philosophy, we find that 

here also Aristotle strove with much success to correct 

the one-sidedness of Socrates and Plato. He not only 

contradicts the Socratic doctrine that Virtue is Know- 

ledge, but sets aside also Plato’s distinction between 

ordinary and philosophic Virtue. To hin, all moral 

qualities are a matter of the Will, and have their primary 

source not in instruction but in habit and education. 

Nevertheless in the account of the intellectual virtues 

there reveals itself an unmistakable vacillation as to 

1 P..119 sqq. 
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the relation in which moral knowledge stands to moral 

action, while in the preference for theoretic over 

practical activity ! (which follows indeed quite logically 

from the Aristotelian doctrine of the soul) there reap- 

pears the same presupposition which lay at the root of the 

very views that Aristotle controverted. So, too, even 

in his political philosophy, however deep its insight 

in other respects into the actual conditions of social 

life, and however great its superiority to Plato’s politi- 

cal idealism, we yet find remnants of the old idealism 

—if not so much in the picture of the best State, yet 

in that distinction between true and false forms of 

government the untenableness of which becomes 

manifest by the ambiguous position which the doctrine 

itself assigns to ‘ polity.” There thus runs through 

every part of the Aristotelian system that dualism 

which it had inherited from Plato, and which, with the 

best intentions, it never succeeded, after it had once 

accepted it as one of its fundamental principles, in 

wholly overcoming. The more earnestly, on the other 

hand, Aristotle strives to transcend this dualism, and 

the more unmistakable the contradictions in which he 

involves himself by his efforts, the clearer it becomes 

how heterogeneous are the elements which are united 
in his philosophy, and how difficult the problem which 

Greek philosophy had to face when once the opposition 

between idea and phenomenon, spirit and nature, had 

been brought so clearly and sharply into view as it was 

in the Platonic doctrine. 

* Cf. p.142 sq., swpra,and the toGod—which Aristotle expressly 
proposition (p. 396, vol. i.) that applies to Ethics. 
only theoretic activity belongs 2 See p. 243, supra. 
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Whether Aristotle provided the means of satisfac- 

torily solving this problem, and what attempts in this 

direction were made by the later schools, it will be the 

task of this work to investigate as it proceeds. Those 

early followers who continued to build on Aristotelian 
foundations and who belonged to the Peripatetic school, 

could not be expected to find a more satisfactory answer 

to the main problem than Aristotle himself had suc- 

ceeded in finding. Aristotle’s own conclusions were much 

too deeply rooted in the fundamental presuppositions of 

his system to permit of their being altered without a 

reconstruction of the whole. Yet on the other hand, 

thinkers so keen and independent as the men of this 

school continued to be, could not shut their eyes to the 
difficulties of the Aristotelian doctrine, and it was there- 

fore natural that they should devise means of escaping 

them. But since these difficulties ultimately arose from 

the fact that idealism and observation, a spiritual and a 

naturalistic view, had been united without being com- 

pletely reconciled, and since such a reconciliation was im- 

possible onthe given premises, there was no way of solving 

the contradiction but by the suppression of one of its 

terms. It was, however, to be expected in the circum- 

stances that the scientific should obtain the preference 

over the dialectic element, for it was the former that 

constituted the distinguishing characteristic of the 
Aristotelian school in opposition to the Platonic, and the 

new interest thus implanted in it by its founder naturally 

exercised a stronger fascination than the older doctrine 

of Ideas which had been handed down by the common 

tradition from Socrates and Plato. It was just this 
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side of the Aristotelian system which might be expected 

chiefly to attract those who gave their allegiance to the 

later philosophy, and so to have an undue prominence 

assigned to it in subsequent deductions from Aristotelian 

ideas. The further development of the Peripatetic 

school corresponds to this expectation. Its most im- 

portant result in the immediately succeeding period was 

to bring the purely naturalistic view of the world more 

and more into prominence, to the neglect of the spiritual 

- side of things. 
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CHAPTER XVIII 

THE PERIPATETIC SCHOOL: THEOPHRASTUS 

AmonG the numerous pupils of the Stagirite, Theo- 

phrastus occupies the first place.’ Born at Eresos in 

Lesbos,” he came early (perhaps even before the death 

of Plato) into connection with Aristotle,* from whom in 

1 Di0G. v. 35: Tov 6H Sraye- 
plrov yeyovact wey TOAAOl yya@pimot, 
diapépwy SE uddAiota OedHpacros. 
SIMPL. Phys. 225, a. and: 7@ 
kopupa'@ Tav “ApiotoréAous ET alpwy 
Ocoppactw; id. Categ. Schol. in 
Ar. 92, b, 22: tov apioroy Tav 
avTov wabntayv toy Oedpp. That 
he was actually so is evident 
from all that we know of Theo- 
phrastus and his position in the 
Peripatetic School. 

2 He is constantly called 
’Epéoios. According to PLUT. Adv. 
Col. 33, 3, p. 1126; WV. p. suan. vivi 
sec. Epic. 15, 6, p. 1097, he had 
delivered his native city twice 
from Tyrants. No particulars, 
however, are given, and we are 
not in a position to test the his- 
torical character of the state- 
ment. 

8 According to D10G. v. 36 he 
first attended at Eresos the in- 
structions of a citizen called 
Alcippus, ei7’ akotcas TIAdtwvos 
[this is chronologically possible] 
ueTeoTN mpos ~ApiotoTéAnv—by 
which it can only be meant that 

Theophrastus, like Aristotle him- 
self, remained a member of the 
Academy until the death of 
Plato, and after that event con- 
tinued with Aristotle. From 
several indications, moreover, we 
gather that Theophrastus was 
with Aristotle in Macedonia; for 
unreliable as is AELIAN’S state- 
ment (V. H. iv. 19) that he was 
highly esteemed by Philip, it 
makes it all the more certain 
that he was a friend of Callis- 
thenes, whom he could only have 
come to know at that time, and 
that he lamented his tragic end 
in a work entitled KaAA:o@evns 7} 
wept mevOovs (Cic. Tuse. iii. 10, 
21, v. 9, 25; Diog. v. 44; ALEX. 
De An. 162, b fin.). The posses- 
sion of a property at Stagira 
(DioG. v. 52) and the repeated 
mention of this town, and of the 
museum in it, also go to prove 
that he was there at the same 
time as Aristotle. The expres- 
sion which the latter is said to 
have used with regard to him and 
Callisthenes (D10G. 39) is all the 
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point of age he was not far removed.' Before his death 

Aristotle committed to his charge not only his private 

affairs? but also his School, which he had probably 
already handed over to him on his departure from 

Athens. 

more suspicious as it is also 
attributed to Plato and Isocrates 
(see Ph. d. Gr. i. 842, 1). Similarly 
the assertion that Theophrastus 
was originally called Tyrtamus, 
and received the name Ocd¢pa- 
otros from Aristotle on account of 
his graceful style (STRABO, xiii. 
2,4, p. 618; Cic. Orat. 19, 62; 
QUINTIL. Jnst. x. 1, 83; PLIN. 
H. Nat. praef. 29; Dioe. 38; 
SUID. Ocdgp.; AMMON. De Interpr. 
17, b,and: OLYMPIOD. V. Plat.p. 
1) is justly called in question by 
BRANDIS, iii. 251, and MEYER 
(Gesch. der Botanik, i. 147). 

1 The year of Theophrastus’s 
birth and death can only be 
determined approximately. Ac- 
cording to APOLLODORUS (Diog. 
58) he died Ol. 123 (288-284 
B.C.), but the year is not given ; 
that it was the third year of the 
Olympiad (BRANDIS, iii. 254; 
NAUWERCK, De Strat. 7), and 
that he was himself the head of 
the school for thirty-five (BRAN- 
DIS ibid.) or thirty-six (RITTER 
iii. 408) years is mere conjecture. 
Dioa. 40 gives his age as eighty- 
five, and this is far more prob- 
able than the statement of the 
spurious letter prefixed to Theo- 
phrastus’s Characters, that he 
composed this treatise at the age 
of ninety-nine, and of HIERONY- 
MUS (Lp. 34 Ad Nepotian. iv. b, 
258 Mart., where our text has 

* ¢Themistoclem’ instead of ‘ Theo- 

phrastum ’), that he was 107, for 
Diog. probably here follows 

Under Theophrastus the school grew even 

Apollodorus; these statements, 
moreover, make him older than 
Aristotle, and much too old to be 
destined by the latter (see follow- 
ing note) as the husband of his 
daughter, who was not yet grown 
up. According to Diog., Theo- 
phrastus’s birth falls between 
373 and 368 B.C.; he was there- 
fore from eleven to sixteen years 
younger than Aristotle. 

2 He begs Theophrastus, along 
with some others, until Nicanor 
can interest himself inthe matter, 
émimedciobar . . eay BovAnTat 
Kal evdéxNTAL aVTG, TOY TE TALdiwy 
kal ‘EpmuAAldos kal tay KaTade- 
Aemumevwy, and in case Nicanor, 
for whose wife he had destined 
his daughter Pythias, should die 
before the marriage took place, 
he enjoins upon him the duty of 
marrying her in his stead and 
becoming the guardian of her 
younger brother. (See his Will, 
DioG. v. 12, 13.) Theophrastus 
actually undertook the education 
of the latter, as he also after- 
wards did that of the sons of Py- 
thias (see p. 20, n. 3, vol.i.; Diog. 
53; SEXT. Math. i. 258), and his 
affection for him gave occasion 
to one Aristippus, mep) madaas 
tpupjs, to accuse him of erotic 
relations with him (D1o@. 39), 
In his Will (bid. 51 sq.) Theo- 
phrastus leaves directions for 
the execution of pictures of Ari- 
stotle and Nicomachus. 

% Des p..ah, AN poo, Tek 
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more flourishing,! and when, after holding the presi- 

dency for more than thirty-four years,” he died, honoured 

in spite of many hostile attacks* both at home and 

abroad,‘ he left it as an endowment the garden and the 

hall in which henceforth it had its settled abode.® 

1 Driog. 37: awhvrwy Te eis 
Thy SiatpiBhy abtod pwalntal mpds 
SicxiAtovs. If by this is meant 
that he had this number during 
his whole life we must suppose 
that the inner circle of his stu- 
dents is referred to; if he had 
them all at one time it can only 
have been at single lectures, per- 
haps on rhetoric or some other 
popular subject. Zeno’s expres- 
sion (PLUT. Prof. in Virt. c. 6 
fin. p. 78; De se ipso laud. c. 
17, p. 545) 6 exelvov xopds pei(wr, 
6 éuds 5€ cupowydrepos refers to 
the number of his students. 

2 See p. 349, n. 1, supra. 
3 See following note. Of the 

Epicureans besides Epicurus 
himself (PLUT. adv. Col. 7, 2, 
p. 1110) the hetaera Leontium 
also wrote against him; Clic. J. 
D. i. 33, 93. 

4 Of foreign princes Cassan- 
der and Ptolemy, according to 
D10G. 37, gave him proofs of 
their esteem; to the former of 
whom was dedicated a treatise 
ax, BaciAeias, the genuineness of 

which, however, was doubted by 

some (DioGc. 47; Dtonys. Anti- 
quitt. v. 73; ATHEN. iv. 144, e). 
The esteem in which he was 
held at Athens was shown at his 
burial (DioGc. 41), as also pre- 
viously in the matter of the 
accusation of impiety brought 
against him by Agnonides, which 
failed completely (perhaps AE- 

LIAN, V. H. viii. 12, relates to 

Nor 

this), and in the matter of the 
law of Sophocles (cf. also ATHEN. 
xiii. 610, e: KRiscHE, Forsch. 
338), which made the consent of 
the Senate and people necessary 
for the opening of a philosophical 
school. When, in consequence 
of this law (prob. ann. 306-5), 
all the philosophers, and among 
them Theophrastus, left Athens 
it is said to have been chiefly 
regard for him which caused its 
repeal and the punishment of its 
author; D10G. 37 sq., cf. ZUMPT, 
Ueber den Bestand der philos. 
Schulen in Athen, Abh. der Berl. 
Akad. hist.~-phil. Kl. 1842, 41 sq. 

> DIoG. 39: Aéyerar 8 avrdy 
kal ivy Kimwov oxelvy peta Thy 
*ApiotoréAous TeAeuThv, Anuntptov 
ToU Padnpews . . . TOVTO cUUTpA- 
~avtos. Theophrastus’s will, ibid. 
52: tov 6 Kirov kal roy zepi- 
matov Kal Tras oiklas Tas mpbs Ta 
Kite Tacas dibwur Tay yeypauuevwy 
gidwy ael tois BovAonévois cvaxo- 
Ad(ew Kal cuudiAdocodgeiv ev aitais 
(éredhrep ov Suvarby maiow avepa- 
mois ael éemidnueiv) unt éfaddo- 
Tpiovot unt’ ekdiaCouevov undevds, 
GAA’ @s by lepdby Kowh KexTnevois 
... €oTwoav S& of Kowwvodvres 
“Immapxos &c. It is probable that 
the sanctuary of the Muses, de- 
scribed § 51 sq., with its two 
chambers, in one of which were 
hung the alvakes év ais ai tis vis 
meplodol eicw, belonged to the 
buildings here mentioned. From 
the words, § 39, wera Thy “Api- 
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were his services to the Peripatetic doctrine less con- 

spicuous. In creative power of intellect he is not 

indeed to be compared with Aristotle. But he was in 

an especial degree fitted for the work of strengthening, 

extending and completing the system which the latter 

had left behind him. The interest in science by which 

he was governed even to excess, and which led him to 

subordinate all other concerns to its peaceful pursuit and 

even to forego the pleasures of the family life;' the insati- 

able thirst for knowledge which drew from him even 

when dying complaints of the shortness of human life ; ° 

the industry which scarcely relaxed in extreme old age ; ® 

the penetration, conspicuous even in what has. come 

orotéAous TeAcvTHY ZUMPT infers, 
ibid. 31 sq., that Aristotle had 
previously possessed this garden, 
and that as it was to be sold 
after his death Demetrius man- 
aged that it should be trans- 
ferred to Theophrastus. BRAN- 
DIS (iii. 253) considers this infer- 
ence a rash one, but also sup- 
poses that Aristotle taught ina 
house and garden of his own in 
the Lyceum. We have no infor- 
mation, however, on this point; 
yet the opposite cannot, after 
what has been said p. 38, vol.i., be 
inferred with any certainty from 
the fact that Aristotle’s will 
makes no mention of any such 
property. Even the words upon 
which ZUMPT relies, if they have 
any special force, may with 
equal reason be held to imply 
that the Peripatetic school did 
not become the owner of property 
till after Aristotle’s death. It is 
most probable, therefore, that 
Aristotle did not give his in- 
structions in a garden of his own. 

According to ATHEN. v. 186, a 
G. 402, Dind.), Theophrastus 
left behind him also means to 
provide common meals for mem- 
bers of the school. 

' That Theophrastus was still 
unmatried at the time of Ari- 
stotle’s death is obvious from the 
will of the latter (see p. 349, n. 
2, supra); that he remained so is 
obvious from his own and from 
the total absence of any state- 
ment tv the contrary. The reason 
why he disdained the married 
state he himself gives us in the 
fragment in HIERON. Adv. Jovin. 
1.47, iv. b, 189, Mart., hereafter to 
be discussed, where he dissuades 
the philosopher from it, chiefly 
on the ground that it brings 
with it disturbances incompatible 
with the scientific life. 

2 Cio. Tuse. iii, 28, 69; DioG. 
v. 41; HIHRON. ZHpist. 24 Ad 
Nepotian. iv. b, 258 Mart. 

3 D1I0G. 40: éreAedta 3% yn- 
pads . . . emeidqmep dAlyoy ayiKe 
Ta TOVwY, 
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down to us of his writings; that grace of lan- 
guage and delivery, the fame of which survived him,! 
as well as the independence of his outward circum- 

stances? and the possession of all the requisite means 

for the prosecution of his learned labours 3—all these 

must have contributed in a high degree to promote his 

success as a scientific investigator and teacher. The 
numerous writings which he left behind him as a monu- 

ment to his diligence extend to every part of the field 

of knowledge that was then open.* 

1 Cf. besides the passages 
quoted supra, p. 348, n. 3 fin.: 
Cic. Brut.31,121: quis... Theo- 
phrasto dulcior? Tuse. v. 9, 24: 
hic autem elegantissimus omnium 
philosophorum et eruditissimus. 
In his case, as in Aristotle’s, this 
merit belongs chiefly to his 
popular writings, and especially 
to the dialogues, which, like Ari- 
stotle’s, are described as exoteric 
(see p. 111, n. 2, 3, vol. i1.). 
PROKL. In Parm. i. fin. p. 54 
Cous. complains that the intro- 
ductions in them do not hang to- 
gether with the main content. Ac- 
cording to HERMIPPUS (ATHEN. 
i. 21, a) his personal adornment 
was excessive and his delivery 
too theatrical. Frequent men- 
tion is made of his witticisms, 
eg. PLuT. Qu. Conv. ii. 1, 9, 1, v. 
5, 2, 7 (vii. 10, 2, 15); Lyeurg. 
Cc. 10 (Cupid. Die. Cc. 8, p- 527; 
PorPH. De Abstin. iv. 4, p. 304). 

2 We may infer Theophras- 
tus’s opulence from his will 
(Diog. v. 51 sqq.), which speci- 
fies considerable property in land, 
slaves, and money, although the 
total amount of the last (§ 59 
sq.) is not stated. 

To us only a small 

$ Mention is made of his 
library, of which Aristotle’s 
constituted the ground floor, in 
STRABO, xiii. 1, 54, p. 608, and 
in his will (Diog. 52; ATHEN. i, 
3, a, where tovtwy shows that 
Theophrastus’s name has fallen 
out after that of Aristotle). O. 
KIRCHNER, Die Botan. Schr. d. 
Theophr. (Jahrb. f. Philol. Sup- 
plementbd. vii. 1874, p. 462 sqq.), 
makes it appear probable from 
Theophrastus’s botanical works 
that besides many parts of Greece 
and Macedonia he had visited 
Crete, Lower Egypt, perhaps also 
Southern Thrace, and the coast 
of Asia Minor, and thus added 
the knowledge of foreign coun- 
tries to his other means of re- 
search. 

* Hermippus and Andronicus 
had made lists of his works (see 
p. 49, n. 4, vol. i.; PLutT. Sulla, 
26; cf. PoRPHYR. Vit. Plotini, 
24); Dio. v.42-50 has presented 
to us one (upon which cf. the 
minute investigations of UssE- 
NER, Analecta Theophrastea, 
Leipsic, 1858, 1-24; and on the 
treatises on logic which it con- 
tains, PRANTL, Geseh. der Log. i. 
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portion of these multitudinous works remains: the 

two on botany,' a few shorter treatises on natural 

350). This list not only omits 
some known writings (USENER, 
21 sq.) but follows a strange 
order. After two alphabetical 
lists, of which the second is 
clearly supplementary to the 
first, but both of which probably 
give only those of the writings 
of Theophrastus which were to 
be found in the Alexandrine or 
some other great library, follow 
two more supplements ; the first 
of these is not arranged accord- 
ing to any definite principle, the 
second, if we exclude some in- 
sertions, is again alphabetical. 
It is not improbable that this 
list, as Usener thinks, is Her- 
mippus’s, come to us (cf. ROSE, 
Arist. Libr. Auct. 43 sq.) through 
Favorinus, from whom Di0a. 
immediately before (v. 41) quotes 
Hermippus, and whose name is 
also introduced before the list of 
ARIST.’S writings (v. 21) and 
before PLATO’S will (iii. 40). 
How far the writings here enu- 
merated are genuine we have 
scarcely any means of judging; 
USENER, p. 17, makes it probable 
that a few of them (the History 
of Geometry, Astronomy, and 
Arithmetic, perhaps also the 
History of Theological Opinions, 
v. 48, 50) belonged to Eudemus. 

1 TI. putay icropias nine books; 
m. puT@y aiti@y six books. It hasal- 
ready been shown (supra, vol. i.p. 
93, n. 2), that these works are by 
Theophrastus and not by Ari- 
stotle ; in determining the date of 
theircomposition we have further 
to take into consideration the 
allusions, Hist. Pl. v. 2,4, to the 
destruction of Megara by Deme- 

VOL. II. 

trius Poliorcetes (Ol. 118, 2= 
306 B.C.), vi. 3, 3, to the archon- 
ship of Simonides (Ol. 117, 2), 
iv. 23, 2, to the expedition of 
Ophellas (Ol 118, 1), ix. 4, 8, to 
King Antigonus. ist. Pl. v. 8, 
1, also refers to the period sub- 
sequent to the conquest of Cy- 
prus by Demetrius Poliorcetes 
(DIODORUS, xx. 47 sqq. 73 sqq.), 
and was therefore written after 
OL 118, 2. (Cf. BRANDIS, iii. 
322 sq.) SIMPLICIUS’S state- 
ment, Phys. 1, a, that Ari- 

stotle treated of plants partly 
historically and partly setiologi- 
cally can hardly refer to these 
two works, andisthe less impor- 
tant since SIMPL. (as already re- 
marked, vol. i. p. 93, n. 2), had no 
personal acquaintance with Ari- 
stotle’s treatise upon plants. In 
the two works of Theophrastus, 
besides many corruptions in the 
text, there are a number of 
lacunee. In the 7. duty aitidy the 
last sections (perhaps two books, 
since Diog. 46 speaks of the 
treatise as consisting of eight) 
are unmistakably lost (cf. 
SCHNEIDER, Theophr. Opp. v. 
232 sqq.}. The ascription by 
Dioc. 46 of ten books to the 
taropia is perhaps to be explained 
by the supposition that one of 
those which we have (SCHNEI- 
DER, ibid. thinks the fourth, 
which certainly has a break, c. 
12 jin.) was divided in some 
manuscripts; contrariwise the 
fact that Hist. viii. 4, 5 and ix. 
18, 2 are quoted by APOLLON. 
Mirab. 33, 41, as respectively 
from ¢’ and 7’ wep) puray points 
to the loss of one of the earlier 

AA 
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science,! fragments of a work on metaphysics? and of 

the important history of physics* (which seems to have 

been the treasure-kouse from which later tradition chiefly 

books or its combination with 
another. On the other hand, 
the view that the ninth book of 
the botanical treatise did not 
originally belong to it (WIMMER, 
Theophr. Hist. Plant. 1842, p. 
ix.) is with good reason rejected 
by KrecHner, De Theophr. 
Libr. Phytol. 34 sqq. : itis known 
as part of the treatise not 
only to Dioe. (ibid.) but to 
APOLLON., who in c. 29 quotes 
ix, 13, 3; 20, 4,c. a1, um. 17, 4, 
c. Al, ix. 18, 2, c. 48, 1%. 10537, 
c. 50, ix. 17, 3 (here expressly as 
the éoxarn THs mpayyarelas) ; it 
is unmistakably referred to in 
the sixth book De Caus. Plant., 
even quoted ii. 6, 4 (cf. Hist. ix. 
18, 10), its contents are forecast 
1.19, 1, and ant, 4 2, 2 cee, 5 
19, 1, it refers back itself to the 
earlier books. Similarly MEYER 
(Gesch. d. Botanik, i. 176 sq.) 
and BRANDIS, ili. 32 sq., are 
right in again setting aside the 
view that the sixth book De 
Causis Pl. could be a separate 
work or wholly spurious. Even 
the remarks upon the number 
seven, c. 4, 1, 2, which Brandis 
finds strange, contain nothing 
surprising; Aristotle had already 
counted seven primary colours 
and seven tastes corresponding to 
the seven notes (see supra, vol. i. 
p. 518, n. 3), and a statement 
similar to that which is here made 
about the number seven, is to be 
found in THEOPHR. De Ventis( Fr. 
5), 49, about the number three. 

1 See SCHNEIDER, Opp.i 647 
sqq. WIMMER, vol. ii. of his 
edition (1862). 

* Metaphysical aporie, with 
regard to which we do not know 
whether they belonged to a more 
comprehensive work or merely to 
an introductory treatise. Ac- 
cording to the scholium at the 
end, the work of which they 
were a part was not included 
either by Hermippus or by An- 
dronicus in their lists but quoted 
by Nicolaus (of Damascus). On 
the manifold corruptions of its 
text, see besides the edd. of 
BRANDIS (Arist. et Theophr. 
Metaph. 308 sqq.) and WIMMER 
(Fragm. No 12), USENER in the 
Rhein. Mus. xvi. 259 sqq. 

8 This work is called some- 
times @gvoixyn iotopia (ALEX. 
apud SIMPL. Phys. 25, a, 0.), 
sometimes void (DI0G. ix. 22 ; 
StmpL. De Celo, Schol. in Ar. 
510, a, 42; Stop. Eki. i. 522), 
elsewhere @voikal 56fa: (DIOG. v. 
48), wep) ovotka@y (ihid. 46), 7. Tov 
guvoiav (ALEX. Metaph. 24, 4; 
Bon. 536, a, 8 bk.), 7. Trav puoikay 
dofay (TAURUS apud PHILOP. 
Adv. Procl. vi. 8, 27). Dio. v. 
46, assigns to it eighteen books, v. 
48,16. USENER, Anal. Theophr. 
30 sqq., has collated the frag- 
ments of it; but the treatise, 
Tept aicOjgews Kal aic@nrav (WIM- 
MER, fr. 1), which Philippson 
deals with, An av@pwrivn (1831), 
81 sqq. (cf. USENER, ibid. 27), 
seems also to have belonged to 
it. On the other hand, the sup- 
position that the extract ap. 
PHILO. £tern. m. c. 23-27, p. 510 
sqq. Mang., is taken from it 
(USENER, p. 38; BERNAYS, Theo- 
phrast. tb. Frimmigh. 46) does 
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drew its accounts of the earlier physicists!) besides a 

number of other fragments.” The ‘ Characters’ are only 

an incomplete extract, with several foreign additions, 

probably from ‘Theophrastus’s treatise upon Ethics.’ 

The chief feature of the scientific labours of Theo- 

phrastus, so far as these are known to us, is the 

endeavour to complete the compass and define more 

sharply the contents of Aristotelian doctrine. The 

fundamental principles of the system suffer no change 

and are not unfrequently stated in the very words of 

Aristotle. Theophrastus, however, exerts himself to 

develop his doctrine as completely as possible on every 

side, to increase the number of scientific and ethical 

not commend itself; for a dog- 
matic and polemical discussion 
with Zeno the Stoic (as ZELLER 
has shown this to be in HERMEs, 
xi. 422 sqq.) can have formed no 
part of an historical work, nor 
does it at all resemble the treat- 
ise 7. aic@joews, either in tone or 
treatment. In the first book of 
the voix) ioropia THEOPHR. (as 
is shown in the Abhandl. d. 
Berl. Akad. 1877, p. 150 sqq.) 
had given a review of the prin- 
ciples of earlier philosophers, in 
which he connected his work 
with the first book of ARIST.’s 
Metaphysics. 

' Fuller proof of this fact, 
which he was the first to per- 
ceive, will be found in H. DIELS’ 
recent work, Dowographi Greci, 
as also ibid. p. 473 sq. the 
fragments of the gvoial ddéa. 

2 To those collected in Wim- 
mer must be added chiefly the 
remainder of the treatise zepl 
evoeBeias, which BERNAYS (T/eo- 

phrast. Schrift tber Frimmig- 
keit) cleverly recovered from 
PORPHYRY’S De _ Abstinentia. 
The treatise on indivisible lines 
was also attributed to him, 
perhaps rightly. By some even 
ARIST.’S Politics (see vol. ii. supra, 
p. 204, n. 2) was referred to Theo- 
phrastus. More recent writers 
have attributed to him the trea- 
tises upon colour (SCHNEIDER, iv. 
864, who, however, considers 
them only a portion of a larger 
work; on the other side see 
PRANTL, Arist. v. d. Farben, 84 
Sq.), upon Melissus, Xenophanes 
&c. (on this see Ph. d. Gr. i. 476 
$qq.). 

* On this and on the ethical 
writings of Theophrastus see in- 
Sra. 

* As among others, K1ircn- 
NER, Jahrb. f. Philol. Supple- 
mentb. vii. 532 sqq. has shown 
in respect of the botanical 
works. 

AA 
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observations, to apply the Aristotelian rules to particular 

cases, especially to those which had been overlooked by 

Aristotle, to correct the vagueness of particular con- 

ceptions and to set them in a clear light.' His starting- 

point is experience. As Aristotle in all his inyestiga- 

tions had taken his stand upon the firm ground of fact 

and had established even the most universal conceptions 

upon the basis of a comprehensive induction, Theo- 

phrastus also is convinced that we must begin with 

observation in order to attain to true conceptions. 
Theories must coincide with the data of experience, and 

they will do so if we start with the consideration of the 

individual ;? perception furnishes the material which 

thought may either straightway apply to its own ends 

or by solving the difficulties which experience brings to 

light may utilise for future discoveries.’ Natural science, 

Of. BoETH. De Interpr. p. 
292: Theophrastus, ut in aliis 
solet, quum de similibus rebus 
tractat, que scilicet ab Aristotele 
ante tractate sunt, in libro 
quoque de affirmatione et nega- 
tione iisdem aliquibus  verbis 
utitur, quibus in hoe libro Ari- 
stoteles usus est . . . in omnibus 
enim, de quibus ipse disputat post 
magistrum, leviter ea tangit, que 
ab Aristotele dicta ante cognovit, 
alias vero diligentius res non ab 
Aristotele tractatas exsequitur. 

2 Caus. Pl. i. 1, 1: «b0d yap 
Xp) TUUPwverTOat ToUs Adyous Tots 
cipyuevois. 17, 6: €k de Tay 
Kabéxaora Oewpodcr otupwvos 6 
Adyos Tav yryvopevwy. ii. 3, 5: 
mept 3€ Tav ey Tos KabeKaoTa 
uadAoy evropotmev* 7 yap atocbnots 
Sidwow apxds K. T. A, 

$ Fr. 12 (Metaph.), 19: 7d 5¢ 

ov Ort TOAAAX@s Hpavepdv. 7H yap 
aic@nois Kal tas Siapopas Pewpet 
kal Tas aitias (ntet. Taxa 8 
GAnbectepoy eimeiv ws stmoBdAAet 
TH diavola, TA mev ardA@s (nTovca 
Ta 8 amopiay épyaCouern, 30 js 
Kay un Stvntat mpoBalvew, buws 
eugpalveral Tt Oas ev TS wh Howth 
(ntotvtwy él mdréov. Thbid. 25: 
méxpe mev ody tTivds Suvdueba 8’ 
aitiov Oewpeiv, apxas amd Tay 
aic@icewv AauBavoytes. CLEMENS, 
Strom. ii. 362, D; Oedpp. SE Thy 
alcOnow apxnv elvar ticteds pynow: 
amd yap tavTns ai apxal mpds Toy 
Adyov toy év july Kal Thy didvoray 
extelvovtar. SEXT. Math. vii. 
217: Aristotle and Theophrastus 
have two criteria, ato6now pév 
TeV aidOnTay, vinow 5 TaY von- 
Tav* Kowdy 5& aupotépwy, as 
eAevyev 6 Oedgp., Td evapyés. 
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moreover, must rest upon perception because it has to 

do wholly with corporeal substance.! Theophrastus 

accordingly keeps this principle steadily in view. Where 

universal laws fail to explain particular facts, be does 

not hesitate to refer us back to experience ;” where no 

complete certainty is possible he will content himself, 

like Plato and Aristotle, with mere probability ;* where 

more exact proofs fail, he, like his master, brings analogy 

to his aid,* but he warns us at the same time not to 

carry analogy too far or to mistake the peculiar 

characteristics of phenomena,”° just as Aristotle had laid 

down as a fundamental axiom that everything must 

be explained upon principles peculiar to itself.6 We 

cannot say, in truth, that Theophrastus has entirely 

renounced the comprehensive and universal points of 

view ; but his own inclinations and scientific researches 

1 Fr. 18: eel 5€ ov« dvev pev 
Kiwhoews ovde mepl évds AEKrTéoy, 
mavTa yap ev KIWhOEL TH THS 
puoews, avev St GAAowTIKAS Kal 
TaOnTiKHS OvX brep Tay mepl Td 
Mécov, eis TAUTA TE Kal mepl TOUTwY 
A€yovtas ovxX oidy TE KaTaALTely 
thy alcOnow, GAN amd Tavrns 
&pxoméevous meipacbat xph Yewpetv, 
} Ta hawdpeva AauBavoytas Kad’ 
EavTa, 7) ard ToUTwY, ef TIVES Bpa 
Kupi@tepar Kal mpdtepat TovTwY 
apxal. 

= Caus, Pt. ti: 4, 8: aan’ év 
Tois KabéKacTa To axpiBEs UaAAOV 
tows aic@nrucyjs Settar ouvécews, 
Adyw Se ovK cimapes apopicm. Cf. 
Fist. i. 3, 5. The differences 
between botanical species are 
somewhat vague; dia 6% Tadra 
domep A€youev ovK axptBoroynt éov 
TO Opw GAAX TH TUTH AnTTéov 

Tovs &popiamovs. 
* SIMPL. “Pays: why “ay ane 

natural science cannot arrive at 
the complete certainty of know- 
ledge; GAA’ odKk atiymacréov di 
TovTO puaiorAoyiay* GAA’ apKetcOat 
XP) TE kaTa Thy huetéepay xpHow 
Kod Ovvamiy, ws kal OcoppdaTw Sorel, 
Cf. also supra, vol. 1. p. 167 sq. 

4 See Cause. Pl. iv. 4,,9-11% 
Hist. i. 1, 10 sq. 

5 Hist. i. 1, 4: we must be- 
ware of comparing plants with 
animals in every respect. éote 
TavTa pey ovTws broAnTTEéov ov 
Movoy eis Ta viv GAAG Kol TeV 
MeAAdvTwY xdpw* boa yap uh oiov 
TE Gpomolovy Tepicpyov TH YAiXeE- 
c0a mavTws, iva wh Kal Thy oike. ov 
a&moBdrAAwuey Oewplay. 

6 See supra, vol. i. p. 249, n. 
Lo 2, se, 
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have an unmistakable bias in the direction of particulars 

rather than fundamental principles. 

This is the method which Theophrastus and, follow- 

ing him, Eudemus have adopted in their treatment of 

logic. While holding fast by Aristotelian principles, 

they have permitted themselves many divergences in 

detail.' In discussing the Conception, for instance, 

Theophrastus refused to admit that all contraries belong 

to the same genus.” - The doctrine of the Judgment, 

again, to which both Eudemus and he devoted separate 

treatises,? received at their hands various additions, 

which, however, so far as we know, were of no great 

importance.* 

1 Cf. PRANTL, Gesch. der Log. 
i. 346 sqq., who, however, seems 
to undervalue the contributions 
of Theophrastus and Eudemus 
to Logic. 

2 Cf. fr. 15 (Srmmpu. Categ. 
105, a’; Schol. in Ar. 89, a, 15). 
ALEX. on Metaph. 1018, a, 25; 
also supra, vol. i. p. 224, n. 3. 

3 Theophrastus in the treat- 
ises mepl katapdcews Kal amropa- 
gews (DioG. 44, 46; ALEX. in 
Anal. Pr. 5, a, ™m, 21, b, m, 
124, a, 128; Metaph. 653, b, 
15; GAUEN, Libr. Propr. 11, 
xix. 42, K; BoETH. Ad Arist. 
de Interpr. 284, 286, 291, 327, 
(Bale); Schol. in Ar. 97, a, 38, 
99, b, 36; PRANTL, 350, 4), =. 
A¢géews (DioG. 47; Dionys. Hal. 
Comp. Verb. p. 212, Schaf.), 7. 
Tav TOU Adyou oaTotxelwy (as 
PRANTL, 353, 23, in SIMPL. Categq. 
3, B, Bale, rightly emends). 
As to Eudemus, 7. Aéfews, see 
ALEX. Anal. Pr. 6, b, in Metaph. 
566, b, 15, Br.; Anon. Schol. in 

They introduced a slight change in the 

Arist. 146, a, 24; GALEN, ibid. On 
their other logical treatises cf. 
supra, Vol. i. p. 64,n.1.. PRANTL, 
p- 350, and Hth. Hud. i. 6 fin. ii. 
6, 1222, b, 37, c. 10, 1227, a, 10. 

* Theophrastus distinguishes 
in his treatise 7m. katapdcews 
between different meanings of 
mpotacis (ALEX. Anal. Pr. 5, a, 
m.; ibid. 124, a; Top. 83, 4a, 
189, a. Similar distinctions are 
quoted from the same treatise 
and that a. tod TloAAax@s (which 
was probably on the modelof Ari- 
stotle’s—see sup. vol. i. p.76 sq.); 
Eudemus noticed the predicative 
force of the verb ‘ to be’ in exis- 
tential propositions (Anon. Schol. 
in Arist. 146, a, 24, and for 
another remark of Eudemus on 
the verb ‘ to be’ see ALEX. Anal. 
Pr. 6,6, m). Theophrastus called 
particular propositions indeter- 
minate (see sup. vol. i. p. 233, n. 1, 
and BoETH. De Interpr. 340, m ; 
Schoi. in WA1TZ, Ar. Org. i. 40; 
PRANTL, 356, 28), and Aristotle’s 
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theory of the Conversion of Propositions, with which 

Aristotle’s treatment of the Syllogism begins, by sub- 

stituting a direct, in place of Aristotle's indirect, proof 

of the simple converse of universal negative proposi- 

tions.! As they further approached the question of the 

Modality of Judgments from a different side,? they con- 

indeterminate «x uetabécews (see 
supra, Vol. i. p. 232, n. 2; Stepha- 
nus and Cod. Laur. in WAITZ, 
ibid.41 sq ; and onhis reasons for 
doing so, PRANTL, 357). He dis- 
tinguished in particular negative 
propositions between ‘not all’ 
and ‘some not’ (Schol. in Ar. 
145, a, 30). In regard to the 
modality of judgments he made 
a distinction between simple ne- 
cessity and necessity resulting 
from particular circumstances 
eee. An. P. 12, b, u.). He 
elucidated contradictory opposi- 
tion, which he declared in general 
to be indemonstrable (ALEX. on 
Metaph. 1006, a, 11, p. 653, b, 15, 
Br.), with the remark that con- 
tradictory propositions are abso- 
lutely exclusive of one another 
only when their meaning is fixed 
and definite (Schol. Ambros. in 
WAITZ, ibid. 40), a caution 
against sophistical objections to 
which PRANTL, p. 356, unneces- 
sarily takes exception. 

IimARIEL, Anal. Pr. 1.2, 25, 
a, 15, it stands: ei under! trav B 
To A bmapxet, ovde Tay A ovdert 
imdpter TO B. el yap Tin, olov TH 
T, ovx GAndes ora TO pydevt ray 
B 7d A bmapxewv* Td yap T Tay 
B ti éeotw. Theophrastus and 
Eudemus put it more simply: 
‘ifno Bis A, A is separate from 
all B, B is therefore separate 
from all A, and therefore no A is 
B’ (ALEX. An. Pri. 11, a, m. 12, 

2.5, EHIDOR: An. Pre xii. Dy 
Schol. in Ar. 148, b, 46; cf. the 
scholium which PRANTL, 364, 
45, gives from Minas). PRANTL 
criticises this ‘ convenient’ proof: 
ZELLER, on the contrary, con- 

siders it the right one, and says 
that he cannot find for that of 
Aristotle ‘reasons founded on the 
very nature of genusand species’ 
as Prantl professes to do. 

2 Aristotle had taken the con- 
ceptions of possibility and neces- 
sity, as has been remarked (see 
sup. vol. i. p. 234 sq.) to express a 
quality of things, not of our know- 
ledge ofthings. By the possible he 
does not understand that which 
we have no reason to deny, nor by 
the necessary that which we are 
forced to accept, but by the 
former that which by nature may 
equally be or not be, by the latter 
that which by its nature must be. 
Theophrastus and Eudemus, in- 
deed, have left us no general 
statement on this subject (even in 
the passage quoted by PRANTL, 
362, 41, from ALEX. Anal. Pr. 
51, a, only the words ‘ tpiroy 
To vmdpxov [SC. dvayKaidy eorw |" 
Ore yap tmdpxer téTe ovX oldy 
Te wy omdpxev, seem to be- 
long to THEO.’S Prior Analytics, 
while the rest belong to Alex- 
ander himself); but it is obvious 
from their departures from Ari- 
stotle, which we areabout to men- 
tion, that they take possibility 
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sequently denied what Aristotle had affirmed, that 

every assertion of possibility implies the opposite possi- 

bility, and they maintained, against his denial, the 

convertibility of universal negative judgments of possi- 
bility ;' while with regard to conclusions whose pre- 

mises are of different modality, they held firmly by the 

principle that the conclusion follows the weaker premise.” 

We further know that Theophrastus added to the four 

_ Modes which Aristotle had assigned to the first Figure 

five new ones, obtained by the conversion of the con- 

clusions or the premises, a development in which we 

certainly fail to see any advantage, and it is possible 
that he treated the two other Figures in the same way,' 

asserting at the same time, in opposition to Aristotle, 

that these also give perfect conclusions.’ 

and necessity only in the forn.al 
logical sense. 

1 See sup. vol. i. p. 234 sq.and 
ALEX. Anal. Pr. 14, a,m.; Anon. 
Schol. in Ar. 150, a, 8. The proofs 
of the two Peripatetics are given 
ina scholium which PRANTL, 364, 
45, prints from MINAs’s notes on 
Galen’s Eicaywyh SiaAekTiKh, p. 
100. The same writer’s quota- 
tion, 362, 41, from BoETH. Jn- 
terpr. 428, upon Theophrastus 
relates merely to an unimportant 
explanation. Similarly a modifi- 
cation of an Aristotelian argu- 
ment mentioned by ALEX. Ana@/. 
Pr, 42,b, n. is, as PRANTL, p. 
370, also remarks, insignificant. 

2 From an apodeictic and a 
categorical premise follows, they 
said, a categorical; from a cate- 
gorical and hypothetical, a hypo- 
thetical; from an apodeictic and 
hypothetical also a hypothetical 
conclusion (see sup. vol. i. p. 234 

He also 

sq.and on the third case, PHILOP. 
Anal. Pr. li.a; Schol.in Arist. 
166, a, 12; on an argument of 
Theophrastus relating to this, 
ALEX. Anal. Pr. 82, b.). 

° For details see ALEX. Anal. 
Pr. 22, b. 34, b.—35, a; Anon. 
Schol. in Ar. 188, a, 4, and 
PRANTL’S citations, 365, 46, from 
APUL. De Interpr. (Dogm. Plat. 
ili.), 273 sq. 280, Oud.; ROETH. 
Syll. Cat. 594 sq ; PHILOP. An. 
Pr. xxi. b (Schol. 152, b, 15); of. 
also UEBERWEG, Logik, 282 sqq. 

4 As PRANTL, 368 sq., conjec- 
tures from ALEX. Anal. Pr. 35, 
a. Cf. following note. 

5 Schol. in WAITZ, Arist. 
Org. i. 45: 6 8€ BonOds . . 
evavtiws TG ’ApiatrotéAe mept Tov- 
tov eddiace . . . Kal amwédeiter, bTt 
mwaytes of ev Sevtépw kal tpity 
oxhuat. TéAcLot elo (which Ari- 
stotle denies, see supra, vol. i. p. 
240,n. 4)... . palvera: 5€ «al Oed- 
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changed the order of several of the Modes.' It is more 

important, however, to note that Theophrastus and 

Kudemus introduced into logic the theory of Hypo- 

thetical and Disjunctive Syllogisms.? Both of these 
they embraced under the name Hypothetical, pointing 

out that in the Disjunctive also that which is undeter- 

mined at first 1s ‘afterwards determined by the addition 

of a second clause.? ‘They distinguished further two 

kinds of hypothetical conclusions: those which, consist- 

ing of purely hypothetical propositions, only assign the 

conditions under which something is or is not the case,* 

ppacros .. . Thy evayTiav avT@ 
(Aristotle) rept rovrou ddfay Exwyr. 

1 In the third figure he placed 
the fourth of Aristotle’s modes 
as simpler before the third, and 
the sixth before the fifth (Anon. 
Schol. in Av. 155, b, 8; PHILOP. 
ibid. 34, 156, a, 11), adding a 
seventh mode which he obtained 
by dividing the first (APUL. ibid. 
p. 276). 

“As sLnx, An. Pr, 131, b.> 
PHILOP. An. Pr. 1x. a; Schol. 
in Ar. 169, b, 25 sqq., expressly 
state. According to BOETH. 
Syll. Hypoth. 606 (in PRANTL, 
379, 59), Eudemus treated this 
subject more fully than Theo- 
phrastus.—Much less important 
are the citations from Theophras- 
tus’s discussions upon syllogisms 
Kata mpdcaAnvw given by ALEX. 
Baer. Veo, S.,.Ci. 88, &, ™..; 
PHILOP, cii. a; Schol. in Ar. 189, 
b, 12; Anon. ibid. 1. 48, 190, a, 
18, cf. PRANTL, 376 sq. These 
are syllogisms formed of propo- 
sitions such as those mentioned 
by Aristotle, Anal. Pr. ii. 5, 58, 
a, 29,b, 10: 6 rd A pndert 7d B 
TayTh imdpyer Ke. According to 

ALEX. 128, a, Schol. 190, a, 1, 
however, Theophrastus expressly 
said that these differ from ordi- 
nary categorical propositions only 
in form; that ke nevertheless 
entered with such minuteness 
into the discussion of them is 
only one of the many proofs of 
the frequently misspent industry 
with which he traversed every 
detail. 

> Ct. PHILOP. An. PP lx: bh: 
Schol. in Ar. 170, a, 30 sqq.; 
ALEX. An. Pr. 109, b,m. That 
both these writers in the passages 
named fellow the Peripatetic 
view, as presented by Theo- 
phrastus and Eudemus, is obvi- 
ous from the whole context. 

4 Of rivos byTos 7) wh byTos TL 
ovK oT 2) TL ori Servdytes (‘if 
A is, B is—if Bis, C is—if A is, 
C is’), which are called by Theo- 
phrastus 61a tpi@v tro8eTiKol or 
5’ GAwy strofetixol, as also on 

account of the similarity of the 
three propositions kat’ avadoyiar. 
Theophrastus distinguished three 
forms of these syllogisms corre- 
sponding to the three Aristote- 
lian figures of the categorical] 
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and those which prove that something is or is not.'! Of 

the latter a further division is made into those with a 

hypothetical and those with a disjunctive form,? both 

of which classes, however, agree in this—that what is 

stated in the major premise as possible is either affirmed 

or denied in the minor ? Under the hypothetical are 

finally classed Comparative, or, as the Peripatetics 
called them, Qualitative Syllogisms.° 

syllogism, except that he trans- 
posed the order of the second 
and third. ALEX. Anal. Pr. 
109, ‘b, m. 110, aos ,eLese br 
PHILOP. zbid. 170, a, 13 sqq. 179, 

a, 13 sqq. 189, a, 38. 
1 PHILOP. Schol.in Ar. 170, a, 

14,30 sqq. Cf. ALEX. An. Pr. 88, b. 
2 PHILOP. ibid.: taév Td eivas 

A wh eivat KatackevaCévTwy bro- 
Oetik@y of wey GakoAovGlay Kata- 
okevd(ovaty of 6& SiaCeviww &c. Of 
the first, two forms are next enu- 

merated: those which by affirming 
the antecedent affirm the conse- 
quent, and those which by deny- 
ing the consequent deny the 
antecedent (‘If A is, Bis. But 
A is, &c.; and: ‘If A is, B is. 
But B is not,’ &c.). Of the second 
by a more complicated classifica- 
tion three forms: (1) ‘A is not 
at the same time B and C and D. 
But it is Bb. Therefore it is 
neither C nor D.’ (2) ‘A is either 
Bor C. Butitis B. Therefore 
it is not C.’ (3)*‘ Ais either B or C. 
Butit isnot B. Therefore itis C.’ 

3 This categorical minor pre- 
mise following on a conditional 
or disjunctive major, for which 
the Stoics afterwards invented 
the name mpécAnlis, the older 
Peripatetics (of dpxator, of ep 
"AptototéAny, cf. PRANTL, 385, 
68), following ARIST. (Anal Pr. 
i, 23, 41, a, 30; cf. WAITZ, in 

loco; c. 29, 45, b, 15), called 
peTaAnvis (ALEX. An. Pr. 88, a, 

o. 109, a, m.; PHILOP. Sehol. in 
Ar. 169, b, 47, 178, b, 6). If this 
minor itself receives proof from 
a categorical syllogism we have 
the so-called ‘mixed syllogism’ 
(ALEX. 87, b, m.sq.). The con- 
ditional sentence is called cvvnp- 
pevov, the antecedent being the 
nyovwevoy, the consequent the 
erduevov (PHILOP. Schol.in Ar. 
169, b, 40). Theophrastus, how- 
ever, remarked the difference 
here between those conditional 
sentences in which the condition 
is introduced problematically by 
an Ei and those in which it is 
introduced affirmatively by an 
"Emel (Stmpt. De Calo, Schol. 
509, a, 3). He remarked also 
(ALEX. Anal. Pr. 131, b. Ald.; 
cf. PRANTL, 378, 57) that the 
meTaddnvis again is either a mere 
hypothesis, or immediately cer- 
tain, or demonstrated either in- 

ductively or deductively. 
4 Of amd Tov maAAov kal TOU 

6uotov kal Tod ATTOV, e.g.: ‘if the 
less precious is a good, so also is 
the more precious; but wealth, 
which is less precious than health, 
is a good, therefore health is so 
also.’ Upon this see ALEX. An. 
Pr. 88, b, m. 109, a.—b. ; PHILOP. 
An. Pr. lxxiv. b ; PRANTL, 389 sqq. 

> Kara moidrnTa, probably fol- 
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No contributions of any importance to the second 

main division of the Analytics—the doctrine of Demon- 

stration—have come down to us from Theophrastus or 

Kudemus,! and we may therefore assume that neither 

of them differed in any important point from the con- 

clusions of Aristotle on this subject. The same is 

in substance true of the Vopics, to which Theophrastus 

had devoted several treatises.?, It cannot be proved that 

he interpreted the subject-matter of the science dif- 

ferently from Aristotle ;? nor do the isolated utterances 

on this head which have come to us from Theophrastus 

and Hudemus go beyond a few formal extensions of 

Aristotelian doctrines.4 

lowing ARIST. An. Pr. i. 29, 45, 
b, 16—where, however, this ex- 
pression is not further explained. 

1 Even PRANTL (p. 392 sq.) 
has failed to find more than two 
statements referring to this sub- 
ject: one in PHILOP. An. Post. 
Liebe VSenol.. in. Av. 205, -a; 
46, distinguishing between 7 
avTd and Ka’ aitd, the other the 
remark in the anonymous scho- 
linm, ibid. 240, a, 47, that defi- 
nition is embraced under demon- 
stration. Equally unimportant 
are the remarks on ka@’ aitrd in 
ALEX. Qu. Nat. i. 26, p. 82, 
Speng.; on definition in BOETH. 
Interpr. ii. 318, Schol. 110, a, 
34; on definition and demonstra- 
tionin Lustrat. in Libr. ii.; Anal. 
Post. 11, a, 0.; Sehob: 242, a, 17; 
cf. ibid. 240, a, 47: on the im- 
possibility of proving contradic- 
tory propositions in ALEX. on 
Metaph. 1006, a, 14; SYRIAN. in 
Metaph. 872, b, 11 (from the 
treatise 7. katapdoews): and the 
definition of agiwua in THEMIST. 

Amal. Post. 2, a;  Schol. 199, 
b, 46. 

2 Cf. PRANTL, 350 sq. nn. 11- 
14. 

3 PRANTL, p. 352, infers it 
from the statement (AMMON. 
De Inierpr. 53, a.; Schol. in 
Ar. 108, b, 27; Anon. ibid. 94, 
a, 16) that Theophrastus dis- 
tinguished a twofold relation, 
one to the fact in regard to which 
the question is one of truth or 
falsehood, the other to the 
hearers; but the latter is here 
assigned not to dialectic but to 
poetry and rhetoric. The cita- 
tion from the Analytics of EUDE- 
MUS in ALEX. Top. 70, is also 
quite Aristotelian. 

* Theophrastus distinguished 
between tdémos and mapayyeAua, 
understanding by the latter a 
rule which is general and in- 
definite, by the former one that 
is definite (ALEX. Zop. 72; cf. 
5,m. 68); of the topical heads, 
which Aristotle had enumerated 
(yevos and diapopa, Spos, td:ov, 
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The conclusion to which we are so far led, namely, 

that Theophrastus is, by no means inclined blindly to 

accept the Aristotelian doctrines, becomes still more 

obvious from the fragment on Metaphysics.' The diffi- 

culties (a7ropiav) suggested in this fragment are directed 
in great part to Aristotelian assumptions, but we are 

left wholly in the dark as to whether and in what way 

the author found the solution of them. Starting from 

the distinction between First Philosophy and Physics, 

Theophrastus here asks how their respective objects, 

the supersensible and the sensible, are related to one 

another; and after proving that there must be some 

common bond of union between them and that the super- 

sensible must involve the sensible, he goes on to examine 

how this is possible.? The principles of Mathematics 

(to which Speusippus had assigned the highest place) 

are insufficient for the solution of the problem; we 

require a higher principle, and this we can find only in 

God. God, therefore, must be the cause of motion in 

guuBeBnkds, TavTdv) he placed 
TavTov, as well as Siapopa, under 
yevos (ibid. 25), and all others 
except ovuBeSnkds under dpos 
(ibid. 3\—this is all that we 
are told, but PRANTL, p. 395, 
seems to be wrong in his in- 
terpretation, cf. BRANDIs, iii. 
279). He asserted—to pass over 
some still more unimportant 
remarks which are quoted by 
ALEX. on Metaph. 1021, a, 31, 
and Top. 15 (Schol. 277, b, 32) 
-—that opposites do not fall under 
one and the same generic con- 
ception (see sp. vol. ii. 358, n. 2). 
Theophrastus’s divison of yvauat 

(GREGOR. CORINTH. ad Hermog. 
de Meth. vii. 1154, w.), Eude- 
mus’s division of questions(ALEX. 
Top. 38), and his classification 
of fallacies mapa tiv Aééw (that 
is if GALEN. w. T. wapa T. Aéé. 
copicu. 3. xiv. 589 sqq. follows 
him), will be found in PRANTL, 

397 sq. 
1 See supra, vol. ii. p. 354, p. 2. 
2 § 1 sqq.; § 2 read apxh de, 

métepa, &c., ‘we begin here with 
the question whether,’ &c. 

3 § 3sq. according to USENER'S 
emendation (see p. 354, n. 2, 
supra) of which WIMMER, p. 151, 
11, ventured to accept even oid re 
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the world. He produces that motion, however, not in 

virtue of any movement in himself, but of a causality more 

accordant with his nature : he is the object of desire to all 

the lower creation, and this alone is the cause of the 

endless movement of the heavens, Satisfactory though 

this view undoubtedly seemed in many respects,! it was 

not without its difficulties. Ifthere be only one moving 

principle, why have not all the spheres the same move- 

ment? If there are several, how can we explain the har- 

mony of their movements? But a satisfactory reason must 

also be assigned for the multiplicity of the spheres, and, 

in fine, everything must be explained as the outcome of 

design. Why, moreover, should this natural desire of 

the spheres be directed to motion rather than to rest ? 

And does not desire presuppose a soul, and therefore 

motion ?2. Why do not things under the moon as well 

for dare; § 4 we might propose to 
read : év dAlyos elvar kal rpw@Tots, 
el uy pa kal ev TS TPSTY. 

1§ 6: péxpe pmev 8) TovTwr 
oiov &pTios 6 Adyos, apxiv TE TOL@Y 
play mayTwy, Kal Thy évéepyeray Kal 
Thy ovolay amodidovs, err SE wy 
Siaiperov unde moody TL A€ywv, GAN’ 
amrA@s ekaipwy eis KpeitT@ Tiva 
peplda Kal Oeorepay. That every- 
thing has a natural desire for 
the good is also stated by 
Theoph. in the fr. (from epi 
mdovtov) Schol. in Plat. Legg. p. 
449, 8 Bekk.: ef (why eixey 6 
mwAovTos, mpos pdvous ay amare 
Tovs Gyabovs. ExacToy yap Tov 
oikelov edierar ayafov, for this 
alone accords with its nature, 
mavta de THs KaTa pow opéeyeTat 
diabeoews. 

es) ? sq. .Cwhere lL. 12 W 

for dyhvuroy we should perhaps 
read &piorov). In § 8 the remark 
relating to the Platonists (ti ody 
Gua TH wnoe, &c.) is hardly 
intelligible, probably on account 
of the corruption of the text. 
The sense ascribed to it by 
BRANDIS, iii. 328 sq. (q.v.), seems 
to be neither contained in 
the text nor admissible in itself. 
In the following words (ei 85} 
Epecis, GAAws TE Kal TOD apiorou, 
meta Wuxis, ef wh Tis Aéyou Kad’ 
éuodtynTa Kal diadopay, Zuvy’ dy 
ely TA Kivduueva.) USENER, p. 267, 
in place of d:apopdy happily reads 
Hetapopay: ‘unless the expres- 
sion €peots is used by a mere 
analogy and improperly.’ Even 
the fragment quoted in the 
previous note speaks only of 
living things. 
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as things above it desire the best ? And how is it that 

in the heavenly sphere this desire produces nothing 

higher than rotation? For the movements of the soul 

and the reason are of a higher order than this. To this, 

however, it might be replied that all things cannot 

attain to like perfection. Finally we might ask whether 

motion and desire are essential or merely accidental 

attributes of the heavens.' Touching further on the 

necessity of deducing not only some but all reality from 
first principles,? we find that even in reference to these 

first principles themselves many new questions are sug- 

gested. Are they formless and material, or endowed 
with form, or both? And if the first of these assump- 

tions is obviously inadmissible, there is also a difficulty 

in attributing design to everything however insignifi- 

cant. We should therefore have to determine how far 

order extends in the world and why it ceases at certain 

Again, what are we to say of rest? Has it, 

like motion, to be deduced as something real from our 

first principles, or does positive reality belong only to 

energy—among sensible objects only to motion—and is 

rest only a cessation of motion ?4 How, again, are we to 

describe the relation of Form and Matter? Is matter 

points.? 

1 § 9-11. In§ 10 instead of 
oupBaiver USENER eis AauBaver ; 
it would be better to read: 
oupBalver yap eivat Kk. cup. 

2 § 11-13 where, however, p. 
153,W.n. we must punctuate thus: 
amd 8° obtvy ta’tns } TolTwy Tav 
apxav aticeey Gy Tis, Taxa SE Kal 
amd Tav GAAwy Up, ay tis TiOATAL, 
Ta epetns evbds amodiddvat Kal wy 
méexpt Tov mpoeAPdyta mavedbat—as 

the Platonists are accused in the 
sequel of doing. 

3 § 14 sqq.; § 15 n.—where 
instead of airo we ought to read 
at 76. 

‘ This apparently is the sense 
of the first half of § 16: what 
follows, however, as it stands, is, 
as BRANDIS, p. 332, says, unin- 
telligible. 
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non-existent although endowed with potential reality, 

or is it an existence although still void of any definite 

form?! Why is the whole universe divided into contra- 

ries so that there is nothing without its opposite? Why 

does the worse far exceed in quantity the better ?? And 

since on account of this diversity in things knowledge 

also is of different kinds, the question rises what method 

we are to adopt in each case and how we are to define 

the nature and the kinds of knowledge.*? To assign 

causes to everything is impossible, for we cannot go on 

ad infinitum either in the sensible or the supersensible 

world without renouncing the possibility of knowledge ; 

but we can go a little way in that direction in advancing 

from the sensible to the supersensible. When, however, 

we reach ultimate grounds of reality we can go no 

further, either because these have themselves no cause 

or because our eyes are too weak to penetrate into the 

brightest light.4 But if it be thought that the mind 

knows these by immediate contact and therefore in- 

fallibly,> yet it is not easy, however necessary, to say 

what it is of which we make this assertion and which is 

the object of this immediate knowledge.® Granted, 

1 § 17. Instead of Suvauerd’ ey 
(Br.) or Suvduer wey dy (W.) we 
ought probably to read duvduer 8’ ov. 

a6 18. 
3 §$ 19-20. We cannot here 

enter into particulars; see, 
however, BRANDIS, iii. 334 sq. 
USENER, ibid. p. 269 sq. places c. 
8 Br. (§§ 19-27 W.) between cc. 
3 and 4 Br. ($§ 13 and 14 W.) 

4 The latter is a deviation 
from Aristotle’s doctrine (on 
which cf. supra, vol. 1. p. 205, n. 2, 

and p. 246 sqq.) in the same 
direction as the _ statement 
Metaph. u.. (ey) 1, '.993;, b 9). 
éomep yap kal Ta TOV vuKTepldwy 
dupata mpos Td péyyos Exe Td EO? 
jméepay, ovTw Kal THs nuetépas 
Wuxns 6 vovs mpbs Ta TH htoe 
pavepatata mayTwy, 

° For Aristotle’s view see sup. 
Wolke tas Los, H:. 4, 

§ So weshould understand the 
words § 26: xaAem? 5€ Kal eis adrd 
Tove 7 ovveois Kal H wioTIs. ... ey 
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further, that the world and the structure of the heavens 

is eternal! and that we cannot, therefore, point to the 

causes of its origin, the problem yet remains of assign- 

ing the moving causes and the final aim of the con- 

stitution of the world, and of explaining individual forms 

of existence, down to animals and plants. Astronomy 

as such is inadequate to meet the former of those 

demands ; since motion is just as essential to the 

heavens as life is to living creatures, we must seek a 

deeper origin for it in the essence and ultimate cause 

of the heavens themselves.2, Upon the question of 

design in the world it is not always clear, apart from 

other considerations,’ whether a thing exists for a 

definite end or only in consequence of a chance coinci- 

dence or natural necessity ;* and even assuming design 

in the world, we are yet unable to prove its presence 

equally in every case, but must admit that there is much 

Tivt wointéov Tov Spov. BRANDIS, Tt &pkacba xp’ may be sug- 
p- 336, explains: ‘where we are gested instead of (fddtos.... ) 
to place a limit on inquiry,’ 
which the text does not seem to 
permit. For the rest see §§ 24 
sq. 

1 § 26 fin. must be read: 
mépucev* Soo. 5 Toy ovpaydy ats- 
tov vmoAauBdvovow err Se, Ke. 
SPENGEL (see BRANDIS, p. 337) 
had already changed the un- 
meaning juépwy into 7) mepav. 

2 This at any rate seems to be 
the meaning of § 27 sq. (ei otv 
aorporoyia, &C.) 

%’ These are indicated § 28. 
UsENER, Anal. Theophr. 48, here 
proposes: &AAws 8 6 apopiopds ov 
padwus.... kal 8) TO Evia py 
Soxeiv, &c. In that case ‘ wédev 

wédev 5 aptacOa xpqv. Otherwise 
one might, still reading éAdAws, 
omit the “arn which precedes as 
an explanatory gloss: bmrép 5€ Tov 
mav@’ everd Tov Kal unbey GAAws, 6 
apopiopmos ob padios, kc. "Adopisuds 
here is equivalent to épiopds, asin 
the passage from THEOPHRASTUS 
in SIMPL. Phys. 94, a. 

* Theophr. gives examples 
§§ 29 sq. where, however, § 30 
instead of to’twy xdpw we must 
read with USENER (Rhein. Mus. 
Xvi. 278) tov xdpw. In what 
follows, it seems that the words 
kal Tavr’, &c. are somewhat out 
of order. 
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that seems to oppose its realisation and even that the 

amount of this is largely in excess of that which clearly 

exhibits design—in other words, that ‘ evil’ is largely in 

excess over ‘ good.’ ! 

It is impossible from so mutilated a fragment to 

obtain any very exact information as to the views of 

Theophrastus upon the ultimate grounds of reality. 

We only see from it that he was not blind to the diffi- 

culties of the Aristotelian doctrine, and that he brought 

these into prominence especially in connection with the 

question of the relation between the movens and the 

motum and with the teleological view of nature. We must 

nevertheless admit that even in his Metaphysics he has 

kept closely to the main lines of the Master’s doctrine, 

as is obvious from his own express statements on several 

important heads,” and from the general fact that we 

1 $$ 28-34. In § 31 read: following passage to the protasis 
ei 0€ wy TOV [or TavO’| Everd Tov 
Kat eis TO &pioTtov, AnmTéoy, and 
immediately after: Kal amdds 
Aeyeueva (Br. and W. Aéyouer &) 
kal KaQ’ exaorov. In what follows 
éml Tay (wy will then correspond 
to Ka’ exaorov. In § 32 we ought 
perhaps to read: Gkapiatoy Td 
BéAtrwov Kol Td elvat. ... TOAY 
dé wAHOos (without 7 or eivar) rd 
kakdy. In what follows the text 
may have originally been: ov« év 
dopistia 5& pdvoy Kal otoy Ans 
efde1, kabawep Ta THs Pioews (in 
the world of men—for the allu- 
sion must be to this—there is not 
only, as in nature, indetermi- 
nateness and materiality, but also 
evil). After this, however, there 
seems to be a gap; and of the 
missing words aualerrarov alone 
has survived. Similarly in the 

yon. I. 

ei yap-—éxatépwOev (Ph. d. Gr. i. 
852, 3, where, however USENER’S 
conjecture, ibid. 280, Ta 8 aépda 
kal éxaTépwiev ought to have 
been mentioned) an apodosis is 
needed : this (the rarity of good- 
ness) is even truer of Man. Of 
the next passage we have only a 
fragment in the words Ta wey obv 
—6yta. The remainder is pro- 
bably complete or nearly com- 
plete; the discussion, however, 
then breaks suddenly off and we 
are left without means of con- 
jecturing its further course. In 
§ 33 USENER'S conjecture (ibid.) 
emiuimerobar Th Oetov &mayta (for 
emu. ye O€Aew Gr.) has much to 
support it. 

* Besides the theological 
doctrines hereafter to be dis- 
cussed we may note the distinc- 

BB 
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nowhere hear of any deviations from it. Even what 
little has come down to us of Theophrastus’s theo- 

logical views harmonises in every respect with the 

doctrines of Aristotle. It is indeed urged against him 

that he declares God at one time to be Spirit, at 

another Heaven and the Stars ;' but the same objection 

is urged against Aristotle,? whose view we must have 

wholly misunderstood if we do not find an easy ex- 

planation of it in the fact that while he identifies God 

tion between form and matter 
(Metaph. 17, THEMIST. De An. 
91,a,m) with all that it involves, 
and the Aristotelian teleology. 
The latter Theophr. expresses in 
Aristotelian phraseology, Cavs. 
PI..4n 1 1 Ch A D2 ee 
pias ovdey wore? padtny HKioTa Be 
€v Tois mpaéTois Kal KupiwTarots. 
Ibid. i. 16,11 (where moreover 
we must read ‘7 6’’ in place of 
n 8): del mpds To BéeATLOTOY bpue 
[7 pvows]. Cf. iv. 4,2; 1,2. Art, 
again, is partly an imitation 
(Caus. ii. 18, 2), partly a support 
and completion (ibid. ii. 16, 5, i. 
16, 10 sq. v. 1, 1) of the designs 
of nature; it differs, however 
(Caus. i.16,10, cf. sup. vol. i. p. 
418,n. 3), from nature in that the 
latter operates from within out- 
wards, and therefore spontane- 
ously (ék Tay abTroudrwy), while it 
works from without by force, and 
therefore only piecemeal ( Caws. 1. 
12,4); hence itis that art produces 
much that is unnatural (ibid. i. 
16, 1l,'v. 1, 1 sq.). Even this isnot 
without a purpose, but it serves 
not the original design of nature 
but certain ends of man (cf. v. 
1, 1); these two, however, do 
not coincide and may even con- 

tradict one another (Caus. i. 16, 
1; 21, 1 sq. iv. 4, 1—Theophr. 
here distinguishes in reference 
to fruits and their ripeness thy 
TedeldTnTAa Thy TE TMpds Huas Kal 
Thy mpos yeverw. 7 ey yap mpds 
tpopnvy 7 Se mpds Sivauw Tod 
yevvav). Nevertheless even the 
unnatural can by habit change 
its nature (Caus. ii. 5, 5, iii. 8, 4, 
iv. 11, 5, 7); and on the other 
hand many vegetables and 
animals are, Theophr. believes, 
entrusted by nature herself to 
the care of man, whereby only 
they can reach perfection, and 
just herein consists the difference 
between wild and tame (Caws. i. 
16, 23) which, as we shall find 
hereafter, he regards as not 
merely an artificial but a natural 
distinction. 

1 The Epicurean in Cro. W. D. 
i. 13, 35: nee vero Theophrasti 
inconstantia ferenda est; modo 
enim menti dicing tribuit princi- 
patum, modo celo, tum autem 
signis sideribusque  celestibus. 
CLEMENS, Protrept. c. 5, 44, B: 
@cdgp. .... 77 Mev ovpavdy m7 
d€ mvevua Toy Oedv brovoel. 

? Circ. ibid. § 33, cf. KRISCHR, 
Forsch. 276 sqq. 
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in the highest sense with infinite spirit alone, he yet 

conceives of the motive forces in the stellar spheres, 

and especially in the highest of them, as eternal and 

divine beings. Theophrastus holds this view also. To 

him also God in an absolute sense is pure reason,! the 

single cause which co-ordinates all reality, and which, 

itself unmoved, produces motion in everything else, since 

everything else desires it.” In proof of this assumption 

Theophrastus had appealed, it appears, like Aristotle,’ 

to the universality of religious beliefs.‘ He also de- 

scribed its universal operation as Providence,’ without, 

however, distinguishing this divine causality from the 

ordinary course of nature,® and he demanded of man that 

1 Metaph. § 16: €ore Se [7d 
KLvouv ET Epov Kal 6 Kiet] ay Tis 
em’ avtby ayn Toy vovv kal Toy Bedr. 

* Ibid. § 4 sq. (see supra), 
where inter alia : dela yp n 
mavrav apxy 8 hs Gmavta Kal ort 
Kal Oraever . . . . eel 5’ axivntos 
Kad’ avThy, pavepdby ws ovK ay ein 
TG kwelto0a Tos THS PiTEws aiTia, 
GAAG Aoiwdy BAH Til Suvdue 
KpelrTove Kat mpoTepa. ToravTn 
N Tov opeKTod Ovots, ap’ js 7 
kukAiKy = [sc. — kivnows, which 
USENER ibid. p. 263 wishes to 
supply] 7 ovvexis kal &ravoros. 

3 On which cf. sup.vol.i. p.390. 
4 We may at least infer this 

from the fact that in PORPH. De 
Abst. ii. 7 sq. (see also BERNAYS, 
Theophr. tb. Fromm. 56 sq.) he 
treats the neglect of all worship 
as an exceptional outrage, on 
account of which the Thracian 
Thoans were destroyed by the 
gods; probably the same people 
of whom SIMPL. in Epict. Hnchir. 
38. iv. 357 Schweigh. says: 

mavtTes yap avOpwror.... vomt- 
(ovor eivar Gedy mAry ’AKpoboitay, 
ovs iotopet @cdppactos abéous 
yevouévous bmd THS ys dOpdws 
KatamoOjvat, 

5 MInuC. FEL. Octav. 19, 11: 
Theophrastus et Zenon, §%. , 
ad unitatem providentie omnes 
revolvuntur. Cf. PROCL. in Tim. 
138, e: 4} yap mévos 7) pddAtota 
TlAdtwy tH ard Tov mpovoodyrTos 
aiTig KaTEexphoato, pnoly 6 Oeddp. 

® Asisseenfrom ALEX. APHR., 
who says at the end of his 
treatise De Anima: paveporata 
d€ Oedppactos Seikyvor tavrdy dy 
To Kab’ ciuappevny TH KaTa pvow 
évy T@ KadAroOever—for ciuapuévn 
indicates the course of the world 
as divinely appointed, which 
therefore Theophr. according to 
his manner identified with the 
order of nature, as he identified 
the lot which God has appointed 
te each individual with a man’s 
natural state. Cf.STOB. Hel. i.206: 
pepetat 5€ mws eis Td civappéyny 

BB 2 
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he should imitate its ceaseless intellectual activity.! At 
the same time he follows Aristotle? in also attributing 

a soul to the heavens,? whose higher nature reveals 

itself in its orderly motion ; 4 and since he is likewise 

in agreement with the Aristotelian doctrine of the 

ether as the material of the heavenly structure® and of 

the eternity of the world,® he could attribute blessedness 

or divinity not only to the highest Heaven, of which it 

is expressly asserted,’ but also with equal right to the 

elvat Thy ExaorTou vow" ey h TOTOV 
TETTAPWY aiTL@y ToLKiAwY, Mpoaipe- 
gews [ Pvcews HEEREN andothers |, 
Tuxns Kal avayKns. As regards 
the two last, T¥x7n means accident, 
avaykn constraint (either of other 
men or of natural necessity) as 
distinguished from vois or 
nature acting with a purpose. 
From the allusions to Theophr.’s 
views upon Providence in 
Olympiodorus in Phed. ed. 
Finckh, p. 169, 7 nothing can be 
inferred. 

1 JULIAN, Orat. vi. 185, a 
Spanh.: &AAG Kal Mv@aydpas of Te 
am éxelvou péxpt SOeoppacrov Td 
Kata Siva duo@cba bed act. 
Plato especially expresses himself 
to this effect; how far it was 
the view also of Theophr. is seen 
from the note: kal yap kal 6 
’"ApiororéAns' ‘6 yap iuets more, 
Trovro 6 @Oeds adel’ (see supra). 
According to Diog. v.49 Theophr. 
wrote a treatise against the 
AGademics on the blessedness 
of God. 

2 See supra, vol.i. p. 495, n. 4. 
3 Procl. im Tim. 177, a: 

Theophrastus deems it unneces- 
sary to base the existence of the 
sonl, as the cause of motion, 

upon higher principles, as Plato 
had done. éuWvxoyv yap cal abrds 
eivat didma1 Toy ovpavovy Kal dia 
ToUTO Oeiov" ei yap Geids eatt, pol, 
kal Thy apiorny Exe: Siaywyny, 
éuvuxds eotw: ovdév yap Tipov 
&vev Wuxis, ws €v TS Tept Odpavov 
yéypabev. (See also on the last 
head p. 281, b. Plat. Theol. i. 12, 
p- 35 Hamb.) 

* Upon this see Metaph. § 34. 
Crc. Tuse.i.19, 45 : hee enim pul- 
chritudo etiam in terris patriam 
illam et avitam (ut ait Theo- 
phrastus) philosophiam cognitionis 
cupiditate incensam excitarvit 
refers to the beauty of the 
heavens. By mdrpios kal marae 
giAocodia is meant, as the con- 
text also shows, knowledge of 
the heavens, or astronomy. 

> According to TAURUS 
(Scholiast to Timeus, Bekker’s 
Scholia p. 437 and PHILOP. 
Attern, wm. xiii. 15), Theophr. 
rejected Aristotle’s doctrine of 
the aether on the ground of 
Plato’s assertion (Jim. 31 B) 
that all that is solid and visible 
must consist of fire and earth. 

6 On this see infra, p. 380. 
7 See n. 2 and the quotation 

from Aristotle sup. vol. i. p. 474. 
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Between him and Aristotle 

there is in this regard no difference of doctrine. 

Theophrastus, however, devoted much more attention 

to scientific than to metaphysical inquiries, and had 

indeed much more talent for them. That here also he 

continued to build upon the foundations laid by Ari- 

stotle is beyond question; but we find him exerting 

himself not only to supplement the results of his 

teacher by further observation, but also to correct them 

by re-examination of his scientific conceptions. With 

this view he instituted an inquiry in a work of his own ? 

into the conception of Motion which lay at the root of 

the Aristotelian doctrine of Nature;? and he found 

it necessary to deviate in some respects from the teach- 

ing of Aristotle on this head. He asserted, for instance, 

that Motion, which he agreed with Aristotle in defining 

as the realisation of potentiality,‘ may be predicated in 

other heavenly spheres.! 

1 As Theophr. according to teenth’ of the Physics in SIMPL. 
the passage quoted, sup. vol. i. p. 
461, 3 accepted Aristotle’s theory 
of spheres, he was obliged to pre- 
suppose also with Aristotle an 
eternal mover for each sphere— 
an hypothesis which was forced 
upon him also by the principles 
of the Peripatetic philosophy 
with respect to mover and 
moved. 

* The three books 7. kwijcews. 
On these and on the eight books 
of the Physics (if there were 
really so many) see PHILIPPSON, 
“An arOo. p. 84, USENER, Anal. 
Theophr. 5, 8, and BRANDIS, iii. 
231. The last rightly remarks, as 
Rosn, Avist. libr. ord. 87 had 
already done, that the ‘eleventh’ 
book a. kvnoews and the ‘ four- 

Phys. 23, a, and Categ. 100, B 
(Schol. 331, a, 10, 92, b, 23) have 
arisen out of mere clerical 
errors (T@ wa’ and 7@ 18’ out of 
TOI A). From évéexdrw in the 
former passage came next dexdtw 
in the Aldine text. 

3 Theophrastus also says that 
physics have to do only with the 
motwne (see sup. vol. i. p.417 sq.) ; 
see supra, vol. ii. p. 357, n. 1. 

1 évépyem Tov Suydmer KivnTod 
4 Kuytby Katd& yévos ExaoTov TOV 
KaTyyopiav—h Tov Suydmer dyvTos H 
TOLOUTOY évTEAgXELa— evepyeld TLS 
aTEANS TOU Suvduer SyTOS fH TOLOVTOY 
Kal’ Exaoroy yévos TOY KaTnyoOpL@Y 
(THEOPHR. Fr. 19sq. 23b, SIMPL. 
Phys. 201, b, 94, a, m. Categ. 
ibid.) aredrns yap 7H wivnow (TH. 
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all the categories ; as change is not confined, as Aristotle 

tried to prove,' to substance, size, quality, locality, but is 

also applicable to relation, position, &c.? Again, Aristotle 

had asserted that all change takes place gradually, and 

therefore that everything which changes must be divi- 

sible ; 3 Theophrastus maintained, on the contrary, the 

possibility—which Aristotle himself elsewhere * admits 

apud THEMIST. De An. p. 199, 20 
Sp.). It is plain from the quota- 
tion, sup. vol. i. p. 383, n. 1, that 
this completely agrees with Ari- 
stotle. Nor is it easy to see in 
SIMPL. Cateqg. 77, «. Phys. 202, a, 
the deviation from Aristotle 
which RITTER (iii. 413 sq.) finds. 
The first passage (Fr. 24) runs: 
TovTw pev yap (Theophrastus) 
doxet wn xwpiCerbar THv Kivnow 
THs evepyelas, eivar B& THY wey 
Kino Kal évepyeay ws dy ev auth 
TEpLEXOMEVHY, OVKETL MEVTOL Kal THY 
évepyeiay kivnow Thy yap éxdorou 
ovciay kal Td olxetoy eldos evepyetav 
elvat €KdoTOU ph ovcay TavTHY 
kiyjow. This means, however: 
every motion is an energy, but 
every energy is not a motion; 
energy is the wider, motion the 
narrower conception. It is 
almost the opposite, therefore, 
to RITTER’S explanation : that he 
refuses to comprehend either the 
conception of energy under that 
of motion ‘ or the conception of 
motion under the conception 
of energy. Phys. 202, a, 
SIMPL. says: 6 Oedppacros (nreiv 
Seiy nor wept TGV KWioewr ei ai 
wey Kunhoes eioly, al 5€ domep 
évépyetal tives, which he cites, 
however, only as proof that 
Theophr. uses kiynots not merely 
of motion in space, but of any 

change. In this more general 
sense he may have understood 
particularly the ‘motion of the 
soul’ (see infra). Aristotle also, 
however, frequently uses kivyots 
synonymously with weraBoar, 
and even he calls motion energy 
as wellas entelechy (see sup. vol. 
i. p. 583, n. 1) : while, on the other 
hand, Theophr. as well as Ari- 
stotle says that it is only an in- 
complete energy. According to 
Priscian (in his paraphrase of the 
Physics bk. v. p. 287, Theophr. 
Opp. ed. Wimm. iii. 269) he says 
expressly: attra 5é [évépyera 
and kivnois] Sdiapéper- xphoba 
5€ avayKkatoy éviore Tots avTois 
ovéuaciy. 

1 See supra, vol. i. p. 423, n. 1. 
2 THEOPHR. Fr. 19, 20, 23 (cf. 

sup.vol. ii. p.373,n. 4). The remark 
in Fr.20 onthe motion of relation 
is obscure, andin the words: 7 
yap évépyeta kivynois Te kal Kal? aitd 
the text is probably corrupt. 
Perhaps we ought to read: 4 yap 
evepyela Kivnows Tov Kad’ adrd, 
But even so the passage is not 
quite clear. 

3 Phys. vi. 4 init. (see supra, 
vol. i. p. 439, n. 3), cf. c. 10. 

4 Phys. i. 3, 186, a, 13, and in 
the discussions upon light see 
supra, VOl. i. p. 518, n. 3. 
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—of a simultaneous change in all parts of amass.! Ari- - 

stotle finally, in connection with the same subject, had 

assumed that, although there is a moment at which a 

change is completed, there is none at which it begins ;? 

Theophrastus rightly held this to be inconceivable.* 

He further took serious exception to Aristotle’s doctrine 

of space.‘ If space is the limit set by the surrounding to 

the surrounded body, the latter must be a plain surface ; 

space would move, along with the surrounding body, 

which is inconceivable; nor would every body be in 

space, since the outermost circle would not be; more- 

over, all that is in space would cease to be so, without, 

however, itself suffering any change, if the surrounding 

body coalesced with it in one whole or were wholly 

removed.® ‘Theophrastus was himself inclined to define 

space as the order and position of bodies relatively to 

1 THEMIST. Phys. vi. 4, p. 381, 
Zaemeee Gb, 309, 8. sqq.. Cf. 
SIMPL. Phys. 233, a, m, (Fr. 
54 sqq.). On the other hand the 
citation from Theophrastus in 
Simpbt. Phys. 23, a, is not 
directed against Aristotle, but is 
in agreement with him against 
Melinus. 

2 See supra, vol. i. p. 439, n. 4. 
3 SIMPL. Phys, 230, a, m. 

THEMIST. Phys. p. 386, 16 Sp. 

(Schol. 410, b, 44, 411, a, 6). Cf. 
EKudemus in SIMPL. 231, b (Fr. 
67 Sp.). 

* In respect to time, on the 
other hand, he wholly agreed 
with Aristotle ; SIMPL. Phys. 187, 
a,m.cf. Categ. Schol. in Ar. 79, 
b, 25; controverting apparently, 
like Eudemus (according to 
SIMPL. Phys. 165, a, and b, Fr. 

46 Sp.), Plato’s views upon time. 
5 Fr. 21, b, SIMPL. Phys. 141, 

a, m.; Theophrastus objects in 
the Physics to Aristotle’s defini- 
tion of space, 67: 7d cua Eora 
€v emipaveia, OTL Kiovmevos ata 6 
téoros [but according to SIMPL. 
Phys. 153i) be 136; vay 4415 Sb: 
143, a, Theophrastus and Eu- 
demus treated it as an axiom 
that space is immobile, as Ari- 
stotle also had done, see sup. vol. 
1. p. 432 sq. Phys.iv. 4, 212, a, 18 
Sqq.], OTL ov may cGua ev Témw (Ov5E 
yap &rAavis), OT1, éay cvvax0aow 
ai opatpat, Kab bAos 6 ovpayds ovK 
értat ev Tomw [cf. ARIST. Phys. iv. 
4, 211, a, 29], dri 7a ev Térw byTa, 
mndev aiTa wetaxwnbérta, eday ad- 
aipeO Ta TepleXovTA avTa, OvKET 
€oTa ev TOT. 
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one another.' Of less importance are some other state- 

ments quoted from the portions of his Physics which 

dealt with more general questions.? In his treatise 

upon the elements* to which the extant passage upon 

fire belongs, while holding fast to Aristotelian prin- 

ciples,* he nevertheless finds certain difficulties. While 

all other elements are themselves definite materials, 

fire (whether we take it to include light or not) 

only exists in materials which burn and give light; 

how then can it be treated as an elementary substance ? 

This can only be the case if we assume that in a higher 

region® heat is pure and unmixed, whereas upon earth 

1 SIMPL. ibid. 149, b, m. (Fr. 
22): Theophrastus says, though 
only as a suggestion (as év amopla 
mpodywy Toy Adyov): ‘ unmoTE ovK 
gore Kal’ abtdy ovcia tis 6 TéTO0s, 
GAAG TH TAkeEL Kal Boe TaY Twpd- 
Twy A€yeTat KaTa Tas HPvces Kal 
Suvduers, Suolws 8 em) wy Kat 
gutav Kal bAws TOY avomolomepay, 
etre subdxwv cite abuxwy, Eupoppov 
berhy dvow exdvtTwy* Kal yap Tov- 
Twv Takis Tis Kal O€ois TOY pEepa@v 
éoTl mpos Thy Any ovoiay: Sid Kal 
ExacTov éy TH avTov xapa AEeyeTat 
To Exe Thy oikelay Tag, emel Kat 
TY TOU THUATOS MEpaY EKacTOV 
éemimoOnoeey &y Kal araiThoere THY 
EavTov xapay Kal Péeow.’ 

2 At the beginning of his 
treatise he had illustrated the 
beginning of Aristotle’s with the 
remark that all natural existences 
have their principles as all natural 
bodies are composite (SIMPL. 
Phys. 2,b, 5, b, m. Sehel. in Ar. 
324, a, 22, 325, b, 15. PHILOP. 
Phys. A, 2, m.); in the third 
book, which was also entitled 
m. ovpavov, he distinguishes three 

kinds of becoming: by means of 
something similar, something 
opposite, and something which is 
neither similar nor opposite to 
that which comes to be but only 
in general a previous actuality 
(Fr. 16, b, SIMPL. ibid. 287, a). 

$ According to Alex..in SIMPL. 
De Celo, init., Schol. 468, a, 11, 
Theophrastus had discussed these 
in the treatise 7. ovpavod, which 
however (ibid. 435, b, 33, and 
previous note) is the same as 
Physics, Bk. iii. Simp. De Celo, 
517, a, 31, however, cites also a 
special work by him, rept tis tov 
ototxelwy vyevécews (US®NER, 
Anal. 21, thinks perhaps the 
same as Diog., v. 39, calls az. 
EVETEWS). 

4 The composition of the ele- 
ments of heat, cold, &c. (see sup. 
vol. i. p.478sqq.; to this account, 
e.g. De Igne, 26: 7d yap rip Ceppdy 
kal Enpédv refers). Similarly the 
theory of the natural weight and 
levity of bodies; cf. De Vent. 
22, De Sensu, 88 sq. 

5 év abti TH mpétn ohaipa, by 
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it is only found in union with something else and in 

a process of becoming; but in this case we must again 

ask whether terrestrial fire springs from the heavenly 

element or owes its origin to certain states and move- 

ments in burning material.' Again, how are we to 

If it consists of a kind of fire, this 

must be very different from other fire; if it does not 

consist of fire, we should then have to explain how it 

can kindle fire. In any case we should have to admit 

that not only fire but also heat are properties. But how is 

it possible to admit this with regard to heat, which is a 

far more universal and elementary principle than fire ? 

Thissuggests further questions. Are heat,cold, &c. really 

first principles and nct merely attributes ?? Are the so- 

called simple bodies not rather composite things ? since 

even moisture cannot be without fire, for if it were it 

would freeze; nor can the earth be wholly without 

moisture, for if it were it would fall to pieces.* We 

are not, however, justified in ascribing to Theophrastus 

on account of these criticisms an actual departure from 

the Aristotelian doctrine.* He is only following his 

general custom of pointing out the difficulties which. his 

Master’s view involves, without necessarily giving it up. 

It is the less necessary to follow Theophrastus 

explain the sun is 

which, however, only the first 
elemental sphere can be meant. 

De TIgne, 3-5. Cf. also 
OLYMPIODORUS in Meteorol. i. 
137, id. 

2 Ibid. 5-7, where § 6 with 
the words: év brokeméeva tiv Kat 
To mwUp Kal 6 HALtos Td Beppdv we 
must supply €xeu. 

3 Tbid. 8: patverar yap otTw 

AauBdvover 7d Oepudy Kal Td Puxpov 
domep wa0n Tivdy eivar, ovk apxal 
al Suyduers* Gua S€ Kal 7 TOY 
amA@v Aeyouevwy pias piKTH TE 
Kal €vumdpxovoa aAAHAas Kc. 

+ Aristotle also says that the 
elements do not present them- 
selves separately in actuality ; 
see supra, vol. i. p. 482, n. 4. 
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further in his discussion of fire, inasmuch as, in spite 

of many true observations, he not unfrequently proceeds 

upon false assumptions and fails to bring to the elucida- 

tion of the facts any actual knowledge of the processes 
of combustion.! Nor need we enter into his account of 

wind ? (the cause of which he traces to the motion of the 

sun and warm vapours *), of the origin of rain,‘ of the 

signs of the weather,’ of 

1 Thus, for the explanation 

of several actual or supposed 
phenomena, we have such as- 
sumptions as that the smaller 
fire (as also ARIST. supposes, 
Gen. et Corr.i. 7, 323, b, 8) is 
consumed by the greater, or that 
it is suppressed and suffocated 
by the density of the air (Fr. 3, 
10 sq. 58; Fr. 10, 1 sq ); that a 
cold environment increases the 
interior heat by repulsion (av7i- 
mepiotacis) (ibid. 13, 15, 18, 74, 
mT, (6peT. 23, mw. Aerrowux. Fr. 10, 
6; Caus.. Pl. i. 2; 3, vi. 18; 11, 
and passim ; cf. the Index under 
avTimeplotacis,  avTimepitoracbat. 
PLUT. Qu. Nat. 13, p. 915) and 
the like. Hence also the state- 
ment (in SIMPL. De Celo, 268, 
a, 27; K. Schol. 513, a, 28) that 
there have been cases of sparks 
darting from men’s eyes. 

2 TI. avéuwy (Fr. 5). In $5 
of this work mention is also 
made of that 7. tédrwy (cf. Dio. 
v. 45; USENER, Anal. Theophr.7). 

3 Toid. §§ 19 sq. ALEX. in 
Meteorol. 100, b; cf. sup. vol. i. 

p-514sq. Theophrastus had spoken 
more fully on this subject in an 
earlier treatise—De Vent. 1. 

* On this see OLYMPIO- 
DORUS on Meteorol. i. 222 id. 

° TI. onuciwy vdatwv Kal mvevua- 

stones,® of smells,’ tastes,® 

Twv Kal xemudvev kal evdidv(FY. 6). 
6 TI. Al@wy (Fr. 2), according 

to § 59 written during the Ar- 
chonship of Praxibulus (Ol. 116, 
2,315 B.c.) At the beginning 
of this essay the treatise on 
Metals, on which cf. USENER, p. 
6, and supra, vol. i. p. 84,n. 1, is 
mentioned. THEOPHR. (ibid.) 
makes stones consist of earth, 
metals of water, herein (see sup. 
vol. i. p. 514) connecting his doc- 
trine with that of Aristotle, 
whom he follows in general in 
the treatment of this subject 
(see SCHNEIDER'S references in 
his Commentar, iv. 535 sqq. and 
passim), except that he goes 
much more deeply into particu- 
lars than Aristotle did in the cor- 
responding section of the Meteor- 
ology (iii. 6). 

7 On smells and tastes cf. 
Caus. Pl. vi. 1-5 (on those of 
plants, the rest of the book); on 
smells alone: ep) doua@yv (Fr. 4). 
Theophrastus here treats of the 
kinds of smells which do not 
permit of such sharp separation 
as the kinds of tastes, and next 
with great fullness of particular 
fragrant or offensive substances, 
their mixture, &c. Cf. also PLUT. 
Qu. Conv. i. 6, 1, 4. 

5 On these also he had written 
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light,' colours,” sounds.® 

a special treatise, according to 
Dioqg. v. 46, in five books (cf. 
USENER, p. 8, and swp. vol. i. p. 
84,n.1); Caus. Pl. vi. 1, 2, 4,1, he 
enumerates seven chief tastes 
with an obvious reminiscence of 
ARIST. De Sensu, 4, 442, a, 19 (see 
sup. vol. i. p. 85). Ibid.c.1, lhe 
gives a definition of xuuds, which 
agrees with that of Aristotle (see 
sup. vol.i. p. 518). OLYMPIOD. in 
Meteorol. i. 286 id. mentions an 
assumption with reference to the 
briny taste of sea water (that it 
comes from the nature of the 
bottom of the sea). 

1 Theophrastus had explained 
his theory on this subject in the 
fifth book of the Physics, of 
which fragments have been pre- 
served to us in PRISCIAN’S Para- 
phrase (see PHILIPPSON, “TAn 
avOpwrivn, pp. 241 sqq.; WIMMER, 
Theophr. Opp. ili. 232 sqq.). On 
light and transparency cf. § 16 
sqq. The dapavés is, according 
to the view here presented, which 
agrees with Aristotle’s (see sup. 
vol. i. p. 518, n. 3), not a body but 
a property or state of certain 
bodies, and when light is called 
the évépyea Tov Siapavois (§ 18), 
evéepyera must be understood in 
the wider sense of a md@nua or 
certain change in the transparent. 
The idea that light is a material 
emanation is rejected. 

2 All that can be obtained 
on this subject from the works 
of Theophrastus (to which, how- 
ever, the pseudo Aristotelian 
treatise on Colours does not be- 
long ; cf. supra, vol il. p. 355, n. 2) 
is almost entirely in agreement 
with Aristotle, and it is brought 
together by PRANTL, Arist. wb. d. 

His view of the structure of 

Farben, 181 sqq. Fr. .89, 3, 6 
also belongs to this group. 

’ Theophr. had _ discussed 
these in the treatise upon 
Music. In the fragment of this 
treatise which Porphyry has pre- 
served (Fr. 89) in Ptol. Harm. 
(WALLISH, Opp. ili. 241 sqq.) 
he controverts the assumption 
that the difference between 
higher and lower notes is merely 
a numerical one. We cannot 
assert that the higher note either 
consists of more parts or moves 
more swiftly (aAelovs apiOuovs 
kiweitat § 3, which according to 
§ 5 fin. seems to refer to the 
greater swiftness of motion by 
means of which in the same 
time it traverses a greater 
number of equal spaces) than 
the lower (the former was Hera- 
clides’, the latter Plato’s and 
Aristotle’s assumption ; see Ph. d. 
G7.i. 887, 1, 655 n. and sup. vol. i. 
p.519). Forin the first placeif the 
essence of sound is number, then 
wherever we have number we 
must also have sound; on the 
other hand, if number is not the 
essence of sound, sounds are not 
distinguished by number only ; 
in the second place observation 
shows that for a low note an 
equally strong movement is re- 
quired as for a high one; and 
again the two could not accord 
with one another if they moved 
with unequal velocity or con- 
sisted of an unequal number of 
movements. If a higher note is 
audible at a greater distance, 
this is only because it is trans- 
mitted in a merely forward 
direction, whereas the deep note 
is transmitted in all directions. 
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the universe agrees in every respect with Aristotle’s.! 

He shares also his doctrine that the world is without 

beginning or end, defending it, @ propos of Aristotle’s 

physical theory, with great fullness and success against 

the founder of the Stoic school.? 

He holds that intervals do not ex- 
plain the difference in notes, 
they merely make the latter per- 
ceptible by omission of the inter- 
mediate notes. In their case 
much more than in that of colours 
a qualitative difference must be 
admitted. Wherein this differ- 
ence, however, consists, Theophr. 

does not seem more precisely to 
have defined. 

1 We see this from the state- 
ment of Simplicius on the retro- 
gressive spheres quoted sup. vol.i. 
p. 502, n. 1, and that of Pseudo- 
Alex.in Metaph. 678, 13 Bon. (807, 
b, 9 Br.) which agrees with it. The 
remark Fr. 171 (7. tév ‘Iy6twr) 6 
that the air is nearer the fire 
than is the water refers to Ari- 
stotle’s assumption that the 
elements lie round the earth in 
the form of asphere. We need not 
believe that Theophr. held the 
Milky Way, as MAcRoB. Somn. 
Scip. i. 15 supposes, to be the 
band that unites the two hemi- 
spheres of which the celestial 
sphere is composed; he may 
have compared it with such a 
band, but the idea that the celes- 
tial sphere is really composed of 
two parts is inconsistent with 
Aristotle’s doctrine that the 
world by reason of she nature of 
its materials can only have the 
form of a perfect sphere (see sup. 
vol. i. p. 486 sq.). It has already 
been remarked swp. vol. ii. p. 372, 
that Theophrastus follows Ari- 

And since among 

stotle in his general view of the 
world. 

* The extract from his 
treatise on this subject given in 
the pseudo- Philo has already been 
considered, sup. vol. ii. p. 354, n. 3. 
Theophr. here (c. 23 sqq. Bern.) 
controverts four arguments of 
his opponent and maintains 
against them (as is shown in 
ZELLER’S Hermes, xi. 424 sq.) c. 
25, p. 270, 6 sqq. that in the first 
place their assertion that if the 
world were without beginning 
all unevenness in the earth’s 
surface must long ago have been 
levelied, overlooks the fact 
that the fire in the earth 
which originally heaved up the 
mountains (cf. on this Theophr. 
F. 2, 5) also keeps them up; and 
in the second place if from the re- 
treat of the sea which has taken 
place at particular places, a final 
exhanstion of it and an absorp- 
tion of all elements in fire are 
inferred, this overlooks the 
fact that that decrease (as Ari- 
stotle had previously taught, see 
sup. vol. ii. p. 30, n. 2) is amerely 
local one and is counterbalanced 
by an increase at other places ; 
just as little in the third place 
does it follow from the transi- 
toriness of all particular parts of 
the world, that the world as a 
whole is transitory, inasmuch as 
the destruction of one thing is 
always the birth of another (cf. on 
this sup. vol. i. p.485). If finally 
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other presuppositions of the Peripatetic system the 

eternity of the human race was involved in the eternity 

of the world,! while on the other hand the relatively | 

recent origin of civilisation was recognised by Theo- 

phrastus and illustrated by researches into the origin of 

the arts upon which it depends? and of religious rites,° 

he assumed with his Master that there occurred from 

time to time overwhelming natural disasters which, 

covering vast territories, either totally annihilated the 

inhabitants or reduced them again to the primeval state 

of barbarism.’ The mistake, in fact, which Aristotle 

made in assuming with the old astronomy that in the 

eternity of the universe is involved also that of the earth 

and the human race,” reveals itself again in Theophrastus. 

Striking proof of Theophrastus’s ability in the field 

of natural history is afforded by his two works upon 

man and therefore also the world 
is said to have had a beginning, 
because the arts without which 
man cannot live have had one, 
Theophr. opposes to this view 
the theory developed in the 
text. 

1 Cf. sup. voi. ii. p. 32, n. 1. 
* Diog. v. 47 mentions two 

books by him 7. eipynudtor. 
3 See more on this subject, 

infra. 
* It is not permissible, says 

the pseudo-Philo, c. 27, p. 274, 
3 sqq. Bern., to judge the anti- 
quity of man from that of the 
arts. For 6opal tay Kata yiv 
ovk Gbpdwy amdyTwy GAAG Tov 
mwrclorwy Sucol tais peyloras 
aitios avatibevtat, rupos Kal vdaros 
GAEKTOLS popais. KatacKkhmrey © 
ExaTépay ev meper acly ev mayu 

fakpats eviavT@y mepiddos: and 
after further explaining how 
both kinds of devastation occur, 
and how the inhabitants of the 
mountains are swept away by 
the one, those of the valleys and 
plains by the other, he proceeds : 
kata 8) Tovs AEexOévTas Tpdmovs 
dixa pupiwy wAdrAwy BpaxuTéepwv 
P0eipouevov Tov mAciorov mépous 
avOpomwy émiAimeiy e& avdyrns Kab 
Tas Téexvas .. . emeiday Se ai ev 
Kowal vdcot xaddowow, uptnra 
de avnBay kal BAaotavew Td yévos 
€k TOY MN TpoKaTaAnpoéytTwy Tots 
emiBpioact deivois, &pxecOa kal Tas 
Téxvas TaAW GuvicTacbal, ov Td 
TP@Tov Yyevouevas, GAAG TH MELwoEL 
TOY EXOVTwY UTooTav.iaOEioas. 

> Cf. on this Phil.-histor. 
Abhandl. der Berl. Akademie, 
1878, pp. 105 sq. 
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plants.! Observations are there collected with the most 

unwearied diligence from all regions of the world acces- 

sible at that time. All the information attainable by 

the insufficient means and methods at the disposal 

of the investigator of the period, not only upon the 

form and parts, but also upon the development, the 

cultivation, the use, and the geographical distribution 

of a large number of plants,’ is there set down. His 
statements are moreover in general so reliable, and 

where they rest on the testimony of others so cautious, 

that they give us the most favourable impression of his 

power of observation and critical skill. Neither ancient 

nor medizeval times have any botanical work of equal 

importance to compare with the writings of Theo- 
phrastus. The scientific explanation of the facts, 

however, was necessarily in the highest degree unsatis- 

factory, since neither botany nor science in general 

was as yet adequate to this task. Aristotle was 

able in his geological works to compensate in some 

degree for the like defect both by the general grandeur 

of his fundamental thoughts and in particular by a 

multitude of brilliant conjectures and startling observa- 
tions; but Theophrastus cannot be compared with his 

Master in either of these respects. 

known before his time, we cannot 1 According to KIRCHNER, 
assume that he intended to Die Botan. Schrift. d. Th. (Jahrb. 

*. Philol. Supplementb. vii.) p. 
497, he names 550 plants, and of 
these there are about 170 withre- 
gard to which we do not know 
whether they had been previously 
known. As, however, he omits 
several with regard to which it 
can be proved that they were 

enumerate all that were known 
to him. 

* Cf. what BRANDIS, iii. 298 
sqq., KIRCHNER, 499 sqq., have 
collected from the writings of 
Theophrastus on the sources and 
compass of his botanical know- 
ledge. 
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The fundamental! ideas of his botanical theory are 

taken from Aristotle.! Plants are living creatures.’ 

Theophrastus does not make express mention of a soul 

in them; he regards their natural heat and moisture 

as the seat of their life,? finding in these also the chief 

eround of the individual peculiarities by which they 

are differentiated from one another. But in order 

that they may germinate and grow, a suitable external 

environment is indispensable.® Their progress and 

perfection, their improvement or deterioration depend, 

therefore, in this respect, primarily upon the heat and 

' KIRCHNER, ibid. 514 sqq. 
gives us a comparison of Theo- 
phrastus’s botanical theory with 
Aristotle’s so far as we know it. 

* ZovrTa, Caus i. 4, 5, v. 5, 2; 
18, 2; EuBia, tbid. v. 4, 5; they 
have not €@y [%@n] and mpdétets, 
like the animals, but they have 
Btous, Hist. i. 1, 1. 

: Hist. i. 2,4: &may yap puto 
Exel Tivd Dypdr nro. kal Depuor ra. 

oUupuTov oomep Kal (gov, @v 
brodermovtTwy ‘yiverat ynpas Kal 

P0iois, TeAcelws SE wvmrodAiwéyTwY 
Oavaros «al avavois. Cf. 11, 3; 
Caus. i. 1, 3: for germination 
there is required uB.os sypdérns 
and ovudutToy Gepudy as well asa 
certain proportion between them. 
Hist. i. 11, 1: the seed contains 
the cuugdutoy bypdy Kal Oepudy, and 
if these escape, it loses the power 
of germination. See further 
Caus. ii. 6,1 sq. 8, 3, and other 
passages. 

7 Ct. Caus. i..10, 5. Tbid. c. 
21, 3: Tas idias Exdorwy giceis 
eit’ obv bypornte Kad EnpdtyT Kal 
mukvéTytt | WIMMER’S conjecture | 
Kal payeTnts Kat Tots ToLovTo.s 

diapepovoas etre Oepudtynti Kal 
Wuxpérnrt, The latter, however, 
he remarks, are difficult to mea- 
sure: he accordingly exerts him- 
self here and in c. 22 to dis- 
cover marks by means of which 
we may recognise the degrees 
of temperature in a plant, an 
endeavour in which, as we might 
suppose, he meets with very 
little success. 

5 Caus. ii. 3, 4: Gel yap det 
Adyov Twa ExEW THY Kpacw Tis 
pvoews mpos TO TEplexov. ale: 
TO ouyyeves THs picews EKAOTOV 
ayer pos TOV olxetov [rémov] . 
oiov 7 OepudTns Kab 7 Wuxpérns ea) 
n Enpdotns Kal h bypdTns* CnTEt yap 
TX mMpdcpopa KaTa THY Kpacl. Cc. 
9, 6: yap emiOuuta maior Tov 
aouyyevous. The statement of 
BRANDIS (iii. 319) that the effi- 
cacy of heat, &c., is conditioned 
also by the opposite is not to be 
found either in Caus. ii. 9, 9, or 
anywhere else in Theophrastus, 
although he states in another 
connection, Hist. v. 9, 7, that 
passive and active must be 
heterogeneous. 
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moisture of the air and the ground and on the effects of 
sun and rain.'!| The more harmonious the relation in 

which all these factors stand to one another and to the 

plant, the more favourable are they to its development,? 

which is therefore conditioned partly by outward in- 

fluences and partly by the peculiar nature of the plant 

or the seed, in reference to the latter of which we must 

again distinguish between the active force and the 

passive susceptibility to impressions from without.’ 

This physical explanation does not, of course, with 

‘Theophrastus any more than with Aristotle exclude the 

teleological, which he finds both in the peculiar perfec- 

tion of the plant itself and in its usefulness for man, 

without, however, goimg deeper into this side of the 

question or developing it in relation to the rest of his 
botanical theory.‘ 

The chief subjects discussed in the remaining por- 

tions of the two works upon plants are the parts, the 

origin and development, and the classification of plants. 

In considering the first of these Theophrastus en- 

counters the question whether annual growths such as 

leaves, blossoms, and fruit are to be regarded as parts 

of the plant or not. Without giving a definite answer 

to this question he inclines to the latter view,> and 

accordingly names as the essential external parts of the 

1 Cf. Hist. i. 7, 1; Caus. i. un. 1, of the compression of in- 
21, 2 sqq. ii. 15, 5, iii. 4, 3; 22, 3, ternal heat by external cold. 
iv. 4, 9 sq. 13, and other passages. 2 Caus. i.. 10, 6 36, 8, 11. Opa 
In the explanation of the pheno- iii. 4, 3, and passim. 
mena themselves, Theophrastus 3 The dtvauis Tov moeiy and 
indeed not unfrequently gets tov maoxev, Caus. iv. 1, 3. 
into difficulty, and rescues him- ' See supra,vol. ii. p. 369, n. 2, 
self by assumptions such as that 5 Hist. 1, 0, 14. 
referred to supra, vol. il. p. 378, 
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plant ' the root, stem (or stalk), branches and twigs.? 

He shows how plants are differentiated by the presence 

or absence, the character, the size, and the position of 

these parts,’ remarking that there is nothing which is 
found in all plants as invariably as mouth and belly are 

in animals, and that in view of the infinite variety of 

botanical forms we must frequently be content with 

mere analogy. As ‘internal parts’® he names bark, 

wood, pith, and as the ‘ constituent parts’ of these again, 

sap, fibres, veins and pulp. From these, which are 

permanent, he distinguishes finally the yearly changing 

elements, which, indeed, in many cases are the whole 

plant.’ Here, however, as not unfrequently elsewhere, 
he takes the tree as the basis of his investigation ; it 

seems to stand with him for the perfect plant, just as 

humanity stands with Aristotle for the perfect. animal 

and man for the perfect type of humanity. 

In his treatment of the origin of plants, Theophras- » 

tus points out three distinct methods of propagating 

them, viz. from seed, from parts of other plants, and by 

spontaneous generation. ‘The most natural of these is 

1a ew pdpia (ibid.), the 
dvouotomepy (ibid. 12, cf. supra, 
Voli. pest, n. 6, and yol. 11. 
p. 28,'n. 1: 

2 pl€a, KavAds, dkpeuoy, KAddos 
. ott 5€ pila wey 8 ob Thy 

tpodhny émayeror [it depends on 
this,i.e. on the Svvauis puoiry, not 
on the position in the ground, 
Hist. i. 6, 9] Kavabs 5€ eis 6 
péperar. Kavddv 5& Aéyw rd brEp 
yiis medukos ef’ Ev . . . akpeudvas 
dé rovs amd TovTov ox.Couevous, 
ods éviot KaAovow oevs. KAddov 
S€7d BAdoTnua Td EK TOUTWY ed’ 

VOL. II. 

ev olov udAiora To érére.ov, Hist. 
i.1, 9. Aristotle’s view was not 
altogether identical; see supra, 
VOL. Ji-p, 35, n.-4. 

3 Thid. 6 sqq. 
* Ibid. 10 sqq. 
5 ra evrbs, ibid.; Ta ef Gy TadTa, 

duotoueon, ibid. 2, 1. 
His, 1:, 2,1, 3.. -Omethe 

meaning of ts, paAep, capt of 
plants, see MEYER, Gesch. der 
Bot. i. 160 sq. 

‘iat: 1: 2,.1 sq. 
8 Here he follows Aristotle; 

see supra, vol. ii. p. 36. 

CC 
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from seed. All seed-bearing plants employ this method, 

even if individuals among them exhibit another as 

well. This law, acccording to Theophrastus, is not only 

obyious from observation, but follows still more clearly 
from the consideration that otherwise the seed of such 
plants would serve no purpose, in a system of nature 

where nothing, least of all anything so essential as the 

seed, is purposeless.! Theophrastus compares seed, as 

Empedocles had done, to eggs,” but he has no true con- 

ception of the fructification and sexual differences of 
plants. He often distinguishes, indeed, between male 

and female plants,’ differing in this from Aristotle ;* but 

when we inquire what he means by this, we find, in the 

first place, that this distinction refers always to plants 

as a whole and not to the organs of fructification in 

them, and can apply, therefore, only to the smallest 

portion of the vegetable kingdom; that, in the second 

place, it is applied by Theophrastus only to trees, and 

not even to all these ; and, thirdly, that even here it rests 

not upon any actual knowledge of the process of fractifi- 

cation, but upon vague analogies of popular language.° 

1 Caus.i, 1,1 sq. 4,1; Hist. 
Ld ge, 

2 Caus. i.7,1, cf. ZELUER, Ph. 
d. Gr.i. 717, 5. So also Aristotle, 
Gen. An. i. 22, 731, a, 4. 

3 See supra, vol. il. p. 34, n. 1, 
and p. 48. 

4 See Index under appnyv and 
OnAuvs. 

5 It is clear from his whole 
mode of applying the distinction 
between male and female plants 
that Theophrastus was not the 
first to make it. It is plain 
that he found it already exist- 

ing, andthat it belongs in fact 
to the unscientific use of lan- 
guage. He nowhere gives a 
more exact definition of its 
significance or its basis; on the 
contrary, he frequently marks 
it as a customary division by 
the use of kaAovor ora similar 
expression (¢.g. Hist. iii. 3, 7, 8, 
1, 12, 6, 15, 3; 18), Oe 
division in his text is limited to 
trees: trees, he says, are divided 
into male and female (Hist. i. 
14, 5, iii. 8, 1; Caus. i. 22, 1, and 
passim); and nowhere does he 
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On the other hand, he instituted accurate observations 

upon the process of germination in some plants.! 

Among the different methods of propagating plants by 

slips, bulbs, &c., which ‘heophrastus minutely dis- 

call any other plant but a tree 
male or female; for although 
he says (Hist. iv. 11, 4) of a 
species of reed that in compari- 
son with others it is @jAus 77H 
mpogdwer, this is quite different 
from a division into a male and 
female species. Theophrastus 
speaks also (Caus. vi. 15, 4) of 
an 6ou2) OnAvs. Even trees, how- 
ever, do not all fall under the 
above division ; cf. Hist. i. 8, 2: 
kal Ta aGppeva SE TaY OnAcLoY 
o(wdéorepu, ev ois EoTLy aupo. 
This is enough to show that the 
division is not based on any 
correct concepiions as to the 
fructitication of plants, and all 
that he further states concerning 
it proves how little value must 
be set upon it. The distinction 
between male and female trees 
is found to consist in the former 
being barren, or at any rate 
less fruitful than the latter 
(Hist. iii. 8, 1). The most general 
distinction between trees is that 
of male and female, ay Td per 
kapmopopovy To Se a&kapmoy emt 
Tivav. ev ois 5¢€ jupw kapropdpa, 
To) OAV KadALKapTéTepoy Kal 
moAvkapmétepov : some, however, 
contrariwise call the latter kind 
of trees male. Caus. ii. 10,1: 
Ta mev akapra Ta SE KdpTiua TaY 
ayplwy, & 6) OnArAea Ta 8 appeva. 
ranovow. Cf. Hist. i11..3, 7, c¢. 9,1, 
OetG, ¢, 10,4, ¢..12;, 6, ©. 15,..3, 
Geto: Cas: i, 22, 1,.1v. 4, 2): 
Moreover, it is remarked that 
the male have more branches 

(Hist. i. 8, 2), and that their 
wood is harder, of closer tissue, 
and darker, while the female are 
more slender (ist. ili. 9, 3, v. 
4,1; Caus.i. 8,4). Only of the 
date tree does Theophrastus say 
that the fruit of the female 
ripens and does not fall off if 
the pollen of the male fall upon 
it, and he compares this with 
the shedding of the spawn by 
the male fish; but even in this 
he cannot see fructification in 
the proper sense, as the fruit is 
supposed to be already there; 
his explanation of the matter 
rather is that the fruit is warmed 
and dried by the pollen, and he 
compares the process with the 
caprification of figs (Caus. ii. 9, 
15, ii. 18, 1; Hist. ii. 8,4, 6, 6). 
He never supposes that all seed- 
formation depends upon fructifi- 
cation. InCaus. iii. 18, 1, he ex- 
pressly rejects the idea which 
might have been founded upon 
this fact: mpds 7d TeAcLoyovety wy 
avrapkes civat Td OAV, remarking 
that if it were so there would be 
not only one or two examples of 
it, but it would necessarily esta- 
blish itself in all, or at any 
rate in most, cases. It is not 
surprising, therefore, that he 
says (Caus. iv. 4,10) that in the 
case of plants the earth bears 
the same relation to the seed as 
the mother does in the case of 
animals. 

' Hist. viii. 2, on grain, pulse, 
and some trees. 

ce? 
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cusses,! he reckons grafting and budding, in which he 
says the stem serves as soil for the bud or the graft ;? 
and, as a second method of a similar kind, the annual 

sprouting of plants.’ In reference, finally, to spon- 

taneous generation, Theophrastus indeed remarks that 

this is not unfrequently merely apparent, the seeds of 

many plants being so minute as to escape observation, 

or having been carried by winds, water and birds to 

places where we least expect to find them.* But that 

it does actually take place, especially in the case of 
smaller plants, he does not doubt,’ and he explains it, like 

the spontaneous generation of animals, as the result of 

the decomposition of certain materials under the in- 

fluence of terrestrial and solar heat.® 

In classifying plants, Theophrastus arranges them 

under the four heads of trees, bushes, shrubs and herbs,’ 

calling attention at the same time to the unsatisfactori- 

ness of this classification.* He further distinguishes 

1 Hist. ii. 1 sq. Caus. 1. 1-4 
and passim. Also propagation 

kAadov ... . ppvyavor 5€ Td amd 
pi(ns moAvoréAexes Kal moAdvKAadov 

by the so-called tears (Saxpua), on 
which see Caus i.4, 6, Hist. ii. 2, 
l,and cf. MEYER, Gesch. der Bot. 

i. 168. 
2 Caus. i. 6. 
3 (aus. i. 10, 1, where this 

subject is further discussed. 
+ Sue. 12 -b,, 34. Les 

Hist. iii. 1, 5. 
’ Cf Caus i 1, 2, 6, 1.8. 8, 

14, iv. 4, 10, Hist. iii. 1, 4. 
6 Caus.i.5,5; cf. ii. 9, 6, 17, 5. 
7 Hist. i. 3, 1, with the 

further explanation: dévdpov pey 

obv eat TO ard pl(ns movogTEAExes 
woAvKAadov O(wrby ovK evamdAuTOY 

. Oduvos Be Td amd Al(ns moAd- 

; . woa Se To amd pi(ns muAdAo- 
dédpoy mpoiby aaTéAexes 08 6 KavAds 
orepuoddpos. 

8 Ibid. 2: Bet 5e rovs Gpous 
oUTws amodéxecba: kal AauBdavew 
asTim@ kal em 7d way Acyouevous * 
évia yap tows emadAdrtew ddtese, 
7a 5€ kal mapa thy aywyhv [by 
culture] GAAodrepa yiveoBar Kal 
exBalvey THs pioews. And after 

explaining by examples and 
further enlarging upon this fact, 
that there are also bushes and 
herbs with the form of trees, and 
that we might thus be inclined 
to lay more stress upon the size, 
strength and durability of plants, 
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between garden and wild plants, fruit-bearing and 

barren, blossoming and non-blossoming, evergreen and 

deciduous ; while admitting that these also are vanishing 

distinctions, he yet regards them as the common natural 

characteristics of certain classes.! He lays special stress, 
however, on the division into land and water plants.” In 

his own treatment of plants he follows the first main 

division, except that he classes trees and bushes toge- 

ther.’ Into the further contents of his botanical writ- 

ings, however, we cannot here enter.* 

Of Theophrastus’s work upon Zoology ° hardly any- 

thing remains to us; nor does the information which 

we possess from other sources as to his zoological doc- 

trines justify us in attributing to him more in this field 

he concludes again, § 5: dia 3H 
TavTa domep AEeyouev ovK akpiBo- 
ANoyntéov TH Spw GAAG TH TUTH 
Anmréov Tas apopiomous. 

1 Hist. i. 3, 5 sq. and some 
further remarks c. 14, 3. In 
respect to the distinction be- 
tween garden and wild plants 
especially he observes here and 
iii. 2, 1 sq. that this is a natural 
one, as some plants degenerate 
under cultivation, or at least do 
not improve; others, on the con- 
trary (Caus. i. 16, 13), are de- 
signed for it. 

2 Hist. i. 4, 2 sq. 14, 3, iv, 6, 
1; Caus. ii. 5, 5. 

3 Books ii.—v. ofthe History of 
Plants treat of trees and bushes, 
therefore of ligneous plants; 
book vi. of shrubs; books vii. 
viii. of herbs; book ix. dis- 
cusses the sap and _ healing 
qualities of plants. 

4 BRANDIS, ili. 302 sqq., gives 

a review of the contents of both 
works; see also a shorter one in 
MEYER, Gresch. der Bot. i. 159 
sqq. 

> Seven books, which D104. v. 
43 first enumerates singly by 
their particular titles, and then 
comprehends under the common 
title m. (#@wy. Single books are 
also cited by Athenzeus among 
others; see USENER, p. 5, 
Theophrastus himself refers 
(Caus. Pl.ii. 17, 9, cf iv. 5, 7) to 
the toropia: epi (wy. He does not 
seem, however (if we may judge 
fromthe single titlesin Diogenes), 
to have intended in this work to 
give a complete natural history, 
but only (as was his general plan 
where Aristotle had already laid 
down the essential principles) 
to supplement Aristotle’s work 
by a minute treatment of par- 
ticular points. To this work 
belong Fr. 171-190. 
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than an extension of Aristotle’s labours by further obser- 

vations and some isolated researches of minor value.! 

His views upon the nature of life and of the human 

soul are of more importance.’ 

‘ The citations from him re- 
lating to this,apart from isolated, 
and sometimes rather mythical, 
references to his natural history 
(e.g. Fr. 175 and the statement 
in PLUT. Qu. conv. vii. 2, 1), are 
limited to ihe following :— 
Avimals occupy a higher stage 
than plants: they have not only 
life but also €@yn [%@n] and 
mpateis (Hist. i. 1,1); they are 
related to man, not only in body, 
but also in soul (see infra, p. 394, 
n.1). Their life proceeds in the 
first instance frcm a native, in- 
ternalheat (Fr. 10 7. Ae:roWvx. 2); 
at the same time they require a 
suitable (cvuuerpos) environment, 
air, food, &c. (Caus. Pl. ii. 3, 4 
sq. ili. 17, 3); alterations of 
place and season produce in them 
certain changes (//ist. ii. 4, 4, 
Caus. ii. 13, 5,16, 6). With 
Aristotle (see Chap. X. supra) 
Theophrastus emphasises the 
marks of design in their bodily 
organs as against the older phys- 
ics: the physical organism is the 
instrument, not the cause of vital 
activity (De Sensu, 24). Here, 
however, Theophrastus does not, 
any more than Aristotle (see Ch. 
VIL. supra), overlook the fact that 
even in the case of animals it is 
impossibie to trace in every parti- 
cular a definite design (Fr. 12, 29: 
see supra, Vol. ii.p.11,n.2). A dis- 
tinction is occasionally made be- 
tween land- and water-animals 
( Hist. i. 4, 2,14, 3. iv. 6, 1; Caus. ii. 
3,5); wild and tame (/is?. iii. 2, 2, 
Caus. i. 16, 13) ; on the latter dis- 
tinction in Hist. i. 3, 6 he remarks 

Several of the funda- 

that the measure of it is relation 
to man, 6 yap av@pwros } uovoy H 
dAtota ijuepov. The use which 
the different animals are to one 
another Theophrastus had referred 
to in the Natural History ( Caus. 
ii. 17; 9 cf. § 5). Concerning the 
origin of animals he also believes 
in spontaneous generation even 
in the case of eels, snakes and. 
fish (Caus. i. 1, 2, 5,5, i. 9, 6, 
17,5; Fr. 171, 9,11, eee 
cf. PoRPH. De Abst. ii. 5, accord- 
ing to which the first animals 
must have sprung from the earth, 
and the treatise 7. rév avroudtwv 
(wwy in DioG. v. 46); their meta- 
morphoses are mentionedin Caus. 
ii. 16, 7, iv. 5, 7. Respiration 
he conceives, with Aristotle, to 
serve the purpose of refrigera- 
tion: fish do not breathe, because 
the water performs this service 
for them (fr. 171, 1, 3; Chae 
10,1). Lassitude is traced (Fr. 
7, 1, 4, 6, 16) to a ovyrntis, a de- 
composition of certain consti- 
tuents of the body (cf. the 
ovvTnyua, VOl. ii. p.51,n. 2, sup.) ; 
vertigo (Fr. 8, 7. iAfyywr), to the 
irregular circulation of the 
humours inthe head. Fr. 9, . 
iipétwy investigates the proper- 
ties of perspiration and their 
conditions. Fainting is the re- 
sult of the want or loss of vital 
heat in the respiratory organs 
(Fr. 10, m. Aesmopuxias); simi- 
larly palsy results from cold in 
the blood (Fr. 11, 7. rapadtcews). 

* Theophr. had spoken of the 
soul in Physics, Bks. iv. and v., 
which according to THEMIST, De 
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mental conceptions of the Aristotelian doctrine are here 

called in question. Aristotle had described the soul 

as the unmoved principle of all movement, and haa 

referred its apparent movements, in so far as they can 

properly be regarded as such, to the body.! Theo- 

phrastus held that this is true only of the lower activi- 

ties of the soul: thought-activity, on the contrary, must, 

he thinks, be regarded as a movement of the soul.? 

Beet a, Spengel ii. p. 199, 11, 
were also entitled ‘7. Wuxjjs.’ 

1 See supra, Ch. XI. 
* According to SIMPL. Phys. 

225, a, he said in the first 
book 7m. kwhoews: Ott ai perv 
dpegers Kad ai emuular Kat doval 
cwuaTiKal Kwhoes elo) Kal ard 
TOUTwWY apxiv Exovow, boa 5 
Kptoeis Kal Oewpias, TadTas ovK Eat 
eis ETEpoy ayaryetv, GAA’ ev avTh 
TH WuxT Kal | apxn Kal | evepyera 
kal Td TéAos, ef SE 57 Kal 6 vous 
KpettT Ov TL wEepos Kal BEedTEpov. ATE 
5y €iwOey emeroiwy kal mayTédevos. 
kal rovTos éemdyer’ bmep wey ovy 
TOUTWY OKEMTEOV El TWA XwploMdY 
exer mpos Tov pov, émel TO ve 
KivAoeELs elvar Kal TavTas buoAoyov- 
wevov. We know that Theo- 
phrastus also described music as 
kiynots Wuxjs. To him, also, 
RITTER, iii. 413, refers THEMIST. 
De An. 68 a, Sp. ii. p. 29 sq., 
where divers objections to Ari- 
stotle’s criticism of the assump- 
tion that the soul moves, 
are cited from an unnamed 
writer who is described with the 
words 6 té@v ’Apiororédous 
eferaotns. THEMIST. 89 b. Sp. 
p- 189, 6, certainly says Oedppac- 
Tos ev ois eer aCer TA ApiororéAous: 
and Hermolaus Barbarus trans- 
lates (according to Ritter) both 
passages Theophrastus in iis 

libris in quidus tractat locos ab 
Avristotele ante tractatos. But 
this very similarity makes it 
possible that Hermolaus merely 
transferred Theophrastus’s name 
from the second passage to the 
first —a transference hardly 
justified by that passage itself. 
The statements of Themistius 
seem rather to refer to another, 
and indeed far later, writer 
than Theophrastus, ¢.g., when he 
reproaches his anonymous op- 
ponent (68, a), with having 
apparently wholly forgotten 
Aristotle’s views upon motion, 
Kaito. ovvopw eékdedwkos Tay 
Tept KWhoews eEipnuevwy "’Apioro- 
tédet (Theophrastus can hardly 
have written such a_ treatise 
— €xdedwkas moreover points to an 
original work—nor was it neces- 
sary to appeal to this to prove 
that Aristotle’s theory of motion 
might have been known to him); 
when he reports of him (68, b.): 
duoroyav Thy Know Ths Wuxis 
ovolay eivar Kal pvow, Sia Todd 
gnow, bom &y warAovy KATA 
TOTOUTW MaAAOY THs ovVolas aUTHS 
eticrac@a, &c. (this Theophrastus 
would certainly not have said); 
when he says to him with refer- 
ence to this that he appears not 
to know the distinction of motion 
and energy. The general tone 
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Aristotle had spoken of a Passive Reason, declaring 

that only the capacity of knowledge is innate, and that 

this capacity can only develop gradually into actual 

knowledge ;' but the development of that which is 

present at first only as a capacity—zin other words, the 

realisation of possibility—is movement.” It is improbable 

that Theophrastus on this account defined the nature of 

the soul differently from Aristotle ;? but on the other 

hand, he found serious difficulty in accepting his view of 

the relation between active and passive reason. ‘The 

question, indeed, as to how reason can at once come from 

without and be innate, may be answered by assuming 

that it enters at the moment of birth. But a further 

difficulty arises: if it be true that reason is at first 

nothing actually, but everything only potentially, how 

does it accomplish that transition to actual thought 

and passion, which we must attribute to it in one sense 

or another, when it performs an act of thought? If it 

be said that it is impelled to think by external things, 
it is hard to understand how the incorporeal can be acted 

upon and altered by the corporeal. If it receives the 

impulse from itself—the only other alternative to im- 

of Themistius’s argument conveys 
the impression that he is dealing 
with a contemporary. 

1 See supra, vol. ii. p. 96. 
* See supra, vol.ii. p. 380, n. 1. 

$ JAMBLICHUS says, indeed, 
in StTos. Eel. i. 870: €repor 5 
[sc. tTa@v ’ApioroteAtk@y] TeA€td- 
THTA aVTHY apopiCovTa: KaT’ ovolay 
Tov Gelov omuatos, hv [the rercd- 
Ts perhaps, not the @efov capa] 
evTeAéxelay Kader ‘“ApioroTéAns, 
domep 5h év éviots Oed@pactos. But 

Aristotle had himself defined 
the soul as the entelechy of an 
organic body. Theophrastus, 
therefore, would have merely 
added that the first substratum 
of the soul, the @etovy caua, is the 
ether ; which, however, he prob- 
ably meant in the same sense in 
which Aristotle also (see supra, 
vol, ii. p. 6, n. 2) conceived of the 
soul as united to a substance 
like the ether. 
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pulse fromthe senses—then it is not passive at all. In 

any case this passivity must be of a different kind from 

passivity in general: it is not the mobilisation of that 

which has not yet reached completion, but it is a state 

of completion. If, moreover, matter is defined as that 

which exists only potentially, dces not reason, conceived 

of as mere potentiality, become something material ? If, 

finally, the distinction must be made in the case of rea- 

son, as elsewhere, between the efficient and the material 

cause, the question yet remains, how are we further to 

describe the nature of each? what are we to understand 

by the passive reason? and how is it that the active 

reason, if it is innate, does not act from the very first ? 

if it is not innate, how does it afterwards originate ?! 

1 Theophrastus in ‘THEMIST. 
De An. 91 a, Sp. 198, 13 sq. 
(the same in a rather poor and 
corrupt extract in PRISCIAN’S 
paraphrase, ii. 4, p. 365 sq. 
Wimm.): 6 5€ vots mas Torte 
eiwOev Sy nal Somep eribetos, duws 
cuupuns ; Kal Tis h pos avTod; 
To ev yap pundév eivar Kat’ évép- 
yerav, Suvduer 5€ maytTa, Kadds, 
dotep kal 7 alcOnois. ov yap ovTw 
Antréov, ws ovde ad’Tds* epioTiKkdy 
ydp* GAN’ @s brokemevyy Twa 
divamuy, Kabdrep Kal emi Toy bAIKaY 
[the above statement, that it is 
nothing kar’ évépyeray, must not 
be taken to mean that it is never 
present itself: rather is its pre- 
sence as faculty presupposed by 
every exercise of reason]. aAAa 
Td eEwbev dpa obx ws emiBerov, GAN 
@s €v TH TpeTN yevéoeL Tuma ept- 
AauBavoy [ie Bavduevos’ | Ber éov. TOS 
d€ more yivetat Ta vonta; [how 
does reason become the object of 
thought? how does it unite itself 

with it? Aristotle had said of 
divine as well as of human 
thought that in its exercise it is 
the object of thought ; see supra, 
VOL. 1.) Dy, Lol, te Ei and P. 199] 
nal ol 7d maoxev avtdv; der 
yap [sc. maoxew], elrep els evép- 
yeray ket, dowep 7 alcOnois: 
acwpatm S& brd owmatos Ti Td 
mabos; 7%) mola petaBodAn; Kar 
mwoTEpov am ekelvov 7 apxn 7) am’ 
avtov ; Tb wev yap [for on the one 
hand] mdoxew am éxeivov ddkeev 
&y [sc. 5 vous] (ovdty yap ad’ 
€autov [sc. macxet] Tov ev maber), 
7d de apxny [l.apx7, as PRISCIAN 
also has] mavtwy eivat Kal én’ 
av’TG TO voew kal uh domwep Tas 
aic@noeoty an’ avrov [thought must 
lie in its own power, and not come 
to it from the object as sensation 
to the senses—avrov must be re- 
ferred to éxeivou; BRENTANO’S 
changes, Psychol. d. Ar. 219, are 
unnecessary], taxa 8’ dy paveln 
kal ToUTo &romoy, «i 6 vous HAns 
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That Theophrastus nevertheless held fast by the Ari- 

stotelian doctrine of the twofold nature of reason is 

beyond dispute ; ' what we know of the way in which 

he silenced his doubts shows merely that he took the 

various terms, as applied to reason, in a different sense 

from that which they bear in other fields, holding that 

éxes gvow pundey dv, Gravta be 
duvarés. Themistius adds that 
Theophrastus continued these 
discussions in the fifth book of 
the Physics, and in the second 
on the Soul, and that they are 
MegTa TOAAGY MEV aTopi@y, TOAA@Y 
de emictdcewy TwoAA@y Be Adoewr. 
The result is, 6tt Kal mept tov 
Suvduer vou oxeddy Ta aiTa dia- 
mopovow, elite eEwOev eoTw elite 
guuguyns, Kal SiopiCew meipovTat, 
mas pev eiwbey mas 5€ cuuguTs’ 
Aéyouot Se kal adtrdy anal kal 
xwpiotoy, Gomep Toy TonTtikdy Kal 
Tov evepyela* ‘amabhs’ yap, pnow, 
‘6 vows, ef uh dpa GAAws TabynTikds’ 
[PRISCIAN also has these words, 
but he also quotes, as an intro- 
duction to them, the remark 
that we cannot suppose 
reason to be wholly impassive: 
‘ei yap bAws anabis, gpnorr, 
ovdey vonoe]. Kal Ott Td TabynTiKdy 
im’ [l. é’] avtov ox ws 7d 
Kiwntikoy AnmTéoy, aTeATS yap 7 
kivnois, GAA’ ws eévepyeav. [So 
also PRISCIAN.] kal mpoidy onot 
[following Aristotle, see swp., vol. 
ii. p. 61,n. 3] Tas wey aic@joess ok 
avev c@uaros, Toy 5€ voty xwpioTov. 
(510, here adds PRISCIAN, c. 9, p. 
272 W., taév Ew mpocdrOdvtwy [1. 
mpocerd.| ov Setrar mpds Thy TEA- 
elwotv.) avduevos 5€ Kal Tay Tepl 
TOU ToinTikod vov diwpicmevwy 
"ApiotoréAg, ‘ exeivd, pnow, émi- 
oxertéoyv & [perhaps é7:] 54 paper 

év Taon pvoel, TO wey ws BAnvy Kal 
Suvduet, TO SE aitiov Kal woirtixody, 
kal Sti del TimimTepoy TO ToLody TOU 
mdaxovtTos Kal 7) apxh THS BAns.’ 
TavTa wey amodéxeTat, Siamope 5€, 
tives ov avta: ai S00 miceis, Kal Ti 
maAw Td broKkelwevoy i ocurnpTn- 
Mévoy T@ TomnTiK@: pwiKtdy yap 
mws 6 vous Ek TE TOU NolnTikod Kal 
Tov Suvdmet. ef wey ody ciuduTos 
6 Kkwav, Kal evOds expiy Kal ael 
[sc. kwveiv]. et 5€ torepov, pera 
Tivos Kal T@S 7) yeveots ; Eoikev ovV 
kal ayevyntos, etmep kal apbaptos. 
evuTdpxwy 8° oby, Sid Ti ovK acl ; 
H 51a Ti ANON Kal ararn Kal Wevdos; 
} Sia thy pity; The last para- 
graph THEMISTIUS gives, 89 
b, Sp., 189, 8, more literally, 
apparently, as follows: ef mey 
yap as efis, pnoly, 7 Sivauis exelvp 
[the vovs wont. ], ei wey cbupuTos 
del, Kal evOds exphy: «i 8 torTepoy 
&c. The development of the 
active reason from the potential 
is described also in the fragment 
in PRISCIAN, c. 10, which has its 
place here, as the acquisition of 
a €gs (in the sense discussed, 
vol. i. p. 285, n. 3, supra). For the 
text in the above, besides SPEN- 
GEL and BRANDIS, iii. 288 sq., 
TORSTRIK, Arist. de An. 187 sq. 
and BRENTANO, ibid. 216 sqq. 
may be consulted. 

‘ Cf. previous note and supra, 
vol. ii. p. 391, n. 2. 
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its evolution has no relation to the incorporeal, which 

is always present to it, but only to the corporeal, of 

which it furnishes the explanation.! 

In the views to which we have just referred, and 

especially in attributing motion to the activity of the 

soul, Theophrastus shows an unmistakeable inclination 

to identify the spiritual element in man more closely 

with the physical. Similarly a statement has come 

down to us in which he asserts that the soul of man is 

of the same nature as that of animals, that it exhibits 

the same activities and states, and is only distinguished 

‘Even the intimations in 
THEMISTIUS take this turn. The 
passivity and potentiality of 
the reason is taken to be of 
another kind than that of cor- 
poreal existence; as independent 
of the body it does not require 
external impressions in order to 
reach completeness as active, 
but is self-evolved from dvvayus 
to éfis; error and forgetfulness 
are explained by its union with 
the body. On similar lines is the 
Theophrastean defence of the Ari- 
stotelian doctrine which PRIs- 
CIAN gives us (see 2 ES Us AC AF 
W.): wdAu 5é Dromipy hares pido- 
coperara 6 Oedop. as kal avTd Td 
elvat Ta mpdyuara TOV vovy Kar 
duvdwer Kal evepyela Anmréoy 

oikelws* iva wn ws emi tis bAns 
Kata oTépnow 7d Suvduer, } Kata 
Thy ekwbev kal maOnrikhy TeAciwow 
To evepyela tbmovontwuev* GAAG 
mnde ws em) THs aicOnoews, evOa 
dia THS TGV aldOnTnplwy KiWioews 
N TGV Adywv ylveTat mpoBoAry, Kat 
altn Tav ew Kemmévwy ovoa Oew- 
PNTiKH, GAA voepas em) vod kal 7d 

duvduer kal TO évepryeia elvar Ta 
mpaywata Anmréoy ... Cc. 20, p. 
281, W.: rovro d€ [the previous 
citation from Aristotle] Sip0pdyv 
6 ©. emdyer* GAN Oray yévynTat Kal 
vonOn, SjAov bri TavTa Eker, Ta SE 
vonta ael, elmep 7) emioThun 7) Oew- 
PNTLKH TaVT TOIs Tpdyyacwy ° 
de 7 Kat’ eévépyevayv Snadoveri, 
kupilwrdatn yap. [We must point 
in this way and take attn . . . yap 
as probably an explanation of 
Priscian.] 7 v@, gnol, Ta wey 
vonTa, TOUTEOTL TO ddra, ae) 
bmapxer ered) Kat’ ovolay adr ots 
ovverrt kal cory] Omep TH yond ° 
Ta 5é évvada, bray vondi, Kal auTa 
TO V@ Smdptes, ovX ws ovaTOIXwS 
are vonOnodueva* ovdémote yap 
Ta EvvAa TH VG UAW dyTL* GAN 
dtay 6 vous Ta ev a’TS uh GS avTa 
Mévoyv GAAG Kal ws altia TOY evidwy 
ywaokn, TOTE Kal TE vO bwdpker TA 
éyvAa Kata THY aitiay. In making 
use of these passages it must not 
be forgotten that we have in 
them the words of Theophrastus 
only in the paraphrase of a Neo- 
platonic. 

iA 
avTn 
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from it by a greater degree of perfection.’ This, how- 

ever, can only refer to the lower powers of the soul 

exclusive of reason.2 The relation of the lower to the 

higher elements of the soul seems also to have offered 

insuperable difficulties to him; we know at least that 

in regard to the imagination he was in doubt whether 

it ought to be referred to the rational or the irrational 

part.* From what we know of his treatment of the 

doctrine of reason we may conjecture that he found this 

subject also full of difficulty.‘ 

We have fuller details of Theophrastus’s doctrine of 

! PoRPH. De Abst. iii. 25 

(apud BERNAYS, Theophr. tiber 
Frémmigh. 97, 184; for the frag- 
ment there given belongs, as 
BERNAYS proves at p. 99, to this 
book and not to the 7m. (@wy 
ppovigews): @Oeddpactos Se xa 
TOLOUT@ KEXPNTAL Adyw. ToS eK 
TaY avTa@y yevynoévTas . . . . OiK- 
cious elvar dice: dauey GAATA@Y. 
So also of people of the same race, 
even if they are not of the same 
descent: mdavras 5€ robs avOpémous 
GAANAOIS auey oikelouvs Te Kal 
ovyyeveis elvar 5voiy Cdrepor, 2) TE 
mpoyovwy eivat Tav aiTay, } TE 
Tpopis kal nOav Kal Tad’ToOv yévous 
KOwwveiy .... Kal unv Kal mace 
Tos (wots al Te TOY TwudTwy apxal 
mrepuxacw ai avral [i.e. seed, flesh, 
&e.]. modb 5€ wardAov Te Tas ev 
avTots puxas adiapdpous mepuKevai, 
A€yw 5h ais ewiBvulats Kal ais 
opyais, tt Be rots Aoyiopuois, Kal 
MdAioTa maytTwy Tais aicOhceow. 
GAN’ Somwep Ta oomata, Kal ras 
Wuxas oftw 7d wey arnKpiBwuevas 
éxer TOY Cawy, Ta 5E HrTov To.avTas, 
mac ye uhv avtois ai aitai mepi- 
kaow apxal. dnAot b€ 7 TaY Talay 

oixerdtys. The rest conceins 
Porphyry, not Theophrastus, 

* The Aoyiouol, which with 
the beasts are different in per- 
fection, are not in any very 
different position from the’ 
‘analoga’ of vovs and ¢pdrnoats, 
ascribed to the beasts by Ari- 
stotle (supra, vol. ii p. 27, n. 6, 
and p. 38, n. 2). 

3 sIMPL. De An. 80, a. AS 
to the difference between phan- 
tasy and perception, see also 
PRISCIAN, c. 3, 6, 263, W. 

‘ With this theory of the 
imagination was connected a 
question referred to by PRIS- 
CIAN (see PLOTIN. p. 565, ed. 
Didot, cf. BRANDIS, iii. 373). 
It is to be noted, however, that 
Priscian does not expressly name 
Theophrastus ; and that the sup- 
position that he is here referring 
to him is a conjecture of DUB- 
NER’s. The question is, why do 
we remember our dreams when 
we ure awake, and forget our 
waking life in dreams? We do 
not get any clear answer from 
Priscian. 
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the senses.! Here, however, he adopts Aristotle’s con- 

clusions without important modification.2 The views 

of previous philosophers upon the senses and the objects 

of sense-perception are accurately presented and tested 

from the point of view of the Peripatetic doctrine.® 

Theophrastus himself explains sensation, with Aristotle, 

as a change in the organs of sense by means of which 

they become assimilated, not in matter but in form, to 

the object of perception. This effect proceeds from 

the object.? In order that it may be produced it is 

necessary that the latter should stand to the organ of 

sense in a certain harmonious relation, the nature of 

which accordingly here forms an important subject of 

discussion ;° it may not, however, be sought for either 

in the homogeneity or the 

stituent parts of its terms 

1 We can only notice in pas- 
sing another anthropological 
inquiry: namely, the discussion 
on Melancholy, which is to be 
found in the Aristotelian P7o0- 
blems (xxx. 1, pp. 953-955), the 
Theophrastean origin of which 
(i.e. from the book 7. Meday- 
xoAlas mentioned by D10Gc. v. 44), 
Rosk, De Arist. libr.e:d.191 has 
detected by means of the refer- 
ence therein (954, a, 20) to the 
book on Fire (§ 35, 40). The 
diverse effects which it was cus- 
tomary to attribute to the weAawa 
xoAh are explained, with the aid 
of an analogy drawn from the 
effects of wine, by the theory 
that the uéAawa xoAy was of its 
own nature cold, but was capable 
of taking on a high degree of 
heat, and that accordingly it 
produced according to the sur- 

heterogeneity of the con- 

alone.’ The operation of 

rounding circumstances, some- 
times a condition of cold and 
weariness, and sometimes a heat- 
ing and exciting effect. 

* For which see p. 58 sqq. of 
vol. il. supra. 

3 In the De Sensu, as to 
which see vol. ii. p. 354, n. 3. 

4 PRISCIAN, 1. 1,,p. 232, W: 
Aéevyer mev ovv Kal avTds, KaTa TH 
ef5n kal Tovs Aoyous tvev THs bAns 
yivecOat thy ekono'wow, The 
theory of an amoppoy, i.e. an ef- 
fluence from the object to the 
sense, is attacked in the De 
Sensu, 20, cf. Caus. Pl. vi. 5, 4. 
Compare the passages cited from 
Aristotle supra, vol. ii. p. 59 n. 2. 

> PRISCIAN, 1. 37, p. 254, W. 
© De Sense, 32,-PRisC; 1, 44, 

p: 258, W, Caus. Pl. vi. 2, 1,6, 4. 
7 Both views are attacked by 

Theophrastus in the De Sensu, 
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the object upon the senses is always mediated, accord- 

ing to Theophrastus, by a third term.'! In developing 

his own doctrine, as in criticising his predecessors, he 
doubtless discussed each of the senses separately, but 

only a meagre report has here come down to us.? 

Like Aristotle, he distinguished the sensus communis 

from the other senses, but did not wholly agree with 

that philosopher’s view of the way in which the uni- 

versal qualities of matter are perceived.’ He defends 

the veracity of sensation against the attacks of Demo- 

critus.4 

31; the first also ibid., 19, and 
the second opud PRISC. i. 34, 
p. 252. Cf. supra, vol. 1. p. 454 sq. 

1 Cf. supra, vol.i. p. 519 (on 
the Sinxes and Sdiocuov). PRISC. 
i. 16, 20, 30, 40, p. 241, 244, 250, 
255; Caus. Pil. vi. 1, 1. -Theo- 
phrastus here says, in agreement 
with Aristotle (vide supra, vol. ii. 
p. 64), that all sensations reach 
us through some medium, which 
is in the case of Touch our own 
flesh, and in the case of the other 
senses certain external  sub- 
stances: for Sight the trans- 
parent medium ; for Hearing, the 
air; for Taste, water; for Smell, 
air and water together. He also 
considers that the immediate 
organs of sense-perception in the 
c1se of Sight, Hearing and Smell 
are formed out of water and air. 

2 Besides the passages already 
cited, we ought to mention here 
the observations (Fr. 4 De Odor. 
4, Caus. Pl. vi. 5, 1 sq.; which 
follow Aristotle, as to whom see 
supra, Vol. ii. p. 65, n. 3) that 
although Smell is in man the 
feeblest of the senses, yet he 
alone cares for a pleasant smell 
for its own sake, and that sensa 

tions of Hearing make the 
keenest impression on our emo- 
tions (PLUT. De Audiendo, 2, p. 
38, a); and the account of eyes 
that send out fire (ayud SIMPL. 
De Calo, Schol. 513, a, 28; with 
which the citations supra, vol. ii. 
p- 65,n. 1, should be compared) ; 
and the criticisms of the theory 
of Democritus (see ZELLER, Ph. 
d. Gr. i. p. 818) as to the exist- 
ence of an image of any visible 
object in the air. Nevertheless 
THEOPHRASTUS himself said 
(ap. PRISCIAN, i. 33, p. 251, W) 
as to images in mirrors: Tis 
Mopojs domwep amorimwow ev TH 
aépe yiver@at. 

3 Aristotle had said (in the 
De Anima, iii.. 1, 425, a, 16 sqq.) 
that size, form, &c. were per- 
ceived by means of motion; &to- 
mov 5€6 Ocdgp. [pnoly], ei thy poppy 
TH Kwhoe (PRISC. i. 46, p. 259, W). 

‘In the De WSensu, 68 sq. 
(where, however, for the corrupt 
xvuod in 68 we should read, not, 
with Schneider and Philippson, 
xvaov, but rather @epuov) he com- 
plains that Democritus treated 
weight, lightness, hardness and 

softness as things in themselves, 
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As a Peripatetic, Theophrastus of course asserted 
the freedom of the will.} In his treatise on voluntary ait 

action? he fully discussed this subject, and possibly 

took notice of the Stoic doctrine of determination that 

was just then rising into notice. But on this point, as 

on so many others in Aristotle's psychology which 

demanded further investigation, little 1s known of 

Theophrastus’s contribution to science. 

We have somewhat fuller information as to his 

ethical doctrines.? 

and yet considered cold, heat, 
sweetness &c., as merely relative 
qualities of things. He argues 
that if these qualities depend on 
the form of the atoms—eg. if 
warmth is said to consist in 
roundness of atoms—then such 
qualities must be in some sense 
objective. If they are supposed 
not to be objective because they 
do not appear alike to all men, 
then the same conclusion should 
follow as to all other qualities of 
things. LEvenas tosuch qualities 
as sweetness and _ bitterness, 
people are deceived only as toa 
particular case, and not as to the 
nature of sweets and bitters. 
Properties so essential as heat 
and cold, must be something be- 
longing to the bodies that have 
them. Cf. on this the references 
supra, vol. i. p. 209. HPICURUS 
defended the atomic view against 
THEOPHRASTUS (ap. PLUTARCH, 
Adv. Col. 7, 2, p 1110). 

1 STOB. Eel i. 206: @eddp. 
mpocdiaiper (Mein. -ap3por) tats 
aitiais THY mpoa'peci. PSEUDO- 
PLUT. V. Hom. ii. 120, p. 1155. 

2 TI. Exovgiov a’, DIOG. v. 43. 
3 DioG. v. 42 sq. (with which 

cf. the further information in 

Here also he merely continued the 

USENER, Anal. Theophr. 4 sq.) 
attributes to Theophrastus the 
following ethical works: § 42, 
a. Biwy three books (if this work 
really treated of the different 
pursuits in life, eg. the Blos 
OewpntiKds, mpakTikds, amoAavoTi- 
Kos, &c. [cf. supra, vol. ii. p. 140, 
n. 2], and was not merely bio- 
vraphical); § 43, épwrtikds a’ 
(ATHEN. xiii. 562, e. 467, b. 606, 
Cc), m. Epwros a’ (STRABO, x. 4, 12, 
p- 478), m. evdamovias (ATHEN. 
xii. 543, xili. 567, a; BEKKER, 
Anecd. Gr. i. 104, 31; Cic. Tuse. 

¥. 9. 34. ‘cf. SULIAN? VY Aix. 
11); § 44, 7. ndovns as ’Apioro- 
TéEANS a’, 7. NOovijs UAAO a’ (ATHEN, 
xi1. 526, d,511,c; ibid. vi. 273, c. 
vill. 347, e, where he adds, how- 
ever, that this work was also at- 
tributed to Chamzleon) ; KaAAr- 
obevns ij) mw. wévOouvs (ALEX. De An. 

Dn, Cre. Duse. v:--9,°25, ii. 10, 
2), -§ Ab. “a> “Gudias’ 3S B. 
(HIERON. vi. 517, b, ed. Vallars.: 
GELL. WV. A. i. 3, 10, viii. 6, and 
infra, p. 409 sq.), m. iAotimias 
2 B. (Cic. ad Att. ii. 3 ad fin.); 
§ 46,7. Pevdovs ndov7s (OLYMPIO- 

DOR. Phileb. 269); § 47, 7. 
evTuxlas : Okay oXOAGY a! : HOtKOl 
Xapaxtipes (v. infra) : m. koAakelas 
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work of Aristotle, his chief merit being the greater 
fullness with which he develops it in details. 

a’ (ATHEN. vi. 254, d): 6mtANTLKOS 

a’: 3. dpkova’: m. mAoUTOV a (ASPAS. 
in #th. N. 51,and Cic. Off. ii. 16, 
56). mpoBAnwata moArTiKa 7OiKe 

puoika épwrikaa’ ; § 50, 7. cboeBelas 
(Schol. in Aristoph. Av. 1354; 
as to BERNAYS’ view vide supra 
ii. p. 355, n. 2), m. ratdeias 7 ™. 
apetav } 7. cwppocvvns a’ (to this 
work the Fragm. apud STOB. 
Floril. iv. 216, No. 124, ed. Mein. 
might be referred). A work 7. 
na$ev not named by Diogenes is 
referred to by SIMPL. Categ. 69, 
8. Schol. in Ar. 70,b, 3. Theo- 
phrastus, however, also wrote two 
larger ethical works, of which one 
may possibly be the 76ixal cxoAal 
of Diog., which must in that case 
have had more than ove book. 
The two are referred to as “Hé:xa 
and .’H@av. Out of ‘ Oeddp. év 
Trois 9Kots, PLUT. Pericl. 38 

quotes a story about Pericles. 
‘’Ey tots m. 70@v’ Theophr. had, 
according to the Scholiast in 
CRAMER'S Anecd. Paris. i. 194, 
made mention of the avarice of 
Simonides, snd according to 
ATHEN. xv. 673 e,acontemporary 
of this scholar named Adrantus 
wrote five books mepl Tay tape. 
Ocoppdatw ev Tois mepl 7Oav Kab’ 
iotoptay kal A€k~w (nrovpevwv, and 
a sixth book epi tay év Tots 
"HO:kois Nikouaxelots “ApiorotéAous. 
We must assume from this that 
this ethical treatise of Theo- 
phrastus was on a more compre- 
hensive scale than Aristotle’s, 
since it gave occasion for so much 
more voluminous an historical 
commentary ; and we also gather 
expressly that it, like the Mico- 
machean Ethics, comprised seve- 

We can- 

ral books. In fact, EUSTRAT. in 
Eth. N. 61, b, tells us, obvi- 
ously from a _ well-informed 
source, that the verse é& 6é 
dikaoovvy, kc. (ARIST. Eth. v. 2, 
1129, b, 29) was ascribed by 
Theophrastus in the first book 7. 
"HOav to Thecgnis, and in the 
first book of the ’H@na to Pho- 
cylides. From one of these 
works, or perhaps from both, the 
sketches of various faults which 
are collected in the Characters 
as we have it appear to have 
been borrowed. That this, as it 
stands, is an authentic work of 
Theophrastus is incredible ; and 
that a genuine treatise on Cha- 
racters by him underlies it, as 
BRANDIS, ili. 360, thinks possible, 
is in fact very unlikely. The 
origin of the collection above 
suggested explains, on the one 
hand, the fact that it does not 
form a connected whole, and, on 
the other, the fact that it exists 
in several ditferent recensions, as 
to which cf. PETERSEN, Theoph. 
Characteres, p. 56 sqq., SAUPPE, 
Philodemi De vitiis, J. x. 
(Weimar, 1853), p. 8. SPENGREL, 
Abhandl. der Miinchener Akad. 
Phil., Philos. Kleinschriften, iii. 
495, and PETERSEN, Theoph. 
Characteres, p. 66, have also sug- 
gested that this Theophrastian 
treatise bas been used for 
the statement of the ethical 
teaching of the Peripatetics in 
STOBAEUS, cl. ii. 242-334, 
HERREN having already con- 
nected a part of the account (v. 
his remarks on p. 254) with 
THEOPHR.’S book z. edtuxias. In 
any case, the sonrces from which 
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not, however, fail here to observe a certain deviation 

from Aristotle’s point of view, consisting not so 
much in new or different conclusions as in a slightly 

altered estimate of the relative importance of the dif- 

ferent elements which it is the problem of ethics to 

combine. Aristotle had not overlooked the significance 

of external goods and circumstances for the moral life 

of man, but he regarded these only as aids and instru-. 

ments of moral activity, and insisted on their subordina- 

tion to practical virtue. In Theophrastus, on the other 

hand, we find springing from his desire to escape from 

all disturbances a tendency to attach greater importance 

to outward circumstances. With that preference for 

theoretic activity which is so deeply rooted in the 
Aristotelian system, there is united in Theophrastus 

the demand of the student to be permitted to devote 

himself without hindrance to his work as well as that 

limitation to private life which was the outcome of the 

altered conditions of the time. As a consequence of 

this his moral tone lacks some of the rigor and force 

which, in spite of his cautious regard for the external 

conditions of action, are so unmistakable in Aristotle. 

The objections, however, which were urged against him, 

especially by his Stoic opponents, on this ground, are 

manifestly exaggerated; the difference between him 

and Aristotle is an insignificant one of emphasis, not a 

fundamental one of principle. 

SroBaus drew must have been ofTheophrastus himself, except in 
of amuch later date (cf. ZELLER, the one passage (at p. 300) where 
Ph. d. Gr. iii. a, 546 sq.) and we he is named. As to this, ef. 
cannot use his statement as BRANDIS, p. 358-9. 
evidence concerning the teaching 

VOL. II. DD 
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The character here attributed to the ethical views 
of Theophrastus shows itself especially in his account of 

happiness, which he holds to be the goal of philosophy 

as of human activity in general. While he agrees 
with Aristotle in holding that virtue is absolutely 

desirable, and regards it, if not alone, at least in a special 

sense as good,” he yet was unable to admit that outward 

conditions are indifferent. He denied that virtue alone 

was sufficient for happiness, or that the latter could 

exist together with extreme forms of physical suffer- 

ing.? 

1 Circ. Fin. v. 29, 86: ‘ omnis 
auctoritas philosophie, ut ait 
Theophrastus, consistit in vita 
beata compararda. beate enim 
vivendi cupiditate incensi omnes 
sumus ’—assuming that the words 
‘ut ait Th.’ are to be transposed to 
this place, as appears probable. 

2 CICERO, Legg. i. 13, 37-8, 
counts Theophrastus and Aristotle 
among those ‘ qui omnia recta et 
honesta per se expetenda duxe- 
runt, et aut nihil omnino in bonis 
numerandum, nisi quod per se 
ipsum laudabile esset, aut certe 
nullum habendum magnum bo- 
num, nisi quod vere laudari sua 
sponte posset.’ To Theophrastus, 
however, we ought to ascribe only 
the latter of these opinions, and 
this the more confidently be- 
cause it is probable from the con- 
text that CICERO is here, as else- 
where, following ANTIOCHUS, 
whose eclectic point of view led 
him to minimise the differences 
between the ethics of the Stoics 
and of the Peripatetics, just as 
muchas the Stoics, on their side, 
were accustomed to exaggerate 

He complained of the disturbances to which our 

the distinction. In Tusc. v. 9, 24, 
CIcERO himself tells us that 
Theophrastus admitted three 
kinds of Goods—as did Ari- 
stotle (supra, vol. ii. p. 151, n. 1), 
Plato and the Academics (see 
ZELLER, Ph. d. Gr.i. 808, n. 3, 
and 879, n. 2). 

> Cic. Tusc.v. 8,24: ‘Theophr. 
. cum statuisset, verbera, tor- 

menta, cruciatus, patriz ever- 
siones, exilia, orbitates magnam 
vim habere ad male misereque 
vivendum [so said Aristotle also ; 
v. supra, Vol. ii. pp. 145, 150, nn. 1, 
2], non est ausus elate et ample 
loqui, cum humiliter demisseque 
sentiret . . . vexatur autem ab 
omnibus [by the Stoicsand, above 
all, the Academics]... quodmulta 
disputarit, quamobrem is qui tor- 
queatur, qui crucietur, beatus 
esse non possit.’ Cf. Fin. v. 26, 
77, 28, 85. It is no doubt the 
same part of the teaching to 
which CICERO, in Acad. ii. 43, 
134,alludes when he remarks that 
Zeno hadexpected of virtue more 
than human nature admitted, 
‘Theophrasto multa diserte copio- 
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intellectual life is subjected from the body;!' of the 

shortness of human life, which ceases just when we 

have arrived at some degree of insight;? and of the 

dependence of man upon circumstances which lie 

beyond his own control. It was not indeed his inten- 

tion to depreciate in this way the worth of virtue, or to 

seek the essence of happiness in accidental advantages 

and states,* but he certainly seems to attribute to out- 

ward relations greater importance than his master had 

done. ‘The explanation of this trait must be sought, 

however, in his predilection for the peace and quiet of 

the life of study. He is not accused of attributing to 

external goods as such any positive value.® Even his 

seque [contra] dicente’; and also 
when he complains, in Acad. i.9, 
33, that ‘Theophr. . . . spoliavit 
virtutem suo decore imbecillam- 
que reddidit, quod negavit in ea 
sola positum esse beate vivere’ ; 
ef. Fin. v. 5, 12: ‘ Theophrastum 
tamen adhibeamus ad pleraque, 
dummodo plus in virtute tenea- 
mus, quam ille tenuit, firmitatis 
et roboris.’ 

1 Apud PLUT. De Sanit. tu. 24, 
p. 135, e. In PorpPH. De Abstin. 
iv. 20, p. 373 we have the saying: 
WOAY TH THMaTL TEAELY EvoiKLOV THY 
Wuxnv: that is, as it is explained 
in the Plutarch Fragment i. 2, 2, 
p. 696, the Avra, PdBo, émiBvutat, 
(nAotutiat, 

2 Vide supra, vol. ii. p. 351, 
1 

3’ Cic. Tuse. v.9, 25 : ‘ Vexatur 
idem ‘Theophrastus et libris et 
scholis omnium philosophorum, 
quod in Callisthene suo laudavit 
illam sententiam: vitam regit 
fortuna, non sapientia.’ Cf. PLUT. 
Cons, ad Apoll, 6, p. 104, d. 

* Cf. supra vol. ii p. 402, n. 1. 
The story about Pericles in 
PLUT. Pericles, 38, can only be 
intended to lead up to a negative 
answer to the question which is 
there proposed by Theophrastus, 
ei mpos Tas TUXAS TpémeTAL TA HON 
kal Kwovmeva Tols TOV TwuaTwr 
maveow eioratar TIS apeTas. AS 
to the words cited from Calli- 
sthenes, they are (as CICERO him- 
self remarked and indicated by 
his metrical translation) a phrase 
of some other writer, probably a 
tragic orcomic poet, which Theo- 
phrastus quoted ; and, besides, it 
would be necessary, before we 
could draw a safe inference from 
them, that we should know the 
context in which Theophrastus 
introduced them. An isolated 
excerpt such as this in an attack 
by an opponent is not a safe basis 
for a conclusion as to Theo- 
phrastus’s real teaching. 

° He is blamed merely be- 
cause he holds that sorrows and 
misfortune are a hindrance to 

pDp2 
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statements about pleasure closely accord with the 

Aristotelian teaching.! But that preference for the 

scientific life which he shared with Aristotle? was in 

his case not free from one-sidedness, and he held him- 

self aloof from all that might in any degree disturb him 

in the practice of it. We see this especially in the 

fragment of his work upon Marriage ;* from which he 

dissuaded the philosopher, both on the ground that the 

care of a house and family withdrew him from his 

work, and that he especially must be self-sufficient and 

happiness; but this is genuine 
Aristotelian teaching: v. sup. vol. 
ii.p.402,n.3. But, on the other 
hand, he required (ap. Sros. F'lo- 
gil. iv. 283, No. 202, Mein.), that 
men should by simplicity of life 
make themselves independent of 
external things; he desired, ap. 
PuuT. Lyc. 10 (see PORPH. De 
Abst. iv. 4, p. 304), Cup. Div. 8, 
p. 527, to see man become by a 
proper use of wealth &mAoutos kal 
&(naos; and he finds (ap. CIC. 
Off. ii. 16, 56) the chief value of 
riches in the fact that they serve 
for ‘magnificentia et apparatio 
popularium munerum.,’ 

1 Jn the passage given by 
ASPASIUS (Class. Jowrnal, xxix. 
1164. cf. BRANDIS, i 381) 
THEOPH. says, as Aristotle also 
might have said, that it is not the 
desire of a pleasure which is 
blameworthy, but the passion- 
ateness of the desire and the want 
of self-control. According to 
OLYMPIODORUS (in Phileb. 269, 
Stallb., he maintained against 
Plato, uy elvar adAndn Kal wWevd7 
ndovnv, GAAa mdcas GAndeis. By 
this, however, he cannot have 
meant to deny the differences in 

quality between different sorts of 
pleasure, which the Peripatetic 
school always admitted. He 
meant merely, as is clear from the 
fuller explanation given by 
OLYMPIODORUS, that the ascrip- 
tion of ‘truth’ and ‘ falsehood’ 
to pleasure is inappropriate, be- 
cause every pleasure is for the 
man who feels it a true pleasure, 
and the predicate ‘ false’ is there- 
fore never suitable. If the words 
} pntéov &c. which follow still 
refer to THEOPH., it seems that 
he even admitted the use of the 
words ‘true’ and ‘false’ in this 
connection, if only they were 
properly explained. 

2 Cic. Fin. v 4, 11, says of 
both, ‘ vitze autem degendz ratio 
maxume quidem illis placuit 
quieta, in contemplatione et 
cognitione posita rerum,’ &c. Jb. 
25, 73, and Ad Att ii. 16, we are 
told that Dicszarchus gave the 
preference to the _ practical 
life, and Theophrastus to the 
theoretical. 

S$ HIERON. Adv. Jovin. i. 47, 
iv. 6, 189, Mart. Vide Theo- 
phrasti Opp. (ed. Schneid.) v. 
221 sqq. 
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able to dispense with family life.’ It 1s quite consistent 
with this attitude of thought that Theophrastus should 

shun, as a hindrance to perfect happiness, such external 

fatalities and sufferings as threaten freedom and peace 

of mind. His nature was not adapted for the battle 

with the world and with the ills of life. The time and 

strength which this would demand would be withdrawn 
from the scientific labours which were his only happi- 

ness; it would interrupt quiet contemplation and the 
Therefore he 

avoided everything which might involve him in such a 

intellectual peace that accompanied it. 

conflict. Both the Stoic and the Epicurean school at 

this time aimed at making the wise man independent 

and_ self-sufficient. Theophrastus pursued the same 

end, except that, true to the spirit of the Peripatetic 

' Theophrastus in this pas- 
sage is answering the question, 
Whether the wise man would 
take a wife? He begins by say- 
ing that he would, ‘si pulchra 
esset, si bene morata, si honestis 
parentibus, si ipse sanus ac dives.’ 
But he promptly goes on to say 
that all these conditions are 
seldom combined, and therefore 
it is more prudent to avoid 
matrimony. ‘Primum enim im- 
pediri studia philosophie, nec 
posse quemquam libris et uxori 
pariter inservire. The best pos- 
sible teacher might be to be 
found abroad, but one could not 
go to seek him if one was tied to 
a wife. Again, a wife has no end 
of costly wants. She fills her 
husband’s ears, as Theophrastus 
explains in lively mimicry, with 
hundreds of complaints and 
reproaches, night and day. A poor 

woman is costly to keep: a rich 
one is unendurable. A mandoes 
not discover his wife’s faults 
until after marriage. 
mands, her jealousies, her insis- 
tences on what is due to her and 
her family are endless. A beauti- 
ful wife is hardly to be kept 
faithful; yet a wife without 
beauty is a burden, &c., &c. It is 
wiser to leave one s housekeeping 
to a faithtul servant, and to trust 
to one’s friends in case of sick- 
ness. As for company, a man 
needs no wife: the wise man is 
never alone, for he has the wise 
men of all ages for his com- 
panions; and if men fai! him he 
can speak with God. Nor should 
one set store by children, for 
they often bring one rather 
trouble and expense than joy or 
help. For heirs, a man does 
better to choose his friends. 

Her de- © 
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ethics, he refused to overlook the external conditions of 

the self-sufficient life.’ 

As in the points hitherto discussed the difference 

discernible between Theophrastus and Aristotle is one 

of degree only, which does not admit of being strictly 

defined, so also in the remaining portions of his mora} 

philosophy which are known to us it is but seldom that 

any important divergence of view is visible. Theo- 

phrastus, like Aristotle, defined virtue as the preserva- 

tion of the true mean according to reason between two 

vices, or, more accurately, as the quality of the will 

directed to this end, under the guidance of insight.? 

1 We should not, however, be 
justified in referring to Theo- 
phrastus the line of argument set 
out in Cic. Fin. v. 6,17, 9, 24.sqq. 
and Sros. el. ii. 246 sqq., in 
which the Stoic dogma of the 
life according to natureis brought 
into relation with the Peripatetic 
theory of the different kinds of 
Good; for Cicero’s account is de- 
rived, according to c. 3, 8, 25, 75, 
27, 81 from Antiochus, and that 
in Stobwus (ZELLER, Ph. d. Gr. 
iii. a, 546 sq. 2nd ed.) from Arius 
Didymus, and the later Eclecti- 
cism has manifestly coloured both 
of these sources 

2 Stos. Hel, ii. 300: 7d od 
mpos Huas uécov &piaroy, oiov, onaly 
6 @<sbpacros, ev Tats evtuxiass od} 
Mev TOAAG O1zAPdv Kal waxpas ado- 
Aeoxnoas, 651 8 dAlya nal [which 
GAISF. unnecessarily deletes] 
ode TavayKaia ouTos 5€ avTa & ede 
uh Toy Kaipdy EAaBev. ality weodtns 
pos nuas, alty yap bp nuay Hpi- 
ora. TG Ady. Be b Eat 7H apeTH 
Eis mpoaipeTikh, €v mecdTnTL ovca 
TH mpos Nuas, wpisuern Adyy@, Kal 

as av 6 ppdvimos dpiceey [this is 
word for word the Aristotelian 
definition ; swpra, vol. ii. p. 163, 
n. 2]. elta mapaQeuevos Tivas 
cu(vyias, akoAov0ws Te bOnynTH 
(ARIST. Lth. WN. il. 7) okomety 
éreita, Kad’ eExxoTov emaywy émet- 
pay tov tpdmov TovToy [perhaps 
we should read ockomeiv éemreipadn 
kK. Ek, €mdywv T.Tp. T.]* EAnPOnoav 
5é mapaderyudtwy xdpw aides cw- 
ppocvyn, akoAacia, davacOnoia- 
mpadTns,  apyiAdtrns, avadynaola: 
avdpeia, Opacitns, SetAla> Sikaso- 
avyvn* édevbepidtns, aowTia, ay- 
eAevbepia * ueyadompermeta, uikpompe- 
mwetx, oGdAakwvia. After an ex- 
planation on these lines of the 
nature of the virtues named, he 
adds, at p. 306: TovTo pey TO Tay 
NOikay apeta@yv eidos mabytikdy Kal 
Kata mwecdtnTa Bewpotmevorv, 6 Bn 
kal Thy aytakoAovilay Exer [add 
Ti ppovice|, wAjy ovx duolws, 

GAA’ 7 mev ppdynots Tuts 7HOiKais 
kata Td) Wiov, adta 8 exelvn Kara 
ouuBeBnkds. Sti [read 6] pev yap 
dikaos éotl Kal ppdvimos, 6 yap 
To.wade avroy Adyos eidomoet, ov 
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In the description of the different virtues and their 

opposite vices we cannot doubt that he went into 

greater detail than his master,’ although we can follow 

his work here only in respect of some of the vices under 

the uncertain guidance of the Characters. He did not, 

however, conceal from himself that the distinction be- 

tween the separate virtues is to a certain degree a 

vanishing one, inasmuch as they all find in moral 

insight a common root and connecting principle.” That 

bhy ore [6] ppdvyos kal Sikaos 
Kata Tv Yiov, GAA’ bTL TOY Kad@v 
Kaya0@v KoW@s mpaKTiKds davAou 
5° ovdevds (i.e. ppdrnois is con- 
tained in the idea of justice 
immediately, since justice is the 
adjustment of relations concern- 
ing rights according to gpdvnots ; 
but justice is contained in the 
idea of ppdvnais only mediately). 
—Down to this point the extract 
seems tc come from THEOPHRAS- 
TUS, because there is an unbroken 
grammatical connection from the 
words eita mapadéuevos, Kc., 
which can only refer to him. 
The reading €v rats évyrvxlais in 
the second line of the passage is 
rightly supported by PETERSEN, 
Theophr. Characteres, 67 sq., 
against HEEREN’S conjecture, év 
Tots wept evtuxias. PETERSEN, 
however, himself distorts THHO- 
PHRASTUS’S meaning (which in 
this evidently incomplete excerpt 
isnot very clearly expressed) when 
he reads kal why troy Kaipby éra- 
Bev, in place of uy T. x. €A. For the 
words otros... @daBeyv indicate, 
not the correct course, buta third 

kind of error, that, namely, in 
which what is done may be right 
in itself but not right in relation 
to the particular circumstances of 

the persons acting: where, that 
is to say, the perdtns mpds 7d 
mpayua is observed, but not the 
meooTns mpos nuas (cl. supra, 
Vol... p. 162, n. 3). 

1 This cannot be said to be 
proved with any certainty (as 
has been already pointed out), 
from what we find in SToB. cl. 
ii. 316 sqq., and Cic. Fin. v. 23, 
65. It is, however, probable in 
itself, arguing on the analogy of 
the general lines of Theophrastus’s 
work, and it is made still more 
probable when we remember the 
detailed description of a series of 
failings which we have in the 
Characters. We are told by 
HERMIPPUS (ap. ATHEN. i. 21,a: 
cf. supra, vol. ii. p. 352, n. 1), pro- 
bably with some exaggeration 
(as BRANDIS, p. 359, justly re- 
marks), that Theophrastus in his 
lectures carried even a mimicry 
of outward characteristics to 
great lengths. His tendency to 
and talent in such pictures of de- 
tail is obvious from the Fragm. 
just. described at p. 405, n.1, 
supra. The notice of Adrantus 
(supra, p. 400) is probably one of 
numerous examples introduced 
by him to illustrate his Hthies. 

2 ALEX. APHR. De An. 155, 
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one who so preferred scientific to practical activity 

distinguished dianoétic from moral virtue cannot be 

doubted ; nor could he easily avoid touching upon it in 
his Ethics; but whether he here discussed it at length 

it is impossible to tell.! Nor have we fuller informa- 

tion as to his treatment of the passions.” We are only 

informed that he maintained, seemingly against Zeno, 

the naturalness and inevitableness of certain emotions, 

such as anger against wrong-doing and under excite- 

ment.? For the rest he demands that no one should act 

under the influence of passion—for instance, that no 

one should inflict punishment in anger.‘ 

b: maoa &v EmrowTo oi aperal TH 

ppovice:, ovdé yap pddiov Tey apeTa@y 
KaTa Tov Oedppactoy Tas diapopas 
ottw AaBeiv, as wy KaTAa TL KoLWW- 
veiv avTas GAAHAas. ylvovra 3 
avTais ai mpoonyopia: Kata Td 
mAecotov. Cf. the end of the 
passage from STOBZUs quoted in 
the preceding note. Zbid. p. 270: 
gpivnois decides, both for itself 
and for all other virtues, what is 
and what is not to be done, trav & 
&AAwY éExdorny amotéuvevba mova 
Ta Kad” é€avTiy. 

' That he did not, PETERSEN, 
ib. 66, concludes (with SPESGEL, 
Abhindl. der Miinchen. Akad. 
philol.-philos. Kleinschriften, iii. 
495) from the absence of the Dia- 
noétic Virtues in the Magna 
Moralia. It is, however, to be 
observed, on the one hand (as 
BRANDIS, ii. 6, 1566, iii. 361, 

suggests), that these virtues are 
not in fact unknown to that 
book, and, on the other hand, 
that it is impossible to prove 
that the bo :k here follows Theo- 
phrastus. In SToBzaus, el. ii. 

Of the sins 

316, we find the €fis @ewpyntikn, 
to which belong copia, émisrjun, 
and ¢pévnots, distinguished from 
the €f:s mpaxtixkj. Since, how- 
ever, Aristotle himself (see 
supra, vol. ii. p. 178, n.1) only 
ciscussed the theoretic activities 
in his /thies so far as was neces- 
sary for the complete explana- 
tion of the ethical aspect of life, 
we cannot assume that Lheophr. | 
treated the subject in any other 
way. 

* SIMPL. Schol.in Ar. 70, b, 3, 
citing the 7. radar (d. 4. v. supra, 
vol. ii. p. 399), tells us that 
THEOPHR. distinguished the no- 
tions of ujvs, opyn and O6upds by 
the formula of “aAAov kal qTTOY. 

’ SENECA, De Ira, i. 34, 1, 
12,1,3; BARLAAM. Eth. sez. Sto. 
il. 13 (Bibl. Maz. patr. xxvi. 37 
D,and apud BRANDIS, ili. 356). 
Against the Stoics were doubt- 
less also directed the arguments 
mentioned by SIMPL. Categ. 
Schol. 86, b, 28, as to the muta- 
bility of the virtues. 

4‘ Stos. Floril. 19, 12. 
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of passion he declared those of desire to be worse than 

anger, since it is worse to succumb to pleasure than to 

pain.! 

Theophrastus, like Aristotle, had devoted special 

attention to the moral relations which rest upon com- 

munity of life. We know of special treatises written 

by him upon Friendship, Love, and Marriage.? He set 

the highest value upon Friendship—provided it is of the 

right kind, which, however, is not often the case.2 He 

even went so far as to permit slight violations of duty 

if the interests of a friend could thereby be greatly 

furthered, holding that in this case the qualitatively 
higher worth of moral virtue was outweighed by the 

quantitative preponderance of the counterbalancing 

advantage to a friend, just as the value of a little piece 

of gold might be exceeded by a large quantity of 
copper.* 

1M. AUREL. mp. €aur, ii. 10, 
Schol. apud CRAMER, Anced. 
Paris. i. 174. So also Aristotle: 
v. supra, Vol. ii. p. 190, n. 1 and 
p. 113, n, 1, 

2 Supra, vol. ii. p. 399, n. 2. 
Theophrastus’s three books on 
Friendship were extensively used 
by CicERO for his De Amicitia: 
of. GEL. WV. A. i. 3, 11. 

3 HIERON. in Micham, iii. 
1548, Mart.: ‘scripsit Theophrastus 
tria de amicitia volumina, omni 
eam praeferens charitati, et tamen 
raram in rebus humanis esse con- 
testatus est.’ Cf. the remark 
quoted supra, vol. ii. p. 405, n. 1, 
that to be cared for by a friendis 
better than to be tended bya wife. 

* See GEL. 1. A, 1.3, § 10, 

All the more necessary must prudence in the 

selection of friends have appeared to him.° The three 

21-28, who gives partly the 
Greek text, partly a translation 
and summary. CICERO (Amie. 
11 sqq. 17, 61) passes, as Gellius 
rightly complains,» much _ too 
lightly over this point. He de- 
claims passionately against the 
view, which nobody set up, that 
a man should commit treason or 
other gross crimes to oblige a 
friend; but at the end he con- 
cedes in two words, that if a 
friend’s interests are very deeply 
involved, ‘declinandum sit de via, 
modo ne summa turpitudo se- 
quatur, BRANDIS (ili. 353) sees 
in thisa criticism of the teaching 
of Theophrastus; but this does 
not seem to be necessary. 

* PLutT. Frat. Am. & p. 482, 

a 
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kinds of friendship which Aristotle had distinguished 

he also recognises,' and doubtless in his treatise upon 

them made many fine observations upon the pecu- 

liarities of each of them and the divers relations in 

which friendship involves us.2~ He has much less 

sympathy with the more passionate affection of the 

lover: to him this is an irrational desire which over- 

powers the soul, and, like wine, may only be enjoyed in 

This, however, is not the ground of his 

own disinclination to marriage ;* upon which, notwith- 

standing, as upon the education and the conduct of 
women,’ he may be credited with having said much 

moderation.? 

that is true.® 

Of Theophrastus’s political writings we know, apart 

b (Stos. Floril. 84,14; SENECA, 
Ep. i. 3, 2; see Schneider, v. 
289): we must try friends, 
before we love them: with 

our family, the converse is true. 
1 KUSTRAT. in Eth. N. 141, a 

(BRANDIS, ili. 352, by a slip re- 
fers it to Aspasius); Theo- 
phrastus and Eudemus held that 
friendships of persons in unequal 
relation were divisible into the 
same three classes as friendships 
of equality. Cf. Hth. Hud. vii. 4 
init., and see supra, vol. il. p. 196, 
n. 3. 

* Examples are the citations 
given in GELLIUS, viii. 6: ‘In 
reconciliations with friends ex- 
planations are  dangerous:’ 
PuLutT. Frat. Am. 20, p. 490: ‘If 
friends have everything in com- 
mon, it must especially be true 
that they have their respective 
friends in common :’ PLUT. Cato 
Min. c. 37; ‘Excessive friend- 
ship easily passes over into hate.’ 

Stos. Floril. 3, 50 ad fin.: ‘ Itis 
better daveicavta ppoviuws amuAa- 
Bety iAtka@s, 4 cvvadrdAdtayra 
piravOpdrws Kouicacbat piramex- 
Onudves.’ Further interesting 
fragments of this work of 
THEOPHR. will be found in 
HEYLBUT, De Theophr. Libr. wm. 
piAlas, 13 sqq. 

3 Stos. Floril. 
ATHEN. xiii. 562, e. 

+ Supra, vol. ii. p. 405, n. 1. 
5 See STOB. Floril. 74, 42: a 

woman should neither wish to 
see nor to be seen; ibid. 85,7: 
not politics but housekeeping is 
her sphere; <zbid. vol. iv. 193; 
No. 31 Mein.: education in ypdp- 
ata is necessary for girls also, 

but it should not be carried 
beyond what is needful for house- 
keeping. 

6 In the passage cited in 
StTos. Floril. 3, 50, he insists on 
sympathy and friendliness to- 
wards wife and children.—The 

64, 27, 29; 
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from a number of historical statements, only the general 

fact that here also he endeavoured to supplement the Ari- 

stotelian teaching and that to Aristotle’s account of the 

different kinds of States he added a collection of laws. 

In his own investigations into the nature of the State 

he gave special prominence to the discussion of the 

magisterial offices, and to the treatment of the problems 

that arise in connection with special circumstances. 

It is not to be supposed that Theophrastus deviated in 

any respect from the principles of Aristotle’s political 

doctrine ;' and if in addition to the national bond of 

remaining fragments of Theo- 
phrastus’s ethical texts give 
us only isolated remarks, often 
keen and finely observed, but 
without any special philosophic 
interest. Such are the apoph- 
thegms preserved by STOBAUS in 
the Florilegium (see the index 
thereto) and by PLUTARCH, Ayis, 
©, 2. and Serivr. c. 13: the 
statement as to his commenda- 
tion of hospitality in Cic. Off. 
ii. 18, 64: the remark (probably 
aimed at Anaxagoras) as to the 
relation between pleasure and 
pain, cited by ASPASIUS in Avis. 
Eth. (Classical Journal, xxix.) 
114. The note ap. ULYMPIOD. 
in Phileb. 169 as to the three- 
fold Wevdos, relates, not to moral 
falsehood, but to the possible 
meanings of wevdys Hdovh (cf. 
supra, vol. ii. p. 404, n. 1.) 

1 For almost everything we 
know of his politics we are in- 
debted to CICERO. We know, 
in fact, that he was one of 
Cicero's favourite political 
authors (Ad Att. ii. 9,2). Cicero 
tells us, not only that Theo- 
phrastus had thoroughly worked 

out a political philosophy, with 
great knowledge of the subject 
(Divin. ii. 1,3: the ‘locus de re- 
publica’ was, he says, ‘a Platone 
Aristotele Theophrasto totaque 
Peripateticorum familia tractatus 
uberrime’; Legg. i1i.6, 14: ‘Theo- 
phrastus vero institutus ab Ari- 
stotele habitavit, ut scitis, in eo 
generererum’), but he gives us fur- 
ther details as to the contents of 
his politica writings. Legg. iii. 5, 
14: ‘Sed hujus loci de magis- 
tratibus sunt propria quedam, a 
Theophrasto primum, deinde a 
Dione [? Diogene] Stoico queesita 
subtilius. Win. v. 4, 14: ‘Om- 
nium fere civitatum, non Gracie 
solum, sed etiam barbariz, ab 
Aristotele mores instituta dis- 
ciplinas, a Theophrasto leges 
etiam cognovimus ; cumque uter- 
que eorum docuisset, qualem in 
republica principem esse con- 
veniret, pluribus preterea cum 
scripsisset, quis esset optimus 
reipublice status: hoc amplius 
Theophrastus, que essent in re- 
publica inclinationes rerum et 
momenta temporum, quibus esset 
moderandum utcumque res pos- 
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fellow-citizenship he gives express prominence to the 

natural brotherhood of all men,' yet this is quite in 

harmony with the spirit of his master,” however signi- 
ficant the approach in it may be to the cosmopolitanism 

of the Stoics.? 

In one of his ethical writings Theophrastus expressed 

views upon sacrifice in which the ascetic Aristotelian 

tularet.—Of Theophrastus’s poli- 
tical works we know from 
Diogenes, kc., the véuo: in twenty- 
four books (see 7. 97-106; the 
émitouy vouwy in 10 bks. can only 
be a later extract from the 
vouot); 1 bk. w. véuwy andl bk. =. 
Tmapavou.wyv (DIOG. 47), perhaps also 
excerpts from the vduor; 3 bks. 
vowobeTav (the title was no doubt 
vomoberat or mepl vouob.); 4 bks. 
moAitik@v av; 6 bks. woditikey 
(D. 45), and again 2 bks. roArrik@y 
(D. 50), which were probably a 
duplicate or excerpt of the others 
[unless we are to read in D. 50 
with COBET and HENKEL (Stud. 
z. Gesch. d. griech. Lehre vom 
Staat, p. 20), not moartixay, but, 
on the analogy of the Aristote- 
lian moditixis (supra, vol. 1, 
p. 59) mwodrctixovd]; 1 bk. m. Tis 
aplotns moditelas (D. 45) or 
(D. 49) mas pict’ by mors 
oikotto ; 2 bks, émitouy THs MAdTw- 
vos twodstelas; 1 bk, m. BaoiAeias 
(D. 42) and 1 bk. zm. tupayy:dos 
(D. 45), both probably combined 
in the 2 bks. 7. BaoiAelas (D. 49) ; 
mpos Kdooavdpoyv mm. Bactrelas 
(D. 47), which according to 
ATHEN. iv. 144, e, was also as- 
cribed to Sosibius ; 1 bk. 1. watdeias 
BaotAéws; 4 bks, moAitik@y mpds 
Tovs Katpovs (to which also the 
2 bks. caipav, D. 50, may be re- 
ferred). This work is often cited 

(by Clic. Fin. v. 4, 11 as the 
‘momenta temporum ’).—Further 
notes as to these writings and the 
evidence about them will he 
found in USENER, Anal. Th. 
6 sqq., HENKEL, ibid. 19 sqq.; 
and as to the véuo: in particular, 
see USENER, Rhein. Mus. xvi, 
470 sqq. : 

1 See the passage apud 
PorPH. De Abst. iii. 25, cited 
supra, Vol. ii. p. 396, n. 1. 

7 See the passage from 
Eth. viii. 13, 1161, b, 5 referred 
to supra, p. 219,n. 5, where Ari- 
stotle says that a friendship with 
a slave is possible, not indeed 
7 SovAos, but 4 &vOpwros- Soxet 
yap eival Tt Sikatoy maytl avOpamr@ 
mpos mavta Toy duvduevoy Kowwvi7j- 
gat vdéuov Kal guvOqnns: Kal 
piata 54, kal Bocov &vOpw- 
TOS. 

’ Cf. BERNAYS, Theophr. ub. 
Frommigk. 100sq. His remark that 
in the Aristotelean Ethics there 
is nonote of the love of humanity 
must be somewhat limited by the 
passage just cited; but we may 
concede that in Theophrastus 
this side of things, which in 
Aristotle was far less promi- 
nent, obtained much greater im- 
portance in conformity with the 
spirit of the new epoch which 
came with Alexander. 
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followed Empedocles and anticipated Porphyry.' He 

not only sought historically to prove that originally 

only the simplest products of nature” were used for 

sacrifices, and that animal offerings especially were of 

later origin,®? but he also demanded that men should 

abstain from the latter, and confine themselves to the 

more harmless presentation of fruits of the field.* The 

slaughter, moreover, of animals in general and the use 

of their flesh, in so far as the former was not rendered 

necessary by their ferocity, the latter by lack of 

other provisions, he was consistent enough to condemn, 

on the ground that these beasts are akin to us, and 

therefore possess rights as against us which forbid us 

forcibly to rob them of life.° He did not, however, on this 

account desire to renounce the national rites of sacrifice.® 

He merely said that their moral value lay, not in the 

greatness of the gift, but in the disposition of the giver.” 

1 The wm. evoeBelas, d. gy. v. 
supra, Vol. ii. p. 355, n. 2. 

* # gq. first grass, then fruits; 
first water, then honey, and, still 
later, wine. 

3 PoRPH. De Abstin. ii. 5-8, 
12-15, 20-1, pp. 39, 56, 62, 79, 
&c., Bern. He dealt with human 
sacrifices (ibid. c. 7) and with 
the peculiar customs of the Jews 
as to sacrifices (ii. 26) ; see, as to 
the mistakes in the latter section, 
BERNAYS, p. 109 sqq. 184-5. 

4 Thid. c. 12 sqq. 22 sqq. 
5 Ibid. c. 12-18, 22-23, and 

cf. supra, ii. p. 396. 
6 Thid. ii. 43, p. 184: ooTe 

kata TH Eipnucva Ocoppdctw 
Oicouey Kat nuets. The theory 
which Porphyry here sets out, 
that this view was founded on a 

belief in Demonology, cannot be 
taken from Theophrastus; and, 
in fact, Porphyry does not as- 
cribe it to him. Nor have we 
any sufficient ground in PLUT. 
Def. Orac. 20, p. 420, to assert 
that Theophrastus believed in 
Demons. Kvenif it be true that 
the passage correctly represents 
his attitude to the belief, it 
would only prove that, while he 
could not accept it in the pre- 
vailing form, he did not feel free 
to reject it absolutely. 

7 Apud STOB. Floril. 3, 50, 
he says: xph toivuy toy wéAAovTa 
BavuacOjoecbar wept Td Oetoy pido- 
duty Elva Uy TS TWOAAG Ove GAAG 
T@ TuKva Tiyuay Td Oeiov’ Td wey 
yap evropias Tb 5’ 6adTHTOS ONmeEtor, 
and ap. PoRPH. De Abstin. ii. c. 
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His whole conception of religion was undoubtedly iden- 

tical with that of his master.! 

From the numerous works of Theophrastus upon 

Rhetoric? only a few not very important observations 

are preserved.* 

19, he goes on to say that the 
costliness of the offering is not 
the important thing, but rather 
the purity of the intention; for 
the Godhead will be best pleased 
by the right direction of that in 
us which is akin to Himself, and 
most divine: with which cf. 
ARIST. Hth. ix. 9, 1179, a, 24. 

! We have shown this of his 
theology, see supra, vol. il. p. 370 
sq. As to matters touching popu- 
larreligion and its myths,it would 
be quite in the spirit of Aristotle 
if Theophrastus explained the 
Prometheus myth by the theory 
that Prometheus was the first 
teacher of men (F7. 59, Db. 

Schol. in Apoll. Rhod. ii. 1248), 
and the myth of the Nymphs 
nursing Dionysos by reference to 
the ‘tears’ of the vine (ATHEN. 
xi. 465, b). 

2 De quo cf. USENER, Anal. 
Theophr. p. 20 whose conjecture, 
that the words e767 :¢’ wep) Texvav 
pntopikav are the general title 
covering the books separately 
set out in the list, seems very 
probable. 

3 The definition of the cxaupa 
as éveidiouds Quaptias maperxnua- 
tisméevos (PLUT. Yu. Conv. ii. 1, 
4,7, p. §31), which is certainly 
taken from one of the rhetorical 
books (or perhaps, as BRANDIS, 
iii. 366, suggests, from the 7m. 
yeAolov) and afew similar details 
(see #’r. 93-96, the Index to the 
Rhetores Graeci s. v. ‘ Theophr.,’ 

Of his works upon the theory of art* 

Cic. De Invent. i. 55, 61), and 
also the statement of AMMONIUS 
(Theophr. Fr. 74 sq. cf. swpra,vol. 
ii. p. 363, n. 3) that Theophr. dis- 
tinguished in speech a double 
relation—that to the hearers, and 
that to the subject in hand. 
With the former Rhetoric and 
Poetics are cuncerned, and these 
studies accordingly have to do 
with choice of expression, charm 
of utterance, pleasing and effec- 
tive presentation of the subject, 
&e. : ths 5€ ye mpbs Ta mpdyuata 
Tov Adyov cxécews 6 HiAdcopos 
mMponyouuevws emmeAoetat, TO TE 
Wevdos Siedeyxwv Kal Td adAnbes 
amodexvis. AMMONIUS cites this 
sentence to prove that the z. 
épunvelas dealt only with the 
amropayTikos Adyos: it must ac- 
cordingly have referred in the 
text of Theophr. only to the 
form of oral statement, and it 
cannot have been intended as a 
statement of the distinction be- 
tween philosophy in general and 
Rhetoric and Poeties. 

4 Dioc. 47-8, 43 mentions 
two 7m. wmointikns, and one Tm. 
Kwuwdias; ATHEN. in vi. 26], d, 
names the latter,and in viii. 348, 
a, also the zm. yeAolov, but what he 
professes to cite from it is quite 
incredible. The statement that 
Tragedy was jpwikis tuxns mepi- 
otacis (DIOMED. De Oratione, p. 

484, Putsch) could not have 
satisfied Theophrastus as a com- 
plete definition, after the elabo- 
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the books on music,! which were highly valued by the 

ancients,? are the only ones of which we have any 

detailed information. Even this for the most part 

refers to the physical explanation of sounds, and has 

already been dealt with in that connection.® Other- 

wise we learn merely that Theophrastus ascribed the 

effect of music to a movement of the soul,‘ by means 

of which we are delivered from the trouble and annoy- 

ance caused by certain affections;° that he further 

rate investigation of the subject 
which Aristotle had already pro- 
vided. 

~PuorT. WV. P. Suav. V. sec. 
Epic. 13, 4, p. 1095, argues thus 
against Epicurus: ti Aéyeis, @ 
’Emlkoupe ; KiOapwiay Kal avAntor 
€wlev akpoacduevos eis TH OéaTpoy 
BadiCess, ev 5€ cuumocig Ocoppacrtov 
mept cuupwviay Sdiadreyouevov kal 
’"Apiototévov mepl petaBodAay kal 
’"Apiatopavous mepl ‘Ounpov Ta ata 
kaTaAnyn tais xepoi; He thus 
places Theophrastus on a level 
with the famous musician Ari- 
stoxenus. The reference to 
Theophrastus cannot be ex- 
plained (BRANDIS, iii. 369) of 
table talk about Music found in 
one of his books or otherwise 
published by him, any more than 
the reference to Aristoxenus 
could be. 

2 TI. wovoixys 2 bks. (D. 47 cf. 
infra, n. 3); appoviney a’ (D. 46); 
mw. pvQuav a (D. 50). For a 
Fragm. from bk. ii. m. wove. (Fr. 
89) see supra, vol.ii. p. 379, n. 3. 

= Supra, vol. i, p: 379, n. 3. 
* So CENSORIN. Di. Nat. 12, 

1: ‘haec [musica] enim sive in 
voce tantummodo est... sive, 
ut Aristoxenus, in voce et cor- 
poris motu, sive in his et prex- 

terea in animi motu, ut putat 
Theophrastus.’ 

> At the end of Fr. 89 he 
says: wla 5€ pvois THs pmovoik7s, 
Kivnois THS WuxHs [or, as he put 
it earlier, kivnua pweAwdyrindy trepl 
Thy wWuxnv)], 7 KaT& amdAvow 
yryvouevn Tay 51a TA AON KaKior, 7) 
ei wn HY. The manifestly defec- 
tive clause at the end is amended 
by BRANDIS, p. 369, by reading, 
not Kata aroA., but } Kk. ada. 
meaning: ‘Music is fitted to 
give us relief from the pains that 
arise from the emotions, or to 
awake them where they do not 
exist.’ This sense, however, 
would require, instead of ef uy 
qv either Orov ove €o Tivy or éday ph 
7. Besides, the sense so obtained 
is not altogether satisfactory. 
ZELLER suggests that the text 
may have been somewhat as 
follows: } Kk. amwéA. ... Kakiady, 
BéATLov Exew Huas moret F ei wh Hv: 
‘Music is a movement of the soul 
which brings relief from the pains 
produced by the emotions, and so 
produces in us a higher kind of 
wellbeing than we should have 
had, if these emotions had never 
been aroused ’—which is exactly 
the Aristotelian idea of Cathar- 
sis: cf. supra, vol. ii. p. 309 sqq. 
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enumerated three of these affections: pain, pleasure, 

and possession ;' that he connected the lively impression 

produced by music with the peculiar susceptibility of the 

auditory sense ;? and that he held that even physical 

disease could be cured by music.’ So far as we may infer 

from these few fragments the nature of Theophrastus’s 

theory of art, it caunot have been different from that of 

Aristotle. 

1 PLUT. Gu. Conv. i. 5, 2, p. 
623: Aéyer 5€ Oedpp. pmovoik7s 
apxas Tpeis elvyai, AUmny, ndovny, 
évOovoiaguoy, ws ExdoTov TevTwY 
TapatpemovTos €k Tov guvnous Kal 
éykAlvovtos Thy gwvhy. See 
also JOH. Lypus, De Mens. ii. 
7, p. 54, Roth., and in CRAMER’S 
Anecd. Paris. i. 317, 15. 

2 PLUT. De Aud. 2, p. 38, a: 
mwepl THIS akovoTiKTs aigenoews, HY 
6 Ocdpp. TaOntikwrarny eivai pnot 
mwaga@v ; whether the further argu- 
ments are also taken from Theo- 

phrastus it is impossible to say. 
3 ATHEN. xiv. 624, a: Sri 5€ 

kal vécovs iata: povaikh Oeddp. 
iordpnoev €v TG Tepl evOovoiacuod, 
isxiakovs ddokwy avdcovs biate- 
Aeiv, €i KaTavAncot Tis TOU Témov 
Ti ppuyiott apuovia. The like in 
PLIN. H. N. xxviii. 2,21. We 
are told that viper bites and 
other hurts were, according to 
THEOPHR., healed by flute-play- 
ing (GELL. iv. 13, 2, APOLLON. 
Mirabil. c. 49). 
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CHAPTER XIX 

EUDEMUS, ARISTOXENUS, DICAZARCHUS, AND OTHERS 

NEXT in importance to Theophrastus of the immediate 

disciples of Aristotle’ comes Hudemus of Rhodes.? 

Rivalling Theophrastus in erudition, he also wrote 

‘numerous treatises on the Peripatetic philosophy and 

the history of science.® 

1 We know nothing further 
of his life. He is often referred 
to as ‘the Rhodian’ and as ‘ the 
scholar of Aristotle,’ to distin- 
guish him from other men of the 
same name (v. FRITZSCHE, Hth. 
Hud. xiv). As he seems to 
have framed his JZogie under 
Theophrastus's personalinfluence, 
but corresponded by letter with 
him about Aristotle’s Physics (v. 
supra, Vol. i. p. 186, n. 2, p. 143), 
we may conjecture that he lived 
for a time at Athens under Theo- 
phrastus’s teaching, and that he 
afterwards went to his home, or 
to some other country. Cf. 
infra, p. 419, n. 2. 

2 He is so described in the 
story referred to swpra, vol. i. 
p. 39,n.1, and in the statemert 
(ibid. p. 80, n.) that he edited 
Aristotle's Metaphysics. This 
story, however, is made doubly 
improbable by the statement 
(ASCLEP. Schol in Ar. 519, b, 

VOL. HU, 

All that we know of him, 

08 sqq.) that Aristotle sent it to 
him to ask if it should be pub- 
lished, for the book is obviously 
incomplete; cf. Hist.-phil. Abh. 
d. Berl. Akad. 1877, p. 156. 

3 We know of the following 
books by Eudemus (for the pas- 
sages where they are named see 
FRITZSCHE, ibid. xv., and for 
the Fragments, see SPENGEL, 
Hud. Fragmenta, ed. ii. 1870): 
Tewmetpixal ioroplat, ’Ap.d- 
MnTtKH lotopla, "Aatpodo- 
yiral ioroptar, the chief and 
almost the unique source of all 
later information as to the ancient 
mathematicians and astronomers. 
To these may perhaps be added a 
history of theological ideas; at 
least, that he went into this 
inquiry closely, and that in this 

connection (following Aristotle : 
cf. supra, vol.i. p. 57, n.) he dealt 
with the cosmogonies of Orpheus, 
Homer, Hesiod, Acusilaus, Epi- 
menides, and Pherecydes, and 

EE 
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however, goes to show that his merit as a philosopher 
consisted far more in his appropriation and propagation 

of Aristotelian doctrines than in any independent deve- 

lopment of them.’ In logic, indeed, as has been already 

shown, he found it necessary to deviate from his master 

on isolated points, and in one or two not unimportant 

respects to supplement the Aristotelian theory ;* but 

also with the Babylonian, 
Zoroastrian, Phoenician, and (less 
accurately) the Egyptian theo- 
ries as to the origin of the world, 
we learn from DAmAsSc. De 
Prine. c. 124-5, p. 382 sqq.; cf. 
Dioc. L. Proewm. 9 (Fr. 117-8): 
cf.also supra, vol. ii. p. 352, n. 4 fin. 
In the same connection he may 
well have treated of the Platonic 
Cosmogony, and the remark pre- 
served by PLutT. An. Procr. 7, 3, 
p. 1015, as to Matter, may have 
belonged to this discussion, al- 
though it might also belong to 
his Physics. There were also a 
m. ‘ywvias, an “AvadvtTika in at 
least two books (supra,i.p.67,n.1, 
ii. p. 358, n.3; Fr. 109 sqq.), am. 
Actews (supra, voli. p.66,n.1; Fr. 
113 sqq.) ; but probably not Cate- 
gories or ™. €punveias (supra, vol. 
i. p. 65). Then there was the 
Physics, which we shall speak 
of presently, and the Lthics, of 
which we still possess the first 
three books and the last (supra, 
vol. i. p. 98, n. 1). A zoological 
work was also current under his 
name in later times, as we know 
from APUL. Apol. c. 36 (Fr. 109), 
ZELIAN, Hist. An. iii. 20, 21, iv. 
8, 45, 53, 56, v. 7; but what 
®lian tells us of its contents does 
not make for its authenticity. 
To this Eudemus Rose (Arist. 
Libr. Ord. 174) also assigns 

those anatomical inquiries for 
which a writer named ‘ Eude- 
mus’ is mentioned with praise by 
GALEN (vide Zndex ; ROSE, ibid. ; 
SPRENGEL, Gesch. d. Arzneik. 4, 
ed. i. 539-40), RuFus, Eph. i. 9, 
20, and the Homeric Scholiast 
(v. FRITZSCHE, ibid. xx. 49-50). 
Since this ‘ Eudemus,’ however, 
is not in any of these places de- 
scribed as the Rhodian, andsince, 
according to GALEN (De Ut. 
Anat. 3, vol. ii. 890, De Semine, 
ii. 6, vol. iv. 646, Hippocr. et 
Plat. Place. viii. 1, vol. v. 651, 
Loc. Affect. iii. 14, vol. viii. 212, 
in Aphor. vol. xviii. a, 7, Libr. 
Propr. vol. xix. 30) he was clearly 
not the senior of Herophilus, and 
probably not of Erasistratus, 
who was a pupil of Theophrastus 
(Diog. v. 57), nor of the Me- 
trodorus (SEXT. Math. i. 258) 
who is referred to as the third 
husband of Aristotle’s daughter 
(supra, Vol. i. p. 20,n. 3) ; we may 
more probably suppose that heis 
another Eudemus.—tThe rhetori- 
cian Eudemus (De Gen.: cf. 
FRITZSCHE, p. xvii) is also 
to be distinguished from our 
philosopher. 

1 SrmpL. Phys. 3 ee 
paptupe: 5€ TH Adyw Kat Evdquos 6 
yynowratos Tav *ApiorotéAous 
ETalpwr. 

* Cf. supra, vol. ii. p. 358 sqq. 
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he rightly held fast by its fundamental principles, and in 

such changes as he made, we gather that he coincided 

for the most part with Theophrastus, who, as the more 

independent thinker of the two, probably here led the 

way.' In his account of Aristotle’s Physics” he followed 

step by step the lines of the original, as a rule retaining 

its very words.* In his own Physics he seems to have 

permitted himself scarcely any important departure 

from his master,‘ his modifications consisting merely of 

a reduction of the number of books,® a few transposi- 

tions,® historical and doctrinal explanations, and such — 

1 This is indicated by the 
fact that, beyond those points 
which they have in common, 
there is very little noted which 
is peculiar to Eudemus, but much 
more which is peculiar to Theo- 
phrastus. 

2 Apparently he undertook 
this work primarily as a text- 
book for his oral lectures : cf. his 
words ap. SIMPL. Phys. 173 a: 
ei 5é Tis miorevoete Tots TvOayo- 
pelous, ws wdAW Te avTa apiOu@ [1.e. 
that in a future world each in- 
dividual entity will recur], 
Kayo wvloroynow Td paBdiov [the 
Professor’s rod | €xwv duty Kabype- 
vots. If we take this passage 
along with that quoted supra, 
vol. i. p. 136, n. 2, it will be seen 
to be probable that Hudemus set 
up a school of his own in some 
city other than Athens, and that 
it was for this school that he 
compiled his Physics. 

3 See the very full references 
given swpra, i. p. 148, n. 4. 

4 SIMPLICIUS, who so often 
speaks of HUDEMUS, notes only 
a single such variance, and that 
is sufficiently doubftul. He tells 

us (ibid. 93, b, 94, a; Fr. 26) 
that EKUDEMUS in his second 
book ascribed change in time 
(i.e. a becoming old) to the four 
Aristotelian kinds of motion (w. 
supra, i. p. 423,n. 1). Yet we 
know that he did not agree with 
Theophr.’s extension of move- 
ment to all the categories (see 
supra, ii, p. 373), and that, in 
explaining ARIST. Phys. v. 2, 226, 
a, 23, he expressly pointed out 
that we could only talk of a 
motion of relation by using the 
word in a secondary sense (cf. 
ibid. 201, b). Apart from this 
question, we shall find no vari- 
ance beyond the expression of a 
few slight doubts as to unim- 
portant items of detail. 

° SIMPL. names only three 
books in the work of Eudemus ; 
and as the citations he gives us 
extend over all the six earlier 
Aristotelian books, (ef. following 
notes) while the seventh was 
passed over by Eudemus (supra, 
i. p. 82), there cannot in all have 
been more than four books in the 
Eudemian Physics. 

® The inquiries which in Ari- 

BE2 
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changes in the mode of expression as seemed to him to 

be necessary for the sake of clearness.! In the numer- 

ous fragments of his treatise we cannot fail to recognise 

a true apprehension of the Aristotelian doctrine, careful 

consideration of the different questions involved in it, 

stotle occupy Phys. vi. 1-2 were 
dealt with by Eudemus (acc. to 
SIMPL. 220, a)—in connection 
with the question as to the di- 
visibility ad infinitum of Space 
and Time, which is discussed in 
ARIST. Phys. ili. 6 (cf. supra, i.p. 
430,n. 1)—either wholly or in part 
in hissecond book; whereas Space 
and Time in general, discussed 
by ARIST. in the fourth book of 
the Physics, were by Eudemus 
placed in the third (SIMPL. 124, 
a, 155, b, 167, bo, 169, b,. 173,as 
THEMIST. Phys. 40, a). So also 
Fudemus dealt in the second 
book (perhaps in the same con- 
nection) with the question (which 
ARISTOTLE discusses Phys. vi. 5 
ad fin.) how far we may say of 
qualitative change that it takes 
place in an indivisible time. 
Otherwise Eudemus seems to 
have followed the order of the 
Aristotelian works, excepting 
always the seventh book. For at 
the beginning of his commentary 
on this seventh book, at p. 242, a, 
SIMPL. says: kal 8 ye Evinuos mexpt 
Tovde Tots dAols oXEdDY Tis Tpary- 
pareias Kepadalois akoAovbjoas, 
TOUTO TapEeAOwy ws TepiTToY eml TA 
évy TG TeAevTalw BiBAlw Kepadraia 
pweTnAGev, According to what is 
said at p.216,a, Eudemus passed 
directly from the end of the 
fifth book to the sixth book. 
Therefore the main part of the 
fifth and sixth books must have 
come with Eudemus, as with 
Aristotle, between the matter of 

the fourth and that of the 
eighth. 

' In the present edition ZELL. 
has not considered it necessary 
to demonstrate this position bya 
review of the Fragments of the 
Eudemian Physics, mostly found 
in SIMPL., as was done in his 
second German edition, pp. 701- 
703: partly because BRANDIS, 
ili. 218-240, has fully gone into 
the contents and character of the 
work, and partly because the 
materials are also fully given by 
SPENGEL, Fr. 1-82. The only 
items the latter has passed over are 
the remarks, apud SIMPL. Phys. 
2, a, (cf. ARIST. Metaph. xiv. 1, 
1087, b, 13,and D104. ili. 24) that 
Plato was the first who called the 
material causes ororxeia, and the 
passage cited from PLUTARCH, 
supra, ii. p. 418. In the introduc- 
tion to this work, Eudemus (¢. 
SIMPL. 11, a; #7. 4) raised the 
question, not touched in the 
Aristotelian Physics,whether each 
of the different sciences should 
deduce its own principles, or 
whether they should in common 
derive them from one higher 
science. Here also, however, as 
ZELLER shows (AHist.-phil. Ab- © 
handl. ad. Berl. Akad. 1877, p. 159 
sqq. and supra, i. p. 79, n. 1) 
EUDEMUS was following one of 
his master’s texts—i.e. the Me- 
taphysies (iii. 2, iv. 3, 5), of 
which we also find echoes else- 
where in the Eudemian Physics. 
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and a skilful elucidation of many statements and con- 

ceptions; but we shall look in vain in them for fresh 

scientific ideas or observations.! 

Passing over a noteworthy peculiarity in his doctrine 

of the Categories,? we may observe an important devia- 

tion from his master in the borderland between physics 

and metaphysics. While in general agreeing with 

Aristotle’s theological conceptions,? Kudemus yet rightly 

finds the assertion that the primum movens must itself 

' «Hudemus,’ says BRANDIS, 
p. 240, very rightly, ‘ shows him- 
self in his Physics as a scholar 
who follows with care and com- 
prehension the lines of his 
master’s thought, and who only 
leaves them reluctantly and in 
minor matters. When FRiItTz- 
SCHE, Hth. Hud. xviii. rests the 
opposite view on WEISSE’S state- 
ment (Arist. Phys. p. 300) that 
Kudemus in the Physics varied 
greatly from Aristotle, this only 
shows that neither of them had 
accurately examined the state- 
ments of Simplicius. 

Sime. V.-1. 4, 1096, a, 24 
ARIST. named 6 Categories: 7i, 
mov, woody, mpds Ti, xpédvos, 
tomos; KUDEMUS, on the other 
hand, says in the Hth. Hud.i. 8, 
1217, b, 26, that Being and the 
Good occur in many trees, the 
Tl, moldy, woody, mwéTe, ‘Kal mpos 
TOUTOLS TO wey eV TH KiVEtTOAL TO 
de ev T@ kwewv, where the latter 
two, not found in Aristotle 
(supra, i. p. 274), appear to re- 
place the Aristotelian moety and 
TAO XELY. 
7, ol,.b; SIMPL. 319, a 

and b, says that the primum 
movens has its seat (cf. Aristotle ; 
supra, i.p.409,n. 4) in the largest 

of the spheres, that, namely, 
through the pole of which the 
axis of the heavens passes, inas- 
much as this moves quickest 
(following the reading which 
SIMPL. found in Alexander, and 
which is clearly better than that 
of the Simpy. MS. text itself). 
He maintained, however, follow- 
ing Aristotle (supra, i. p.395), that 
it had no parts : cf. p. 422, n. 2, in- 
Jra, and Spengel, p. 109: ef apepés, 
gnoiv, éoTt To TMpoTws Kwovy Kal 
Mi) GrreTal TOU KiWOUMEVOV, TAS EXEL 
mpos autd; Eudemus also re- 
peats the saying that God thinks 
only on himself (4th. Hud. vii. 
12, 1245, b, 16: od yap ottws 6 
Gebs cd €xer [like a man], aAdAa 
BéAtioy 7} Sore BAO TL voety avTos 
map avtdy, alriov 8’ Ott huiv mev 
Td €0 Kad’ Erepoy, exelvyw SE adds 
abtov Td ev eotiv), and therefore 
he deduces the further proposi- 
tions that the Godhead needs no 
friends, and that God, by reason 
of his wide separation from man- 
kind, does not loveman, orat least 
does not so love man as man 
loves God (see Zth. vii. 3-4, 
1238, b, 27, 1239, :a,, 17, ex 42, 
1244, b, 7, 1245, b, 14 ; supra, i. p. 
398, B.. 1). 
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move with the world in order to move it! inconsistent 

with the immateriality of the movens. He does not seem 

to have observed, however, that the assumption which he 

himself shares as to its position in space is equally so, nor 

does he appear to have given any further explanation 

of the way in which God moves the world.” 

It is to its theological side, again, that we must look 

for the most distinctive peculiarity of the Eudemian 

ethics.’ Aristotle had confined himself entirely to the 

1 Supra, i. p. 409. 
? Cf. supra,ii. p. 421, n.3; Fr. 

82, SIMPL. 320, a: 6 5€ Evd. rovro 
A b) b) - 3 s 

MEV OUK Gtropel OTEp 6 “AptoToTéAns, 
ei evdéxeral TL Kwotuevoy KiveiVv 
cUvEeX@S, amopet S€ aytl TovTou, «i 
evdéxeTar Td akivntoy Kiweiv* ‘ Sones 
yap, onal, Td Kwoty Kata Témov } 
wbovv 7H EAKov Kweiy [supra, i. p. 
423, n. 1]. «i 5€ uh udvoy otTws, 
GAN’ ov artéuevey ye } avTd h SV 
&AAov, 7 OV Evds 7H mwAcidvwv, Td BE 
Gmepes ovdevds evdéxeTa Gaba 
ov yap éoTw avTov Td wey apxh Td 
de mépas, Tay 5€ amtouevwy Ta 
mépata dua [supra, i. p. 438, n. 1). 
TGS ovV KWhoEL To Gwepes ; Kal AvEL 
Thy amopiay A€ywv, STi Ta meV 
Kwovpeva Kivel TA 5E ApEewodyTa, 
Kal T& wey Kwovmeva Kivel amro- 
eva GAAws [1]. amtdueva, Ta Se 
Hpewovvta &AAws: BRANDIS, iii. 
240, conjectures, amr. ZAAa &AAws, 
and SPENGEL, p. 110, amr. 
&AA wv; but the words following 
show that before the &AAws there 
must be some reference to that 
which is at rest], obx dpuolws 5€ 
TaYTa* Ov yap OS NY Thy cpaipay 
pipbeicay em’ aitny ayw eéxives, 
oitws Kal To mpéTws KWIRTaY* ov 
yap mpoywoueyns Kwhocews exeivo 
Kivet* ov yap ay €TL mpwTws KiWoln* 
n O€ yi ovdémoTE ApEemotoa TPSTwS 

kwhoe. It is the less easy to 
see any solution of the question 
in this argument, that the con- 
nection of the primum movens 
with the earth is not satisfactory 
either in itself or on the lines of 
the Aristotelian system. For in 
the theory stated by Eudemus the 
earth does move by contact, and, 
further, a thing which by its 
nature is unmoved cannot be 
taken as analogous to a thing 
that is at rest, since rest (see 
supra, i. p. 419,n.5 ad fin.) can 
only be predicated of that which 
has motion. 

* It has already been pointed 
out (supra, i. p. 98, n. 1, ef. ii. 
p. 176, n. 4) that this text is really 
a work of Eudemus of which only 
the first three books and the 
seventh are preserved ; and that 
FISCHER and FRITZSCHE are in 
error in referring to it book v. 
15, and books vi. and vii. of the 
Nicomachean Ethics. Eth. Eud. 
vii. 18-15 (which Fritzsche, with 
the majority of the MSS., counts 
as an eighth book) contains 
certain fragments of a larger 
tract, the text of which is much 
injured. There is, however, no 
doubt that this tract did in fact 
stand at the end of the Ludemian 
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natural side of human aims and capacities in his theory 

of morals; Eudemus connects human action in its 

origin and end more closely with the divine. With 

reference to the origin of action he remarks that many — 

people without acting from insight are yet fortunate in 

all that they do; and as he was unable to regard this 

phenomenon as accidental on account of the regularity 

of its occurrence,! he held that it must be referred to a 

fortunate gift peculiar to these persons—a natural up- 

rightness of will and inclination. But whence comes 

this gift? Man has not given it to himself: it must 

therefore come from God, who is the source of move- ‘ 

ment in the world.? 

Ethics proper (as FRITZSCHE, 
p. 244, says, and BRANDIS, ii. b, 
1564-5, proves), and not before 
bk. vii. as} SPENGEL supposed 
(p. 401-2, of the text cited supra, 
1. p. 98, n. 1), by reason of M. Mor. 
ii. 7 (from 1206, a, 36 onwards) 
8, 9: 

‘On the principles set out 
supra, 1. p. 362, n. 5, p. 462, n. 3. 

2In KLud.i. 1, 1214, a, 16, it 
was said that men could become 
happy either by panos or by 
aoknots, or in one of two other 
Ways: To. Kabdmep of vuupddAnrrot 
kal OedAnmTo. Tov avOpémwy, em- 
mvoia Satuovlov twds Bamwep evOov- 
oidoyres, 7) Sia tUXnY. He goes 
on in greater detail at Hud. vii. 
14: with many people almost 
everything succeeds, however 
little gpdvnois they have (appoves 
ovrTes Kar opGovcr TOAAG ev ois 7 
TUX Kupla* ETL SE Kal ev ois TéexVN 
€otl, moAv mevTor Kal TvXNS ev- 
umépxet), and this, on the above 
principles, is to be attributed, not 

to chance, but to the ¢vais, so 

Insight, moreover, and the virtue 

that such people are not so much 
eUTUXELS AS Evpuels. Ti SE 5H; [he 
goes on at 1247, b, 18] dp’ ovn 
€vetow dpual ev TH Wuxn ai per 
amd Aoyiouov, al 8 amd dpésews 
GAdyou, kal mpdrepat atta; ei yap 
éoTt pice: 7 5 emiOuulay ndéos 
dpetis, pice: ye em Td eyabby 
Badico. dy may. ei 5h Twes clow 
evpueis, Gomep ot pdikol ovK em- 
or dmevor ade, ovtTws €d TmepoKagt 
kal dyev Adyou 6pu@ow, AAA’ OTL H 
vos ev mépuce, Kal emibvpodor Kal 
Ttovtov Kal téTe Kal ovTws ws Sei 
kal ov Set Kal bre, obTOL KaTopbd- 
govot Kay TiXwoW Appoves byTEsS 
kal &Aoyo..... exetvous ev tolvuy 
evtuxeiy bia piow evdéxeTar. 7 
yop épun kal n dpekis otoa oF Se 
KaT@pOwaev, 6 5E AoyioMos HY AAL- 
6ios. We may ask, he adds, at 
Hud. 1248, a, 15, dp’ adrod rovrov 
TUXN aitia, TOU emiOuvunoaL ov Set 
kat dre Set; and having, as will 
be seen presently, answered this 
in the negative, he adds, at line 
24: 7b 5€ (yrovmevoy Todt’ éorh, 
tis  THS KWhoEws apxn ev TH 
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that springs from it, however much they may differ in 

themselves from this unreflecting apprehension of right, 

point to the same source,’ since every rational activity 
presupposes the existence of reason, which must itself be 

the gift of God. And just as virtue in its origin is 
referred to God, so God is held to be the ultimate end 

of all intellectual and moral activity. While Aristotle 

had described scientific knowledge as the highest intel- 

lectual activity and the most essential element in happi- 

ness, Eudemus further conceives of this knowledge as 
the knowledge of God, and accordingly converts Ari- 

' stotle’s proposition that happiness is coextensive with 

thought (@ewpia) * into the statement that everything 

Wuxi SnAov 5y, orep ev TE Aq, 
beds kat év [so Fr. for way] éxeivy 
[— n]. Kwet yap mws mdyta 7d ev 
juty Ociov. Adyou 8 apxnh ov Adyos 
GAAG TL Kpetrtoy., Tl oty by Kpeir- 
Tov Kal éemothuns ein [Kal vow, as 
SPENGEL and FRITZSCHE add] 
mA Geds; h yap apeTH TOD VOU 
(better, perhaps, éxe/vov or Tov 
Geod| dpyavoy . éxovor "yap 
apxiy ToavTny, ) KpEelTTwY TOU VOU 
kal PBovrAedcews —they hit the 
right measure without Adyos, not 
through practice or experience, 
but 7G @eg. In the same way, 
adds Eudemus, prophetic dreams 
are to be explained: oie yap 7 
apxy [Nous as the principle of 
immediate knowledge] azmoAvo- 
pévov TOD Adyou taxvELW paAAoy. 
Cf. ii. p. 1225, a, 27: the condi- 
tion of the év@ovaimyTes and mporé- 
yovres is not a free one, although 
the resulting activity is ra- 
tional (diavolas Epyov). We find 
a similar view of téxn in Ari- 
stoxenus. 

1 Since this is without Adyos; 
see last note, and Hud. ibid. 1246, 
b, 37, 1247, a, 13 sqq. 

2 Eud. ibid. 1248, a, 15: in 
the caseof such happily organised 
natures does the ground of their 
fortunate gva.s lie in toxn? F 
olTw ye TavTwy Estat; Kal yap 
Tov vojoa Kat BovAetdoadBat* ov 
yap 57) €BovAeicato BovAevoduevos 
[their insight is not the out- 
come of a previous consideration], 
GAA’ EaTWw apxi Tis, sv8’ evénoe 
vonoas mpétepoy vorjoa Kal Todt’ 
cis Gmeipov. ovK &pa Tod vonoa 6 
vous apxn, ovde Tod BovrAcicacbat 
BovAnh. tl ody &AAO wAhy Tixn; 
jor amd tixns Grayta Eorat, et 
€ort Tis GPX HS ovK Ect BAAN 
éiw. atrn 5€ Sia ti TomdTnH TH 
elvot dotre tovto Sivacba moreiv ; 
Td de (nrovuevoy, &c. (see last two 
notes). 

8S Eth. N. x.8; supra, ii. p. 
143, n.1. Eudemus shows how 
exactly he agrees with Aristotle 
also in the statement (2th. Lud. 
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is a good in proportion as it leads us to the contempla- 

tion of God. All that hinders us on the other hand by 

reason of excess or defect from the contemplation and 

worship of God is evil; and it is just this conception which 

supplies what is wanting in Aristotle, namely a more 

exact definition of the kind of action that is according to 

reason. The more persistently we keep that goal in view 

the less shall we be distracted by the irrational element 

in the soul.! 

vii. 12, 1244, b, 23 sqq. 1245,a, 9; 
wef. supra, 200, 5), that life is 
nothing else than aic@dvec@a Kal 
yuwpiceyv,.... bate 51a TovTo Kal 
Gfiv aet BovAerat [men wish always 
to live], 87: BovAcTat del yvwpi- 
Ceuy. 

1 Eth. Hud. vii. 15, 1249, a, 21 
(probably the conclusion of the 
whole work): as the doctor has 
a definite point of view [épos], by 
reference to which he judges 
what is, and how far anything is, 
healthy, o¥tw kal Té orovdalw 
mept Tas mpates Kal aipécers Ta 
oice pev ayabay ovn emraveTav 5€é 
Set tia civar dpov Kal THs ekews Kal 
THs aipécews kal wep) guys xpn- 
Matwy wAnGovs Kal GdrtyéTHTOS Kal 
Tay evtuxnudtev [l. xal pvyijs, 
Kal mepl xpnudtwy mAGos Kal oAL- 
yétnTa, &C.|. ev mev ody Tots mpd- 
Tepov €AexOn Td wS 6 Adyos.... 
Toito & aAnbes mev, od cadés SE 
[sup.ii.p.163,n. 1] d¢8y dowep kat 
ev Tots &AAows pds TL Upxov (hy Kal 
mpos Thy efi KaTa Thy evepyeay 
Thy TOU &pxovtos.... emwel 5€ Kal 
&vOpwros pice avveotnkey e& 
&pxovTos «Kal apxouevou, kal Exac- 
Tov d€ O€ot mpos Thy EavTay apxiyv 
Civ. aitrn d€ birth: BAAws yap 7 
iaTpik)) apxyn Kal GAAws 7 bylea, 

But while the effort after the knowledge 

TavuTyns Se eveka exelvn* ovTw 8 
éxer KaTa Td OewpyTikdy. ov ya 
emiTakTiKa@s upxwy 6 beds, AAA’ oF 
evexa 7 ppdvno emiratre: (ditTdy 
d& 7d 08 Eveka’ Sidpiota 8 ev 
&AAos), emel exeivds ye ovdevds 
detratr, By this reading, in which 
the words before and after 

di@pictot are a parenthesis, the 
argument is that : ‘A man should 
direct his life by that in him 
which naturally rules; but that 
is twofold, the active power 
which determines a man’s work, 
and the end towards which that 
power works. ‘The former is 
Reason or $pdvnois; the latter is 
found in the Godhead: and the 
Godhead as the highest end of 
our activity rules us; not, how- 
ever, like a ruler who gives orders 
for his own ends, since the God- 
head has no need of our services ;. 
and God is the end,notin thesense 
in which manis, butin that higher 
sense in which he can be also 
the end forall men.’ As to this 
twofold meaning of the ob evera 
Aristotle had stated his views in 
his work on Philosophy ; but his 
extant works give us only a few 
hints, from which we gather that 
a distinction is to be drawn be- 
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of God is, according to Eudemus, the ultimate source of 

all morality, yet the form under which the latter first 

appears and the principle which gives unity in the first 

instance to all the virtues is that goodness of disposi- 

tion which he calls uprightness (caXoxayabia), and 
which consists in the habitual desire for what is abso- 

lutely worthy, the noble and the laudable, for its own 

sake-——in other words, in perfected virtue based on love 

of the good.! 

tween that which profits by an 
activity and that which is its 
final end; cf. Phys. ii. 3, 194, 
a, 35: eouevy yap mws Kal jets 
TéAos* Six@s yap Td ov EveKa’ 
elpnta 3° €v Tots mepl pidocodlas. 
Metaph. xii. 7; supra, i. p. 355, 
n. 3, ad fin. De An. ii. 4, 415, 
b, 1: mavra yap éxelvov [Tod Belov | 
OpéyeTat, Kakelyov Eveka mpaTTeL 
doa mpatTe: Kata piow. Td 8 ov 
eveca Sittoy To wey ov TO BE @. 
Eudemus seems, in the passage 
quoted above, to have this last 
passage in his mind; even if the 
words 7d & ov €&y. &c., which 
recur in line 20, should, as TREN- 
DELENBURG thinks, be rejected. 
Eudemus then goes on: ris ody 
alpecis Kal KTHoIs TaY pice aya- 
Oa@yv moijoet THY TOU BEov wdALoTA 
Oewpiay, 7) TeuaTos 7) xpnuaTwr 7 
pitov } Tav BAdrwy ayabay, attn 
aplorn Kal ovTos 6 bpos KdAALOTOS * 
qTis 8 H iv Evderay 7 SV brepBorAnyv 
KwAdvet Toy Gedy Beparevew kal Dew- 
pew, arn d€ Pavan. Exer SE TovTO 
[sc. 6 €xwv: Ze. ‘but we have this 
in our soul’] 7H Wux Kal obtos 
Ths wux7is 6 [which is not in 
Cod. R, and should be omitted] 
dpos &piotos, Ta [1. 7d] Kiera 
aidOavecOat Tov &AdAov [ Fr. rightly 
adrdyou|uepous Tis PUX|S I) TOLOU roy, 

Aristotle had indeed touched upon this 

1 Kith. Hud. vii. 15, mite: 
Having dealt with the several 
Virtues, we must also consider 
the whole which is made up by 
their union. This is kaAokayalia. 
As the well-being of all parts of 
the body is the condition of 
Health, so the possession of all 
virtues is the condition of 
Rectitude. It is, however, not 
the same thing as the mere 
ayabdov eivor. Only those goods 
are ‘KaAd,’ boa 8 atta ivTa aipera 
(so read with SPENGEL, in lieu 
of the unmeaning maya ; cf. Rhet. 
1.9, supra, ii. p. 301, n. 3) émat- 
vera éotwv, and only of the virtues 
(cf. 1248, b, 36) can this be said. 
"Ayabos wey oby eoTw @ Ta ioe 
ayaa €or ayaba(v. sup.,il.p.149, 
n. 3,and Eth. N. v. 2, 1129, b, 3), 
which happens only when the 
right use is made of these goods 
(honour, wealth, health, good 
fortune, &c.); Kadds 5€ Kayabds 
TS Tov ayalav Ta KaAG vTdpyKeW 
avTtg 8. adta& Kal Te mpaxtinds 
civat Tav KaAdy Kal avT@y EveKa. 
If a man proposes to be virtuous, 
but only for the sake of these 
natural goods, then he may be 
indeed ayabds avhp, but he cannot 
have kadoxaya0la, for he desires 
the beautiful not for its own 
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perfect virtue under the name of justice, but only 

incidentally, and in so far as it presents itself in men’s 
relations to one another:! the proper bond of union 

between the virtues being, in his view, insight.2 In 

giving express prominence to the quality of will and 

disposition which hes at the foundation of all the virtues, 

Kudemus supplies a lacuna in the Aristotelian account. 

In effect, however, Aristotle had stated the same prin- 

ciple in his discussion of the essential nature of virtue.’ 

In other respects the Eudemian Ethics, so far as it 

is known to us, differs, ike the Physics, from the Ari- 

stotelian only in individual transpositions, elucidations, 

and abbreviations, in changes of expression and the mean- 

ing of words.* Hudemus indeed breaks the close connec- 

tion between the Hthics and the Politics by inserting 

Heonomics as a third science between them.> In his 

Hthics, moreover, he gives a more independent place 

than Aristotle to the cognitive activities and to the 

corresponding dianoétic virtues.° But these diver- 

sake. To those of whom this and also see BRANDIS, who at 
latter is true, on the other hand 
(before kal mpoapotyra, at 1249, 
a, 3, there seems to be a small 
lacuna), not only the beautiful in 
itself, but also every other good, 
comes to be ‘ beautiful,’ because 
it subserves an end which is the 
beautiful: 6 8’ oiduevos Tas apeTtas 
exe Sety Evera Tay exTds ayabav 
kata TO GuuBeBnkds Ta Kadd 
TMpaTTel, €oTw ovv KadoKaryabia 
&peTi) TEAELOS. 

1 Supra, ii. p. 170. 
2 Supra,ii. p. 166, n. 1. 
3 Supra, ii. p. 154, nn. 3, 4; 

fob, Nat» p.149) n. 3. 
4 With what follows 

FRITZSCHE, Hth. Hud. xxix. sqq. 

li. b, 1557 sqq. iii. 240 sqq. has 
put together the variations of the 
Kudemian Ethics from the 
Nicomachean. 

> Cf. sup., i.p.186,n.4. It will 
be shown infra, in discussing 
the Pseudo-Aristotelian co- 
nomics, that it is possible that 
Eudemus himself wrote a treatise 
on Kconomics, and that it may 
perhaps be preserved to us in 
bk. i. of that work. 

§ Supra, ii.p. 178,n. 1. That 
EUDEMUS,i.5, 1216, b, 16, includes 
the poeticaland practical sciences 
under the term montikal émort7- 

cf. 2a, in contradistinction to the 
theoretical, is unimportant. 
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gencies have no perceptible influence upon his treat- 

ment of ethical questions. The further peculiarities of 

the Eudemian Fthics are still more unessential.' On 

' Eup. condenses the open- 
ing (£th. Nic. i. 1) into a few 
words and begins with Vie. i. 9, 
1099, a, 24; he expressly does 
away in i. 2,1214, b, 11 sqq. with 
the distinction drawn between 
the constituents and the insepa- 
rable conditions of happiness (cf. 
supra, ii.p.150,n.1; i.p.360,n.1): 
he expands in i. 5 Nic. i. 3 (partly 
by using J. vi. 13; v. supra, ii. p. 
158, n.2); inserts in i. 6 methodo- 
logical observations which are in 
fact entirely in agreement with 
Aristotle’s views; extends in c. 8 
the discussion of the Idea of the 
Good out of Mic. i. 4 with certain 
general observations; omits the 
inquiry in Vic. i. 10-12 (cf. supra, 
il. p. 144 foll.) and modifies the 
argument of Vic. i. 8-9 by com- 
bining it with what goes before. 
In the discussion of the nature 
of Virtue, Hth. Hud. ii. 1, 1218, 
a, 31-1219, b, 26 is Aristotelian 
matter (Wic. 1. 6, x. 6 init. i. 11 
init. i. 13, 1102, b, 2 sqq.) freely 
worked up; what follows is 
more closely connected with Nic. 
i. 13; and ii. 2 follows Nic. ii. 1; 
so li. 3-is Wie. ii. 2, 1104, a, 12 
sqq. 11. 5, 1106, a, 26, ii. 8 init.; 
the sketch of the virtues and 
vices 1220, b, 36 sqq. (which 
seems, however, to include later 
additions: see FRITZSCHE, ad 

loc.) follows Wie. ii. 7; 1221, b, 
9 sqq. rests on Nic. iv. 11, 1126, 
a,8sqq. With Hud. ii. 4, cf. Vie. 
il. 2, 1104, b, 13 sqq. and c. 4 
init. Nic. ii. 1 (genesis of virtue 
by virtuous acts) is passed over, 
and Vic.ii. 5 (virtues are neither 
duvduers nor wa0y, therefore €fes) 

is hardly touched; that virtue 
was, however, called not merely 
etis (Hud. ii. 5, c. 10, 1227, b, 8, 
&c.), but also dia@ects (ii. 1, 1218, 
b, 38, 1220, a, 29) is. nothing. 
Hud. ii. 5 is in essence taken 
from ic. ii. 8. The inquiry as 
to free will, &c., is opened 
by Eudemus, ii. 6, with an intro- 
auction which is peculiar to him, 
after which he gives, at c. 7-10, 
in a free selection and order the 
main points of the Aristotelian 
argument in WVic. iii. 1-7 (cf. 
BRANDIS, ii. b, 1388 sqq.), and 
closes in c. 11 with the question 
(which is not put by, but for the 
solution of which Wie. iii. 5, 1112, 
b, 12 sqq. is used) whether it is 
will (poaipeots) or insight (Adyos) 
that virtue directs aright? Eude- 
mus decides for the former, be- 
cause the main question in virtue 
is the end of our action, and 
this is determined by the will; 
whereas the protection of our 
power of insight from distortion 
by desire is the business of éyxpa- 
Tew, Which is a praiseworthy 
quality, but is to be distinguished 
from apetH. In the treatment of 
the specific virtues Eudemus 
follows his master, with unim- 
portant variations, as follows: iii. 
1 (avipeia) is Nie. iii. 8-12; iii. 
2 (cwppocivn) is Nic. iii. 13-15; 
then we pass (c. 3) to mpadtns 
(Nie. iv. 11), and next (c. 4) to 
eAevOepidrns (JV. iv. 1-3), and in 

c. 5 to meyadowuxla (NV. iv. 7-9), 
and c. 6 to weyadomperea (XN. iv. 
4-6). These are _ generally 
abbreviated, and show only a 
few explanatory additions. 
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the other hand, the connection of ethics with theology, 

discussed above, resting though it obviously does upon 
Aristotelian doctrines, nevertheless presents an unmis- 

takable departure from the spirit of the Aristotelian 

philosophy and an approach to the Platonic.! 

With the religious attitude which characterised Ku- 

demus, the naturalism of his fellow-disciples Aristoxenus 

and Diceearchus stands in striking contrast. The former 
of these,? who, before he became acquainted with Ari- 

Finally, inc. 7 (cf. WV. iv. 12-15, and 
supra, i. p. 169) Eudemus deals 
with véueots, aidws, piria, ceuvdrns 
(absent in Jic.), aAj@em and 
amwAdtns, and evrpameAfa, all of 
which, with a certain variance 
from Aristotle, he treats as 
laudable qualities, but not as 
virtues in the strict sense, as 
being merely peadrntes talgtical 
or vocal aperal (1233, b, 18, 
1234, a, 23 sqq.), because they do 
not involve a mpoaipecis.  1A0- 
tiuia (Nic. iv. 10) is passed over ; 
and for certain virtues left with- 
out a name by Aristotle (piAla 
and GA7@em) Kudemus, as usual, 
has a technical term—a note of 
the later date of his book. The 
three following books we possess 
only (v. supra, i. p. 98, u. 1) in 
the Aristotelian orginal. The 
seventh has in c. 1-12 chiefly an 
original restatement of the 
matter of the inquiry as to 
Friendship (in Mic. viii. ix.) so 
constructed that new ideas only 
appear in minor points, and con- 
tradictions of the Aristotelian 
teaching never. The three final 
chapters of this book (more cor- 
rectly bk. viii.) have been already 
dealt with, supra, ii. p. 422, n. 3. 

1 With Eudemus in this con- 

nection should be named _ his 
nephew Pasicles (ap. PHILOP. 
‘Pasicrates’), who is also called 
a scholar of Aristotle, if it be 
true (according to the views set 
out supra, vol. i. p. 79) that he 
was the author of bk. ii. (a) 
of the Metaphysics. See ec. 1, 
993, a, 9: Borep yap Kal Ta TOY 
vuktepldwy duuata mpos TO héyyos 
Exet TH pel ucpay, ottw Kal THs 
nueTEpos Wuxis 6 vovs mpds Ta TH 
puce. pavepwrata mavtwy, and cf. 
with this PLATO, /eep. vii. init. 
Otherwise the contents of this 
book show no remarkable pecu- 
liarity. 

* Yor the life and works of 
Aristoxenus see MAHNE, De Ari- 
stoxeno, Amsterd. 1793, and 
MULLER, Fragm. Hist. Gr. ii. 
269 sqq., where the Fragments 
are collected. He was born at 
Tarentum (SUID. ’Apiordé.; STE- 
PHANUS Byz. De Urb. Tapas), 
and was the son of Spintharus 
(Dio4. ii. 20, SExT. Math. vi. 1; 
as to his alleged second name, 
‘ Mnesias’ apud SUID., see Mix- 
LER, p. 269), who was a cele- 
brated musician (AILIAN, JZ, 
Anim. ii. 11, p. 34, Jac.). He 
learned also, according to Su1p. 
from the musician Lamprus (de 
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stotle, had been a student of the Pythagorean philo- 

sophy, acquired by his writings on music! the highest 

reputation among musicians of antiquity,? and what we 
know of his works amply justifies his fame. While far 

outstripping all his predecessors in the completeness of 

quo v. MAHNE, p. 12; cf. ZELL. 
Ph. ad. Gr. i. p. 45, 0.3), from the 
Pythagorean Xenophilus (¢hid. i. 
p. 310, n. 5), and from Aristotle. 
Asa scholar of Aristotle, he is 
named by Clic. Tuse. i. 18, 41, 
and GELL. WV. A. iv. 11, 4. He 
himself refers in Harm. Elem. p. 
30 (ZELL. ibid. p. 596, n. 3), to 
an oral statement of Aristotle’s, 
and at p. 31 of the same he 
relates that Aristotle used, in 
his lecturing, to give out before- 
hand the subject and general 
lines of his discussion. SUIDAS 
relates that, being one of the 
most notable of Aristotle’s scho- 
lars, he had expectations of be- 
coming his successor, and that 
when this did not come about he 
abused Aristotle after his death. 
ARISTOCLES, however (supra, i.p. 
11,n.1, p. 12, n. 1), refutes the 
last suggestion, anid possibly it 
was merely the statement cited 
on p. 11, n. 1 (which refers really 
to another person), that started 
the story. We learn further that 
Aristoxenus lived at first, prob- 
ably in his youth, at Mantinea, 
and that he was a friend of 
Diczearchus (CIc. in Zuse.i.18, 41, 
calls him his ‘ zqualis et condi- 
scipulus, and in Ad Att. xiii. 
32, he mentions a letter then 
extant from Diczarchus to Ari- 
stox.). We know not on what 
grounds LUCIAN’S story, Paras. 
35, rests, that he was a ‘ parasite’ 

of Neleus (? Neleus of Scepsis; 
but he is of too late a date; 
supra, i. p. 137, n. 1, p. 139, n. 3). 
In any case, we cannot rely on it. 
The period of the life of Aristox., 
of which we cannot fix either 
limit, is broadly determined by 
‘his relations to Aristotle and 
Diczearchus: when CyRILu. C. Jul. 
12 c, places him in Ol. 29 he is 
confusing him (see MAHNE, 16) 
with the much earlier Selinun- 
tian poet; he is, however, more 
correct in 208, B, when he calls 
him younger than Menedemus of 
Pyrrha (ZELL. Ph. d. Gr. p. 365, 
n. 2, p. 837). 

' The list of those known to 
us, in MULLER, p. 270, includes 
eleven works, some of them in 
several books, on Music, Rhythm, 
&e., and also on the Musical 
Instruments. We still possess 
the three books 7. dpyovinay 
orotxelwy, a large fragment of 
the m7. fuOuikav oroixeiwy, and 
other fragments (ap. MAHNE, p. 
130 sqq. and MULLER, p. 283 
sqq.). For the literature covering 
Aristoxenus’s harmonic and 
rhythmic theories, see UEBER- 
WEG, Grundy?. i. 216. 

* ‘O Movoids is his regular 
description. As the chief autho- 
rity on music, ALEX. in Top. 49 
classes him with the great men 
of medicine and mathematics, 
Hippocrates and Archimedes. 
Cf. also PLUT. sup. ii. p.415,n.1; 
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his investigations,! he was distinguished also in a high 

degree by the strictness of his method,” by the accuracy 

of his definitions, and by the thoroughness of his musical 

knowledge. He occupied himself besides with questions 

of natural science, psychology, ethics, and politics,? as 

well as with arithmetic’ and with historical sketches.° 

Of the reliability of these last, however, his fabulous 

statements about Socrates and Plato,® obviously imspired 

in part by a depreciatory motive, give us anything but 

a favourable impression.’ 

The views of Aristoxenus, so far as they are known 

to us, exhibit a union of the severe morality of the 

Pythagoreans with the scientific empiricism of the Peri- 

Cic. Fin. v.19, 50, De Orat. iii. 
33, 132; SimpPuL. Phys. 193, a; 
VITRUV. i. 14, v. 4. 

! He frequently himself calls 
attention, with a certain pride, 
to the number and importance 
of the inquiries which he was 
the first to undertake: eg. in 
Harm. El. pp. 2-7, 35-37, &c. 

2 It is his custom to preface 
each inquiry by a statement as 
to the procedure to be followed, 
and an outline of the argument, 
so that the reader may be clear 
as to the way which lies before 
him, and the exact point at 
which he finds himself; Harm. 
El. p. 30-1, 3-8, p. 43-4. 

3 His works of ethical inter- 
est included, not only the 
Tv@ayopiral amopdces but also 
a great part of his historical 
writings about the Pythagoreans. 
Besides these, we hear of his 
vouor madeuTixol and vdmor ToAt- 
tikot. The books about the 
Pythagoreans may have contained 
the passages concerning the soul 
cited in the following notes, 

since they are closely connected 
with Pythagorean views. From 
the ctpukra drouvijuata, we have 
in MULLER, 290-1, extracts 
which relate to natural history. 

* In the Fragm. from the 7. 
apbuntixjs, STOB. Hel. i. 16. 

° He composed a History of 
Harmonics (cited in Harm. EI. 
p. 2) a work on Tragic Poets, 
another on Flute-players, and 
also a work called Bio: davdpav 
which dealt apparently with all 
the famous Philosophers down 
to Aristotle ; and also the irour4- 
sata toropika, from which we 
have citations referring to Plato 
and Alexander the Great. In 
his other beoks also there was 
no doubt much historical matter. 

§ Cf. ZELL. Ph. d. Gr. i. pp. 
48,0352, 54, 6, 59. sqq. 342, a72, 
1, 375, 6, and the story cited by 
LUCIAN, Paras. 35 from Aristoxe- 
nusas to Plato’s Sicilian journeys. 

7 Generally speaking, the re- 
putation for learning which Cic. 
Tuse. 1.48, 41; Gen. iv: 11, 4: 
HieRON. Hist. Eccl. Pref. accord 
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patetics. Of a stern and ascetic disposition,! although 
a Peripatetic, he found himself so completely in agree- 

ment with the ethical teaching of the Pythagoreans, 

that he puts his own views into the mouth of philo- 
sophers of this school.? The views he attributes to 
Pythagoreans commendatory of piety, moderation, 

gratitude, fidelity to friends, respect to parents, strict 

obedience to law, and a careful education of the young,’ 

while harmonising with the inner spirit of Pythagorean 

ethics, at the same time unquestionably express his own 

opinion. Similarly he connects himself with Pyth- 

agoreanism in going a step beyond Eudemus,* and 

referring good fortune partly to a natural gift and 

partly to divine inspiration.’ Even in his views upon 

music the same tendency asserts itself. He attributes 

to music, as Aristotle, following the Pythagoreans, had 

him, may be as well deserved as 
the reputation for style which Cic, 
Ad Att. viii. 4 concedes to both 
Aristoxenus and Dicaearchus. 

1 So at least we are told: 
JELIAN, V.. viii. 13, calls him r@ 
yéAwTt ava Kpdtos ToA€uos, and 
ADRAS?. ap. PROCL. in Tim. 192 
A, says of him: od wdvu 7d eldos 
vip éxeivos movoikds, GAA’ Orws dv 
ddin TL Kawvdy A€yelv TEeppovTiKds. 

2 We must assume that he 
himself composed, or so far as he 
took them from ancient sources, 
at least fully accepted, such 
Pythagorean sayings as those in 
the Life of Archytas cited infra, 
in the following notes. 

3JIn this connection, cf. 
the Fragm. quoted in ZELL. Ph. 
d. Gr. i, 428-9, and that apud 
Stog, Floril, x. 67 (see MULLER, 

ibid. F.17), concerning artificial, 
natural and morbid desires, and 
the Frazm. given by ATHEN, xii. 
545,a, out of the Life of Archytas 
(Fr. 16), of which, however, he 
has given only the first half, i.e. 
the speech of Polyarchus in 
praise of pleasure, while its re- 
futation by Archytas, which 
must have fcsllowed, is not 
quoted. 

4 Supra, ii. p. 422 foil. 
5 Fr. 21 ap. STosB. Eel. i. 

206 (taken from the mv@. amopd- 
ceis): mwepl 5¢ TUxNS TAD’ Epackoy * 
eivat wevtot [WYTT. conj. ucy tr] 
kat Sapdviov wépos aitis, yeveoBat 
yap éxlrvoidy Twa TapaTod Samuovtov 
Tav avOpareyv eviois ex) Td) BéATLOV 
7) €m Td xEtpov, Kal elvat pavepas Kart’ 
avTd TovTO ToOvs mey EdTUYXE!IS TOUS 
de aruxeis, as may be seen by the 
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also done, a moral and educative,! and at the same time 

a purifying, effect, inasmuch as it calms emotion and 

alleviates morbid states of feeling.? But while insisting 

that music in this aspect should be permitted to retain 

its original dignity and severity, he holds that the same 

demand is made by its character as art; and accord- 

ingly we find him bitterly complaining of the effeminacy 

and barbarism which in the music of his time had 

usurped the place of the earlier classic style.? Neverthe- 

fact that the former without any 
judgment reach a_ fortunate 
result, and the latter with every 
care do not. eiva: 5€ Kal Erepoy 
Ttuxns eldos, Kal’ 0 of wey edpues 
kal evoroxol, of de apuets Te Kal 
évaytiay €xovtes piaw BAdoro.ey, 
&es.. 

eeeAso, 1.2, 3, p. 15-6: 
Poetry as an instrument in edu- 
cation acts not by wWvyxayeyia, 
but for cwppovicues; even the 
musicians meTamoovyTal THS ApEeTHS 
TavTns* MaWdevTixol yap civat pact 
kal émavop0wtikol Tay OGY, as, 
following the Pythagoreans, 
Aristoxenus said also. Cf. #7. 
17,a (StTos. Floril. v. 70, taken 
from the mv@. amop.): the true 
piAokaAia is not concerned with 
the outward adornment of life, 
but consists in a love for the 
KaAw yn eémitndeduata and 
éemotiua. Harm. Hl. 31: 7 wer 
To.avTn [movork) | BAdare: Ta HOn, 
7 de TowadTn @perde? —but we must 
not on that account demand of 
Harmonies, which is only a part 
of the science of povoiky, that it 
should make people morally 
better. The moral effect of music 
is referred to in the remark of 
Aristotle, ap. PLUT. Mus. c. 17, 

VOL. LE: 

1136, e, in opposition to Plato’s 
preference for the Dorian tones: 
and the matter cited by OkI- 
GENES ap. PROCL. in Tim. 27 0, 
from Aristoxenus also belongs to 
this subject. 

7 Mago. CAPELLA, ix. 923 
(fr. 24): Aristox. and the Pytha- 
goreans believed that the ‘ ferocia 
animi’ can be softened by music. 
CRAMER, Anecd. Paris. i. 172, 
the Pythagorean, according to 
Aristox., used for the purification 
of the body iarpixy}, and for that 
of the soul woven. PLUT. Mus. 
e. 438,55 p./ 114647 3 Arist. said 
elodyerIor povoixhy [at banquets] 
map’ dcov & mev oivos opdAAew 
TépuKe TAY BdNY BTS xXpNoaLevwv 
Td Te CHuaTa Kal Tas Siavolas. 4h 
dé povoik!) TH Tepl adthy the Te 
kal cupumetpla eis Thy evaytiay karé- 
oracw wye: Te Kal mpaiver, Aristox 
himself is said by APOLLON, 
Mirab. c. 49 (who cites as his 
authority Theophrastus) to have 
cured by music a man afflicted 
with a mental ailment. 

8 THEMIST. Or. xxxiii. p. 364: 
"Aptoro— 6 povaoixds @ndvvowevny 
Hn Thy movoikhy emeipato avappw- 
vival, avTds TE ayam@v TH avopiKd- 
TEPA TOV KpovpdTwr, Kal Tos paby- 

FF 
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less Aristoxenus confronts his Pythagorean predecessors 

as the founder of a school which remained opposed to 

theirs down to the latest ages of antiquity.! He 

reproaches them, not only with their imperfect treat- 

ment of the subject,? but also with their capricious 

method of procedure: since, instead of following the 

guidance of facts, they had, as he believed, imposed 
certain @ priori presuppositions upon them. He himself 

demanas, indeed, as opposed to an unscientific empi- 

ricism, principles and proofs; but he starts from the 

data of experience, and refuses to seek for the essence 
and causes of that which perception reveals to us in 

any other field than that which these supply.* In order, 

Tais eéKkeAevey TOU pad@aKov 
apeuevous pidrepyety Td appevwrby 
€y Tats weAeoiv ; Whereon follows 
an attack on the theatre music of 
his own time. Aristox. himself 
says in Fr. 90 (ap. ATHEN. Xiv. 
632, a): as the people of the 
Italian Posidonia, who were first 
Greeks and now Tyrrheneans or 
Romans, still celebrate yearly 
the Hellenic festival of sorrow 
because they have become bar- 
barians, oftw 67 otv, nol, Kal 
jueis, ereidn Kal Ta O€atpa exBap- 
Bapwrat kal eis weydAny diapbopay 
mpocAhAvdey % mavdnuos avr 
povotkn, Kal’ avtovs ‘yevduevot 
OAlyot Gvaumynokducba ola jv 7 
povoiky. Cf. also Harm. El. 23, 
and the remarks apud PLUT. 
Qu. Conv. vii. 8. 1, 4, p. 711 ©, 
where Aristox. calls his oppo- 
nents @vavdpa Kal d:aTeOpuupmevor 
Ta @ta 8: dmovoiay Kal ameipo- 
kariov, and De Mus. c. 31, p. 
1142, where he tells a contem- 
porary how ill it becomes him to 
conform to the taste of the day. 

‘ Cf. as to this opposition of 
_the Pythagoreans or Harmonists, 
and the Aristoxenians, whose 
differences Ptolemzus seeks to 
solve, BoJESEN, De Harmon. 
Scientia Graec. (Hafn. 1833) 
p. 19 sqq. and the citations there 
from PTOLEMZUS, Harm. i. (c. 
2, 9, 13, &c.), PORPHYR. in Péol. 
Harm. (Wallis. Opp. iii.) 189, 
207, 209-10, Cassar, Grundz. der 
Rhythmik, 22-3. 

2 Supra, vol. ii. p. 431, n. 1. 
3 Harm. El. 32: guoiuhy yap 

7 Twa gayev queis Thy dwvhy 
klynow kweicba, Kal ovx ws EtTvXE 
didotnua Teva, Kal TovTwY amo- 
deiters meipmueda A€yew duodoryou- 
Mévas Tois paivouévois, ov Kabdmep 
ot Eumpoober, of wev GAAOTPLOADY- 
ovuvtes Kal Thy wey atc@now eKKAt- 
VOTES, WS OUTOY OvK akpLBH, vonTaS 
5€ KatacKevdatovtes aitias, Kat 
gackovTes Adyous TE Tivas GpiOuav 
elva: Kal TaXN Mpds BAANAa, ev ois 
TO Te OY Kal Bapd yivera, TavTwY 
GAAoTpiwTaTous Adyous A€yovTes 
Kal évayTiw~aTous Tots paivomevois * 
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moreover, to establish his conclusions upon an inde- 

pendent basis, he excludes on principle all those which 

might be borrowed from another science: the theory of 

music, he holds, must be limited to its own proper field, 

but it must completely exhaust it.’ 

We cannot here enter more fully into Aristoxenus’s 

theory of music, and must be content with the statement 

of its most general principles as an indication of its 

character and tendency.’ 

ot b€ amobcomiCovTes Exacta tvev 
aitias Kal amodel~ews, ovdE avTA TH 
pawdmeva Karas e£rpiOunkdres. 
Huets BE apyxas TE Teipmucba AaBety 
paivouevas amdoas Tois eumelpors 
povalikns Kal Ta ek TOUTwWY TUUBa!- 
vovTa GamodelKvUvaL.. . . avdryeTal 
S 7 mpayuatela cis bvo* els TE THY 
&Konv Kal eis Thy Sidvoiay, TH wey 
yop akon Kplvowev Ta TOY SiacT?- 
parwv weyeOn, TH Se Savoia Pewpov- 
bev Tas TOUTwWY Suvduets. Music is 
not like Geometry. The latter 
has no need of observation; 7@ 
5€ movoig oxeddv eoTW apxis 
€xovoa Taki h THS aichoews 
axplBea, p. 38, ad fin.: ex dvo yap 
TOUTWY 1 THS MovoLKs GuvEis 
eoTw, aicOjoews Te Kal uvnuns. 
P. 43, ad fin.: three things are 
needful—right apprehension of 
the phenomena, right arrange- 
ment of them, and right conclu- 
sions from them. As to the 
somewhat hostile criticisms of 
later writers, such as PrOLEM&US 
(Harm. i. 2, 13), PORPHYR. Gn 
Ptol. Harm. Wallis. Opp. iii. 211), 
and BoETHIUS (De Mus. 1417, 
1472, 1476) upon the method of 
Aristoxenus, see MAHNE, p. 167 
sqq. BRANDIS, iii. 380-1. 

1 Harm. El. 44: Harmonics 

must begin with data which are 
immediately established by per- 
ception. KabdAov 5& ev Te apxe- 
a0at mapatnpyntéov, bmws mht’ eis 
Thy wUmepoplay eumimrwmev, amd 
TIVOS pwrvis i KiWhoEws Gépos 
Gpxemevol, MyiT’ ad KdumroyTes 
eytos [narrowing the bounds of 
our knowledge] 1oAAa@ Tay oikeiwy 
amoAumdavenwev. In fact, however, 
Aristox. does not go into the 
physicalinquiries as to the nature 
of tones; see next note, and cf. 
ibid. pp. 1 and 8. 

? The basis on which Aristox. 
proceeds in his Harmonics is the 
human voice (cf. Harm. El. 19, 
20, and CENSORIN. c. 12, who 
says that Aristox. held that music 
consisted ‘in voce et corporis 
motu ’—but he cannot conclude 
from this that he considered it 
to consist merely in this and to 
have no deeper basis, especially 
as this would bein contradiction 
with the quotation swpra, vol. ii. 
p. 432, n. 5, and as CENSORIN. in 
the same passage, says of So- 
crates also that, according to 
him, music was ‘in voce tantum- 
modo’). The voice has two kinds 
of movement: that of speech 
and that of song. For speech it 

ren 2 
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Aristoxenus further described the Soul as a harmony, 

and more definitely as the harmony of the Body. The 
activities of the soul were held by him to spring from 

the concurrent movements of the bodily organs as their 

has a continuous motion; for 
songa movement of intervals (kiv7- 
gis ouvexys and s:acrnuatiKy) : 

that is, in speech we have a con- 
tinual change of tone, while in 
singing each tone is held for a 
certain time at the same level 
(ibid. p. 2,8). Whether a tone 
is in itself a form of motion or 
no, Aristox. says he will not 
inquire (ibid. p. 9,12); he says 
2 tone is ‘at rest’ so long as it 
does not change its note, but 
allows that this may be an actual 
rest or may be merely a same- 
ness of motion (éuadérns kwioews 
}} ravtérns); nor will he go into 
the question whether the voice 
really can hold exactly the same 
note, for it is enough that it 
appears to us to do so. amA@s 
yap, Otay Gy ovTw KITA 7H pwn, 
ote undapod Soxety iotacOa Ti 

GKon, Tuvexh A€youev Ta’THY THY 
kivnow, otay 5€ oTjvat Twov défaca 
elra méAw SiaBalvew Twa TéToy 
pavi. kal ToUTO ToijTaca maAW Eq’ 
érépas tdcews [level of tone] 
otivat d0&, Kal TovToO évaddak 
moe davouevn ocuvex@s diaTeAg, 
SiactThnuarixhy THy ToatTHY Kiynow 
rAéyouev. The result of this must 
be a bad ‘ circulus in definiendo,’ 
by which the éritacis pwri7s is 
defined as a movement of the 
voice from a low to a high note, 
and the &veois dwv7js a Movement 
trom a high to a low one, while 
aturns, conversely, is defined as 
To yevduevoy 5a TIS emrdoews, 
and Baputns as Td yevdueroy 510 
Tis avéoews (p. 10). Again, the 

lesser OSiests (quarter tone) is 
given as the smallest perceptible 
and stateable difference of tone 
(pp. 13-4), while the greatest 
which can be represented by the 
human voice or by any single 
instrument is said to be the da 
mwévte kal dis bia macav (=two oc- 
taves and a fifth) (p. 20). The 
notions of tone and interval are 
defined (p. 16-7), and the differ- 
ent tone-systems are given (p. 
17-8) with the statement that of 
these the diatonic is the most 
original, the chromatic the next, 
and the enharmonic the last, so 
that the ear is with difficulty 
accustomed to it (p. 19), &e. The 
further course of the inquiry 
cannot be followed here. That 
Aristox. (as in Harm. pp. 24, 45- 
46) fixed the compass of the 
fourth at two and a half, of the 
fifth at three and a half, and of 
the octave at six tones, whereas 
the true compass is rather less, 
because the half-tones of the. 
fourth and fifth are not a full 
half, is matter of criticism in 
PTOLEM. Harm. i. 10; BOETH. 
De Mus. 1417; CENSORIN. Di. 
Nat. 10, 7. Cf. also PLuT. An. 
Procr. c. 17, p. 1020-1 (where 
the apuwovikol are the followers of 
Aristox., elsewhere called dp- 
yavikol or movotkol). It is pos- 
sible that in his treatment of 
rhythm Aristox. also treated of 
the letters of the alphabet as the 
elements of speech; see DIONYS. 
Comp. Verb. p. 154. 
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common product; a disturbance in one of these parts, 

which destroys the concord of their movements, causes 

the extinction of consciousness—in other words, death.! 

In this doctrine he only followed a view which had been 

already adopted by others—probably Pythagoreans— 

before him.? It would commend itself all the more to 

him as an empiric in that it offered an explanation of 

the soul which harmonised with his views upon music. 

Just as in music he confines himself to the facts of 

experience, so in treating of the life of the soul he 
confines himself strictly to its sensible manifestations ; 

and just as there he sees harmony arising from the 

concurrence of particular sounds, so he holds that the 

Cre, Tse. i. 10, 20: ‘ Aristox. 
. ipsius corporis intentionem 

[rdévos] quandam [animam dixit]; 
velut in cantu et fidibus que har- 
monia dicitur, sic ex corporis 
totius natura et figura varios 
motus cieri, tanquam in cantu 
sonos.’ Cf. c. 18, 41, where, on 
the other hand, we are told: 
‘membrorum vero situs et figura 
corporis vacans animo quam 
possit harmoniam efficere, non 
video.’ OC. 22, 51: ‘ Diczearchus 
quidem et Aristox. ... nullum 
omnino animum esse dixerunt.’ 
LACTANT. Jnstit. vii. 13 (perhaps 
also following Cicero): ‘quid 
Aristox., qui negavit omnino 
ullam esse animam, etiam cum 
vivit in corpore?’—but held that 
as harmony is engendered out of 
the tension of strings, ‘ita in 
corporibus ex compage viscerum 
ac vigore membrorum vim senti- 
endi existere. Lact. Opif. D. 
c. 16: ‘ Aristox. dixit, mentem 
omnino nullam esse, sed quasi 

harmoniam in fidibus ex con- 
structione corporis et compagi- 
bus viscerum vim sentiendi ex- 
istere . . . scilicet ut singularum 
corporis partium firma conjunctio 
membrorumque omnium consen- 
tiensin unum vigor motum illum 
sensibilem faciat animumuue 
concinnet, sicut nervi bene in- 
tenti conspirantem sonum. Et 
sicuti in fidibus, cum aliquid aut 
interruptum aut relaxatum est, 
omnis canendi ratio turbatur et 
solvitur, ita in corpore, cum pars 
aliqua membrorum duxerit vi- 
tium, destrui universa, corruptis- 
que omnibus et turbatis occidere 
sensum eamque mortem vocari.’ 

* ZELL. Ph. d. Gr. i, 413. 
Aristox. probably stated this 
view in his books on the Pytha- 
goreans ; but what is quoted from 
him by JAMBL. Theol. Avithm. p. 
41, as to the Metempsychosis of 
Pythagoras does not prove that 
Aristox. himself believed in that 

doctrine, 
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soul originates in the concurrence of bodily moye- 

ments. 

Along with Aristoxenus his friend and fellow- 

disciple! Diceearchus of Messene? is usually classed, 
on account of his views upon the nature of the soul,’ 

which he appears to have made even more expressly 

and thoroughly the subject of his investigations.‘ He 

also held that the soul has no absolute independent 

1 As to this, see Cic. Tuse. i. 
18, Ad Att. xiii. 32, and supra, 
vol. ii. p. 429, n. 2. 

2 According to SUID. s. v., he 
was the son of Phidias, born at 
Messene in Sicily, a scholar of 
Aristotle, a philosopher, a rhe- 
torician and a geometrician. He 
is often called a Messenian and a 
scholar of Aristotle (e.g. CIc. 
Legg. iii. 6, 14; ATHEN. Xi. 
460-1, xv. 666, b and a). Why 
THEMISTIUS names him among 
the traducers of Aristotle 
(supra, vol. i. p. 40, n. 1), it is 
difficult to say; for neither the 
circumstance referred to by MUL- 
LER (Lragm. Hist. Gr. ii. 225-6) 
that he gave more importance to 
the practical life than Aristotle 
did (see below), nor the fact 
(which OSANN, p. 46, connects 
with this accusation) that Dicz- 
archus departed from Aristotle’s 
teaching as to the soul, has any- 
thing to do with their personal 
relations, of which THEMIST. is 
speaking. It is possible that 
THEMIST. or his copyists have 
inserted the wrong name: De- 
mochares, for example, might be 
suggested instead.—We have no 
further information about Dicz- 
archus, except that he lived in 
the Peloponnesus (Cic. Ad Att. 

vi. 2) and that he was employed 
by the Macedonian kings to 
measure the heights of mountains 
(PLIN. H. Wat. ii. 65, 162), which 
work we know that he did in the 
Peloponnesus, for SUIDASascribes 
to him karametpnoes Tay ev TleAo- 
movyjow opav. His learning is 
praised by PLIN. (loc. cit.), by Cic. 
Ad Att. ii. 2 and elsewhere, and 
by VARRO, De #B. #. 47 
MULLER, ibid. p. 226). His dates 
of birth and death cannot be 
exactly determined. As to his 
life and writings, see OSANN, 
Beitr. ii.1-119; FUHR, Diewarchi 
Messen. que supersunt (Darmst. 
1841); MULLER, Wragm. Hist. 
Gr. ii. 225 sqq., from whom the 
Fragments hereafter cited are 
taken. 

3 Circ. Fuse. i. 18, 41, 22, 61. 
4 We know from Clic. Ad Att. 

xili. 32, Tusc. i. 10, 21, 31, 77; 
PLUT. Adv. Col. 14, 2, p. 1115, 
that he wrote two works on the 
soul, which were dialogues, one 
laid at Corinth, the other in 
Lesbos. Whether with either of 
these (OSANN, 40-1, suggests the 
Kopiv@iaxds) the work De Interitu 
Hominum (Citic. Off. ii. 5, 16; 
Consol. ix. 351) was identical 
must remain an unsolved pro- 
blem ; but it seems improbable. 
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existence of its own, but is merely the result of the 

mixture of material constituents, being in fact nothing 

else than the harmonious union of the four elements in 

a living body: only as it is united to the body accord- 

ingly and diffused through all its parts does the soul 
partake of reality.’ It was only, therefore, to be 

expected that he should from this point of view vigor- 

ously combat the belief in immortality.’ It is more: 

surprising to be told that he believed in revelations 

through dreams and ecstatic states. These, however, 

omer suse. 1. 10, 21: Dic. 
makes a certain Pherecrates 
Maintain, ‘nihil esse omnino 
animum et hoc esse nomen totum 
inane . neque in homine 
inesse animum vel animam nec 
in bestia; vimque omnem eam, 
qua vel agamus quid vel sentia- 
mus [kivynois and ato@nois were 
already indicated by ARIST. De 
An. i. 2, 403, b, 25, as the distin- 
euishing marks of the €upvxor], 
in omnibus corporibus  vivis 
equabiliter esse fusam, nec 
separabilem a corpore esse, 
‘quippe que nulla sit [cf. 11, 24. 
nihil omnino animum dicat esse], 
nec sit quidquam nisi corpus 
unum et simplex [the body 
alone], ita figuratum ut tempera- 
tione naturz vigeat et sentiat ;’ 
Ibid. 18, 41: ‘[Dic.] ne condo- 
luisse quidem unquam videtur, qui 
animum se habere non sentiat ;’ 
22, 51 (v. supra, vol. ii. p. 437, n. 
1, and Acad. ii. 39, 124). SExT. 
says he taught pi elvor thy Wuxhy 
(Pyrrh, ii. 31), undév eivar abthy 
mapa Td Tas Exov coua (Math. vii. 
349). ATTICUS, ap. Eus. Praep. 
Ev. xv. 9, 5: avipnke thy bAnv 
trdatacw THs Wux7s. JAMBL. ap. 
Stops. el. i. 870: the soul was, 

according to Diczarchus, 7d 7H 
pvoe ocummeurymevov, Td Tov 
gTHuatos oy, donep Td eubvyoobar’ 
avTy Se wh wapdy TH PuxH dSomep 
imdpxov.(?) SIMPL. Categ. Schol. 
in Ar. 68, a,26: Au... . 7d mer 
(gov cvvexdper eivar, THY 5é aitlay 
avTov Wuxnv avyper. NEMES. 
Nat. Hom. p. 68: Atkaiapxos 5¢ 
[tiv Wuxhv A€yer] apuoviay tav 
Tecodpwv oatoixelwy (so also 
PLuT. Plac. iv. 2,5; Sros. Zel. 
i. 796; HERMIAS, Zrris. p. 402), 
which is the same as xkpaous kab 
cunowvia Tav oTotxelwy. For it 
is not the musical kind of ‘har- 
mony,’ which is meant, but the 
harmonious mixture of the warm, 
cold, moist and dry elements in 
the body. Accordingly he is 
said to have considered the soul 
as avovcws (which means, not 
immaterial, as OSANN, p. 48, 
translates it, but non-sub- 
stantial). ‘The meaning of TER- 
TULL. De An. c. 15 (cf. infra, 
under STRATO) is not clear. 

“Cic.. Tisc. 1. 31, (7, WAo- 
TANT. Jnstit. vii. 7, 13; and cf. 
next note. 

3 Ps.-PLUT. Plac.v.1,4:’Apioro- 
TéAnS Kal Atk. TO Kat’ évOovciacuoy 
| yeévos mavTikijs | udvoy Taperodyouct 
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ke was doubtless able, like Aristotle,! to reconcile with 

his doctrine of the soul by means of a natural ex- 

planation.? That he was no friend of divination and 

the priestly arts of prophecy can easily be gathered 

from the fragments of his work upon the Cave of Tro- 

phonius.? ' 

Connected with Diczearchus’s view of the soul is 

his assertion that the practical life is superior to the 

theoretic. One who held, as he did, that the soul was 

inseparably united to the body could not ascribe to that 

activity of thought in which it withdraws from all that 

is external in order to become absorbed in itself, the 

same value as Plato and Aristotle, following out their - 

view of the nature of mind, had done. Conversely, one 

who found the highest activity of the soul only in the 

practical side of life must necessarily have been all the 

more ready to conceive of it as not in its nature 

separable from the bodily organs, but as the operative 

force that pervades them. 

Kal Tous oveipous, GIdvaTov ev eivat 
od vouicovTes tiv Wuxhv, Oetou bE 
Twos peTéxev avTqy. Similarly 
in Cic. Divin. i, 3, 5, 50, 113. Cf. 
ibid. ii. 51,10: ‘magnus Dice- 
archi liber est, nescire ea [que 
ventura sint] melius esse, quam 
scire,’ 

* Cf. supra, vol. ii. pp. 76, 328. 
* The proposition (PSEUDO- 

PLUT. in the last note but one) 
that the soul has something 
divine, would not stand in his 
way, for even Democritus (ZELL. 
Ph. d. Gr, i. 812-3) admits as 
much. It is, however, question- 

able whether the Placita have 
any right to couple Diczarchus 

But Diceearchus demands 

with Aristotle in this connection. 
Certainly we cannot ascribe to 
him what Cic. Divin. i. 50, 113, 
says as to the loosing of the 
soul from the body in sleep and 
in excitement, and, in fact, 
Cicero does not name Diczarchus 
for his view. 

8 Fy, 71-2, ap. ATHEN. Xiv. 
641, e, xiii. 594, e; cf. OSANN, 
p. 107 sqq. 

‘Cic. Ad Att, Sia 
‘quoniam tanta controversia est 
Diceearcho, familiari tuo, cum 
Theophrasto, amico meo, ut ille 
tuus Toy mpakrikby Bioy longe om- 
nibus anteponat, hic autem rdv 
Bewpntixdv. Cf, ibid, vii. 3. 
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that just as this psychic force penetrates the whole 

body, the mora] force should manifest itself throughout 

the whole of human hfe: it is not the lecture that 

makes the philosopher ; it is not the public oration or 

the official business that makes the statesman; but the 

philosopher is he who carries his philosophy into every 

circumstance and action of his life, the statesman he 

who dedicates his whole life to the service of the 

people.! 

With this strong practical bent Diceearchus naturally 

found political studies especially attractive ; and accord- 

ingly we hear, not only generally that he gave special 

attention to these,? but also that he wrote accounts of 

Greek Constitutions ; * particularly we know that in his 

Tripoliticus—a development of Aristotelian ideas +—he 

proposed a combination of the three pure forms of con- 

stitution (democracy, aristocracy, and monarchy) as 

the best, and pointed to Sparta as an example of this 

combination.» Beyond this we know hardly anything 

1 This is the leading idea of 
the passage in PLUT. An seni s. 
ger. resp. C. 26, p. 796, of which 
we may assume that its general 
content belongs to Diczearchus 
and not merely the single sen- 
tence kal yap Tovs ev tats oroats 
avakdurtTovTas mepimareiy aay, 
@s EAeve Aikalapyxos, overs Se Tos 
eis aypoy 7) pirAov BadiCovras. The 
meaning of that sentence will 
then be as follows: as people use 
the word wepimarety only of 
walking, which is done directly 
for the sake of movement, so 
they commonly use the words 
pirocopety and sodrteverOa only 
of those activities which expressly 
and directly serve a philosophic 

or a political aim; but the one 
use is as incorrect as the other. 

2 Cic. Legg. iii. 5, 14. 
* Cre. Ag Ate ny 2 ier. 

OSANN, p- 13 sqq.) names ac- 
counts by him of the Constitu- 
tions of Pella, Corinth, and 
Athens, which probably were 
parts of a general History of 
Constitutions, if not indeed of the 
Bios ‘EAAddos (infra); SUID. says 
that his modAitela Smaptiarav 
(which may also have been part 
of the Tripoliticus) was publicly 
read in Sparta every year. 

* Cf. supra, vol. ii. p. 230 sq , 
and especially pp. 278 sqq. 

> That this was the main idea 
of the Tpimoditixds and that 
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We may pass 
over the fragments of his numerous writings upon 

history, geography, and the development of literature 

and art, especially as the views expressed in them are 

of no particular philosophical interest.? 

CICERO,who studied and admired 
Diczarchus (supra, vol. ii. p. 440, 
n. 4; Tusc. i. 31, 77, ‘ deliciz 
mez Diczarchus’; Ad Att. ii. 2), 
borrowed from him the theory of 
the amalgamation of these forms 
of Constitution and the idea of 
exhibiting this amalgamation in 
a working polity, and that pro- 
bably POLYB. vi. 2-10 also follows 
Diczarchus, has been shown by 
OSANN, ibid. p. 8 sqq., who, 
however, is wrong in treating as 
genuine the political Fragments 
of Archytas and Hippodamus, 
and in citing in support of his 
view PLUT. Qu. Conv. viii. 2, 2, 
3, p. 718, where Diczarchus is 
merely speaking of the combina- 
tion of Socratic and Pythagorean 
elements in Plato. This infer- 
ence assumes the highest degree 
of probability when we observe 
that Poot. Bibl. Cod. 37, p. 8, a 
(following some scholar of the 
sixth century) speaks of cides 
moAitelas SikatapxiKoy, Which con- 
sists in an amalgamation of the 
three kinds of constitution, and 
is the best kind of government, 
and that (according to Fr. 23 b. 
ATHEN. iv. 141, a) the T7ripoli- 
ticus contained an exact descrip- 
tion of the Spartan Phiditia, and 
when we compare with these 
data the fashion in which both 
Cicero in the Republic (e.g. i. 29, 
45-6, and ii. 28, 39) and Polybius 
loc. cit. deal with the subject. 
OSANN also suggests (p. 29 sqq.) 
that the work for which Clic. 

Ad Att. xiii. 32 says he wishes to 
make use of the YTripoliticus, 
was the ‘ De Gloria.’ 

1 Direct information on this 
head we have none, except the 
remark (cited by PLUT. Qu. Conv. 
iv. Procem. p. 659), that we should 
seek the good will of all, but the 
friendship of the good. We 
gather from PorpPH. De Abst tv. 
1, 2 (see next note), and from 
the saying (Cic. Off. ii. 5, 16, 
Consol. ix. 351 Bip.) that many 
more men have been ruined by 
the hands of men than by wild 
beasts or catastrophes of nature, 
that Dic. denounced war. 
According to PoRPH. ibid. it 
seems that Dic. (like Theo- 
phrastus) saw even in the custom 
of slaughtering animals, the 
commencement of a downward 
tendency. 

? His views as to the conical 
form of the earth (Fr. 53; 
PLIN. H. N. ii. 65, 162) and the 
eternity of the world and of the 
races of men and animals are 
purely Aristotelian (Fr. 3, 4 ap. 
Cens. Di. Nat. c. 4; VARRO, 
FR. Rust. ii. 1); and inasmuch as 
he strove (using the myth of the 
rule of Kronos) torepresent with 
much intelligence the original 
condition of mankind and the 
gradual transition from a primi- 
tive state of nature to pastoral 
life (with which began the 
eating of flesh and war) and the 
further advance to an agricul- 
tural life (#7. 1-5, b; PORPH. 
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Of another Peripatetic known to us by name, 

Phanias,! the friend and fellow-citizen of Theophrastus, 

we possess only isolated statements upon history and 

science.” he same is true of Clearchus of Soli;? since 

although among his writings, so far as they are known 

to us,* none are historical,*® yet almost all the quotations 

from them which we possess relate to history, and these 

are for the most part so paltry and insignificant,® and 

eeetemis. iv. 1, 2, p. 295-6; 
HIERON. Adv. Jovin. II. t. iv. b, 

“205,: Mart.; CENSOR. .c. 4; 
VARRO, £2. #. ii. 1, i. 9) he must, 
like Aristotle and Theophrastus 
(supra, vol. ii. pp. 30 sq. 378 sq.), 
have supposed that the history of 
human civilisation moved in a 
settled cycle. 

1 Our information as to the 
life of this man (from SUID. s. ». ; 
STRABO, xiii. 2, 4, p. 618; PLUT. 
Themist. c.13 ; AMMON. in Categq., 
Schol. in Ar. 28, a, 40) is limited 
to the statements that he belonged 
to Eresos, that he was ascholar of 
Aristotle, and lived in and after 
Oly tit (in Of, 111, 2, Aristotle 
returned from Macedonia _ to 
Athens). DIOGENES, v. 37, quotes 

a letter which Theophrastus, 
when he was advanced in age, 
wrote to this Phanias, de quo cf. 
also Schol. in Apoll. Rhod. 1. 972. 

2 We hear of various historical 
works of Phanias; a work 7. 
tToint@y, another on the Socratics 
(which may have dealt with other 
philosophers also); a book mpds 
Tovs copioras, Of which the mpds 
A.édwpoy (Diodorus Kronus) was 
perhaps a part, and a wm. gurTér, 
to which the matter cited by 
Pun. @, Nat. xxii, 13, 35 from 
‘Phanias the physicist’ may have 
belonged. He is also said to 

have written works on Logic 
(AMMON. ibid., and v. supra, vol. 
i. p.64,n.1). The information 
which exists about these texts, and 
the fragments of them which are 
preserved, have been collected by 
Voisin (De Phania Eres. Gand. 
1824) and after him by MULLER, 
Fragm. Hist. Gr. ii. 293 sqq. 

3 Heisoften called SoAevs; and 
that the Cyprian, not the Cilician, 
Soli is meant, is clear (as many 
have observed, and as MULLER, 
ibid, 302, maintains against VER- 
RAERT, De Clearcho Sol. Gand. 
1828, p. 3-4) from ATHEN. vi. 256, 
c.e.f. We know nothing more 
about his life, except that he 
was a scholar of Aristotle. (See 
notes on next page.) 

* See the list and Fragm. 
apud VERRAERT and MULLER, 
ubi supra. 

5 Even the zm. Biwy, which 
seems to have been his chief 
work, and from which we have 
citations of books 1, 2,3, 4 and 
8, cannot have been, if we are 
to judge by these Fragments, a 
biographical work, but only a 
discussion of the value of differ- 
ent kinds of lives: cf. MULLER, 
ibid. p. 302. 

6 This cannot be wholly due 
to the fact that we owe the cita- 
tions to a gossip like Athenzeus, 
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exhibit so little critical power, while Clearchus’s own 

conjectures are so devoid of taste,' that they give us 

but a mean opinion of their author’s powers. Generally 

it may be said that what we know of him is little fitted 

to establish the assertion that he is second to none of 

the Peripatetics,”? although, on the other hand, it must 

be confessed that we do not know what those departures 

from the true Peripatetic doctrine were with which 

Plutarch charges him.* Besides a few unimportant 

scientific assertions,‘ and a discussion of the different 

kinds of riddles,®> some hints as to his views upon 

ethics can be extracted from the fragments of Clearchus: 

these, however, merely amount to the statements that 

luxury and extravagance are in the highest degree repre- 

hensible,® although, on the other hand, Cynic and Stoic 

indifference to external circumstances are far from 

' E.g. his explanation of the 
myth of the egg of Leda, ap. 
ATHEN. ii. 57, e: ‘the ancients in 
place of imepgov used goby simply, 
and so, since Helen was begotten 
in a bmepgoyv, the story arose that 
she came out of an egg’!—his 
statement, ap DiI0G. i. 81, as to 
Pittacus (evidently founded only 
on the well-known verse ap. 
PuutT. VIL. Sap. Cmv.c. 14, p. 

157, e): TovT@ yuuvacia iv ciToy 
a&Aeitv—and his idea that (Fr. 60 
ap. Miiller) the man-eating 
steeds of Diomedes meant his 
daughters ! 

2 JOSEPH. C. Apion. i. 22, ii. 
454.Haverc.: KA. 6 "ApiorotéAous 
dy pabnths kal tay ex Tov Tepimd- 
Tov pirtocdpav ovdevds Sevrepos. 
ATHEN. xv. 701, c.: KA. 6 SoAeds 
ovdevds Sevtepos Tay TOV codov 

"ApiatotéAous wabntar. 
3 De Fac. Lun. 2, 5, p. 920: 

buétepos yap 6 aynp, “ApiotoreAous 
TOD TadaLod yeyovws cuvHOns, ei Kal 
TOAAG TOU TWEpiMaToU mapeTpeer. 

4 Fr. 10-174, .a, 76, 7 
SPRENGEL, Gesch. d. Arzneik. 
(fourth edition); v. ROSENBAUM, 
i. 442-3. 

> Fr. 63, apud ATHEN. Xx. 
448,c. cf. PRANTL, Gesch. d. Log. 
i. 399 sq. 

5 So Clearchus, in his 7m. Biwy, 
had recounted the numerous 
examples of these failings and 
their consequences, which 
ATHENZUS cites from him 
(Hragm. 3-14, cf. Fr. 16-18, 
21-23); and, on the other hand 
(Fr. 15, ap. ATHEN. xii. 548, d), 
named Gorgias to prove the 
wholesome effects of moderation, 
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praiseworthy ;! that a sharp distinction must be drawn 

between friendship and flattery ;? that passionate and 

unnatural love should be avoided,? and such like. On 

the whole, Clearchus gives us the impression rather of a 

versatile and well-read, though somewhat superficial, 

man of letters,* than of a scholar and philosopher. 

Among the pupils of Aristotle is sometimes reckoned 

Heraclides of Pontus. It has already been re- 

marked,’ however, that neither the chronology nor the 

character of his doctrines is favourable to this assump- 

tion, although his learned efforts show that he was 

certainly closely akin to the Peripatetic school. 

Aristotle’s influence may have had a more decided 

effect upon the orator and poet Theodectes, who died, 
however, before 

1 Apud ATHEN. xiii. 611, b, 
he distinguishes (apparently in 
opposition to the Cynics and per- 
haps to the Stoics also) between 
Bios Kaprepixos and the Blos 
Kuvikds. 

2 Cf. Fr. 30, 32 (ATHEN. vi. 
255, b, xii. 533, e) with the bold 
sketch of a young and weak 
Prince ruined by flattering cour- 
tiers, &c. #7. 25-6 (ATHEN. vi. 
255, c. 258, a). 

3 Fr, 34-36(ATHEN. xiii. 573, 
a, 589, d, 605, d, e). 

4 The conversation between 
Aristotle and a Jew reported by 
Clearchus (fr. 69, ap. JOSEPH. 
C. Apion. i. 22), may be regarded 
as a literary invention, together 
with the accompanying explana- 
tion that the Jews derived their 
philosophy from India. The 
book cited (7. tavov, de quo BER- 

Alexander’s 

Several other Aristotelians, such as 

Persian expedition.® 

Callisthenes,” 

NAYS, Abh. d. Hist.-philos. Ge- 
selisch. in Breslau, i. 1858, 190, 
‘Theophr. tib. Frémmigk.’ 110 
187) need not, from our extant 
information as to Clearchus, be 
considered spurious. 

° Supra, vol. ii. p. 387, n. 1, p. 
433 sqq.; cf. ZELL. Ph. d. Gr. i. 
p. 848, n. 1. 

§ On this writer, who is often 
quoted by Aristotle,and of whom 
we have suggested (supra, vol. i. 
p. 72, n., folowing PLUT. Alew. c. 
17) that he was with Aristotle in 
Macedonia, see WESTERMANN’S 
Gesch. d. Beredsamk. bei d. 
Griech. u. Rom. i. 84, A, 6, 142, 
A, 21, and supra, vol. i. p. 40, 
nh. 2, p. 72. 

* This kinsman and scholar 
of Aristotle is referred to supra, 
vol. i. p. 22, n. 1 ad fin. (see also 
VALER. MAX. vii. 2, ext. 8, SuLD. 
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Leo of Byzantium,' and Clytus,? are known to us 

only as writers on history, Meno® only as the author 
of a history of pharmacology.* Of a theological work 

of Hipparchus of Stagira only the title has come 

down to us.° Of those who are not accredited with 

any written or oral teaching of their own, we need say 

nothing.® 

KaAA.c6.), and as to his death, see 
supra, vol. i. p. 32 sqq. Further 
information about him and his 
writings will be found in GEIER, 
Alex. Hist. Script. 191 sqq. ; 
MULLER, Script. Rer. Alex. 1 sqq. 

1 The little we can glean of 
this historian (whom SUID. Aéwy 
Bu¢. confounds with an earlier 
politician of Byzantium of the 
same name) from SUID. ibid., 
ATHEN. xii. 553-1, and PSEUDO- 
PLut. De Fluv. 2, 2, 24, 2, is set 
out in MULLER, Fragm. Hist. 
Gr. ii. 328-9. 

2 ATHEN. xiv. 655, b, xii. 540, 
c; Dioc. i. 25; MULLER, ibid. 
333. 

3 GALEN, in Hippocr. de Nat. 
Hom. vol. xv. 25-26 K., says this 
physician was a scholar of Ari- 
stotle’s, and wrote an iatpiKy 
guvaywy) in several books, erro- 
neously ascribed to Aristotle him- 
self. It is clear that this was an 
historical collection of medical 
theories, both from the title 
(which is the equivalent of the 
Texvav ovvaywyh supra, vol. i. p. 
73, n. 1), and also from the 
remark of Galen, that he had used 

for this work all the writings of 
earlier physicians then extant. 

* Of the historian Marsyas 
(supra, vol. i. p. 22, n. 1) we can- 
not tell whether and how far he 
adhered to the Peripatetic phi- 
losophy. 

> SUID. “Immapy. (cf. LOBECK, 
Aglaoph. 608) names a work of 
his: ti 7d &ppey Kal OAV Tapa 
Oeots Kal Tis 6 yduos, Kal BAA Tuva. 

® Including Adrastus of Phi- 
lippi (STEPH. Byz. De Urh. 6idur- 
mor); Echecratides of Methymna 
(STEPH. Byz. Mf@vuva); King 
Cassander (PLUT. Alea. c. 74); 
Mnason of Phocis (ATHEN. vi. 
264, d.; ASLIAN, V. H. iii. 19); 
Philo, whom, according to ATHEN. 
xiii. 610-11, and Dioe. v. 38, 
Sophocles, the author of the law 
referred to supra, vol. ii. p. 350, 
n. 4, indicted for an offence 
against the constitution; the 
Eucairos named supra, vol. i. p. 
97 (cf. Heitz, Verl. Schr. 118 - 
19), and the ‘Plato’ named by 
Diog. iii. 109. Antipater was 
Aristotle’s friend, but not his 
pupil. 
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CHAPTER XX 

SCHOOL OF THEOPHRASTUS : STRATO 

Wirth the majority of those who belonged to the 

school of Theophrastus, the literary and _ historical 

tendency seems also to have been the predominating 

one. Most of those who are mentioned as belong- 

ing to it have confined themselves in their literary 

labours to history, the history of literature, ethics, po- 

litics, and rhetoric. This is true of Demetrius of Pha- 

lerus, distinguished as a scholar and statesman ;' of 

! OSTERMANN bas studied his 
life in the most thorough manner 
in De Demetriit Phal. Vita, &c., 
published (Part I.) Hersf. 1847, 
and (Part II.) Fulda, 1857; the 
titles and fragments of his writ- 
ings are given by him in Part II., 
and by HEeRwIG, Ueber Demetr. 
Phal. Schriften, &c., Rinteln, 
1850. Born about the middle of 
the fourth century (OST. i. 8), 
and probably while Aristotle was 
still alive, DEMETRIUS studied 
under Theophrastus (Cic. Brut. 
9, 37, Fin. v. 19, 54, Legg. iii. 
6, 14, Of.1. 1, 3; Dioe..v. 75), 
and (according to DEMETR. 
MAGN. apud Diog. v. 75) he 
made his first appearance as a 
popular orator about the time 
that Harpalus came to Athens, i.e. 
about 324 B.c. On the termina- 
tion of the Lamian War he seems, 

with Phocion, to have played 
some part as one of the chiefs 
of the Macedonian aristocratic 
party, for when, after Antipater’s 
death (318 B.c.), the opposition 
party came into power for a 
while, and Phocion was executed, 
Demetrius also was tried and 
condemned to death (PLUT. Phoe. 
35). He escaped his sentence, 
however, by flight, and when, in 
the following year, Cassander 
made himself master of Athens, 
he handed over to Demetrius the 
direction of the State under an 
oligarchical republican constitu- 
tion. For ten years Demetrius 
occupied this position, and even if 
it be admitted that his rule may 
not have been blameless, he did 
most important service for the 
prosperity and order of Athens. 
He is accused of vanity, haughti- 
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Duris,! and his brother Lynceus? of Chameleon,’ and 

ness, and immorality by DURIS 
- and DIYLLUS, ap. ATHEN. xii. 
542, b sqq. xiii. 593, e, f (though 
AELIAN, V. H. ix. 9, transfers 
the statement to Demetrius 
Poliorcetes); but the untrust- 
worthiness of Duris and the 
animus of his statements lead us 
to suppose a high degree of 
exaggeration. When Demetrius 
Poliorcetes, in 307 B.c., took the 
Pirzeus, an insurrection broke out 

in Athens against Demetrius 
Phal. and Cassander’s party. 
Protected by Poliorcetes, he 
escaped to Thebes, and finally, 
after Cassander’s death (Ol. 120, 
2, 298-99 B.c.}, went to Egypt. 
Here Ptolemy Lagiaccorded him 
an honourable and influential 
position, in which he was spe- 
cially active in founding the 
Alexandrian library (OsT. i. 26— 
64: who, however, on p. 64 makes 
a very improbable suggestion, 
ibid. ii. 2 sqq.; cf. GRAUERT, 
Hist. u. phil. Analckten, 1. 310 
sqq.; DROYSEN, Gesch. d. Hel- 
lenism. ii. b, 106 sqq). After 
the death of this prince (and 
according to HERMIPP. apud 
Diog. v. 78 immediately after, 
which would be 283 BC.) Pto- 
jemy Philadelphus, whose suc- 
cession Demetrius had opposed, 
banished him to a place in the 
country, where he lived some 
time as a political prisoner, and 
where he eventually died from 
the bite of an adder (Cic. Pro 
Rabir. Post. 9, 23, says this was 
a suicide; but HERMIPP., ut 
supra, states it as an accident). 
CicERO speaks very highly of 
his talents as an orator and as a 
scholar (see Brut. 9, 37 sq. 82, 
285, Orat. 27, 92, De Orat. ii. 

23, 95, Office. i. 1, 3, ane ee 
QUINT. Jnst. x. 1, 33, 80, and 
Diog. v. 82), although he does 
not find in his speeches the fire 
and the power of the great 
orators of free Athens. That he 
brought about the translation 
of the so-called Septuagint is 
palpably a fable, as to which 
OSTERMANN ought not to have 
credited the lying Aristzeus (ii. 9 
sqq. 46-7). So also the work on 
the Jews is a forgery, although 
both HERWIG (pp. 15-16), and 
OSTERMANN (ii. 32-3), have 
accepted it. 

1 All we know of DuRIs is 
that he was a Samian and a 
pupil of Theophrastus (see 
ECKERTz’s account of him, De 
Duride Sam. Bonn, 1846; MUL- 
1ER, fragm. Hist. Gr. ii. 466 
sqq. and ATHEN. iv. 128,a). To 
detine the exact date of his life- 
time (cf. MULLER, ibid.) is not 
possible. According to ATHEN. 
viii. 327, d, he had, at some 
period, governed his native town, 
but when we cannot say. His 
untrustworthiness in historical 
matters is very unfavourably 
criticised in PLuUT. Pericl. 28. 
That this criticism is borne out 
by what we know of the state- 
ments cited from DURIS, ECKERTZ 
has amply proved. Nor is his 
literary talent highly thought of 
either by PHoT. Cod. 176, p. 121, 
a, 41 sqq., or by Dionys. Comp. 
‘erb. v. 28 R. 

2 See ATHEN. ibid. A list of 
his writings is given by MULLER, 
ibid. p. 466. 

3 See KOPKE, De Chameleonte 
Peripatetico, Berl. 1856. Of him 
also we know but little. He was 
a native of Heraclea in Pontus 
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Praxiphanes.' 

449 

Even from the ethical writings of these 

men, however, nothing has come down to us of a 

philosophical character.” 

(ATHEN. iv. 184, d, viii. 338, b, 
ix. 374, a, &c.), and is probably 
the same person as he whose 
courageous answer to king Seleu- 
cus is mentioned by MEMNON 
(apud PHOT. Cod, 224, p. 626, a). 
He is described as a Peripatetic 
by TATIAN, Ad Gr. 31, p. 269, a: 
and the circumstance that his 
book zm. 7d0v7s was attributed 
also to Theophrastus (cf. ATHEN. 
vi. 273, e, viii. 377, e) corrobo- 
rates that description. From this 
circumstance KOPKE (p. 34) 
concludes that Chameleon was 
in fact a pupil of Theophrastus. 
He may, however, have been bis 
co-disciple, since he (apud 
Di0G. v. 92) criticised his com- 
patriot Heraclides, who was one 
of Plato’s elder pupils (ZELL. 
Ph. ad. Gr. i. p. 842, 2) for a 
plagiarism.— Besides Chamzeleon 
we have also a mention by 
TATIAN, in the same _ passage 
(cf. also ATHEN. xii. 513, b, 
HUsTATH. in Ji. a’, p. 84, 18, 
SUID. ’A@nvaias, and HESYCH. 
*AOnva), of a Peripatetic named 
MEGACLIDES (or Metacl.) from 
whose work on Homer a critical 
remark is cited. 

1 Describedas Eraipos Ocoppac- 
tov, by PROCL. in Tim. 6, Cc. Ac- 
cording to this passage he objected 
to the beginning of the Timeus ; 
according to TZETZES, in Hesiod. 
Opp. et Di. v. 1, he considered 
the introduction to this book as 
spurious. STRABO, xiv. 2, 13, p. 
655, calls him a Rhodian, and 
EPIPHAN. Hap. Fid. 1094, a, 
adds that his doctrine was in 

VOL. II. 

Of a few other disciples of 

accord with that of Theophrastus. 
Whether he is the same person as 
the Praxiphanes described as a 
Peripatetic. and Grammarian, to 
whom Callimachus dedicated a 
work (BEKKER’S Avec. ii. 729, 
where, however, our text gives 
map’ “Eéipdvous ; seealso ARAT. ed. 
Buhle, ii. 432), is uncertain (as 
ZUMPT, Abh. d. Berl. Akad. v. J. 
1842, Hist.-phil. Kl. p. 91, has 
remarked), inasmuch as CLEM. 
Strom. i. 309, says that a Myti- 
lenean named Praxiphanes was 
the first person who was called 
ypaupmarikds. Nevertheless, it 
seems probable that it is one and 
the same person who is intended 
in all these passages.— A pupilof 
Praxiphanes, named PLATO, is 
mentioned by D1oG. iii. 109, and 
expressly distinguished by him 
from the other Plato referred to 
supra, VOl. ii. p. 466, n. 6. 

2 Of PRAXIPHANES we know 
nothing at all except what is 
stated in the text.—Of the eight 
works of DuRIS known to us, 
the most important were un- 
doubtedly the three historical 
ones (the Greek and Macedonian 
Histories, the Agathocles, and 
the Samian Chronicles). Four 
other works treated of festival 
plays, of tragedy, of painters, 
and of sculpture. The work 7m. 
véuwy may have been philosophi- 
cal, but we have from it nothing 
but two mythological notes.— 
From Lynceus, who was a writer 
of comedies and also a gourmet, 
and author of a book on the art 
of cookery (ATHEN. iv. p. 131-2, 

GG 
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Theophrastus some are known to us only by name,! 
while others hardly merit the title of philosophers.? 

Much more important as a contributor to philosophy 

vi. p. 228 c, vii. p. 313-4; cf. iv. 
p. 128, a), ATHENZUS, in his 
numerous quotations (see the 
Index to ATHEN. and MULLER, 
ibid.), and PLUT. Demetr. c. 27, 

Schol. Theocr. to iv. 20, give us 
only a few notes and stories, 
chiefly about cookery.—Of the 
sixteen writings of CHAM2- 
LEON which KOPKE, p. 15 sqq., 
enumerates, twelve related to the 
epic, lyric, comic, and tragic 
poets, and were concerned merely 
with literary history. Only a 
few unimportant historical re- 
marks have reached us from the 
TIpotpertikos and the treatises 7. 
MeOns, m. ndoviis, m. Oe@y (see 
KOPKE, p. 36 sqq.: the citations 
are to be found in ATHENZXUs, 
passim, in CLEMENS ALEX. Strom. 
i. 300 A, in BEKKER, Anecd. i. 
233, and Dio. iii. 46).—DEME- 
TRIUS was one of the most fertile 
authors of the Peripatetic school, 
and besides the forty-five works 
of his which Diog. v. 80 men- 
tions, we hear of others. OSTER- 
MANN (op. cit. ii. p. 21 sqq.) and 
HERWIG (op.cit.p.10sqq.) identify 
fifty writings, some of them com- 
prising several books; from this 
list, however, must be withdrawn, 
in any case, those on the Jews 
(see supra, vol.ii. p.447,n.1) and 
perhaps those on the Egyptians 
(see OSTERMANN,p. 34). Amongst 
the genuine writings there were 
a good many treatises on moral 
subjects (including the eight 
Dialogues, which appear to have 
been of this class), as well as two 
books on statecraft, and one 7z. 

vouwy. There were also historical, 
grammatical and literary re- 
searches, a Rhetoric, acollection of 
speeches, which Cicero must have 
known, and another collection of 
letters. Nevertheless, out of all 
this mass of literary matter 
nothing, except a quantity of his- 
torical and grammatical scraps 
and a few insignificant remarks 
of moral and political interest, 
has come down tous. (Fr. 6— 
15, 38-40, 54, OSTERMANN, from 
DioG. v. 82, 83; StoB. Flozil. 8, 
20, 12,18; PLuT. Cons. ad Apoll. 
c. 6, p. 104; DioDoR. Exc. Vatie. 
libr. xxxi., also five in MAtr’s 
Nova Collect. ii. 81, POLYB. Fre. 
]. xxx. 3, ibid. 434 sq., Hee. 1. 
XXXI1V.-XXXVil. 2, ibid. 444; ibid. 
x. 22, RuTIL. Lupus, De Fig. 
Sent. i. 1.) 

1 This is so of all the men 
who are named in the Will of 
Theophrastus (DioG. v. 652-3; 
cf. supra, ii. p. 350, n. 5) to suc- 
ceed Strato in the enjoyment of 
the ground bequeathed by him 
for the School, i.e. HIPPARCHUS, 
NELEUS (supra, vol. i. p. 137, 
and p. 139, n. 3), CALLINUS, DE- 
MOTIMUS, DEMARATUS, CALLIS- 
THENES, MELANTHES, PANCREON, 
NICIPPUS; thesame may besaid of 
NICOMACHUS and the three sons 
of Pythias (cf. supra, vol. i. p. 20, 
n. 3 ad fin., and’ SExtT. Math. i. 
258), PROCLES, DEMARATUS, ARI- 
STOTLE; and of Theophrastus’s 
slave, POMPYLUS (DI0G. v. 36). 

2 Like MENANDER, the comic 
poet, who is also said to have 
been a pupil of Theophrastus. 
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is Strato of Lampsacus, the successor of 'Theophrastus,! 

and the only one of his pupils of whom it is known that 

he followed out with success the scientific lines laid 

down by him and by Aristotle.? After Theophrastus 

he is the most distinguished of all the Peripatetics,* a 

1 Strato, a native of Lam- 
psacus (D104. v. 58, &c., Aauakn- 
vos is one of the epithets com- 
monly used with his name) was 
a pupil of Theophrastus (ibid. 
Cre, Acad. 1. 9,34, Min. v. 5, 13. 
Simpu. Phys. 187, a, 225, a, &c.). 
He succeeded him as chief of the 
School, held that post for eighteen 
years, and died (ibid. p. 68) in 
Ol. 127, between 270 and 268 B.c. 
If, as DioG. ibid. says, he was 
really the teacher of Ptolemy 
Philadelphus (who was called 
to govern along with his father 
in 285 B.c., and succeeded him on 
the throne in 283 B.c.) he must 
have stayed some time at the 
Egyptian court, to which he may 
possibly have been invited on 
the suggestion of Demetrius 
Phalereus. His letters (or letter) 
to Arsinoé, Ptolemy’s sister and 
wife (quoted by Dioc. p. 60), 
would lead us to suppose that 
such was the case. The story 
that his princely pupil gave him 
eighty talents, Dioa. himself 
tells only with a gaci. His will, 
however (apud DioG. p. 61 sqqg.), 
shows him to be a wealthy man. 
He left in his testament the d:a- 
tpiBy (the garden and club-house 
of the School), with all arrange- 
ments necessary for the Syssitia, 
and his library, with the excep- 
tion of his own MS8s., to Lyco; 
the rest of his property he left to 
Arcesilaus, a namesake, either a 
son or a nephew of Strato’s 

father.—For other details, cf. 
NAUWERCH, De Stratone Lam- 
psaceno, Berl. 1836; KRISCHE, 
forschungen §¢ ,p. 8349 sqq.; and 
see also BRANDIS, iil. p. 394 sqq. 

2 Erasistratus, the celebrated 
physician, was also considered by 
many as one of Theophrastus’s 
pupils (DioG. v. 57; see also 
GALEN, Nat. Facult. ii. 4, vol. 
ii, 88, 90-1, K., De Sang. in 
Arter. c. 7, vol. iv. 729, as the 
assertion of the followers of Era- 
sistratus). This is not improb- 
able, but according to GALEN 
(Wat. Facult. ii. 4, ibid. in Hip- 
pocr. de Alim. iii. 14, vol. xv. 
307-8, and ef. De Tremore, c. 6, 
vol. vii. 614) his doctrine differed 
in mauy ways from that of the 
Peripatetics. He even affirmed 
ovdev Opbas eyvwkévar treph dicews 
Tous Tepimarntikovs. It appears 
that it is only in the acknow- 
ledgment of the complete tele- 
ology of nature (whereon cf. 
GALEN, Wat. Facult. ii. 2, vol. ii. 
78, 81) that he agreed with them ; 
and even to this he did not 
always adhere. So far as we 
know, he never made any inde- 
pendent philosophical researches; 
see SPRENGEL, Gresch. d. Arzneik. 
4th. ed.; ROSENBAUM, i. p.321 sqq. 

’ Cf. following note; and 
D10G. v. 58: avip eAAoyimdratos 
kal puoikos emikAndels amd Tod Trepl 
THY Oewpiay TavTHY Tap’ dyTivovY 
emiucrAeotara Slater pipevat. SIMPL. 
Phys. 225, a; tots apioros TMepi- 

GG 2 
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position which he merited not only by the extent of his 

knowledge and his writings, but also still more by the 

acuteness and independence of his thought, for he sur- 

passed Theophrastus himself in the originality of his 

scientific labours.' His numerous writings, which seem 
to have aimed rather at the thorough investigation of par- 

ticular questions than at a systematic and comprehensive 

treatment of the subject, extend over the whole field of 

philosophy.2 But his strong point was the study of 

maTntikols apiQuovpevos. Even 
Cicero, who was not at all well 
disposed to Strato, calls him, in 
Fin.5, 13, ‘[in physicis] magnus,’ 
and in Acad. i. 9, 34 praises his 
‘acre ingenium.’ Nevertheless, 
his school was not so much fre- 
quented as that of Menedemus 
(of Eretria), as to which STRATO 
(apud Puut. Tranqu. An. 13, p. 
472) consoles himself with the 
remark: ti otv Oavuaorody, et 
mwAeloves claw of AoverOat OeAovTES 
Tav arelperbat BovAomevar ; 

1 This independence, of which 
we shall find several proofs, was 
also recognised by the ancients ; 
Puut. Adv. Col. 14, 3, p. 1115: 
Tav GAAwy Tlepimarntina@v 6 Kopv- 
padtatos AtTpatwy ovT *Apioto- 
TéAEL KATA TOAAG ouuepeTat, KC. 
Pseudo-GALEN, Hist. Phil. c. 2, 

. 228 K.:[’ApiororéAns]| Tov Srpd- 
Twva mpoonyayey eis iv Tiva 
xapaktipa puawrdyws [-ias]. CIC. 
(following Antiochus) Fin. v. 5, 
13, ‘nova pleraque;’ Acad. i. 
9. 34, ‘In ea ipsa [ie. in 
Physics] plurimum discedit a 
suis.’ PoLyB. Eac. Libr. xii. 25, 
c. vol. ii. 750 Bekk.: kat yap 
éexetvos [Srpdtwy 6 voids] bTav 
eyxelpnon Tas Tay aAdAwy Sdtas 
diaoréAAcoOat Kal Wevdorroety Bav- 

aos eat, Stay 8 e& adtov TT 
mpogepntat Kat tr Tov idlwy éem- 
vonuatwv eéknyntrat, mapa modAd 
paivetat Tois emioThuocw ecvnbe- 
oTepos avTov Kal vwOpdtepos — 
which last statement, however, is 
difficult to accept as unbiassed. 

* Dioc. v. 59-60, gives (be- 
sides the Letters and the irouv7- 
ata, the authenticity of which 
was doubted), some forty-four 
writings, to which may be added 
the book trepi rod éyteos mentioned 
by PROCL. in Tim. 242 sq., and 
also the 7. kwhoews mentioned 
by Srmmpu. Phys. 214, a, and 
225, a. His works may be 
classed as follows: (1) Logie: m. 
Tov Opov. m. Tov mpoTépouv ~yevous, 
m. Tov idiov. Témwy mpooimia. (2) 
Metaphysics : m, tov bvtos. m. TOU 
mpotépov xat borépov (mentioned 
also by SIMPL. in Categ. 106, a, 
107, a, Schol. in Ar. 89, a, 40,90, 
a, 12). m. Tov w&AAov Kal ArTov. 
7. TOU cuuBeBnKdTos. 7. TOU MéA- 
Aovtos. mw. Oewv y’. (3) Physics: 
m7. apxav y (which treated of 
heat and cold, &c., as physical 
principles). 7. dSuvvduewv. m. Tov 
KEvOU. 7. xpdvov. 7m. KWiTEws, 7. 
mikews. m. kovpov Kal Bapeos. 7. 
TOU oUpavov. m, TOU mMvEvuaToS. T. 
Xpwudrwyv. mw. Cwoyorias. m. Tpypns 
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Nature, which was pursued by him in a spirit which 

justifies the name, bestowed upon him pre-eminently 

kal alijoews. mw. Urvov. w evuT- 
viev. 7. aicOjocews. mw. KWews. T. 
TOY aTopoumevwy (aw. T. T@Y wvO0- 
Aoyounerwy (wv. m. pioews ay- 
Opwrivns. 7. €vOovtiacuov, T. Viowr. 

™T. Kp.cewy, 7. Alpmov Kal TKOTHTEr. 
(In the case of these three works 
it is possible that-there is a con- 
fusion with writings of the 
physician and follower of Erasi- 
stratus presently to be mentioned, 
but it is to be remembered that 
Theophrastus himself wrote 
about vertigo and such subjects. ) 
The Avceis aropnudtwy and the 
work 7. aitiéy appear to have 
dealt with certain problems of 
physics; and the book 7. tay 
METAAALKGY unxaynudTwy also was 
concerned with the mechanical 
side of physics. (4) “thics: 7. 
Tayabov y. mw. ndovns. mw. evdamo- 
vias. m. Biwy (if this was not an 
historical work). 7. avdpeias. 7. 
dixaocvvys y'. 7. adlkov. m. Baci- 
Aeias y'. m. Bacirdéws dpirocdqpou 
(these two works, especially the 
latter, may have been written for 
Ptolemy Philadelphus; it is only 
COBET, however, who gives the 
title 7. Bac. gia., for the earlier 
texts give m. piAocogias). There 
is, moreover, the work edpnuatwy 
éAeyxor S00, which is evidently 
the same as that which CLEMENS, 
Strom. i. 300, A 308, A (and 
KUSEB. Prep. Hv. x. 6,6, quoting 
him) cites by the words év 7@ or 
ev Tois mept cipnudtwy. PLIN. HZ, 
Nat. i.; Ind. Libri, vii. (* Stratone 
qui contra Ephori edphuara scrip- 
sit’) says it was written against 
Ephorus (probably, however, 
against others as well), and this 
accounts for the title given by 

Diogenes. Strato wished to cor- 
rect the opinions of earlier 
writers on the subject of the 
origin of the various arts. Be- 
sides the above-named works 
(the authenticity of which can- 
not, except to a very limited 
extent,be tested), it would appear 
from GALEN (De Vene Sect. 
adv. Erasistratwm 2, vol. xi. 151, 
and De V. 8S. adv. Erasistrateos 
2, vol. xi. 197) that we must also 
refer to this philosopher certain 
works on medicine, if the Strato 
named in these passages is in 
fact the same person. DI0G. v. 61 
expressly makes a distinction be- 
tween the two, and though in this 
heonly follows Demetrius of Mag- 
nesia, there is the less reason to 
doubt his testimony (as ROSE, 
De Arist. Lib. Ord. 174, has 
done) since the physician Strate 
is described as a follower of 
Erasistratus, not only by GALEN 
(as is clear in the passages 
already cited and still more clear 
in> De Puls. Differ. -¢. 17, vol. 
viii. 759), but also by ORIBAS. 
Collect. xlv. 23 (ap. MAI, Crass. 
Auct. iv. 60), and by EROTIAN 
(Lex. Hippocr. p. 86, Franz); 
while TERTULLIAN, De An. 14, 
contrasts the views of ‘ Strato and 
Erasistratus ’ with those of Strato 
the philosopher on the question of 
the seat of the soul. If, according 
to Diog. idid., the physician was 
a personal pupil of Erasistratus, 
he is probably the same as the 
person whom GALEN, De Comp, 
Medic. iv. 3, vol. xii. 749 calls a 
Berytian; cf. on this subject 
SPRENGEL, Gesch. d. Arzneik. 4, 
559 (ed. 1). 
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among all the Peripatetics, of ‘the Physicist.' What we 

are told of his contributions to logic and ontology? 

is not very important. On the other hand, the whole 
difference between his point of view and that of Ari- 

stotle becomes at once manifest when we ask how he 

conceived of the principles of existence and change in 

the world. Aristotle had referred these to Nature, which 

in the first instance he conceived as universal efficient 

cause, but also further described as God or the First 

Mover, without, however, clearly defining the relation 

1 Examples of the use of this, 
the commonest description ap- 
plied to Strato (as to which see 
generally KRISCHE, Forsch. 351), 
we already have in the notes on 
p.451,n.1,3,swp. Compare also 
Cic. Fin. v. 5, 13: ‘ primum Theo- 
phrasti Strato physicum se voluit, 
in quo etsi est magnus, tamen 
nova pleraque et perpauca de 
moribus.’ This Cic. Acad. i. 9, 
34, says with even less qualifica- 
tion; and he will not allow that 
Strato should be considered a 
Peripatetic, partly on thisaccount 
and partly on account of the 
variance of his opinions on phy- 
sics. The list of his writings, 
however, gives evidence that he 
did not leave ethics out of ac- 
count. SENECA states the posi- 
tion more justly when he says of 
him (Wat. Qu. vi. 13, 2): ‘hance 
partem philosophiz maxime co- 
luit et rerum natuiz inquisitor 
fuit.’ 

2 Weare told by SExT. Math. 
viii. 13, that he did not, like the 
Stoics, distinguish between idea, 
word, and thing (onuavdueror, 
onuaivoy, tuyxdvoy), but only, 
with Epicurus, between the on- 

patvoy and the tvyxavoy, and that 

thereby he placed truth and 
error merely in the voice (i.e. in 
the words). ‘The second half of 
this statement is probably merely 
a deduction drawn by Sextus; 
and the first half of it does not 
accurately reproduce _ either 
Strato’s expressions or his mean- 
ing. Strato is further said to 
have given as the definition of 
Being: 7d év €or 7d THs Siapovis 
airiov, i.e. he defined it as the 
permanent element in things 
(PROcCL. in Tim. 242, E). We 
see further from SIMPL. in Categ. 
106, a, 107, a sqq. (Schol. in Ar. 
89, a 37, 90, a, 12 sqq.), that he 
distinguished various significa-. 
tions of the terms mpérepoy and 
votepov, which SIMPL. ibid. takes 
the trouble to reduce to the five 
which Aristotle reckons in cap. 12 
of the Categories. Finally ALEX. 
Top. 173, and ALD. (Schol. 281, 
b, 2) criticise an attempt which 
Strato had made to amplify an 
Aristotelian rule (Top. iv. 4, 125, 
a, 5) for ascertaining the rela- 
tions of subordination between 
two concepts. It is impossible, 
however, to discuss the point 
here. 
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of these two conceptions to one another.' Strato, on 

the other hand—whether because he recognised the 

obscurity and fundamental contradiction in the Ari- 

stotelian view, or because the whole bent of his thought 

was opposed to an external supernatural cause—re- 

nounced the idea of God as a Being separate and distinct 

from the world as a whole, and contented himself with 

‘Nature.’ This itself, however, he was unable otherwise 

to conceive of (agreeing in this with Aristotle?) than 

as a necessary lorce operating without consciousness 

and reflection. He regarded the world, as Plutarch 

says,’ as a lifeless whole, and all natural phenomena as 

the effect of natural necessity. He was convinced with 

Democritus, in spite of his opposition to his doctrine of 

Atoms, that the explanation of everything must be 

found in gravity and motion, and he is accordingly 

accused by Cicero and others of maintaining that God 

was unnecessary in the constitution of the world.* 

1 See supra, vol. i. pp. 388, to be the basis of nature. He 
420 sqq. can only mean that Strato main- 

* See supra, vol. i. p. 464, tained the necessity of nature 
nod, (avtéuatov) ; it is Plutarch’s own 

Sade. Col. 14,3, p. 1115 (ez. 
sup. vol. ii. p. 452, n. 1): ot?’ ’Api- 
OTOTEAEL KaTA& TOAAA oumpEepeTat 
kal TIAdtwy tas evaytias €oxnxe 
dé~as mepl Kivnoews mep) vov kal 

mepl Wuxis Kal mepi yeveoews* TEA- 
evta@v. [S€] Toy Kédcmoy avTdy od 
(Gov eivat pnol, Td 5E Kara piow 
emecOat T@ KaTa TUXNY® apxhv yap 
evdiddvar TO avTdpatoy, cita oUTw 
mepaiver0at Tov pvoikay mTalov 
éxaotov. We must guard our- 

selves against believing Plutarch 
(as of Democritus, cf. ZELLER, 
Ph. d. Gr. i. 788-9) when he tells 
us that Strato held chance (tvx7) 

idea to identify this necessity 
with ‘chance, because’ both 
stand equally in antithesis to the 
teleological conception of nature 
(cf. supra, vol. 1. pp. 357 sqq.). 

4 Cr... Acad. 2, 38,1 (2s: 
‘ Negas sine Deo posse quidquam, 
ecce tibi e transverso Lampsace- 
nus Strato, qui det isti Deo im- 
munitatem magni quidem mu- 
neris .. . negat opera Deorum 
se uti ad fabricandum mundum. 
Queecunque sint docet omnia esse 
effecta natura: nec ut ille, qui 
asperis et leevibus et hamatis un- 
cinatisque corporibus concreta 
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It would be truer to say that his view identified God 
with Nature, in which he saw nothing personal, nothing 

akin to man, but only the universal energy which is 

the source of all change and becoming in things:! and 

on this ground accurate writers represent him as 

denying that the Deity has a soul,? and holding that 

the heavens and the earth, in other words the universe, 

are God.? 

Passing to his account of natural causes, we find 

that Strato, as already remarked, was unable, in spite 

of his naturalism, to reconcile himself to any such 

mechanical explanation of the world as that of Demo- 

critus,* partly because he found in it no adequate 

explanation of phenomena,’ and partly because he held 

that indivisible bodies were as inconceivable as an 

hzec esse dicat, interjecto inani. 
Somnia censet hzec esse Demo- 
criti, non docentis, sed optantis. 
Ipse autem singuias mundi partes 
persequens, quidquid sit aut fiat 
naturalibus fieri aut factum esse 
docet ponderibus et motibus.’ 

1 The Epicurean in Cic J. D. 
i. 13, 35 says: ‘nec audiendus 
ejus [Theophrasti] auditor Strato, 
is qui physicus appellatur; qui 
omnem vim divinam in natura 
sitam esse censet, que causas 

gignendi augendi minuendi 
habeat,. sed careat omni sensu 
[consciousness] et figura [7.e. the 
human form of the Epicurean 
gods].’ This is repeated almost 
word for word by LACTANT. De 
Ira, D. c. 10 init. and more con- 
cisely by Minuc. FELIX, Octav. 
19,.9: ‘Straton quoque et ipse 
naturam [sc.: Deum loquitur].’ 
So likewise MAx. TyR. i. 17, 5 
says that even the atheist has 

the idea of God. ... kay in- 
adAdins thy piow [even if he 
puts nature in God’s place], és 
STpatwv. 

* SENECA apud AUGUSTIN. 
Civ. D. vii. 1: ‘ hoe loco dicet 
aliquis . ego feram aut 
Platonem aut  Peripateticum 
Stratonem, quorum alter fecit 
Deum sine corpore, alter sine 
animo?’ 

3 TERTULLIAN, Adv. Mare. i. 
13: ‘Strato celum et terram 
[ Deos pronuntiavit].’ 

' Supra, vol. ii. p. 455, n. 4. 
5 At any rate this appears to 

be the meaning of Cicero’s 
‘somnia non docentis sed optan- 
tis’ (supra, vol. ii. p. 455, n. 4): 
the atoms are a capricious hypo- 
thesis, of which it is asserted 
and hoped, but not proved, that 
it will explain the facts it was 
invented to explain. 
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infinite void.! The essential causes consist rather, on 

his theory, in the properties of things,? or more accu- 

rately in the active forces that cause these properties.* 

The ultimate properties he further held to be Heat and 

Cold, which Aristotle had already recognised as the 

active elements in things,’ apparently attributing, with 

Aristotle,® the higher reality to that which he considered 

the primary and positive principle of life and being.’ 

The primary substratum of cold he held to be water ; 

of heat, fire or warm vapour.* Heat and cold are 

continually at war; where the one forces an en- 

trance, the other is expelled. This alternation ex- 

plains, for example, the phenomena of the thunderstorm 

and the earthquake.” 

' On both points see further 
infra. The hypothesis of a vacu- 
um was dealt with by STRATO (v. 
sup., vol. ii. p. 452, n. 2) in one of 
his treatises, presumably directed 
against Democritus. Whether he 
went farther into the refutation 
of the Atomistic theory,or con- 

’ tented himself with Aristotle’s 
elaborate criticism, we know not. 

* SEXT. Pyrrh. ili. 33 (and 
nearly word for word GALEN. 
wie. Piat._c¢. 5, p. 244): 
Srpatwy 5 6 puoikds Tas ToLdTHTAS 
[apxyv A€yer]. So also, as Fa- 

BRICIUS has already remarked, 
we must in the Clementine Re- 
cognitions, viii. 15, for ‘Calli- 
stratus qualitates [sc. principia 
mundi dixit]’ read ‘ Strato’ for 
‘ Callistratus.’ 

3 STRATO dealt with this ques- 
tion in the three books 7. apya@r, 
and perhaps also in the m, duvd- 
pewy (supra, Vol. il. p. 452, n. 3). 

Given these corporeal forces, 

4 Stop. Hel. i. 298: Srpdtrwv 
oroixeia TO Oepudy Kai Td Puxpdv. 
Cf. infra, n. 9. 

5 Supra, vol. i. p. 480, n. 3. 
6 Supra, vol. i. p. 483, n. 2. 
7 EPIPHAN. Exp. Fid. 1090 

A: Srpatwviwyr [1]. Stpdrwv] ék Aap- 
Wakov Thy Oepuny ovoiay Erevyev 
aitiay mavTwy bTapxeEL. 
PLU Prim.  Prg. oy a. 

948: of wey Stwikol Te aépi Td 
TPOT WS Wux poy amodddytes, 
’EumedoxAyjs 5€ Kal Stpatwy Te 
‘dart. As to warmth, though 
positive information fails us, 
the parallel is self-evident. All 
this is also Aristotelian; v. 
supra, Vol. i. p. 483, n. 2. 

® SENECA, Nat. Qu. vi. 13, 2 
(on Karthquakes): ‘hujus [Strat. ] 
tale decretum est: Frigidum et 
calidum semper in contraria 
abeunt, una esse non possunt. Ko 
frigidum confluit, unde vis calida 
discessit, et invicem ibi calidum 
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Strato found that he could dispense with the incor- 

poreal.’ 

We are nct told how Strato connected the primary 

opposition of heat and cold with the other elementary 

kinds of opposites, or how he deduced the elements from 

it; on the latter point he probably followed Aristotle. 

On the other hand, he combated his views upon gravity. 

Aristotle assigned to each element its place in the uni- 

verse according to the direction in which it tended. The 

earth he accordingly held tc be alone absolutely heavy ; 

fire, on the other hand, to be absolutely ight; while air 

and water were relatively heavy and light.? Strato, 

on the other hand, asserted, with Democritus, on the 

ground of a very simple observation, that all bodies are 

est, unde frigus expulsum est.’ 
Wells and pits are therefore 
warm in the winter, ‘quia illo 
se calor contulit superiora possi- 
denti frigori cedens.’ If, then, 
there is a certain amount of heat 
accumulated in the earth’s 
interior, and a further quan- 
tity of heat, or of cold, is 
thereupon added under pres- 
sure, the excess must find for 
itself an outlet by force, and 
thereby earthquakes arise: 
‘vices deinde hujus pugnez sunt: 
defit calori congregatio ac rursus 
eruptio. Tunc frigora compes- 
cuntur et succedunt mox futura 
potentiora; dum alterna vis 
cursat et ultro citroque spiritus 
commeat, terra  concutitur.’ 
Stop. Hel. i. 598; Srparwv, Oepuov 
WVuxp@ mwapettaytos, dtav exBiacbev 
TUXN, TA TOLAUTA ylyverbar, BpovTny 
mev amoppiter, mae: 5€ aortpamy, 
Taxe: 5€ Kepavydy, mpnoTipas Se 
kal tup@vas T@ WAcovacu@e TH 

Tis Ans, hy Exarepos avtay eper- 
KeTal, Oepuorepay pev 6 mpnoTnp, 
maxuTépay 5¢ 6 tupeyv. Cf. here- 
with what is said supra, vol i. 
p.515, n. 2; vol. ii. p. 378, n. 1l,as 
to the theory of aytimepictacis 
in Aristotle and Theophrastus. 

1 LUT. ibid.: Ta aicbyra 
tautl, év ois "EumedoxAns Te Kal 
=tpatwy Kal of Stwikol Tas ovaias 
Tibevtac Tav Svvauevwy, of pev 
Stwikol &c. Cf. also what is said 
on Light and Heat, infra, p. 460, 
n. 2, and see PLUT. Place. v. 4, 3 
(GALEN. H. Phil. ce. 31, p. 322): 
Stpdtwy Kal Anudkpitos Kal Thy 
dvvauty [SC. TOU orEepparos| T@pua- 
mvevuatixyn yap. Strato isas little 
likely as Democritus to have 
called a c@ua a Sdvayis; he only 
affirmed, as the genuine text of 
Plutarch correctly says, that 
forces are attached to material 
things as to their substratum 
(ovcia). 

2 Supra, vol. i pp. 447-8, 477. 
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heavy and press towards the centre ; and if some of these 

mount upwards, this is because of the pressure which 

the heavier exercise upon the lighter.! How he further 

explained this difference of degree in weight— whether 

he conceived that while everything had weight, yet, 

on account of the qualitative difference in materials, 

everything had not the same weight; or whether, with 

Democritus,” he held that all matter was equally heavy, 

and explained the difference of the specific gravity of 

bodies by the assumption of empty interspaces within 

them—we do not know. The views he elsewhere 

expresses rather support the latter supposition. [or 

while strenuously combating with Aristotle the atomic 

theory and asserting the infinite divisibility of bodies,? 

he yet agreed with Democritus in assuming the exist- 

ence of void: while rejecting as indecisive most of the 

1 SIMPL. De Calo, 121, a, 32 
sqq. K., Schol. in Ar. 486, a, 5: 

. / / IH 9 / ov Stpatwy pdvos ovdé ’Emikoupos 
mavTa €Aeyov elyar Ta Gwmato 

bri SE vdTE TH OT’ GAAHAwY EKOANE 
BiaCdueva Kiveira [the elements, 
by movement in their natural 
positions]  deikvuow  [’Aptor. ' 
epeéns. tavTns Se yeydvaci Tis 
Sdéns pet’ avtTdy Stpatwy 6 Aau- 
Waknvés te Kal "Emikovpos, may 
cua Bapitnta exe vouiCovres kal 
mpos Td méoov péeperOa, TH SE THA 
Baptrepa bpildvery TH ATTOV Bapéa, 
bm’ exeivwy eKOAlBecOat Bia mpds Td 
Mv fA v c we \ ~ 

avw, woTe €l TIS UpELAE THY YY, 

€Adeivy dy Td Bdwp cis Td KévTpor, 
o 2s Py 

Kal ef Tis TO Udwp, Toy aGépa, Kal ei 
Tov Gépa, TO wUp ... of BE TOU 
mTavTa Mpos TO wécoy Pepecbar Kata 
piow Tekunpiov KoulCoyTes Td Tis 
yiis broomwuevns T) Bdwp em) 7d 

J / po KaTw pépecOar kal tov datos Tov 
2/ > n~ > Ld \ ¢ 

dépa, ayvoovor. &C. totéoy de Ort 

Bapéa kal pvoe mev em Td KATH 
pepdueva mapa piow Sé emt Td &vw, 
GAAG Kal TlAdtwy olde pepouevny 
thy Sdkav Kal Sierdéeyyxe:. STOB. 
Hel. i. 348: Srpdrov péev mpoceiva 
Tois souact puoikdy Bdapos, Ta Se 
kouvpdtrepa Tois Baputépois emimoAd- 
(ew oloy exmupnyiCoueva, 

2 ZELL. Ph. d. Gr. i. 779. 
3 Supra, vol. ii. p. 455, n. 4, 

and SExT. Math. x. 155: rai 57 
oUTws NVEXOnoaY of TEpl ToY STpa- 
Twva Toy gvoikdy: Tovs mey yap 
xpdvous eis Gmepes b@éAaBoy KaTa- 
Anyew, Ta 5€ coHuata Kal rods 
TOmous €ls dmreipoy TéuverOat, Kuv- 
elo0ai Te TO Kivovmevoy ev dmeper 
xpovm BAov BOpovy pmepiotdy Sid- 
oTnua Kal ov mepl Td mpdtepoy Tpd- 
tepov. Cf. infra, p. 462, n. 2. 
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reasons adduced in support of this assumption,’ he yet 

believed it impossible to explain many phenomena—as 

for instance those of light and heat—except on the pre- 

supposition of empty interspaces into which light and 

caloric may find an entrance.” Since, however, this 

only proves the existence of empty spaces within the 

material world, and since his definition of space, which 

resembled Aristotle’s,? excluded the conception of a 

1 The three reasons for the 
assumption of a vacuum, which 
ARISTOTLE reckons in Phys. iv. 
6, 213 (cf. supra, vol. i. p. 424), 
Strato (according to SIMPL. Phys. 
153, a) reduced to two, ets re 
Thy KaTa TOmov Kivnow Kal Eis THY 
Tov cwuatwy TiAnow [i.e. that no 
movement in space and no con- 
densation would be possible with- 
out a void]; tpitoy 5& mpooriéno: 
To amd THS 6AKTS* Thy yap odn- 
pity AlBov Erepa oidipia be ETEpwv 
eAkety guuBaive: (as SIMPL. fur- 
ther explains). He cannot, how- 
ever, have found that any of 
these arguments was convincing, 
for we find that as to the first of 
them SIMPL. 154, b, after citing 
the examples with which Ari- 
stotle had confuted it, goes on 
to remark: ‘still more striking 
is the refutation which Strato 
brings against it—namely, that a 
small stone in a closed vessel 
filled with water will move to- 
wards the mouth when one turns 
the vessel round.’ So again, as 
to the third argument, SIMPL. 
says in 155, b: 6 6€ Srpdrwy kal 
Toy amd tis eAzews [sc. Adyor] 
avarkvwy* ovde fh EAs, noly, 
avayKkacer: TibecOa Td Kevdy. ote 
yap ei atw bdws EAkisS Gavepdr. 
ére kal TlAdtwy ards Thy EAKTiK}Y 

dvvauiy avaipety SoKet. ove, ei EoTw 
€Akis, SjAov. ef 51a TH Kevdy 7H AlGos 
€Ake Kal un 8: GAAnY aitiav. ovde 
yap amodexviovot, GA bmoti- 
Oevrar Td Kevdy oi otTw A€yovTes. 
These arguments, as well as the 
other remarks we find in SIMPL. 
on this subject, must be directly 
or indirectly derived from STRA- 
TO’S book 7. kevov. 

* SIMPL. Phys. 163, b: 6 per- 
tot Aauvaknvos Stpateyv dSemKvivar 
meipatat, OTt EoTt TH Kevdy Siadau- 
Bavov Tb wav cua doTe wh eiva 
guvexes, Aéywv Sti ovK &y Bi H5aTos 
hh aépos 7) &AAOv caépatos ebvvaro 
diextinrew TO Oas oVde 7H Oepudrns 
ovde GAAn Svvauis ovdeula cTwua- 
TIKN. WHS yap ai Tov HAlov aKxTives 
diekémimtoy eis TO TOU aryyelov 
eSapos ; ef yap Td vypdy uy elxe 
mépous, GAAG Bia dvearedAAov adTd 
ai avyal, cvveBawey trepexxeirbat 
Ta TANPN TOV ayyelwv, Kal ovK by ai 
Mey tTav axtivwy avekAGvTo mpds 
Toy &yw Témov ai d€ Katw Sietémir- 
tov. From this passage we also 
gather that Strato, even more 
definitely than Aristotle, con- 
sidered light and heat to be 
material. 

3 STOB. Eel. i. 380: rémov Se 
eiva: [according to Strato] 7d 
betatl didotnua Tov mepiexovTos Kal 
Tov mepiexouevov—which differs 
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space outside the world, Strato confined the existence 

of void to the world itself, and rejected the view of 

Democritus that there is an infinite void outside our 

world.! On time,? lkewise, he held views different 

from his predecessors. Aristotle’s definition of time as 

number or count of movement appeared to him to be 

false. Number, he remarked, is a discontinuous, time 

and motion are continuous quantities, which cannot, 

therefore, be counted. ‘Time is continually beginning 

and ending; with number this is not the case. The 

parts of number exist simultaneously; this is never so 

with portions of time. 

from the Aristotelian definition 
(supra, vol. i. p. 432, n. 4) only in 
the circumstance that the latter 
assigned the inner boundary of 
the surrounding bodies as the 
space which the surrounded body 
occupies, whereas Strato, who 
allowed that bodies were sepa- 
rated by a void, considered the 
void between the surrounding 
and the surrounded bodies as the 
space of the latter. 

1 STOR. ibid.: Stpdtwy ew épw 
pev &pn Tod Kdcmov pi) elvar KeEvor, 
évdoTépw 5€ Suvaroy yeveoOa. From 
the same source, as it appears, we 

have in THEODORET, Cur. Gr. 
Aff. iv. 14, p. 58: 6 d¢ Srparwy 
Zumaaw [sc. 7) of Srwikol|, efadey 
pev pndey elvar Kevdy, évdobev de 
duvarov elvat. Herewith, and with 
n. 2 on p. 460, agrees SIMPL. Phys. 
144, b: some hold the xwpyrindy 
to be unbounded, as did Demo- 

critus, of 8€ isduetpoy avTo T@ 

KOoMIKG odmaT. moovor, Kal di 

TodTO TH mev EavTod pice: Kevdy 
elvar A€youat, TemTANPGTOcL SE avTo 

cwudtwy ael Kal udvy ye TH Emvola 

If time is number, present 

Bewpetobar ws Kal’ abr 
oiol Ties of WoAAOl TOY TlAaTwrt- 
K@Y piroddgpwy yeydvact, Kl Srpa- 
twova S€ olua Tov AauWaknvoy THs 
TowvTns ‘yeverba: Sdéys. For 
SIMPL., it will be observed, does 
not absolutely ascribe this view 
to Strato; and, besides, he is in 
this passage dealing only with the 
proposition that Space is entirely 
occupied by the body of the 
world, which excludes the notion 
of an exterior void, but not the 
possibility of smaller interior 
vacua. but SIMPL. is inaccurate 
when, at 140, b, he says that 
‘some believe that space is to be 
found without matter, as Demo- 
critus and Epicurus: of 5 d:d- 
oTnua Kal ael capa Exov Kal emiTh- 
derov mpos ExacToy, as... 6 Aap- 
Yaknvos rpdtwav. The empty 
spaces inside bodies are here 
ignored. 

* Which subject, as well as 
that of ‘the vacuum,’ he treated 
in a separate work; supra, vol. ii. 
p. 452, n. 2. 

HpEeTTos, 
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time and unity must be the same. Why, finally, should 

time, as the measure of earlier and later, refer only to 

motion and not equally to rest, to which earlier and 

later also apply ?? He himself defined time as amount 

of activity,? the quantity or amount of motion and 

rest ;* he carefully distinguished* between time and 

that which is in time,’ and accordingly refused to admit 

that days, years, &c., are portions of time: they corre- 

spond rather to real and definite events, whereas time 

' See SIMPL. Phys. 187, a, for 
a detailed account of these objec- 
tions. Strato also remarked, as 
is observed in the latter part of 
the same passage, that if ‘ ev 
xpévw elvat’ =‘ brd TOU xpdvov Tepi- 
éxev@a, then Eternity is not in 
time. SIMPL. goes on as in next 
note. 

2 SIMPL. 187, a: kal GAAa be 
TOAAG GvTEToY mpos THY “ApioTo- 
Tédous amddo0w 6 Stpatrwy ards 
Tov xpévov Td ev Tais Tpakeot Tocby 
elvar Tiberat. modi yap, not, 
xpovov pauev amodnueiv kal mAeiv 
Kal otpatevecOa: Kal moAcueiv, 
Guoiws 5€ Kabjcba Kol Kabevdew 
kal pnOey mparrew, Kal moddy 
xpivov pauevy Kal OAlyov, ay pev 
éoT. TO Tocby OAV, TOADY xXpdvoY, 
@v 5€ GAtyov, GAlyov: xpédvos yap 
To év ExdoTois ToUTwY Toddy. We 
have a similar definition of Time 
from Speusippus, if the state- 
ment in ZELL. Ph. d. Gr. i. 859, 
n. 4 is correct. 

83 SToB. Eel. i. 250: Srpatwv 
[rov xpévov] Tav év Kkwhoe Kal 
npeula moody. SEXT. Pyrrh. iii. 
137 (Math. x. 128): Srpdreyv de, 
j &s twes “AptororeAns [xpdvov 
onolv elvatl méetpovy Kwhcews Kal 
movajs. Math. x. 177: Srparwy 6 

gpucikds ... . EAeyey xpdvoy tn- 
apxew uéeTpoy TagnS KWhoEws Kal 
MovasS* TaphkKEel yap Tact ToLs KwWov- 
mévois OTE KivetTat Kal mwaot Tois 
akwhtos OTe akwnriCe. Kal dia 
TOUTO TavTa TH yivopmeva ev xpov@ 
vyiverat. 

4 SIMPL. 187, a, Strato dis- 
cusses the concepts of the taxv 
and Bpadd, and says the former is 
€v @ Td wey moody, ap’ ov HptaTo 
kal eis 6 ematcaTro, GAtyoy, Td 5é 
yeyovbs ev avtg@ mod’, and the 
latter the opposite, 6rav 7 7d wey 
mogdy é€v avT@ moAv, TO 5€ wempay- 
fevov OAltyov. In rest we have no 
such distinctions, and so ina 
state of rest time is neither. quick 
nor slow, but only greater or less; 
for it is only action and motion, 
not the moody, év & H mpakis, which 
can be faster or slower. 

> Or more correctly, that in 
which time is; for in SIMPL. 187, 
b, d, he expressly says : 61a Totro 5€ 
mayTa ev xpovm elvar damev, Gre 
Tact To moody akoAovGe: Kal Tots 
yivouevos Kal Tots obow. In such 
a case we use the word ‘in’ con- 
versely (kara 7b ¢vaytiov), as when 
we say, ‘ the town is in confusion,’ 
or ‘mankind in terror,’ 6rt ratra 
ev €kEivols, 
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is only the duration of these events.! 

463 

The statement 

that time according to Strato consists of indivisible 

minima, and that motion does not proceed continuously 

in these several portions of time, but completes itself 

moment by moment,’ seems to rest upon a misappre- 

hension.? Strato had shown in a more comprehensive 

fashion than Aristotle that motion,‘ like space and 

time, is continuous.® 

1 SIMPL. 187, b: jucpa Se kal 
vot, onol (add. kal why] Kal éviav- 
Tos OvVK EGTL xXpdvos ovdE xpdvoU 
MEepn, GAAG TA wey 6 PwTicuds Kal | 
oklagis, TA OE N THS TEAHVYNS Kal 7 
Tov nAtov meplodos, &AAG xpdvos 
€otl TO Moody ev @ TavTa. (What 
follows is not from Strato, as 
BRANDIS, iii. 403, affirms, but 
rather a criticism of his view by 
SIMPL.) On the other hand, we 
must not conclude from SIMPL. 
ibid. 189, b (ek 5€ TovTwy Tav 
Avoewy Kal Tas TOD Stpdtwvos 
amopias wep) TOS wh elvar Toy xpdvov 
diadvery Svvarov) that Strato 
denied the reality of time; he 
simply brings forward this aporia 
in the same sense as Aristotle 
himself had done in Phys. iv. 10 
init. 

* SEXTUS, sup. vol. ii. p. 452, 
nt. 

% Strato expressly says, apud 
SIMPL, Phys. 187, a, that time 
cannot be the number of motion, 
didtt 6 wey apiOuds Siwpicméevov 
mooov 4 5€ Kivnois Kal 6 xpdvos 
guvexns* Td de auvexes ovK apid- 
uniov. On the continuity of mo- 
tion, more will be found infra. 
Probably Strato only repeated the 
teaching already worked out by 
Aristotle (supra, vol. i. p. 439, 

yb. 2; p. 417, and Phys. i. 3, 186, 

The seat of motion, especially in 

a, 15) as to the indivisibility 
of the present and the aépda 
peTaBoAn. 

* On this also Strato wrote a 
separate book. 

S SIMPL: Phys: 168, .a7 6) be 
Aoparnvos Stpatwy ovK amd Tov 
Meyeous udvoy ouvexn Thy Kivnow 
civar pnoly, GAAG Kal Kal’ EauvTHy, 
ws, et Siaxomein [if it were not con- 
tinuous], ordoe: dicAapBavouervn 
(l.-vnv), kal 7b perakd Sto bia- 
oracewy (1. oTdoewv) Kivnow otoay 
adidkotov. ‘ Kal mocby 6€é TL, pyaly, 
n Klynows Kal Siatperdy eis ael Sicu- 
peta.’ What follows is not de- 
rived from Strato, but is an 
explanation of the Aristotelian 
text, as is shown by the words: 
GAAG was elmev [i.e. ARIST. Phys. 
iv. 1l, 219, a, 13] don yap 7 
kivnow, &c. It is not until 
the end of this section, 7.e. in the 
middle of 168, a, that SIMPL. 
returns to Strato with the words: 
GAA’ 6 ev ’ApiotoTéAns Eoikey €k 
Tov gapeotépov Toincacba Thy 
emiBorAny* 6 d€ StTpaTwy pirAoKdArAws 
Kut avThny Kal? abthy Thy Kivnow 
edeite TO TuvEexXES EXOVTAaY, itws Kal 
mpos TovTo BAérwy, iva uh udvoy 
éml THS KaTA TOToY KIWHTEWS, GAAG 
kal éml Tay BAAwy Tacay cuverynTaL 
Ta Aeyoueva. 
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qualitative change, he sought for, not only in the 

material that is moved, but also in that which ceases 

and that which comes into being with the motion.! He 

corroborated the theory of the acceleration of motion 

by simple observations of the fall of bodies.? 

A fundamental departure from the Aristotelian co3- 

mology is attributed to Strato by Stobaeus, who tells 

us that he held that the heavens are made of fire, and 

that the stellar radiance is a reflection of the sun’s 

light. As to the former of these doctrines we may 
wonder that it is nowhere else mentioned, as it in 

reality involves nothing less than the abandonment of 

the theory of the ether and all the deductions founded 

upon it; yet we are not therefore justified in denying 

that the difficuities which beset the Aristotelian as- 

sumptions as to the light- and heat-giving power of 

the stars may have caused Strato to attribute a fiery 

instead of an etherial nature to heaven and the heavenly 

bodies. Nor need the statement as to the light of the 

stars cause us any serious difficulty in view of the 

state of astronomy at that time. Yet the evidence of 

Stobeeus gives us no sure guarantee of the truth of 

these statements.® The assertion that Strato conceived 

1 SIMPL. 191, a (referring to * See the Fragm. of the book 
Phys. v. 1): kat Karas ye, oluat, 6 
Stpdtwy Thy Klynow ov wdvoy éy TS 
Kiwoupéevw pnaly eivat, GAAG Kal ev 
TH e& ov Kal ev TH eis 0, GAAO BE 
tpémov ev éxdoTm. Td pmev yap 
irokeluevov, pnol, KiveiTal ws META- 
BaddAov, Td Se €— oF Kal Td eis 0, Td 
ev @s POeipduevor, TO Se ws ywd- 
mwevov. On the corresponding 
definitions of Aristotle, see vol. i. 
p. 417, n. 2, supra. 

m. Kwhcews apud SIMPL. ibid. 
214, a. 

3 Eel. i. 500: Tapuevidns, 
‘Hpakdrertos, Stpdtwv, Zivwv wipi- 
vov elvat tov ovpaydy. I. 518: 
Stpatauv Kal ad’tds Ta &aoTpa brd 
Tov jAlov dwriCerbat, 

' Supra, vol. i. p. 509 sq. 
° In the first place what 

Strato says only of the fiery 
sphere could not be transferred to 
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of the parts of the world as infinite’ is obviously untrue, 
if this involves, as it appears to do, the infinite exten- 

sion of the world in space.? Other reported doctrines 

of Strato relating to the fixity of the earth,*® comets,* 

meteorological phenomena and earthquakes,° the forma- 

tion of seas,° to colours’ and sounds,* cannot be fully 

discussed here. 

the heavens ; and, in the second 
place, that whicn related only to 
the planets cannot be extended 
to all the stars. 

1 EPIPHAN. Hap. Pid. 1090, 
A: a&meipa 5é EdXeyer ecivar TA mEepy 
TOU KdgMoU. 

2 For this view was not held 
by Strato, as shown supra, p. 
461,n.1. The statement is pro- 
bably only a misinterpretation 
of his teaching as to the un- 
limited divisibility of matter, as 
to which see supra, p. 459, n. 3. 

% That Strato (like Aristotle) 
held this view, and that he sup- 
ported it by a special argument of 
his own, appears from CRAMER, 
Anecd. Oxon. iii. 413: tH Se 
mpouevyn [l.mpokeméevyn| viv aitio- 
Aoyia TH wepl THs akwnolas THs ys 
Stpdtwy Soret mpa@ros 6 gpvaikds 
xpjoacdar. The argument un- 
fortunately is not given. 

4Srosp. Hel. i. 578 (PLUT. 
Pie 1 9, 5; GALEN, 4H. 
Phil. 18, p. 286). A comet accord- 
ing to Strato was: &oTpov pas 
mepiAnobey veer muKva, Kabdmep 
ém) TOV AauTT pwr yiveTa. 

5 See supra, vol. il. p. 457, 
n. 9. 

6 According to STRABO, i, 3, 
4, p. 49 (from ERATOSTHENES, 
who, however, without doubt is 
only quoting Strato as far as the 
words, on p. 50, thy . 3xvdav 

VOL. UH. 

épnuiay; the rest:is his own), 
Strato propounded the hypothesis, 
which he justified by palzonto- 
logical observations, that the 
Black Sea was originally sepa- 
rated from the Mediterranean, 
and this sea from the Atlantic, by 
isthmuses, which were broken 
through in course of time. 

7 As tothis, the excerpts from 
JOHAN. DAMASC. i. 17, 3 (STOB. 
Floril. iv. 173, ed. Meineke) give 
us only the not very clear remark : 
StTpatwyv xpeuata pnow amd Tay 
gwudTwy peperbar avyxp¢ Cort’ 
avrots Toy meTakd dépa, 

8 ALEX. APHR. De Sensu, 
117 (p. 265, 9 sqq., ed. Thurot), 
intimates that Strato explained 
the fact thatit is impossible to dis- 
tinguish tones at a great distance 
—not, like Aristotle (De Sensvu, 
6, 446, b, 6) by the theory that 
the form of movement in the air 
was altered on the way—but T@ 
exAverOar Thy Tévavy THs TANYiSs 

: . ov yap pnow ev TS oxNMa- 
tiCecOal mws Toy apa Tovs Siapdpous 
POdyyous yiverOat, aAAG TH Tis 
TAnyisavicdtyntt. (What followsis 
not the view of Strato, but of 
Alexander, as THUROT reminds 
us at p. 451 of his edition.) 
These words harmonise exactly 
with the beginning of the pseudo- 
Aristotelian fragment 7. axovoT@y, 
800, a, 1: Tas 5€ gwrvas amdous 

Hi 
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Upon his physiological views also we have only 
isolated and unimportant statements.! 

yiyverba: Kal ovs 
Wogous . ov TO Toy Gépa 
oxnuatiCer@at, Kabarep oltovtai 
Twes, GAAG TH Kweic8at mapa- 
TAnciws avToby cvoTeAAduevoy Kal 
éxtewdpevov, &c. This coinci- 
dence, however, does not go far 
enough to justify the suppo- 
sition (BRANDIS, ii. b, 1201) 
that that treatise is the work of 
Strato, however well and care- 
fully considered, and however 
worthy of him it may appear. 
It is not, therefore, necessary 
here to go into the manner in 
which the tones of the human 
voice and of musical instruments 
and their various modifications 
are in that tract explained. The 
general basis of the theory is 
most clearly set out at p. 803, b, 
p. 34 sqq. According to this 
passage, which reminds one of 
Heraclides’s theory (ZELLER, Pi. 
d. Gr. i. p. 887, 1) every sound 
is composed of particular beating 
vibrations (mAnyal), which we 
cannot distinguish as such, but 
perceive as one unbroken sound ; 
high tones, whose movement is 
quicker, consist of more vibra- 
tions, and low tones of fewer. 
Several tones vibrating and 
ceasing at the same time are 
heard by us as one tone. The 
height or depth, harshness or 
softness, and in fact every 
quality of a tone depends (803, 
b, 26) on the quality of the 
motion originally created in the 
air by the body that gave out 
the tone. This motion propa- 
cates itself unchanged, inasmucb 
as each portion of the air sets 
the next portion of air in motion 

oupBalver 

His doctrine of © 

with the same movement as it 
has itself. 

1 GALEN, De Sem. ii. 5, vol. 
iv. 629, informs us that Strato 
explained the origin of the differ- 
ence of the sexes (supra, vol. ii. 
p. 55, n. 2) in a somewhat more 
material manner than Aristotle 
€without, however, adopting the 
views of Democritus, d. g. v. 
ZELL. Ph. d. Gr. i. 805, 2), by 
the theory that either the male 
seed has the preponderance over 
the female (which Aristotle would 
not admit, swpra, vol. ii. p. 50 
sq.) or the female over the male. 
According to PLuT. Place. v. 8, 2 
(GALEN, H. Phil. 32, p. 325), he 
allowed that abortions originated 
mapa mpdcbecw, h ahalpeciw, h 
peTabeow [misplacement of parts] 
 mvevudrwow [evaporation, or 
perhaps addling of the seed 
caused by air contained therein J. 
Finally in JAMBLIcH. Theol. 
Arithm. p. 47 (which MACkOB. 
Somn. Scip. 1, 6, 65, repeats ; cf. 
also CENSORIN. Di. Nat. 7, 5) we 
have his views on the first stages 
of the development of the em- 
bryo week by week.—Similar 
opinions on this subject are also 
attributed to the physician Dio- 
cles, of Carystus, who, accord- 
ing to AST’S notes on the 
Theol. Arithm., flourished about 
Ol. 136 (i.e. about 232 B.C.), 
and who, according to IDELER, 
Arist. Meteorol. i. 157, was a 
pupil of Strato’s, and one of 
the persons charged (see Dioc. 
v. 62) with the execution of his 
testament. SPRENGEL, however 
( Gesch.d. Arzneik. fourth edition, 
p. 463), believes him to have 
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the human soul,' on the other hand, owing to its diver- 

gence from that of Aristotle, claims our attention. 

That he should adopt an independent view was to be 

expected from what we already know of his general 

theory as to the efficient forces of the world. If these 

in general are inseparable from matter, this must be true 

also of the powers of the soul. While it does not follow 

from this that Strato must necessarily have explained 

the soul, with Aristoxenus and Diczarchus, as the har- 

mony of the body,? yet he could not admit Aristotle’s 

doctrine that it is motionless, and that a part of it is 

separate from all other parts and from the body. All 

activities of the soul, he asserts still more emphatically 

than Theophrastus,’ are movements\thought, as well 

as perception—since they all consist in the action of a 

hitherto inactive force; and in proof of the view that 

between the activity of sense and reason there is in this 

respect no essential difference, he appealed to the fact 

which had been already observed by Aristotle,* that we 

been of an earlier date, and 
rightly ; for even if it be true, as 
is alleged without proof, that ‘he 
lived a short time after Hippo- 
crates,’ nevertheless GALEN (in 
his Aphorisms, vol. xviii. a, 7) 
expressly counts him amongst 
the predecessors of Erasistratus ; 
and what we know of his views 
(SPRENGEL, ibid.) confirms this. 

1 Which subject he treated in 
the works 7. ovcews avOpwrivns 
and 7. aicéjcews. 

2 OLYMPIODOR. Schol. in Phe- 
don., p. 142, does indeed say: 
Sri Gs Gppovia apuovias okuTEpa. 
iat Baputepa, o§Tw kal Vuxnh puxis, 

onoly 6 Stpdtwyv, dtutépa nal vw- 
deorepa. Whether he really meant 
to show that the soul is a har- 
mony, or whether this remark is 
only meant to serve as an argu- 
ment against the Platonic ob- 
jection (Phed. 92 E sqq.), 07, 
finally, whether the phrase merely 
belonged to the statement of 
someone else’s opinion, we do not 
learn. TERTULL. De An. 15, dis- 
tinguishes Strato’s view from 
that of Diczarchus, and we shall 
see that he is right. 

3 Supra, vol. ii. p. 391, n. 2. 
* Supra, vol. i. p. 196, n, 1, 

and p. 206, n. 2. 

HH2 
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are unable to think anything of which we have had no 

previous perception.! But, on the other hand, he re- 

marked that perception and sensation are conditioned 

by thought, since often when we are thinking of some- 

thing else the impressions which our senses have 

received fail to rise into consciousness.2 In general, 

however, the soul and not the body is the seat of 

sensation ; for when we believe ourselves to feel a pain 

in the part affected, this is merely the same delusion as 
when we think that we hear sounds outside, whereas in 

reality we apprehend them only in the ear. Pain is 

caused by the sudden transmission of the external im- 

pression from the part affected to the soul; if the 

connection is broken we feel no pain.® 

' SmmPL. Phys. 225, a: kal 
Stpatwy b€.. . THY Wuxny duo- 
Aoyet KivetoOar ov pdvoy Thy 
&Aoyor, GAAa Kal Thy AoyiKiy, 
Kiwnoes A€ywy elvat Tas evepyeias 
THS Wuxns, Aeye: oby ev TE Trepl 
Kivnoews mpbos &AAois moAAois kal 
Tade* ‘del yap 6 vowy Kuiveiral, 
domep kal 6 édp@v kal akovwv kal 
dopprvduevos* evépyeia yap 7 
vonois THs Siavoias Kabdmep Kal 7 
dpacis THS Spews’ [he means that 
both are duvduer dytos éevepyeiat, 
movements]. «al mpd roitou de 
Tov pntovd yeypapey* ‘br ody eiow 
ai TAcioTat Tay Kiwicewy altiai. &s 
h wuxh Kal? abthy Kiveita d1a- 
voouuevn Kal &s trd Tay aidéjoewr 
exiwHOn mpdtepoy, SjAdv éoTw. boa 
yap uh mpdtepoy Ewpake TavTa ov 
Svvatat voeiv, olov Tdé1ovs 7) Amévas 
3) ypapas 7) avipidvras 7) avOpémrous 
}) Tov BAAwy Tt T@Y ToLoUTwY.’ The 
words 87i otdy—airi are more 
or less incomprehensible, as we 
do not know the context. 

Strato accord- 

2 PLuT. Solert. An. 3, 6, p. 961 
(and from him PoRPH. De Abst. 
iii. 24): nairot Srpdrwvds ye Tov 
puoikov Adyos early amodekviwr, 
ws ov8’ aic@davecbat Tomapamay &vev 
Tov voc tmdpxer* Kal yap ypdu- 
Matra ToAAdKIs €mimopEevomevous TH 
der Kal Adyot mpoomimtovtes TH 
aKoH SiardavOavovew nuas Kal d.a- 
gevyovct mpds Erépois Toy vodv 
éxovtas, eit’ addis éwmavnAde kal 
petabe? kal [ueta]diaKer Tay mpoie- 
hévwy Exactoy exreyduevos. [The 
rest is most probably not taken 
from Strato.] 4 kal A€AeKTa- 
voos épn &c. (v. ZELL. Ph. d. Gr. 
i. 462, 5), ds rod wepl Ta dupata 
kal @ta mdBovs, by wh maph 7d 
ppovody, ala@now ov To.ovyTos. 

3 PLuT. Utr. An. an Corp. sit 
Libido (Fragm. i. 4, 2, p. 697): 
of mev yap Grayra cvAANBSny Tata 
[sc. ra maOn] TH Wuxi épovtes 
aveIecav, dorep Stpatwv 5 puoixds, 
ov pdvoy tas émibuulas. GAAG Kal 
Tas Avmas, ovdé Tos PdBous Kal 
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ingly combated the distinction which Aristotle drew 

between the rational and the sensitive part of the soul. 

The soul, according to his view, is a single force ; reason 

(which, with the Stoics— preceded, however, by Aristotle! 

—he seems to have called 76 #yzpovixov ”) is the totality 

of the soul, and the different senses are only particular 
expressions of this central force.’ 

Tous POdvous kal Tas emLXalpeKakias, 
GAAG Kal mévous Kal dovas Kal 
arynddvas Kal GAws Tacay aio Ono 
€v Th Wuxi ouvicracbat pauevos 
kal THS Wuxhs Ta TolavTa mdyTa 
eivat’ my Tov 1dda TovotYTwY NuaY 
Stay mpockpovowuer, unde Ti Ke- 
garhy stray Katdiwuev, py Tov 
ddkTvAOY bray cKT EM MeY * avaic- 
OTA yap 7% Aoima TAY TOD TYE- 

Hovixod, mpos & THS TAnyIs Okéws 
avapepomervns Thy alaOnaw adrynddve. 
KaAovpev* ws SE THY pwVviy Tots 
woly avtots eynxovoay ew SoKodmev 
clvat Td. amd THS apxns em Td Aye- 
povikoy SidoTnua TH alodijoe: mpoc- 
Aoy:(ouevol, mapatAnciws Tov éK 
TOU Tpavmatos Tévoy ovX OmoV THY 
atcOnow «trAndev, GAN’ BOev Ecxe 
Thy apxny elvat Soxovmev, EAKoMEVNS 
én’ éxelvo THS WuxTs ap ov wémovde. 
5d Kal mpookdpartes avtixa Tas 
oppis [here must be the seat of 
the soul, v. infra] cvviyyayov év 
TH TANYEVTL mopl@ TOU 7yEemoviKoU 
thy ala@now dkéws amodiddvTos. 
kal mapeyKomtouey Eo8 Bre Td 
mvebua Kay TH pépn Seomois d1a- 
AapBavntar xepot opddpa mieCouev 
[WYTTENB. conjectures ay T. pw. 
8. Siad. Kal tats xepol &c.; but it 
would, perhaps, be better to read 
by Ta mepn Seop. SiarayBaynrat 7} 
Tais xepat opddpa meéCwuerv] tord- 
flevor Tpds THY Siddootv Tov maMovs 
Kal THY TANYHY év Tos avorcO7,ToLs 
mAntrovTes [WYTT. conj. pudAdr- 

The seat of the soul 

Tovtes|] iva pun ovvdpa f[-aca 
WyTT | mos” Td ppovouy aryndav 
yeunran. TAUTO, wey ovv oO Srpdrwy 
€ml moAAois ws €ElKOS ToOLOUTOLS. 

Plac. iv. 23, 3: Srpdtwv kal ra 
wa0n THS WuxTS Kal Tas aigOhjoers 
EV TH NVEMOVIKG, OUK ev TOLS TETOV- 
Odo tTémos ouvictacbar, ev yap 
TavTn [TovUT@?] KEeloOa Thy bro- 
poviy, domep emt tay Sewav kai 
adyewav kal domep emi avdpelwv 
kal deiAwy, 

iY. supra,-Vol. i. p. 127, 0. 3. 
2 See preceding and following 

notes. 
3 See p.468,n.3, supra; SEXT. 

Math. vii. 350: of wey dtapépew 
avThy [Thy Wuxiy] Tov aidOicewr, 
@S Ol WAcious* of S€ avTihy eivat Tas 
aigOjoes Kabdmrep Sid Tw oT 
Tav aicOntnplwy mpokimrrovaay, 7s 
ordoews pte Stpatwv Te 6 puaikos 
kal Aivnotdnuos. TERTULL. De 
An. 14: ‘non longe hoc exem- 
plum est a Stratone et Ainesi- 
demo et Heraclito; nam et ipsi 
unitatem anime tuentur, que in 
totum corpus diffusa et ubique 
ipsa, velut flatus in calamo per 
cavernas, ita per sensualia variis 
modis emicet, non tam concisa 
quam dispensata.’ Since Strato 
did not, at the same time, like 
Diczarchus, regard the soul as a 
separate substance, but only as 
a force which is inseparable from 
the body through having therein 
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Strato placed in the region between the eyebrows! and 
in the part of the brain which is there situated. Thence 

he held that it permeates the whole body, and especially 

the organs of sense,? connecting it probably with the 
anima vite.® 

its appointed place, and in which 
the unity of the life of the soul 
is to be distinguished from its 
individual manifestations (see 
following note), TERT. De An. 15, 
is able to cite Strato, along with 
Plato, Aristotle, and others, in 
opposition to those who, like 
Diczarchus, ‘ abstulerunt princi- 
pale, dum in apnimo ipso volunt 
esse sensus, quorum vindicatur 
principale.’ On the other hand, 
Sextus can also say that accord- 
ing to Strato the soul is identical 
with the aic@jceis, inasmuch as 
Strato, like Aristotle, did not 
allocate different parts of the 
soul to feeling and thought. 

1 PLUT. Plac. iv. 5, 2 (GALEN, 
H. Phil. c. 28, p. 315; THEOo- 
DORET, Cur. Gr. Aff. v. 23, p. 
73): BSrpdrav [7d THs wWuxis 
Hryewoviroy eivat A€yer | €v uecoppry. 
POLLUX, Onomast. ii. 226: kal 6 
bev vous Kal Aoyiomos Kal AryeuoviKoy 

. elTe KaTa TH pETddpvoy, ws 
éAeye Stpatwy, TERTULL. De An. 
15: ‘nec in superciliorum medi- 
tullio [principale cubare putes], 
ut Strato physicus.’ Cf. supra, 
vol. ii, p. 468, n. 2. 

? Such is the result when we 
combine the passages quoted 
supra, vol. ii. p. 468, n. 2 and 
n. 3, with the statement as 
to the seat of the soul. The 
expressions employed supra, p. 
468, n. 2—namely mpoxirre:, 
emicare, which imply, on the 
one hand, that outer impressions 

Sleep is the retreat of this spirit,‘ but in 

reach the 7yeuorkdy, and, on the 
other hand, that the soul is 
affected by the part in connec- 
tion therewith—prove that the 
soul is not always spread all over 
the body, but has its seat in the 
head, whence after receipt of 
the impressions it streams to 
the organs of sense, &c. How 
Strato believed this was brought 
about, we do not learn. We can 
only suppose that he had in his 
mind either the nerves, which . 
had at that time been discovered 
by Herophilus and Erasistratus, 
and which (or at any rate the 
ophthalmic nerves) were, as 
appears from SPRENGEL, Gesch. 
d. Arzneik. 4th ed. i. pp. 511-2, 
524 held by them to be conduc- 
ting tubes—or, more probably, 
that be was thinking of the 
arteries, which, according to 
Erasistratus, carried, not the 
blood, but the zmvetua (wrindy 
through the body (ibid. p. 525sq.). 

’ This view is referred to in 
the following note. It also 
accords with what is said supra, 
vol. ii, p. 468, n. 2, about the 
interruption of the rvevua flowing 
to the 7yeuovikdy, and on p. 458, 
n. 1 about the Svvauis mvevuatixy 
of the seed. 

4 TERTULL. De An. 43: 
‘ Strato [here the natural philo- 
sopher and not the physician is 
meant] segregationem consati 
spiritus [somnum affirmat].’ 
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what way dreams were brought into connection with 

this view it is impossible to say.' 

As on this theory reason no longer constitutes the 

distinctive mark of the human soul, as a peculiar higher 

element in it, so Strato was free, on the one hand, to assert 

that all living creatures participate in reason, which for 

him coincided with consciousness, and without which he 

found sense-perception inconceivable;” while, on the other 

hand, he was forced to extend to the whole of the soul 

what Aristotle had taught as to the finitude of its lower 

elements. We find him accordingly not only combating 

the Platonic doctrine of reminiscence,* but criticising 

in a hostile spirit the proofs of the immortality of the soul 

advanced in the Pheedo,* in a way which leads us to sup- 

' PLUT. Plac. v. 2, 2 (GALEN, 
Mite rh. 30, p. 320) says: 
Zrpatwy [Tovs oveipovs vyivec@at | 
addy [twi add. GAL.] pice Tijs 
Stavolas ev Tots Umrvois aicOnTiKw- 

Tepas pev mws (THs puxjs add. 
GAL.) yryvouevns, tap avTd 5€ 
TOUTO TH YYWOTIKG Kivowerns [GAL 
gives incorrectly yywortikjs yivou- 
évns|. The meaning appears to 
be that, during sleep the irra- 
tional. nature of the mind is 
stronger, and the action of 
thought being interrupted, the 
mind receives and takes in many 
images or impressions, all more 
or less confused, which if awake 
it would allow to pass unnoticed 
(cf. supra, vol. ii. p. 75 sq. and 
p. 439, n. 3). 

2 EPIPHAN. Hap. Pid. 1090, 
A: wav (gov Ereyey ov [l. Ereye 
vou | dexrindy eivat. 

3 See the extracts, probably 
from the work zm. dicews avOpw- 
nwivns, in OLYMPIODOR. Schol. in 

Phed. ed. Finckh. p. 127 (also 
PUT. F%. vii. 19) p. 177 (follow- 
ing Alexander of Aphrodisias, as 
this commentary so often does, 
as may be seen by the context), 
p. 188, 4,8: 

4 The arguments against the 
proofs brought forward in the 
Phedo, 102, A sqq. which are 
given by OLYMPIODOR. in Phed. 
p. 150-1, p. 191, are as follows: 
If the soul is immortal because 
as essentially life it cannot 
die, the same can be applied 
to all living bodies, of animals 
and of plants, for they also can- 
not, so long as they live, be 
dead ; to every natural being, for 
the natural state of such excludes 
anything unnatural ; to all things 
composed and created, for com- 
position is incompatible with 
dissolution and existence with 
destruction. But death is not 
something which approaches life 
while it lasts, but it is a loss of 
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pose that along with these proofs he had abandoned the 

belief in immortality itself. 

From the Ethics of Strato only a definition of the 

Good, which in substance agrees with that of Aristotle, 

has been preserved to us.! 

life. It has not been proved that 
life is a quality inseparable from 
the concept of the soul, a quality 
inherent (émipé€povoa); and not 
imparted (éripepouevn), and even 
if this be the case, it can only 
impart life as long as it exists 
and as long as it is without 
death. Admitting all this, there 
always remains the consideration 
that, as a finite thing,itcan only 
possess a finite and limited power, 
and consequently must in the end 
become weaker and die.—Strato 
also brought arguments against 
the assertion in the Phed. 70 c 
sqq., that as the dead proceed 
from the living, so must the living 
proceed from the dead. This 
statement he proves (ibid. 186) 
to be incorrect, for existing 
matter does not originate from 
destroyed matter. Further, if a 
part— for example,an amputated 
limb—does not again live, this is 

not the case with the whole. Also 
that which is derived from 
another resembles it only in 
species and not in quantity. 
And, again, we do not always 
find any such law of reciprocity, 
for food becomes flesh, metal 
turns into rust, wood into coal, 
and the young man becomes an 
old one, but the reverse changes 
never happen. Thus nothing 
can come of the contrary, unless 
the substratum is retained and 
not destroyed. That without 
such a reciprocity further origin 
of individuals must cease is not 
correct: it is only requisite that 
similar beings, and not the same 
individuals should be produced. 

1 Stop. Lel. ii. 80: Srparev 
[ayabdy nol] rd TeAcody THY 
Suva 8: hy Hs evepyelas TUY- 
xavouev. Cf. herewith, supra, 
vol. ii. p. 141 sq. 
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CHAPTER XXI 

THE PERIPATETIC SCHOOL AFTER STRATO TILL TOWARDS 

THE END OF THE SECOND CENTURY 

EVEN after Strato there were not wanting men of 

the Peripatetic school who won distinction by their 

extensive knowledge and their powers of teaching and 

exposition ; but there is no evidence that it henceforth 

produced any philosopher who merited the name of an 

independent thinker. It continued to be one of the 

chief centres of the learning of the time; and of the 

contemporary schools none but the Stoic, which had 

risen to eminence under Chrysippus, could rival it in this 

respect. It cultivated especially the historical, literary 

and grammatical studies which marked the Alexandrian 

age above all others, and in connection with these it 

jealously devoted itself to rhetoric and ethics, but even 

in these fields contributed little that was original. Its 

efforts in science and metaphysics, if they did not 

remain altogether barren, seem to have been wholly 

confined to the propagation of older doctrines. Nor 

can we make the scantiness of our information re- 

sponsible for this seeming poverty ; for not only have we 

express complaints of the unfruitfulness of the Peri- 

patetic school in the period referred to,' but we are 

1 STRABO, xiii. 1, 54, p. 609, Peripatetics being under the dis- 
says that after Theophrastus the ability that they possessed of 
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forced to suppose that if there had been anything 

important to relate of Strato’s successors there would 

have been a richer stream of historical allusion to them, 

and especially that the learned commentators upon 

Aristotle, who preserve so deep and significant a silence 

as to the Peripatetics between Strato and Andronicus,! 

would have found more frequent occasion to mention 

them. 

Strato’s successor, Lyco of Troas, who was president 

of the Peripatetic school for nearly half a century,? and 

number 

mostly 
Aristotle only a limited 
of treatises, and these 
‘exoterical, pndty Exew didoco- 
ety mpayyatin@s [in the way of 
real scientific advance], aAAa 
Géoets [commonplaces] AnkvOi Ce 
[t> embellish]. PLuT. Sudla, 
26: of 5€ mpeoBiTepor Tlepita- 
tntikol [before Andronicus] ¢at- 
vovTat mev Kad’ EavTovs yevduevot 
xaplevtes Kal gidoAdyo, but ‘it 
is plain that they did not possess 
the texts of Aristotle and Theo- 
phrastus.’ The last suggestion 
is, of course, incorrect; asis also 
the idea that the philosophic 
barrenness of the school began 
only after Theophrastus (v. supra, 
i. pp. 138-9 sqq.). ‘Ignoratio 
dialectic’ is also charged against 
the Peripatetics by Cic. Fin. iii. 
12, 41. 

' Zeller has been unable to 
find, among the countless cita- 
tions of ancient philosophers in 
the various commentaries, a 
single one which refers to any of 
these writers. 

2 Lyco of Troas (D1IoG. v. 65, 
PLut. De Hail, 14, p. 605) was 
a pupil both of Strato and also 
of the dialectician Pantoides 

(Dioge. 68). He was named by 
Strato his heirin the school (supra, 
vol. ii. p.451,n. 1), and succeeded 
him in his chair as a young man, 
about 270-268 B.c., and after 
conducting the school for forty- 
four years, died at the age of se- 
venty-four, about 224 B.c. (DIOoG. 
68 and supra, vol, ii. p. 451, n.1). 
Lyco was a famous orator (see 
next note but one); busied him- 
self greatly with public affairs 
and, according to Dio4G. 66, did 
great service to Athens, where he 
must have become a citizen (if 
by cvpBovaAévery DIOG. here means 
that he spoke in the public 
assemblies). We hear that he 
was esteemed and rewarded by 
the earlier Pergamenian kings, 
admired by Antigonus, invited 
by Antiochus to his court in vain 
(Dioc. 65, 67: meaning, no 
doubt, Antiochus II., surnamed 
Theos), and his will (apuwd Dioe. 
69 sqq.) shows that he was a 
wealthy man. According to 
HERMIPP. (apud DioG. 67) he 
lived as one; but the account 
which ANTIGONUS (apud ATHEN. 
xii. 547, d) gives of his pride is,’no 
doubt, grossly exaggerated. The 
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left behind him a number of works,' was distinguished 

by the grace and brilliancy of his style rather than by 

the originality of his contributions.” The little that 

has come down to us of his writings is confined to a 

definition of the Highest Good,’ and a few remarks 

upon ethical subjects.* 

Contemporary with Lyco, but diverging more widely 

from Aristotle, was Hieronymus of Rhodes.’ 

same authority (ibid. 548, b) and 
Di0G. 67 show him to have been 
greatly occupied with gymnastic 
arts. His testamentary direction 
as to his funeral (Di1oG. 70) is 
that it should be seemly but not 
extravagant. 

{To a slave, who had, no 
doubt, helped him in his work 
and to whom he gave his freedom, 
he bequeaths (apud DioG. 73) 
Taya BiBAla Ta aveyywoueva; the 
unpublished writings, on the 
other hand, he left to his pupil 
Callinus, to edit for publication. 

pie Pin. v. 5, 13: ‘Hujus 
[Stratonis] Lyco est oratione 
locuples, rebus ipsis jejunior.’ 
Also Diog. 65-6, praises the 
exppactikoy Kal mepiyeywvds ev TH 
épunveia, and the evdia of his 
speech, for which he was also 
called TAvcwy (as in PLUT. ibid.), 
but he adds the remark: ev 5¢ 7G 
ypdpe dyduows atte. The 
examples cited by DioG. confirm 
his judgment. Cf. THEMIST. 
Orat. xxi. 255 B, as to his cele- 
brity in his own time. 

3 CLEMENS, Stvom. i. 416 D: 
Avxos [Lyco must be meant] 6 
Tlepimatrntinos Thy GAnOwhy xapay 
THS Wuxns TéAos Edevyey elvat, ws 
AevKmos [2] thy emt rots Kadozts. 
This does not conflict with, 

Our 

though it certainly does not 
exhaust, the Aristotelian defini- 
tion of happiness ; but we do not 
know whether Lyco meant it to 
be an exhaustive definition or 
not. On the trifling worth of 
worldly possessions, see following 
note. 

4 Apud Cic. Tuse. iii. 32, 78, 
talking of ‘ egritudo,’ Lyco says, 
‘parvis eam rebus moveri, for- 
tune et corporis incommodis, 
non animi malis. Apud STOB. 
Floril., Exe. e Jo. Damase.ii. 13, 
140 (av. 226,ed. Mein.), Lyco says 
of madeia that it is iepdby aovaAor. 
Diog. 65-6 describes him as 
gppactikds avyp Kal mepl maldwv 
aywyhv akpws cuvTeTayuevos, quot- 
ing at the same time some of his 
sayings. 

Cie. Fin. 3,8; ATHEN, x: 
424-5; Diog. ii. 26; STRABO, 
xiv. 2, 13, p. 656, and others, all 
speak of HIERONYMUS as a 
Rhodian. He was a contempor- 
ary of Lyco, Arcesilaus, and the 
sceptic Timon at Athens (D1oG. 
v. 68, iv. 41-2, ix. 112). When 
ATHEN. x. 424-5 calls him a 
disciple of Aristotle, he is merely 
using the phrase loosely as mean- 
ing a Peripatetic. Not to this 
man, but to the historian Hier- 
onymus of Cardia, who was the 
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knowledge of this philosopher, who was distinguished, 

according to Cicero,' for his learning and versatility, is 

confined mainly to historical observations,” the titles of 
books, and unimportant isolated quotations.*? Weare told 

that he declared the swinmuwm bonuwm and the ultimate 

end of all action to consist in painlessness, which, how- 

ever, he sharply distinguished from pleasure, going 

beyond Aristotle* in denying that the latter was in any 

companion in arms of Eumenes 
and Antigonus, must we refer the 
statement of LUCIAN, apud 
MACROB., 22, as toa person of this 
name who lived to be 10+ years 
of age, as is clearly shown at the 
beginning of the chapter. 

' Cic. in the Orutor, 57, 190 
calls him ‘ Peripateticus inprimis 
nobilis,’ and in Fin. v. 5, 14, he 
speaks of: ‘pratereo multos, in 
his doctum hominem et suavem 
Hieronymum.’ Cf. also Fin. ii. 
6,19. Sundry details are to be 
gathered also from the passages 
cited infra. 

? For example: ATHEN. ii. 
48, b, v. 217, e, xiii. 556, a, 557, 
e, 602, a, 604, d (chiefly from the 
icTopika vmrourjuata, which is 
named at 557, e, and 604 d), xiv. 

635-6 (from the fifth book 7z. 
Toint@v, which treated of odes 
for the KOdpa), x. 424-5, xi. 499- 
500 (from the work 7. peééys), x. 
434-5 (from the _ Letters); 
DioG. i. 267 (from the second 
book of the omopainy itrouvjuara, 
which are no doubt identical 
with the ior. trouv.), ii. 14 (the 
like), 26, 105 (é€v T@ mw. éroxijs), 
viii. 21. 57, ix. 16; PLUT. Qu. 
Conv. Procem. 3, mentions his 
Adyot mapa mwotoy yevduevor and 
also reckors him (MN. p. suav. 
Vivi, 13, 6, p. 1096) amongst 

the writers on music. That the 
Hieronymus mentioned in DAM- 
ASCIUS and JOSEPHUS is not the 
same as this writer has been 
shown by ZELLER, Ph. d. Gr. i. 
84. 

3 As in Cic. ibid. (from a 
work on Rhetoric or Metre); the 
citation of about thirty verses in 
Tsocrates ; aremark in PLUT. Qu. 
Conv. i. 8, 3, 1, p 626, on the 
shortsightedness of the aged; a 
word in SENECA, De Jra,i. 19, 3, 
against anger, and in STOB. 
Floril., Exe.e Jo. Dam.ii. 13. 121 
(vol. iv. 209, ed. Mein.), against 
education by pedagogues. 

* The chief source of informa- 
tion here is CICERO, who often 
refers to this view of Hieron. 
So Acad. ii. 42, 131: * Vacare 
omni molestia Hieronymus 
[finem esse voluit].. And Fin. 
v: 11, 35, 25, 73, Taser vee 
87-8; Fin. ii. 3, 8: £Tenesne 
igitur, inquam, Hieronymus 
Rhodius quod dicat esse summum 
bonum, quo putet omnia referri 
oportere? Teneo, inquit, finem 
illi videri, nihil dolere. Quid? 
idem iste de voluptate quid 
sentit? Negat esse eam, inquit, 
propter se ipsam expetendam;’ 6, 
19: Nec Aristippus, qui volupta- 
tem summum honum dicit, in 
voluptate ponit non dolere, neque 
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sense a good. 

Prytanis.' 

477 

To the same period belongs also 

After Lyco’s death Aristo of Ceos? was elected by 

the choice of his fellow-disciples to the presidency of 

Hieronymus, qui summum bonum 
statuit non dolere, voluptatis 
nomine unquam utitur pro illa 
indolentia; quippe qui ne in 
expetendis quidem rebus numeret 
voluptatem.’ v.5, 14: ‘Hierony- 
mum; quem jam cur Peripateti- 
cum appellem, nescio, summum 
enim bonum exposuit vacuitatem: 
doloris.’ Cf. CLEMENS, Strom. ii. 
415,c0: 8 te ‘Iepmvuuos 6 Tepi- 
maTynTikos TéAOS wey Elvat TO adx- 
Antws Civ’ TeAikdy 8 ayabdy wdvoy 
Thy evdamoviayv. Here Clement 
seems to have derived his in- 
formation from the same source 
as CICERO, Acad. ii. 42,131; and 
there ANTIOCHUS is indicated as 
Cicero’s authority. That Cicero 
was directly acquainted with an 
ethical as well as a rhetorical 
work of Hieronymus cannot 
really be inferred from F%2. ii. 6, 
19. This aoxAnoia is also re- 
ferred to by JAMBL. apud STOB. 
Eel. i. 920, and the jovxia by 
PLuT, Sto. Rep. 2, 2, as the ideal 
of Hieronymus. The latter adds 
that, like Epicurus, he lived up 
to his theory. 

1 This Peripatetic was em- 
ployed by Antigonus Doson (B.C. 
230-221) in various State affairs, 
and PoLyp. v. 93, 8, reckons him 
among the éemipavets avdpes ex Tov 
mwepirarov. He must have been 
at that time already considerably 
advanced in years, if his pupil 
EUPHORION was really born (as 

in Ol... 126, B:c. 

Qu. Conv. 
SUIDAS says) 
Zit-eie,  PLUT. 

Procem. 3, names him among the 
distinguished philosophers who 
have written table talk. 

? Aristo is called Ketos in 
Lyco’s will (Dioag. v. 74) and it 
has since been the custom to 
name him thus, in order to dis- 
tiuguish him from the Stoic of 
the same name, ’Aplotwy 6 Xios, 
who is, neveitheless, often con- 
founded with him on account of 
the similarity of their surnames. 
Another surname, “lovAijtns or 
IAiqtns (DioG. vii. 164) shows 
that his family came from Julis, 
the chief town in the island of 
Ceos, as is remarked by STRABO, 
x. 5, 6, p. 486, and STEPHANUS, 
De Urb. lovars, PLUT. De. Hail. 
14, p. 605 names ’Apiotwy ex Kéw 
between Glyco and Critolaus ; 
Lyco himself speaks of him 
as his pupil (see following 
note) and Cic. Fin. v. 5, 13: 
When we find that not he but 
Aristo is in SExT. Math. ii. 61 
called the yvepmos of Critolaus, 
it is hardly possible to suppose 
that a younger Peripatetic of the 
same name is meant, but we must 
suppose that yvdpiuos, which is 
ordinarily used of a pupil, has 
here a_ wider — signification; 
QUINTILIAN, xi. 15, 19 seems to 
have used the same expression: 
‘Critolai peripatetici discipulus.’ 
Again, we hear that he was a 
(ndkwths of the Borysthenean 
Bio: see STRABO, x. 5, 6, and 
ZELLER, Ph. d. Gr. i. 294, 4. The 
meaning may be merely that he 
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He also is said to have been distinguished 
rather for the grace and finish of his style than for 
originality of thought.” Of his numerous writings 

only some of the titles,* and a few fragments, chiefly 

of an historical character,’ have 

admired Bio’s writings, or it 
may be that he was _per- 
sonally acquainted with Bio, 
who must have been still living 
during Aristo’s youth (cf. 
ZELLER, Ph. d. Gr. i. 294, 4).— 
It is not Aristo of Ceos, but of 
Chios, that worked with Ar- 
cesilaus (who died 241 B.C.) 
according to STRABO, i. 2, 2, p. 
15; SExtT. Pyrrh. i. 234; Dioe. 
iv. 33. For further information 
about him and his works see 
HUBMANN, in Jahns Jahrb. 
Supplement. iii. 1834, p. 102 
sqq. ;,RITSCHL, Aristo d.. Peripat. 
apud Cic. De Sen. 3 (Rhein. 
Mus. N. F. 1842, i. 193 sqq.); 
KRISCHE, Forsch. 405-6, 408. 

' Aristotle appears to have 
at least indicated Theophrastus 
as his successor; Theophrastus 
bequeathed the rep‘aaros to ten 
friends; Strato to Lyco (tv. supra, 
vol. i. p. 39, n. 1, and vol. ii. p. 
350, n. 5); Lyco left it in his 
will (apud DioG. v. 70) tov 
yvepiuwy Tots BovdAouevois and 
particularly to ten friends there 
named (all of whom except Aristo 
are otherwise unknown), with 
the proviso: mpootncdcbwooy 5 
avtol dv &y broAauBavwor Siauevety 
emt Tov mpayywatos Kal ovravtew 
pdAtota SuvicecOa. If, however, 
what THEMIST. O7. xxi. 255 B, 
relates is true, he must have 
allowed Aristo a precedence even 
before himself. 

2 Cic. Fin. v. 5, 13: * Concin- 
nus deinde et elegans hujus 

come down to 

[Lyconis, sc. discipulus] Aristo; 
sed ea que desideratur a magno 
philosopho gravitas in eo non 
fuit. Scripta sane et multa et 
polita; sed nescio quo pacto 
auctoritatem oratio non habet. 
The same is meant by STRABO 
(ut supra) in the comparison 
with Bio. 

3 Of his works we know a 
‘Lyco”’ (mentioned by PLUvT. 
Aud. Po. | init. p. 14, where no 
one else can be meant; cf. CIc, 
Cato M.1, 3, und also RITSCHL, 
ibid.), which is there classed with 
Esop’s Fables and the Abaris of 
Heraclides, and which must, 
therefore, like this latter, have 
been a collection of fables; and 
also the ’Epwtika duoia, cited by 
ATHEN. x. 419, c. xiii. 563-4, xv. 
674, b. It appears, however, 
from DI0G. vii. 163, that all the 
works there said to be by the 
Stoic Aristo (except the Letters 
of PANZTIUS and SOSICRATES) 
were also ascribed to our Aristo 
of Ceos ; probably, however, only 
some of them were so ascribed, 
and it is only of some that the 
ascription could in any case be 
true. 

* All the Yragments in ATHE- 
NEUS (see Index)—except that 
at 11. 38, 9 (a note on beverages )— 
as also the notices apud PLUT. 
Themist. 3, Aristid. 2, SOTION, 
De Fluv. 25, are concerned with 
historical matter. No doubt 
DIOGENES (v. 64, supra, vol. i. 
p. 37, n. 4) took from Aristo the 
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us. His successor,! 

testaments of the Peripatetic 
philosophers, besides other in- 
formation about them; and this 
is probably the reason why his 
history of the Lyceum does not 
go beyond Lyco. There has also 
been handed down to us, in 
Sros. Hel. i. 828 (where it is our 
Aristo that is meant), a division 
of the ayriAnmtinh Sivas THs 
Wuxis into the aic@nrixdy and the 
vous, the first working in connec- 
tion with the bodily organs, and 
the latter working without 
organs; and also in SEXT. 
Wark. iu. 61, QUINTIL. ii. 15, 
19 (cf. infra, p. 483, n.1) a de- 
finition of Rhetoric, whichallows 
us to suppose that he wrote some 
work on the subject.—The Prag- 
ments from Aristo in STOBAUS, 
Floril. (see Index), belong to the 
Stoic of that name, as is clearly 
shown in various passages: for 
example, 4, 110; 80, 5; 82, 7, 11, 

15, 16. The information about 
an Aristo given by SIMPL. Categ., 
_Schol. in Av. 65, b, 10, 66, a, 38 
evidently refers to a younger 
Peripatetic, one of the successors 
of Andronicus, and probably the 
same as he whom SENECA, Lp. 
29, 6, makes fun of. It is not 
clear which Aristo is meant in 
Prur. Amator. 21, 2, p. 767, 
Pree. ger. Reip. 10, 4, p. 804. 
In PuuT. Demosth. 10, 30 the 
printed texts, at any rate, give 
‘Xtos.’ As to the work 7m. kevo- 
dotias, as the extract therefrom 
anud PHILODEM. De Vit. x. 10, 
23, SAUPPE makes it probable 
(Philocl. de Vit. Lib. Dec. pp. 
6-7, 34) that they refer to our 
Aristo. 

1 That Critolaus was Aristo’s 
direct successor is not expressly 

Critolaus of Phaselis in Ly- 

said by any of our authorities ; 
for CLEMENT, who gives a list of 
the Peripatetic ‘Diadochoi’ in 
Strom. i. 201 B (or, at least, the 
printed text of that passage) 
passes over Aristo (‘after Ari- 
stotle d:adéxeTar Oedppacros: by 
Srpatwy: dv AvKwy* eira Kpird- 
Aaos’ eita Aiddwpos’), PLUT. De 
Exil. 14, p. 605, does not give a 
full list, but only names those 
Peripatetics who came to Athens 
from abroad, when he says: 
"AptoroTéAns jv ex Srayelpwv... 
TAvcov é€x Tpwados, ’Apiorwy ek 
Kéw, KpitdéAaos aonAlrns. Neither 
does Cic. Fin. v. 5, 13-4 intend 
to state the order of sequence of 
the heads of the school, for 
he is only speaking of the 
relation of the later Peripa- 
tetics to Aristotle and Theo- . 
phrastus; and so, after naming 
Strato, Lyco, and Aristo, he con- 
tinues, ‘Przetereo multos, in 
his... Hieronymum ;’ also after 
a few remarks about him, he 
adds, ‘ Critolaus imitari antiquos 
voluit, &c. Thus there appears 
to be a possible vacancy for 
further names between Aristo and 
Critolaus, and this is made some- 
what more probable when we con- 
sider the time which elapsed 
between Lyco’s and Critolaus’s 
death, which seems very long for 
only two school directors. Lyco 
died 226-4 B.c., but Critolaus 
(see foll. note) was in Rome 
156-5 B.c. Supposing that he 
took this journey during the 
latter part of his life, we have a 
period of more than seventy 
years to cover his and Aristo’s 
school-directorship, and if we add 
the forty-four years of Lyco’s 
directorship it makes in all for 
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cia,! seems to have been more important. 

the three men nearly 120 years. 
ZuMpT (‘Bestand d. Philos. 
Schulen in Athen.’ Adh. d. Berl. 
Akad. Hist.-phil. Kl. 1842, p. 90 
sqq-) is inclined to interpose 
other names between Aristo and 
Critolaus, and he cites the Anony- 
mus of Menage, who at p. 13, 8, 

West., says: Siad0xo: 3 avrov 
[Arist.] tis oXoA7s Kata Tagw 
eyevovto oide* Oedppactos, Zrp4- 
tw, WpatiréAns, AvKwy, “Apiotwr, 
Avkickos, Tpagipayvns, ‘lepdyupos, 
Tipitavis, Popuiwy, KpitéAaos. Un- 
fortunately, this evidence is not 
satisfactory. For we cannot 
accept as a trustworthy list of 
the school-chiefs correctly set 
out kara Taéiv, a statement which 
places between Strato and Lyco, 
—who undoubtedly followed 
directly one upon the other—an 
unknown individual, Praxiteles, 
not even mentioned in Strato’s 
will (whom we cannot make a 
contemporary and colleague of 
Strato, as ZUMPT would have 
it, any more than his diddoxos), 
and describes as the second in 
order after Aristo, Praxiphanes, 
who was a scholar of Theo- 
phrastus (supra, vol. ii, p. 449), 
and as the fifth after him at 
Athens Phormio, who, as we 
learn from Cic. De Orat. ii. 
18, 75-6, was in 194 B.c. an 
old man, and in Ephesus, evi- 
dently not merely on a journey ; 
and inserts the still earlier 
Prytanis (supra, vol. ii. p. 477, 
n. 1) as Aristo’s fourth suc- 
cessor: and supplies us in all with 
as many as seven ‘ Diadochoi’ be- 
tween the years 226 and 156 B.c. 
—On the other side we must 
remember that CICERO’S words 
do not necessarily imply any 
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All that we 

gap between Aristo and Critolaus, 
but that it rather seems most 
likely that he did not know of 
any intervening directors: Hier- 
onymus and the ‘multi’ whom 
he passes over are those whom he 
could not insert in the list of 
diadoxor since they were not 
school-directors. Also the state- 
ment that Andronicus (or, accord- 
ing to some, his pupil Boéthus) 
was the twelfth director in suc- 
cession from Aristotle, is de- 
cidedly against ZUMPT’S theory. 
And why, after all, could not the 
presidencies of Aristo and Cri- 
tolaus have lasted seventy or 
eighty years, just as well as 
that of Lyco lasted forty-four, and 
that of Theophrastus thirty-six 
years? The latter two, by the 
way, were no longer young when 
they were appointed. And we 
know from LUCIAN, Macrob. 20 
that Critolaus (not as ZUMPT, 
p. 90, says, Aristo) lived in fact 
to over eighty-two years of age. 
The Stoics Chrysippus and Dio- 
genes held the presidency for at 
least eighty years, and the first 
five Stoic Diadochoi presided in 
all for a period of 140 years. 
Similarly, from 1640 to 1740, and 
again from 1740 to 1840, only 
three princes, and from 1640 to 
1786 (i.e. in 146 years) only four 
princes occupied the throne of 
Prussia. 

' The native town of Critolaus 
is determined by PLUT. ibid. and 
other evidence. Otherwise the 
only certain piece of information 
we have relating to his life is 
that he took part, in conjunction 
with Diogenes and Critolaus, in 
the celebrated embassy ‘which 
(according to Clic. Acad. ii. 45, 
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know of his views! shows him to have been in the main a 

true adherent of the Peripatetic teaching,” who, however, 

differed from Aristotle on several points. Thus he 

conceived of the soul, including the reason, as consist- 

ing of ether,? and in his Ethics he went beyond Ari- 

stotle in asserting that pleasure was an evil.’ In other 

respects his views upon the nature of the swmmnmum 

bonum are thoroughly Aristotelian: he describes it 

generally as the perfection of a natural life, and further 

claims for it more particularly that it should embrace 

the three kinds of Goods,’? among which, however, he 

137, during the consulship of P. 
Scipio and M. Marcellus, 7.¢. 598- 
9A. U.C., or 156-5 B.c.; see CLIN- 
TON, “asti Hellen.) was sent to 
Rome by the Athenians to de- 
precate the fine of 500 talents 
which had been imposed on the 
Athenians for the sack of Oropus. 
For further information on this 
subject see PAUSAN. vii. 11; Clic. 
twid., De Orat. ii. 37, 155, Tuse. 
ima Ad Att, xii. 23; GELL. 
Weave 14, §, xvi. 21, 48; PLN. 
meee vit. oO, 112; Puur. Cato 
May. 22; 7. V. H. iii. 17 (see 
also infra as to the historical 
bearings of the story). That 
Critolaus, as well as the others, 
lectured in Rome is expressly 
stated (see following note). It 
is also apparent from what has 
been stated in the foregoing note, 
and from what we know of the 
age of his successors, that Crito- 
laus made this journey late in 
life. Except by the fact that he 
lived to be over eighty-two years 
of age (wv. ibid.), it is not possible 
to indicate the date of his death. 

"fr. also Cro. Fin. v. 5, 14: 

VOL. II. 

‘Critolaus imitari antiquos voluit, 
et quidem est gravitate proxi- 
mus, et redundat oratio, attamen 
is quidem in patriis institutis 
manet.’ In reference to his lec- 
tures in Rome, GELL. vi. 14, 10 
(following Rutilius and Poly bius) 
says: ‘ Violenta et rapida Car- 
neades dicebat, scita et teretia 
Critolaus, modesta Diogenes et 
sobria.’ : 

? As CICERO indicates; see 
preceding note. 

3 Stop. Hcl. i. 58: KpitdéaAaos 
kal Aiddwpos 6 Tupios vovv am’ 
aifépos anmafovs. TERTULL. De 
An. 5: ‘Nec illos dico solos, qui 
eam [animam | de manifest is cor- 
poralibus effingunt ... ut Cri- 
tolaus et Peripatetici ejus ex 
quinta nescio qua substantia [the 
méuntn ovoia, the ether,’ 

* GEut,, Vy Aix, 6:69 Cre 
tolaus Peripateticus et malum 
esse voluptatem ait et multa alia 
mala parere ex sese, injurias, 
desidias, obliviones, ignavias.’ 

5 CLEMENS, Strom. ii. 316, D: 
Kpitddaos 5, 6 kal avrbs Mepimary- 
TiKbs, TeAELOTNTA eAeyey [sc. Td 

Lt 
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gave so unconditioned a preference to those of the 

soul that the others shrink into complete insignificance 

beside them.'! Similarly in Physics he came forward as 

the defender of an important Aristotelian doctrine in 

maintaining the eternity of the world and of the homan 

race against the Stoics.?, He rests his arguments chiefly 

upon the immutability of the order of nature, which 

excludes the supposition that man has ever come into 

existence in any other way than as he now does; he 

adduces as indirect proof of the same the multiform 

incongruities involved in the idea that primeval man 

sprang from the earth; and concludes that man, and 

therefore also the world, must be eternal, nature having, 

as Plato and Aristotle had already declared,* conferred 

upon the whole race by means of propagation the 

immortality which she was unable to bestow upon 

individuals. He further remarks that a self-caused 

existence like the world must be eternal; if the world 

had a beginning, it would exhibit growth and evolution, 

not only in respect of its material frame, but also of 

the indwelling reason that governs it; this, however, is 

impossible in a being, like it, already perfect. While 

sickness, age, or want destroys living creatures, they 

TéAos] Kata pvaw evpoodyTos Biov. 
Thy é€k Tay Tplav yevav [the 
three kinds of Goods] cuuman- 
povuevny mpoyorikny [2 avOpwrikiyy | 
TeAeiotnta pnviwv. STOB. Lel. 
ii. 58: dwd Se Tay vewTépwy Tlepi- 
TaTnTiKav, Tavamro KpiroAdou, [sc. 
TéAos AéyeTat] TO ex TavTwY TOY 
ayalav cupmeTAnpwuevoy. TOTO 
de jv Td ek TAY TPO yevav. 

1 Cic. Tuse. v. 17, 51: ‘Quo 
loco quero, quam vim habeat 

libra illa Critolai: qui cum in 
alteram lancem animi bona im- 
ponat, in alteram corporis et ex- 
terna, tantum propendere illam 
bonorum animi lancem putet, ut 
terram et maria deprimat.’ 

-* PHILO, tern. Mundi, p. 
943 B—947 B, Hosch., ec. 11- 
15, Bern. 

3 Supra, voi ii. p. 35, n. 2 
cf. ZELL. Ph. d. Gr. i. 512, 3. 
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cannot affect the world as a whole; if the order or 

destiny of the world is acknowledged to be eternal, 

this must also be true of the world itself, which indeed 

is nothing else than the manifestation of this order. 

While the leading thoughts of this argument are not 

new, yet we must recognise in them an able defence of 

the Peripatetic doctrine. What we are further told of 

Critolaus ! is of little importance. 

Contemporaneous with Aristo and Critolaus was 
Phormio, the Peripatetic, whom Hannibal met at 

Ephesus (circ. 195 B.c.),? but of whom beyond the un- 

seasonable lecture which he delivered to the Cartha- 

ginian hero upon generalship, nothing further is 

known.® To the same period belong apparently Sotion’s4 

much-read work on the schools of philosophy® and the 

1 According to STOB. Hel. i. 
252, Critolaus held time to be a 
vonua 7?) werpov, and not a brdora- 
ots. See also SEXT. Math. ii. 12, 
20. According to QUINTIL. ii. 
17, 15, he made sharp attacks on 
Rhetoric (of which Sext. tells us 
something), defining it, accord- 
ing to QUINT. ii. 15, 23, as wsus 

dicendi (and QUINT. adds, nam 
hoc tpiBy significat), which means 
(as PLATO had said in the Gorg. 
463 B) that it was not an art 
but a mere readiness of speech 
acquired by practice. Further 
information as to what he said 
in connection with this criticism 
of oratory may be found in GELL. 
wi, 9. 

2 We have this incident from 
Cic. De Orat. ii. 18. As Hanni- 
bal was then with Antiochus in 
Ephesus, it must have been about 
the time stated in the text; and 

as he called the philosopher a 

delirus senex, Phormio must 
have then been advanced in 
years. 

3 For, as already remarked, 
we can make nothing of the 
statement of the ANON. MEN, 
cited at p. 480, n. supra. 

4 That Sotion was a Peri- 
patetic is not expressly stated, 
but is evident from the whole 
character of his writings. Cf. 
SoTion, De Fiuv. 44 (WESTER- 
MANN, Ilapadotdypapo, p. 191). 

° Cf. WESTERMANN, Tlapa- 
dotdypapot, p. xlix; and see 
particularly PANZERBIETER, 
‘Sotion, in Jahn’s Jahrbd. 
Supplement, v. (1837) p. 211 sqq. 
where it is shown from the data 
given by DIOGENES that the 
Aiadox?) TaV piiocdmwy must have 
been written between 200 and 
150 B.c.—probably between 200 
and 170 B.c.: inasmuch as, on 
the one hand, Chrysippus, who 

EHD 
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histories' of Hermippus and Satyrus. 

died about 206, was mentioned 
in the book (Droe. vii. 183), and, 
on the other hand, Heraclides 
Lembus (de quo infra) made an 
extract fromit. PANZERBIETER 
also makes it probable that the 
A.adox7 consisted of 13 books, 
whose contents he endeavours to 
indicate. To this work belong 
also the references in ATHEN. 
iv, 62, e, will, 342, ©, aa. 50b;-0 
SExT. Math. vii. 15.—ATHEN. 
viii. 336, d, tells us of another 
work of Sotion’s, wept Tay Tinwvos 
giAAwy. It is very questionable 
whether it is chronologically 
possible that he could have 
written the 12 books AuokAciwy 
éAéyxwv directed against Diocles 
of Magnesia (v. DION. x. 4). 
At any rate the Képas ’AuaA@elas, 
(GELL. WV. A. i. 8, 1, cf. with 
Pun. H. WV. pref. 24), the frag- 
ment on rivers and springs (in 
WESTERMANN’S Tlapadotdsypapar, 
p. 183 sqq., cf. with PHort. Bibl. 
Cod. 189), which was probably 
part of the last-named work, the 
writing 7. dpyis (Stop. Flori. 
14, 10, 20, 53, 108, 59, 113, 15) 
and those from which are derived 
the Fragments apud STOR. 
Floril. 84, 6-8, 17, 18, belong to 
one or perhaps to two younger 
men of the same name. We 
should say to one, if the Peri- 
patetic Sotion mentioned by 
GELL. as author of the Képas *Au. 
is identical with the Sotion who 
was Seneca’s (/pist. 49. 2, 108, 
17-20) teacher in the school of 
Sextus (ZELL. Ph. d. Gr. iii. a, 
600, 3, 605,3) ; MULLER, Pvagm. 
Hist. Gr. iii. 168 takes it for 
granted that this is the case, 
but there seems to be some pro- 
bability that they were different 
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Heraclides 

persons. In this case we must 
also attribute to that Peripatetic 
(ZELL., ibid. iii. a, 694, 2nd ed.) 
the citations in ALEX. APHR. 
Top. 123 (which appear to be’ 
from a commentary on Ari- 
stotle),and in CRAMER’s Anecd. 
Paris. i. 391, 83 ae eee 
same man is perhaps meant in 
PLUT. Frat. Am. c. 16,9. 487, 
and Alex. c.61. On the other 
hand, the moral maxims cited by 
STOBzZUS belong to Seneca’s 
teacher. It is impossible to say 
who was the Sotion frequently 
cited in the Geoponica, but he 
was in any case not the author 
of the Abdoxy7. M. HERTZ 
‘Ramenta Gelliana’ (Bresl. Uni- 
versitatschrift, 1868) p. 15-6 
attributes the Képas *Auadé. to 
the elder Sotion, but this does 
not follow from what is said by 
GELL. i. 8, 1; cf. ATHEN. xiii. 
588 C; DI0G. ii. 74. 

‘See Lozynski, Hermippi 
Fragm. Bonn, 1832; PRELLER, 
in Jahn’s Jahrb. 1836, xvii. 159 
sqq.; MULLER, Pragm. Hist. Gr. 
ili. 35 sqq.; NIETZSCHE, Rhein. 
Mus. xxiv. 188-9, Z. HERMIPPUS 
is described by HIERON. De 
Script. Eccl. c. 1 (whose autho- 
rity is not of much value) as a 
Peripatetic, and by ATHEN. ii. 
58-9,-v. 213-4, xv. 696-7 as 6 
KadAumaxewos, i.e. ‘the pupil of 
Callimachus’; he is, therefore, 
probably the same Hermippus as 
is said to be a native of Smyrna 
in ATHEN. vii. 327 0. As we 
hear tha: in his chief work he 
mentioned the death of Chrys- 
ippus (DIoG. vii. 184) whereas 
he is not referred to as an autho- 
rity for later events, we may 
infer that he must have written 
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Lembus,! Agatharchides and Antisthenes of Rhodes 

about 200 B.c. or soon after. 
The citation in the Htymol. JI. 
118, 11 would carry the date a 
little further—to about 203 B.c. 
—if the work there referred to 
was by him; see MULLER’S note 
to Fr, 72.—Of his books, we hear 
of a great work of biography, 
the Buoi, different parts of which 
seem to have been known by 
various separate names.— A 
second work 7. Tay «vy matdela 
diadAauWayvtrwy (Etym. M. ibid.), 
of which the 7. trav diarpedaytwy 
éy tatdela SovAwy cited by SUIDAS 
s. v. “lotpos was no doubt a part, is 
with a great balance of proba- 
bility ascribed by PRELLER, 
MULLER and others to the later 
Hermippus of Berytus. As to 
other writings not belonging to our 
Hermippus, see PRELLER, p. 174 
sqq. Forthe list of the works of 
Aristotle and Theophrastus pro- 
bably given in the Béou, see vol. i. 
p. 51.—In like manner, SATYRUS 
is described as a Peripatetic 
in ATHEN. vi. 248, d. xii. 534, 
Beda 6G. X111,.:556, a. His 
chief work was a collection of 
biographies, cited as the Bio 
(cf. ATHEN. vi. 248, d, f, 250 f, 
xii. 541, c, xiii, 557, c, 584, a; 
DI0G. ii. 12, viii. 40, 53 ; HIERON. 
Adv. Jovin. ii. 14, De Script. 
Eecl. c. 1), and called more 
fully (as is inferred by BERNAYS, 
Theophr. wb. Fromm. 161 from 
HigR. Adv. Jov.) Biot évidtwy 
avipeav. Further ATHEN. iv. 168 
BE, cites from a writer who 
is evidently our Satyrus, a frag- 
ment from a work 7. xapaxtnpwr. 
Another book in which a list of 
the Demes of Alexandria was 
given (THEOPHIL. Ad Autol. ii. 
p. 94), and a collection of pro- 

verbs (Dionys. HAL. Antiquitt. i. 
68) are probably, but not cer- 
tainly, the work of a later 
scholar of whom (if he existed) 
we do not know whether he was 
or was not a Peripatetic (for in 
ATHEN. xii. 556, a, only ovr 
Satyrus can be meant, and he is 
in fact always designated in the 
same manner). We can say 
with more certainty that the 
poem on precious stones, which 
Reine? JV. exxviis 2: :31,.6,,91, 
7, 94, cites as by a Satyrus, was 
not the work of our Peripatetic. 
Cf. MULLER, ibid. 159, and the 
Fragments there, which in so far 
as they are genuine, contain 
only historical matter, excepting 
those from the ‘ Characters.’ 

1 See MULLER, Hist. Gr. iii. 
167 sqq. HERACLIDES, surnamed 
Lembus (cf. MULLER, idid.), came, 
according to Diog. v. 94, from 
Calatis in Pontus or from Alex- 
andria; according to SUIDAS, 
s.v. ‘Hpaka. from Oxyrynchus in 
Egypt. According to SvID. he 
lived under Ptolemy Philometor 
(181-147 B.c.) in a distinguished 
position. Sup. calls him @iAd- 
cogdos, and adds that he was the 
author of philosophical and other 
works. As his helper Agath- 
archides (see following note) is 
counted among the Peripatetics, 
and his own literary activity lay 
in this direction, we may include 
him also as one of the school. 
The AeuBeutixds Adyos, which is 
said to have been the origin of 
his surname (Di0G. ibid.), was 
probably a philosophical work; 
but the most important of his 
works were, in any way, those 
which were historical. We know 
of an historical work in at least 
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No single utterance on philosophy, 

however, has been preserved to us from any of these. 

More important for us is Diodorus of Tyre,? the suc- 

cessor of Critolaus. In his view of the soul he agreed 

with his master,® but differed from him and from 

thirty-seven books, an extract 
from the biography of Satyrus 
(D104. viii. 40, 44, 53, 58), and a 
Aiadoxh in six books, which was 
an epitome of Sotion’s work 
(Diog. v. 94, 79, vill. 7, x. 1). 
See the Fragm. of ‘these, apud 
MULLER, ibid. 

1 AGATHARCHIDES of Cnidos, 
6 ék Tav wepitatwy (STRABO, xiv. 
2, 15, p. 656), was secretary 
to the above-named Heraclides 
Lembus (PHOT. Cod. 213 init.), 
and was afterwards (as we learn 
from his own words apud PHOT. 
Cod. 250, p. 445, a, 33, 460, b, 6) 
the tutor of a prince (MULLER, 
ibid. 191 supposes, with WESSE- 
LING, that it was Ptolemy 
Physcon II., who reigned from 
117-107 B.c.). Agatharchides 
wrote several historical and eth- 
nographical works, of which one 
on the Red Sea has been pre- 
served in great part by PHOT. 
Cod. 250, pp. 441-460; as to the 
rest see MULLER, p. 190 sqq.—So 
ANTISTHENES is spoken of by 
PHLEGON, Mirah. 3, as a Peri- 
patetic and a _ distinguished 
author, of whom he tells us a 
wonderful story about an alleged 
occurrence of the year 191 B.c. 
He is probably the same as the 
Peripatetic whose Atadoxal Dio- 
genes often cites, and is, perhaps, 
also to be identified with the 
historian from Rhodes, who, ac- 
cording to POLYBIUS, xvi. 14, 
was still alive during the first 
thirty years or so of the second 

century (MULLER, Hist. G7. iii. 
182, believes the two to be 
different persons). The citations 
in Diogenes do not carry us 
beyond the death of Cleanthes 
(MULLER, ibid.). That the 
pseudo-Aristotelian May:«ds prob- 
ably belonged to this Antisthenes 
of Rhodes has been already re- 
marked, swpra, vol. i. p. 81, n. 1. 

* STos. Fel. i. 58, calls this 
Diodorus a Tyrian, and in ClIc. 
De Orat.i. 11, 45, Fin. v. 5, 14, 
and CLEM. Strom. 1, 301 B, 
he is described as the disciple 
and successor of Critolaus. Other- 
wise nothing is known about 
him, and it is impossible to 
define the date of his death or 
of his accession to the headship 
of the school; if. however, we 
can trust what CIC. says in the 
De Orat. ibid., he must have 
been still alive in 110 B.c. (see 
ZUMPT, ‘ Ueber d. Bestand d. 
philos. Schulen in Athen.” Abh. 
d. Berl. Akad. Hist.-phil. Kl. 
1842, p. 93); but this, in view of 
the facts set out in n. 3 on p. 487 
infra, is questionable. 

3 So STop. ibid.; see supra, 
vol. iil. p. 481, n.3. Still, he did 
not propose to overlook the 
difference between the rational 
and the irrational in the soul; 
for, according to PLuT, Fragm. 
1, Utr. An. an Corp. c. 6, 2 (if 
here Aiddwpos may be read for 
A.ddovtos, or if we may take the 
‘ A.dd5oT0s*’ adopted by Diibner as 
being another form of the same 
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Aristotle in his ethics, uniting with their views upon 

the swummum bonum those of Hieronymus, and to a 

certain extent combining the Stoic and Epicurean 

ethical principles with one another by maintaining that 

happiness consists in a virtuous and painless life ;' as, 

however, virtue was declared by him to be the most 

essential and indispensable element in it, this deviation 

is in reality less important than at first appears.’ 

Erymneus,® the successor of Diodorus, we know only 

name), he allowed that the 
Aoyiukdby of the wuxy had its 
special md@n, and that the cus- 
gues [sc. TS cduati] and a&Aoyor 
had special ra6n also; which can 
be reconciled with the ‘ amaGes’ 
of Stob. by supposing that he 
held that the modifications of 
the rational portion of the soul, 
including the activities of 
thought, were improperly de- 
scribed ‘ md@os.’ 

1 Cic. Fin. v. 5, 14: ‘Diodorus, 
ejus [Critol.] auditor, adjungit 
ad honestatem vacuitatem doloris. 
Hic quoque suus est ; de summo- 
que bono dissentiens dici vere 
Peripateticus non potest.’ So also 
25, 73, 11. 6, 19, and Acad. ii. 42, 
131; cf. Fin. ii. 11, 34: ‘Callipho 
ad virtutem nihil adjunxit, nisi 
voluptatem : Diodorus, nisi va- 
cuitatem doloris.’ Twse. v. 30, 
85: ‘ Indolentiam autem honest- 
ati Peripateticus Diodorus ad- 
junxit.’ Jbid. 87: ‘ Kadem [like 
the Stoics] Calliphontis erit Dio- 
dorique sententia ; quorum uter- 
que honestatem sic complectitur, 
ut omnia, que sine ea sint, 
longe et retro ponenda censeat.’ 
CLEMENS, Strom. ii. 415 C: kat 
Aiddwpos duolws, amd THs avTis 
aipecews yevduevos [as Hierony- 

mus], TéAos amopatverat Tb dox- 
Antws Kal Karas Civ. 

2 We find also a definition of 
Rhetoric ascribed to a Diodorus 
(NIKOL. Progymn. Rhet. Gr. 
apud SPENGEL, ii. 451, 7), which 
implies that he wrote about 
Rhetoric. There is the less 
reason to doubt that this Dio- 
dorus is the Peripatetic, since we 
have seen that the same question 
arose in the cases of Aristo and 
Critolaus ; supra, vol. ii. p. 483, 
51 a | 

8 The long and detailed frag- 
ment of POSIDONIUS, preserved 
by ATHEN. v. 211, d sqq., gives 
the history of one Athenion, de- 
scribed as a Peripatetic, who had 
studied first in Messene and in 
Larissa (the addition that he 
became head of the school in 
Athens is plainly a blunder of 
Athenzeus, which is refuted by 
his own quotation from Posi- 
donius), and had then contrived 
by flattery to ingratiate himself 
with Mithridates, and so to make 
himself for a time the master of 
Athens (meaning evidently the 
same man whois called ‘ Aristion’ 
by PLUT. Sulla, 12, 13, 23; and 
elsewhere, and who is described 
by APPIAN, Mithr, 28, as an Epi- 
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by name. With regard to Callipho and Dinomachus, 

two philosophers who in ethics occupy an intermediate 

position between the Epicureans and the Peripatetics, 

we are wholly ignorant to which school they belonged.! 

Among our sources of information with regard to 

the state of the Peripatetic philosophy during the third 

and second century B.C. are probably to be reckoned 

most of the writings which our previous investigation 

excluded as spurious from the collected works of 

Aristotle. While the contribution they supply is an 

insignificant one, yet it is not so wholly worthless but 

that it will repay us to examine its contents. To this 

class belongs, in the field of logic, the second part of the 
Categories, which has probably come down to us in its 

present form from that period.? Important as these so- 

called ‘ Postpreedicamenta’ of the later logic may have 

been, yet the treatment which a few of the principles 

of Aristotelian logic here receive cannot but appear 

curean); and Posidonius says 
explicitly that this man was a 
natural son of Athenion, a pupil 
of Erymneus. As Athens re- 
volted from the rule of the 
Romans in 88 B.c., it follows 
from the account given in this 
Fragment that Erymneus cannot 
have begun his headship of the 
school later than 120-110 B.c. 

1 What is known of these two 
philosophers through Cic. Fin. 
ii. 6, 19, 11, 34 (supra, vol. ii. p. 
487, n. 1), v. 8, 21, 25, 73, Acad. 
ii. 42, 131, Tuse. v. 30, 85, 87, 
Offic. iii. 34, 119, and CLEM. 
Strom. ii. 415 C, limits itself to 
this: that they thought to find 
the highest happiness in the 
union of pleasure and virtue, or, 

as CLEMENT says, they sought 
it in pleasure, but they further 
explained that virtue was equally 
valuable; or rather, according to 
Tusc. v. 30, 87 indispensable. 
According to Cic. Fin. v. 25, 73, 
Callipho was older’ than 
Diodorus, and according to Acad. 
ii. 45, 139, older, or at any rate 
not younger, than Carneades. 
It is not stated to what school 
he and Dinomachus belonged ; 
but HARLESS (Fabric. Biblioth. 
iii. 491) makes a gross mistake 
when he suggests that this Dino- 
machus is the Stoic mentioned 
by Luctan, Philopseud. 6 sqq. 
for the latter was evidently a 
contemporary of Lucian. 

2 Supra, vol. i. p. 64, n. 1. 
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insignificant to us, and a like judgment must be passed 

upon the last chapter of the work wepl “Epunveias.! 
The spurious treatise on the Klements of Metaphysics ? 

contains, with the exception of a passage in the second 

book already touched upon,’ scarcely any modification 

of the Aristotelian doctrine. The work upon Melissus, 

Zeno and Gorgias, of the date of whose composition 

we know absolutely nothing, proves its spuriousness 

not so much by any positive deviations from the Ari- 

stotelian teaching as by the defects of its historical 

statements and critical expressions, as well as by the 

general obscurity of its aim. Of works upon Physics 

the book upon the World will hereafter engage our atten- 

tion as an example of the eclectic method of combining 

Peripatetic and Stoic doctrines. The treatise upon In- 

divisible Lines which, if it is not the work of Theo- 

phrastus himself,® appears to date from his time, ably 

combats a view which Aristotle had rejected. To the 

school of Theophrastus and Strato perhaps belong the 

treatises upon Colours, Sounds, the Vital Spirit, and the 

1 The Postpredicamenia treat 
fete, 10-1, the four 
kinds of opposition which have 
been described already, supra, 
vol. i. p. 223 sqq.; (2) c. 12, the 
different significations of the 
mpotepov, with a_ slight, but 
merely, formal dissent from 
Metaph. v. 11; (3) c. 18, the 
signitications of the dua, this sec- 
tion being only based in part 
upon the earlier texts and in 
part original (cf. WaITz, ad 
loc.), though not contrary to the 
views of Aristotle; (4) c. 14, 
concerning the six kinds of 

motion, in agreement with the 
views stated supra, vol. i. p. 425, 
n, 1: (5)..c,. 15, on. the. .2xyey, 
the meanings of which are set 
out rather differently from the 
Aristotelian account in Metaph. 
v. 23. 

2 Cf. with supra, vol. i. p. 66, 
1 el 

3 Supra, vol. ii. p. 429, n. 1. 
4 Cf. herewith ZELL. Ph. d. 

Gr. i. 464 sqq. 
* ZBLL.6 Ph 

558 sqq. 2nd ed. 
§ Cf. supra, vol. i. p. 86, n. 1, 

and ZELL. Ph. d. Gr. i. 868, 4. 

ds. Gh Mis ce, 
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Motions of Animals—works which are not without inde- 

pendence, and exhibit evidence of respectable work in 

the field of science. ‘The first of these, differing widely 

from Aristotle, traces the origin of the colours to the 

elements, of which fire is said to be yellow while the 

rest are naturally white; black is caused by the trans- 

mutation of one element into another, the burning up 

of air and water and the drying up of water! All 

colours are said to be mixtures of these three elements.? 

Light is described as the proper colour of fire ;* that it 

is conceived of as corporeal‘ is obvious, not only from 

its being classed, as we have just seen, with the colours, 

but also from the way in which the lustre and the 

dulness of thick transparent bodies are alike explained.® 

Upon the further contents of this treatise, as 1t goes on 
to discuss in detail the preparation of colours and the 

natural hues of plants and animals, we cannot here 

stop to enlarge. 

1 De Color. c. 1; PRANTL, 
Arist. v. d. Farben, 108, finds in 
this treatise a confusion of two 
views : (a) that darkness is either 
the absence or partial absence 
of light (the latter in the case of 
shadows or of rays penetrating 
through the density of some 
transparent body); and (0d) that 
blackness is to be explained in 
the manner stated in the text. 
The inconsistency, however, is 
only apparent: for the oxézvos, 
which produces the appearance 
of the blackness (791, a, 12), is 
to be distinguished from the 
péeAay xp@ua, which is the quality 
of bodies tending to check light 
and produce oxértos (791, b, 17). 

2 O:'%, 791, ait, ee, 402; a; 

With regard, similarly, to the short 

10, c. 3, 793, b, 33: For mere 
detailed theories on the origin 
of the different colours, see c. 2, 3. 

3 C. 1, 791, b, 6 sqq. ; cf. with 
791, a, 3. 

* Strato held the same views 
on this, but not Aristotle or 
Theophrastus ; supra, vol. i. p. 
518, n. 3, vol. ii. p. 379, n. 1. 

5 Lustre (oTiABov) is (c. 3, 
793, a, 12) a cuvéxeta pwrds kal 
mukvoTns: transparent matter 
looks dark, when it is too thick 
to allow the rays of light to pierce 
it, and bright when it is thin, 
like air, which when not present 
in too dense a form is overcome 
by the rays: xwpiCouevos br’ avTav 
mTukvoT épwy ovcey kal Siapavouevwv 
5c’ avtov (c. 3, 794, a, 2 sqq.). 
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work upon Sounds, which in tone and method is related 

to that on Colours, and is to be attributed perhaps to the 

same author, it will be sufficient to refer to our previous 

quotation from it.'_ We must assume a different author 

for the work upon the Vital Spirit,” which discusses in a 

somewhat sceptical tone the origin, sustenance, dif- 

fusion, and operation of the anima vite accepted by 

Aristotle as the primary substratum of the soul.* This 

book, on account of its fragmentary character and the 

numerous corruptions in the text, is sometimes almost 

incomprehensible to us. Its general presuppositions of 

design in nature,‘ and of a soul and vital spirit united 

with it ® in man, are Aristotelian. Peculiar to itself, on 

the other hand, is the assumption that the vital spirit, 

as Hrasistratus had heid,® spreads from the heart by 

means of the arteries through the whole body, and that 

it is this (and not, as Aristotle held, the flesh) which 

is the primary organ of sensation.’ Respiration, the 

pulse, the consumption and distribution of the food,’ 

are effects of the operation of the vital spirit, which 

nourishes itself from the blood, the breath serving only, 

as Aristotle had taught, to cool it.2 The relation of the 

1 Supra, vol. ii. p. 465, n. 8. 
* As to which cf. also supra, 

vol. i. p. 89, n. 3, ad fin. 
3 Supra, vol. ii. p. 6, n. 2. 
Sere. 7, 264, b, 1, 27 sqq. 

c. 9, 485, b, 2 sqq. 
Pree a, 455, b, 11> cf. with -c. 

#, 460, 4, 17, c. 4, 482, b, 22, c. 
5, 483, a, 27 sqq. The subject 
of the treatise did not give any 
occasion for the statement of any 
view as to the Nos. 

® As to this physician, who 
was probably a pupil of Theo- 

phrastus (supra, vol. ii. p. 451, n. 
2), and as to his theory of the 
dissemination of the pneuma 
through the arteries, see SPREN- 
GEL, Gesch. d. Arzneih. 4 ed. i. 
525 sqq.; on the relations of the 
7. mvevdpatus to his teaching 
see Rose, Ve Arist. Libr. Ord. 
167-8. 

7 C. 5, 483, a, 23 sqq. b, 10-26, 
c. 2, 481, b, 12, 18. 

en. 20: 
* Cf; supra, vol. ie p.°6; ne 2} 

p. 43. 
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operative preuma,' which was said to reside in the 
sinews and nerves,” to this vital principal is not made 
altogether clear.’ 

Of a later date than this treatise, and much more 

clearly written, is cne upon the Motion of Animals, — 

which professes to be the work of Aristotle,*> inad- 

missible as this claim is.° The contents of this work are 

almost entirely drawn from Aristotle, but are in parts 

so combined as wholly to contradict the spirit of his 

teaching. It starts from the principle that all mo- 

tion must ultimately be referred to a self-moving and 
unmoved entity,’ but proceeds by a singular applica- 

tion of it to draw the conclusion that every mechanical 

'C. 1-2, c. 5 ad fin. where 
at p. 484, a, 8 we must read: 
ciuputoy ras 7 Siauorn, &c. 

2 The sinews and nerves were 
not distinguished by Herophilus, 
the first discoverer of nerves, or 
by his contemporary, Erasi- 
stratus, or indeed for a long time 
afterwards, but they were desig- 
nated as a whole by the common 
term vevpa, which had originally 
signified the sinews_ only; 
SPRENGEL, ibid. 511-12, 524-25. 

3 C. 8 init. (where at p. 485, 
a, 4 we should probably read: 
mwavtwy 8° é€oti Adyov BéATiov ws 
kal voy (nteiv): ovk dy Sdftee Kiwh- 
Tews Eveka TA GOTA, GAAG UGAAOY 
7&2 vevpa % Td avadroyov, ev @ 
TpOTw TH TYEDUA TO KIWNTIKOY. 

4 As we see from the fact that 
the 7. rveduatos is quoted in the 
m. (wy Kwioews Cc. 10, 703, a, 10: 
cf. supra, vol. i. p. 92. The pos- 
sibility that both works have the 
same author is not excluded: 
but the style and manner of ex- 
pression differ too much. 

> The first words of the rz. 
(gwv kwhoews present it as the 
completion of an earlier inquiry, 
which is evidently meant to in- 
dicate the 7m. (¢wyv -opeias. 
Again inc. 1, 698,a, 7 we have 
a reference to Phys. viii. in ce. 
6, at p. 700, b, 4, lines 21 and 9 
(cf. supra, vol. i. p. 80) to the 
mw, wuxns and the zm. tis mpeétns 
girocodias ; inc. 11 ad fin. to the 
wT. (wv uopiwy, the wm. Wxijs, the 
mw. aid@jcews Kal rvov kal uvhuns, 
and to the 7. (wy yevécews as an 
immediately preceding treatise. 
These references are made jush 
in the way in which Aristotle 
himself was accustomed to quote 
his works. Nevertheless the z. 
(wwy kwhcews is so free, both in 
style and matter, from any of the 
marks which would betray a very 
late date, that we should not be 
justified in referring it to a time 
subsequent to the worg of Andro- 
nicus. 

6 Supra, vol. i. p. 93, n. 1. 
7 C, 1, 698, a, 7 sqq. (where 
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motion presupposes two unmoved entities: in the 

thing itself a motionless point from which the motion 

proceeds, and outside of it a motionless body upon 
which the thing rests;' from which it again con- 

cludes that the unmoved principle which propels the 

world cannot be within the latter, but must be out- 

side of it.2 It further shows in a discussion with 

which we are already familiar, how the presentation of 

the desirable object to the mind creates the desire, and 

this in turn the physical movements,’ which all proceed 

from the centre of the body as the seat of sensation—or, 

to be strict, from the soul, which there has its abode.‘ 

The soul thus operates upon the body by means of the 

expansion and contraction, the rise and fall of the vital 

spirit (7vedpa ovudutov). In order that it should so 
operate, however, itis not necessary that it should leave 

its seat in the heart and act directly upon all parts of the 

body, since, in virtue of the principle of order that 

governs the whole, its decrees find automatic fulfilment.? 

we should read rtovrov S€ to Aristotle’s belief as to the still- 
axiyntoyv), and c. 6, 700, b, 7. 

C1, 698, a, 11, c. 2.ad yin. ; 
and c. 4, 700, a, 6 saq. We have 
also at 698, a, 11 the remarkable 
statement: de? 5€ TovTO wh mdvov 
T@ Adyw KabdAov AaBeEtv, GAAG Kal 
em) Tay KabeKacTa Kal TOV aisOnTar, 
80 Garep kal Tovs KabdAouv (nTovuev 
Adyous—which is an exaggeration 
of the view which is indicated 
as that of Aristotle, supra, vol. 1. 
p. 167. 

2 C. 3-4, where the myth of 
Atlas referred to in De Cela, ii. 
1, 284, a, 18, is proved to be 
mechanically impossible. We 
might conclude from 699, a, 31 
that the author did not share 

ness of the earth, but this is 
hardly his meaning. He is only 
carried away in the heat of con- 
troversy into using an argument 
which would make, in fact, 
against Aristotle himself. 

°C. 6-8; supra, vol. ii. p. 110 
Sq. 

pa Oa 
> C.10. This recalls both the 

work quoted, the m. mvevuatos, 
and also the 7. kécuov, which, in 
the discussion it contains as to 
the action of God on the world 
(c. 6, 398, b, 12 sqq, 400, b, 11 
sqq.), appears to have in view 
the passage referred to in the 
text, as also c. 7, 701, b, 1. 
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The pamphlet ends with some remarks upon involun- 

tary movements.! 

Among the superior pseudo-Aristotelian writings 

we must reckon also the Mechanical Problems,? which, 

however, contain too little of a philosophical character 

to detain us here.—Even the work on Physiognomy, 

however mistaken the attempt as a whole, furnishes us 

with an example of logical methods and careful, some- 

times even keen, observation. Its leading thought is 

the complete interdependence of body and soul ;* from 

which it concludes that there must be certain physical 

indications of moral and intellectual characteristics, the 

extent and subtilty of which may be measured both by 

the analogy of certain of the lower animals and by the 

impression produced by the figure, features and gait. 

On this latter subject many of its observations are not 

without value.—The tenth book of the Natural History* 

deviates from one of the fundamental principles of the 

Aristotelian physiology ° by the assumption of a female 
seed, but in other respects gives evidence of careful 

observation, remarkable for that time. At the earliest 

it belongs to the school of Strato..—The pseudo- 

oo bo HE 
2 Supra, vol. i. p. 86, n. 1. 
3C. 1 init.: Gri ai Sidvoi 

EmovTat TOis ThHuacl, Kal ovK eioly 
avtTal Kad’ éavTas amabeis otoat TOV 
TOU oomaTos KiWhoewy . . . Kal 
Touvaytiov 5) Tots THs WuxTs Tabh- 
bact TY Gua cuumdcxoy davepdy 
yiverar &c.; Cc. 4 init.: Bonet 5€ 
orn Wuxh Kal 7d c@ua cuurabeiv 
adAAnAas &c. This cvumdiea re- 
calls the terminology of the 
Stoics. 

4 Probably identical with the 

iwép Tov uh ‘yevvav, which has 
been mentioned supra, vol. i. p. 
87, n. 1. 

5 C..5, 636, b, 15, 26, 37,656 
Jin. c. 2, 634, b, 29, 36, c. 3, 636, 
a, 11, c. 4 fin. &c., wherewith cf. 
vol. ii. p. 50 sq. 

5 The female seed hasalready 
been discussed in connection 
with Strato, swpra, vol. ii. p. 466, 
n.1. This book differs still 
further from Aristotle (as ROSE, 
Arist. Libr. Ord. 172, points 
out) in that it inculcates that the 
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Aristotelian Vales of the Marvellous cannot be adduced 
as examples of independent research, but only as a 

proof of the uncritical eagerness with which the later 

learning was wont to collect even the most improbable 

statements, if only they were surprising enough; and 

the same is in the main true of the form in which the 

Problems have come down to us. ‘These works are 

useless to us in a history like the present, if for no 

other reason, because we are entirely ignorant through 

how many hands they have come, and when they 

received their present form.’ 

Among the ethical works in the Aristotelian collection 

there are three besides the Hudemian Ethics which are of 

later Peripatetic origin : the essay upon Virtues and Vices, 

the so-called Magna Moralia, and the Economies. The first 

of these will come before us hereafter among the evidences 
of the Eclecticism of the younger Peripatetic school.— 

The Magna Moralia is an abbreviated reproduction of 

the Nicomachean and the Ludemian Ethics, which (apart 

from the books which are common to both of these) 
for the most part follows the latter,? although in indivi- 

dual sections preferring the former. The essential points 

of the earlier works are as a rule intelligently grasped 
and placed in due prominence, sometimes even receiving 

seed is absorbed through the 
mvevua, and not, as Aristotle 
believed, by the warmth of the 

1 See supra, vol. i. p. 96 sqq. ; 
and see also p. 85, n., as to the 
Aristotelian fragment on the 

uterus (c. 2, 634, b, 34, c. 3, 636, 
a, 4, c. 5, 637, a, 15 sqq.). That 
the book is post-Aristotelian is 
again proved by the passage on 
the muvAn, c. 7, 638, a, 10-18, 
which is copied, word for word, 
from the Gen. An. iv. 7, 775, a, 
27 sqq. 

Signs of the Weather; and as to 
the books on Plants, which do 
not here concern us, see p. 93 
ny 2. 

2 Cf. SPENGEL, Abhandl. d 
philos.-philol. Kl. d. Bayr. Akad 
iii. 515-6; BRANDIS, ii. b, 1566. 
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further development and elucidation. 
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The manner of 

presentation is in parts clumsy and not free from repe- 

titions, nor is the proof always convincing,' while the 

atroptat, which the writer frequently delights to propose, 

receive an unsatisfactory solution, or none at all.? In the 

original parts of the work we find much that is more or 

less at variance with the 

ethics.? 

) £.g. B. i. 1; 1183, b, 8 sqaq, 
2 So ii. 3, 1199, a, 19—b, 36, 

ii. 15, 1212, b, 37 sqq. i. 35, 1127, 
b, 27 sqq. The difficulties so 
seriously discussed at ii. 6, 1201, 
a, 16 sqq. are curiously and 
characteristically petty. 

3 In this respect the following 
points may be noticed :—i. 2-3 
gives us various divisions of the 
kinds of Good, of which only that 
into spiritual, bodily, and exter- 
nal goods (in c. 3) is Aristote- 
lian, and the subdivision of the 
spiritual goods into #pdvnoats, 
Gpeth, and 7dovy is taken from 
Hud. ii. 1, 1218, b, 34, where, 
however, these three are not 
given as a division, but are only 
intended as examples of spiritual 
goods. Peculiar to this author 
is the division of goods into the 
tiuia (God, the Soul, the Nous, 
&c.), the érawera (the Virtues), 
the duvdmers (a curious expression 
for the Svvdper ayaba, i.e. the 
things, such as riches, beauty, 
&c., which may be used for good 
or evil), and fourthly, the cwott- 
Kov Kal joinTiKdy Tov GyaGod; pecu- 
liar to him also are the divisions 
into things which are good un- 
conditionally or good condition- 
ally (i.e. virtues and exvernal 
goods), into TéAn and ov TEAy (as 
health and the means to health), 

spirit of the Aristotelian 

The author avoids the religious view of ethics 

and into réAea and areAy. The 
methods already introduced by 
the Stoics seem to have influenced 
the writer of the MW. Mor. in 
this matter, for we know some- 
thing of their fondness for mul- 
tiplying distinctions between 
different senses of the ayaGdv, de 
quo v. STOB. ii. 92-102, 124-5, 
130, 136-7; Dio0G. vii. 94-98; 
Cic. Fin. ili. 16, 55; SExT. Pyrrh. 
iii. 181; SENECA, Zpist. 66, 5, 
36-7. As these Stoical classifi- 
cations had their origin chiefly 
in the work of Chrysippus, we 
might found upon this circum- 
stance an inference as to the 
date of the M. Mor. itself.— 
Again, though it is not true that 
the MW. Mor. leaves out the dia- 
noétic virtues (for only the name 
is wanting, and at i. 5, 1185, b, 
5, i. 35, the subject is really dealt 
with), yet, on the other hand, it 
is against the Aristotelian prin- 
ciples to say, as the author does, 
that only the virtues of the 
&Aovyov (i.e. the ethical virtues, 
which, therefore, are alone named 
apetal) are emaivetal, but that 
those of the Adyov Exov are not 
(i. 5, 1185, b, 5 sqq. c. 35, 1197, 
a, 16). Theauthor, inthis respect 
dissenting from Aristotle, under 
the head of the dianoétic virtues 
combines téxvn with émorhpn, 

2 
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which he found in Eudemus.! Of the later combina- 

tion of the Peripatetic teaching with Stoic and 

Academic elements his work contains hardly a trace ; ? 

which term in the &@. Mor. is 
constantly used for réxyvy (i. 35, 
1197, a, 18, cf. with the Mic. Eth. 
vi. 5, 1140, b, 21; and 1198, a, 32, 
Hed, $205, 2, 3),.1206; a, 25, cf. 
Nic. Hth. vii. 12-13, 1152, b, 18, 
MiGs a; 257 11. 12,.1211,.b, 25, 
on fee, ten. x. 7, 1167 b, 33; 
only in WM. Mor, i. 35, 1197, a, 12 
sqq. is téxvn used in the same 
way as.in Mic. Eth. vi. 4, 1140, 
a, 11; see SPENGEL, ibid. p. 
447); while, on the other hand, 
the M. Mor. oddly adds to the 
four remaining dianoétic virtues 
broAnyis as a fifth (i. 35, 1196, b, 
37). When the author defines 
justice in a wide sense as apety 
TeAcia, and adds that in this sense 
a man can be just for himself 
alone (i. 94, 1193, b, 2-15), he 
overlooks the closer definition 
given by Aristotle, that it is the 
GpeT TEAcLa Mpds ETEpoy (sUpTa, 
volu. 7. 170; n. 2). As to the 
question whether a man can do 
himself an injustice, which Ari- 
stotle had dealt with in the Jie. 
Eth. v. 15 ad fin. metaphorically 
as referring to the injustice of 
one part of the soul towards 
another, the author of the ™M. 
Mor. takes it literally (G. 34, 
High a,i2o,.. 1, 12b1,.a, 27). 
So the question if a man can be 
his own friend was similarly 
treated by EUDEMUS, vii. 6, 1240, 
a, 13 sqq. b, 28 sqq. and MW. Mor. 
ii, 1, 1211, a, 30 sqq. The 
Mor. is very unaristotelian in 
the circumstance that (at ii. 3, 
1199, b, 1) it includes Tyranny 
as one of the things which may 
be good in themselves, even if 

VOL. II. 

they are not always good for 
individual people ; and when the 
author (in ii. 7, 1204, b, 25 sqq.) 
describes pleasure as a movemeit 
of the sensitive part of the soul, 
he follows Theophrastus rather 
than Aristotle; cf. supra, ii. pp. 
147, 391, n. 2. 

! In the discussion on edtvy‘a, 
(M. Mor. ii. 8; Hud. vii. 14) the 
author suggests that it consists 
in an émméAeix Oeay, in that he 
supposes God to apportion good 
and evil according to merit ; and, 
with Eudemus (supra, vol. ii. p. 
424 sq.), he traces it back partly 
tO a wEeTarTwoIs THY TpayudTwr, 
but partly also and chiefly to the 
happy disposition of the person’s 
nature (the vais &Aoyos), the 
operation of which he compares 
with that of an enthusiasm, 
admitting, however, as did his 
predecessors, that it is directed 
by a Divine Being. The author 
of the M. Mor. further agrees 
with EKudemus (supra, vol. ii. p. 
425, n. 1) as to the union of all 
the virtues to form kadondyabla 
(i. 9), and concludes with him 
that the real function of ethical 
virtues is that they guard the 
active reason from derangement 
by the passions; but he omits 
the consideration of the relation 
of reason to the Godhead and the 
doctrine that the knowledge of 
God is the final aim of life. 

* The only passage in which 
we can find any positive refer- 
ence to the doctrine of the Stoivs 
is that just cited, i.e. i. 2; there 
is, perhaps, a negative reference 
in ii, 7, 1206, b, 17: ardGs & 

K K 
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and partly on this account, and partly on account of the 

poverty of its language as contrasted with the richness 

of such writers as Critolaus, it must be referred to the 

third or at latest to the second century; but in 

scientific independence it is decidedly inferior even to 

the Eudemian Ethics.—Of earlier date than the Magna 

Moralia is without doubt the first book of the Giconomies. 

The contents of this small but well-written treatise 

consist partly of a recapitulation and summary, partly 

of an expansion of the view Aristotle had taken in the 

Politics of the Household, the relation of Man and Wife, 

and Slavery ;! the last of these he does not attempt to 

justify.2 The most original part of it refers to the 

separation of Economics as a special science from 

Politics—a modification of Aristotle's views which we 

have already met with in Eudemus.* ‘The book in 
general reminds us of Hudemus; its relation to the 

economical sections of the Politics very much resembles 

that of the Hudemian to the Nicomachean Ethics, and 

the whole style of treatment, and even the language— 

which is clear and elegant, but lacks the nerve of 

Aristotle’s would afford further support to the con- 

jecture that Eudemus was its author. Philodemus, 

however, attributes it to Theophrastus ;° and although 

ovx, ws olovtat of AA, THs certainly cannot attribute to 
apeTis apxn Kal nyeuay eotiw 6 
Adyos, GAAG mGAAOY TA 1AO7. 

1 Supra, vol. ii. p. 213 sqq. 
2 This circumstance amongst 

others goes to prove that this 
work is not an Aristotelian 
sketch antecedent to the Politics, 
but is based on the cognate 
section of the Politics itself ant 
is an elaboration of it which we 

Aristotle. 
3 Supra, vol. i. p. 186, n. 4. 
* It is difficult to find, as in 

the Ethics of Hudemus, any 
doctrine that can be calied un- 
Aristotelian ; but the expression 
Thy Tav iatpav Sivauty, c. 5, 1244, 
b, 9, is surprising. 

5 De Vit. ix. (Vol. Here. iii.) 
Col. 7, 38, 47, 27, 15, where chaps. 
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all we can conclude from this is that several MSS. bore 

his name,! yet there is no decisive consideration that 

can be urged against the correctness of this view.? The 
second book of the Gconomics, which has no connection 

with the first, is as unmistakably later in origin as it 

is inferior in value. Its contents consist chiefly of a 

collection of anecdotes in illustration of a point in Ari- 

stotle’s doctrine,* introduced by a dry and somewhat 

singular enumeration of the different kinds of Economy.* 

This book, while without doubt proceeding from the 

Peripatetic school, is cnly one of the many proofs of the 

paltry pedantry which after a few generations became 

its predominating feature. 

The Lhetoric dedicated to Alexander, which, as 

formerly remarked,°® cannot be previous to Aristotle, is 

the work of a rhetorician whose date cannot be further 

determined. It need not here delay us, as it exhibits 

no philosophical originality. 

Kven with these pseudo-Aristotelian books, our 

knowledge of the written works which proceeded from 

the Peripatetic school of the third and second centuries, 

and of their contents, must be admitted to be in the 

highest degree defective as compared with their number 

1-5 of the ZHeonomics are sub- 
mitted to a detailed and search- 
ing criticism. Cf. as to this and 
as to certain variations of the 
Philodemian from the common 
text which it indicates, the notes 
of the ‘editor and his preface 
(vii.—viii.). 

' Supra, vol. ii. p. 204, n. 2, 

vol, i. p. 86, n. 1 (m. aréuwy 
ypaupeov) 104, and ZELL. Par. d. 
Gr. i. 476, 1, where it is shown 
that this was the case with 

many of these works, genuine 

or spurious, attributed to Ari- 
stotle. 

2 The absence of the Econo- 
mics from the list of works by 
Theophrastus given by Diogenes 
proves little. 

3 Supra, vol. ii. p. 222, n. 2. 
4 The BaowWskh, catpatiry, 

moAitiky, and idiwrik7)—folluwed 
by a catalogue of the various 
sources of income belonging to 
each of these. 

° Supra, vol. i, p. 74, n. 3. 

KK2 
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and copiousness. Nevertheless such imperfect know- 

ledge as we have places us in a position to form a true 

estimate of the development of this school as a whole. 

We see it, under Theophrastus and Strato, taking an 

honourable place till towards the middle of the third 

century ; we see it especially making important con- 

tributions in the field of natural science, and under the 

influence of this scientific interest modifying important 

Aristotelian doctrines in a direction which seemed to 

promise greater unity to the system, but which if con- 

sistently followed out must have involved the abandon- 

ment of many of its essential features. But the spirit 

of the time was unfavourable to these efforts, and the 

Peripatetic school could not long resist its influence. 

Soon after the time of Strato all independence of thought 

in science, and simultaneously also in logic and meta- 
physics, ceased, and the school began to confine itself 

to ethics and rhetoric, and that historical and philo- 

sophical erudition which with all its extent and variety 
compensates us neither with a healthy criticism of 

tradition nor a broad treatment of history for its poverty 

in philosophic thought. This was the signal for its 

relapse into a position of subordinate importance. It 

continued nevertheless to do good service in propagat- 

ing the knowledge of earlier researches, and in forming 

by the moderation of its ethical doctrine, which differed 

from Aristotle’s only in a few isolated particulars, a 
wholesome counterpoise to the one-sidedness of other 

schools. But the lead in the scientific movement had 

passed into other hands, and we have to seek in the 

younger schools the true exponents of the philosophy of 

the age. 



APPENDIX 

ON THE FORM OF THE ‘POLITICS’ 

(Being vol. i. p. 204, n. 1.) 

Tue form in which Aristotle’s Politics has come down to us (as 

to which see also i. 100, n. 1) presents many peculiar features. 
After a short introduction, bk. i. discusses the Household as an 

element in the State—chiefly on the economic side. On the 

other hand, the Family and Education are reserved for a later 

place, on the ground that they have to adapt themselves to the 
general form of political life (c. 13, 1260, b, 8). Passing in bk. ii. 

to the doctrine of the State itself, Aristotle proposes, in the first 
place, to investigate the Best Form of State (1.13 fin. 1.1 wit.), 

proceeding by way of introduction to criticise the most famous 
States, whether actually historical or merely imagined by philo- 
sophers. After examining the idea of the state and of the citizen 
(iii. 1-5), he goes on in bk. ii. (6-13) to distinguish the different 
Forms of Constitution and to discuss the various points of view 
from which their value may be estimated. In iii. 14 he turns to 
Monarchy as the first of the true forms, devoting four chapters 
to its discussion. Chapter 18 proposes to take up the discussion 

of the Best State, but breaks off with an incomplete sentence, 
which is not resumed till bk. vil. 1 anit. Meanwhile the subject 
also has to stand over. Bk. iv. treats of the Constitutions which 
remain after Monarchy and Aristocracy have been disposed of, 
viz. Oligarchy, Democracy, Polity and Tyranny. It discusses 
which is the best suited for the majority of states and under 
what conditions each is natural. Finally (cc. 14-16) it investi- 
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gates the various possible arrangements for the bodies entrusted 

with legislative, executive and judicial powers. Bk. v. is devoted 
to the question of change in the different forms of government, 
their decay and the means for their preservation. Bk. vi. 
introduces us (2-7) to the subordinate species of democracy and 
oligarchy, and (c. 8) to the discussion of the different offices of 

state. Bk. vil. begins (1-3) the treatment of the best state 
promised in ili. 18, with a discussion of happiness in the indi- 
vidual and in the community, and then proceeds to sketch the 
outlines of the best state itself (c. 4 bk. viii. fin.), devoting 

especial care to the subject of education and kindred questions 
(vii. 15, 1134, b, 5—viil. 7). The work ends informally with the 

discussion of Musie. 

Even earlier scholars recognised that neither the scope nor 
the arrangement of the work as it stands corresponds with 
Aristotle’s original plan, and recent critics are still more pro- 
nounced on this head. After Nicot. ORESME (1489) and SEGNI 
(1559) had remarked that the subject of bks. vii. and viii. con- 
nects with bk. it., Scatino pA Sato (1577) was the first to 
propose actually to place them between bks. ii. andiv. Sixty 
years later (1637) ConrinG not only independently repeated 
this suggestion but went on to attack the integrity of our text, 
indicating in his edition of 1656 a number of lacwne of greater 
or less extent which he suspected to exist. Im more recent 

times the subject attracted the attention of BarTHELEMyY Sr- 
Himatre (Politique d’ Aristote, i. pp. cxli-clxxii), who, while he 

denied that the work as we have it is either incomplete or 
mutilated, held, on the other hand, not only that bks. vii. and 

villi. should come after iii., but that bks. v. and vi. should like- 

wise be transposed (the latter coming between iy. and y.). He 
himself observes this order in his translation, and he has been 

followed by BrxxkeR in his smaller edition and by CONGREVE. 
Both of these suggestions are accepted by SprencEx (‘ Ueb. d. 

Politik d. Arist.’ Abh. d. Miinchn. Akad. philos.-philol. Kl. v. 
1-49), Nicxes (De Arist. Polit. Libr. Bonn, 1851, p. 67 sqq. 112 
sqq.), Branpis(Gr.-rdm. Phil. i. p. 1666 sqq. 1679 sq.), and others. 
WoLttMann (‘Ueb. d. Ordnung d. Biicher in d. Arist. Politik.’ 
Rhein. Mus. 1842, 321 sqq.), on the other hand, while accepting 

the transposition of v. and vi., rejects the removal of vii. and 
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viii. from their present place. HILDENBRAND (Gesch. u. Syst. d. 
Rechts- und Staatsphil.1. 845-885 ; cf. FECHNER, Gerechtigkevts- 

begr. d. Arist. p. 65, p. 87, 6), on the contrary, defends the 

traditional order of v. and vi., but inserts vii. and vii. between 

il. andiv. The traditional arrangement of both these sections 
has been defended by Gorr.ine (Preface to his edition published 
1824, p. xx sqq.), ForcHHAMMER (Verhandl. d. Philologenvers. in 
Kapsel, p. 81 sq., Philologus, xv. 1, 50 sq.; on the former with 

its curious suggestion that the Politics follows the order of the 
four causes, see SPENGEL, loc. cit. 48 sq., HILDENBRAND, op. cit. 

390 sq.), Rose (De Arist. Libr. Ord. 125 sq.), BENDIXEN (Zur 
Politik d. Arist. Philol. xii. 264-801; see HinpEnBRAND, 

p. 496), and others. No modern scholar accepts ConrIN@’s 

judgment on the integrity of the work without reservation ; 
several—e.g. GOTTLING (loc. cit.), and especially NicxEs (p. 90, 
92 sq. 109, 123, 130 sq.)—even controvert it. SPENGEL, however 

(p. 8 sq. 11 sq. 41 sq.), Branpis (p. 1669 sq. 1673 sq.) and even 
Nickes (98 sq.) admit several not inconsiderable lacune 
especially at the end of bk. viii., while Van ScHWINDEREN (De 

Arist. Polit. Libr. p. 12; see H1iLDENBRAND, p. 449) held that 

greater part of the discussion on the best state, is lost. Lastly, 
HILDENBRAND (p. 387 sq. 449 sq.) surmises that at least three 

books are wanting at the end of bk. viii., and at the end of the 

whole the last section of bk. vi., besides, perhaps, four books on 
the philosophy of law. 

If, finally, we ask how we are to explain the present state of 
the text, the common opinion is that the work was completed 

by Aristotle himself, but that it was subsequently mutilated and 
fell into disorder. Branpis, however (p. 1669 sq.), is inclined to 

consider bk. viii. unfinished rather than mutilated, and this view 

is more fully developed by HinpDENBRAND (p. 355 sq. 879 sq.), 
who holds that Aristotle intended to insert the essay on the 

ideal state which is begun in bks. vii. and viii. between iii. and 

iv., but postponed its completion till he should have written 

bks. iv. and v. and was overtaken by death before he had 
finished either it or bk. vi., which was to follow v. 

(Some further references to the literature of the subject will 
be found in BarrHféLemy Sr-Hivaire, p. 146 sq.; NicKgs, p. 67 ; 
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BENDIXEN, p. 265 sq.; HILDENBRAND, p. 345 sq.. from whom 
the above are partly taken.) 

Zeller’s own view, the grounds of which can here be only 
shortly given, is as follows: 

(1) As regards the order of the text, the majority of recent 
scholars are undoubtedly right in holding that Aristotle intended 
bks. vii. and viii. to follow immediately after i. The contents 
of bk. 11. as well as its opening words taken with the conclusion 
of bk. i. are clearly preparatory to a discussion of the best state. 

This discussion is expressly taken up at the end of bk. iii., and 
the interrupted sentence with which it closes is resumed at the 
beginning of vu. in a manner that can hardly be explained 
except upon the hypothesis that the passage was continuous in 
the original. Finally, the section upon the best constitution is 
quite certainly presupposed by such passages as iy. 2, 1289, a, 
30, b, 14, c. 3, 1290, a, 1 (ep. vii. 8, 9), c. 7, 1298, b, 1, also e: 4, 

1290, b, 88 (cp. iv. 3, vii. 3), and even ec. 1 (on which see 

SPENGEL, p. 20 sq.). If it be urged that the words kai rept 
Tas @AXas TroAtreias Nnuivy TeGeopntar mpdTepoy appear to refer to the 

contents of bks. iv.—vi., it may be replied that these words may 
just as well be taken to refer to the ideal constitutions criticised 
in bk. ii. (ras aAAas rodcreias, il. 1, 1260, b, 29) as HILDENBRAND 

takes them (p. 363 sq.). The words in question, however, fit so 
ill the passage in which they occur that it is best to consider them, 
with SPENGEL (p. 26) and most other critics, as a later gloss. 

(2) On the other hand, there seems no necessity to transpose 
bks. v. and vi., as has already been shown by HILDENBRAND. 
The only valid ground for this change is the close connection of 
the contents of iv. and vi. taken together with the preliminary 
review in iv. 2, 1289, b, 12 sq.—The other arguments, e.g. that 
the words é¢v rj seb0d@ TH xpd Tavtns in vi. 2, 1317, b, 34, refer 

to iv. c. 15, as though it immediately preceded, and that v. 9, 

1309, b, 16, ro sroAAadkts cipnuevoy refers to vi. 6 as well as to 

iv. 12, are of little value: the ‘ uedod0s mpo ravrns’ may denote 
not only the immediately preceding book (the division mto 
books can hardly be Aristotle’s) but the whole preceding 
section, including bks. iv. and v.; while ‘zoA\axis’ is more 

naturally taken as referring to v. 3, 6 than to vi. 6, if indeed it 
is necessary to see in it a reference to any other passage besides 

oe 
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iv. 12, where the principle that the supporters of the existing 
constitution should consider their opponents, although only 
expressly stated in this general form, is applied with so much 
detail that it might very well be said to have been here 
repeatedly (1296, b, 24, 31, 87, as well as 15) emphasised.—The 

argument, however, above referred to rests upon a gratuitous 
assumption as to the plan of the work. The contents of iv. and 
vi. are undoubtedly closely related, but it does not follow that 
they must have formed a continuous whole. It is possible that 
Aristotle first completed the general theory of the imperfect 

forms of constitution (iv. and v.), and afterwards in vi. returned 
to the first section of the earlier investigation, because he wished 
to make a more special application of the principles there laid 
down. So far from contradicting this view the passage iv. 2, 
1289, b, 12 sq. is quite satisfactorily explained on the supposition 

that it is intended merely as a sketch of the plan of bks. iv. and 
v. Of the five points here mentioned, the first three are dis- 
cussed in iv. 3-13, the fifth (the Pé@opat and cwrnpia rev 
mo\irev@v) in v., while it is all the more likely that the section 
iv. 14-16 is meant for the discussion of the fourth (riva rpdropv 

det kabiatavac tavtas Tas modureias), as Aristotle expressly says 

(1289, b, 22) that he intends here to touch only lightly on all 
these subjects (ravrav rovTay étav Tomcmpeba cuvTopes TY 

evdexouerny pvetay: hence also the viv iv. 15, 1800, a, 8), and as 

the scheme of this discussion which is laid down in iv. 14 init. 
is actually carried out inc. 16. It is quite natural, therefore, 

that v. 1 should open with the words epi pev odv Tav GXA@v ov 
mpoeWdpeOa oyeddr eipntat tepi wavrwy, nor is there any necessity 

to take these words as referring to bk. vi. as well. That we 
should even be wrong in doing so is proved by the passages 1n 
vi. which admittedly refer to v., viz. c. 1 wit. and fin. ec. 4, 
1319, b, 4, c. 5, 1819, b, 87; since in all these passages the 

rejection of the words in question or the change of a reewpnta 

mporepov With a GewpnOnoera vorepoy could be justified only as a 
last resource. Finally, the incompleteness of the discussions in 
vi. is more easily explained if we suppose it to have been com- 

posed subsequently to v. 
(3) With regard to the integrity of the text, we have to 

acknowledge, in the first place, that many single sentences are 
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irremediably corrupt. In the second place, we have several 
isolated passages which are undoubtedly insertions by a later 
hand, e.g. ii. 12, which was suspected by GOrrLine (p. 345 sq. 
on the passage in question) and Branpis (1590, A, 586), though 
defended by Spence (p. 11) and Nicxes (p. 55 sq.), and 
rejected from 1274, a, 22 onwards by SusemrHu (no impartial 
critic can accept Kroun’s conclusion in the Brandenburger 
Programm, ‘Zur Kritik Arist. Schriften,’ 1872, p. 29 sq. 
that scarcely the half of the Politics can be attributed to Ari- 
stotle). Lastly, we have every ground to believe that important 
sections of the work were either left unfinished or have been 
lost. The treatment of the best state is obviously incomplete: 
Aristotle himself refers us for the further discussion of musical 

education with which he breaks off to essays on rhythms (viii. 
7 init.) and on comedy (vii. 13, 1336, b, 20); but besides these 

we had a right to expect a full discussion of the question of the 
proper treatment of poetry, and the scientific training of the 
citizen, which Aristotle’s principles could hardly have permitted 

him to leave untouched (see vii. 14, 1333, b, 16 sq. ¢, 15, 1334, 

b, 8, viii. 4, 1339, a, 4, and more fully on this and other points the 

section on the best state) ; the life of the family, the education 
of women, the treatment of children (ra:dovopia), property, the 

treatment of slaves, drinking booths, are merely mentioned to 

be expressly reserved for later treatment (see i. 13, 1260, b, 8, 

vil. 16, 1335, b, 2, vii. 6, 1326, b, 3% sq. vii. 10 fin. vii. 17, 1336, 

b, 24) ; the constitution of the ideal state is only sketched on 

the most general lines, vii. 15; similarly we look in vain for 

any account of the laws for the regulation of adult life, indis- 
pensable as they are declared (Ethics, x. 10, 1180, a, 1) to be for 
the welfare of the state, and of legislation in general in the nar- 
rower sense as distinguished from the constitution, although 
earlier writers are expressly reproached (Ethics, loc. cit. 1181, 

b, 12) with the neglect of this point, while Pol. iv. 1, 1289, a, 11 

requires that the discussion of the different constitutions shall 
be followed by that of the laws (on the distinction between them 
see also ii. 6, 1265, a, 1), not only of the best absolutely but of those 

which are best adapted for each form of constitution, and express 

reference is made in other passages to a section upon legisla- 
tion (see v. 9, 1309, b, 14: dmda@s be, daa Ev Tots vopos ws oUp- 
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€povra A€yopev Tals Twodirelas, dravra Tavta caer Tas ToNTelas, 
and iii. 15, 1286, a, 2: ro pév ovv mept THs TovavTNs oTpaTnyias 

emurkorreiv vouwy €yer paddov eidos 7) Todirelas Bat’ adeiobw tiv 

mpatnv). Cf. HILDENBRAND, 351 sq. 449 sq. If we consider 
how much space all these discussions would have required, we 

can easily understand how large a part of the essay on the best 

state which Aristotle had designed is wanting. But the last- 
quoted passages prove also that the discussion of the imperfect 

forms was to be supplemented by a section on legislation to 
which bk. vi. appears to have been designed as an introduction. 

As moreover the discussion of the apyai in iv. 15 is resumed in 
vi. 8, we should have expected similar discussions of the legis- 
lative assemblies and the law courts (iv. 14,16). Finally, seeing 

that vi. 1, 1816, b, 39 sq. expressly notes the absence in the 
foregoing discussions of all reference to the forms of constitution 
which result from the union of heterogeneous elements (e.g. 
an oligarchical senate with aristocratic courts of law), and 

proposes to remedy this omission, we must reckon this section 

also among those which either have been lost or were never 
completed. 

(4) Which of these alternatives we ought to accept, and how 

accordingly we ought to explain the form in which the work 
has come down to us, we have not sufficient data to decide. 

But the circumstance that the chief lacwne are at the end of 

the second and third of the main divisions of the work lends 

countenance, as HILDENBRAND rightly remarks (p. 356), to the 

view that neither was completed by Aristotle himself. We 
must suppose, moreover, that he developed coincidently the 

doctrine of the best state and of the imperfect forms, although 
he intended on completion of the whole to combine them in 

strict order of succession. This view gains some support from 
the fact that there is no evidence that the work ever existed in 
a more complete form, and that even Dioa. v. 24 (Hermippus) 

gives only eight books, while the extract from Arius Dipymus 
given by Srospzus, Hel. ii. 826 sq. (cf. vol. iii. a, 546 sq.) at no 
point goes beyond what is contained in the Politics as we have 
it. The view here taken is accepted by ScuinrzER (Zw Arist. 
Politik Kos, i. 499 sq.), and with more hesitation by UsBERWEG 
(Grundr. i. 178, 5th ed.). SUSEMIHL, on the other hand 
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(Jahrbb. f. Philol. xcix. 593 sq. ci. 343 sq 349 sq. Arist. Polit. 
li. sq.), and ONCKEN (Staatsl. d. Ar. i. 95 sq.) follow Barthélemy 
St-Hilaire even in the transposition of bks. vy. and vi. Upon 
Oncken’s hypothesis that the Politics and other works of 
Aristotle have come down to us only in the form given to them by 
students, Zeller has already expressed his opinion (swpra, vol. i. 
p- 133), which coincides with what Susemihl had previously 
held upon the same point (see Jahrbb. f. Philol. vol. exiv. 1876, 

p- 122 sq.). The passage from Politics, vii. 1, discussed in 
vol. i. p. 115, n. 4, itself contradicts this hypothesis. On 

similar grounds we must reject the view (Brrnays, Arist. 
Politik, 212) that the work we have consists of a collection of 

notes which were designed for the philosopher’s own use in his 

oral instructions. In this case his style would have been much 
terser and more condensed, nor should we have had those forms 

of transition to which attention has been called by ZELLER (swpra, 
vol i. p. 185, n. 2) and by ONncKEN, i. 58 (for further examples 

see 1. 8, 1253, b, 14, i. 8 init. i. 9, 1257, b, 14, vii. 1, 1323, b, 36, 

vii. 2, 1825, a, 15), or of reference, as in iii. 12, 1282, b, 20 

(of kata hitoaodiav Aoyot, €v ois SiwproTat Trept TOV HOKOY), Viii. 

7, 1341, b, 40 (radu év rots wept rountixns épodpev cadbectepor), 
vii. 1, 1823, a, 21, ii. 6, 1278, b, 30 (see swpra, vol. i. p. 115, 

n. 4). The Polztics, in fact, together with the Ethics and the 

Rhetoric, belong to that class of Aristotle’s works in which the 
reader is most plainly before his eyes, the style being much too 
full for notes designed for the author’s exclusive use. Let the 
reader take the passages i. 2, 1252, a, 34-b, 27, c. 4, 1253, b, 

33-39, c. 9, 1257, b, 14-17, i. 11, 1258, b, 39-1259, a, 36, vu. 1, 
1323, a, 2-1324, a, 4, vii. 2, 1824, a, 25-1325, a, 15, iv. 1 eit. 
and then ask himself whether anyone would write in such a 
way for his own private use. 
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